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‘‘Masterly Inactivity’’ Best For added, ‘‘and if you change your Don’t plant too shallow. Plants 

the Peony mind about the Peonies, and decide with the topmost eyes less than two 
Reid Howell, New Jersey to have a house instead, you will inches below the level of the soil 

2 eg have an excavation ready for the are likely to be exposed in one way 

Ii ‘the Garden. Magazing ‘for foundations.’’ Simply dig a hole or another. From 214 to 3 inches 

August. for each individual root. The hole is about right, making due allow- 

The time to order Peony roots need not be ‘‘as deep as a well,’”’ ance for settling of ground after 

is August; planting should be done yor ‘‘as wide as a church door,” planting. 

in September. There is nothing but just large enough for the root Don’t set too close in permanent 

difficult. about their cultivation. to go in, with some little space to planting; that is, if you mean to 
As a matter of fact, you may stick spare all around it. let them remain as you plant them. 

your Peonies in the ground, never The rest of the advice that ex. Peonies should not be set closer 

giving them another thought, and perience has taught me can best than three feet apart each way. 

the probabilities are that year after he presented in the negative form Four feet is far better. 
year they will struggle through of what NOT to do! 
the weeds and grass and produce a Don’t Worry Apour ‘‘ PRro- 

very fair display of flowers. They Don tv Use Manure TECTION”” 
are neither Orchids nor Roses and . . Peonies (all varieties) are liter- 

are literally easier to grow than a Never use fresh manure in any ally as ‘‘hardy as the oak,’’ and 

Geranium. way, shape, or form, unless as 2 “need no protection whatever, even 
Peonies indeed will resent nurs- muleh after planting, and even in jy Jatitudes where the temperature 

ing and coddling; they don’t like this case, it must be kept away goes down to any quantity of de- 
much stirring of the ground about from direetly over the crown of grees below zero. Indeed, the best 
their stems. Briefly, about the the plant. If YOUr ground has blooming seasons are invariably 
principal ‘‘culture’’ consists in been prepared with manure a year those which follow hard, ‘“‘stay- 

letting them alone, exeept to keep '™ advance of planting, it will be frozen’’ winters. The first winter 

them clear of grass and weeds. an excellent thing ; otherwise, when after planting, the roots are, of 

Many of the disappointments YOU come to set your roots, don't course, loose in the ground, and 
experienced are due to some of the US¢ Manure at all. Peonies can be, toy this one season, a light cover 

eyes having been destroyed, either and frequently are, overfed. As- of, say two inches of coarse litter 

by hasty or rough planting or a SU™28 that you have just ordin- —grass, or fine straw—is thought 

stirring of the ground directly over arily good garden soil, I would by some to be necessary to prevent 

the plants in early spring. No advise against enriching itm any — heaving of roots. 
weeding or raking should be done WY except by the addition of pure «On ee planted, all is done,’’ is 
near the plants until the shoots are "’¥ bone-meal. And ifwhere you almost a literal truth about 
well up out of the ground. are planting the soil is not good,  peonies, Assuming that you fol- 

Planting is a simple job. There I suggest replacing it to the depth jow the foregoing directions in 

is no need of ‘‘excavating to the Of two feet or more with good gar- planting, ete., the after-culture or 

depth of 2% to 3 fect’? for the den soil. fertilization consists only, in my 

planting of those roots, unless you opinion, of applying one pound of 

want to do it for your health. It Don’t PLANT CARELESSLY bone meal to every plant directly 

isn t necessary. Some hysterical Don’t plant too deep. ‘Too decp after the blooming season is past. 

horticulturist wrote this a hundred planting is responsible for many This bone meal should be _ dug 
years or so ago, and every Peony wrtial to complete Failures If lightly with the hands or with a 

man since has seemed to think it e . hand-trowel into the soil around 
necessary to copy it. Imagine ex- Toots ane set with eyes much more the plants to the depth of only an 

cavating to the depth of 214 to 3 than three inches below: the level inch or two, but not too close to 
feet for a bed of 100 Peonies, or of the soil when planting is com- the stem. 

even 50! It brings visions of pleted, the plants may fail to bloom Don’t use lime in preparing 
steam shovels, straining horses, for several years, or the blooms eds. A certain grower reports 

shouting men. The duffer who may be of indifferent quality year the death of several acres of plants 
first wrote that ought to have after year. due to excessive. liming of the soil.
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Don’t fail to water plants plen- of taking a season off—a rest; the Don’t Move Your PrEoNtes 

tifully during the blooming period ; fruit trees in your orchard do no Some: growers ‘have voiced. the 

but don’t use manure water at this less. Or it may be caused by over- a 2s 
: . an opinion that roots ought to be 

time, or at any time, unless you fertilization or the use of strong ls avd divided evens fous 

are careful not to get it close to manure. ta a SE ee 
or five years, But it is a mistake 

stems of plants. . 
SELECTING THE PLACE TO PLANT to doiso. Roots should be Jett uu 

Don’t Worry Aspour DISKASES 6 disturbed indefinitely. 2 If this is 
Don’t plant in low wet ground. done the plants will increase in 

There aren’t any diseases that  Peonies require lots of moisture vigor and productiveness year 

need give you any coneern what- but they will not do well in low after year, the blooms growing 

ever, eminent horticultural profes- and constantly damp ground. A larger and more fragrant and 

sors to the contrary notwithstand- — situation where there would be a nearer and nearer to absolute per- 

ing. True, there is a fungous constant supply of water around fection in form. The Peonies I 

disease, which attacks the leaves of the roots they would not tolerate at originally planted have remained 

the plants. This usually oeeurs all. undisturbed for 25 years, and each 

only during very wet summers, Don’t plant under trees. Peo- one produces every year from 25 

and follows the blooming period. jjes will do admirably in partial te 100 magnificent blooms, 

Purple blotches appear on the shade—the shade east by buildings 

leaves and though a great ado has oy trees when the latter are located AS TO ATTENTION ArrER BLOOMING 
been made about it, it does not at a considerable distance. But in A great many people thought- 

seem to render them especially un- yo ease should roots be set, say for lessly cut down the Peony stems 

sightly. The trouble does not ex- example, within 30 feet of a tree after blooming, close to the ground, 

tend to, or affect the root in the 4 foot in diameter, and they cannot to make room for other flowering 

slightest degree. There is another qo well when planted within 12 plants—perhaps annuals nearby. 
‘‘disease’’ of a like character which — feet of a Privet hedge. A Peony root has actually more 

attacks the stems and sometimes Don’t plant Peonies along the lives than the proverbial eat, but 

causes them to wilt rather sud- foundation walls of a ‘building, — this often kills it outright, and if 

denly; but this, except in rare unless you see to it that the plants it does not will at least, in every 

cases, also follows the blooming vet their share of water during case, cripple the plant to the ex- 

season, but it does not affect the tho growing season. Frequently — tent of its bearing the very poorest 

root in any way. The Peony root plantings about the base of a house sort of flowers for several subse- 
itself is subject to no disease that xeceiye no water for many weeks quent seasons. Foliage is neces- 

is either fatal or even of temporary jy guecession, the rains all com- sary to the life of the plant; in 
seriousness, There are times when ing from the wrong direetion—for other words, it breathes through, 

plants become ‘‘sulky’’ and refuse the plants! Moreover, the soil di- and lives, by reason of its leaves ; 

to bloom for a season, sometimes  y.otly around a house frequently and thus through the summer 

even two successive seasons. There  .ontains too too much miscellaneous months the Peony is growing be- 

are also times when the buds do yefyse—often large quantities of low ground, storing up energy and 

not mature, and sometimes they  jjme—for plants to do well. forming its eyes for the following 

turn brown or blast before open- Don’t worry about ants. Ata season's bloom. — It is plainly ob- 

ing but don’t ask any one to ex ootain stage in their development Vious, too, that even in cutting 
plain it, for they can’t and any Peony buds exude a_ sticky sub- blooms, too much stem should not 

Brower who undertakes nie stance which attracts ants by the be taken with the flower. At least 

just groping in the dark. . (It thousands and they swarm all over two leaves must be left growing on 
seems to be pretty well established and pl ‘ It issearecly very stem from which you take 

that these are all forms of one, the the buds and plants. ri areely rooms. ‘This is as important as 
botrytis, disease which is, in our worth while to take any trouble to vi cutting down the svhole plant. 

experience, controllable by dusting get rid of them, inasmuch as they By the first of September the 

on dry bordeaux.—Ed. don’t do the slightest injury, and root has finished its work and has 
Some of the above difficulties by the time the buds are ready to become dormant, After first heavy 

may be due to the plant’s method unfold, have entirely disappeared. (Concluded on page 7) 

|
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00 8 WT, years in the work immediately re- 

CRANBERRY CULTURE lated to cranberry culture, I can 

say little at this time which would 

Edited by Mrs. a it tap aad Wisconsin be of practical value to cranberry 
men, and in place of taking a 

hc number of words to say that little, 

Cranberry Growers Meet Disappointment over the non- I a going to outline a suggestion 

The cranberry growers of the tPpearance of Prof. Whitson and eee teen ee develop 
Wisconsin State Association held Seey: Cranefeld ANAS NEED, great, ment of the cranberry business,— 

their thirty-second annual sum- Prof. Whitson: was detained by:an namely the holding "i ‘a short 

mer meeting as per schedule at anexpected visit trom his aged school for cranberry erowers each 

the Grand Rapids street car pa- father and See y Cranefield by year either at the Gollewe af Agri- 

vilion near Nekoosa on Tuesday, inst TORM SHON regarding rans; culture at Madison a at some 

August 12, 1919. , imiaking contmN ANG: | GE Ids frp other suitable glass, a 
The weather conditions were from Portage impossible for date In order 7 imake ite object and 

fine, enabling those from a dis- Set. Prof. Whitson’s ee yossibilities of such a school clear 

tanee coming in autos to make the later and that all rey Bet its sub- on ou savinit me to outline ae 

long drives in comparative com- svance at ONES We Ale ineluding u aide ie history of the Woi'k 

fort and ease. One realizes and in Hite: Septomber ieee Of Horti- vite he Agriculture College has iates the loyalty of mem- culture. Another thought to be oihsy sd od se Hl son e 

es dapat aie at 3 a.m. and disappointment was turned into a sciuner. tte tome eae 
drive from fifty to one hundred pleasant ae ee when our “Pat. My attention was first called to 

miles to be present. And when the Diteher (Me: Frank Patter- the rec uests which : eanbarn 

they drive from Billings, Mont., son) appeared in Pereon: With Nis growers had made for assistance 

as did Maud Searls Deshler and paper, coming to us from Flood- by Fvateaon Henr formerly 

her husband, it speaks volumes wood, Minn. DEA of the College of Agricul. 

for the tie that endures in the _ Many topics Came Up for discus- ture. At his request in 1902 we 

hearts of cranberry families. sion m the available time. The transferred a small fund which 

The great size of the assembly meeting adjourned at 5p. m. tll the federal government had set 
room made our gathering seem the next annual whieh wall betheld aside for experimental work in 

small, but by actual count there ae Machson: irrigation to a study of the uses 

were more than one hundred in Madison, Wisconsin of water in connection with the 

attendance. _ August 11, 1919. cranberry industry. The legisla- 

j The meet ed aS tee Mrs, S. N. Whittlesey, @ure of 1902 and 1903 mace the 

r nosi ears before 1n tha a j . sta fi é $25 Q 

eae ae denen WEES articles REGrCuITY WIE: ptate Cranberty eur serie vers Oy aden 5 
than usual and by a musical inno- Growers Association. the federal fund, and work was 

vation that was a happy feature. Dear Mrs. Whittlesey begun in the summer of 703. 

The charming manner and sweet It is a great disappointment to It was recognized at once that 

voice of the singer Mrs. F. R. Bar- © that Tam unable to attend the the problems “involved would re- 

ber of Warrens, Wis., ably sup- meeting of The Cranberry Grow- quire assistance from the Depart- 

ported by her son as accompanist ers: Association: ment of Horticulture as well as of 
and the violin solo of the son ac- The work I did in cooperation Soils, and Professor Sandsten, 

companied by the mother at the with the Wisconsin Cranberry formerly Horticulturist of the Sta- 
piano were noteworthy attrac- Growers a number of years ag0 tion was associated with me dur- 

tions, added to these the unison of Was one of the most enjoyable ing the first few years of this 
voices of all present in familiar pieces of work I have ever under- work. Professor Sandsten under- 

songs of the day led by Mrs. Bar- taken, and to me at least, was took as his part of.the work, a 

ber, made a pleasing respite in the very profitable. Since I have not study of the varieties of cranber- 

afternoon’s program. been engaged for a number of _ ries, of the insect enemies and the
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means for their control and the acts as a mulch lessening the up- — tassium and phosphorus to permit 
fungus diseases to which the cran- ward capillary movement of wa- them to make the largest growth. 

berry plant is subject. Since that ter which would otherwise reach It is highly probable that larger 

time the work then included in the surface and be evaporated yields of cranberries than have 

the Department of Horticulture causing the continual loss of heat. usually been secured can be grown 

at the College has been very much A full understanding of these through the use of a fertilizer in 

differentiated. A department of principles enables the grower to which the right amounts of nitro- 

Entomology for the study of in- manage his marsh with much less gen, potassium, and phosphorus 

seets affecting agricultural pro- water than is otherwise necessary — are properly balanced. To deter- 

duction, and a department of to protect from frosts. mine the correct formula for this 

Plant Pathology for the study of Through the cooperation of the — fertilizer will, however, require 

fungous diseases have been organ- state and federal weather bureaus considerable additional work, al- 

ized separately from the depart- a more efficient system of weather though investigations by the New 

ment of Horticulture. This de- -prediction was worked out. A Jersey Experiment Station have 

partment has heen able to devote considerable amount of informa- added very materially to our 

a larger portion of its time and tion in regard to the relation be- knowledge of this matter. 

energy to the study of varieties of | tween frosts on cranberry marshes Not only will the use of fertil- 

agricultural crops, and methods and the general weather condi-  jzers inerease yields, but the more 

for their propagation. tions prevailing was acquired. vigorous growth of the cranberry 

Every one who has had any ex- One of the problems in which  yine which it encourages will ren- 

perience with cranberries realizes [was personally very much inter- der it distinetly less liable to dis- 

that in each of these three fields ested was the use of fertilizers for eases, especially fungous diseases 

there are very important problems —inereasing the yield of cranberries. to which it is subject. 

remaining to be solved, the solu- Some study was given the prob- A. R. Whitson. 

tion of which is possible only lem, but I believe there is still a 

through the work of men who are large field for further investiga- . . 
says . We have to chronicle the pass- 

able to specialize along these sep- tion. It has been clearly shown, . . 
. : ing away of Mr. A. C. Bennett, 

arate lines. that a eranberry plant requires 
. . . one of the oldest and best known 

The problems undertaken by but small amounts of lime, and in ; " 
vA: ° ‘ + cranberry men of the state. Grand- 

the Soils Department, then called fact grows best on an acid soil ae 
: . z Bint pa Bennett, as he was affection- 

the department of Agricultural in which its sap probably has a 5 aes 
ieee . . vim tas ately styled, has been in failing 

Physies included a study of the higher degree of acidity. In sev- . . 
. : . . : health for a long time, the end com- 

effects of sanding and drainage, eral cases it appeared that nitro- — , - 
: oe Saas 1s ing early in August, at the home 

on the formation of frost, the pos- gen fertilizers were beneficial, In ce 1 . ‘ 
apsys % of his son, A. E. Bennett in Cran- 

sibility of making more aecurate most cases of our early work the " as . 
a ao 5 ; . moor township. The funeral was 

predictions of frosts, and on the nitrogen was added in the form of 
a . . 5 =i: 5 at the home and attended by the 

use of fertilizers for inereasing nitrate. Since nitrates do not de- : : A 
the ‘eld lily j h soil i entire Cranmoor community and 

crop yields. ve readily in marsh soils, nat- . . 
It PS 1 Lil ve th readily 1 te hiel oo i‘ other friends and relatives from 

yas s par nat on a rally s ants which in the : . 
ll senied & : ies eat ia ; urely Oe. : 1 i } away. Burial was at Forest Hill, 

well s. 2 a arsh rOCeSS ar evolution have 5 3 7 a an ed and d rained 2 i process i" ne : e ; wh Grand Rapids, Wis. Thus another 
rature > soil rises adapte ‘mselyes to marsh soils 3 = : " e Boe as rf m soi m adapted t remselves " Q ; : bredle is made in the: list of Wis: 

considerably hig Y . se their ‘ogen in the 0 A erably higher during the Use their nitrogen 1 t e form consin cranberry growers. 

day and is much less liable to ammonium salts. It is therefore 

frosts during the night than on quite probable that better results 
an unsanded and wet marsh. The in the fertilization of cranberries Cultivation is better for plants 

sand, being relatively dry, does would be secured through the use than irrigation, but on account of 

not lose its heat through the evap- of nitrogen in the form of am- our sudden dry spells it is often 

oration of water as a wet marsh monium than in nitrates. It is necessary to water at times dur- 

does, and it has a higher heat con- practically always true that crops ing the summers. The job should 

ductivity; so that the heat penv- growing on marsh land, especially be thoroughly done so that water 
trates more deeply. Moreover it on acid marshes require both po- reaches to the roots of the plant.
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J Sl The social side of the meetings 

AMONG WISCONSIN BEEKEEPERS were very important, and numer- 

: ous groups of beekeepers could be 

Se eee aitan te found at any time between meet- 
ings discussing various beekeeping 

——S——————————_——<x_—>—— = _topies and the H. C. L. 

Beekeepers’ Chautauqua Big tical and easy to get and the value Immediately after each after- 
Success received by individual beekeepers noon session a call was made for 

University Extension Division Prom-  ¢2nnot be estimated. Dr. C. C. swimmers and a good swarm col- 

ises Beekeepers Chautauqua in Miller was to have been there but lected at the bathing beach; con- 

1920 could not get away. Mr. -E. R. trary to all scientific knowledge, 

Did You Register? Will You Root was present and gave some several queens seemed to be ac- 

Register in 1920? new and unpublished information ceptable to the colony at all times. 

4 
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A Bunch of Busy Bees: Beekeepers Chautauqua, Madison, August 18—23 

A beekeepers’ meeting never be- concerning new apparatus which On Friday evening a boat picnic 

fore equalled in Wisconsin and he has devised. A stenographie was held on Lake Waubesa and 

one not likely to be forgotten-by report of the lectures was taken about sixty people enjoyed: the 

those in attendance was held on and if they can be satisfactorily lunch and program. One of the 

the University ground August 18 arranged will be distributed among old time beckeepers present was 

to 23. 160 beekeepers registered the beekeepers at cost. Mr. F. M. Wileox, of Mauston, 

for the course from thirty different The meetings were held under a who told of the early history of 

counties. A total of 6049 colonies tent with ideal weather conditions the Wisconsin State Beekeepers’ 

were represented. Twenty bee- and the chautauqua plan was car- Association. 

keepers registered as having 100 or ried out in full. Many beekeepers A petition from the beekeepers 

more colonies. pitched their tents on the camp to the University authorities was 

The instruction given by Dr. ground provided while others were presented asking for another chau- 

Phillips and Mr. Demuth was prac- provided with rooms near by. tauqua in 1920.
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Among other matters discussed ’MASTEREN dum pene BEST plishment to know just when to 
was the price of honey. The gen- cut the many varieties, for searecly 

eral opinion was that extracted (Continued from page 3) any two sorts may be treated 
should retail at thirty cents a frosts, the tops may be cut off, but exactly alike in this respect. 

pound. The wholesale price to be 1 would advise not cutting right Roughly speaking, the bomb type 

twenty to twenty-five cents per down to the ground, but allowing may be eut much earlier in its 

pound depending upon the selling a few inches of the stem to show, — stage of development than the rose 

order. to the end that when the annual — type, although there are some ex- 

garden clean up comes the follow- ceptions to the latter sort, such as 

Mr. H. L. MeMurray has been ing spring, Jon wall, know _anet Edalis Superba and Festiva AMaxe 
engaged to devote all of his time where the Peonies are, and there- ima, which open easily and quickly. 

to work in Wisconsin working in fore where to avoid raking. 
cooperation with the United States Be Philosophical The Yellows Disease of Asters 

Departnient of Agriculture, the Don’t be too greatly peeved if William Toole. 

University’ Extension Department your color scheme goes askew. At the recent summer meeting of 

and ‘the State Department of Agni Many people seem to plan their the Wisconsin State Horticultural 
culture, He will have charge oF Peony plantings with a certain Society-at Fort Atkinson the visi- 

the aplery: Inispechion work ioe i color effect in mind, or else for a tors at the Gladiolus gardens of 

State Department and the exten: definite succession of blooms. This Mr. Bicknell noticed the diseased 
ston work for: tite University. uM is the one direction in which condition of a bed of Asters, and 

you desire to have any meetings Peonies sometimes disappoint, for some of the ladies asked Prof. 
held in your county during the “early,” mid-season,” and “late."" Vaughan to tell of a remedy. 

next year, please write to this of- attached to the deseription of the Prof. Vaughan answered that so 

fice. varieties in the catalogues, are far no remedy is known. He said 

really very uncertain. Climate, that it is a bacterial disease in 

Mr. James I. Hambeleton, form- — soil, and the vagaries of the sea- some respects of the nature of the 

erly in charge of the University — son, all have an enormous influence yellows disease of the cabbage, and 

apiary, has been away on leave of on the blooming period. For ex- it seems possible that disease re- 

absence during the war but is back ample, two certain varieties may — sistant strains might be bred by 
at work again and will have charge — loom here in our soil and climate, — selection, as has been done with 
of the experimental woork in bee- at the same time; somewhere else, the eabbage. Prof. Jones has re- 

keeping. near by, they may bloom a week — quested some of our flower growers 

apart. Even here, on our own to take up the work but so far I 

If you will secure one new mem- soil, we have had in certain sea- do not know of any one doing it. 

ber for the state association by De-  S0Us Couronne d'Or open very If some of us should sueeceed in 

cember 1, we can have that mem- shortly after Festiva Maxima, al- producing disease resistant strains 

bership of 500 that we are work- though normally they are ten days — of this popular flower, they would 

ing for. The membership of the 0" more apart. confer a valuable benefit on their 

Nesociation is xi0w 408. I have always thought that the fellow flower lovers. Save seeds 

ideal Peony garden should con- from the healthy plants which are 
sist of two plants of each of the almost sure to be found even in the 

Write to Dr. S. B. Fracker, State varieties desired; one plant for most affected collections. After 
Entomologist, State Capitol, for a cut flowers, the other for outside raising plants from these seeds re- 

copy o fthe new bee law. It is of display. For while a bed or row _ port results to Prof. L. R. Jones, 

vital interest to you and your of high-grade Peonies in blossom Plant Pathologist, College of Agri- 

neighbor beekeepers. , outdoors is a sight worth traveling culture, Madison, Wisconsin. 

some little distance to see, beyond Mr. A. Martiny of the Lake 

question the only way the individ- Geneva Gardeners club says that 
Have you any bees or honey for ual flower may be had at its best he accidently discovered this sea- 

sale? If so, advertise in this is to eut it in the bud and open it son that asters grown in partial 

Paper. indoors. But it is quite an aceom- shade eseape the disease.
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Wisconsin Horticulture crowd at six o'clock some of them place and if the people are not 

wo there ye reuing. happy they xht to be eas babliatiaa' Ftonthty by we ould be there yet, argu g . appy they ought be at least 

Wisconsin State Horticultural Society The second day was ideal. We contented. 

omanat eg oa AS cetees, visited the great Coe, Converse and We shall always have pleasant 
—_——— Edwards nursery and wandered memories of Fort Atkinson, of the 

FREDEKIC CRANEFLELD, Editor. ea e : — 
Secretary W. 5. H. S., Madison, Wis. as we willed thru blocks of shade kindness and courtesy of its peo 

Entered as geconitclass wwatter Say 8, 1912 and fruit trees, miles and miles ple who so quietly and yet so 
at the postoltice at Madison, Wisconsin, under ; st that was the impres- splendidly eared for ys ee ee natin sean long, at least that was the impres- splendidly eared for us. 

Advertising rates made kuown on applieation. gion but mostly we wandered 

a oe over the aeres of Superb straw- 
Wisconsin State Horticultural Society Savi: not ee ng Garden Seed vs. Buyin, 
Membership fee, fifty cents, which inctudes berries in fruit. 8 ying 

twenty-five cents subscription price of Wiscon- SPs se aus ‘ 3 
sin Horticulture. Remit fifty cents to Frederic After lunch we just took it easy Sometimes it pays to save your 
Oranefleld, Editor, Madison, Wis. gach i vara: asenvke . . = 
Remit ty Vostil or Expives Money Order awhile then were escorted thru own seed. Mr. Rasmussen says 

A dollar bill may be sent safely if wrapped or thi : eres . to : 
attached to a card, and pays for two years. the big James plant where all that he has a strain of Stone to- 
Personul checks accepted. anner of appli s for the ai A 

Postage stamps not accepted. manner of appliances for the gid mato that ripens evenly and much 
and comfort of dairy farmers are earlier than Stone grown from 

OFFICERS made and then off across country  ¢@ areial see Thile an 
N. A. Rasmussen, President... -.Oshkosh . ‘ commercial seed. While no par 
J. A. Hays, Vice-President...........Gays Mills to visit the Edgewater and other  tieulars are available it is quite 
F. Cranefield, Secretary—‘Treasurer...... Madison a a . sg 

model farms. Not much of horti- certain that he did not save his 

EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE culture in that but it was a change seed merely from the largest or 
N. A. Rasmussen... festeeteeeeeee EX-OllelO py Here . . ee é sf " 
yA Hays. .... SSRN --tx-Offielo from our usual summer meeting prettiest fruits but no doubt went 

P. Cranefleld 2200000000000 Ex-Oftteio coat he ant ; : So as : : 
lat Dist., A. Martini srreereees Late Geneva sight seeing and it was mighty — over his entire field carefully until 
2nd Dist., R. J. Coe.....-.s0-s--Bt. Atkinson 4p . . ‘ 
ard Dist, FL. Wotodt000.. Mtaulgon restful. There was no rush, no he found a plant that ripened sev- 
4th Dist., A. Leidiger ...-.+..+++++++-Milwaukee seyi es - 5 . : 
Sth Dist., Jas, Livingstone ....0../.Milwaukee hurrying to get over a certain eral fruits a little earlier than the 
bth Dist.. J. W. Roe. ..Oshkosh hoo Sa make . ? 
ith Dist, Win. iroole, Sr... 00... ---Baraboo schedule, just a nice easy after- others and saved seeds from fruits 
8th Dist., ©. M. Secker...---0.........'Tomah ; = wad alia 5 ges oth Dist L. E. Birmingham... -Stingcon Bay noon. Just before we reached — of this plant rather than from the loth Dist., F. T. Brunk.........-.....Eau Claire . aos « Waekos, # 5 . . : 
Nth Dist, Irving Sinith 0. .-Ashland = town We called on Mr, Wester- first fruit that ripened in the field. 

BOARD OF MANAGERS field who has gardens, green- A similar careful selection of 
N. A. Rasm| F Cranetteld 566° a BoA eyetE 7 cavits. prsencicnae ; aamnEse tava ranette houses and a sprinkling system of plants grown from these seeds in 

a irrigation. following years will give the de- 
After we had brushed the hay- sired results i it i . . s a) sired results. l s Way q The Fort Atkinson Meeting ani : : : n this way it is 

seed from our hair and gotten rid profitable to save seeds. 

Our memories of the Fort At- of the cow smell acquired on 

kinson meeting will be pleasant our trip we sat down to a splen- 

ones. It was quiet, restful. The did dinner at the Black Hawk Rural Planning 

program on Tuesday forenoon Tavern as guests of the Fort At- Prof ‘Aaaee oe the: Absionl . : : rofessor Aust of the Agrieul- 
proved of unusual interest and kinson people. tural Coll . = fl 

eee ‘ : ural College is an earnes vo- 
many are now. thinking about Fort Atkinson is a remarkable . Be ls & 1 ea est ac 
rural ‘parks or recreation centers little city. There are several #te of rural planning and largely 
as something very practical and large manufacturing plants but thru his efforts a law was passed 

very desirable. these do not ‘‘show on the sur- @t the recent session of the legis- 
A synopsis of all the informal face.’’ The people are home own- lature creating in the department 

talks on this subject will be given ers, that is evident without ask- of agriculture, of which ©, P. 

in a later issue. ing questions, because we know Norgard is head, a division of 

The afternoon session, diseus- that renters would not take the rural planning. For the informa- 

sions on strawberries, raspberries, pride in their lawns and gardens tion of our readers the law. is 

insect pests, ete., was no different that these people do. Every lawn given in full: 

from other and similar sessions; in the city is neat and clean, every — No. 532, A.) [Published Aug. 2, 1919. 

there seemed to be no place to home has shrubs and flowers and CHAPTER 693, LAWS OF 1919. 

stop and if President Rasmussen every street magnificent old shade AN ACT to create section 1458—11 of 
3 S . . % ‘I the statutes, relating to rural plan- 

had not forcibly dispersed the trees. It’s a pretty, quiet, restful ning:
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The people of the state of Wisconsin, tual and necessary expenses incurred sion acting through its) rural plan- 

represented in senate and assembly, while acting as members of such com- ning committee may acquire by gift, 
do enact as follows: mittee. grant, devise, donation, or purchase, 
Section 1. A new section is added 7. It shall be the duty of the rural condemnation or otherwise, with the 

to the statutes to read: Section 1458— county planning committee: consent of the county board, a suffi- 

11. 1. There is created in the de- (a) To keep itself informed of the cient tract or tracts of land for the 

partment of agriculture a division of progress of rural planning in this and reservation for public use of river 

rural planning. Such division shall other countries. fronts, lake shores, picnic groves, out- 

be in charge of the commissioner of (b) To report to the county, town look points from hilltops, places of 

agriculture, or village boards upon the architec- special historic interest, memorial 

2. “Rural planning” as used in this tural design of any public building or grounds, parks, playgrounds, sites for 

section means planning for the health, bridge, the geographical location of public buildings, and reservations in 
general welfare, and amenity of the community centers, the location or de- and about and along and leading to 
settler; planning for the establishment sign of any statue or memorial, works — any or all of the same, and to develop 
of the best possible transportation ta- of art and mural decorations in public and maintain the same for public use 

cilities; planning for the creation and buildings when such are proposed, to 11. Such committee shall work out 

development of the most logical com- the end that such matters may be plans to enforce the state law pro- 

munity centers where country people made in the highest degree effective, hibiting dumping of tin cans and rub- 

can come together for social and busi- © permanent, dignified and fitting  bish along highways. 

ness relations; planning for the setting through proper design, form and. sit- 12. The state department of agri- 

aside of country parks, recreation wation. culture, the state department of en- 
fields, county fair grounds, community (ce) To advise regarding the plant- gineering, the state conservation com- 
woodlands, places of local and_his- ing and protection of trees, shrubs mission and the agricultural extension 
toric interest, and for the reservation ‘nd flowers along all highways within division of the university of Wiscon- 

of land for public uses along river the county to the end that they shall sin Shall co-operate with the commis- 
fronts, lake shores, fine outlooks from »e so located as not to interfere with sioner of rural planning and the sev- 

hilltops, and for the preservation of the maintenance of said highway, and eral county rural planning commit- 
our native landscape. that anly trees, shrubs and flowers na- lees in carrying out the provisions of 

3. It shall be the duty of the com- tive to Wisconsin be used for this this section. 
missioner: (a) To stimulate interest purpose. 13. Any county wherein there ex- 
and. disseminate information in the (d) To consider and provide for ists a county park board shall not 
various counties along lines of rural the establishment of community parks create a county rural planning com- 

planning; (b) To co-operate with «nd woodlands, proportioned and sit- mittee but in such county the county 
county rural planning committees in uated so as to provide ample and park board shall exercise and be pos- 

carrying out their several duties as euual facilities for the residents of the sessed of all the powers and duties 
provided by subsection 5 of this sec- county. imposed upon the county rural plan- 
tion; (c) To co-operate with the di- (e) To propose to the county ning committee by this section. 
rector of immigration in planning land board the setting aside of places of Section 2. This act shall take ef- 
settlement and colonization projects. historic interest and the protection fect upon passage and publication. 

4. In each county there shall be a and preservation of unique and_ pic- Approved July 30, 1919, 
county rural planning committee. turesque scenery along rivers, lakes COPY LAW. 
Such committee shall consist of the and streams, or other scenery or fea- 
chairman of the county board, the tures remarkable, to the end that they 

chairman of the county state road may be continued and_ preserved. 
and bridge coinmitles, and the county 8. No action by the county board Wateh the late-sown lettuce, 
superintendent of schools, ex officio mverving, the expenditure oF funds, turnips, ete. for green aphis. 
members, and two others, either men Which action concerns rural planning = pye se * is 
or women, to he appointed by such shall be legal or binding until it has This insect may be kept in cheek 
ex officio members. The chairman of oon referred a the couny rural by spraying with some of the to- 
the county board shall be chairman planning committee and the recom- i 7 
of such committee, and in counties Mendations of such committee ‘ac- baeco preparations. The treat- 
having more than one superintendent cepted oF Falectee by ough boar ment will have to be repeated sev- 
of schools, the superintendent to serve The county board may call upon such wedi wes Ba alg 
on such committes shall be designated committee to report with recommena- Fal times to get all the insects. 
by the chairman of the county board, ®#tions upon any matter relating to 

5. Within sixty days after the rural planning, and such committe 
nassage and blication of this act, shall make its report within thirty Aig oe hee 
ine a sand Were OF ae com- days after such request is made un- Thin out the currant bushes 
mittee shall meet and appoint the bal- less 2 oe a shorter periad is now if it has not been done—cut 
ance ‘0 ittee, aterm specified. ut such committee may . . . . , 

Of TWO veer nt one toe fe tdem et xUany time, on its own motion, make Ut the oldest wood and thin some 
four years, and thereafter one shall be epeommentations on any phase of ru- new growth so each braneh has a 
\ppointed every four years for a term ral planning to the county board, ta we se 
of four years | and until their suc- 9. Such committee with the con- chance to develop. This often in- 

vessors are elected and qualified. All sent of the county board may appoint creases the size of the fruit re- 
‘erms for appointed members shall as secretary a person of skill and ex-  yainine. . 
expire on July first, and vacancies in perience in rural development and a 

‘he office of appointed members shall may with the consent of such board 

he filled for the unexpired term by employ consulting rural planning ex- 

such committee. perts for the making of plans or maps Do not try to see how many 
. 6. Elected members shall be free- of the county or any portion thereof flowers may be packed into a vase, 
iolders of the county and have a gen- showing location, design or treatment . < 

eral interest in and knowledge of rural of proposed projects referred to in but rather how few. Often one 

planning. All members shall serve this section, as occasion may require. flower makes as attractive a vase 

without compensation, but shall be re- 10. Any county in which there 
imbursed by the county for their ac- does not exist a county park commis- 4S a dozen,
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PO | Act Now to Prevent Next Year's 

| THE INSECT PAGE . Cutan Loser 
Conducted by the Department of Economic Entomology College of In late summer and early fall 

Agriculture dull colored moths or millers lay 

fo oe — — eggs on weeds and grasses from 

ON which young ecutworms hatch. 

The Syrphus Flies eggs among the colonies upon Grass land that is to be planted to 

These insects are very beneficial which the larvae feed. Under the | S9me — ae as pring 
in that they feed almost entirely mcroscope they present a beauti- should A — e plowed on 
on plant lige, Plant liee although ful sculptored ornamentation. !arrowec ue ase we time oe 

frai] inseets withstand heat and The eggs hateh in a few days and in = the _ a wee ds before 

cold to a very high degree and the larvae feeding upon the plant ne See a Ini * Fit — pe 

this fact coupled with their won- lice grow rapidly. Tn from one'to hi . : ‘at cor a x 

derful ability to develop in great three weeks depending upon the P ane as Soon us aie @ ater. 

numbers enables them to increase SPECS they become full grown, vee , as to rth ‘ ee 

upon their host plants in great then seek a suitable place: an a also the Food . cnlinn ch an me 

numbers and if it were not for the curled leaf, leaf axile or the soil U Worms. f earlier plow ing is 

several kinds of predaceous and and change into a form known as ee ae al Ge water 

parasitic insect enemies that feed the resting stage or pupae. InP owing Nall Say lane ae 
upon them, and hold them in this stage the outer: covering: be- ae oh att l " . v “ 
cheek, the losses would be enor- C™*S hard and contracted and aad many estes this season 

mous. Plant lice on fruit trees, they usually become . elongated ane chante a oe =P te 
truek and field erops and especi- and club-like within this case. A treaty ann ° hey wwe ae 

ally the pea aphis would destroy change takes place in which the ode ha they ae uns © 
large areas of plants and do an adult fly is developed and cutting or nee a ig erop of cutworms 

enormous amount of damage if it its way out of the shell, it appears 14°F NeXt season. th ; 

were not for these beneficial in- with the wings closely folded to fi AEB: 
sects, : the body but they soon inflate and 

One of the most important dry. The Syrphid is then ready The Green Clover Worm on Beans 

groups of plant lice feeders is a to. take wing and search out tole A great many bean plants are 

family of flies known as flower 01S for depositing a new series showing injury in the form = of 

flies and scientifically as | Syr- of eggs. . : holes and irregular ragging in the 

phidae. They are also known to The adult Syrphus fly is prettily foliage. In many instances the 

some people as sweet bees or more ™&tked with black and yellow injury is quite uniform through- 
often hover flies because of their Pots or bands, especially on the out the whole plot. Most of this 

habit of hovering in mid-air about abdomen. This bright coloration jg due to the green clover worm, 

the flowers. They are not how- Seems to suggest to the casual Ov- 66 called heeause it was first found 
ever, true bees and can neither Setver a bee or something asso- oy clover. 
sting nor’ bite. The young or ciated with a sting. . The caterpillar is a slender ta- 

larvae of the Syrphid flies are lap flowet Hleg wee cong, wt pering green worm with a narrow 

quite inconspicuous being grub- the best friends the farmer has nite stripe and a second fainter 
like maggots without legs or dis- and should be protected and not white line on each side. It bears 

tinct heads. In fact they appear killed under a misapprehension of only four pairs of false legs in- 
more like slugs crawling around their relation to man tne stead of five like most caterpillars, 
among the aphids and devouring Charles L. Fluke. which causes it to walk in a loop- 
large quantities of them. Fre- - ing manner. It varies in length 
quently they will destroy all the Chrysanthemums, geraniums and from an eighth of an inch to an 

plant lice on individual plants. other garden flowers may be taken inch and a quarter and is usually 

The adult female flies lay their up and put in pots for winter found on the under sides of the 

small white elongated bean-shaped growing in the house. leaves.
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The small cireular green eggs This report shows that this question was referred replies as 

are laid on the foliage by varie- parasite has reduced the damage follows: 

gated dark brown to black moths done by the gipsy moth and the 

or millers, which hide in the fields brown-tail moth in the New Eng- wn raspberry bushes are ap” 

during the day time but become land States, where they were so PSSSnE IS Diana se bi igh 

active at dusk. When the moth is abundant and destructive that sionally cause a large amount of 
at rest the wings are folded so as they ate the leaves off enormous injury to this fruit. Currants 

to resemble a triangle. It flies areas of forest and shade trees and gooseberries are attacked 
about in a zig zag manner. every year. It has been found more ei than paspbervies by in- 

This insect often becomes a seri- that Compsilura also aids in the ae ee Seek ee 

ous pest of alfalfa and also at- control of other insect pests. of eutting out the infected canes. 
tacks clover, soy beans, cowpeas, The white-marked tussock As the picking season is now over, 

strawberry and blackberry. Dur- moth, a serious pest in the New it would be best for you to destroy 

ing this season it has caused a England States a few years ago, all the old canes at once and any 

we . . : of the younger ones which appear 
good deal of injury to beans not has practically disappeared since 4, be attacked. 

only in this state, but also in the (Compsilura has become estab- One of the borers shows its 

East. The larvae are still work- lished. The cabbage worm, still presence by girdling the tip of the 

ing in numbers and may be found a serious pest, has been lessened Young canes in two places, caus- 

by careful search. If the bushes in some sections. Celery worms ei ee ee ae 

are disturbed, they wriggle are not as common as formerly, causing more and nnute” Gamage, 
quickly to the ground. and the fall webworm is searcely it js desirable to go over the 

No control has as yet been noticed in the Northeastern States bushes several times and cut off 

worked out for this pest on beans, now. all the canes below the lower 

however, spraying the plants thor- The entomologists do not claim girdle. The Oae of the ioner u 

oughly with an arsenical before that this parasite is the sole cause i ame cuane (aves eter girdles 

the pods have formed will un- of this reduction, but it has ing from the egg tunnels almost 

doubtedly kill the caterpillar. proved an important natural immediately into the stalk lower 

After the pods have formed, it enemy to all of them. It is down.” 

may be dangerous to apply poi- thought that Compsilura may be- 

sons. It issuggested that in small come one of the most important Order tulips, daffodils, and 

plots the larvae may be beaten eeonomic parasites in this coun- hyacinths for spring flowering. 

from the plants on to some sort of try, The results of the study of They may be planted the last of 

screen and destroyed. this parasite have been issued in September or first of October with 

L. G. Gentner. Bulletin 766 of the United States good results. 
Department of Agriculture. 

Insect Helps Control Other Tip the branches of blaeckeap 
Insects About Raspberry Cane Borers raspberries to the ground and 

A European parasitic fly that A member writes as follows: throw a little earth over them. 

may become of far-reaching im- Many branches on my raspberries, These tips soon root, growing 

portance in the control of the loaded with fruit have died. Am good young plants for setting out 

vipsy moth and brown-tail moth wondering whether it is an insect "Xt year. 
and certain other serious pests of killing them as on some of the 

similar character is being multi- canes there seems to be a sawdust Peony seed for planting must 
plied from importations of this and several holes bored in them. be picked as soon as it is brown 

new insect enemy. <A report of Other growers complain of the If allowed to dry it will take 
the work with the parasite— same trouble and also on goose- much longer to germinate if it will 

known as Compsilura concinnata berry bushes. Will the whole germinate at all. As soon as 

—has just been made by entomol- plant be apt to be affected? picked, put in sand or soil until 

ogists of the United States De- Dr. Fracker of the state depart- time to plant—this prevents its 

partment of Agriculture. ment of agriculture to whom this drying.
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The Home Vegetable Garden food materials are absorbed by the vate these as long as possible, so 
H., J. Moore, Queen Vietoria Park, root hairs, in solution, and are sent that you will have large and tooth- 

. upward to the leaves. These in some specimens by November, 
Niagara Falls, Ont. . 5 ‘ . 5 3 

i : ; ‘ conjunction with the carbon di- when you will store them in boxes 
In the Canadian Horticulturist P . 

oxide absorbed by the leaves are of sand for use as desired. 

It is a mistake to think that as elaborated, and the food now in its 

the crops mature the work for the proper form is sent downward to Beans 

year is finished. Good'erops have the bulbs. Onions do not feed There are many ways of. har- 
been produced and it is now our directly from the soil, although the vesting beans for winter use. On 

duty to harvest them properly roots absorb the elements which 4 small plot, however, the process 
and to harvest every usable par- are later converted into food. is a very simple one. When thor- 

ticle. When the leaves of the onions ough ripening occurs, as indicated 
Do not dig your potatoes for have lost their green color, and be- by the yellow and dried stems, re- 

winter storage until the haulms are — come dry and brown, remove the move the plants bodily and spread 

entirely withered. As soon as this bulbs from the soil by means of a them out on the floor of a shed or 
takes place remove them from the — fork, and spread them out to dry — other suitable place. The beans 

soil. There is nothing to be gained for two or three days, turning may be removed from the pods and 

by leaving them in the ground. them at intervals so that equal dry- he stored away whenever conven- 
Their growth is finished, and if jing is favored. If the ground is jent. This practice is a more 

left they are very likely to rot. wet or rain is imminent, the dry- cleanly one than removing the pods 

After digging, allow them to dry ing process had better been done from the plants, leaving the latter 
thoroughly. They may then be on the floor or shelves of a dry and — ag an eyesore in the garden. 

temporarily stored in a cool, dark airy shed. 

shed. Save even the smallest ; if Taste PEAS 

you cannot use them give them to 5 a . 
a neighbor who keeps pigs or Spring or summer lecks will, if Peas, like beans, should he thor- 
shickens. proper cultivation has been af- oughly ripened whether for use as 

: ONIONS forded and is continued, develop food | during ou (eee 

Upon the manner in which onions mito mice plants: before winter, at a iio ioe vias-uve of Rroater 
are ripened and harvested largely which time they may be lifted and ates. eR, aid of panto 

depends their keeping qualities be stored in boxes of dry sand csaniunttig — than those im- 

Allow your onions to make all the where they will Keep for : few maturel 4 harvested This ad- 

growth possible. Do not bend wae sane muy dara Ee ie ok eas is erha s a little 
down the stems a long as most of ised for! Rtewine, BOUDE) “Oh jor inde but arene inde oe awe suc- 

them are ereet and vigorous. Gen- otlies purpose: for ‘which Hine 0 f lly gr - i a 7 » timely 
‘ . nee ” "are required, and go save the lat- C@SSFUlly grown t may be timely. 

erally, the stems will fall of their . « ec ter less perishable subject. Leeks 
own accord. If, however, a few - ‘ 5 Brets 

f ‘ which are not required during 
still remain erect when the ma- during early winter may be al- When these notes are read_ it 

jority have fallen, they may be lowed to remain in the soil, where may be a little carly to harvest the 
bent down to favor maturing with with little or no protection they beet crop for winter use, as this is 

the rest. In some localities the will survive the winter and be of unnecessary until the first autumn 

idea is prevalent that bending a oivice for early spring and sum- frost. The suggestions, however, 
down the stems favors the develop- mer use. Cultivate the leeks and are timely. As much depends 

ment of the bulbs. This may to promote the growth of good, suecu- upon the proper lifting as upon 

some extent be true when the lent specimens. the proper storage of the crop. 
leaves have performed their fune- Beets damaged when __ lifting 
tions, but not while the plants are Winer RApISHEs “dleed,’? and do not keep well, 

still vigorous, for upon the amount ; . nor are they of the best quality 
of food sent down from the leaves During winter fresh salads are When cooked. For these reasons 
to the bulbs will depend the ulti- greatly appreciated. The winter they should he carefully dug with 

mate size of the latter. The raw radish is an excellent one.  Culti- (Concluded on page 14)
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\ y This moth, one of the most destructive insect 

‘ A. il / pests ever introduced into the United States was 
ry 

L Pigetieas d ry % : 

ea found in Massachusetts in 1917 and now covers 
Pa te) 3 ‘ 

Wh Se 1200 square miles in the New England states 
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| | and New York. 
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He nine tienad ot larvae at Kelinites bi j Ly 
pean corn borer therein a Ya 

The borer destroys the stalk and reduces the ear to = } . 

a rotting sticky mass. It also feeds on ‘over 40 other 

vegetables, weeds and flowering plants. 

Send suspected specimens to State ento- : 

mologist, State Department of Agriculture, Fig. 10.—Longitudinal section of ear of sweet corn damaged by 

State Capitol, Madison, for identification. tnd ob Tiluctrations ‘by courtesy ‘of the U. 8. ’Bureag of 
entomology.
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THE HOME VEGETABLE GARDEN the work being a continuation of The disease is also serious in the 

(Continued from page 12) studies which have been in prog- greenhouse and presents about the 

a fork. Avoid breaking the leaves TSS in Michigan and Wisconsin same symptoms with the excep- 

near the crown when digging. for the last four years. tion that infected vines often wilt 

Remove the leaves by cutting two The most serious losses from the rapidly and die within a short 

inches above the erown; to cut disease occur on the cucumber but time, while in the field they usu- 

closer than this may induce harm- it also affects muskmelons seri- ally will live till frost. 
ful bleeding. The beet is a vege- ously and is often found on The mosaic disease, like all dis- 

table which on exposure to the air squash, pumpkin, gourds and or- eases of this type, has not yet been 
or when placed in a warm tem- namental and wild cucurbits. The connected with any bacterium or 

perature quickly loses the moisture watermelon and citron, however, fungus. There is an_ infective 

from its cells and becomes soft and seem to be nearly immune to in- principle or virus present in the 

useless. If, however, the roots are fection. juices of diseased plants, however, 

carefully packed in sand in boxes The most characteristic symp- which will produce the disease in 

or in layers of sand ina cool, frost- tom of the disease and that from -healthy plants if the diseased 

proof cellar, they may keep all which it derivves its name of mo- plant juices are brought in con- 

winter and be used as desired. saic, is a mottling of green and taet with slight wounds. Such 

yellow which affects the leaves infection may take place very 

Carrots and fruits. This mottling is most readily as shown by the fact that 

‘ + , apparent on the fruits, which de- the mere brushing together of the 
Heavy frosts quickly injure an velop dark green wart-like swell- leaf hairs of diseased and healthy 

rots, ‘Therefore at the approae ings while the body of the fruit plants has been known to produce 

of cold weather cacotally aig, te remains a light yellowish green. the disease, In the field, infeetion 
erop, and after removing the leaves These ware diay De stwall and qakea place 1 w senati extent ih 

store the roots in soil or sand in very numerous or may be few in — picking and other field operations 
any frost-proof place, where, how- number and raised sharply above in which diseased and_ healthy 

ever, the temperature does eae the surface, but in most cases the plants are handled in succession. 

guava 50 Hegnecs Rahrenhett Ur" fruit is more or less distorted and This is particularly true of pick- 

ing the winter. Carrots and ers of little commercial value. 

may be sone amay GROEE BNE The young leaves of diseased 

ane Gate ONS, plants are also mottled with small, FOR SALE 

sharply defined spots of yellowish 

Recent Investigations in Cucum- green, the remainder of the leaf 

ber Diseases being a darker green than normal. A’ Door County Cherry 
These darker portions of the leaf 

Brot: Ht; Bt ou at Summer are usually somewhat thicker than Orchard 

Satine the yellow areas and as a result . . — 

During the past ten years the the surface of the leaf appears to 30 acres with buildings. 

disease known as cucumber mosaic be wrinkled and tends to have a Trees nine years old. 

has been causing severe losses in slight downward curl. The older — [oeated 114 miles from center 

many parts of the country. At leaves are seldom mottled but usu- of city of Sturgeon Bay. 
the present time this disease is ally show a yellowing which ex- . . 

probably the most serious cucum- tends in a v-shaped fashion along Would sell part if desired. 

ber trouble in the Middle West the larger veins. These older Price reasonable. 

and is of me ck importance in leaves gradually die and wither Apply now to 
districts where pickling cucum- and the vines at the end of the 

bers are grown. season will consist of a bare stem JOHN HALL, 

The disease is at present being ending in a small cluster of dark : : 

studied by the U. . Department eae wrinkled and dwarfed Sawyer, Wisconsin 

of Agriculture in co-operation leaves which lie close to the After Sept. 5th, 2829 Cedar S8t., _ 
with the University of Wisconsin, ground in a rosette-like group. Milwaukee
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ing, as in this case the hands are (eer, 

constantly coming in contact with Q ° 

the juices of the plant and the uality Stock PATENTED AUQ.13.1907 
slight w ds surring when the Strawberries slight wounds oceurring when the Native Plum Small Fruits 
fruit is removed offer a ready Apple 

means of infection. WISCONSIN GROWN 

The great source of infection in for Wisconsin Planters. Read F10.7 Fr0.2 Fia.3 sat source ; ; 10. 
we ; § ; our Price List before you - 

the field, however, comes from cu- buy, and save money. 

cumber insects, particularly the G2nd Year BERRY BOXES 
ig s whine a 9 ° melon aphis and the striped cu Kellogg’s Nurseries 

cumber beetle. The aphis, which Box 77, Janesville, Wis. Crates, Bushel Boxes 

is a sucking insect, will nearly al- “nannensrarnnssernnrnesneneren and Climax Baskets 

vays produce the disease if it is ° 
ways I Be eed The plants were allowed to crow | 8 You Like Them 
transferred from a mosaic to a The plants were allowed to grow 

ler thes . il the end of We manutacture the Ewald Patent 
healthy plant, and severe attacks Under these cages until the end o Folding Berry Boxes of wood veneer 

A . ‘i sage excluding in- that give satistaction. Berry b 
of aphids in fields where mosaic the season, the cage excluding in crate ‘material In the K. D. in earload | 

a ‘3 ar loti lalty. We tant! 
plants are present are usually fol- sects but allowing normal growth. in intock 16 quart erates all nade. up 

i A . - , pe tease : mucin rea or use, either for strawberri 
lowed by serious losses from mo- At the end of the season it has al- blueberries. No order too small or too 

saic. ways been found that all the fargo fOr us. co handle, Wee enn. ship the 
2 * _ 3 . ae , Mil kee. Pri ti fi tial The striped beetle carries the caged plants were healthy al- handling irult, ant we aim te do an 

+ ‘ . caationliv , . rt well. A large discount tf 1 
juice of the diseased plant on its though practically all the un ordera A postal brings our price list. 

ar >» juices caged plants in the field were mouthparts and these juices then Bed | 2 pr Cumberland Fruit Package 

come in contact with the wounds mosaic diseased. s these trials Company 
produced when the insect feeds on have been in progress for several 

: : - . . Dept. D, Oumberland, Wis. the healthy plant. While this seasons it seems likely that the 

insect doés not always transmit soil can be eliminated as a source 

the disease when transferred from of the disease. 

mosaic to healthy plants, they do It has been shown that the 

so in many cases and their num-— striped cucumber beetle may carry 

bers are usually large enough to the bacteria causing the wilt of The Hawks 

result in the rapid spread of the cucumbers and that this disease is Nurser 

disease when it onee appears in also carried over the winter by y 

the field. the insect. Since cucumber mo- Company 

While the means by which the — saic is also spread by the striped 

disease passes from plant to plant beetle, it was thought possible 
has been worked out to quite an that it might also be concerned in are in a position to 

extent, the source from which the its overwintering but there is as furnish high grade 

first infection comes each year has yet no experimental evidence to Nursery Stock of all 

been a serious problem. Mosaic support this theory. kinds and varieties 
| 3 : savewal Gases the disease has suitable to Wiscon- 

plants are found on soils of all Tn several cases the disease has sin and other north- 

types and the use of fertilizers, appeared on new land in isolated ern districts. 

lime, ete., seems to have no rela- localities where no mosaic has Will be glad to fig- 

tion to its appearance. The ques- ever been known to o¢cur and ure on your wants 

tion of infeetion through the soil such outbreaks have at once sug- ae in brid or 
soe Ae, ; sma. juan a has been nearly eliminated by ex- gested that the seed might be a q 

periments in which seed was source of infection. During the 

planted in fields where the disease last three years seed has been —_——_— 
had been severe for several years, saved from fruits of mosaic vines 

cheesecloth eages being put down and planted the next season on Wauwatosa, Wis. 

“ver certain parts of the plot as new land in districts where the 

soon as the seed had been planted. disease does not occur. Several ft SS
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The Kickapoo Valley “tru distaicr McK AY NURSERY 
Our Specialty: Planting and vel 1 

» A tow choice once fr, Se U descoa iene sigemts COMP ANY 

KICKAPOO DEVELOPMENT COMPANY MADISON, __ Scones 
GAYS MILLS, WISCONSIN 7 

Nursery Stock of 

thousand plants have been grown _ strated that in this case the disease Quality 

trom such seed but up to date only — lives over in the seed, about ten for Particular Buyers 
an extremely small number have per cent of the plants grown from lave all the standard varietier 

shown the disease. There is evi- such seed being mosaie diseased s well as the newer sorts. Can 

dence therefore that the disease from the time they appear. We apply: you. with everything in 

may develop from the seed but if thus have a possible means of over- Fruit Trees, Small Fruits, 
it does so it is only in rare cases wintering in the wild plant, the Vines and Ornamentals. 

and the widespread appearance of _ striped beetle acting as a means of Let us suggest what to plant 

mosaic each year would seem to introducing it in the cucumber both in Orchard and in the 

require some further source of fields and human and _ insect eee eee eee calog 

early infection. agencies then accounting for its sent promptly upon receipt of 

In studying the various cucur- further spread. vour Het of wants. 

bits on which mosaic may occur, it It is not yet possible to say, Nurseries at 

was found that it was common on however, just how important this Waterloo, Wis. 

the wild cucumber, Echinocystis wild host may be, until a eonsider- 

lobata, which is found growing able amount of survey work has an EeaneeNS 

wild in this section and is very been done to determine how com- 

commonly planted where a quick monly the disease may occur on the 

growing ornamental vine is desired. wild plant and how frequent]y 

This plant usually comes up from such mosaic plants are found in 

self sown seed each year after it sections where the disease is pres- The 

is planted and it was noted that ent It at least offers a good pos- 
diseased plants were found year sibility, however, of accounting Jewell Nursery 

after year in the same spots at for a certain amount of early in- Company 

several points in Michigan and _ fection each year. : 

Wisconsin. These observations Until the overwhelming problem Lake City, Minn. 

were of considerable interest as the is further worked out, it is hardly J. M. UNDERWOOD, 

wild cucumber appears in the — possible to recommend satisfactory Founder and Pres. 

spring at approximately the same control measures for the disease, Established 1868 

ene that = i striped eueum- sinee ordinary spraying methods Fifty Years 

ber beetles emerge from hiberna- are of little use in diseases of the . 

tion. This is usually about May mosaic type. In the greenhouse, Continuous 

15, and the insects feed on the wild however, a removal of diseased Service 

plant until the cucumbers appear plants as soon as they appear and A Complete Stock 
in the field, thus furnishing a thorough control of insects will of Fruit, Shelter 

means of carrying the disease from help greatly in checking the and Ornamental 

the wild host plant to the culti- disease. Stock in Hardy 

vated cucumber. Varieties for 
. é ‘ Northern Plant- 

During the past year trials have Do not allow manure to come in ers. 

been made with seed saved from contact with freshly set peonies or 

mosaic diseased wild cucumber iris roots. It as a rule means dis- Agents Wanted 
plants and it has been demon- ease and decay. pe
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WE SHOULD HAVE ENOUGH TREES IN WISCONSIN TO PRODUCE A MILLION BARRELS LIKE THIS EVERY YEAR.
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An Auto Trip about 10 a. m. and were well that hats and caps were flighty, so 

i ri re- i headed. A When Secretary Cranefield wrote pleased with the evidence of care / sometimes we rode bareheade As 

P ful management. there was not a baldheaded man in 
that President Rasmussen proposed ae : fi lothi did 
to ‘take ‘the! orchard ‘committee on Appleton was an objective point the party, our clothing did not 

+heie! antiaal dHspestion by ‘aut for dinner. One feature of the hold all of the dust of travel. It 

wae P y ° farm gardens both south and west seems as if baldheadedness might 
the proposition seemed novel be- . . . : 

sips te 5 of Manitowoe excited our curios- be of advantage in auto travel. 
cause of differing from previous. ‘ . ‘ : 

ji ity; we noticed many different Sometimes numbered routes were 
eustom. Remembering the oft : Sasi . 

' ‘ me patches of white Poppies, which blended and a study of the road 
times tedious waiting for the next < : A 

ae ee ; were evidently not grown for orna- map while traveling was necessary. 
train it seemed as if time might be : ‘ ‘ a 

: ment. Their location and sur- At times the breeze made this im- 
saved by this new venture. . ae . * 

. roundings seemed to indicate that possible. I would suggest pasting 

Monday evening, July 2ist, they were grown for some economic the map to cloth or other tough 

found our party, consisting of purpose. They were a single flexible material and then divid- 
Nick, Fred, Lou, Walter, and the flowered variety of the Somniferum ing into convenient sections for 
‘writer iat Hotel Maryland in Mil- species. outdoor use. With a travel of 250 
waukee, holding a conference to After dinner at Appleton we miles to our credit for Tuesday we 

plan for the next day E trip. The hastened for Stevens Point. Pass- felt that we had earned the right 
majority agreed with Nick tomake ing Freemont and Weyauwega to cat breakfast before starting 
an early start, so six o’clock in the eminded some of us of the Wau- from Marshfield. Leaving Marsh- 
morning found us on the way for paca Co. seedling apples, of which field by daylight we were able to 
Port Washington and breakfast. . all we have left of commercial — see that here is a fine farming coun- 

For several miles out of Mil- value is the Wolf River variety. try with prosperity smiling on 

waukee the most notable feature We passed at Waupaca the A. D. every side. Dairying and pea can- 
for observation was the great Barnes and other orchards. Too ning were in evidence. Home or- 

amount of vegetable gardening or lose planting, and other reasons chards are not plentiful. Corn 
truck farming carried on. gave the impression that apple made a fine showing as was the case 

Port Washington supplied us growing there is declining. We generally over the state away from 

with breakfast and gasoline, She- supposed that beyond Waupaca  the.lake shores. Some patches of 
boygan was soon reached and wasa special potato growing coun- grain were yellow with sow thistle 

passed. We noticed the general try, and some of our party said in bloom. Wheat in straw or shock 

backward appearance of corn along that the large buildings. which we showed better color than in the 
the route. Some was so very late saw near the railroad were potato southern part of the state. We 
we concluded that it must be a warehouses, but we did not notice were hoping that our route through 

second crop following peas. Wild any large potato fields. The farms Medford would take us past the 

flowers along the roadside included have not the general thrifty ap- former trial orchard but it was off 
Bouncing Bet and Chicory. These pearance of the dairy sections. to the right of our line of travel. 
would indicate early settlement at We took supper at Stevens Point Soil and contour of the country 
least back to before the time of and then on for Marshfield. It about Medford make it seem as if 
the civil war. A mixture of white was full bed time when we reached this should be a fairly good apple 
flowered Chicory we noticed occa- our hotel and all were anxious for country. Advancing farther north 
sionally. Of native wild flowers a general clean up. to Philips and beyond there is an 
Wild Bergamot—Monarda — and All of the members of our party increase of the proportion of un- 

Willow herbs, Epilobium were con- except one were young men—none cultivated land. There is room for 
spicuous in various places. These much over 50, I guess, and they many more good farmers in that 
two natives are well distributed naturally had regard for appear- part of the state and northward. 

‘over the state. There is not so ance. Those who carried their When at Philips some of our party 

tue of a showing of home or- own shaving outfits had a special called on Mr. Tobey, an old time 
chards as one might expect to see advantage. At times through the member of our State Horticultural 
in this part of the state. We in- day the motion of the breeze and Society. The real estate men here 

spected the Manitowoc orchard the breeze of motion were so strong have great faith in the future of
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this part of the state. Hasteningon combination of sand, rock, ridges, _ member had secured his at Ash- 

we reached Park Falls in time for gray pine and stunted oaks indi- land. We had supper in good 

dinner, which we enjoyed but we cate that this large stretch of coun- time at Rice Lake. We had seen 

did not see any falls. We were try can never be successfully many good fields of corn in our 

much interested in our glimpses of | farmed. We passed occasional travels but it seemed as if the best 

the sylva and flora of this part blue berrying parties, so it seems ever was near Rice Lake. — Chip- 

of the state. For many miles there are homes somewhere in the pewa Falls was reached after dark. 

hemlock, pine, spruce, and arbor vicinity. After breakfast at Iron We had traveled about 230 miles 

vitae were prominent among Ever- River we passed through a more that day. Friday morning we 

greens in places. The pearly promising farming country with went northward from Chippewa 

everlasting Anephelis Margari- plenty of room for more settlers. Falls and then we followed the 

tacea, is very conspicuous and plen- Blueberry parties were in evidence Flambeau road_ to the Holeombe 

tiful in various places throughout clear to the trial orchard at Maple, orchard. A heavy thunderstorm 

the northern part of the state. It and again going south from Poplar came up on the way and held by 

is so good and everlasting it seems clear to Kau Claire. A hailstorm at — us until we inspeeted the orchard. 

as if it could be made of commer- Maple about ten days before our We were well pleased with the care 

cial value. A patch of red fruit visit had stripped the fruit from which had been given the orchard 

in one place we decided must be this season, Back to Chippewa 

the dwarf Cornel or bunch berry. : — Falls for dinner and then by way of 

There were numerous small bogs Z Eau Claire and Menomonie to the 

covered with the shrub Leather a Weston orchard. This orehard is 

leaf, with the former botanical very satisfactorily and well cared 

name — Casandre — now Chamae- for. We wished to visit a commer- 

daphne. The whimsical member cial orchard in the vicinity but the 

of our party called them cranberry weather was too threatening. 

bogs. With a distant view they One Day-We Had Our Picture ‘Token: Another shower caught us while 

were very similar. going through Menomonie so we 

The country was rougher as we the trees and badly torn and hurried on to Hau Claire and a 

approached Ashland before reach- bruised the bark on the branches. late supper. We were off again 

ing the level land which borders There was enough fruit on the Saturday morning before break- 

that city, which is too rough for ground to have made a fine crop. fast which we took at Whitehall. 

agriculture. We reached Ashland We were much pleased with the The eare or lack of care given this 

early enough to visit our long time Poplar orehard. This orchard orchard was very disappointing to 

horticultural brother, Irving Smith, pays. More will be said of it in the committee. Corn looked well 

with his good wife and two sons. the report of the orchard commit- in this valley as it usually does, 

We learned that there had been no tee. Judging from what we no- but we saw none which would sur- 

shortage of rain in this part of the _ ticed it seems as if this orchard has Pass that near Rice Lake. 

state and hay is so abundant they given much encouragement to the Nearing La Crosse we passed 

don’t know what to do with all of planting of home orchards. through some very good farming 

it. Our night’s rest as Ashland We turned southward from country but very steep in places. 

after a short run of only about route ten to route eleven a few We marveled to see where the 

175 miles sent us forth clean and miles east of Superior. An auto Teapers had cut the grain. After 

refreshed on our way before break- trouble gave our party a chance dinner we passed on through Ver- 

fast. The route among, over and to gather blueberries, Serviceber- 20M county, past Viroqua, through 

around the hills between Ashland ries and nearly ripe sand cherries, Mount Sterling and over the bluffs 

and Iron River is novel, interest- all near together. Dinner was had to the west side of the Kickapoo 

ing, and tiresome. The road is at Solon Springs. Here was one valley. There is an abundance of 

tortuous both up and down and of Wisconsin’s many summer re- scenery over hills and through 

side ways. Along the way we sorts. The campers were numer- valleys on this route. At Gays 

noted slight attempts at farming ous. Here some of our party made Mills we found the people discus- 

which had been abandoned. The a bargain in blueberries. One (Continued on page 23)
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ee ——————an=j_—sment;, but we believe that they 

will do well here from the fact 

CRANBERRY CULTURE that a few small bogs have done 

Edited by Mrs. S. N. Whittlesey, Cranmoor, Secretary Wisconsin so. The surprising thing to me is 

Cranberry Growers Association the fact that some plantings seem 

to do so well early and other 

A Favorable Season Dr. H. F, Bergman of the u.s. P it ooenany e con 1 am: thie 

Not in the memory of the oldest Beat alee ae ant panes head, has seventeen acres and it 

eranbarry meni Naa there bees an last year will be remembered, has has been very slow coming into 

Wisconsin auch a favorable grow- been spending the past month in bearing. On the other hand, 7 

ingsond inreedting seasonae-eran northern Wisconsin in investiga- planted three aeres iin ay wie 
berries.as this of 1919. dong relative to ‘evanberries. Dr: and children and this fall when it 

It is true that in some sections Be . tion with, 20¥- is only two years old, we will get 

there are very serious failures, ergman's Conne’ a a " a about 120 barrels of cranberries 

due to hail, and to some unknown, 80 ne hy hae we a rf eR wit er of the McFarlin variety. 

early damaging cause, but gener- 0 as he has accepte & post ae The bogs in this state are all 

ally the vines came out in fine ae professor of Botany in the ‘eol- sanded and under a high degree 
lege of Hawaiia and sails for Hon- Foes 

shape, made steady growth and dlulw. Oétober.5. We extend wieh- of cultivation. The most trouble- 

yielded unusually early. a a some feature that we have to con- 

With the absence of late August es for success and pleasure, tend is that of weeds. There seems 

and early September killing frosts —— to be 50 to 100 different varieties 

and only one and one half days We Were at the State Fair and they most certainly grow at 
lost time the first twenty-five days a great rate. The only way they 

of September, it has been possible The eranberry booth and ex- an be handled is by constant 
to get the crops in without trouble hibit at the state fair this year weeding when the bog is very 
or loss and the size and quality is said to be the best ever. We young. If the weeds once get a 
of berries is all that need be de- ™ust say again that cranberry good start, it is impossible to 

sired. people cannot provide the ecran« ¢heck them. 

The apple crop seems not to berry at its best at the early date Our crop here is smaller than 

have been so fortunate. We hope of the fair, for our fruit ig not at anticipated but we are pleased to 

people will remember that apples Perfection at that time. This year learn that the crops in all the 
and.cranberries are the two staple W® Were fortunate in an earlier eastern states are very fine this 

winter fruits. The keeping quali- "pening and more than fortunate year. 
ty, economy and various methods in the continued services of Miss Henry S. Gane. 
of use of the berry are quite as Anna M. Bamberg, the lady in UENENaC 
good and numerous and much the charge, who for three years has State Florists’ Meet 

same as the apple, so with abun- Deen feitheel, devoted, Sad a- The annual meeting of the State 
dance of cranberries in market ¢ient in her efforts to make the Morists’ Association was held in 
one need not suffer for a winter Showing all it should be. Milwaukee Friday of state fair 

fruit. a week. J. E. Mathewson of She- 

Grapes this year seem to be 3 2 boygan, was elected president for 

plentiful. An especially fine flav- Washingiest, Barris the ensuing year, Richard Haentze 

orded jelly can be made from the Mr. Henry S. Gane, a long time of Fond du Lae, vice-president, 

combination of grapes and cran- member of our State Association H. J. Seel of Milwaukee, secretary 

berries, using equal quantities of and now sales manager of the Pa- and Gus Rusch, Milwaukee, trea- 

grape and berry—proceeding as cific Cranberry Exchange writes surer. The business meeting was 

with other jellies—adding one cup from Ilwaco, Wash.: followed by a banquet at the Ho- 

of sugar to two eups of fruit Growing cranberries in this tel Blatz. The 1920 summer meet- 

juice. state is somewhat of an experi- ing will be held at Sheboygan,
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Fact and Fiction About Robin tain noxious plants that have win-- away and drop them upon the 

Redbreast tered upon the stalk. When other ground. It will do the same with 

food is scarce, it may destroy a_ raspberries and currants. Mul- 

We all love song birds and want few harmful insects, but only to berries afford no protection, ex- 

them protected but xometimes escape starvation and always based rt poetry: as a at 

7 a der protest. Its favorite anima hen the berries are gone, It Wl 

ayenzsetouk a Iriends Be to ex food is the angleworm, said by na- attack the small grains, more es- 

tremes in de SUSE of birds and turalists to be highly beneficial, pecially wheat, in much the same 

thus defeat their purpose. A cor- and, when this is to be had, the manner. 

respondent in the Rural New robin will eat no other worm or Summing it all up, the robin is 

Yorker goes so far as to claim that insect. The writer linge to the ‘ ied eats seononad Pe 

‘ . a h habit of the robin of hopping be banished trom the race 0 he 

ee a ee ee about the lawn in search of cut- earth. Sentimentally and aesthet- 

. ° = ar pests worms. This is all bosh. Cut- ically, it should be protected and 

and is corrected by C. 0. Ormsbee \orms do not inhabit lawns and, encouraged by every possible 

in a succeeding issue as follows: even if they were to be found means. You can pay your money 

: there, the robin would not touch and take your choice. 

The Truth About the Robin them. Find the nest of the robin C. O. Ormsbee. ° 

On page 1182 there is a short in some barn or outbuilding. Place ——— 

letter entitled ‘“A Defense of the a box of earth near the nest. Put Fall Planting 

Robin,’’ in which are contained angleworms, cutworms, white Do not plant fruit trees in the 

more mis-statements than are con- grubs, or caterpillars and worms fall. If some designing or ignor- 

tained in any other article that { of a dozen different sorts on the 44+ nursery agent has beguiled 

have ever seen published in the earth, and watch results. I have nursery Seb " © 

columns of The R. N.Y. Ibelieve done so many times. The robins Y0u into fall delivery, bury the 

that all birds have more or less of _ will eat the angleworms, and will trees rather than plant them. The 

both good and bad qualities, and feed them to its young, but will safest plan is to shoo away any- 

the robin is no exception to this go out and hunt for more of this hody who insists on selling you 

rule. Often local conditions have sort rather than touch any other  troeg for fall deliver 

an influence in determining kind that I have ever offered. It 

whether the balance falls on the may eat them rather than starve, Currants may: be safely planted 

good or evil side, and this may be _ but it will not do so voluntarily. in October if plenty of straw or 

true, in some instances, in the case The writer speaks of chipmunks ™anure is packed about the roots. 

of the robin. eating peas. The chipmunk can- Black raspberries may also be set 

It is true that the robin is one Not be starved into eating peas. I to advantage in the fall but reds 

of our sweetest songsters, as well had some once in a cage, and tried are better spring planted. 

as one of the handsomest of our them thoroughly. Neither will On th Thole ther . 

birds. To a certain extent it en- the English sparrow eat them. But the whole there ‘are; ‘few 
dears itself to us by its domestic the robin will break open a pod, fruit or ornamental plants that 

and almost affectionate habits. eat one pea and allow the others may safely be exposed to five 

We admire it for the love and af- to waste. He speaks of the habit months of drying cold with no 

fection that it bears to each mem- Of the mole of eating potatoes. Ex- root system hitched up to a win- 
ber of its own family, and its ag- amine the mouth and teeth of * tor supply of water.. Whenev 

onized cries when disturbed excite mole and see how ridiculous this et ie water enever 

our sympathy. There are a dozen Story is. ‘A mole could not eat a Possible prepare the ground in the 

more minor characteristics of Potato no matter how much it fall for spring setting by spading 

which we approve, and it may be might wish to do so. or plowing and be ready as soon 

that these, combined, are sufficient I do not know of a single edible as the soil can be handled in the 

to turn the balance in its favor. berry that the robin will not eat, spring. 
These are aesthetic or sentimental and as soon as the berries and - 

qualities of which I am not going small fruits begin to appear, it . 

to speak. But, economically the will leave its diet of worms and Place squash on shelves in a dry 

robin is an unmitigated nuisance subsist wholly upon these foods. room near the furnace or in a 

with scarcely one single redeem- It will eat a few varieties that are warm attic room. They must not 

ing feature. In its food habits it of little or no economic import- be in a damp or frosty place. They 

may be called omnivorous, but it ance, but its great favorite is the will stand a great deal of heat 

has very decided preferences. It arly Richmond cherry. This it dake ai ere ee 

arrives in the North very early in will attack before it is- half ripe, and dry air, but little moisture. If 

the spring, and at a time when and pick a little hole in it, thus you want squash or pumpkins to 

food is very scarce, and, at this spoiling it, or, just out of pure keep well, handle them carefully 
time, it may destroy seeds of cer- meanness, it will carry the fruits 80 they are not bruised.
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————— SEEESE—e =| eussed at the December meeting 

AMONG WISCONSIN BEEKEEPERS of the State Beekeepers’ Associa- 

tion. 
The Wisconsin BeeKeepers Page ) ss . 

Prof. H. F. Wilson Editor Now what we must do is to get 

every one interested for the com- 

_———————— = _ing year. Every county in the 

Beekeepers Meet add a 60-foot extension to our state and every local beekeepers’ 

; . present building. association should be represented. 
Our next annual meeting will sa ri * 

: All beekeepers and exhibitors There is absolutely no reason for 
be held in the early part of De- : $ Se, ys : 

‘ especially will welcome this im- these organizations not being at 
cember. We desire to have the . : 1 

sii provement. We are badly in need _ the State Fair. Make your plans 
program ready for publication in * . : 3 

5 F of a good display room for this now and get in touch with Mr. 
the next issue of this magazine. 5 : we . 

: ; growing industry and it is much Dittmer. 
If you have something of import- a. @ 

‘ better to have our exhibits in a James I. Hambleton. 
ance to present to the Convention, wy ae 

* . building by themselves than to SSS 
please send in your name with a have: diem iseattéved aif ice 

litle of your paper. All papers ave them seattere: One: Preparation for Wintering Bees 
Z cream sandwich stands, washing 

should be written out before the : : A 
- machine agents and fountain pen Every thoughtful beekeeper is 

convention so that they may be < «as . . 
. : auctioneers. thinking about his winter prob- 

published at a later date in the ai - ” 
. . . The exhibitors are already mak- lems. If he thinks ‘‘through’’ he 

Wisconsin Horticulture. : . . 5 ‘i : 
ing plans for getting their entries will discover that he has three 

in early next year. All came separate distinct factors. 

Every affiliated local of the through with a number of blue, 1. The Bees. If he has neglect- 

State Association should elect red and white ribbons to their ed to requeen and feed if neces- 

their representative for the Board credit. The awards from these sary to stimulate the production 

of Managers before December 1. alone made the time spent in the of at least 3 pounds of vigorous 

This member should be in Madi- journey and preparation of their young bees, his hives will be emp- 

son a day before the meeting be- exhibits well worth while not to ty of live bees in the spring. 

gins to talk over problems to be Speak of the large honey sales. About 75% of the colonies in a 

presented before the State Con- One man sold out completely his certain section of Wisconsin were 

vention, stock on the first day. lost on that ‘‘rock’’ last winter. 

The success of the fair was 2. The Stores. The second fac- 
largely due to the éfforts of the tor is-plenty of good stores—that 

State Fair Exhibit superintendent, Mr. Gus Dittmer. is FOOD that will be so free from 

This is the first year he has acted indigesable matter that the bees 
‘The State Fair Bee and Honey in that capacity and he is already may live 5 months in comfort and 

Exhibit was proclaimed by many laying plans for the future. There quietness. Clover and buckwheat 

to be the best exhibit which the are a number of schemes up his honey and sugar syrup seem to be 
apiculturists of Wisconsin have sleeve for improvement. the safest. In most sections of the 

put on for many years. The thing One of the things which Mr. state there is a flush flow from 

which pleases us about as much Dittmer and Mr. Allen, who golden rod and aster. Where this 

as anything else is the attitude judged the exhibit, will do will be surrounds the brood nest at least 

which the State Fair Directors to revise the premium list. The 5 pounds of thick sugar syrup 

and officials took. They all ex- need for revision in the premium should be fed at one time after 

Pressed their opinion and appre- list is apparent. Wrangling, dis- the aster flow. Often a few 

ciation of how well the whole af- putes and discontent will largely pounds of aster honey stored after 
fair was managed. : be eliminated and all exhibitors the brood has practically all 

This cooperation is necessary will have a better understanding emerged in October proves fatal. 

and we are glad to have the good of how they are to prepare their If the weather continues warm 

will and backing of these men. entries. This matter of revision during October, the beekeeper 

Next year they have promised to will probably be thoroughly dis- had better ‘‘remember the aster.’’
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3. Protection. This is of vital farm owned by A. K. Bassett. The complete the trip. We are proud 

importance in this northern lati- heaviest growth of grain as shown of our road system in Wisconsin 
tude. I have failed to find a bee- in shock was seen near Sauk and appreciate the plan of dis- 
keeper in Wisconsin who gives Prairie. This orchard is looking  tinetly marked routes. More has 

adequate protection for out-door well as is the fruit farm also. We been done than we supposed for 

wintering. Quadruple packing made a short call at Pansy Heights better routes and indications are 

eases as described in Farmers’ and then away for Lake Geneva, that much more will be done in the 

Bulletin No. 1012 (U. S. Depart- taking our dinner at Madison. near future. These improvements 

ment of Agriculture) should be Sunday afternoon was another cause many detours in lines of 

used—only the size of the case hot one with the thermometer regis- travel and the connections with 

should be large enough to give 8 tering in the upper nineties. When the regular routes are not always 

inches packing underneath, 10 we passed fields of grain stubble ag plainly marked as should be. 

inches at sides and ends and 12 the wind passing over to us seemed May public opinion sustain our 
inches on top. Dry sawdust, like a blast from a furnace. Tires good roads work in Wisconsin. 

planer shavings, leaves or chaff were cooked as we traveled and in ——_—_—___——_— 

should be used for packing. addition to the hindrance of chang- Plant Spring Flowering Bulbs 

If a cellar is used, it should be ing tires Nick had to buy some Now 

warm, about 50 degrees Fahren- new ones. Along the roadside : . 

heit. Cold cellars are usually were plenty of others with tire | October 8 the Reason for plant- 
damp. A cellar with a furnace is _ troubles. ing the spring flowering bulbs. Of 

frequently the best. Ilowever, We were fortunate in reaching — these the tulip is the most popular 

they sometimes get too dry. Ven- Lake Geneva in advance of a for outdoor eros Bt Ne 
tilators are useful only to help storm which swept over our back least satisfactory for indoors. . 

keep the temperature uniform and — track to the grief of many less for- For foreing indoors, plant in 
in ease it gets too dry, the air tunate ones. The Lake Geneva pots or boxes, m three to four 
from outside is helpful. There is orchard was inspected before dark inches of soil, bulbs of narcissus, 
no need of ‘guessing’ or ‘“‘hop- and supper. Heavy blooming in hycinths and daffodils barely cov- 

ing’ or ‘‘trusting to luck.’’ We the spring failed to produce a set- ering the bulbs. Water thorough- 

know that a sufficient number of ting of applesso there did not seem ly and set them away in a cool, 

young bees, plus sufficient good +t? be any need of spraying after dark cellar for at least two 

food plus adequate protection the buds had passed from the pink. months. By that time the bulbs 
equals a strong colony next As usual this orchard was well should be well rooted and ready 

spring. eared for. We found sleeping aec- to respond to light and heat. / 

Il. L. MeMurry. commodations where we could and The commonest cause of failure 

, paid $2.50 each for the privilege. in forcing bulbs is in bringing 

SS Karly Monday morning we headed them into the light too soon. Just 

AN AUTO TRIP for the Pewaukee orchard and pack them away and forget them 

(Continued from page 19) breakfasted at Elkhorn. We no- except for an occasional look to 

sing the heat, thermometers indi- — ticed many home orchards with see that they are not drying out. 

eating 97° to 103 in the shade. little indieations of fruit. Too Outdoor culture is simple; simply 

There'were many interesting things close planting in home orchards is plant the bulbs, covering lightly. 

about our visit to the trial orchard a fault prevalent here and all over The character of the soil is of 

and the hundreds of acres of com- the state. We found improved — slight importance as tulip bulbs 

mercial orchard, but I must not conditions in the Pewaukee or- will blossom nicely if planted in 

anticipate too much of the future chard, with chance for still further coal ashes. There is one sure way 

report of the orchard committee. improvement. We reached Mil- to invite failure in outdoor cul- 

We took supper at Boscobel and  waukee before noon time with a ture and this in neglecting to cov- 

lodging at Spring Green. Sunday travel by auto of more than 1,400 er beds before heavy freezing 

morning after breakfast we made miles to our credit, in addition to weather. Rarely or never will tu- 

our way to the trial orchard in the railway travel to and fro be- lips bloom if left unprotected 

Sauk county on the Ski-Hi fruit tween our homes and Milwaukee to through the winter.
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Wisconsin Horticulture “An enthusiastic amateur sum- stance of”’ - an wpe a 
7 j “ . was instead merely materia! Published Monthly by: the marizes his experiences and obser Which Mr. Howell referred.—Ed. 

Wisconsin State Horticultural Society vations in the successful cultiva- We are really ashamed to im- 

. Omicial orgas of the Soelety. tion e this sou : bs Geatad pose this long story on our read- 

—— tion here conveyed is the digest o . 

FEEDERIO QRANEFIELD « Ealtor. his own work and the recommen- era but bes editor othe asia Secretary W. 8. H. S., Madison, Wis. AS 10: z ‘led Magazine intimates we lack an 

Entered as second-class matter May 18, 1012, dations of the most skille | SP& —nderstanding of the ethics of 

Oe Et ae mcnmeation, Glule nad the ethetncs of ae ad, Journalism. If we admit it we 
Advertising rates made known on application. ticle i the geiraiad 0 a ; must also crave his sympathy. 

Wisconsin State Horticultural Society dress oe AEBEW OOM Ne ee Anyhow, it was corking good pe- 

trlemberahip feo, fifty cents, which Includes Garden MD: . ony dope if Ried Howell didn’t 
sin Horticulture aubeeripiion pelee of Wisson. In view of the following letter write it. 

viene i Postal or. Exprete afoney Ones: to the Garden Magazine we leave : 

sited Wl Pett Wal Gupte Weoynae 1 to our readers to judge the 
Personal checks accepted. standard of ethics of one ‘‘Rei A Small Fruit Survey 

Fostage stamps not accepted. Howell, New Jersey,’’ to say noth- 

OFFICERS ing of the care exercised by the What has happened to the bush 

fh Bremen Pr onge® Garden Magazine in copyrighting and cane fruits that used to grow 
F. Oranefleld, Secretary~reasurer......Madison thig article. The letter is from in almost every farm garden in 

EXEOUTIVE COMMITTEE William W. Kline, the Mohican our state? Why have raspberries 

N. A. Rasmussen................-+++-+-Ex-Omelo Peony Gardens, Sinking Spring, and blackberries been abandoned 
BoA. Haye, oases core coveeecceesees se BX Offlelo ’ light 
B. Oranefleld 22.00000000000 II gx-Offlelo = Pa, so generally? To throw new lig 
lot Dist., A. Martini 20.000... Lake Geneva he 

and Dist., R. J. Qoe...-.00.0.......Ft. Atkinson ‘Ty the Editor of the Garden Mag- on this important horticultural 
$rd Dist, E. L. Roloff..................Madison : j : ; 
4th Dist., A. Leldiger ................Milwaukee azine: question a survey of Wisconsin by 

On De, SW ae een eee On picking up the August Gar- sections has been eompleted by 
Beh Dist, Ge ht. Seater. "Toman den Magazine [have been amazed the state department of agricul- 
9th Dist., L. E. Birmingham.....Sturgeon Bay beyond expression to find that the 4 ‘ 
loth Dist., F. T. Brunk...............Eau Olalre ticl a Ki ti ture and the experiment station. 
Uth Dist., Irving Smith ................Ashland eony article under the caption b Madi k 

BOARD ‘OP MANAGERS ‘‘Masterly Inactivity is the best . H. Roberts, of Madison, spoke 
N. A. Rasmussen F.Cranefela thing for the Peony’? is simply a to horticulturists at Fort Atkin- 

4-& Hage copy, word for word, of a little son on the results of the survey. 

— hooxlet, ne ip i ach I aco He confined his remarks and con- 
self wrote, and which we send to : . . : : s sing his Whare: Oredit: Is Dus every patron. I enclose a copy. “Jusions to cane Sadie ay ian 

. With the exception of the first oe : 
ee excelent article on peony three lines of the article. as you Claire, Sparta, Kenosha, Racine, culture printed in the September print it, and a three line ‘‘inter- Oshkosh, Green Bay, Sturgeon 

number of the WISCONSIN HOR- Jection”’ by the editor, there is Bay, Madison, Ft. Atkinson, Algo- 
ae aes was taken from the au a ne oe oat is not my ma, Chippewa, Richland Center, 

waa agazine which is copy- Aiouaht, oe suggestion from anv Ripon and Baraboo. Here are the 

Co af ht d blicati 1 other specialist, nor—excepting ain conclusions: 
pyrighted pubieations al- three lines—from the ‘‘author.’’ I The largest decrease in cane 

most without exception grant am assuming that you are un- fruit planting took place in the 
other publishers permission to use aware of the facts and believe that _ late nineties. 
copyrighted material if full eredit you will do something in The Gar- Cane fruits do not properly be- 
is given. This is so generally un- en Magazine to mend this mat- long on the general farm, any 
ae aoe and a noel th t rt ap- ter—William W. Kline, The Mo- way, in large amount over and 
lieati gre at the aP-  hican Peony Gardens, Sinking above family needs. 

P leation for permission to Spring, Pa. Crown gall and anthracnose di- 
print’’ is usually a mere form. —This article was not mailed to seases are responsible to the 

The article in question was Garden Magazine by Mr. Howell, greatest extent for the decline in 
headed in the G. M. as follows: its author, but came from one of the growing of black caps. Crown 
“‘Masterly Inactivity is the Best the audience that heard his lee- gall, and one or two economic fae- 
Thing for the P. Ried Howell ture. Only the material published tors are the reasons why red rasp- 

ing for the Peony, Ried Howell, was received, and this was accept- berries have fallen off in Wiscon- 
New Jersey. ed by the editors as ‘‘the sub- sin.
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With sweet corn selling at 30 The Pea Moth Remedies 

ene te ee The growing of peas for can- Since hatching begins about the 

average trucker is not inclined to ning purposes and also for seed middle of July varieties grown 
feel that he can raise red raspber- has been an important industry that mature before that time 

ries profitably if he has to neglect fo» Wigeonsin for many years. would escape infestation. Con- 
neler Bs ee Oe ae alee — The peas in certain sections of seo! —_ are more helt 

ers cannot get dependable pickers Wisconsin have for a number of when the peas are grown tor see. 
at harvest. years, especially more recently, Deep plowing after harvesting 

From 114 to 2 cents a pintis the been troubled with a worm which may help some, but as has already 

average run of prices paid to feeds within the pod on the ripen- been shown a large number of the 

pickers who are able to gather in ing seed. This worm is the cater- larvae do not emerge from the 

from 55 to 60 pints a day. May it pillar of a moth, a dark-colored pods until after the peas are har- 

eee ee stight- species about a quarter of an inch — vested. . 

ers? With reds at fet and $5 a long; which has along the fore Spraying is not practicable un 

erate it would seem like good bus- ™argins of the front wings 12 or der the present system of cultiva- 

iness to hire capable pickers at 14 oblique black and white tion unless the damage caused by 

good wages. dashes; there are also a few rather the worms would exceed that 

The small truck man, and not inconspicuous dashes near the caused by applying the spray. 

the general farmer, must be look- apex of the fore wings. The vines also could not very well 

ed to by consumers for an in- The larva or worm spends the be used as forage in case of spray 

cane fruits, however, and growers 5 made up of small soil particles ats . 

situated to handle the plantations and neatly lined with silk. In the . ; hil foree 

with exacting care and attention, spring the pupa is formed, the It is not worth while to fete, 

are the men who will find it prof- perfect moth emerging the early asparagus, but shubarb, “ ~ 
itable to invest right now in good, part of July. Toward evening ™Y be foreed in the cellar with 

hardy, adaptable stock. the females deposit their eggs on fine results. 

Those were the statements of the pods, leaves or stems nearby. Dahlias, cannas, gladioli, ete., 
Mr. Roberts, based on the survey. These hateh in six to nine days, should be dug and stored after the 

He said that surprising as it may the young larvae crawling to suit- foliage has been killed by frost. 

seem, the question of adaptable able places on the pods and eating The first part of October is usual- 

varieties for the different sections their way in. The worms feed on ly the time. 

of the state and suitable cultural the peas making irregular holes Peonies should be divided and 

methods involved are not as on most of the peas in each pod  yeget during September or Octo- 
strong factors in the cane fruit infested. Older infested pods ber, 

decline as those things already when opened contain more or less . : 

mentioned. Economie conditions coarse-grained excrement webbed Watermelons | buried ; deep in 
. wheat or oats will sometimes keep 

and not lack of knowledge and together with most of the peas. 5‘ a 
Fee 5 - . 5 : until Thanksgiving or even 

practice in handling cane fruits, The feeding period lasts from 14 Chiristnas 

are to blame for the slump. To to 25 or 30 days, thus many of the . 

this must also be added the final larvae do not emerge until after Many perennials and shrubs 

reason, namely, that the man who harvesting. Ags soon as they be- ™ay be divided this fall or early 

is suecessful with cane fruits must come full-grown the larvae eat ext spring, and reset to good ad- 

enjoy ‘‘fussing over them.’? The their way out through small cireu- Vantage. 

average farmer is not, and unless lar holes in the sides of the pods Do not forget to lift some of the 

the women folks take hold and and then make their way into the geraniums, salvia, asters, or other 

save the crop it will eventually soil or other suitable place where plants in the yard or garden. They 

mean more or less of a weedy fail- they remain until the following will bloom in the window this 

ure.—Wisconsin Farmer. July. winter.
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Co —0——SSSSSS aor] thin and flattened may be found 
THE INSECT PAGE on the under side of the smaller 

branches during the winter. In 
Ii Conducted by the Department of Economic Entomology College of the spring they soon become full 

| Agriculture : . ne 
| grown and egg laying then begins. 

a The eggs are laid in a large white 

Common Scale Insects Attacking cottony mass of waxen threads 

Fruit Trees in Wisconsin Ss which are secreted by the body of 

a the mother scale. The secretion 

Numerous inquiries continue to aA of this floceulent mass causes the 

come in regarding scales attack- ah raising of the posterior end of the 

ing fruit trees; the majority of y ra 5 scale to an angle of about 45 de- 

them concerning the oyster shell ; f grees. (See picture). 

seale, the orchardist mistaking j REMEDIES 

this for the pernicious San Jose ¥ 1 for the San Jose 

Seale. A careful study of the fol- 7am The control for the a ane 
: - . Seale and the Oyster Shell Seale 

lowing comparisons and figures Le ‘ I Z . thor 

will easily identify the three most Fig. 2.—Oyster Shell Seale Showing Eggs from * - spoil i ef iis . val har important scales attacking the an Overturned Seale. ough application of lime sulphur 

wait: taped : ‘ used at the rate of one gallon of 
fruit trees in Wisconsin. ™ . id a 

The oyster shell scale has a wid- the liquid to twelve gallons of 

er distribution in Wisconsin's or- water and should be applied while 
4 chards than any other scale; its the trees are dormant in the fall 

ravages, however, are not so Se- oy spring. If the farmer feels as 
vere but many orchards are so re- if he will be too busy in the spring 

oi tarded in their development by then it should be done this fall 
¥ the insect that the trees are of lit- after the leaves fall. 

tle or no value to the farmer. The The cottony maple scale is more 

seales are shaped like tiny oyster difficult to control. Its parasites 
shells, are brownish in color, and usually keep it in cheek. Kero- 

about one tenth to one eighth of gene emulsion is effective against 
an inch long. The winter is pass- the overwintering stage while 

Fig. 1.—San Jose Seale, Enlarged. ed as eggs, which remain under many’ of the young lice may be 

the old female scales until late \iNed in summer by spraying with 
This is the most dreaded of all May. a strong solution of tobacco ex- 

the seale insects. It spreads very | tract. A stiff stream of water 
quickly and will kill trees out- fy will dislodge many of the scales 

right unless checked in time. The @ with their egg masses. 
seales are quite small and incon- a Chas. L. Fluke. 

spicuous, being about the size of Rox Beg di 

an ordinary pinhead, The mature Cie rs 

female scales are circular in out- , 5 5 
3 Snee ae Fall Practices Against Insect 

line and dark grayish in color. 
. : Pests 

The most conspicuous part is a 

central elevated portion which is After the erops are harvested 
surrounded by a depressed ring Plgii8sOottony Mable! Beale Showing Mee and disposed of they are out of 
which is again surrounded by a the way of attacks from field in- 

yellowish elevated ring. The in- This insect has a large list of seets. Next year, however, more 

sect passes the winter as partly host plants and frequently attacks crops are to be grown on the same 

grown scales on the bark of the our common fruit trees and small or nearby land. Every insect pest 

branches or the limbs of the trees. fruits. Young scales which are which passes safely through the
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winter will be ready to multiply August and September, the grow- Commercial Fruit Growing in 

and attack these crops. The thing er may find a good part of the Wisconsin, 

for the grower to do then is to leaves of plants turning brown A. A. Ashbahr. 
take such steps as he can this fall and dying and in many cases the 

to prevent successful overwinter- entire plant killed. This type of After having spent practically 

ing of pests. injury may be due to the straw- all of my life in the Pacific Coast 
Destroy crop remnants and ref- berry crown miner, a slender red- states, where the commercial 

use. Immature insects continue to dish-pink larva less than a half apple and pear industry has un- 

feed and develop on crop rem-_ ineh in length when full grown. doubtedly reached the highest 

nants and in refuse until they The whitish eggs are laid on the stage of perfection in this coun- 

reach such a stage in which they plant by small grayish moths. try, and after visiting several 

can overwinter safely, and then From these eggs the larvae hatch middle-western states, and spend- 

may find shelter under such ma- and burrow inthe erown and ing more than two months in the 

terial. Where possible this should sometimes down into the root. An field for this Society in its Orch- 

be destroyed or plowed under as infested plant when closely ex- ard Survey of Wisconsin, together 

soon as the crops are harvested. amined may show a small heap of | with prior study and observation 

Many insects pass the winter in- reddish-brown exerement and bor- of the fruit industry of this state, 
side of infested stalks and stems. ings which the larva has pushed it is my belief that fruit can be 

These should be burned. Many out of its burrow. If such plants grown just as successfully here as 

full grown insects must feed for are cut into, one may find an ir- in any other state. True it is 

a time before going into winter regular blackish brown burrow in that some sections in Wisconsin 

quarters. If they are deprived of the crown or root, and usually the are unsuited to fruit growing, 

food a great many will not live pinkish larva itself. and that some sections are better 
through the winter. Cucumbers Little has been done by way of than others, but so it is in the 

or green melons left in the field control, however, it has been sug- other states. The fruit industry 
after the frost has killed the vines gested that badly infested fields of every state lies in a few concen- 
should be heavily poisoned to kill should be plowed under as this trated districts. But the fact re- 
the cucumber beetles which may pest does not attack young beds mains that there are thousands of 

feed on them. In the case of some and causes greatest injury to old geres of land in Wisconsin upon 
pests all but a few plants of a fields. which commercial apples can be 

erop may be destroyed, then the L. G. Gentner. grown just as economically, and 

pests will gather on the remain- ——— es with the same color, size and 

ing plants and may easily be kill- There is a good market for quality, as those of the other 
ed. plum pits this year. Nurserymen states. A comparison with what 

Fall plowing and cultivating, @"t them to plant for budding hag been, and is being done in 

where practical, is an aid in re- and grafting next year. properly managed Wisconsin 
ducing next year’s inseet pests. oo orchards, with what has veen ac- 
Forms in the ground are erushed A drain tile set over each plant complished in neighboring and 

or exposed to the weather. Plants is a good method of blanching cel- distant states, is sufficient evi- 

which give food and shelter are cry. Celery for winter storage dence of this fact. 
destroyed. Special attention should. not be blanched before Now the question arises: why 

should be given to land that has putting in the cellar. has Wisconsin ‘then not ranked as 
been badly infested this past sea- —_ one of the leading apple states? 

Son. Plant tulips in the garden or The answer is at least twofold. 
-. L. G. Gentner. border the last of September or First, the great«.possibilities in 

a early October. Tulips, narcissus, dairying and kindred industries 

i daffodils and hyacinths planted have claimed the attention of 
The Strawberry Grown Miner now in pots or boxes and put in a most of the people. Second, the 

In some of the older strawberry cool place will give good flowers apple business has not, in the past, 

beds, during the latter part of next spring. been conducted as a specialized
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and separate kind of farming as and uncolored; insects and dis- large acreages containing only a 

in some other states, but more as eases have materially increased few varieties that the consumer 

a side-line. I do not mean tosug- and most farmers have not found demands; we must adopt the 

gest that the entire farm should time to investigate and study this modern methods of planting and 
be devoted to fruit growing with- increase, and the new pests, and pruning and more intimately and 

out any diversity, but Ido mean the methods of applying modern scientifically study insects and 

to say that unless the orchard is combative measures; nearly every diseases and the application of 

the principal commercial business orchard contained a large number sprays and other remedial meas- 

of the farm, it cannot be success- of varieties undesirable on the ures; and we must learn the most 

fully conducted today, in compe- market, and therefore not salable economical means of production. 

tition with specialized apple farm- at any profit; then, too, the many With fruit land twice as high, 

‘ng. This is the key that will varieties made it impossible for on the average, and with a freight 

throw open the doors of commer- the grower to ship in desirable rate to Chicago nearly equal to 

cial apple growing in Wisconsin car load lots so as to reduce the cost of production, the far- 

to complete development. This freight rates and attract buygrs; western states have a gigantic 

has already been realized and is again the growers generally con- handicap in competition with 

being acted upon as is evinced by sidered the orchard work of sec- Wisconsin. Yet their apples are 

the many large commercial apple ondary importance, and when sold in great quantities all thru 

orchards that have been set out in spraying or pruning or picking the middle-west, including Wis- 
recent years. The apple indus- should be done, plowing, haying consin, say nothing of the large 

try in this state is undergoing a or harvest was on, and the orch- sales on the Atlantic Coast and 

complete change or metamorpho- ard was neglected with an unprof- in foreign countries. How do 

sis, as it were. Wisconsin farm  itable crop asa result; there must they do it? Well, after produc- 

orchards have produced millions also be mentioned the loss thru. ing a spotless, fully developed, 

of barrels of apples in the past consignment and unscrupulous and well colored apple by means 

and great ¢redit is due the pio- buyers and commission men, altho of painstaking culture, their fruit 

neers and producers of these. reciprocally there are many un- industry first begins. In other 

But like many other institutions scrupulous packing farmers who words they have mastered the art 
of long standing, the farm orch- thus boomerang themselves. and science of production, and 

ard is fast giving way to the The whole thing in a nut-shell is, raise only a few varieties that the 

larger, spegialized, and scientifi- that the farm orchard is being consumer demands, or can be 

cally managed commercial orch- crowded out by the competition taught to like and buy. Next 

ard. I visited farm after farm of the larger commercial orchard- comes the marketing, in which the 

this summer where the owner had_ ist, and to stem the present tide great cardinal principle, by 
either abandoned his orchard, or of elimination the farm orchard- which the gap between produc- 
had grubbed it out, or was con- ists will be obliged to adopt the tion and successful marketing is 
templating doing so. I asked the methods of the larger growers, if spanned, is ‘‘an honest and reli- 

reason for such action, and the that be possible. able pack’’—not for one year but 

answer was,. “it doesn’t pay.’’ The fact has long been estab- for years to come. The apples 

Investigation disclosed the fact lished and ought to be of common . are usually packed in two grades 

that these orchards were unprof- knowledge, that Wisconsin can of standard pack, and whether 

itable for various obvious rea- grow, whether in home farm or put up by individual or by asso- 

sons, chief among which were, larger orchard, apples as good as_ ciation, the doctrine, ‘‘it is more 

that the trees are becoming too those produced anywhere. But profitable to cheat yourself than 
old for profitable production; in order to fully develop this pos- the buyer,’’ is slavishly followed 

that the trees have been planted  ssibility 4 and successfully meet —and they win in the long run. 

se close together that pruning, sompatitvon from the outside When such fruit is sold it adver- 

spraying, and sometimes picking, world, we must develop more tises itself and sells again, and 
is impossible, or at least ineffec- farms with orcharding as the this reliability of uniformness and 
tive, while the fruit remains small specialty; we must plant more genuineness creates a wide de- 

Xd
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mand, which, accelerated by asso- him up town daily, and in which fiercely my creditors were press- 

ciation advertising and salesman- he is popularly supposed to be ing me, or that my wife was ill 

ship, brings success to the apple diligent, but when it comes to and my children shoeless or other- 

grower of the far-west. real diligence, the early-in-the- wise lacking in necessaries, but 

There is no mysterious secret in morning-and-late-at-night kind, should ingratiate myself by prais- 

the apple industry of the Pacific his diligence in business is a very ing his cabbages, his egg plant or 

Coast. It is simply a case of faint and desultory sort of dili- -his dahlias. 

scientific production, honest com- gence. I am half inclined to be- Just now he is getting his gar- 

mon-sense packing, and efficient lieve that he only regards his den ready for the winter. It is 

advertising and selling, all of business as means of getting the really surprising how many things 

which any community can learn where-with-all with which to get he finds to do. This morning I 

and do. seeds, bulbs, plants and manure saw a big load of sand dumped 

There is no doubt in my mind for his garden. If I am ever so at the curb near his garden, and 

that if Wisconsin growers study unfortunate as to have to get up he was making neat little mounds 

and adopt these principles and with the sun in order to make a among his flowers, and spreading 

methods, they can, especially with train or for some other unavoid- it over the ground in his flower 

the great initial advantage of able necessity, I see him in his garden, and among his vegetables. 

low-priced land and proximity to garden, clad in most disreputable I joked him about a gardener’s 

market, do even more in the apple old garments, digging away most needing ‘‘sand,’’ and was surpris- 

industry than has been accomp- persistently or pushing one of ed to learn how useful it is. The 

lished by the Pacific States. But those toy cultivators with a big neat mounds were to protect early 
unless these methods of produc- wheel in front, along his rows of bulbous plants from belated 

tion and marketing are more uni- plants with a spasmodie one-foot- freezes in the spring. The sand 

versally employed, the far-west back-and-two-feet-ahead sort of scattered over the soil is to be 

will continue to predominate in movement. In the twilight of dug in during cultivation so as to 

the apple markets. summer evenings I see him bend- lighten the soil, to prevent it from 
If you would shoot as far as ing over some plant or flower pet- baking, to make it easier to work, 

your neighbor, adopt a similar ting or doctoring it with one and so that water and air may 
gun, or at least one ot equal hand, waving the other frantical- penetrate to the roots of the 
strength. ly about his head to keep off the plants. My neighbor tells me that 

mosquitoes. hard coal ashes may also be used 
~ He is proud of his garden, his eiher sifted or unsifted, but 

My Neighbor’s Garden flowers,—I think his real passion that, if unsifted, the clinkers are 
; is for flowers—and his vegetables. a nuisance in Cultivating. He tells 

My neighbor is an enthusiastic He fairly beams when any passer- me also that all bulbs, lillies es- 
gardener. An acquaintance de- by stops and speaks in praise of pecially, should have at least an 
clares that he is ‘‘garden mind- his garden or anything in it. He inch of sand under them and 
ed.” In the late winter as I see will stop, hoe or trowel in hand, should be covered with sand to 
him casually upon the street car and talk by the half-hour with keep decaying vegetable matter 
I notice that he is absorbed in eat- anyone who will talk plants or and _ soil fungi away from them, 
alogs, the covers of which are or- garden with him, but if you talk and to permit. of drainage so that 
namented with pictures of vege- business he keeps right on with ‘they shall not rot. He finds it in- 
tables and flowers of impossible his hoeing or transplanting. If dispensable in rooting slips and 
size, color and perfection. Later anyone expresses an interest in cuttings. They will root better 
I see him bringing home mis- any plant, flower or vegetable, he in damp sand than in any other 
shapen packages which give forth has hard work to get away with- material. He says he uses it for 
a seedy rattle upon being jostled, out a plant, a cutting, a boquet or packing his winter vegetables and 
eens ae appliance readily a basket of vegetables, which my his dahlia and canna roots and 

stinguishable through its scanty neighbor fairly forces upon him. they come through the winter 
brown paper wrapping. — If I wanted to touch him for a without withering. This year he 

He has a business which takes loan I should not tell him how will try packing his geranium
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plants in it and see if they will been killed by the frost and his Suspensibility of Insecticides and 

come through alive. I noticed other plants when his annuals the Value of Agitation 

that he dumped a whole wheel- were out of the way, and that he . 

barrow full in one of his cold would transplant only the best | (The following should be read 

frames, and learned that he makes ones and in transplanting would in ‘connechion with Prof. H. B. 
his cold frame soil one-fourth put them where the colors would Wilson’s article, The Practical 
sand, one-fourth leaf-mold. not ‘‘quarrel’’ with those of their Efficiency of Our Common Inseet- 

I was interested in his cold- neighbors. I noticed other tags icides in the August number of 

frames of which he has several. on the dead stalks of other plants, Wisconsin Horticulture. This sec- 
One of them he fertilizes heavily I noticed labeled stakes every- tion was omitted on account of 

with sheep manure or bonemeal, where among his flowers and _ lack of room for the illustrations.) 

and leaves empty, but covered when I joked him mildly about it Each one of the insecticides here 

with glass so that it shall thaw he told me that some of his plants — digeussed has its own degree of sus- 

out early in the spring for his first were sleepy-heads and didn’t get pensibility and this is an important, 
planting of lettuce and radishes. up early in the spring and that if factor in the application of the 
In others he plants his tenderer he didn’t mark their sleeping spray material. The rapidity with 
perennials with ample space be- places in the fall he was likely to which any material settles is ex- 
tween them so that he can take take their heads off in the spring tremely important because one of 
them up in the spring without too when he was cultivating the the greatest difficulties met with by 
greatly disturbing the roots. He others which got up in good time. the average farmer in spraying is 
says that such plants as English Neighbor. the settling of the poison in the 
daisies and Canterbury bells come tank. To show the rate of settling 

through beautifully, increasing a we have made three photographs 
in size, and I remember his show- Head lettuce does best in cool which are here included. 

ing me last spring a fine row of weather. It must be well spaced Photograph #1 was taken im- 

English daisies all in blossom so as to give each head a chance’ mediately after shaking all of the 

which he had just taken out of a to grow to full size. insecticides. It should be noticed 

cold frame where they had lived 
snugly under glass all winter and ie 

had grown finely in the spring be- 

fore the outside soil had thawed. 

He tells me that plants thus pro- 

tected can be transplanted to oe j 

their places optside when the ma o 4 

weather becomes warmer without f A a i 
ever knowing that they have been a o a 

disturbed. i i i t Hi 1 

The other day I noticed that he : ' # i 

was going around putting tags on i 

a row of fall asters which he call- ‘ Ss 
ed Michaelmas daisies and which : : 

were growing in a corner of the : 

garden where he had raised them 

from seed. I asked him whether 
they were cost marks or price 

tags, and he then showed names 

and colors written upon them and ee en ee 
explained that he would trans- INSECTICIDES NEED THOROUGH AND CONTINUOUS AGITATION 

plant the asfers after they had Photograph taken immediately after shaking. Note that the materials have already 
egun to settle.
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cae j ame 
ae | He ft Ta F | ty PATENTED AUG.19, 1909 

Parra 4 a ai 
F P ean oe 

Geees bth: eS 

aed Benny fydrog-y 

i HI a eT 
Cee Hl eu i fe! Fiat Fr0.2 Fio.3 
“Aan = Be i ae 

ts a BERRY BOXES rae | Br 4 Do 5 

ee (eet a: ee Crates, Bushel Boxes 
: a NG | r : aie and Climax Baskets 

ee Ps 4 . 
ae cl : As You Like Them 
wa J We manufacture the Ewald Patent 
eee hy Folding Berry Boxes of wood veneer 
ati 4 Fo that give satisfaction. Berry box and 
a im 4 " ols crate material in the K. D. In earload 

‘oi | 3 ie lots our specialty. We constantly carry 
meses be: i j in stock 16 quart crates all made up 

aay esd be ready for use, either for strawberries or 
ea Bos | a blueberries. No order too small or too 

ee ? i large for us to handle. We can ship the 
Oe = ja Bay — cine folding boxes and crates in K. D. from 

cana = Milwaukee. Promptness is essential in 
handling fruit, and we aim to do our 
part well. A large discount for early 
orders. A postal brings our price list. 

INSECTICIDES NEED 'T'HOROUGH AND CONTINUOUS AGITATION Cumberland Fruit Package 
Photograph taken two minutes after shaking, Note rapidity of settling of Paris 

Green and Basie Lead Arsenate. Company 

that settling began immediately. but the comparative rapidity with Dont. D;Qumberiand "Ws. 

Photograph #2 was taken 3 minutes which each one of these materials 

later and shows not only the neces- settle. Basic ladarscenate ctl KK —_7»—_—S_—— _————————_ 
« « . * . : ———SanaanaaanVWt 

sity of agitation in the spray tank much more rapidly than any of the | 

; seme cima iis The Hawks 
<a ips Ruder he CANES Atos 

The 4 se Serr gg a Ie aoe dee yd) ye Nursery 
a par aS < ad Vials 

Cred i Ao ae etl greenies i ped oe Nel Company 
A eG roe pine 

tt Hifi tia wie. 
eit it | i | a ea tee 
‘a El men bie tin are in a position to 

i E Bea Lee a a ; : 
i i ye wg a os furnish high grade 
i me be Sine Nursery Stock of all 

fii Bi i id a ba kinds and varieties 
hj eet || | a suitable to Wiscon- 

BIB 8 Bi sin and other north- 
oo | Oe Hiessiath ern districts. 
i de pee Will be glad to fig- 

5; Be ure on your wants 
big i either in large or 

ge bo — small quantities. 

4 i oe a 
e a ‘dd Bs —= 

° 
|e SS Wauwatosa, Wis. 

QUICK SETTLING MATERIALS ARE ALSO MOST COMPACT 
Not only do these materials settle quickly but it is difficult to stir them up again if or 

they are allowed to settle while spraying. a
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. ° WISCONSIN FAVORED 

The Kickapoo Valley FRUIT DISTRICT MeK AY NURSERY 

Our Specialty: Planting and Developing orchards for non-residents 

A few choice tracts for sale. If interested, write us. COMP ANY 
MADISON, WISCONSIN 

KICKAPOO DEVELOPMENT COMPANY eee 
GAYS MILLS, WISCONSIN 

Nursery Stock of 

+ FOR SALE eo s for Particular Buyers 

Q lity Stock A DOOR COUNTY CHERRY 
Strawberries R Have all the standard varieties 

Native Plum Small Fruits ORCHARD as well as the newer sorts. Can 

CONSIN GROWN 30 acres with buildings. supply you with everything in 

WIs Trees nine years old. 7 6 

for Wisconsin Planters. Read Located 144 miles from center = re ou hcg 

our Price List before you of city of Sturgeon Bay. ines: and. Ornamentals. 
buy, and save money. Would sell part if desired. Let us suggest what to plant 

62nd Year Price reasonable. both in Orchard and in the 

7 * decoration of your grounds. 

Kellogg 8 Nurseries Apply now to Prices and our new Catalog 

Box 77, Janesville, Wis. JOHN HULL sent promptly upon receipt of 

AAAI 2829 Cedar St., Milwaukee, Wis. your list of wants. 

ee Nurseries at 

others although Paris green is a from the standpoint of agitation Waterloo, Wis. 

close second. Zine arsenite, Cal- because the more light and fluffy 

cium arsenate and lead hydrogen the material, the easier it will be to 

arsenate follow in succession. keep it agitated. In comparing 

Photograph #3 was taken two days lead hydrogen arsenate and Paris 

after the second and shows the vol- green the photograph shows that The 

ume and corresponding compact- lead hydrogen arsenate is much 

ness of equal amounts by weight of more fluffy and therefore easier to Jewell Nursery 

each material. This is important keep in suspension. Company 

i 

sa Lake City, Minn. 

J. M. UNDERWOOD, 
Founder and Pres. 

THREE BOOKS, WISCONSIN HORTICULTURE ONE YEAR AND 

MEMBERSHIP IN THE STATE HORTICULTURAL Established 1808 
SOCIETY FOR FIFTY CENTS. Fifty Years 

SS Continuous 

The Society has on hand five hundred copies of the Annual Re- S ervice 

ports for 1916 and 1917. As long as the supply lasts a copy of each A Complete Stoek 

will be sent postage preepaid to new members. In addition these of Fruit, Shelter 

members will receive a copy of the 1919 report, just issued, and ig and Ornamental 

Wisconsin Horticulture for a full year. This offer is limited to - Stock in Hardy 

residents of Wisconsin, and does not apply to renewals. Do not ask Varieties for 

for the 1918 report, as not a single copy is available. Northern Plant- 

Send coin, money order or personal check to F. Cranefield, Secy., - ers. 

702 Gay Building, Madison, Wis. 

. Agents Wanted 
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Strawberry Lore that the stand was nothing extra, it one of the very best berries 

The following strawberry talk So that he had a very good crop. that we have. It has a peculiar 

from the reporter’s transcript of the variety that we depend flavor all its own, similar to the 

the summer meeting proceedings 0” 18 the Dunlap. We stillhave a old Brandywine that we used to 

is interesting and may easily few of the Warfields, because I grow so largely in Wisconsin. I 

prove of value to prospective do not believe in quality the War- have tried several of the other 

planters.—Editor. field can be excelled as a canning everbearing, but to my soil they 

Mr. Herman Christensen: Straw- perry. We have been trying the are not very successful. I have not 

berry conditions were very abnor- August Luther which has been tried any of the still newer varie- 

mal this year. The dry weather alled a new Dunlap, but I did ties, but of late years there does 

last year made the stands very jot find it so. It has a tendency not seem to have been such a 

poor and when the spring opened {4 blight in the blossom when large number of new varieties in- 

we thought we would have a very weather conditions are not favor- troduced as we had eight or ten 

small crop. But the spring rains ghle, and I cannot see any im- years ago. 

seemed to bring on the plants provement in the size of the Mr. Rasmussen spoke of my 

that we already had, and again berry, so I do not think it is an new variety of ever-bearing 

our hopes were raised, but when improvement on Dunlap. strawberry. I am sorry that I 

it came to flowers we found a Another berry that is growing lost those plants, but I have a 

great many plants came blind in jn favor is the Gibson. It is a spring fruiting kind now that I 

our locality. We could hardly heavy bearer, not very large, but am going to thrust on him one of 

account for it, because we had a rather light colored, so that it is these days that I feel will be quite 

Very mild winter. But after the jot in favor with the storekeeper a success. I think the Senator 

fruit was set we still had promise oy retailer, nor with the canner, Dunlap is still the standard vari- 

of a crop, when the dry weather put it is a very prolific berry, and ety around Oshkosh, 

struek us, so that we had almost very vigorous plant. . Mr. M.S. Kellogg: Mr. Chris- 

the smallest crop in my experi- We still stick to some of the tensen spoke about the Progres- 

ence. Here and there, there  jder varieties, like the Bubach, sive and Americus; I should like 

seemed to be exceptions. but they seem to be, as we have to ask if he ever tried the Superb 

As to varieties, it seems aS aid before, somewhat. playing on his grounds and with what re- 

though the Senator Dunlap still out. One of the varieties that I sults?) As I understand, your 

holds the first place this year. At ]ike to grow a few of, because it ground is a little on the heavy or- 

first it seemed to blight badly in  gtretehes over so long a season, is der, and yet you would not class 

the blossom, and the crop was the Glen Mary. I think under it as a marl, exactly, but it is 

shortened by this blighting. The favorable conditions this berry along that line. When we have 

best crop in our locality was will bear as big a crop as any plenty of rainfall we get the best 

grown by Mr. Parsons, who you  yariety we have, but it is rather results by far from the Superb of 

remember was associated with our uncertain. It is somewhat sub- any of the ever-bearing. 

late President, Dr. Loope in vari- ject to rust but after all the sum- Mr. Christensen: The only 

ous fruit, growing enterprises. yer varieties have left us the Glen trouble with the Superb is that it 

He had a patch near Omro, about Mary will often hang on a week rusts. I do not know whether 

an acre and a quarter, most all or ten days and give some. very that is true in all localities, but 

Warfield. He had a magnificent fine berries. with us, as far as the berry was 

crop of berries, very uniform in We still grow some of the ever- concerned, it gave the largest 

size and fine color. The peculiar hearing. I have cut them down yield and the largest berry, but it 

thing was, that though Omro is to two varieties, Progressive and rusted so badly that we aban- 

only eight or nine miles west of Americus. On sandy soil the pro- doned it. The Progressive is so 

Oshkosh, they had plenty of rain gressive is surely the best ever- small that it is hardly worth pick- 

there and from an acré’and:a half pearing, and I think most of us ing, except where it is grown on 

he took in some $1200. You see.+ will agree that on heavier soil the the right kind of soil; the size is 

that was a very good crop,-and Americus is the better berry, is double or treble what we get on 

the men who reported on it said larger, and therefore I consider heavy soil. This Minnesota No. 4
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is almost entirely a failure; they one has the true Carson Beauty, 1 tried it for two years and dis- 

rusted badly too, but the Ameri- it will pay to hang on to it for carded all of them. In a season 

cus with us is a fairly good plant your own use at least. like this it does not show the 

maker, and very large in size and Mr. Moyle: I have been talk- characteristics of the ever-bear- 

better in quality, in fact, in the ing Kokomo and Gibson, and I ing, because the runners are flow- 

making of plants. have been told they are the same ering this year to an exceptional 

Mr. Kellogg: Have you fruited thing. They have been grown in degree, and that is particularly 
the Dr, Burrill? different localities, in certain characteristic of the Progressive, 

Mr. Christensen: Yes, for two herry sections in Michigan and a_ that it does not fruit on any run- 

years, certain man made a suecess of ner. 

Mr. Kellogg: Does that com- growing the old Carson’s Beauty, Mr. Kellogg: I should like to 

pare with the Dunlap? and he renamed it Kokomo. Both ask if any of the members have 

Mr. Christensen: I did not get of these varieties came from the noticed anything in regard to 

half the stand last year that I did original stock of Carson’s Beauty, lack of produectiveness in their 
on the Dunlap; in fact, it does not but I doubt, Mr. Kellogg, if you strawberry bed this past season 

seem to be as vigorous. The can beat the Old Dunlap. on June fruiting varieties, and 
berry is almost identical with the I want to make a statement last year amongst the same varie- 

Dunlap, in size, color and shape, here in regard to 110 Minnesota ties from plants that they have 

but the plant looks more like a eyer-bearing. When I first began grown in their own propagating 

Warfield than like Dunlap. trying out new varieties I jumped — bed for several years as compared 
The President: I have planted at the conclusions, now I want with plants they may have gotten 

nothing but the Dunlap in the’ from 3 to 5 years to test out a outside that had new strain, new 

past ten or twelve years and I variety. That 110 beats any- blood; if they have had any op- 

think they have yielded every thing else IT have; in two years’ portunity to make comparison in 

time. For eanning I think per- fruiting it beats them all. It is that regard? 

haps the Warfield is best, but all simply for the reason that it is a The President: I have a row of 

our customers want the Dunlap. — cross between the Kokomo and Dunlap that I bought from a Min- 

Mr. Kellogg: We are sometimes the Superb. It has the green leaf nesota man that he thought were 

prone to let go those varieties of the Kokomo and it is a large different from what I had. I 

that give us the best berries—par- size ever-bearing. planted one row; it fruited this 

ticularly those of us who are in Mr. Christensen: Does it not year and I could not see any dif- 

the nursery business—the ones have the same characteristic as ference from those that I had 
that give us the most plants. I the Superb, that it does not fruit been fruiting for a good many 

know that is a fault that ean be on a new runner the first year? years. 

charged up to the men that are Mr. Moyle: Oh yes, I ean show a 

in my line of business, but. in you planis in the nursery which We aniwex Questions 

years past. we have had a variety are fruiting now. 

that we had not previously plant- Mr. Christensen: I have had it Or if we don’t we get someone 

ed for some time, and that is the two years and it did not fruit on else to answer them. In any 

Carson Beauty. It is a berry that the new runners, event you get the answer. It’s 

is very dark red. There is one Mr. Moyle: Did you get your free. 

feature that growers do not like, plants direct from the experiment Ss 

ib i 8 herd berry’ 0 Jools ou aan ; id I Grape vines may be pruned as 
for canning, the stem sticks to the Mr. Christensen: I did not, soouvas the loaves fall and laid ori 

berry. It is not two-thirds as got them from a nurseryman. the ByOUTA HEEDETALOIG to COVER: 

rank a grower as the Dunlap, but Mr. Moyle: I got these direct . eg . Prepay y 
as ae ee ing with earth before the ground 

under favorable conditions it will from St. Paul, where they origin- freezes 

outyield the Dunlap. If a dry ated. ° 

season catches it, it will suffer a Mr. Christensen: This variety 

little more than the Dunlap. It hag the foliage of the Gibson and If you really want to be of serv-~ 

is a deep ruby variety and if any resembles the Superb in the berry. ice secure one new member.
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Fine Opportunities for Fruit Rais- In the meantime returns may be pects of a ready market in the fu- 

ing had from the small fruit planta- ture for high grade vegetables is 

GoM tion by intereropping with vege- very promising. The market de- 

By J. G. Moore tables, mands during the present season 

Starting any business requires The possibility of marketing the warrant this conclusion. 

capital. To the man considering crop after it is produced is a vital To the man interested in these 

what line of business to enter, the problem with the farmer. Mar-_ lines of agriculture Wisconsin of- 

amount of capital required to suc- ket demands and the available fers excellent opportunities. With 

cessfully operate that business is supply largely control prices. The ordinary care in selecting a loca- 

frequently a very important fac- demand for small fruit has never tion and soil and with the advan- 

tor. There is probably no phase been better, the supply seldom tage of large markets close at 

of agriculture which requires a less than at present. The result hand the Wisconsin grower need 

smaller original capital to oper- is high prices. Practically none not worry about markets or fear 

ate a successful business than does of the fairly large markets has competition from other states, 

the growing of small fruits or been able to secure a sufficient If he finds competition too strong 

vegetables. supply of any of the small fruits in the eastern market he ean di- 

These lines of agriculture are during the present season, not- rect his product to equally good 

intensive. The acreage necessary withstanding the fact that the markets west, north, northwest 

to profitably employ the time of a yield per acre has seldom been and southwest. 

man is relatively small and the re- larger. There is every reason to The desirable opportunities in 

turns per acre are relatively large. believe that the relative supply Wisconsin along — horticultural 

This combination makes the in- Will not be greater for some lines are not confined to small 

itial investment in land much less years. fruit or vegetable growing. The 
than for most other lines of agri- production of certain types of ap- 

culture. It is true the unit price of THe War Trainep Home Gar- ples and sour cherries in many 

land desirable for growing these DENERS respects offers quite as great at- 
‘ ® i tractions for one contemplating 

crops will be somewhat higher The market demands for cer- , 3 Pp 5 
than that usually used for stock 3 entering agriculture as do the 

ace : 3 tain vegetables was not good dur- former. & ha 
raising or grain growing, but the. aie ormer, Somewhat greater care 

ing 1917 and 1918, due to the . . : 
area needed for the latter much tar bai of para h in selecting a location, a longer 

more than offsets this difference. _ s rr this. lew ae ens. “interval between investment and 
hdl & 0 jon arge sil i jnitial returns and a greater in- 

ardens » WAl- aye 
Berries Give Quick RreTuRNS rome gardens, commerc fal 8ar-  itial-investment and return, how- 

deners who selected intelligently ever, is practical 

Another important considera- the crops which they grew in 1918 uO . 5 
: : é : : In order to make a success in 

tion to the man with small capital were able to secure fairly satis- rae 3 m 
. . . ruit or vegetable growing it is 
is the quickness of returns. In factory returns. There will doubt- awe f 5 ty devote t6 it 
the growing of vegetables the re- less always be a larger number necessary for one to. devate to 2 

ores % . ee ee the same type of intelligence and 
turns in many instances are al- of families supplying their vege- ; 

i f ; : 5 care necessary to make a success 
most immediate and in no case is table needs from home gardens + 

. : of any other business. 
there a long interval of time be- than before the war but many 

tween the planting and market- who gardened during the war are 

ing of the crop. While a some- no longer doing so. A disease resistant strain of as- 
what greater interval is necessary The increased supply due to the ters would be a money maker for 

for the profitable production of increase in the number of home some one. So far no pathologist 

small fruits, it is not great, as gardens is probably not a relative has been able to suggest a remedy 

strawberries give a full crop the increase for the habit of using for aster blight and hundreds of 

second season, raspberries and more vegetables in the diet be» thousands of plants are a failure 

blackberries the third, and cur- cause of our war-time training every year. It seems that the 

rants and gooseberries produce will offset to a large extent the only sure way to grow asters is 

good crops in about four years. increased production. The pros- under glass.
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The Cranberry Crop Concerning Certain Shrubs more of both than we expect to 

The production of cranberries As a member of your society, I retain m the final stand. 
in 1919 for the United States is should appreciate your advice re- For immediate effect: shrubs 
estimated at 560,000. barrels, garding the following points: should he planted tyorte ENS and 
based on October 1 conditions, ac- In the annual report (1919) the one-half feet apart and thinned 
cording to a report by Joseph A. shrub Weigelia Eva Rathke_ is later either by Severe pruning or 

Becker of the Wisconsin Coopera- recommended. Has this shrub the: remoyal of plants. 
tive Crop Reporting Service. The flowers of a good red color, and pre 
forecast on September 1, was 637,- do you consider it better than 

000 barrels and production in some of the other Weigelias? A New Horticulturist at Minne- 

1918, 350,100 barrels. Also does it grow much over 5 ft. sota University Farm 
Practically the entire cranberry tall? Is the growth upright or “Tortioultuzal education. in 

trop of the country is produced somewhat bushy? Minnesota is to have a new leader. 
in the three states of Massachu- The report puts Kerria Japon-  w, Jf. Alderman. director of the 

setts, New Jersey and Wisconsin. ja on the blacklist. What could experiment station of West Vir- 

The Massachusetts crop is esti- be recommended regarding the ginia, has been elected by the 

mated at 78 per cent of a full White Kerria (Rhodotypos Ker- Board of Regents of the Univer- 
crop, or 360,000 barrels compared yoides)? Ts it hardier than the sity of Minnesota as head of the 

to 200,000 barrels produced last other Kerria, and is it suited to University’s division of horticul- 

year. Average price to growers a place that gets only afternoon “ture. He will assume the duties 

October 1 was 47.70 per barrel sun? Is Deutzia “Pride of Roch- of his new position September 1. 
(100 quarts). Harvesting will be ester’? hardy in that locality “Mr, Alderman is a young man, 
completed by October 15th. Fruit (la Crosse) ? being only 34, He ak porn and 

is of good quality. For planting near foundation of éaised on a farm and was eradu- 

The New Jersey crop is esti- 4 house, what spacing would you ated from the course in horticul- 
mated at 76 per cent of normal, or peeommend for the above men- ture in Cornell, N. Y., in 1908, He 

a total production of 155,000 bar- — tioned plants? wag Hist assistant and then asso- 

rels, ‘The: crop hag suffered no T. C. 0. ciate hortieulturist of the New 
frost damage and is 50 percent ‘ . York experiment station at Gen- 
harvested. Cost of picking is the Weigela Eva Rathke is hardy eva from 1908 until 1911. In 

highest known, running up to in Wisconsin. It is a low grow- 1911 he beeame professor of hor- 
$1.00 per bushel. Some rot in ing shrub, rarely ate mee ticulture and hortioulinsist at the 
bogs reduced the estimate since feet and spreading in habit. The ; Peach, aacmaiton ana exett 
September, but greater portion of — flowers are much darker than W. West Virginia expe prope tay 

the fruit is of good quality. rosea. «rector of that station. He has 
Wisconsin’s crop will run 97 Kerria Japonica is not hardy in also been actine dean of the De- 

per cent of normal, with a total this state, neither is Rhodotypos nartinent of Aorieulture of the 

production of 45,000 barrels. Kerroides able to withstand our Reapers af West Virginia in 

Pickers are being paid from 50'te winters evel in the extreme the ateamne of Dean J. 1, Wale 
55 cents per hour. The erop is of southern part. hie. Ridevmar is cone of the 
good quality. The Deutzia Pride of Rochester leadi ; tanahers t horticulture 

is only half hardy. This is true soe ans; LEPCNEES OF, Orcy 
pine i : in the United States and has 

of all the Deutzias in this state, ; . . 
Most ornamental shrubs are none but that will kill back more shown remarkable administrative 

easily propagated either by seeds or less even in a mild winter and and organizing ability as well. 

or hardwood cuttings. very low temperatures means .*« * 

oO blank spaces in the shrub border “Mr, Alderman is one of the 
Roses should be covered with where the Deutzias stood. joint authors of a large work de- 

earth’ just before the ground Shrub planting is much like — seribing the plums of New York.”’ 

freezes, seed sowing, we must plant many —Minnesota Horticulturist.
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_ ~~ {|__ or certificate is affixed on the out- 
side of the package, box, crate, or Pp ? , 7 

bundle containing the same; and 
The Wisconsin BeeKeepers Page : . ‘ 

PEST. Tie Fe WIESE Haloe the inspecior or any of his depu- 

— ties may forthwith seize and de- 

eS 07>7"—0OWwuu=__ stroy any such shipment found at 

Your state association now has beekeeper and to the bee inspec- any time or place without such 
nearly 480 members and the in- tor. A number of inquiries have permit or certificate affixed as 
dications are that the member- come to this office regarding the aforesaid. 

ship will be even greater by the selling and moving of bees. For (ce) The use ot en invalid or al- 

time of the convention. With a the benefit of our members, three tered permit or certificate and the 

membership of this size, we ought sections of this law are here misuse of any valid permit or cer- 

to have at least 200 at the conven- given. tificate are hereby prohibited. 

tion. Make up your mind to | 

come and give of your knowledge Permit ReQquirep FoR MoviNna Exposing Honey, Comp, Krc., 
. > aps 

that we may all improve. If you Bers or SuPPLIES Promprrep 
want to know about the latest in I 5 2 4 
beek, e — an iw ay 8. No person shall sell, barter, 9. No person shall expose in 
that a ematen | a “ . offer for sale or barter, move, @Y place to which bees have ae- 

le Intormato IS give . * * 2EgS. , 1e a ive , 
Beekee ts ar "ee making transport, deliver, ship, or offer CSS) any bee product, hive, or 

pe : e 4 ' for shipment any apiary, bees, other apiary appliance in such 

Preparations io ‘ F torwart é comb, or used beekeeping appli ™anner that contagious or infee- 

lore, eon . . hseueeh ances without a permit from the tious diseases of bees could be dis- 
V a grea a 2. Ct- : : : . : :. i 4 opefr 

With a great dea P inspector of apiaries; or in lieu seminated therefrom, 
ancy to learn whether or not bee- a . 

. thereof, if shipped or transported 
keeping would revert to the old ; on PENALTIES 

stem of pre-war da when from without the state, a certifi- 
8, re-War 4d Ss y : ei 
ay or SF Me eate duly issued by an_ official 10. The words ‘‘person’’ and 
honey prices were low and winter i e 5 F ; : 

2 ; : state inspector showing that said ‘‘owner’’ as used in this section 
losses and disease were making : : . 

. . . . apiary, bees, comb, or appliances include natural persons, firms, as- 
serious inroads on the industry in : . . oe A 2 
this state have been inspected and found — sociations and corporations; and 

is state, et ; : i ss 
We are wind to note that the not infected with any contagious any person, who, himself or by his 

or infectious disease of bees. agent or employe, or as agent or 
tendency for more and better bee- ‘ : ee 

ss ays : Such permit, or a copy of such employe for another, violates any 
keeping is still increasing and a a . 2 oe 

we : certificate, shall be affixed to the provision of this section, or any 
general conditions are better in | 

« outside of every package, box, regulation or order made in pur- 
all respects than at any previous at . 
time in our history. Better laws erate, or bundle containing bees, stance thereof, shall be punished 

. . . comb, or used beekeeping appli- by a fine of not less than five dol- 

have heen secured, a better ays- ances. The inspector refuse la I } d . . . a S. Ss r ma r se ‘Ss , { tem of inspection prevails and the e DP nay Ss ars nor more than one hundre 
s ° ! such permit whenever such re- dollars. 

spirit of cooperation among bee- fusal i vce a se ‘ 5 
keepers is of the very best. Crop nek is necessary, in his judg- Complete information regard- 

me ‘ . ment, to prevent the dissemina-  j; i " mits i 
production and the total number tion of an dontawious on inte ing this law and permits to ship 

. + g Ss or 20~ 30 5 - " . 
of colonies of bees are being rap- ti di y : . bees can be secured from Dr. S. B. 
idly increased. TOUS CURCASE of bees on untilafter Fracker, State Entomologist, or 

he finds by inspection that the wy HH. L. McMurry, Chief Dep- 

—_ said apiary, a comb, oe uty, State Capitol Building, Mad- 
a 5 x : ances are not infected with an re . 

Wisconsin’s Apiary Inspection : d with any ison, Wis. 
L such disease. 
aw 

h . . 1] (b) No person shall accept for Beekeepers can obtain sugar for 
7 q j i feedi be b: ‘iti direct t The new inspection aw passed shipment, ship, or transport any Siiten’ Wises “Blea conweas. Me 

by the last legislature seems to be such bees, comb, or used beekeep- waukee, Wis. iL. Mem 
Sess 7 : : : : iL urray. 

giving satisfaction both to the ing appliances unless such permit . =
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WISCONSIN STATE BEEKEEP- Evening Session Cane Fruits in Wisconsin 
ERS’ ASSOCIATION 5s s 5 :30—7 :30 P. M. Leon Ki Jones 

ANNUAL CONVENTION Beekeepers’ Banquet. . . 
The Foulbrood Situation in Wis- In the previous number of Wis- 

Program consin—S. B. Fraeker, State Cousin Horticulture there appear- 
Thursday and Friday, Decem- Entomologist. , ed an article relating to state- 

ber 4 and 5, 1919, at the Senate Report of the Deputy Inspector— ™ents made by Mr. Roberts, at 
Chamber, State Capitol, Madison. HH. L. MeMurry. the Summer convention of the 

Meeting of Board of Managers, joulbrood fro mthe Standpoint of State Horticultural Society. Mr. 
Wednesday Afternoon, December the Beekeeper—M. E. Eggers, Roberts brought forward some of 

3, 2 P. M., Senate Chamber. Fau Claire. the reasons for the decline of the 

Friday, December 5 raspberry industry in Wisconsin, 
Thursday, December 4 Marine Session as were found in a survey of the 

Mornins Session 9 mr M State this summer. Ilas the rasp- g Sess ‘ .M. 3 4 
9 :00—9 :30 A. M Management of Outyards—N, E ieny indiietry deelnned 
i we a ea aps — The thirteenth United States 

eo . : France, Platteville, Wis. 5 " 
Social Meeting, Paying Dues. Relation of the State De tment Census report shows Wisconsin as 

: tee tue elation o » State Depart : : . Call to Order. Singing of ‘‘My of entenliees es thie Beekeep- having nine hundred and _ sixty- 

Country ’Tis of Thee,’’ led by jn Industry—C P Norgord four acres devoted to cane fruit 

H. Lathrop. State ConniReton of Agricul. culture. This leaves Wisconsin 
Greetings to the Old Guard—Rev. tive ° in 1909 with the smallest acreage 

J.B. Cooke, Reetisburg: Short Cuts in Wholesale Requeen- f any of its neighboring States, 
Reading of Minutes of the Last ing—KEdw. Iassinger, Green. 8 is shown by the following 

Convention. 2 5 o able: : bys ‘I ville, Wis. . table: 
Reading of Secretary's Report. “Queen-Rearing at Home’’—Ken- Wisconsii 964 acres 
Reading of Treasurer's Report. neth Hawkins, Watertown enn * 3 
Reports of Standing Committees. my . . a, i : Michigan __--__ 8,786 . The Need of Better Edueational Illinois 1945 ” 
Report of Board of Managers. Worl j ‘ . So smmmmnmom aa a ? ij ork in Beekeeping—Miss Iona Indiana 1,412 ” Presentation of new business by Bowle cee. “WAtKes 7 . BNO memes: ty avs Fowls, Asst. Editor, Gleanings Minnesota ------ 1,388 ” 
xR men crs, e 6 . ; in Bee Culture, Medina, Ohio. 
ppointment of Committees for arodern Beekeeping Practiee—~ During the past ten years the 
Convention. Il. L. MeMurry, Special Field; ene akaiaed 0 MR OANIEEY PEAR BTCIC” “industry has declined about 

Afternoon’ Sessinn Agent, U.S. Bureau of Ento- eighty per cent, as is shown by 
1330 P. M . mology. . \ the data collected this summer on 

; . = / The Use of Large Hives—C. P. the survey. 
President,s Address—Gus.  Ditt- Dadant 

mer, Augusta, Wis. Afternoon Session Raspberries (red) ---. 126 acres 

The New Era in Beekeeping — 1:30 P.M. Raspberries (purple)-- 4 ” 

Dean Russell, College of Agr. Out Yard Advantages—Chas, L, Raspberries (black)_-. 24” 
The County Agricultural Agent Duax, Chippewa Falls, Wis. Blackberries --------- 42” 

and the Development of the Open Discussion on How to Make — 
Beekeeping Industry — H. J. Our Association More Valuable Total__-- 196” 
Rahmlow, Phillips, Wis. to Its Members. 

Preparation of Exhibits for State [usiness Session. This data takes into considera- 

and County Fairs—A. C. Allen, Report of Committee tion only commercial plantings of 

Portage, Wis. Old Business Y, acre or more in extent. Al- 

Standardizing and Organizing the New business though the state was covered 

Honey nlIdustry — A. Swahn, Election of Officers quite thoroughly ample allowance 
Ellsworth. Appointment of Standing Com- has been made for plantings that DI g 

Questions and Discussions. mittees, may have been missed.
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Wisconsin Horticulture Autumn Leaves status of fruit growing in the 

D> state. 
Publiened Monthly: by’ the Leaves are, perhaps, worth sav- . 

Wisconsin State Horticultural Socicty 5 Twenty years ago we had no 
12 N. Carroll St. ing. If you have an acre lot J . we 

Official organ of the Society. . ._; commercial fruit growing in the 
B) Ore Nei BORIEY: available, plenty of trees, are dili- . ios 1 
——_ t and collect at 1 soli state worth mentioning and we 

c NE EL of r rent and collect a ton, dry wel . “Le 

geomatery W, Sea Be oadiscn Wis. e . . 2 ory Weie ad no state fair exhibit worth 
oe ‘ not saturated with rain, you will tion Thosé of' out mer 

Entered us second-class matter May 13, 192. have garnered 15 lbs. of nitrogen mentioning. ; hose 0 ou 

at the postoitice at Madison, Wisconsin,’ under goen & > bers of a philosophical turn of 
the Act of Mureh 3, 1879. . 3.2 lbs. phosphoric acid and 3.2 7 3 Advertising rates imade known on application. mind may give us an answer as 
—— = Ibs. potash. A ton of rye straw +a wil ‘Was the cause and which 

Wisconsin State Horticultural Society yields 11.2 Ibs. nitrogen, 5.1 lbs o which was the cause 4 = 
pdtembership fee, Afty cents, which includes» ji oe 11 : h E * the effect. In any event we now 
wenty-five cents subscription price o jscon- Ss. acid ¢ : sh. : : . 

ain Horticulture. ‘Remit lifty cents to Frederie P05: acid and 18.1 potash. Every j4.. joth orchards and a fruit 
Oransfield, Editor, Madison, Wis. good amateur gardener should * 
Remit by Postal or Express Money Order : i display. 

A dollar bill may be sent safely if wrapped or build a compost heap adding to _ 
attached to a card, and pays for two years. — : . Ten years ago we had only 
Personal checks accepted. it every day from spring to au- . 

Postage stamps not accepted. . ‘ plates of apples and poor ones at 
iumn and to this the leaves that i . 

———_ ” that, not a single display of over 
OFFICERS must be raked from the lawn for . 

N. A. Rasmussen, President............Oshkosh four apples on a plate. After 
J. AL Hays, Vice'President......-....Gays Mills appearance sake may well be ‘ 3 3 
F. Cranefleld, Seeretary—‘Treasurer......Madison . . trying and discarding pecks and 

added but to spend much time in 
EXROUTIVE COMMER lecti 1 is doubtful bushels heaped on the tables, 

| a bt as collecting leaves 1s doubtirul econ- N. A. Rasmussen.....0...0..0e0.0.+-Ex-Ottlelo 8 1s bushel and barrel packages, the 
ce Ags jecsreonststnacts stamens me Ofielo omy. t 1 Idi 1 | 1 

. Oranefleld . 2.2... eee EX Oflleio ? ray. arly yeck anc 
Tat, Dist. A. Hurtin ........0.... Lake Geneva a ray, Gi ‘ a nearly i peck 

2ne jat., R. J. Coe................ Ft. Atkinson Pes. o aver a 
8rd Dist., E. L. HOO osacens veeeeee.. Madison asta whe she i ayer o . 
4th Dist., A. Leidiger ................ Milwaukee A s 3 as been ¢ Ss 
Sth Dist., Jas, Livingstone <0... Milwaukee Covering Roses pus hel box, bet a ee a 

6th Dist., J. W. Roe.. seceeees Oshkosh the commercial display package 
7th Dist., Win. ‘Toole, Sr...............Baraboo sananahie that z saan . : 
8th Dist... M. Seeker, s/s se... ...tomah Remember that all but the very retaining the plates for display of 
ath Dist., 1. KE. Birminghamn.....Sturgeon Bay a ndiegt roses need winter protec- . 

foth Dist., FT. Brunk. caneneneva EAN g tales s mes. TGR varieties. This plan gives. the 

BOARD OF MANAGERS tion; that early November is the fai visitor his money’s worth and 
N. A. Rasmussen PF. Cranefleld i a rep . * : “yh: JA. Hays r time to cover them; that the is satisfactory to the exhibitor. 

ee bushes may be bent over without There have been other changes 

Annual Convention breaking if most of the pressure of even more importance. 

The A ic ti il is applied at the roots. Remove The score card system of judg- 
ne Annua ‘onvention wi ittle soi side far , ' fell ‘ Medi < a little soil from the side toward ing has completely changed the 

de 1el¢ nn Madison uesday thi . is i = “1: Wkiineall a ' ; ay, which the bush is to be laid and character of the exhibits and, 
ednesday anc lursday, Janu- , , ej "Le o - Lo a anu- push a fork down on the opposite may we say, the exhibitors. Most 

ar, pth, ¢th anc 1 « . <j} a * 7 : : « . a , js I blished side close to the roots and crowd anything would get by with a pre- 
he rogra wl y yubDTshed 6 j j : : ts it a DB “ ‘7 I hard at the same time pulling on  jyium in the old days but not now. 

» De 2 2 
Hie ecember ie, a the stems. Peg the tops to the Eyery plate or tray of apples is 

le remlum Hs wi ye eX- " ‘i ie $4 ay gs : 
1 ic a 1 t - . ground and cover with corn subjected to the impersonal, mer- 

ot o ate t . o i. \ 1S stalks, leaves, or heavy building  ciless exactions of a score card 
no oO é é as » Wes e ¥ : e 

t “too; tate a Ay aside Appis paper. If you bend in the same the  pereentages  eredited for 
and vegetables for the exhibit. li . ses fier: al . . . 

direction each year after about form, color, size, uniformity, ete., 

OO three years the bushes will almost and the record left on each ex- 

A copy of the annual report lie down when you touch them, hibit for the exhibitor to ponder 

containing proceedings of the like a trained dog. Try it. over. Exhibits falling below a 

1918 summer meeting and the fixed standard are disqualified. 

January 1919 annual convention OO This means that only good fruit 

was mailed to every member ‘ ean win a premium and the 
: Lessons From the State Fair Prem : 

about October Ist. If your dues grower who now wins at the Wis- 

are paid and you have not re- The horticultural exhibit at the consin State Fair has just cause 

ceived a copy notify the seere- State Fair reflects pretty accur- for pride as well as a substantial 

tary. ately the progress and present money reward. No one doubts
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that this higher standard will be My Neighbor’s Garden II mushrooms. All cap fungi may 

reflected in the apples which the be called by either name with 
a: I was much concerned the other : P 

exhibitor sells. equal propriety, the only differ- 
TI : . day at the remarkable movements . . 

he point has been raised that of neighbor. It was just af ence being that the only variety 

this method of judging, exact and t ah h * . ins . i i ‘week that is cultivated is always ealled 

impartial tho it is, will eliminate er Uae neany: Tals OL ™ a mushroom, Of the many hun- 
as : when the ground was soaked and ; 

the small exhibitor, or in other véryth? dxippin % He dred of species of mushrooms or was dtl yw 2 : 
words the farm orchard fruit °Y°TY!UNS Was MPP g wet. toadstools, the deadly poisonous 
leavi ‘ was wandering aimlessly about “ . ‘ 
eaving the field entirely to a few hig lawn and the grass plat be ones are practically confined to 

big growers which is not alto- 8 AWE OHS Ee Eras P “one genus or family, and even of 

gether desirable. That surely is tween the sidewalk and the this genus only about one-half of 
' ore ee at Surely "street. His head was bowed and one yee , 

the first reaction as shown by the every little while | vould stoop the species are poisonous. But 

lessening number of exhibitors every © wane re woules . I these are so deadly that they have 
. F down as if plucking something : 

each year. There is only one an- . given a bad name to all except the 

swer to this: the fair is an eduea out of the grass and would put cultivated species. Worse than 
ie Oe ee Seen ae “something in a dish which he held |). : ek : 
tional institution and its stand- ii His HONE. He: ebetainly Wasnt all is the fact that in early stages 

ards must be kept up. The |. Sane ae © y was of growth the deadly varieties 
ts Ses e digging dandelions for he moved have forms which -render it 

smaller exhibitor will, must, learn about much too rapidly. My nave forms which render them 

that ‘‘quality’’ is essential either ” tiosit st Sis tte f . ind hardly distinguishable from the 
® C IS, y oe a er ps . . 

for fair or for market and_ will so I ae - . hee ie cultivated species. No one should 

endeavor to reach up to the — . over tos * have anything to do with a toad- 
was doing. . 

standards set. . . stool that there is or can be any 
I found that he was digging up question about. The risk is too 

as - a lot of toadstools that were be- ig ete he makes a mistake 
Sad 5 great. » makes a mistake, 

ginning to show their gray round- he «will: be dead for 2 lone-tine:®? 

Ready to Repeat ed tops through the grass. After 2 so , 
1 ke 1d hi hat ag my neighbor puts it. 

The account of the journeyings a casual remark I told em tha He then gave me a lesson in the 
he trial orchard ¢ ittee in. 1 had never dug those things out |. . 

of the trial orchard committee in : 1 i told him that 1 strueture of mushrooms. 

the October number was written ° io a “hak Ke "all an or It seems that the top or um- 

by William Toole, Sr., and should coulan bE see tn Bey AB EY brella-shaped part is the cap, and 
. done any harm, = Ene 

have been so credited. We re- : that under it and radiating from 
. “Tlarm!’’ he said, ‘‘I should ’ yas 

gret the error but not the trip. . ‘ the stem, are a series of thin 
. z say not! They are going to harm ‘ 

While his was an excellent ac- old H. CL.” plates, thinnest on the edge, 
. 4. . . 

fa remarkably t se . 3 which are ealled gills. The seeds 

ne 4 i athe eae ‘ial MWhatl” T said, “You. ident of the eivaknonne whieh are mi- 
seein ° far dha nony witlan sa ° mean that you are going to eat eresnie aia called eee ana 
roundar 108 there were some things those toadstools!”? tien - ommedl on tae ‘ke i 

that he did not tell: the oldest “You just watch me’? was his the eills Ae Gvah Wie vite ane 

aiecemts Waren dee aeiedl al retort. white, bat as the swores forth, the 
. B Dey c “s I had, of course, eaten canned gills take the color of the spores 

lotment, he was yet the youngest jushrooms, and had seen the nice which. form ipo them by the 

in spirit thruout the trip. Tf clean white-topped ones at the million, and are of various colors 
the roads were bad he was thank- grocers occasionally, but had al- zenerally ithe, wmay. brown on 

ful they were no worse; if they ways supposed that toadstools Piauie ss ales - am : nr . 

were good he sang; if moderate he ere a deadly poison, but my . eC ONUE Be BPOres ts 
7s 7 . 7) one of the most distinguishing 

whistled and whatever the condi- neighbor gave me most interest- we 
. : . . characteristics of mature or even 

tions cheerful. At the close of jno glimpses into the abyss of my . ‘ 
2 oe partially mature mushrooms. 

the seven day and night, fifteen jenorance. i 
- 5 5 : - Practically all of the dangerous 

hundred mile trip he expressed From him I learn that there is wiushroorig have white spores 

his willingness to immediately go no botanical or gastronomical dif- : . 
ee Every mushroom which has white 

around again if necessary. ference between toadstools and (Continued on page 43)
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SS —————— aa] abdominal rings. They appear in 
| THE INSECT PAGE late August and September. The 

females soon lay their brownish 
1 Conducted by the Department of Economic Entomology College of red eggs on the lower edge of the 

| Agriculture leaves. They hatch in Septem- 
jo —————————————————— —'|_ ber and erawl down the stems 

An Interesting Moth serious injury to cotton. Why and bore inner ee an 
- ¢ go iS 

During the past two weeks thede moths muguld: By iho ae they may go into the pith, provid- ieny crower of Wiianaln Wate north in such large numbers has in Tien ‘hatched cate ‘enough. 

greatly alarmed about the sud- never heen hater bolay ox 7 heat spring they feed near 

den appearance of large numbers plained. In some years, they the crown often causing the canes 
5 3 : have flown as far north as Can- . . 

of moths or ‘‘millers,’’ dull olive- ada to wilt or show signs of weakness. 
gray to reddish in color with a , : » second summer the larva be- 

dark spot in each forewing and. iS Eee te overwinter only oe full grown and bores a hole 
dark markings. They have a i? southern Florida, South Amer- tl vl he wood and bark just 

. L ica and the West Indies. In through the wood and bark jus 

wing expanse of about % inches spring the mothe Lay their eggs above the crown but leaving the 
and could be found in plenty, 

on volunteer cotton. The larvae ee SES - ’ 

ow , r ae develop rapidly and the moths Td |: alos i A 

al » which develop from these larvae i iy f peer: B} 

‘~ ie fly northward for a distance and a Za eS 

an 4 tl \ ’ there start another generation on ip + | iS a "| 
a} at ” Ye cotton, each generation develop- i H I | 

) i ing farther north as the season bi i Nes Ri q 
i advances. By the time several bi ie i i 
& = | generations have matured, there le ‘ a | 4 

i: ma J are immense numbers of moths Ha i AI 

) p _ é which oceasionally fly far north. Ls Fj : Hk oy | | j , 

L. G. Gentner. ; J 8 it & ay 
Moths of cotton worm feeding on ripe ———————— 

tomato, ere, 

The Raspberry root borer. The larvae 

are nearly full) grown, Notice exit hole 

feeding on ripe tomatoes and The Raspberry Root-Borer In center enne: 

racked — and flying to This insect is also known as the sicin of the cane over the hole. It 
ights and store windows at night. blackberry crown borer and is ce 

A : 5 then descends in its burrow and 
On October 4th the writer while known to oceur in our northern changes to the pupa which in 

doing some investigation work states and Canada. This sta- whi . ivel itself “cal of the 

happened to step into a tomato tion has never received informa- lame WEGE . ee 

plot. Large numbers of these tion regarding its occurrence in WantiGl, MEHL #6 PxOvedts Dark Way 
. : a Pl ee g ° out. The adult moth then emerges. 

moths flew up and an examina- Wisconsin until this fall when 

tion showed that there were thou- specimens were sent in from Su- 

sands of moths in this and adjoin- perior. They were said to be kill- Conrrot MEASURES 

ing tomato plots. As many as 8 ing off an entire raspberry patch. The only method known which 

to 10 moths were commonly found The larva is whitish with a will control this species is to pull 

on a single cracked tomato feed- brown head and is 1 to 114 inches _up all infested canes, including 
ing upon the juices. long when full grown. They tun- the root, and burn. Wild berry 

These moths are the adults of nel in the lower stems and roots bushes in the vicinity should also 

the cotton worm and fortunately of blackberry and raspberry. The _ be destroyed as they will be a nat- 

are not injurious in the northern adults are clear-winged moths and ural breeding ground for the 

states but finally die. In the look very much like wasps with _ borers. 
southern states they often cause their black bodies and yellowish Charles L. Fluke, Jr.
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Preference of the Potato Flea leaves, but the great majority re- MY NEIGHBOR’S GARDEN IL 
Beetle for Certain Varieties mained near the ground. Late (Continued from page 41) 

of Potatoes summer foliage wag not eaten spores is therefore an object of 
‘ r 5 badly. suspicion. Most poisonous mush- 

While carrying on experiments y . P eee 
. Green Mountain potatoes were rooms grow in the ground espe- 

at Madison the past summer for . , . . . 7 
. infested and injured to practically cially in woods or open grounds 

control of the potato leafhopper, s 
j ° : the same extent as the improved under trees or where trees have 

many interesting observations 
. type. Flea beetles were seldom recently grown, Another char- 

were made as to the preference of ; ings oe 
: 5 found, howver, on the upper acteristic of poisonous mushrooms 

the potato flea beetle for certain . . 
“ee leaves. is the fact that in the early stages 

varieties of potatoes and the re- “ee : : * 
we Sir Walter Raleigh potatoes there is a membrane or veil on 

sulting injury to the plants. * ’ . 
‘ (another eastern type) had rela- the under side of the cap which 

The potato flea beetle, a very : ; : ‘ 5 " 
3 : tively few beetles on the foliage, covers the gills until the cap is 

small, round, black beetle which . 5 é 
ae . and they were usually found on half or more open, when it rup- 

readily jumps when disturbed was : . 
~ _ . the lower leaves. Late summer tures, forming a more or less well 

extremely abundant this year in... . . a 2 : 
: Be foliage sustained little injury. defined ring about the stem, An- 

the southern part of Wisconsin. a a : 
‘ : A other characteristic of the poison- 

Observations made from time to y sae 4 i ‘ ‘ . a ee Se ous species is that there is, at the 
time showed the following inter- : ner Se, : 

. . . 5 A a base of the stem, generally com- 
esting facets in regards to its at- b fa ass ; ; ' avr os pletely hidden in the earth, a 
tack. Lif ae 

7 . ral ip OP more or less well defined cup out 
On Early Ohio potatoes were Pe ce oe, _" 7 . oe 

’ ey 3 (a of which the stem rises. This is 
found more beetles than on any * ie: : . 

: rr é ee often very illy-defined in mature 
other variety and the feeding in- Ne % . ‘ ‘ ’ ed D specimens, sometimes being mere 
jury was consequently worst. W, ; 

@ . 7 , seales. The color of the caps of 
They were found all over the y; 7 

lant, on the highest leay is Se , most poisonous mushrooms is at- 

prams On Bes BYES a 7a uid tractive, pure white with perhaps 
well as on the lowest. Their at- 
tack lasted later into the fall the Relative likeness of potato flea beetle  & steely luster, or shaded or 
ack lasted later into the fall than yy "yurai New: Yorker eft) and arly dotted with red or orange. 

» varieties. ¢£ ¥ j Ohi right) tutoes, growing side by 
on other varieties, and new foli- Gite {tiehy) practically Miningured Karly If the mushroom grows in the 

“Onl ftax late s ay Ohios perforated with feeding’ holes. age Se late — Concho woods, beware! 

on a as i ue wae a If it is white or shaded or 
0) served throughout the summer Late Puritan potatoes were per dotted with red, brown or orange 

that injury to Bordeaux sprayed haps bothered less by the beetles beware! 

plants was rat a little less than than the se peat All If it has white gills, beware! 

ia ‘ - ants. injury oc¢ . on lower _ If it has a ring or anything 

rish Cobbler potatoes suffered and new foliage was not notice- that looks like a ring on the staik, 

next in order. The number of ably eaten. Vor beware! 

beetles found on plants and the Rural ‘ew ; one Tein If it has a cup or scales which 

feeding injury was nearly as were attacked by fewer peel ‘ separate readily from the lower 
a as i ‘op ios . ‘ , oy varie great as with Early Ohios. The than any other ee plan 7 end of the stem, beware! 

inseets were found all over the A small amount : a Ing oO It may be perfectly wholesome 
plants, although in greatest num- be found on the lower CAVES, ut if it has all these signs, but only 
bers on the lower leaves. New new growth was never injured. a fool would take a chance. One 

: nw ae g O 5 late summer foliage was badly The scones pictures show good bite of Destroying Angel or 

eaten. the extremes o eral é the Fly Amanita would make an 

Improved Green Mountain po- John: B..Dudley, Jr: undertaker a necessity in any civ- 
tatoes, (an Eastern type) were ilized community. A doetor 

not as heavily infested nor in- Keep gladiolus and dahlia bulbs would be of little use because no 
jured as the previous variety. at about the same temperature as sure antidote for the poison is 

Some beetles were on the top potatoes. known.
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The cultivated mushroom called DOOR COUNTY CHERRIES. the history of the industry in 

the meadow mushroom, has white ‘ 5 5s Door county. 
ill a The following interesting ac- se . 

gills only in the button stage, be- While the present crop seems 
; count of the 1919 cherry harvest a 

fore the gills are formed. It has qs very large, it is really small com- 
. . appeared in a Sturgeon Bay news- . . 

the veil, but by the time that rup- paper several weeks ago pared to what may be expected in 
5 ‘ a Ss ago. : 

tures and becomes a ring, the Conservative estimates of the the future: __ With tbousands of 
spores have commenced to form 4919 erop made a month or so YOUnE trees just attaining a good 

ane the gills assume a TOBY pink ago, placed the total output at growth; witli “honeands af ailien 
tinge, later, and by the time the 900,000 cases, but this figure is in trees just beginning to bear, and 

E . , Bes Hs Ng 5 = a 3 

cap is fully developed, becoming creased this week to 225,000 cases. with still other thousands planted 

a purplish black. The caps are ‘hig is about a 700 per eent in- but recently and more trees being 

white or white with a gray cen- crease over the crop of last year, Set out there, 18 Ho ‘way’ £0 judge 
ter. There is no cup at the base and more than doubles the crop the extent to which the industry 

. vi , reae T aS. of the stem. These grow in open of 1917 which was the largest in will eventually reach. The pres- 

fields or lawns and closely allied ent crop has been so large and the 

species grow in the woods. Both these ink-eaps are found F camed SE 

Tie GEscane are Atlollies Vary from early spring to late fall. will be another ae nea of 
common and useful variety. They The Shaggy Mane is found only slanting. = . 

are so-called from the fact that in the late summer and fall, usu- SS , 
: . . There follows a resume of the 

as soon as the plant is fully ally in places where rubbish, 
. : cherry industry of the county, 

grown the gills commence to dis- sandy earth or coal ashes have : , 
i : " . . . enumerating the various growers 

solve into a black ink-like fluid. heen dumped. It is white with with attempts to describe the 

The three most common forms are long loose white or gray fibers ex- phases of work : 
the common Ink-Cap, the Giant tending from the center of the aoe , 

Cap and the Shaggy Mane, the cap towards the edges, sometimes “Tt’s All In the Care’’ 

latter being one of the best and curling up at the lower ends. It 

meatiest of all mushrooms. is usually two or three times as Captain A. C. Templeton re- 

The common Ink-Cap will be long as thick, and it may be from fused $3,000 an acre for his cherry 

found growing in elusters under inch to six inches in length orchard three years ago. . Tt is 
elm or maple trees, or more es- and from a quarter of an inch to ne eee now — it was 

pecially where these trees have two inches m diameter. Ben: 2.50 us nh ne sate 

been growing and have been cut But my neighbor when he starts to get 2,500 erates this year. Me 

down or grubbed out. The caps mushrooms, 1S) aS you See, not a Ne thaes he ee me as 
aay 2 B acious ‘ 4 eory tha of a 

are oval conical in shape at first, merely loquacious, but is fairy | one ei ae 
: . . garrulous, and I had to tear my- cherry tree is comparatively short 

an inch or more in diameter, the nS 7 2S 
i self away just here, or he would after starting to bear. Off a 15 

color being that of a well baked au : ; - old tr icked 12 cas 
Biseuit. In twentefoun Wours have filled me up with more in- year old tree he picked 12 eases 

th be itor nee k tl ” formation on this hobby of his of Early Richmonds. Off a 17 
ay oO fe gs . . i 

ne a, n di Uen ee a fi So rd than I could digest in a week. year old tree he picked 11 cases. 

must pe eh hered soon Brug they Speaking of digestion, my neigh- A 10 year old tree produced 8 
appear and before the gills have bor, perhaps by way of atone- cases. Ile has one row of 19 year 

turned completely black. The ment, invited me over to his old trees and all are thriving and 

Giant Ink-Cap is gray in color house that evening to sample the are big produeers. They stand 
ridged up and down instead of  toadstools which I had seen him  18-feet high with great spreading 
smooth, and grows in lawns or in gathering and which had so branches. ‘It’s all in the care,” 

places where rubbish has been aroused my curiosity. Like all says Captain Templeton. He had 

dumped. In warm weather it true mushroom fiends he is the 42 pickers principally from Mil- 

turns quickly to ink, and should  eook as well as the collector, but waukee and Chicago. They have 

be used before the center portion that is another story. a camp of their own and do their 
of the gills begins to be black. Neighbor. own cooking. Their camp is in a
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pretty spot on the shore of Stur- The long building in the pic- dent of the company. Between 

geon Bay. ture is the pickers’ quarters and — 4,000 and 5,000 cases of cherries 

While many other growers are is 20 by 192 feet. It is divided — will be harvested this year. 
complaining about their plum into 11 compartments. or move+ 

crop, claiming the blossoms were able units, the partitions of which : All Boys at Reynolds’ 

heavy but the fruit very light, can be moved to make rooms of < . 
\ . ; . . “ys An 8-team baseball league gives 

Captain Templeton’s plum trees any size desired. One unit is a the 200 Y. MC. At = he bi 
are bearing heavily. ‘‘It’s all in kitchen, two units are used for oe fo oysiat the 18 

) aa Reynolds’ orchard something to 
the care,’’ he says. dining room purposes, and the i . ‘ . a Q worry about evenings after the 

There are several acres of ap- other 7 are sleeping rooms, wash la Se jeine © TN 7 
. : day’s picking is over. sre is d 

ples in the Templeton orehard, room and shower baths, with cots 58 DINE 38 ONE! Mere 18, & 
oe . ‘ . hy : buneh of husky colored boys that 

and the fruit is already about for 12 boys in each. There is a Se . 
3 li 3. 35) ea ' . at the present time are the best 

right for ‘‘apple pie.’’ Every ap- large cottage for pickers on the . 
: : ’ e bet for the pennant. They also 

ple is perfect and the trees are property, too. Next year a ‘ . we 
, . S is ‘ 5 . : carried off more than their share 

loaded. “Tt’s all in the care, sereened extension, with a 10 foot ae 
. Swed of prizes at the recent track meet 

says the captain. porch and extended roof, will be . 
‘ . . . held at the orchard track. Finan- 

added, dcubling the width of the ially. tho. tl hite 1 ; 
Lae wy: : rially » white boys are get- 

Picking Problem No Problem long building. Next year there “ a a : ‘i ite Sie Be 
: . x ahea > wame. oy ar 

ne will be electric lights and separate ting a of the g ume rey are 
H. S. Schnell, who has charge a up here for the coin, as well as 

. . showers and many other improve- 2 , 
of the piekers at the orchard of ‘nenite a thé place sport, while the black youngsters 

the Sturgeon Bay Fruit company, mie ona 5 are not worrying a-tall about next 
5 we * : lhe orchard is the property of a . — 
is not one bit worried over the . * s winter, 

‘eli bl hich isn’t number of Milwaukee men and It ; . 
king problem—which isn’t a 7 +B Glee thaw, ; certainly taking some pic une oe - which a D. W, Larkin of this city: is man- t is certainly taking some 

roblem at ¢ > says. ore ; arves sherry problem a ‘ , he - ae ager and also a stoekholder, The hustling to harvest the cherry 

are 100 pickers a this 160 acre entire property eonsists of 657 erop on this 200 aere orehard. 

orchard and Mx: Sehnell says he acres of which 57 acres are on The half-mile rows with 166 trees 

bly a as easily hav “ thew Green bay. There are 20 acres of 18 each row seem almost endless 
eal pe i = boys from the 9 year old trees and 70 aeres of With each tree just loaded with 

a ie sel ’ 1 WSU CES 1 or th the 160 acres in cherries being cherries. Off of 40 acres 12,000 
185, Ave ins “Mls echcol ‘e Mit young trees with additional acres crates were picked and the com- 

‘i en a ye edie! OFM being planted each year. David pany figures 25,000 erates will be 

Waele) Sng eso conauers a Con Goldman of Milwaukee is presi- their total erop this year. No 
tinuation school for adults even- 

ings. He put the proposition of © |-—-—— OO] 

a cherry picking camp for boys 2 

up to the Milwaukee schools and Twenty Five Dollars Reward 

received so many applications he fhe State Hortionl 1 Sooiet: ill TWENTY.FIVE 
a + what ith te State Horticultural Society will pay i -FIVE 
i ie what to do with DOLLARS IN CASH for the First Copy Received of the 
them. e. nally made a sort of Transactions of The Wisconsin Fruit Growers Association 
selection taking a mixture of all for 1854 if in good condition. 

extractions and all religions, just This is probably a pamphlet of 50 to 75 pages; paper 

to try them out and find who’s cow ers. - 
best but ha Midis Wide WAY BiEle If by chance more than one copy is sent TEN DOLLARS 

St, me I y Bes will be paid for the second copy, others returned and postage 
and he thinks that maybe he made refunded. 

a mistake. Not that the boys are. Search your book shelves and attics for this pamphlet. 

not good pickers—indeed, not !— Send by registered mail to 

but he is beginning to realize he FREDERIC CRANEFIELD, 
didn’t give the girls a square deal. 701 Gay Building, 

Next year he is going to start a _ Madison. Wis 
girls’ camp, too.
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sooner are the trees free of cher- 

ries than the spraying machine —— ” _ "Nis "1 
AA i WA. eg eT 

comes along killing any life that ALES ¢ ¥ en 5 Og gt 
: . : Oe \ ih | )) { might be detrimental to future ne ey} BN Af 

. gt 2 Ke a - é — 
crops. The company continues <a BB y NES y See =i = — 

setting out more trees each year. ———— be EX lh ppceeeaerts ate rs SOR 
Cherries are not the only crop SS SaaS STS oT eee cate aati d 

at the Reynolds big farm. There SS SSS SUT: yore 
. = eS ——SSSS Se. 

is between 400 and 500 acres in : Sa Ss = = 
rr OR STZ nah ae rye and ead ee x’ vy SS No. 1 

a rotating erop. ere are ; ) SS 
beef cattle on the farm, kept for Pe a SS TOP DRESSING 

the fertilizing derived. The 100 A ech TALKS 
vLPHAT 

beeves are to be sold at once and @ Wl a 
100 steers of a better stock will be Aion sf you. get ready to buy nitro- 

bought and carried ten months to genous ertilizers for orchards, truck 

be fattened up and sold. 0 ay crops, top dressing grass, grain or corn, 
Will Reynolds superintends the . let us tell you about 

work in this big orchard, and it 

keeps him busy with his big fam- a ARCADI A N 

ily of pickers. * 
e 

At the 800 Acre Orchard Sulphate of Ammonia 

Sixty-thousand cases of cherries ARCADIAN Sulphate of Ammonia 

will be picked at the Co-Opera- is the well-known standard article that 
tive orchard this year. About has done vousaod SeRvicein Woux mixed 

600 pickers are engaged. There f i yf g y' ‘all 

are 100 Indians in two camps on ert izers or years past, now specia y 

the premises; about 150 local kiln-dried and screened to make it fine 

pickers, who are brought to the and dry. Ammonia 25}% guaranteed. 
orchard in the morning and back Made in U.S.A. 

home in the evening by motor , 

trucks; and more than 300 girls The Great American Ammoniate 
from all parts of the state. The For sale by: MICHIGAN: Detroit; Solvay Process Co. OHIO: Cincinnati; 
eare of this army of cherry pick- Hareck! jremieal Co: Columbus; Independent Packers Fertilizers Co. San- aa . lusky; Jarec! hemical Co. INDIANA: New Albany; Hopkins Fertilize: ers is a great task but Manager Co, PENNSYLVANIA: Philadelphia; Baugh & Sons Co., I. P. Thomas ‘« 
J. G. and Mrs. Martin have every- Son Co., S. M. Hess & Bro. Inc., J. E. Tygert Co. York; York Chemical Co. 

thing systematized, the work goes . k 

ahead rapidly without a hitch and az SSW ‘For information as to application, 
every cherry in the 800 or more PES OS SNES write 

acres will be picked. PSS ee 

Masquerade dances, concerts of es sate 
: . . irae bites nation eo various kinds, sports, bathing and eet ‘ULPEA Cha The Gavull Company 

other amusements devised by the Se ee eee 
j a SNE oP TDN Seton 

entertainment committee make the p a 
en Noo Nn ca 

camp a regular summer resort. Sec We New York, N. Y. 
Anna Monroe is matron et the E Reason | Medina, Ohio 

eamp and with several chaper- Pe SPP ROD EIES =e 

ones sees to it that the ‘‘young oa 

ones’’ don’t ‘‘get by’’ to see some =
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“relative,’’ according to the camp and outing. They are in charge oo 

prospectus. of three Sisters from the orphan- 

“Tf your cards are not correct age, and are among the very best PATENTED AUG.13, 1907 

kick to this bunch,’’ meaning the pickers in the county. Mr. Hahn 

office staff of which Miss Bessie has a very pretty orchard situated li 

Rounsevell and Miss Laura Kunkel on the southern slope of a large 

are the heads.  Leonrd Slattery hill a few miles north of the city. Fro. F102 Fio.3 

and Raymond Lill, (not married, He has 10 acres of 18-year-old 

Mr. Martin explains), are also in trees from which he will get about BERRY BOXES 

the office. Joe Lavassor is orchard — 3,000 cases this year. Many of his 

foreman. ‘‘Call him Dode when trees produce 8 cases. While he Crates, Bushel Boxes 

you want carriers and crates. If lost 15 of his very best trees in and Climax Baskets 

he don’t keep you supplied call the storm of three weeks ago he * 

him ‘‘something else.’’ Herbert will more than make up for the As You Like Them 

W. Miller is power mechanician, loss by planting 500 more trees pontag ae ate the Ewald Eatent 

and ‘‘if you ean’t take a ride be- next spring, being eneouraged by Site a eo ees 
cause the trucks are on the bum the present big erop. Mr. Hahn [oes ous specialty: Te ee ean 

tell the manager what you think also has 2,200 apple trees which Dinaersaa ears hetranborrios OF 

of Herbert.’’ look very good this year. folding, beese anh ce nee D trove 
Mrs. L. C. Kellogg looks after Banas Erdle eee ee ueettal fo 

. 0 do our 

overseers and packers, checks the School Teachers Own This One pare ree pete, pGlteount for, early 

wan cards “and malkes: you The Peninsula Fruit Farm. is Cumberland Fruit Package 

. . owned by a Milwaukee corpora- Company 

Nearly All Girls tion composed principally — of: Deo ? t. D, Oumberland, Wis. 

Dr. A. J. Gordon had a strictly school teachers, T. W.  Boyee, 

girls’ camp until a lady from principal of the Cass Street 

Peshtigo brought over a half-  Sehool, Milwaukee, isinearge of $B == 

dozen boys to help out the girls. the orchards. The pickers are 

The pickers live in pyramidal principally college girls and The Hawks 
tents, just like soldiers in the teachers from Milwaukee and live 

training camps, and sleep in in a camp on the premises. The Nursery 

double-deck cots. There are more orchard, in three tracts, consists 

than 80 girls in the eamp all work- of 110 acres of cherries, planted in Company 
ing hard to pick 40 acres of cher- 1912, and 100 acres of apples. 

: a Sas m iivterts dia Best Mwacltaw!® wane 
ries and it’s a big job. The or- This s the nest paying year on are in a position to 

chard property is owned by the the I eninsula Fruit Farm and the furnish high grade 

Northern Land and Fruit Co. crop is a very good one. Nursery Stock of all 
The trees are 8 years old and 4,500 kinds and varieties 

erates will be harvested this year. The Old Orchards suitable to Wiscon- 

A new farm house is being built W. I. Lawrence will get about oon ee north- 

on the property and many other 2,500 erates from his 11 aeres of Will be glad to fig- 

improvements are being made. cherries. Some of the trees are ure on your wants 
Dr. Gordon has a tractor sprayer, 99 years old and all the trees were either in large or 
the only one owned in the county. planted not later than 1909. His small quantities. 

* . ; old trees are holding up fine. He 

Orphans Pick at Hahn’s hag 12 acres in apples. that look —— 

About 60 orphans from St. very good at the present time but 

Josephs orphanage, Green Bay, are he says that the trees need rain. Wauwatosa, Wis. 

picking at Henry Hahn’s orchard On the A. W. Lawrence prop- 

and are greatly enjoying the work erty in the city is one of the orig- UE
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ee —, 

° WISCONSIN FAVORED 
The Kickapoo Valley FRUIT DISTRICT McK AY NURSERY 

Our Specialty: Planting and Developing orchards for non-residents 

A few choice tracts for sale. If interested, write us. - COMP ANY 

MADISON, WISCONSIN 
KICKAPOO DEVELOPMENT COMPANY 

GAYS MILLS, WISCONSIN A 

Nursery Stock of 
inal orchards from which started wer Quality 

the cherry industry in this county. Q ° for Particular Buyers 
It was the trees in this orehard uality Stock 

I here g he first to at Strawberries Have all the standard varietie: 
that were among the first to at- Native Plum Small Fruits dis Well Be thE newer Botts. ‘Cai 

tract the attention of hortieultur- WISCONSIN GROWN supply you with everything in 

ists in the possibilities of cherries A . . 
: »D . ‘ I te Wis Laweenee’s for Wisconsin Planters. Read Fruit Trees, Small Fruits, 
In. -Lieor coun a i me ith he our Price List before you Vines and Ornamentals. 

old wees aressiil thriving aitno ve buy, and save money. Let us suggest what to plant 
is cutting the tops from some of 62nd Year both ia Orchard and ia the 

them which have grown too tall Kellogg’s Nurseries Se pratron Ob ON ecu 

for convenient picking. Box 77, Janesville, Wis. sent promptly upon receipt of 

D. E. Bingham has about 12 “WAnrrsiiiinesrirnnsnnnrenneeen your list of wants. 

acres of old trees that are still do- . 
ine fine. Together he and A, W. ‘‘0ld Hatch orchard,’’ has a new Nurseries at 

Lawrenee have several 40-acre Planting coming on this year be- Waterloo, Wis. 

tracts of cherries and have been sides the old trees which: are still Se ee eee 
employing more than 250 pickers bearing good. Mr. Ullsperger 
continually since the start of the has a large number of apple trees, 
season The gentlemen are also also. ANA 

interested in a large cherry or- Miss Cleveland of Oshkosh has 2 z 

chard at Ellison Bay where fully 40 acres in the Co-Operative tract 2 The = 
12,000 crates will be harvested ad Thomas Ash has charge of the 2 Jewell Nurser = 

this year. Mr. Lawrence will also "hard. Miss Cleveland has a 2 y = 
gather fully 3,000 baskets of ¢amp of 30 girls who will pick z Company 5 

; this yee about 4,000 erates. = . A . plums this year. ee 2 Lake City, Minn. = 

H. W. Ullsperger, who has the (Continued next month.) . = 
2 J. M. UNDERWOOD, 2 
— Founder and Pres. = 

E Established 1868 S 
THREE BOOKS, WISCONSIN HORTICULTURE ONE YEAR AND a 2 

* MEMBERSHIP IN THE STATE HORTICULTURAL 2 s 2 ULTURA = Fifty Years z 
SOCIETY FOR FIFTY CENTS. = Cc ° = 

= ontinuous 2 
oS oe E Service = 

The Society has on hand five hundred copies of the Annual Re- 2 s 

ports for 1916 and 1917. As long as the supply lasts a copy of each E A Complete Stoek 2 

will be sent postage preepaid to new members. In addition these = of Fruit, Shelter = 

members will receive a copy of the 1919 report, just issued, and e and Ornamental = 
Wisconsin Horticulture for a full year. This offer is limited to = Stock in Hardy 2 

residents of Wisconsin, and does not apply to renewals. ‘Do not ask = Varieties for 2 
for the 1918 report, as not a single copy is available. , Northern Plant- = 

Send coin, money order or personal-check to F. Cranefield, Secy., ers. 2 

702 Gay Building, Madison, Wis. 2 
Agents Wanted = 
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The Resting Period of Plants low winter temperatures, as do our tropical plants require a greater 

Henry J. Moore, Niagara Falls, native Plants. We might, there- degree of heat during their grow- 

Ont. In Canadian Horticulturist. fore, liken the exotic subjects to ing and resting periods than do 

natives of the tropics, who, were temperate plants at these respec- 

No matter how successfully sum- they foreed to spend a winter tive times. As the temperature 

mer flowering bulbous and tuber- among the Eskimos, would quickly — falls below normal during, ‘he rest- 

ous-rooted plants may have been suceumb to the cold. ing period vitality is correspond- 
grown, or what their appearance ingly reduced, and if in the case 

during summer may be, this is no REMEMBER TWO THINGS of tender subjects the temperature 

criterion of the grower’s ability to The two important things then falls very low (even if it does not 
grow them to perfection, unless he — to bear in mind are, one, that bulbs freeze) and remains so for a con- 

is capable of doing this every year. and tubers during their winter's siderable time death may ensue. 

It is a more difficult matter to sue- rest are alive, though dormant, Perhaps you have known of tubers 

cessfully store away the bulbs and and two, that the reason we store Of cannas, dahlias and clephant’s 

tubers and to care for them over them away is that tiey are too ears (Caladiums), tuberous be- 
winter than to grow them. This tender to withstand low tempera-  gonias, gloxinias and a host of 
may be proven by the large num- tures, or that other outside condi- others whieh in spring on removal 

bers that die during the winter tions are unfavorable for their from storage were found to be 
resting period. Therefore to sue- preservation over winter. dead, although the temperature 
cessfully bring them through the Bulbous and tuberous rooted did not fall*to the freezing mark. 

winter is really the criterion of plants vary greatly in their re- All other conditions being right, 

ability in the culture of these sub- quirements even during their the tubers died because the tem- 

jects. ‘sleeping’? period. They must  Perature was too low over a pro- 

Many people forget that bulbs have a certain temperature, a cer- longed period to allow the plants 

and tubers live during the resting tain condition of atmospheric hu-  t0 live. The metabolic process, 

period as during summer. The midity, and in some cases a cer- that, briefly, being the chemical 

difference is that they are not tain condition of the soil or other Change necessary to the life of the 
‘visibly growing, though actually medium in which of necessity they Plant, could not take place at the 
they are. Even in dormancy cer- must be stored. It is not sufficient low temperature. 

tain essential changes take place, merely to throw the subjects into Just as the temperature may be 

the only difference being that vital- a box in the corner of a cellar or too low, so it may be too high for 

ity is reduced. This resting may shed. This is too often done, and bulbous and tuberous rooted plants 
be likened to the sleep of a person. in the majority of cases little or during the winter resting period. 
Surely by no stretch of the imagi- no attention is paid to their condi- A person cannot sleep or rest in a 
nation can we regard a person in tion during winter, in other words, temperature which approaches the 
this state as dead. Once the they are forgotten. We should heat of his blood. This unnatural 
grower of bulbous and tuberous remember that in our cellar are condition excites and produces a 
rooted plants becomes impressed bulbs and tubers that live, and state of restlessness which cannot 
with the idea that he is not hand- they require living conditions pe- be overcome until the temperature 
ling dead; worthless things, he will  culiar to the resting period. When is lowered; so it is with the can- 

_give them proper living conditions we forget these things the subjects nas and other bulbous and tuber- 
even during winter, when it is may die. This, then, is the reason ous plants. A high temperature 
necessary for them to rest or of so many failures, will excite the metabolism and 
“‘sleep.’’ Why are the aforementioned growth will commence at an un- 

Another important thing we are conditions necessary? Let us deal natural time, with consequent. in- 
‘apt to forget is that the summer separately with them, so that we jury to the subjects. From these 

iflowering bulbous and tuberous may without confusion understand remarks, it will be seen that some- 

rooted plants we store away dur- their importance. We will start where between the extremes of 

ing winter are all or nearly all with (a) Temperature; a certain heat and cold there is a tempera- 
tender exotics, and, therefore, not temperature is necessary for all ture just right for the welfare of 

being hardy they cannot stand the plants to live. Tropical or sub- our subjects when they are in a
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state of rest. This temperature pose, but in no case should the A Good Word for Deutzia Gracilis 

for the purpose of this article we crowns of the tubers be buried, or F : 

will call the ‘‘Optimum.’’ The bulbs be covered to a great depth. Lit the November issue of ‘Wis- 

Optimum temperature of storage It should not be forgotten that it gonsin Horticultute,”* at indge BY, 
place in the case of the canna, may be necessary to occasionally in arigwer to some questions put, 

dahlia, and the elephant’s ears, water cannas, caladiums and there is the following atatenient: 

should be between 50 and 60° F. dahlias in a dry position, even. The Deutzia Pride of Rochester 

For the gladiolus between 45 and when covered with sand, and if the ss only" ‘halt hardy. This: ig true 

55° F. For the tuberous begonia crowns are below the surface water of all the; Devtzias: in, this state, 

and gloxinia 55 to 65° F. will penetrate and cause the tubers none but that will kill backs mors 
We now come to (b) Atmos: to rot. Watering should not be or less even in a mild winter and 

pheric humidity: Some bulbous done in any case as long as the very low temperatures means blank 

and tuberous rooted plants require — tubers are plump and hard, but as SPACES, Ul the shrub border where 

a dry atmosphere in their storage — soon as the first signs of shrivelling the Deutzias stood.” . F 

place, others a normal one. Bulbs — oceur, delay in this respeet will be According to my experience, this 

or tubers of a firm texture like the dangerous. statement needs to be somewhat 

gladioli and tuberous begonia re- Choice bulbs as tuberous be- modified. Many years ago I 

quire the former, while tubers of — gonias and gloxinias should not be planted some Deutzia Gracilis on 

a succulent nature like the dahlia, stored in a cellar, although a eel- my then grounds on the lake shore 

canna, elephant’s ear, and glox- Jar with a furnace is an ideal place (Madison ) in’ rather an exposed 

inia require the latter. Were the for the larger, coarser subjects situation, and the result was as in- 

last mentioned subjects stored mentioned herein. It is better to dicated in the above statement. 

away in a room with a very dry — store them away in boxes of sand, Later and some six or seven years 

atmosphere, their — cells would and to place them on shelves or in ago, I planted S0me of the same 

quickly lose their moisture, the cell a cupboard of a cool and normally shrub on the south side of my new 

walls would collapse, and the dry room, in which position they home I iaesunily: exposure. Thus 

tubers would shrivel and become may periodically be examined, as far, this shrub in this location has 

useless. Has any reader ever seen should bulbs and tubers of all de- proved perfeetly hardy. — There 

shrivelled, worthless tubers re- yeviptions during their period of has been not the least killing back 

moved from the winter storage? winter rest. Corms of gladioli by frost during this time. Tam 

Such is a very common occurrence, keep well if stored in paper bags very sure that on . most home 

though easy to obviate. and placed on dry shelves in a cool grounds there oan be found a place 

NECESSARY STORAGE FACILITIES room, with a temperature of 45 to whiene this shrub will prove hardy. 

The last condition, that of (¢) 50°. If, however, this is not avail- It is such a fine shrub that the gen- 

the medium in which it is neces- able, and the storage place has a eral statement that _ cannot be re- 

sary to store certain kinds of bul- somewhat higher temperature, it is lied upon in this climate is caleu- 

bous and tuberous rooted plants best to place the corms in boxes of lated to do harm, I think, 

for their winter’s rest, should not — gand to prevent the loss of mois- John M. Olin, 

be overlooked. Were it possible ture from their tissues. Madison. 

to have the atmosphere just right, Ss 

and just sufficient moisture there- 

in, it would not be necessary to _ >. Mulch well any plants that may 

store many subjects in soil, sand, have been set this fall. Spring is 

or other material. In all cases, . the best time to set out plants, but 

however, where the atmosphere is A light covering of straw 0n sometimes we have to move plants 

very dry, it is the safest practice the strawberry bed will protect jn autumn if we are to have them. 

to cover the bulbs or tubers with the foliage; more can be put on 

some material to prevent the ex- later. As a rule but one covering re 

cessive eseape of moisture from is put on and that when the Don’t be in a hurry to bring in 

their cells. Generally sand will ground is frozen hard enough to the bulbs. A good root system is 

be found excellent for the pur- hold up a team. essential first, then top growth.
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ooo] sugar situation was bettered iby 

CRANBERRY CULTURE the Government’s territorial dis- 

= tribution and by the release of 

Edited by Mrs. S. N. Whittlesey, Cranmoor, Secretary Wisconsin 3,000,000 pounds held by the na- 

Cranberry Growers Association 
val department every one took 

heart, and orders poured in—and 

Cranberry Growers Meet cups boiling water, 114 cups su- then what? Cars were not to be 

. : gar. Boil the sugar and water had and are not yet available in 

Madison, January 6th, 7th, 8th. for five minutes, skim if neces- sufficient numbers to fill orders. 

It is impossible to present our sary. Add the berries and cook This trouble seems not to arise so 

program for January meeting in without stirring until all the skins much from searcity of cars as un- 

this issue of Horticulture as re- break—or about five minutes over equal distribution for there are 
plies from speakers are not yet re- a hot fire. empty refrigerators standing idle 

ceived. Space has been reserved No. 2—The same ingredients as 0 Some side tracks while there 

for Dr C, L. Shear or some repre- No. 1 with a pinch of salt added. are crying needs for these cars at 

sentative from the U. S. Dept. of Cook the cranberries in the salt other points on other roads. 

Agriculture of Washington, D. C. water until tender, remove from While our growers may not suffer 

Professor E. R. Jones of the Uni- the fire and stir in the sugar as loss as the citrus growers did be- 

versity of Wisconsin, a report from the sauce cools. cause of deterioration of fruit, 

the Atlantic and also Pacifie coast No. 3—1 quart cranberries, 2 they face the danger of chilled 
exchanges and a number of our cups boiling water, 34 of a cup of berries in the warehouses unless 

own eranberry growers: syrup (white preferred) and %4 berries can be moved before cold 
The convention will be a joint of a cup of sugar. Boil the syrup, weather sets in. However we 

affair with the State Horticultural sugar and water for five minutes, Se he “oa it Sete: well 
Society at Madison, January 6-8, skim if necessary. Add the ber- be forthcoming and one great 

and will afford an opportunity for ries and cook without stirring un- Comforting feature to all con- 
acquaintance and mutual benefit. til all the skins break—or about cerned is the splendid keeping 

five minutes over a hot fire. quality of the cranberry. They 

—_—___—— will endure low temperature and 

Celebrated Recipe for Cranberry _ in facet. want to be kept in a cool 

Sauce Fruit lovers and some fruit dry place. With as good care as 

. . growers have this year been eon- W® give the apple the berry will 
Into granite or porcelain lined fronted with conditions not all to keep quite as well, and like the 

kettle put 1 quart of cranberries, their taste. The small crop and apple ean be used as needed, so 

1 pint granulated sugar, 1 pint high prices of many of the earlier Sugar restrictions need not be a 

boiling water; cover and place fruits caused meager supplies to bugaboo to their purchase for 

immediately over hot fire. Soon the consumers. The car shortage with the weekly amounts allowed 

as berries begin to swell and jn the cities fruit districts meant @2y family will have sufficient 
“pop” remove cover and mash high prices for the small amounts sweetening supply to indulge in 

with spoon, keeping sauce boiling obtainable and ruinous loss to the the free use of the cranberry. 

during this time. Remove from growers, as theirs was a more or Pure white Karo syrup is obtain- 

fire and turn into china or earth- jess perishable crop. Nature ble this year and ean be success- 
enware dish. Ten minutes should made up for losses in other fruits fully used with the berry. While 

do the work. This gives tender phy yielding a large erop of excep- entire substitution of the syrup 
skins, fine flavor and rich color, tionally fine sound cranberries. for sugar does not give quite as 

with all the virtue of the berry After these cranberries were har- fine flavor it can be used propor- 

retained. . vested the Tocsin sounded a scar- tionately with very good results. 

Mrs. S. N. Whittlesey. city of sugar and for a time job- At this writing Oct. 25th, all 

Here are three sugar-saving re- bers feared to buy and the situa- the cranberry growers in the 

cipes for Cranberry Sauce :— tion was dubious both for the Cranmoor district have completed 

No. 1—1 quart cranberries, 2 grower and consumer. As the the harvesting of their berries,
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the Arpin company being the last dead; Yellow Transparent, all it. I use windbreak to north and 

to get in their crop, finishing the dead; out of twelve Duchess one northwest of orchard of white 

work last week. The crop this old snag still gives nice apples; of spruce, balsam and white pine set 

year is the best ever gathered, be- the twelve Wealthy one still gives in double rows, the trees sixteen 

ing in excess in quantity, and of some nice fruit. The nine Hiber- feet apart each way and alternate 

an unusually good quality. We nals are all alive, doing well, never or break-joint fashion. This wind- 

believe this is the only time on lost a tree, set fourteen years, bore break should be six to eight rods 

record when there was no frost thirty bushels this year. It is a back of orchard. I also have ever- 

during the entire season and good pie apple, too sour for any — greens for protection on south and 

never were We more favored with other purpose, rather bitter or southwest 16 to 20 feet from or- 

weather conditions. The Wiscon- crab taste. chard and believe this has saved 

sin crop will probably clean up Of course I had all the apples | my trees more than anything else, 

40,000 barrels which is 10,000 needed for family use when there this south protection. All trees 
more than were raised in 1918. were any, but late spring frost, in shaded on south live and bear bet- 

Of this output the larger half will June, has killed all the fruit some ter than others. If I ever lay out 

be furnished from Cranmoor years. So you see I have tried another orehard [ shall put a 

Township—heading the list as es- hard to raise apples. I’ve tried double row of evergreens 16 to 20 

timated at this time is the Arpin N. W. Greening three different feet south and southwest. 

Cranberry Co. with 4000 barrels; times, always dies before fruiting. I am now seventy-five years of 

Gaynor-Blackston Co., 2500; Pot- The Patten always lived until they age, and I have had but very little 

ter & Son, 2500; Bennett & Son, came into bearing, then died, kind fruit sinee my boyhood in south- 

2500; A. Searls & Son, 1800; Ja- of slow but all dead now. I have ern Illinois. I lived in Minnesota 

cob Searls Cranberry Co., 1800; one tree in bearing now for three from 1857 to 1900 where we could 

S. N. Whittlesey, 1500; Robert Re- years and wish I had more, and hardly raise a crab apple on the 

gin, 900; J. J. Emmerick Cran- 80 does everyone else here that prairie, so you see I was pretty 

berry Co., 900; Elm Lake Cran-_ likes apples. fruit hungry. So T’ll sign, 

berry Co., 800; Lesher Cranberry Now I set out one row, twelve Ylours for success in fruit rais- 

Co. 800; Ed Kruger, 500; Mrs. trees, of varieties similar to the ing which makes contented homes 

Pauline Smith, 400; H. F. Whit- Wealthy. One of these trees broke or goes a long ways towards the 

tlesey, 300; Robert Skeel, 300; off below ground in the fall of the same. 

Thomas Regin, 150; Lloyd Regin, Year, and in spring I noticed a John Gutheridge, 

150; T. J. Foley, 70; Frank Pat- Sprout come up from the root, as Rusk Co., Wisconsin. 

terson, 60; Bissig Brothers of City I thought, so I dug down and found 

Point, 600. it came from below the enlarge- se 
ment or graft. This was fifteen 

a years ago and I have taken great Keep grass and weeds away 

Apples in Rusk County ware af this tree. | The fruitiis-very from the apple and plum trees if 
uniform in size, light red on yellow . : 

I am interested in fruit grow- or blushed where the sun strikes. you expect them to have aM hole 
ing in this part of the state, having This year it was loaded with bloom baile Text speing: ae _ to 
lived here nineteen years. Inthat and get full. I picked almost als nest in Wes or rubbish gr 

time I have set out 110 trees of bushels from it this year. I tried ae trees, Hecauae they yams 
different kinds. The first I set keeping the quality for two years ' om jeasy: Inehle during the wilte 
was in the spring of 1901 and some and they kept until March. It is en. 
of these are still alive and fruit- a good eating apple and a splendid 
ing, but not many. Three Trans- cooker. 
cendent crabs left from eight; two My orchard is on north slope, Clean and oil all machinery and 
Sweet Russet still bearing, not soil clay loam, two to three feet tools before putting them away 
quite dead; three trees of Minor deep, then hard pan with alternate for the winter. Rust never did 

or Excelsior crab still fruiting, set layers of sand and hard pan down improve the working qualities of 
seventeen years; Wolf River all to sand rock. I never got through a tool.
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PAAR ll temperature down. Bees seldom 
| AMONG WISCONSIN BEEKEEPERS suffer from lack of air and usually 

| ‘ic: Wilnsciisin:HesKeopers:Paae winter best in cellars where no 

| Prof: HF. Wilson Eaitor provision for ventilation is made. 

| A means of ventilation should be 

= 00°0—_000M—0—————————=_ provided for every cellar but it 

Beekeepers Bee Schools Plenty of stores. should be closed tight during cold 

During the past month a series Plenty of protection. c =—_ and opened only when the 
a? three “day bes Schools have been. Whether or not bees winter best temperature risea above 55° Fy. . If 

conducted by the University Bec- 1 the cellar or out of doors makes bees are coming: out and flying 
keeping Department ar coopera- little difference at this time. The about in the cellar when the tem- 

tion with the U. S§. Burcau of En- ™ain question concerns the bee cel- perature is lower than 55° F, it is 
tomology. lar. A poor cellar is almost as likely to be due to dysentery or 

The first school was held at Fond bad as none at all, and in some openings letting in light and cer- 
du Lae on November 10-12, with cases worse. A cold cellar is al- tainly not from lack of ventilation. 

an average attendance of 25 bee- ways a damp one. Bees are easily a 
keepers. A second school was held affected by changes in temperature 

at Chippewa Falls, November 17— and, as the temperature outside the Save the Young Apple Trees 
SO be kacree A dliedl scheclweee claster falls, the temperature rises. Mice and rabbits annually de- 

held ai Monroe with an average The ideal temperature for best stroy thousands of apple trees in 

attendance of 15 beekeepers. More wintering is 57° or a little above Wisconsin every one . of which 

schools are to follow during the surrounding the cluster. In order could be saved by a little atten- 
Winte®, ° to get this temperature, the bee tion at this time of the year. 

se cellar should be kept at a constant For protection against rabbits 

The cooperation and interest of temperature of about 50° F, Any Wrap the trunks wit building pa- 

the beekeepers is increasing rap- temperature below 40° F is too low P&P tarred paper is nest, aid fn 
idly and the industry is becoming and if the cellar is cold enough to additional protection against mice 

organized. What we need now is permit frost on the walls the win- clear away all weeds and grass 

something from the beekeepers te? loss will be greatly increased. ane base er ‘ree and with spade 
for our beekeeping section. Be- In cellars where the temperature a a vd fonieal mound 

ginning with the January number is as low as freezing the bees must ree hewnd s the ee ms 
the space devoted to beekeeping produce .more heat, use up more ere in wae adler omet t a 
will be increased to four pages, one stores, and consequently more mois- they. go on i ver davdine 

of which will be given over to lo- an is given off. . Tf the stores are grounds, Snow tramped firmly 

cal news items if sent in by our bee- vad, the bees w ill have to hald around the tree will serve as well 
keepers. All papers presented in more refuse matter in the intestines but. the tramping’ must be done 

writing at the convention will be and ne is liable to ca0se dysen- more than once during the winter. 
printed if our contract with Wis- tary. The cold damp air causes “the paper should be removed in 
consin Horticulture is continued. moisture to collect in the hives the spring. 

which not only makes life miser- : 

——{=————— able for the bees but develops aoe 

mold on the combs and creates a 
Waich the Bee Cellar general bad condition in the hive. Old canes should be cut out of 

Bee diseases cause the greatest Every beekeeper should keep a the raspberry bed and burned. 

losses among beekeepers in Wis- thermometer in his bee cellar and They often furnish a home to in- 

consin, but poor wintering takes provide conditions so that the tem- sects over winter. It is a good 

a heavy toll which can easily be perature will remain near 50° F. plan not to let raspberries grow 

prevented. VENTILATION IN THE BEE CELLAR very thick. Cultivation helps to 
The essentials for successful win- It is now a well established fact keep the insects in check as well 

tering are: that ventilation in the bee cellar is aS encourages .the growth of the 
Plenty of young bees. unnecessary except to keep the plant.
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The Gullible Public sons, members of eight families, that we who are the targets for 

People in general, including enjoyed goodly portions of a New questions, keep the answer canned 
tar i Guinea butter bean, raised in the  ;,, quantities for instant use 

newspaper reporters, are a gul- garden of George Chaussee, West = , , a 
lible lot when it comes to matters Racine. The bean weighed seven Sometimes, not often, the advice 

horticultural. You can tell them pounds and seven ounces and was 18 followed and sometimes, more 

anything and they will believe it, thirty inches long, but Mr. Chaus- rarely yet, does the advisee see fit 

sell them anything if it is repre. ¢¢ has a bean grown on the same to speak about it. Such a ease 
vine that weighs 14 pounds and is gojiows: 

sented as wonderful or unusual. 36 inches long. It is to be divided ne ite cve Polnnted 46 

This was proved during the past among 12 families in the neigh- VELEGT: VEATS:AGO 2 DAHLE LNO 

season by the sale of a wonderful borhood. The beans, largest ever Surprise plum trees, they grew up 

“bean”? that was guaranteed to. grown in Racine county, are from to be fine large trees, loaded with 
g j ‘ive ag q ~ ~ rey “y , 

grow to a length of three feet and eee ee ee A beaup blossoms every spring but set no 
‘ "ave 6 + 5 the small- e.: 2 dic 

a weight of several pounds. ost weighing. five: pounds. fruit. I tried to find out why 

The gullible publie swallowed The writer has not Had ‘the and asked nurserymen but got no 

the bait and planted the ‘‘beans.’’ privilege of seeing the wonderful satisfaction. i then wrote our 

In September the gullible newspa- ‘bean’? hut is informed on good Agricultural Experiment Station 

per reporters, especially in Mil- authority that it is the Hercules and Was advised to plant other 

waukee, added polish to the job. (Club Gourd, seed of which may be vances with ve ape 

Here is a sample from a Milwau- had of any seedsman for five cents merieana or Aranseny AYDTIGS. 
kee paper: a package This eourd is a rank I sent for two Waneta, Hansen 

“Ten healthy Milwaukeeans sit growing climber bearing club ns - os oe pete 
F als > esota , g down to one bean. They eat to shaped fruits or gourds which ee ‘ the . ne the Haralson 

s 9 sfaeti vhe ay is: , . OF e re ‘ a € s 

satisfaction. W hen they arise often grow to three feet in length ALIA ELON sGtONS! Ob TUNG! ares Bon 
there is some left. Some bean! — vy 4 plum which I grafted on the Sur- 

Thomas Braver, 987 Eleventh but unlike many other gourds : I . he bl 
as ‘a » a 4 < " . ast spr e SS: Ss 

av, sent to California for seed Tarely mature in this climate. BESS: 5 aS spring the blossoms 
Sea : me : . e on the Surprise all set and we had 
which the catalog said would Only one mystery remains and BES 

grow unusually large beans. that is how any one can eat a plenty ab fenit, The Wanets aa 
“The beans were planted,” said gourd! No wonder the Racine fruited, the most / wonderfu 

Thomas’ mother. ‘‘Th have ©~ rnlums ever seen in this locality,-a 
re arly ey 1 specimen served for thirty-five I Be ae , ae 

grown very nearly one inch a day. persons most delicious flavor. T am now 

I have used them in many ways. — trying seven kinds of the Hansen 
Some of them I pickled and some lishiids and fou’ of 4he Minné 
I fried like egg-plant. They are Wisconsin Pea Crop UPD EIGS an oun ° . o 4 me 
very good, as good as anything sota seedlings, 8, 12, 21 and 91, 
that I have ever eaten. They Wisconsin supplies 49.7 per cent S. J. S. Appleton. 
don’t taste much like beans.’’ of the commercial pea pack of the a 

The largest bean has grown to United States. Of the 8,658,000 
thirty-four inches. The smaller es. of vas canned in. the . 5 
one is thirty inches long. Both ¢28¢S of peas cannec ne — Hard wood cuttings about 12 

are approximately six inches in United States this year, 4,375,000 inches long of mature grape wood 

diameter. The larger weighs cases were packed in this state, may be set in the ground now and 

Eval jeans and the smaller  aceording to the figures of the na-  mulehed with strawy manure. A 
about eleven . nat agioGiatt 

aan tional pea packers’ association. oreenta sri 2 According to Mrs, Braver, the hi ae 7 veciin Hestefr dia foe good perce ntage of Aa alionld 

beans also have the record here ISRO oe ae ya root next Season. 1he cuttings 

for the fastest growing beans on dustry, with New York as the may also be put in bundles and 

the market. nearest, competitor, buried in sand until next spring 
“On Thursday,’’ said Mrs. a and then set out 

Braver, ‘‘the larger bean was . : . 
twenty-nine and one-half inches Followed Good Advice —_— 
long, four days later it was thirty. Why don’t my plum tree bear? 
four.’’ It blossoms full every year but Cabbage keep well wrapped in 

Here is another from Racine: never sets any fruit. This ques- newspaper and turned bottom 

Racine, Wis.—Thirty-five per- tion is of such regular occurrence side up on shelves in a cool cellar.
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Wisconsin Horticulture PROGRAM Orchard Committee, Delegates, 

ete, and Election of Officers. Published Monthly by the is . 3, y é 
Wisconsin State Horticultural Society _ Annual Convention, State Hor (2) How a Young Man with 

Omtal orgun of te Socety ticultural Society, State Capitol, Small Capital Ought to Start in 
. Madison, Wisconsin, Tuesday, Fruit Growing—Theo. Haack, 

gEREORrG CRA i, Wednesday and apogee Janu- Madison. 
————_ ary 6th, 7th, and 8th, 1920. (3) Spraying the Farm Or- 

Entered as second-class matter May 13, 1912, Subject ti han e) 

at the postodies at Madison,, Wleeonsln, | under (Subject to chang chard—Peter E. Swartz, Wauke- 
‘ “Advertising rates made known on application. Capital Hotel Headquarters for sha, 
ee ouua—— Officers and delegates. , tae z 
Wisconsin State Horticultural Society Tuesd: Worens 11 o'clock The Women’s Auxiliary will 
Membership fee, fifty cents, whiely includes esday. 4 oon. ts 0 clos meet Wednesday forenoon for 

tin Horticulture. “Iemit titty gents to Frederic (1) Opening Address, Hon. J.J. ,oeram session. fe A 
OmReInIe by Postal ‘or. Express ‘Money Onder Blaine, Attorney General. 
tutehed tol aneards and pays for two years. (2) Introduction of delegates Wednesday Afternoon 2 o’clock 
Peet tA ee cates Coe seo from Minnesota, Illinois, Iowa, 

Os sl acce| . ‘ A ‘ * ic: 9 i —_— 
® e Indiana and Northern Illinois So- Topic: Rural Planning :—A 

OFFICERS cieties. Full Diseussion of this Important 
N. A. Rasmussen, President............Oshkosh . . \ Subject 

J. A. Hays, Vice-President. ------. Gaye bille (3) Getting acquainted: Every- UDJeCt. 
. Cranefield, Secretary—l'reasurer...... is i: . ° . 

" = body shake hands with everybody The Rural Planning Law as an 
EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE elae Aid in Preserving Places of His- 

N. A. Rasmuasen...........00+e00ee00e Ex-Officlo Ate - . 
FOAL HAYS. eee eeeeeeceeeeeeeeeee ee EX-Offlelo torical and Scenie Interest—Prof. 
fF. Cranefield rapeszraatscanessorncerscg Ee MMO , \ . 

tha Diets R.d'Goe- oc ccccwteatnimgon "Tuesday Afternoon 2 o'clock FA, Aust. — 
oR. L. Roloff..................Madison ? ae 5 onta 

un Diet, x Telalger vissssseeereeese Milwaukee (1) The Arrangement of Cut Making Highways Ornamenta 
5th Dist., Jas. Livingstone ......... Milwaukee : . as Well as Useful—J. A. Hazel- 
6th Dist., J. W, Roe..............-..--Oshkosh — Flowers in Vases, Bowls, Ete. A 
ith Dist., Win, poole, Sr... ..0.--.--- Baraboo Practical Demonatrati A. Mar wood. 

9th Dist., 1. E. Birmingham.....Sturgeon Bay 1 -monstration—A, Mar- Looking Both Ways, Backward 
oth Dist., F. T. Brunk...............Eau Claire tint Lake Geneva. a zs Ith Dist., Irving Smith .......--------.Ashland , : . and Forward—Wm. Toole, Sr. 

BOARD OF MANAGERS (2) Strawberries Every Year— . ‘ 
N. A. Rasmussen F. Cranefleld . How the County Agent Can 

aie eee J. E. Leverich, Sparta. Help General Discussion : E. . a is SS . 
———_—_———————————————— (3) Cane Fruits, Diseases and ! 

Insects of—Leon K. Jones, Col- 

The Annual Convention lege of Agriculture. Wednesday Evening 7 o’clock 

The annual meeting is attract- | (4) The Business Man In Hor- Informal dinner, Capitol House. 
ing more members each year. ticulture—G. A. Bucks-aff, Osh- No invitations are issued, every 

Many come for one day and many Kosh. a . . . member expected to attend. 
more stay until the end. It is a (5) ‘Hoosier Horticulture ’’— 

splendid opportunity both for lL. V. Doud, Denver, Indiana. 

amateurs and professionals to ac- , 
quire information at first hand. Tuesday Evening 8 o’clock AienueHy Hcegnnon.Y 8 eae 

Only those who have attended our a (1) Fruit Growing in Dunn 
: Manis 1) My Experience With Bees . meetings appreciate how much the win Neleon me “County, Present and Prospective 

Sa aa contact means, | You not (2). seek eng os —Prof. D. P. Hughes, Principal 

only, nave the opportunity of lis- O\ Took AL a a» Dunn Co. School of Agriculture. 
tening to the men and women (3) Fruit Growing in the Ap- : 

: . : : ‘ (2) Fruit Growers Co-Opera- 
who are leaders in their special palachian Region An illustrated ti AssoGiati Prot RS 
fields of work but you can engage  talk.—Prof. W. H Alderman, Uni- Te _ SEBO RMATAODE, ENOL. a (Nt 
them in conversation between ses- versity of Minnesota. errick, Ames, Iowa. 

sions. It has often been said that . (3) Nitrate of Soda as a Fer- 
the hotel headquarters is the real Wednesday Forenoon 9 o'clock tilizer for Cherry Orehards—Geo. 

convention hall but that is only F. Potter, Agr. College. 
partly true. We cannot have one (1) Business Session 9 o’clock (4) Some Notes on Apple Spur 
without the other. Come and get to 10 o’clock. President’s Ad- Growth—R. H. Roberts, Agr. Col- 
the benefit of both. dress, Reports of Secretary, Trial _ lege.
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Thursday Afternoon 2 0’clock ome, McMahan, Seek-no-further, 2. Four apples constitute a 

. Windsor, Ist, $10.00; 2nd, $6.00; late, no more, no less. 

(1) The Tractor vn Gedaacd 3rd, $4.00; 4th, $2.00. ° 3. Competition open to all resi- 
Cultivation—D. E. Bingham, Stur- L . . : 

Separate samples must be fur- dents of Wisconsin, but premiums 

geon Bay. nished for each entry. paid only to members. Success- 
(2) Orehard Cultivation—R. E. — sits 4 

Marken, Gays Mills. Best exhibit Pears, Ist, $1.00; ful exhibitors, if not members, 

. : . 2nd, 75e; 3d, 50c. must forward fee for membership 
(3) How About Gooseberries? ie hibit Crabs, Ist, $1.00; before receiving check f — 

_Dr. . B. Fracker. 5 Be at exhi at abs, Ist, 00 ; De: ore receiving ¢ or p 

2 2nd, 75e; 3d, 50e. mium; fee for annual member- 
(4) Some Phases of the Apple ship, fifty cents. 

‘ea Gitmation Dr oe WE tele VEGETABUES Members or others unable to at- 

(4) Insect Pests in 1919—Prof. Best collection, not less than 10 tend the meeting may send fruit 

I. F. Wilson, Agr. College. entries, Ist, $5.00; 2nd, $3.00; 3d, © the secretary, who will make 
oa ° $2.00, entries and place fruit on exhibi- 

a For each of the following, 1st, tion. Transportation charges must 

Lo, $1.00; 2nd, 75c; 3d, 50e: be prepaid. 
Premium List 6 Blood Turnip Beets, 3 White All entries must be made on 

The following cash premiums Turnips, 3 Yellow Turnips, 3 regular entry blanks whieh will 

are offered for exhibis at the an- Rutabagas, 6 Chantenay Carrots, ¢ furnished by the secretary on 

nual convention Madison, Jan. 6, 6 Short-Horn Carrots, 3 Winter application. 
7, 8, 1920: Cabbage, 3 Red Cabbage, 6 Chie- BF. Cranefield, Secretary Ww. S$. 

Best collection of apples, not ory. 6 Ears Pop Corn, 6 Red H. S., Madison, Wisconsin. 

less than 15 varieties, Ist, $10.00; Onions, 6 Yellow Danvers Onions, oe eg sees 

2nd, $6.00; 3rd, $4.00; 4th, $2.00. 6 White Onions, 6 Onions, Large 

Best 5 plates (5 varieties) com- ‘Type. 6 Winter Radishes, 6 Pars- Kokomopoko or Pokomokoko? 
mereial apples for Wisconsin, 1st, nips, 6 Peppers, Hubbard Squash, Kokemoke or Pokomo? 

$5.00; 2nd, $3.00; 3rd, $2.00; 4th, 6 Heads Celery, 3 Chinese Cab- Kokomo is a city in Indiana, Po- 

* $1.00. bage. komoke is a strawberry. W. J. 

For best plate each of the fol- Sweepstakes awarded pro rata, Moyle is a nurseryman. He talk- 
lowing varieties, Ist, $1.00; 2nd, $20.00. ed about strawberries at the sum- 

T5e; 3rd, 50e¢; 4th, 25e: CRANBERRIES mer meeting and the reporter 

Ben Davis, Dudley, Fameuse, eredits him with saying the ‘‘Ko- 

Gano, Gem, Gideon, Golden Rus- Premiums will be awarded for jomo’? and Carson’s Beauty are 

sett, Grimes Golden, Jonathan, exhibits of Cranberries as follows: identical and it was so printed in 

King, Maiden Blush, Malinda, Premium list by the Cranberry our November issue, p. 35. Now 
McIntosh, MeMahan, Newell, Growers’ Association. First pre- even this might have been all 

Northern Spy, Northwestern mium, $1.00, 2nd, 75¢; 3d, 50¢: right, with most readers, if Prof. 

Greening, Patten, Pewaukee, Bennett Jumbo, Searls Jumbo, Moore had kept still. He didn’t. 
Plumb Cider, Salome, Seek-no- Bell and Bugle, McFarlin, Metal- yo laughed. He laughed until 

further, Seott Winter, Tolman, lic Bell, Bell and Cherry, Prolific. speech failed him and after a 

Twenty Ounce, Utter, Wagener, One pint is sufficient for an en-  ghort rest laughed more.  Sur- 

Wealthy, Windsor, Wolf River, ‘*Y- Send all entries to Frederic prising how little it takes to make 
York Imperial. Cranefield, Secretary, Madison, some people laugh. Moyle spoke 

Best tray of each of the above Wis., charges prepaid. of the Pokomoke strawberry, not 

named varieties, Ist, $3.00; 2nd, Kokomo. 
$2.00; 3d, $1.00; 4h, 75e. RULES OF ENTRY 

Best 5 trays of any of the 1. Exhibits must be arranged — 

following varieties: MeIntosh, ready for judges by 1:00 P. M. Stratify gladiolus cormels in 
Northwestern, Wealthy, Tolman, Tuesday, January 6th. This will sand if you want them to germin- 

Wolf River, Fameuse, Gano, Sal- be strictly enforced. ate well next year.
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_ ann a decided decrease in the num- 
| THE INSECT PAGE ber of all other flea-beetles, at each 

observation. In the plot treated 

H Conducted by the Department of Economic Entomology College of with Bordeaux mixture, there was 

| Agriculture a slight increase in the number of 
[ oe a = ________||‘horse-radish, but a decided de- 
OO _ crease in the number of all other 
The Horse-Radish Flea-Beetle caten more or less readily. flea-beetles, at each observation. 

It is interesting to note the re- In the untreated plot, there was at 

A type of flea-beetle casily ree- sults of field tests in which both first a decrease, but later an in- 

ognized and injuring, so far as killing and repelling action of any crease in the number of horse-rad- 

known, but one economic plant, is material could be exerted. Three ish flea-beetles, but a constant in- 
found in the horse-radish flea- medium sized plots were used in crease of other flea-beetles. The 
beetle. The adult of this insect, two treated plots showed little 

is nearly one eighth of an inch ‘ feeding injury, despite the rela- 

long, oblong in shape, with a small ‘ tively large number of beetles pres- 

black head and pale yellow wing j : " ent, while plants in the untreated 
covers, marked in the center by a 4 < \ plot were badly shot-holed. A few 

narrow black band. , y “ beetles were found dead in the 

The adults live over winter in j i} treated plots, and none in the un- 

rubbish piles and crop remnants. ky iN treated plot. 

In the spring tiny orange colored \ 4 , It appears then, from the above 
eggs are laid on the horse-radish i ca tests, that Bordeaux mixture, while 
plant. The young upon hatching, 5 recommended as the best control of 

burrow into the stems and crown, \ or ' most flea-beetles, is no better than 

where they feed until ready to (i ) lead arsenate, if as good, against 
transform into beetles. 7 LY the horse-radish flea-beetle. 

It is evident from the internal i John KE. Dudley, Jr. 

feeding habits of the larvae, | iy _ 

that control measures to be effee- A F 
tive, must be used against the % ‘ The Buffalo Tree-Hopper 

adult beetles. . my The adults of the Buffalo Tree- 

A series of tests carried on at A hopper are small, greenish hoppers 
Madison the past summer, in , in about one-fourth inch long and 

which beetles were placed on sep- : have a horn like projection on each 
arate, sprayed plants, showed that i side of the body near the head. 

arsenicals used at the rate of 2 i} The young are lighter in color, 

Ibs. to 50 gal. of water appeared to ty flatter, and quite spiny, especially 

give isd ie ree ae these, : along the back. The young hop 
arsené ok a highe * Tavvae . : 3 arsen nes ad partes Fina ~ Vneling in“horgecradiah tens Bn quickly but the adults fly readily. 

: . ged 49 times. The full grown individuals be- 
other arsenical used... In_ tests, ‘ . : a 
using arscnicals combined with the tests; one sprayed with lead gun io ced i Tee eee 
Bordeaux mixture, the per cent of arsenate, 3 Ibs. to 50 gals,; one are numerous until frost overtakes 

killing, was about one half of that with Bordeaux mixture, 4 lbs. them. During this time the fe- 

when arsenicals were used alone. to 50 gals, and one left un- males deposit their long, eylindri- 
In tests using Bordeaux mixture freataad: ag . heéle, Six , th cal, transparently white eggs into 
alone, practically no beetles were | es as a check, six other ineisions cut in the upper surface 

killed, and the beetles fed only on or the of Hea-beetles were found — of the bark of small branches. The 
new shoots and spots on the leaves rn nese a thon't the or Tess eggs are laid in groups of 6 to 12 

where no spray was deposited. It The results of Tieatitiont angh “all and are inserted obliquely into the 
thus appears that Bordeaux re-  flea-beetles were as follows: hi eS made by the strong ovis 

pels the insects from the imme- the plot treated with lead arsenate pean Ge ili tae, Tbe dame 
: saint . . ’ age is done by the female in mak- 

diate vicinity at least, while fo- there was a slight decrease in the ;° y 
liage covered with arsenicals is number of horse-radish flea-beetles ang; hese ©s8 punctures and not 

by any feeding as the young feed
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entirely upon grasses and sucen- ing into bearing. There is con- than Rhode Island, and patches of 

lent vegetation. The egg pune- siderable variability in the size of frozen and killed bark, especially 

tures are made in limbs of various the fruit, and the smaller speci- at erotches, are quite frequent. 

trees but especially apple and mens are usually more yellow in Upon the New York market the 

ae Young ele is selected color, often being faintly blushed. ‘‘A’’ grade fruit usually sells at 

au 7 ons undred ronale It is generally considered to be a about 50¢ per barrel under ‘“‘A’’ 
may be made by a single feme Kas > 3 y Ble female, good baking apple, perhaps be- grade Rhode Island. but the “B” 
young trees are often severely in- 5 ° ‘ . : : cause the flesh is rather eorky, grade usually sells for slightly 
jured and sometimes even killed. 1 he frui hold by I Ry ie Rhod 
The punctures do not heal readily and causes the fruit to none its more than grade hode 

end after a year or two the limbs shape well through the baking pro- Island. 

take ona much searred appearance, ess. Frequently there are speci- Perhaps the greatest objection to 

these sears making excellent places Ss the Northwestern from the grow- 

for entrance of diseases. | er’s standpoint is the trouble from 

% splitting of the tree and limbs. 

Controt Mrasures , 4 The wood is very straight-grained, 

4 5 and in spite of propping up, cross- 
Since the adults do not feed 3 - 7 4 Pl . P It 

upon the trees, any sprays applied : WITInS £ Imbs, ete., the resu ‘ 

would have no effect upon them from this cause are very disas- 

but as the young feed upon the trous to the tree. Even where the 
vegetation allowed to grow in or : trees have no fruit an ordinary 
around the orchard clean culture j wind here on the lake shore will 
become important where this insect blow large limbs out of them. In 

is a pest. The grasses and weeds - ; 5 5 this respect they split down about 
along fence rows should also be de- : ‘ stroyed. Pruning out the most as badly as the old Smock peach 

severely injured branches will help tree, and this is the worst variety 
to reduce the number of apples that we have from this 

‘has 7 ‘ 3 és i , 
Chas. L. Fluke, Jr. qi standpoint. This one objection is 

— — sufficient reason for me, at least, 

The Northwestern Greening ; j to discontinue planting this var- 

Apple iety commercially. 

. . . Chas. Wm. Wilbor, 
It is always interesting to know Wayne (o., N.Y. 

what others think of us and our Scars made by the egg-laying habit of 
: a" , the adult female hopper. 

children. It is also of interest to OO 

know the opinion of fruit growers mens of ** water-cored’’ fruit, sim- Pass It Along 

about the apples which we claim ilar to that which some times oc- a‘ vi We ‘ 
. i ee ca Tf you don’t like this paper 

as our own, how our children have — curs in the King, and this of course ‘ as ee S 
Wehavear wi t 1 . hiecti ry li stop your subseription. If you 
vehdved when away fr 2 5k De The ality ara Sess . a m r en away ron rome. is an o rection. he quality, think it’s worch reading and with 

ne following from the ural — flavor, and juiciness is certainly the privileges of membership and 

New Yorker gives our Northwest- much inferior to that of Rhode the annual report worth fifty 

ern a pretty fair record: Island Greening. The fruit ripens cents a year, Pass it Along. If 

“YT notice in the recent diseus- a few days later than Rhode you do not keep your papers for 

sions upon varieties of fruit for Island Greening. Evaporator men — filing Pass them Along to a neigh- 

commercial planting, by various have told me that a good quality bor with the suggestion that he 

correspondents, that considerable of yellow dried stock can be made 90 can invest fifty cents to good 

attention is given to the North- from this variety. The trees bear advantage. . . . 

western Greening apple. With us well, but not at an earlier date or, papa Issue contains, 
. . in addition to th vention an- 

the Northwestern Greening is a more abundantly than Rhode Is- nt © conve ul a 
. . . : . nouncements, a statement intend- 

very attractive fruit, being partic- land trees of the same age. Dur- ed foe Od wamberi—Pass, it embers—Pass 
ularl e r 90n~—s ing the winter 917- re ip a arly large and green upo ing the winter of 1 17 18 the trees Along and if you need additional 

young trees, which are just com- appeared to be a little less hardy eopies ask for them.
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My Neighbor’s Garden up, the field mice have located for it serves two purposes, to make 

My neighbor is a confirmed gar- the winter and are not nesting in the soil lighter and more favorable 

dener, <A ‘reali gardener ds’ like: a his garden or devouring the roots by the addition of the vegetable 

real toper, the habe woow iene near the surface in the unfrozen fiber, and to add to the soil the ni- 

firmed, Even when heean’t work ground as they very likely would trogen stored in the nodules upon 

the ground he fusses around in the be doing if he fixed up nice snug the roots of the plant. It produces 

. quarters for them early in the fall. the same result that the farmer 

garden aimlessly so far as I can . . 
see, scattering a few leaves here Of course this does not apply to secures by plowing under a growth 

and there, putting some rubbish in bulbs, especially lilies planted in of clover. : 

this place which he takes away ne fall ase ain _ e Neighhor. 

ro . . ayer 0 eaves thick enough to Se 

i he sain pons fun eat ee keep the ground from freezing so Minnesota State Horticultural So- 

some covering, that he is putting a that the bulbs may make a good ciety Stands for These Ideals 

dead tomoto vine over that plant root growth in the fall. They are The Minnesota State Horticul- 

so that it will catch the leaves and deep enough in the ground so that tural Society believes in and is 

hold them as a covering for a mice do not disturb them. working toward the following 

group of tender perennials. Tf a gardener is shrewd he can ideals : 

When I talked with him the make the wind do lots of covering 1. For every home - 
other day he gave me quite a dif- for him if there are trees, especially a, A vegetable garden to sup- 

ferent idea about winter covering 8k trees in the vicinity. A dead ply the family. 

from what I had had. His idea is plant, if a bushy one, thrown on b. A small fruit garden. 

that a winter covering for plants the ground will stop a lot of leaves, e. A small apple and plum 

is not to keep them from freezing and a row of them over a row of orchard. 

but to keep them from thawing. plants will stop leaves enough to d. Plantings of trees, shrubs 

Plants that are not exceptionally make a first class cover. These and flowers os mallee 5 

hardy, if covered during the win- will stop the snow from blowing aliracHve: 

ter, unless the weather is contin. 2W¥ay and save the gardener a lot 2. For every farm— 

uously and uniformly cold, are of trouble in the way of raking A shelter belt of deciduous 

apt to smother and rot if covered and covering. and evergreen trees to 

very deeply. During warm spells IT noticed in my neighbor’s gar- protect the farmstead. 

the moisture in the crown seems to den where his early potatoes and 3. For every school — 

tend to rotting and the death of other early erops had been, that he Grounds adorned with trees, 

the plant. If covered enough to had apparently sowed something ; shrubs and flowers. 

keep it from thawing it is much that had come up and covered the 4. The study of gardening in the 

more likely to live through the ground with a growth which re- public schools for all boys 

winter than under a deeper cov- mained green all winter. I asked 3 and girls. . 

ering wheer it might thaw from him what sort of a crop it was and 5. The suitable planting of trees 

below. rather than from above. he told me he was raising nitrogen and shrubs on all highways. 

My neighbor’s theory is that for next year’s crop. He pulled 6. Public parks and playgrounds 

early covering of plants is not us- UP @ plant which had a great quan-  _ for every village and city. 

ually necessary. In fact last winter tity of roots and all along the roots‘ The commercial production of 

in March when his strawberry bed little green nodules like a multi- vegetables, fruits, nursery 

was covered with snow and snow. ‘ude of tiny embryonic potatoes. stock, seeds and flowers. 

drifts, I saw him spreading straw The plant was the Hairy or Winter 8. The origination of better var- 

and chaff on top of the snow. But Vetch, a plant of the pea family, ieties of fruits by the plant- 

the result seemed to justify this Upon the roots of which nitrogen r ing of seeds. — ae 

practice for his strawberries were fixing bacteria live, and cause these 2. The extermination, of inuneus 

the finest in the neighborhood. nodules in which nitrogen is stored I Insects ant plant dinenses. 

Another reason for delay in cov- in such shape that becomes avail- a th Aedaration of Principles 

ering, so he tells me, is that if he able as plant food. When this is a a 7 a . pear of No. 

waits until everything is frozen spaded into the soil in the spring : git wen es opted by our 
own society.
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DOOR COUNTY CHERRIES woods and have their own cooks He contemplates extensive im- 
(Continued from November) and leaders. provements in his pickers’ quar- 

: : Will Marshall and son Ray, Job ters next season, installing shower 

The Cove cherries this year are Tong, Ben Otis, Lester Birming- baths and other modern improve- 

an exceptionally fine lot of fruit. ham, each have orchards that ments. It is possible that Mr. 

M. E Tayrence hes about 10 show the owners are men experi- Overbeck’s place will be used as a 

acres in cherries and apples and enced in horticulture and are do- community center for pickers for 

this is his best season. His trees ing better than ever this year. several small orchards in that im- 
are principally on ridge land and mediate vicinity. 

sa ie ae oe big lie 0 Good As Any Harry Walker, conductor on the 
er orchards in the vicinity o . 

The Cove are those owned by W. While John Hanson, down the Witt Gti ee 

O. Brown, who has about 10 acres; bay shore, has not a very large oversee the cherr hi 
Ellis Stokdyke, 15 acres; Lucius T. orchard his cherries are the equal hia ener oe , 3 ; eight acres. It is also one of the 
Gould, 15 acres. Ed. DeSmith of any grown in the county, He Te a ards 
also has an orchard in that viein- as 500 pretty 7 and 8 year old map Biee oun OSeAanes: 
ity. Stanton Minor has 7 acres in trees on his 5 acres and expects to Other Orchards 

cherries. pick at least 1,200 cases. He has Cedrie Dreutzer is another fruit 
between 30 and i paler. a grower on the bay shore that has 
gaged, many of them being local 4 large acreage of young fruit 

Better Than Ever people. trees, cherries and plume ‘it are 

Robert Cornish’s 12 acres are . commencing to bring good returns. 

producing better than ever this Coming Orchards Mr. Dreutzer’s plum orchard is 

year. S. T. Learned’s crop is Among the ‘‘coming”’ orchards one of the largest in this district. 

larger and better than ever. F.N. is that of Henry Overbeck. Situ- Other bay shore fruit growers 

Graass has 15 acres that are pro- ated in the fruit belt Mr. Overbeck are John Pallister, who also grows 
ducing the very best of cherries. has about ten acres of young grapes, A. S. Brooks, Harry Dan- 

M. B. Goff has 50 girls, princi- cherry trees, which this year koehler and others in the Little 
pally from Green Bay, picking in proved to be good producers. [larbor district. 

his 35 acre orchard and will get a Having several buildings suitable The old Anton Long 80-acre 

big yield this year, having given for sleeping and feeding pickers, farm is now known as the ‘‘B”’ 

his orchard particular care. The Mr. Overbeck was among those Orchard company, named from 

young ladies have a camp in the who took care of his own crew. the Brills of Green Bay. F.N. 

Snow Flake Dry Arsenate of Lead 

Floceulent, light, adherent. 

Use the product of quality this season and get the maximum results. 

Cream City Products mean quality, service, price 

Lime Sulphur Copper Sulphate 
Fertilizers 

Sodium Nitrate Lime (high grade) 

e e 

Cream City Chemical Works 
770-778 K. K. Avenue. Milwaukee, Wisconsin 

—)
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Kohn is one of the head men of Leen ee rT 

this property which is owned by rR im _ <, 
PEP one ‘ x.) 

Green Bay people. They have a Vee Wy Cf Ds Wak) al 
NU a7 Cane She Feed beg W 

large orchard and a fine crop of V BA? ners es g_ TS 5 

fruit. Me 2 SSS 

Frank Borchert’s 20 acres are iW ik) 
: . % extes ei s 

being picked by the girls from the y bs Top Dressing Talks, No. 2 
Boyce camp. Mr. Borchert will me A 

get about 2,500 crates, Ape aA Fertilizer Bulletins Free— 
. AR 

Michael Hahn has a 10 aere or- M4 Susie rt 
chard of young trees which are @ We would like to tell you about ARCADIAN Sul- 

just starting to bear and will get Anions ff phate of Ammonia; why it is the great American 

about a thousand crates. ammoniate; why it is the best top dressing for any 

R. Fellner has 18 acres and will GB a crop that needs nitrogen; and how to use it most 
average better than a crate each y profitably. 
on his young trees. B. Sackett 

also has a young orehard just Write for these instructive and interesting free bulletins 
starting to bear. He has 10 acres. and we will send them. Order by number. Address 

Richard Gilbert will get a thou- The Barrett Company, Agricultural Department. 
san ses from his 5 acres. 7 sand ca es a No. 1—“Important Facts about Areadian — No. 88—“Suecessful Potato Growing.” Harry Evans, owner of Cherry ser ep euintte of Ammonia.” bt No. 89—"Sulphate of Ammonia for Vegeta- ’ No, 2 ) Inerease ° Yield of Tim- bles.”" Height orchard, has one of the Ne. No. (0—“Whieh' Souree of Nitrogen is Best?” h ‘ H No. 30—“Sulphate of Ammonia by ‘Those 0. 91—“Sweet Potatoes and Yams.” prettiest locations in the county, No UO a ts en aie Fertilizati ‘ No. 93—“Sulphate ot Ammonia as a Nitrog- 

fi : . = . | ation in the enous Fertilizer.”’ 2TeSs rer in South.” io. H—*§ q f nee at the crest of the hill overlooking No. 68 —"'Sulphate of Ammonia vs, the Boll ‘o bs Sulphate of Ammonia for Sugar 
the city. | No. ee No. 9— Referenee,, List on Sulphate of Am- 

Other orchards in the fruit belt, No. 71—Fertilizer Note Book. No. 9—"Some Experiences in Orchard Fer- nel : No. 81—Areadian Sulphate of Ammonia—Di- . tilization.”” consisting of five and ten acre is ag, rections for Use. No. 97—“Field Experiences on Availability of os tae No. 8{—“Sulphate of Ammonia: Its Source, Nitrogenous Fertilizers.” tracts are Louis Nebel, Ed. Squier, ike a5—uperpametion and Use.” . No. 98—"'Fertilizers for the Orchard.” 

E. Bartlett, Mrs. A. Greaves, John No. 86—"More Wheat. “PPI Orchard. No: Qo-""Pert{liging: with Sulphate of Ammo- 

Kostka, Elbert Kubis, Peter Simon 

and T. A. and H. J. Sanderson. 

All of these orchards are just com- 

mencing to become profitable and 

there will be a large increase in Sulphate of Ammonia 

production during the next few 

years. : Sulphate of Ammonia is the well-known standard article that has done 
The fruit belt extending across you good service in your mixed fertilizers for years past. 

the peninsula east of Sturgeon 
Bay és about Afteen: miles long, Arcadian is the kiln-dried and screened grade, made fine and dry for top 

a S. 3 and contains many orchards not ressing purposes. Ammonia 35% % guaranteed. Made in U. S. A. 

mentioned " the above writeup FOR SALE BY 

also orchards on the west side o INDIANA: New Albany; Hopkins Fertilizer Co. 
the bay and up the peninsula. KENTUCKY: Louisville; Louisville Fertilizer Co. 

MICHIGAN: Detroit; Solvay Process Co. 

Biggest Camp In County 
. 

Out at the fair grounds are 400 | For information The Cc New York,N.Y. 
boys in one great camp. They are as to applica- ompany 
Y. M. C. A. n fr ll tion, writ 2 i i 

M C youngsters from a ° e Agricultural Department Medina, Ohio 
over Wisconsin and work subject 

tor wall trou growers belore ie to ccesceereesnnesmnssenrressemsniemnnienement sseneeesinicinscncnanececonisinmionennesieneennnnniniasiicel
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the Union. They are assigned in and picks the greater part of the (’—=—-@--—————————--——_ 

working parties to the different crop himself. 

orchards and are taken to and Last year one of the boys in the “TENTED AUG.13,1907 

from work each day in trucks. ‘‘Y’’ camp averaged 131 quarts a 
The camp has a director who has day for the entire picking season. 

his hands full most of the time. At The Cove this year one 
The boys live in the buildings on picker averaged a quart of goose- Fro.1 F102 Flo 3 

the grounds and besides have a berries every three minutes for the 

number of army tents. They have day. BERRY BOXES 
their own cooks, and, take it from It is claimed that an Indian 

the cooks, those 400 live like the Picker in the county got 260 quarts Crates, Bushel Boxes 
Four-Hundred and can eat up in one day but this report is not and Climax Baskets 

more grub than all the summer re- Verified. : 

sorters in the county put together. As You Like Them 

town nights they start at Pou- Just As Many On Sawyer Side rolding ‘Barty Boxes “of, wood “eneet 
Ss’ Ca itchen 4 ake 2» . that give satisfaction. Berry box an 

os’ candy kitchen and’ make the Over on the Sawyer side of the crate material in the K. D. in earload 
rounds of every candy shop and . 4 a lots our specialty. We constantly earry 

: 2” bay cherries are just as plentiful in stock 16 quart crates all made up 
bakery in town, causing the con- = 5 : ready for use, either for strawberries or 

: and just as nice. Old Veteran blueberries. No order too small or too 
fectioners and bakers to start 1 ‘ large for us to handle. We can ship the 

. . . George Walker has six and a half folding boxes and crates in K. D. from 
right in again and get another é ae HF Milwaukee. Promptness {s essential in 

k ready for the next night acres of as pretty cherry land as handling, fruit, and we alm to do our 

stock ready © NERY Might. one ean find in the county. He orders. A postal brings our price list. 

tae employs 25 pickers, all home peo- Cumberland Fruit Package 
Picking Records Broken ple, and will get 1,000 crates. His Company 

William Staab, of Milwaukee, trees were planted in 1910, 1911 Peete D,OutabertaNa, Wi, 

one of the Y. M.C. A. boys camped and 1912. 
at the fair grounds, broke all pick- Theodore Abrahamson has five 

ing records last week while work- and a half. aeres, good for 1h00”™E=——S—SS 

ing in the Stokdyke orchard. In crates and has 40 local pickers. 

12 hours’ picking, in one day, his He has 500 8-year old trees and The Hawks 

card was punched for 232 quarts. 100 6-year old. 

He was picking Early Richmonds Nursery 
and picked with stems on. His Avocation 

Julius Dubois, of this city, pre- Just aw good aw any; atid. better Company 

viously held the picking record, rr ; 
. . . than many, is the orchard owned 

which he established in 1915, of : , +43 
994 fais day’s picki wr by John Boler who brought up his are in a position to 

th aL anone Gay ie ing 1n young trees for 7 years by working furnish high grade 

i SME a a “i ard. Julie oy them in his spare time when he Nursery Stock of all 
has an orchard of his own now was not working at the Door kinds and varieties 

—aoS|SSSS———— Count f State Bank He has ° suitable to Wiscon- 
po OREN: mete aaa = sin and other north- 

WANTED worked hard on his orchard and is ern districts. 
Experienced gardener for a reaping the fruits of his labor. Will be glad to fig- 

Se aa eer Besides 9 acres in cherries he has a ure on your wants 
fruit trees. Comfortable cot- 6-acre apple orchard and has also paeg im ae or 
tage, three rooms and bath, aking car oo small quantities. electric light. Married man been taking care of the 9-year old q 

without small chi'dren pre- cherry orehard of his brother-in- 

ferred. Eermanent. position, law, Walter Larson. Among Mr. == Address Bole’ 1 ie a ‘at 
er’s employes is an aviator, OLIVER C, FULLER or a tend ‘ . 

Milwaukee, Wis. Mr. Wood of Fond du Lae, but Wauwatosa, Wis. 
First Wisconsin Nat'l Bank Mr. Wood’s professional services 

"| sare not required. Mr. Boler has 2S
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2 WISCONSIN FAVORED 
The Kicka oOo Valle FRUIT DISTRICT Pp y - McK AY NURSERY 
Our Specialty: Planting and Developing orchards for non-residents 

A few choice tracts for sale. If interested, write us. COMP ANY 

MADISON, WISCONSIN 

KICKAPOO DEVELOPMENT COMPANY . a 
GAYS MILLS, WISCONSIN 

Nursery Stock of 

thick, squatty trees that can be % Quality 

picked even without the use of a ° for Particular Buyers 

ladder. Quality Stock Have all the standard varieties 

Native Plum Small Fruits as well as the newer sorts. Can 
. Forty Tons of Cherries ee supply you with everything in 

Cherry Ridge Fruit Farm, for Wisconsin Planters. Read eee poe 
owned by Melvin Haines, proves our Price List before you * . 

i - . Let us suggest what to plant 

that oe * the ee West it oa ae taaaa Year’ both in Orchard and in the 
cherries. ome of the trees are ; . decoration of your grounds. 

8-years old and others are from 10 Kellogg s Nurseries Eeiges find, our new catalog 

to 14 years. The old trees are Box 77, Janesville, Wis. your Wetcar wanta necelp 

holding up fine, with 6 and 8 cases *##erererererererreerererrererer! . 

toatree. The 70 pickers, all from Has Algoma Pickers Nurseries at 

the neighborhood, picked 5 tons of . Waterloo, Wis. 
es About 175 pickers are employed 

cherries in one day. Over 20 tons . 
. in the orchard owned by NC OO 

of earlies were harvested and at . 
Jacobs and Ed. Jacobs. The pickers 

least 40 tons are expected from the ducnit 
5.000 trees, The 40: tony ung nek = principally Algoma young Pe0- _agimimmummmmsmnmninnNHRHS 

weight, most of the cherries being ple who are having on enjoyable z a 
bee % Z 5 outing besides making lots of 2 = 
milked, or picked stripped . . E The = 
without Stans money. Nic Jacobs has 25 acres = z 

. in cherries and will get between & Jewell Nursery = 
: . 4,000 and 5,000 crates. His trees 2 2 

Nice To Pick d : = = 
Too Nice To are 12 and 13 years old. Ed. z Company 2 

Mrs. Fanny Jones owns the Jacobs has about 8 acres in cherries = Lake City, Minn. B 

Ridge View Orchard. She ar- and will get an exceptionally heavy 3 ~ E 
dently objects to her 20 acres be- yield. 2 J. M. UNDERWOOD, A 

ing called a farm, because she The Waupee Fruit Co., of which 2 . . res: 2 

hasn’t a pig or a cow or a chicken John Hull is the head, has 18 acres = Hstablished 1868 = 
on the place—just fruit, that’s all. in cherries and will harvest 36,000 = Fif Y. 2 
Her cherries look so nice it is a pounds of fruit this year. Mr. & 1 ty. ears = 

shame to pick them from the trees, Hull’s son-in-law, D. W. Warren, = Continuous 2 

and she positively won’t strip has ten acres and will have a big = Service 2 
them for the canning factory. crop also. c = 

Those cherries must be picked on a E A Complete Stock 2 

the stem and shipped in neatly Root crops and cabbage require & of Fruit, Shelter 2 
packed crates. Mrs. Jones has a cool cellar with some moisture a Sto a nee = 
about 10 acres in cherries, with in the air. Squash and pumpkins F Varietie 5 ton = 

some young trees, and employs require a dry warm cellar. 3° Northern Plant- E 

only local pickers to gather 1,500 Onions should be placed on shelves ers. = 

eases. She has a lovely crop of or in bins not over eight or ten & ApeKis Wanted EB 

pears and many acres of plums, inches deep with a good circula- 2 Bents 

too, which are looking very nice. tion of air about them. 2082
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Raspberry Culture innumerable suckers will spring four inches of soil over the roots is 
Hints for Beginners up, not only close to the plants enough and not too much. 

: but between them and in fact If a large field is to be planted 
Frederic Cranefield and N. A. wherever the roots extend. It is and a number of planters work 

Rasmussen plain that this surplus growth of systematically no doubt the furrow 
: ‘ plants must be restri¢ted or the method will save time but the av- 

a Two kinds (species) of raspher- field will soon become merely a erage planter will set by hand 
ries are commonly cultivated for brush patch, yielding little or no using a spade. 

home use and for market, the red fruit, Cut back the tops at planting 
and the black—the latter known time leaving only short stubs. 
as blackeaps or simply caps. Huis vs. Marren Row Where available a plant-setting ma- 

These kinds, aside from their : chine commonly used for settin 
color, differ in the manner in which Two methods of culture are in tobaeeo ib 1 8 
they are propagated. common use by growet's, the hill ‘°Pacco and ca age Pp ants, can. 

Red raspberries are propagated and the matted row. Good paying be used successfully if a special, 
by ‘‘suckers’’ from the roots of the crops may be grown by either larger and deeper cutting hoe is 

parent plant. In the black-eaps method, used. 
plants grow from the tips of the In the case of the hill system the As the season advances a number 
branches when these are covered Plants are set 2 to 214 feet apart of shoots or suckers will appear. 
with soil or are held in place by a and the rows 6 feet apat't. After These develop into plants which 
lump of earth or other means. the first season the suckers are con- may produce a little fruit the fol- 

Soil: Raspberries thrive best fined to hills, 8 to 10 shoots or lowing year. 

on deep well drained soil, clay loam ‘‘canes’’ allowed to grow and all 

with clay subsoil or on gravely clay others removed. PINCHING 
loam; in other words, well drained In the matted row the plants are s dvi + ae 
“eool’’ soils. Don’t plant rasp- set 12 inches apart in the tow and ome growers advise pinching i ; 4 the growing shoots the first season 
berries on thin, gravelly, or light the suckers allowed to form a mat- when, about Sishtea ineh . 
sandy soil and expect to be success- ted row 12 to 15 inches wide and height t 8 b i £8 Sat 

ful. the canes 6 to 8 inches apart. The thie 7 10 ENCOOMAGE DEGNCNINg Du 
F yin ly plenty matted row usually yields’ more is 18 not an unportant matter. 

or Paying crops apply plenty . yy Something may be gained by 
of stable manure. fruit than the hill system. pinching but certainly no harm 

will result if it is not done. Cut- 
Red Raspberries SeriiNd Tie Puinza ting back the matured canes the 

The culture of the red raspberry following spring is a matter of the 
is influenced at every step by its One method of planting is to highest importance as will be 
habit of producing suckers or plow shallow furrows for the rows, shown later. 
shoots from the roots. The first after the field has been plowed and CULTIVATION AND INTERCROPPING 

year of its growth a number of harrowed, then set the plants the The ground should be kept clean 
suckers will develop from the par- required distance and cover the and mellow all the season by fre- 

ent plant but not more than roots, using a hoe or spade and quent cultivation and hoeing. Veg- 
needed. The following year, how- tramping firmly about the roots. etables may be grown between the 
ever, and each succeeding year, If the ground is mellow thrée to rows the first season but don’t
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plant strawberries between rasp- many of these the first year, five other fruits opinions of growers 
berry rows, as the strawberry or six, and are all retained. differ widely when it comes to se- 

plants will interfere with cultiva- As in the case of reds there is lecting varieties. The following 

tion or mulching of the raspberries 10 objection to growing an annual kinds are popular with Wisconsin 
the following season when it is Crop between the rows the first growers: 

most needed. Number of plants re- S&80n. Two rows of beans,’ one Red: Marlboro, King, Cuthbert, 
quired: Three thousand six hun. TW of potatoes or other root crops, in the order named. 
dred and thirty plants are required ™&Y be grown between each two Black: Plum Farmer, Cumber- 
for an acre when planted 2 x 6 ft. rows of raspberries without serious land, Gregg, as named. 

detriment to the berry plant. 
Black Caps Pa: ee will be borne ne year Other Kinds 

: e plants are set out, either on 
/ Black caps require rather more reds or blacks but every effort Purple Raspberries: The Co- 
room than the reds. The reds are should be made to secure a stron lumbian, Shaffers Colossal and 

h i 7 upright growers while the blacks healthy growth of plants. Deep, perhaps other varieties, strong 

ei ee in anit. Three rich soil and thoro cultivation growing kinds sometimes produc- 

some se negara e nevond will produce such plants. But lit- ing canes twelve to fifteen feet in 
° 8 leties ought to tle fruit will be borne the vear fol- height and an inch or re in dia- 

have even more room. The rows Jowing planting, the second growth i beari i a, i. a may be 7 fect apart. An acre g pla g, second growth — meter, bearing purplish fruit, are 
. acre year, but thoro eultivation must hybrid , i planted 3 x 6 ft. requires 2.420 , ybrids produced by crossing the 

pleats: q ’ not be neglected for starved red and the black raspberry. 

In contrast:to:this onesuasesstal plants will never bear profitable The purple or purple-cane rasp- 
grower plants black-caps eighteon crops. The second year after berries are better adapted to the 
inches apart in the rows and re- planting, third growth year, one- home garden than to growing for 
news the plantation at the end of half a normal or full crop mav be market. They are not more pro- 

three years, taking only one full sapectel and a full crop the next ductive than the red or the black, 
and succeeding years. the rank growth interf ith crop. . _& interferes wit 

A raspberry plantation should proper cultivation and involves 
Pranrina yield profitable crops for four to greater expense in picking. Also 

. six years. Many plantations are the very unattractive color of the 
The ‘tip’? plant of the black fruited for a longer period, eight fruit lessens its market value. 

raspberry as received from the ‘© ten years or even longer, but Everbearing Raspberries: The 
nursery is a flattened, compact ‘7 the opinion of many successful so-called everbearing raspberries 
bunch of fine roots with a single rowers, the expense of cultivation are to be classified with the ever- 

stem arising from the center. i? these older fields, the difficulty bearing strawberries, interesting 
fees this stem are numerons bs securing a vigorous growth and and attractive to the amateur but 

bu ee ee Re the iseiane of nl a dis- of little value to the commercial 
¢ 77 is bud cluster case pests render it unprofitable to grower. The St. Regis is the best 
is covered too deep with heavy soil fruit raspberries longer than five known of the everbearing type. 

ue buds will not push through. or six years. , 

e are therefore confronted with Af ter the First Year 
the problem of covering the roots TRELLIS. 
deep enough so they will not dry . The suggestions so far given in- 

out and shallow enough to avoid Tt has been the universal practice elude only, planting and oes the 
smothering the buds. It can be in the past to build a trellis or sup- first season. 

done and the least difficulty will be port for raspberty plants both red Reds: During the first season 
experienced in aoil that has been and black but this is now rarely (he eds should make a growth of 
well prepared before planting. done. Growers have now learned 18 inches to 2 feet. The follow- 

Cultivation the first season is ee ea oe mae Biante a ing spring these young canes 
much the same as for the reds ex- ih a o trellis or other support. should be topped or cut back to a 
cept that the black caps do not ‘This subject of pruning will be dis- niform heigl i Be is m height of about 18 inches. 
form suckers from the roots. The ¢ussed later but mention is made A I . In the spring of the next and fol- 
only canes or stems that grow will of it here as a matter of encour — |oyj v , owing years the canes should 
be from the bud cluster mentioned agement to beginners. | i ; x \ grow to a height of three to five 

above. Usually there are not too Varieties: As in the case of feet and these should be cut back,
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in the'spring, to a height of thirty conserve moisture and add fertil- considered in connection with the 

inches. Weak and diseased canes _ ity. fact. that Wisconsin raspberry 

should be removed. fields in 1919 yielded an average 
Pruning improves the quality of CAUTION of 150 cases, of 24 pints, per acre. 

the fruit. If all the buds are left a 3 
more fruit will set than the me ‘ce Hl of nie for ———— 

market in Wisconsin at the pres- . 

rat cn meen matt Ga tine proms toe prof” Strawberry Gur 
we 1 . able business and it is very un- . 

frum Wall De Dome so high as to dixely that it will be overdone in Frederic Cemvefild) and N- 
crease the difficulty of picking it. the near future. At the present: co 
It is also probable that the quan- time the acreage has so far de- The purpose of this article is to 

tity of the fruit is increased by creased as to be almost negligible. help the beginner; it is not meant 
pruning. While the policy of the Horti- to be a treatise on strawberry 

As stated above the number of cultural Society at the present growing and no attempt has been 

canes retained for fruiting should — time is to encourage the planting made to distinguish between 
not be more than 8 to 10 if in hills of berries, both to benefit grow- growing for home use and for 
or closer than 6 to 8 inches if in ergs and in order that there may market as the methods are the 

a matted row and the row 12 tu be a plentiful supply of this de- same in both cases. 
15 inchés wide. This caution to  licious fruit, those who intend to Soils:—Any soil that will pro- 
cut out surplus plants of the red plant are invited to carefully con- ‘duce a good crop of corn will pro- 
raspberry confining the growth sider the following points: duce a good crop of strawberries. 

for fruitage to a comparatively Only those who have a natural Strawberries are grown for mar- 
few canes and these severely cut aptitude for this kind of work or ket in Wisconsin on. light sandy, : 

back every spring cannot be too in lieu of this recognize the fact gravely loam, black prairie and 

often repeated. , that gardening and fruit growing _ light clay soils and successfully in 
Black Caps: The black caps at require vastly more work per acre all cases. The physical proper- 

the end of the first season should 22d eloser attention to details ties of the soil are of less impor- 

have two to five stout canes to than farm crops and firmly deter- tance than drainage and fertility. 
each hill, more or less branched, mine on close application to these Site:—Level ground is best for 
two to three feet in height. After details, should engage in it. strawberries or any other fruit 
the first year the canes may at- iven this aptitude or its equiva- crop. A few days in earliness 

tain a height of five feet, much lent in determination to succeed may be gained by planting on a 
branched and curving to the there are other essentials: suit- south’ slope or ripening may be 

ground. These stems or canes ble soil, proximity to market and retarded somewhat if the planta- 
should be pruned as in the ease available pickers. : tion is on a north slope but the 

of the reds. The cutting should The question of market should difference is so slight that it 
consist in shortening the branches be considered relatively. If the rarely offsets the added expense 
which spring from the main stems Ultimate market is one hundred and inconvenience of cultivation 
one-half or more, or if not Miles distant and the berry field on sloping ground and the neces- 

branched in eutting the canes one-half mile from a shipping _ sity of planting so as to avoid ero- 
back to a height of 24 to 30 Point It may be a nearer market — sion. The mid-season crop is thé 
inches. : than one requiring a haul of ten most profitable one for Wisconsin 

Cultivation: Cultivation for the Miles by team to a point where growers. No matter how much 
second and succeeding seasons the berries go on sale. we struggle for earliness, Tllinois 
should be thé same as for the first Fifteen to twenty good pickers can beat us by three weeks. 
season, clean, thoro cultivation Will be required for each acre of The so-called early varieties 

to keep the soil stirred and to Ted raspberries in full bearing are shy bearers and as a rule lack 
keep down weeds and grass. and it is a matter of first impor- vigor. These varieties may yield 

Mulching: If stable manure in tance that there be available a few early berries but rapidly 
sufficient quantity is available or every day during the fruit pick- fall off and cannot be depended 

other coarse material it will pay ing season. on for the main crop. 
to apply it heavily around the Now if these requirements seem Preparation of Soils:—Don’t 

plants every year. This mulch formidable none are incapable of plant strawberries on sod land,. 
will serve to keep down weeds, accomplishment and should be that is land on which gtass has
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been grown for two or more sea- scarcely worth planting. Nurs- viz., the proper depth of setting. 

sons as such soils are quite sure erymen furnish only runner If the plants are set too deep the 

to be infested by the white grub plants. If plants are received ‘‘crown’’ or growing point is cov- 

which will feed on the roots of from the-nursery packed tightly ered; if set too high the roots are 

the strawberry plants. in bundles, open the bundles at exposed. In either case the plant 

Land intended for strawberries once, separate the plants: and may fail to grow. With a little 

should be plowed in. the fall and either pack in boxes or baskets practice thé right way may be 

only lightly dicked or harrowed with damp moss, chaff or saw- found. : 

in the spring just before planting dust, separating the roots or else Cultivation:—Keep the — soil 

as strawberry plants do not grow ‘theel-in’’ outdoors. loose, mellow and free from weeds 

well in soil that is very loose and “Heeling-in’’ in briefest terms throughout the season by frequent 

mellow. is temporary planting. Dig a cultivation. An adjustable _fine- 

The choicest selection for a trench just deep enough to admit tooth cultivator is a good tool to 

strawberry field is land that was the roots; lay the plants in side use. Run close to the plants at 

heayily manured the previous sea- by side and cover the roots with first and as the runners stretch 

son and planted to corn, potatoes earth leaving the crowns exposed. out into the space between the 

or other cultivated crop and fall Trimming. Hor convenience in rows, close up the cultivator al- 

plowed. Under these conditions planting the roots may be lowing the plants to set oe 7 

the manure is thoroly incorpor- trimmed, In case of heavy root matted rows two feet wide, thus 

ated into the soil and weeds are srowth ‘the roots may be “sh ct leaving a two-foot path between 

subdued to a large extent. 8 rs may snot the rows. In ease of too vigorous 

Manure:—Strawberries require ened to four inches 0 length. growth attach a rolling coulter to 

a soil rich in plant food in order Close trimming, to: two inches or the cultivator to remove surplus 

to produce paying crops. Tt wili less, is to be avoided as these runners. Care should be taken to 

be a waste of time to plant for short roots will not reach moist keep the rows full of plants by 

market on thin, worn out soil soil. Remove all leaves but one training runners so as to, fill va- 

without first manuring. Tf stable or two before planting. cant places. This is what is 

manure can be had apply 10 to Strawberry plants may be set as known as the “matted row’? sys- 

25 loads per acre. close as 18 inches in the row and tem, the most practical way for 

Tt should not be inferred from — the rows four feet apart but tor the average grower. Where there 

this that all land must he heavily the most varieties 24 inches in the 18 @ demand for very large ber- 

fertilized with stable manure be- row is better. At 2 by 4 feet ries, uniform in size, the single or 

fore planting as average farm or 5,445 plants are required for an double ‘‘hedge row’? or hill sys- 

garden land that has been fairly — aere. tem may be adopted. 

treated as to fertilizers in former Plants are usually set hy £he Tf the ground is rich and the 
years will produce a good erop of apade asthod, tea personE wank: season. favorable too many plants 

plants the first year, if thoroly ing in company. may set. In this case as the sea- 

cultivated. The plant setting machineeom. 80D, advances remove the surplus 

Plants and Planting:—Runner monly used for setting tobacco until the plants in the row stant 
plants of the preeeding year’s and cabbage plants is also. suc- about four inches apart. . 

growth are the only ones that cessfully employed in setting Remove all blossoms the first 
should be used. Plants that have — strawberry plants. ok as soon as oe Al 

ee borne fruit are suitable » thine is hi . des 0 he energies o he paren onee borne fruit are not suitable, One thing is highly important, plants’ must be’ direcied to plant 

ys hog é pia UE ae making the first season and not 

i ‘ wasted in the production of flow- 

: ers and fruit. 
i Considerable hocing and weed- 

i ing will be needed the first season 
i for the beds must be kept clean. 

| Grass and weeds rob the straw- 

berry plants of food and moisture. 

ee We should endeavor to secure a 
: s good stand of strong, vigorous, 

Perfect Imperfect deeply rooted plants the first sea-
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son; lacking this we cannot expect ard sorts. The experienced grow- thawing. Marsh hay is the ideal 
a profitable crop of fruit next er, especially if he has an irri- material for this purpose. Clean 
year. gation plant, can usually grow straw is also used but as it usu- 

Perfect and Imperfect Flowers: them profitably. The most popu- ally contains weed seeds hay is 
—Some varieties of strawberries lar kinds are Americus, Progres- preferable. About two tons of 
produce only imperfect flowers. sive and Superb. Progressive hay will be required for an acré 
These flowers have no stamens and seem to be the most prolific; Su- which is equivalent to a heavy 
are therefore incapable of self- perb large fruit, and Americus crop of growing hay. 
pollination. It is important to more nearly an all season or ever- This covering should be left on 
keep this fact in mind when select- bearer. until growth starts in the spring 
ing varieties, for if only imper- Mr. M. S. Kellogg of Janesville when about two-thirds of it 
feet-flowered varieties are selected who has grown the ‘‘everbearers’’ should be raked into the spaces 
no fruit will be borne. A part of since the first commercial varieties between the rows where it will 
the plantation at least must be of appeared, sixteen years ago, has serve to keep down weeds, retain 
kinds bearing perfect flowers. this to say of them: moisture, keep the fruit clean and 
Nurserymen indicate in their cata- “This class of fruit has passed furnish a ‘‘carpet’’ for the pick- 
logues the imperfect varieties by the experimental stage and has be- ers. 
the abbreviation ‘‘Imp.’’ come a necessity for the home gar- The balance of the mulching 

Kinds to Plant:—The amateur en and for the commercial grower should be left on the plant row 
as well as the professional soon when conditions of soil and = and the plants allowed to push 
learns that in the selection of va- market are favorable. Tn grow- thru it. The more mulching left 
rieties he must be largely guided by ing the Everhbearers the following on the row the better so long as 
local conditions of soil, climate, i8 the most anproved method of the plants are able to work thru 
ete. and that no list ean be given culture. Plant as early in sprine it as it serves the double purpose 
that will be satisfactory over the 4S the conditions of soil and of keeping down weeds and re- 
whole state. However, two var- weather will nermit. keen all taining moisture. 

ieties, Warfield and Dunlap, seem bloom removed from the plants It is not well to remove any 

to give satisfaction over a wider Util abont one month before yon part of the mulch too early in the 
range of soils and climate in Wis- Wish the frnit to begin to rinen. spring as it serves to retard the 
consin than any other standard Allow the plants set to prodnee growth of the plants and thus 
varieties. Some growers advocate from four to cight rmmners and furnish security against late 
planting only Dunlap. when these are rooted keen all frosts. In fact care should be 

other runners ent off as soon as taken to leave the mulch on until 
Far. Beart or $o-Canuep Ever- thev appear. You will then have the new leaves under the cover 

SEARING STRAIWRERRTS a hedge Tow or half matted TONY show white. 
system and if clean enlturs is 

Within a few years a new group given and with ood fertile coil After the First Year 
of strawberries has appeared, the you will get lots of berries. Tf you . . 
so-called ‘‘everbearers.’? These wish fruit do not let them make too It is the practice of many grow- 
kinds do not, as the name indi- many plants. A bed of Fver- °TS to harvest but one crop of ber: 
cates, bear throughout the whole hearers after havine frnited the ‘Ties and at the end of the picking 
season but produce a crop at the year of planting should ba well S¢8Son plow under the plants and 
same season as the standard var- covered and can be carried over Use the land for a crop of ruta- 
ieties and, after a short rest period, to fruit the following June if de- haga, turnip or buckwheat. In 
a second and often a third and a_ sired or the fruit stem can be kent favorable seasons late cabbages 
fourth erop, frequently fruiting off the second season until July 0 the early maturing varieties of 
from June to November. 15th and they will bear again in Sweet corn may be planted. 

Enough berries, a straggling the fall. Right varieties, rich soil If it is desired to carry the field 
few, are borne between erops to and good eulture will win the over another year, after picking 
partly justify the name ‘‘everbear-  Everbearers but the greatest of cut the plants close to the ground 

ing.’” these of GOOD culture.” with a mower and after they have 
These kinds are most excellent Winter Protection: Strawberry dried burn them. 

for the home garden but the be- plants must be given winter pro- In order to avoid injury to the 
ginner who is growing for market tection, a light covering, not so roots by fire the mowed plants 
should not plant heavily of the much to prevent freezing as to and mulching should be thoroly 
everbearers but stick to the stand- prevent alternate freezing and dried so as to burn quickly.
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No cultivation is given the sec- varieties will be perfectly hardy spider has troubled it a great deal. 

ond season but any strong grow- when grown on a well drained soil ‘lransplanting it to an entirely new 
ing weeds which appear such as_ and ina sheltered location and will location early in the spring before 

dock, thistle, ete., may be readily almost invariably winter-kill when growth starts scems to help some- 
cut out by the use of a broad the soil is heavy and poorly what. 
chisel attached to a fork handle. drained. The columbine is a great favor- 

The plants are mulched in the The list of perennials is so long ite with many and it is perfectly 

fall the someas for the first year. that only a few of the more desir- hardy. It comes in all shades of 
Strawberries when grown as tp ‘ | Ki 

here advised, by the matted row able varieties can be mentioned. red, blue and white. There are 

system, cannot be profitably Queen of all hardy flowers is the singles and doubles and all lengths 

cropped more than two years. peony, and as it has a place on of spurs to none at all. The long- 

the program you will be fully in- spurred hybrids have upright 

formed as to its merits. flowers placed on slender stems, 

P A close second to the peony of which make them especially desir- 

/ . late years is the iris, or fleur-de-lis. able for cutting. 

d ty Its tall, stately flower, in wonder- A plant that has recently come 

: . ful combinations of blue, violet into favor again is the delphinium, 

ecco ith, ee and white,-delicately veined with or larkspur. Its stately spikes of 

. ~ oe gold bronze and purple, make it a bloom in all shades of blue are 

regal flower, and its sword shaped very striking. The Belladonna 

_ foliage of silvery green makes it hybrids in shades of lavender and 

ornamental when not in flower. the Chinese larkspur in white and 

The .German varieties are most blue are best for cutting. The 

A FEW WORDS ABOUT suitable for this part of the coun-  |*ormosum hybrids are tall and are 

FLOWERS try. They like a dry and rather good for the border. 

Hardy Perennials - heavy soil. Fall or late summer is One of the earliest flowers to 

the best time to plant the bulbs or bloom in the spring is the Iceland 

H. C. Christensen, Oshlcosh. rhizomes. Florentina Alba, a pale poppy. It is different from most 

Of late years the herbaceous lavender, fading to pure white, is poppies in that its flowers will last 

perennials have been growing more the earliest to bloom and may be «a week or more when cut and 

and more in favor both as border had in flower by Memorial Day. placed in water. Its fragrance is 

plants and also for cut flower pur- Celeste, pale blue; Pallida Dal- pleasing and it comes in shades of 

poses. There are good reasons for matica, deep blue; Madam ('her- yellow and red. Its giant relative, 

the popularity of this type of cau, white, lilac edged; Queen of the Oriental poppy, is probably the 

plant. The fact that they do not May, rose; Iris King, yellow and most showy of garden flowers. 

need replanting every year; their brown, are some of the best of the The pyrethrum is the first of the 

sturdiness of growth, thus requir- older varieties. A great many hy- daisy-like flowers to bloom, often 

ing less care than annuals or ten- brids have been introduced of late in time for Memorial Day. In 

der bedding plants; the long per- years, some of them superior to color it shades from red to white. 

iod of bloom that may be had by but most of them no better than The singles are easily raised from 

a careful selection of varieties, and the varieties I have named. If you _ seed, but if fine doubles are wanted 

the varied forms and colors of have a moist, well sheltered loca- it is best to secure plants of named 

flower are some of the points that tion you can grow the Japanese varieties. Pyrethrum uliginosum 

recommend them to the grower. iris. These are the most gorgeous _ is one of the latest fall daisies, and 

While most of them are easily of all the iris family. its white flowers with yellow dises 

grown, they quickly respond to The phlox is one of the most are good for cutting. Shasta 

good cultivation, and although showy of our perennials. The size daisies and chrysanthemum maxi- 

they ordinarily survive our winter, of the florets and brilliant colors mum and latifolium fill in between. 

they are greatly benefitted by the speak well for the skill of the hy- The gaillardia, or blanket flower, 

protection of a mulching of coarse bridizer. It is a plant that sue- is exceedingly showy and attrac- 

litter. Soil and location have cecds well both in the sun and par- tive and comes in shades of yellow 

much to do with hardiness. Some tial shade. Of late years the red and maroon.
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The Wisconsin. 

State Horticultural Society | 

; The officers of the Society extend to every reader of this Supplement : 

: an invitation to become a member. The fee for a year is FIFTY CENTS. ; 

THREE REASONS e 
|. Subscription to WISCONSIN HORTICULTURE for one year. 

; 2. A copy of the ANNUAL REPORT which contains lists of rec- 3 

-¥ ommended fruits, shrubs and flowers; directions for spraying and nearly } 

F two hundred pages of papers and discussions by well informed growers, # 

amateur and professional, on practical subjects. . @ 

3. The Privilege of Membership. The State Horticultural Society of 

Wisconsin enjoys a reputation which is not excelled by any similar organi- - 

zation in the world. It is recognized as the chief exponent of practical 3 

-horticulture in Wisconsin. 5 ; 

; The principal expense of the Society work is borne by the State thru 4 

an annual appropriation but the prestige, the standing of the Society and #. 

scope of its influence depends on a large membership evenly distributed + 

F over the whole state. Without members we would become merely a # 

: bureau, an insignificant cog in a wheel of the State government. With 

: a big interested and satisfied membership we constitute a whole wheel. 

¥ You are invited to join. : ! 

Send fifty Cents to Secretary State Horticultural Society, 702'Gay %- 

¢ Building, Madison, Wisconsin. ree Dn u -.
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What Birds Shall We Protect? bits, gophers and many insects, dren have been mobilized to pro- 

7 ‘ and that the crow at times is use- mulgate the cause and the press 

By FL. Washburn; University of ful, may entertain views entirely in panaeal hag taken upon itself 

Minnesota: opposite to those of the first the duty of encouraging bird pro- 

At annual convention Minn. Hort. named class. tection. This is as it should be 

Society, Dee. 1919. All of us, whatever be our in- for there has been great need for 

I have always been an enthu- terest, oF vocations, oesrain aaah @ movenrent; bur aman ane 
siast on the subject of protecting the highest feelings towards the result. Under this intensive pro- 

birds and have neglected no op- familiar birds of our door-yard, tection, the numbers of many com- 

portunity to speak or write in birds whose songs delight us and = mon _ birds have increased enor- 

their behalf. particularly cham- whose appearance pleases the eye. mously, and the birds which were 

pioning the ordexs éf hawles and For many years sentiment has at one time useful, or at Jeast 

Swe eines against them appears played a prominent part in our at: neutral in their economic attitude 

to be the most deep seated preju- titude towards birds: the robin toward the berry raiser, are now 

dice, ‘In this connection may I for instance is very dear to us all, really injurious, forced to work 

say that T criticize the campsign yet I was informed this summer injury through their increasing 

whieh was Gauied on’ awainst the by the State Horticulturist of New numbers and the constant lessen- 

crow this last summer by sports- York, that orehardists and berry ing of their food. New and effi- 

men in Minnesota. While I advc-. 2i8evs were so convineed that the cient methods of combating in- 

eats shooting: the crow and the robin’s depredations were not sects have lessened their supply 

bine Ted when working acbzal equalled by his good qualities and — of insect food and the diminishing 

injGEy 6, tlie Wortieultinigt ana felt so keenly the need of protect- quantity of wild fruits and ber- 

Paniiee T dim néverthéléss: Gone O82 their fruit (their chief or only ries through inereased cultivation, 

scious ‘and appreciative of the means of livelihood) that robins obliges them more than formerly, 

good the ‘evow does in. connection were shot wherever possible, with- to turn to berry patches to obtain 

ith ldlling grasshoppers, white out compunction, and so far no that portion of their diet, which 

grubs, mice and other injurious Jury has been found which will ten years ago perhaps, they could 

2 . . \ convict a berry raiser for this act, get in large part from the wild 

namesake ent ae es altho technically the robin is pro- thickets. 
cee ile) aa ens: doatnoyed tected by law in New York State. From fifteen to twenty years 

‘i : . Many of us raising grapes know ago so much work was done on 

would hardly have an el to our cost, of the bad habit the the food habits of birds. that our 

cm fie, nies. tb amt be robin has of injuring the ripe opinions were crystallized, as it 
t . . di ee ‘devine = hat fruit. This condition with regard were, in this regard, and they 

ro SG inatnd MAGLIO eB to the robin in the Eastern states have stayed erystallized ever 

. oe is mentioned to illustrate the ne- since. 

regard _ 28 njurious, . that men cessity of setting aside all senti- As a member of the staff of the 

whose interests are widely diver- ment, if one wishes to judge im- U.S. Biological Survey remarked 

gent are going to have opinions On partially. in my office not long since, 
birds decidedly at variance; for The situation is practically as changed conditions are calling for 
example, sportsmen are aware follows: For many years there has new work on the food habits of 

that hawks, owls and crows do heen a strong effort along the birds. Under this continuous and 
lessen the number of game birds jines of bird protection. The rigorous protection and in conse- 

to a greater or less extent, and Federal government and many quence of increased tillage, what 

this class of men is perhaps nearly states have made stringent laws was true ten or twenty years ago 

unanimously against these birds, covering this point: bird refuges in this connection is not true now. 

as evidenced by the crow cam- have been established in many The case of the robin was cited as 
ypaign, while well informed farm- places over the country; Audubon an example. 

ers and horticulturists, for the societies and bird clubs innumer- I do not want this audience to 

most part, realizing that hawks able have been organized in cities, misunderstand me. I am not urg- 

and owls destroy field mice, rab- towns, and villages: school chil- ing the destruction of any bird or
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group of birds, far from it. Ten- owners and employes of private Trim Apple Trees on Mild Fall 8 ploy 

joy watching the robin on the fish hatcheries where these birds Days 
lawn and listening to its song as are injurious. All of these birds \ sie to the wld wdawe the 

: . According to the old adas a 
much today as I did fifteen years are protected under the migratory Se ca 

. : . . : , time to prune is when “the knife 
ago and I delight in the music bird act of 1918, but have become. a 

° : . : . is sharp. Tn other words, prune 
given us by the cat bird, rose-  g¢ destructive in connection with 1 ; . ir tl 

7 3 whenever occasion arises. le 
breasted grosbeak, and the searlet fish that the above official action ‘ ‘ : 

f . trees are properly looked after 
tanager. The melody in the song appeared necessary. te i 

— ; : ~ each year it is seldom necessary 
of the wood thrush is just as fas- Do not, I beg of you, leave this . . . 

as . . . to do any heavy pruning whieh 
cinating to me now as formerly. jecting feeling that the speaker A YP 

, . fi . demands the use of a saw. Late 
Yet Tama gardener and horvicul- fray gone into the enemies camp, vint nd 1 rine is. the 

ee : a winter and early spring is D 
turist in an experimental way and — turned traitor ¢o a good cause, as. . y Si 

a ‘ : . . : time when most persons prune. 
am painfully aware of the fact jf were, for Tam as much a lover , ' 

i : . On mild days in the fall the trees 
that the grosbeak and oriole make — of the birds today as T was ten ) 
. . . : . SS ae . should be looked over and 
it practically impossible to raise years ago, but a scientist of today 

mv, . . : . pruned. Make all cuts close to the 
green peas in certain sections, jyust shut his eyes and ears. to 1S af ‘rors Do. woe ionve 

¥ ‘ : ‘ . is nb or PUK. oO pave 
without expensive protec.ion, and eyerything but aetual facts as vl ‘tions sacle” Hawai 

si j . . ., stubs or ‘hat racks. axe p 
eat birds are so fond of my black they are presented today, and it . . 

; : : ot each tree and follow this plan: 
capped raspberries that I have does appear that as farmers, gar- 1. Remove all dead and dis 

. . Remove ¢ 1 S- 
had to resort to costly measures to deners and orchardists, we must . . os 

Pade poe are 5 , 2 eased limbs and branches. 
save any for family use. use discrimination in judging 5), Romoveall sucker erowtlis 

. : e . a . . “. B ved sucker grow s 

The bright coloring of the ori-  pirds and adjust our views to 1 Weaivches that e108 waiter 
- E <p ant ranches € eross or ywer= 

ole, so closely associated with present day conditions, A study é > with other ‘ 
. . . : , ye Fere with others. 

spring and summer still delights of the present food habits of birds 30 ; i by re 
: «ye . - 3. Open center of tree by re- 

me, yet in addition to its depreda- under modern conditions appears wl rou . | 
. . Le 3 z moving some o le weaker 

tion on peas, I observed it last  yeeessary if we desire the truth in i i * 
z ‘ on yranches, 

spring cutting off plum blossoms — this eonneetion. ‘ oe 
aia ad : ™ 5 - a. 4. Shorten tops if trees are too 

literally by the quart. Those of What has been said in my talk tall 
‘ : : . . Lo all. 

us who delight in tramping the upon this subject is intended D ; re ly 4 
. ‘ . o not prune too severely trees woods and following streams may ynerely as a suggestion — for that : . 7 ' 

A ‘ : ‘ iat are of bearing age. In trees 
take great pleasure in the rattling thought and observations along “a = ; 1 ; it 

. _ ; . that have never been pruned there 
note of the king fisher, yet this gomewhat new lines. [should be J 0 . VI 7 

. : we . is danger of causing excessive 
bird, because of its depredations yery glad to hear or receive thru 1 th if to 1 limbs 

- a 3 wood growth i o many limbs 
on fish, is one of the most destruc- the mails observations made by , Bi . tk se bag 

i : ‘ are cut off at one time. is bet- 
tive we have with us. members of the Society not only ter to dist + ee : on 

7 . : Se, pins i . ter to distribute the pruning over 
The Federal government has jn connection with food habits of tod of tha aes : 

. 5 yoo . . «4, a period o "ee years. 
taken cognizance of the state of birds, but also in connection with” : 1 : ie i . 

5 : . . . everal years ago two trees in 
affairs to which I refer and the — four footed animals, red and gray tl ‘ i 4 . Gy . ty F 

. . i 1e orchards niversity Farm Secretary of Agriculture has per- squirrels, the various ‘gophers, : ‘ 1 i . , 1 
mitted the killing of meadow — fjeld mice and rabbits. hee prunec mths manner: i 

larks in South Carolina between Methods of protecting garden Ist was prune severely and the 

November 1, 1919 and April 30, crops from the attacks of birds other lightly ; ba next crop year 

1920, under certain restrictions, and rodents will be given upon re- the first yielded 134 bushels of ap- 
beeause of complaint of its injury quest. ples and the latter 6 bushels. Too 

to sprouting corn and oats. The _ severe pruning lessened the crop. 
same official has issued an order : Pruning is done to make the re- 

effective October 24, 1919, permit- Much may be learned about maining parts better serve our 
ting the shooting or trapping of picking and packing apples from purpose.—R. S. Mackintosh, hor- 

grebes, loons, gulls, terns, fish Bulletin 1080 U.S. Dept. of Agri-  ticultural specialist of the exten- 

ducks or mergansers, blue herons, culture, entitled Preparation of sion staff, University Farm, Min- 

green herons and night herons by Barreled Apples For Market. nesota.
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Bulbs May Be Grown Over Very cessful production of many varie- other. Periodical literature espe- 

Wide Area ties. cially is full of reference to the 

The United States wees every Some of the hardier and more so-called ‘sand-dune bulb fields’ 

: . ; robust of the narcissus varieties of the Netherlands. Abundant 

year, in. normal ‘times, ebautit2;- thrive well and naturalize even in evidence is at hand to show that 
000,000 worth of bulbs and has the Gulf States, but this region purchasers of bulbs have good 

produced hardly $25,000 worth of igs best adapted to the so-called success in flowering them on al- 

Duteh bulbs in any one year -tloe South France stocks. The grow- most any soil which is available, 

despite the faet ‘that few: plants ing of tulips and Dutch hyacinths and though this is a very differ- 

are more widely adapted and few probably should not be attempted ent matter from producing the 

crops more easily grown than there. , bulbs with flowers in them it is 

bulbs. . . . . Contrary to what would be gen- nevertheless a proof of the wide 

lhe reason for itis stuatign, erally supposed, it is not too cold adaptability of these stoeks. 

says the United states Depart: for tulips and nareissi to succeed “Tn the experiments at Belling- 

ment of Agriculture, ts that 1t has as far north as Sitka, Alaska. ham, Wash., thus far, better tu- 

always: been thought ‘that: ‘the They thrive well along the entire lips and better nareissus buibs 

Bulbs: coulil. be baught cheaper northern border of the United have been produced on silty soil 

than they could he Bro ia States wherever the moisture con- than upon the lighter sandy soils. 

the future, however, conditions ditions are suitable. The trials with hyacinths are not 

are going to be duberent, and the Thus it will be seen that these decisive; indeed, other factors 

departient has published Bulle- stocks sueceed under a geat diver- may account for the results. 

bin, No: it, Commercial Duteh- sity of conditions. Indeed, they Proper fertility has not always 

Bulb ‘ ulture m the United seem to be as adaptable as ordi- been maintained, and the heavier 

peates: onls o0-page distussion nary cultivated crops. soils are less exhausced by long 

of the subject s available a The suecesses with the three cropping. While this may he 

eaten to. antenestes main groups of these bulbs on the true, the fact stands out prom: 

Thus far, says the bulletin, northern Pacifie coast a the large inently that the production of tu- 

aie ae production of a long list of nar- lip, narecissus, and even hyacinth 

commercial, Produchan Gk Daiah cissus varieties in southern Illi- bulbs of good quality can be ae- 
bulbs in this country: Kas been nois and Virginia; the eulture of complished on silt-loam soils un- 

confined to the Atlancic and } * Darwin and other tulips in Mich- derlain by elay at a depth of 16 

cific seahoards, north of Norfolk igan, northern New York, On- inehes. On the other hand, it 

and San Franciseo, respectively. tario, and Virginia, and che ad- should be realized that the ability 

Good bulbs have heen produced mirable hyacinth bulbs often pro. to produce bulbs at a profit will 

in both regions. The: ‘Western duced in private gardens through- be the controlling factor, and the 

orees S Sonnined to a rather na out the region south of New York, expense is much less on light than 

row strip winch rere gaitable under conditions of comparative “When all is said, few plants 

rainfall and is sufficiently afrecten neglect and a large measure of are more widely adaptable and 

by seacoast, conditions to prevent ignorance of their life history, few crops more easily grown than 
rapid transition from winter to would seem. to! prove sufficiently. bulbs; ‘Phe: regions’ in, this aoun: 

summer, Heat and moisture con- Sen we ewe ou ehuniont det. es ave dor an wes, ode. 

ditions are not so sharply defined tory adapted to growing these where some varieties of each of 

in the East. and the bulb anes 8 stocks. the three groups are not success- 
much more indefinite as to width. ful when grown for ornamenta- 

NOT ‘CONFINED TO. SANDE. 80M tion, and the possibility ot the 
SUCCEED! (UNDER. MANY CONDITIONS “The culture of bulbs,’’ con- production of bulb crops is prom- 

In the interior, in the Ohio and — tinues the bulletin, ‘‘is associated ising. The flowering of the bulbs, 

Mississippi Valleys, small quanti- in the publie mind with sandy as we know, is accomplished in a 

ties of tulip and narcissus bulbs soil, and the preponderance of ad- great variety of media, almost 
have been grown sufficiently long vice as to their handling specifies anything, from water to ordinary 

to show the possibility of the sue- sandy soils as preferable to any loam soils, answering the purpose
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provided the atmospherie condi- the uninitiated, that are likely to” the Cran, Lake Devel, Co.—Al- 

tions are suitable. be found in bulb literature and bert Hedler, Minneapolis. 
“‘Mechanies probably has more catalogues. 6. Warehouses: Convenient ar- 

to do with the suitability of sandy — rangement and facilities—Chas. L. 
soil than any inherent prefercnee Cranberry Growers’ Convention Lewis, Jr., Beaver Brook. 

of the bulbs for sand rather than . 7. Address—Dr. (. Li. Shear 

for heavier loam. It is possible As has been noted in the De- Washington, D.C. ‘ 
that i€ will be cheaper to add cember 1919 issue of this maga- 

heavy applications of fertilizer 7!"¢ the cranberry growers voted Friday 1:30 P. M. 

than to handle the bulbs in heavy to hold their annual meeting this . . 

soils. On the other hand, many year with the Horticultural So- 1. Word of Grecting—Hon, 

varieties will coat up better on ciety in Madison, Wis., Jan. 6 to Berlin: Hull. . 
light than on heavy soils. The 8. It has since been decided to 2. Tip Worm: Habits and treat- 

eharacter of the bulbs ax OW, ii hold our own individual sessions ment -O. G. Malde, Tomah. 

heavy and on light soils will vary Jan. 9 that we might have the 3. Pumps: Efficiency of differ. 

somewhat, as it will with shallow valuable Services of Miss Jacob. ent Kinds and avallability ob Was 
and deep planting. © The indica- fon of ‘Chicax sho se efficiently ter in sere solls—Prat, E.R. 
tions are, however, that suceors "POS for the Horticultural So- Jones, U. of W. 
éan de attained in. bilb ‘nadie. ciety. Our cranberry members os Work needed to complete 

tion on a. friable loam soil, should plan to reach Madison not Pump Experiment—B. R. Mit- 

whether it has a preponderance of later thay therTtlt Tins B1yes Op- ehell, Mather, 
8 igs i portunity for the social, informal, o. Precaucions on Harvesting, 

sand in its composition or not. . ; c . ‘ . Devrstys 3 “oe . . 
7 o'clock dinner at the Capital Packing and Shipping Cranber- 

OntieR. PHRASES, HISSHRRED House, and at least one full day ries—C. D. Searls, Grand Rapids. 
of the Hortieultural meeting. 6. Marketing Problems — Geo. 

Other phases of che subject dis- Those that can be present Jan. 6 N. Arpin, Chieago. 

eussed in the bulletin inelude tem- to 9 inclusive will receive that 7. Advertising—A. U. Chaney, 

perature, soil and fertility require- much greater benefit. New York City. 

ments, number of bulbs grown We are giving the program as 8. General Discussions on vari- 

per acre, planting, depch of plant- it stands at this writing Dee, 17. ous topies. 

ing, treatment after flowering, Tt would be quite easy to have an 9. Election of Officers. 

roguing, harvesting the flowers, evening session if others called on 

cultivation, harvesting the bulbs, report favorably later on. - 

storing and curing, cleaning, About 13,000,000 pounds of 

sizing and advantages to be PROGRAM maple sugar were made in the 

gained by it, culling, propagation, Thirty-third ¢ J vat United States in 1918 and about 
determination of flowering qual- haa vure ene conven ton 4,000,000 gallons of sirup.  Ver- 

ity, packing, shipping, bulb grow- ot fe Wisconsin Sate wees mont, New York, and Pennsyl- 

ing for pleasure, out-of-door cul- Wik. Beliter, Januar ; 5 1920 * vania are the largest producers of 
ture, indoor culture, miseellane- ve aN, HAUMATY Sy EN: sugar. 

ous bulbs, inseet pests, fire dis- 6 : ee 

ease of the tulip, diseases of hya- eaiday ene The value of the 1918 apple 
cinths, the mosaic disease, best 1. Opening Address—Governor crop of the United States was 

varieties of hyacinth to plant, Emanuel L. Philipp. about 230,000,000. It ranked 
varieties of narcissi, varieties of 2. Annual Address — President yinth in farm crops. 

tulips, and varieties of hyacinths. Andrew Searls. 

The sources from whieh inter- 3. Minutes of last meeting. _ — 

ested persons may obtain bulb 4. Financial statement—Mrs. S. Make firewood now of dead 
literature are given, and the bul- N. Whittlesy, Secretary. trees on the lawn, in the orchard 

letin ends with several pages of 5. The Business Man in Cran- or windbreak. They only harbor 

definitions of terms, strange to berry Culture. Achievements of disease and ingec‘s.
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Beekeepers’ Annual Convention Madison, Dec. 5th, 1919. 

Proceedings of the 41st Conven- 1. Be it recommended that every of any convention. No money shall be 

. + . delegate be required to present satis- paid out of the treasury of this associ- 

tion of the Wisconsin State factory credentials’ before being per- ation without the approval of the Ex- 
Beekeepers’ Association, mitted to act with the Board of Man- ecutive Committee. 

agers. Article 12. Nominating Committee. 

State Capitol, Madison, December 3, 2. Be it recommended that in order The Board of Managers, exclusive of 
hand 5, 1919, to complete the original intention of the President and Secretary, shall 

the constitution it be amended as fol- constitute a Nominating Committee for 

The first meeting of the Board of lows: the nom‘nation of officers, provided 

Managers under the new plan of or- Article 2, Sec. 2. Change 2nd para- that ‘urther nominations may be made 
ganization was called to order at 2 graph to read: from ihe floor. 

o'clock Wednesday afternoon, Decem- “The Board of Managers shall con- 3. Be it recommended that the sug- 
ber 3. The following delegates were sist of not less than five members, of gestions of the secretary of the asso- 
present: whom three shall be elected by the ciation regarding a marketing commit- 

1. Chippewa Valley Bee. Assn.—A.C. Board of Managers to serve with the tee be submitted to the State Associa- 
Bartz. President and Secretary as an Execu- tion with a recommendation favoring 

_ 2. N. E. Wis. Bee. Assn.—F. F. Stell- tive Committee of the State Associa- the appointment of a standing com- 
ing. ' tion.” mittee for the association. 

3. Fox River Valley Bee. Assn.— Article 2, Sec. 3. Insert between the 4. Be it recommended that the Sec- 
Edw. Hassinger, Jr. first and second paragraph here: retary be instructed to contract with 

4. Fond du Lac Co. Bee. Assn.— “The Secretary of the State Associa- the editor of Wisconsin Horticulture 
Henry Tavs. tion shall be ex officio a member and for four pages of space in that maga- 

5. Price Co. Bee. Assn.—H. J. Rahm- _ secretary of the Board of Managers.” zne as per the agreement. 
low. Article 2, Sec. 4. Drop lines 5 and 5. Be it recommended that this as- 

6. Dane Co. Bee. Assn.—Sam Post. 6 sociation do not send a delegate to the 

7. Clark Co. Bee. Assn.—J. S. Slon- Omit sections 5 and 6, Article 2. convention of delegates to be held at 
iker. . Article 2, Sec. 9. Omit in lines 1 Kansas City on January 6 to consider 

8. Grant Co. Bee. Assn.—J. G. Me- and 2: “to pay the annual fee or a new plan of organization for the Na- 
Kerlie. neglects or refuses.” tional Organization. 

9. Milwaukee Co. Bee. Assn.—C,. D. Drop Sec. 10, Article 2. 6. Be it recommended that the con- 
Adams. Drop Sec. 12. stitution as corrected with a directory 

Regular representatives from Sauk Article 8. Substitute in place of of members be again printed as last 
and Langlade Counties were not pres- “who shall constitute an executive year. 

ent but the Rev. J. E. Cooke and Mr. committee’’—special meetings may be 7. Be it recommended that each affil- 
Cc. S. Leykom were allowed to act for called by a majority of the Executive ated local association designate one 
these counties in place of the regular Committee after the entire Executive person to send in local news items for 

delegates. Mr. MHassinger was ap- Committee has been notified. each month’s issue of Wisconsin Horti- 
pointed by the president to act as sec- Article 11. Executive Committee— culture to the Secretary. 
retary of the meeting. The secretary The President and Secretary of the Board of Managers adjourned at 
of the state association then presented State Association with three members 5:30 P. M. 
the business which was to come up of the Board of Managers shall com- Thursday 
before the association. The following pose an Executive Committee. The 
recommendations were passed and Executive Committee shall discharge At 9:55 Thursday morning the regu- 
presented to the Association for con- such duties as are regulated to it by lar convention was opened by singing 
sideration Thursday morning. the constitution and by-laws or by act ‘My Country ’Tis of Thee.”
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Ths was followed by a very fine ad- the opportunity to secure help from after the bees had begun to fly in the 

dress to the older members of the as- their county agents and suggested that — spring. 

sociation by Rev. J. E. Cooke. where county agents exist, they should The meeting was adjourned at 5:30 
The customary reading of the min- be encouraged to help with the bee- P. M. to meet again at 7:30 that even- 

utes and appointment of committees keeping meeting. ing. 

followed with reports from standing Mr. A. C. Allen explained the prep- The Thursday evening session was 

committees. aration of exhibits for state and county taken up with the discussion of the 

Mr. N. E. France, chairman of the fairs. He also explained the judging foulbrood situation in Wisconsin by 

Legislative Committee reported in de- rules and the necessary requirements Dr. Fracker and the report of the 
tail the steps undertaken in securing for a presentable exhibit. (Every bee- Deputy Inspector, Mr. McMurry. Dr. 

the new bee law and the appropriation. keeper who is interested in exhibiting Fracker presented charts showing the 

The chairman of the Extension Com- at the state fair should immediately — results of area clean-up campaigns in 
mittee reported that the membership write to Mr. Allen or President Ditt- Dane, Jefferson and Manitowoc Coun- 
of the Association was 530 (now in- mer about the premiums and exhibits ties. These charts show very clearly 
creased to 543); that there were 30 for next year. $1066 in premiums _ the possibility of eradicating American 
local associations in the state, 17 of are to be distributed and every bee- foulbrood and it should not be many 

which were affiliated with the state keeper ought to win a_ sufficient years until American foulbrood has 

association. During the past year the amount to pay his expenses. In addi- almost disappeared from our state. 
university has held 49 meetings in be- tion he has abundant opportunity not (It is possible for every beekeeper to 
half of the beekeepers at which there only to advertise honey but to dispose get rid of American foulbrood if he 
was an attendance of 1453 people. Re- of his crop.) will only take the time to treat his 

marks on the benefits derived from at- Mr. Swahn's paper “Standardizing bees in a thorough manner. Full di- 
tending the summer school by Mr. and Organizing the Honey Industry” rections can be secured by writing to 
Lathrop, Mr. Hanley, Mr. Parman and was read by the secretary and created the Apiary Inspector at the State Capi- 
Mr. Adams. a great deal of interest. This topic is tol, Madison.) 

This was followed by the report of a very important one and Mr. Swahn Mr. MeMurry spoke on cooperation 
the Board of Managers given by Edw. has presented an idea which will un- and the value of the beekeepers work- 

Hassinger and containing the recom-  doubtedly be in practice in this state ing together in the extermination of 
mendations before indicated. It was inthe not distant future. (This paper foulbrood. 
then voted to consider a crop reporting will later be published in Wisconsin Meeting adjourned at 9:50 P. M. 
committee and Dr. Fracker, acting Horticulture and every beekeeper 
State Entomologist, explained to the should read it.) = 

meeting the purpase of the state mar- At the request of Mr. B. A. Scott, Friday 
keting commission and the possible Loss and Damage Inspector for the Friday morning meeting called to 
help to be gained through cooperation, American Railway Express Company, order at 9:10. Mr. B. A. Scott of the 
between the state association, the crop a committee of three consisting of Mr. Anictican, Railway Express Company 
reporting office, marketing commission ,. L. McMurry, Mr. Duax and Mr. addressed the peekéepers ‘and offer to 
and office of state entomologist. The kleeber were appointed to confer with answer questions - 
president appointed a marketing com- Mr, Scott regarding the large number yr. N. &, France presented a paper 
mittee to cooperate with the different of claims submitted to the express oy the "«Manazemient of Out-Yards.” 

offices mentioned consisting of Dr. company for honey shipped by express. (Mr. Rrancs's, aper will be published 
Fracker, Chairman, A. L. Kleeber and Mr. Scott stated that it was necessary jy wi seonstn. Hrartieulture ) 
N. E. France. to consider this matter very carefully ei "GB # Norgord, State Commis- 

The president then appointed the and develop a packing case whereby go it ‘Agri poe S ole on “phe 
following committees: comb honey could be shipped with Relati ° t ihe State s partment of 
Auditing Committee—A. C. Bartz, fewer losses than at present. The com- etn On 9 e tale: Uepe Ind 

Mr. Lappley, C. S. Leykom. mittee reported the following resolu- Agriculture to the Beekeeping Ne. 
Resolution Committee—C. D. Adams, — tion: try. Mr. Norgord explained the ve 

N. E. France, Mr. Otto. “It is the sense of this committee ference between the work done Es als 

The meeting adjourned at 12 o'clock. that when comb honey is to be shipped department and that Carr ied ra Mate 

The afternoon session was called to jy express the case containing the College oF Agriculture; ~ t ton . 
order at 1:50 P. M. The president joney should be placed in a box con- Department he chara’ i Het ee oe 

gave his address in which he told of taining 3 inches of packing between and administrative wer bie a 

the work accomplished in building up the case and the sides of the box.” lege of agriculture ‘a m eee S es 
the bee and honey exhibits at the state Mr. Warren, Sales Manager, A. I. search, educational and Skis Dé 

fair. The old building is to be en- Root Company, discussed this matter work. He explained that ne Pa e the 

larged by an addition of a forty foot  anq explained that the National Traffic partment of Agricu Leer i al 
annex and the amount of prizes to be (Commission had almost decided to re- sole purposes: of aiding ‘ re nied th y he 
awarded has been increased from $461 syce aeeépt comb honey for ship. Workers of the state and Stated that he to $1066 ree eo aeeeD of the poor manner in hoped the beekeepers would call on 

Dean Russell of the College of Agri- wntelh "heekeepers of certain sections his department for assistance when- 

culture then addressed the convention yt up their honey for shipment. ever needed. a. seanativacet 

on “The New Era in Beekeeping” and Several beekeepers inquired if there Kenneth Hawkins, represen a! ive of 

congratulated the beekeepers on the \oulq be any possibility of getting the G. B. Lewis Company, discusse 

work that had been accomplished and ay @ ms s foe Queen-Rearing for the Farmer Bee- 
aes sugar in the spring for feeding their keeper.” ‘This paper and one by Edw. 

expressed an appreciation of the co- J 20. ‘phe secretary explained that Hassini “Short-Cuts in Wholesale 
operation given by the beekeepers in : ar comiliaalon Was not ASEINEE, ores. 5 . 
helping the university. . since the sugar commis ic e had ‘Requeening” were received with much 

Mr. Rahmlow, County Agricultural "ow in existence, the beekeepers ha interest by the beekeepers and led to 

Agent for Price County, gave a very 0 recourse except to secure if possible, considerable discussion. (Both of these 

interesting and enlightening talk on sugar through local dealers and in papers are to be printed in Wisconsin 

the manner in which county agents case this could not be done, it might Horticulture.) ; . 
might help the beekeepers. He ex- become necessary for the beekeepers to Miss Iona Fowls, Assistant Editor, 

pressed his belief that the beekeepers try substitutes. Americos, a corn Gleanings in Bee Culture, not being 

were not taking entire advantage of sugar, was suggested as a possible feed (Continued on page 78)
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Wisconsin Horticulture Tuesday Afternoon 2:00 o'clock Wednesday Afternoon 2:00 
, 

Published Monthly by the Practice Work in Judging Apples: o'clock 

Wisconsin State Hordenltural Society A daily, two hour exercise conducted 1:45. Practice Work in Judging 
. Carr ; 

Official organ of the Society. by or oe en The class will Apples. 

FREDERIO CRANEFIELD, Editor. Topic: Rural Planning:—A Secretary W. S. H. S., Madison, Wis. (1) The Arrangement of Cut Full Diseussion of this Important 
——————_ . 3 

entered as second-class matter May 18, 1012. Flowers in Vases, Bowls, Ete. A Subject 
at the postoftice at Madison, Wi ; . . ‘ oe the Act of Maren 3. 1870007 scons, under Practical Demonstration—A. Mar- (1) The Administration of the 
Advertising rates made known on application. tini Take Geneva a ee , a a . Rural Planning Law.—B. G. 

Wisconsin State Horticultural Society (2) Straw a ee Every Year— Packer, Com. of Immigration. 
evasive cnt anbacdfig' pie St Includes J. a _ “parla. 1 (2) The Rural Planning Law as 

al e d e § seases « : . P 
Dranodela Editor, aratinny we to Frederic BNE REUTER AIShOSes ane an Aid in Preserving Places of 

Remit by Poatal or Express Money Order. Insects of—Leon K. Jones, Col- . . Caan aes 4 dollar bill may be sent safely if wrapped or Hlistorical and Seenie Interest.— 
attached to a card, and pays for two years. lege of Agriculture. 1 Personal checks accepted. 4) Tie Business Ma Prof. F. A. Aust. 

Postage stamps not accepted. ( te Business Man Tn Hor- (3) Making Highways Orna- ‘ ‘ 3) Making ehways a 
eases ticulture—G. A. Buekstaff, Osh- , + 

OFFICERS Irosh mental as Well as Useful.—J. A. 
N. A. Rasmussen, President............Oshkosh oe azelw za. Haya, Vice-President, vv... Gays Milla (5) “Hoosier Tlorticulture’’— Hazelwood. . Cranefleld, Seeretary—lreasurer.--...Madison i Tavs, Back- 

—_ L. V. Doud, Denver, Indiana. (4) Looking Both Ways, Back 
EXEOUTIVE COMMITTEE (6) Garden Tractors—A. J. Pi- ward and Forward.—Wm. Toole, 

N. A. Rasmusgen...........0020.200++..Ex-Oftlelo : . : “ Sr BAC Haye: (oeseeccceueecnceexomtleo per, Racine, ms 

Hy Diba: Martial “ULL ale Geneva (5) How the County Agent nd Dist., R. J. Coe........+...+---Ft. Atkinson ‘ ard Dist. E. L. Rolof...2/0070.- * Can Help—Merton Moore, County tin Dat Leidger cc anmwares Tuesday Evening 8:00 o'clock 4")! 
sth Dist. Jas, Livingstone seceees Milwaukee Agent, Shawano. 

th Dist., Winn. ‘rooie, gy eregeeeee sn DEN KOSH (1) My Experience With Bees (6) Is the Small Orchard An 
th Dist., C. M. Secker....sscveceeeeeeT i soa ere : Cy ath Dist, LE. Birmingiivin..."Staigéon Bay —Mrs. Wm. Nelson, Oshkosh. Asset or a Liability—Prof. R. S. 

ith Dist., Irving Smithy esc Asma (2) Horticulture a Woman's Tferrick, Ames, Towa. 
BOARD OF MANAGERS Business—Mrs. D. E. Bingham, (7) The Farm Orehard Situa- N. A. Rasmussen F. Cranefield ¥ 3 By 

J. A. Hays ne Sturgeon Bay. : tion in Illinois—L. R. Bryant, 
——— —— (3) Fruit Growing in the Ap- princeton, Tl. 

PROGRAM palachian Region. An illustrated 
9 prof Pm 8 Thi. : o y talk—F rof. W. Hf. Alderman, Uni- Wednesday Evening 7:00 o'clock 

Annual Convention, State Hor-, Y¢?sity of Minnesota. Inf di Capital H 
ticultural Society, State Capitol, N, orma einner, aPIE. ouse. 

Madison, Wisconsin, Tuesday, Wednesday Forenoon 9 :30 0’clock - . seein a oxeny 
Wednesday and Thuzs - . : member expected to attend. 
cer Gh c . ae Janu (1) Business Session 9 :30 0’clock 

ry 6 h, an g é : : : 
ee » OI My . to 10:30 o’elock. President’s Ad- Thursday Forenoon 9:30 o'clock 

Capital Hotel Headquarters for i : officers and -delewat dress, Reports of Secretary, Trial . 8 . 
rs and ‘delegates . « Native: Shaie— Wi 

‘ dene gates: Orchard Committee, Delegates, @) ‘Om Native: Shrabs.—Wil 

Tuesday Forenoon 11:00 o'clock ete., and Election of Officers. liam Toole, Sr. 
2 G. . 9 pu] Nos, at : 

v Ore106 (2) How a Young Man with (2) Fruit Growing in Dunn 
: . . ™ r > 2@ q > rospectivi (1) Opening Address, Hon. J, J. Small Capital Ought to Start in County, Present and Prospective. 

Blaine, Attorney General. Fruit Growing—Theo, Haack, —Prof. D. P. Hughes, Principal 
(2) Introduction of delegates Madison. Dunn Co. School of Agriculture. 

from Minnesota, Illinois, Towa, (3) Spraying the Farm Or- (3) Fruit Growers Co-Opera- 
Indiana and Northern Illinois So- chard—Peter E. Swartz, Wauke- tive Associations—Prof. R. S. 

cieties. sha. Herrick, Ames, Iowa. 

(3) Getting acquainted: Every- The Women’s Auxiliary will (4) Nitrate of Soda as a Fer- 

body shake hands with everybody meet Wednesday forenoon for tilizer for Cherry Orchards.—Geo. 
else, program session. F. Potter, Agr. College.
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(5) Some Notes on Apple Spur Best tray of each of the above mium; fee for annual member- 

Growth—R. H. Roberts, Agr. Col- named varieties, 1st, $3.00; 2nd, ship, fifty cents. 

lege. $2.00; 3d, $1.00; 4th, 75e. Members or others unable to at- 

Best 5 trays of any of the tend the meeting may send fruit 

Thursday Afternoon 2:00 o'clock following varieties: MeIntosh, to the secretary, who will make 

1:45. Practice Work in Judging Northwestern, Wealthy, Tolman, entries and place fruit on exhibi- 

Apples. Wolf River, Fameuse, Gano, Sal- tion. Transportation charges must 

(1) Orchard Cultivation on a veins te athe nce be prepaid. : 

Large Scale.—R. EH. Marken, Gays, indsor, Ist, $10.00; 2nd, $6.00; All entries must be made on 

Mills 3rd, $4.00; 4th, $2.00. regular entry blanks which will 

Soule: Orchard Methods in North: Separate samples must be fur- be furnished by the secretary on 

ern Illinois, L. R. Bryant. nished for each entry. application. 

(2) The Tractor in Orchard Best exhibit Pears, Ist, $1.00; F. Cranefield, Secretary W. 8. 

Cultivation—D., E. Bingham, Stur- 2nd, T5e; 8d, 50e. H. S., Madison, Wisconsin. 

geon Bay. Best exhibit Crabs, Ist, $1.00; _ 
¢ . Yooseberries? 2nd, 75e; 8d, 50e. ‘ (3) Tow About Gooseberries ? Convention Month 

—Dr. 8. B. Fracker. . 
(4) Some Phases of the Apple VEGETABLES A desperate effort has been 

Scab Situation.—Dr. G. W. Keitt, Best collection, not less than 10 made to get this Issue into the 

Agr. College. entries, Ist, $5.00; 2nd, 43.00; 34, hands of members a few days in 

(5) Inseet Pests in 1919.—Prof. $2.00 , : : advance of the convention in the 

Il. F. Wilson, Agr. College. For each of the following, Ist, hopes that a careful reading of 

41.00; Ind, T5e; 3d, 500: the program would convince any 

, 6 Blo 1 Turnip Beats 3 White who might be in doubt that they 

Premium List 7 E00 oo. ! nee » could not afford to miss it. There 
; Turnips, 3 Yellow Turnips, 3 re ; sod thines offered 

¥ f al nas re. . are s any ov rs ere 
The following cash premiums  Rytahagas, 6 Chantenay Carrots, “ 0 at e a 8s ve 

. sed for ex ‘ . : ‘ . ait yartieu- 
are offered for exhibits at the an 6 Short-Horn Carrots, 3 Winter rat it woul ve un uir to partie 

nual convention Madison, Jan. 6, Cabbage, 3 Red Cabbage, 6 Chie- larize. ewes ay : “ = 

: come early psday a stay la 
7, 8, 1920: : ory, 6 Ears Pop Corn, 6 Red Thamedoar Weseay ane’ slay 

Best collection of apples, not Onions, 6 Yellow Danvers Onions, vursday. - 

less than t varieties, 1st, fr. 6 White Onions, 6 Onions, Large Perfect and Imperfect 

2nd, $6.00; 8rd, $4.00; 4th, $2.00. Type, 6 Winter Radishes, 6 Pars- a P 

Best 8 plates (o varieties) com “nips, 6 Peppers, Hubbard Squash, There is, of course, a heaven 
mercial apples for Wisconsin, Ist, ¢ qfeads Celery, 3 Chinese Cab- and a hell; there must however 
$5.00; 2nd, $3.00; 3rd, $2.00; 4th, base be a third place, for printers. The 

$1.00. Sweepsiakes awarded pro rata, writer is sure they, or some of 
For best plate each of the fol- $20.00 them, will never be welcome or 

lowing varieties, Ist, $1.00; 2nd, ULES On ENTRY safe, in either of the first two 

T5e; 38rd, 50c; 4th, 25e: eee - places. They will meet there, in 
Ben Davis, Dudley, Fameuse, 1. Exhibits must be arranged = whieh ever place they may go, 

Gano, Gem, Gideon, Golden Rus- ready for judges by 1:00 P. M. — some editor who will kill them. 

sett, Grimes Golden, Jonathan, Tuesday, January 6th. This will Are printers, or rather ‘‘make- 
King, Maiden Blush, Malinda, — be strictly enforced. up’? men careful? They are not. 

McIntosh, MeMahan, Newell, 2. Four apples constitute a Witness the eut of strawberry 

Northern Spy, Northwestern plate, no more, no less. blossoms in the December supple- 

Greening, Patten, Pewaukee, 3. Competition open to all resi- ment. The perfect or staminate 

Plumb Cider, Salome, Seek-no- dents of Wisconsin, but premiums blossom is labeled ‘‘imperfect’’ 

further, Scott Winter, Tolman, paid only to members. Suecess-° and viee versa. The final proofs 

Twenty Ounce, Utter, Wagener, ful exhibitors, if not members, were correet and then,—the make- 
Wealthy, Windsor, Wolf River, must forward fee for membership up man reversed the cut! Will 

York Imperial. before receiving check for pre- someone say a short prayer?
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PS = of Wisconsin. Such dainage has 

| THE INSECT PAGE been due almost ae to a 

i Conducted by the Department of Economic Entomology College of ee te on. 

} Aetculture trated and fed on the growing 

le Sse" | tips of the plants. (See illustra- 

Prepare to Fight Insect Pests mon pests are quite certain to tion.) This severe feeding in- 

During the winter months the make their Sppearance and should jury has often foreed apr . 
P site be governed accordingly. spray that the crop might be 

out-of-door work is at a minimum. . veral. directions saved. 
This gives the grower an oppor- see pammkeg Sireclione + has : which are of great importance in Important as the pest has been 
tunity to prepare for the fight insect control. These are as fol- in the past however, a new and 
against insect pests of the coming lows: greater danger now threatens the 

Season. . - crop. It has been shown that this 

m insect ee as well ete . pS louse, aside from its feeding in- 
warfare, preparedness is a_ big bela” - fansmit® & disease . 
step toward preventing losses. In : ” as nlant eee wotate ee 

” , aseg ] g 4g » . is ° . : 

satdeniy: asd wml: ao ees : . The disease is already established 
that before the srower réalizes it ; in the state and bids fair to 

or has time to buy spray mate- aes spread unless energetic measures 
rials a good part of a crop may be iy es J E fo ‘control at are made: tba is 
destroyed. . ease decreases the yield to a. con- 

The grower usually plang in ad- 74 » - siderable extent, and no efficient 
vanee what erops he will plant. a Le MS control measures against the dis- 

He then should find out what i ease itself has yet been found. 

common pests attack the crops in 

his locality and what control CONTROL LOUSE TO CONTROL DISEASE. 

measures to use should such pests % 4 It is therefore of the greatest 
appear. Information may be ob- importance that the potato aphid 

tained either from the Experi- be kept down, at least in areas 
ment Station at Madison or from : . where mosaic is present. 

we cueing Agriculture at . ‘ As the average grower is al- 
as Bngton; : & : ready using two materials—ar- 

je “" reliable ee Hundreds ot otato plant tee sucking sap senicals and Bordeaux mixture— 

‘tiy vane fom a email ioe plant, (After Pateh) on his potato fields, the thought of 

pending upon the needs. Old 2. Buy an efficient spray outfit. 7 se 1 “ a “e kine i - 
spray machinery should be over- 3. Use standard spray mate- . pis ouse is a sucking insect. 

hauled and put into good work. tials. Neither arsenicals nor Bordeaux 

ing conditions. It is much easier 4, Follow directions carefully. wall ill. 3 Nicotine _ prepara 
to obtain parts during the winter 5. Aet quickly. tions, soaps or oil emulsions must 

than during the spraying season L. G. Gentner, he used. Tt is the object of this 
when delay may mean serious loss article to suggest certain safe 
to crops. . . spray combinations which may 

After a sprayer has been pro- The Pink and Green Aphid of save an extra application just for 
vided one should also obtain a Potate the louse. 

supply of good standard insecti- The potato aphid or plant louse Nicotine sulfate is without 
cides. The grower can usually has in past years done much dam- doubt the most efficient and econ- 

tell from year to year what com- age to potatoes in certain sections venient material to use. It should
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be combined with soap at the fol- larger ends of their cases and This insect is common in south- 

lowing dilution: seek the closest growing buds. ern Wisconsin. Older trees which 
Nicotine sulfate (40%)---1% pint They spin silken threads where- are not regularly sprayed will 

Soap (fish oil or laundry)--2 Ibs. ever they go and quickly hack up — often be attacked but the real in- 

Water ____-----------50 gallons = to their cocoons on the least jury comes when very young trees 
disturbance. They feed only at are infested. 

Arsenicals may he added to this night or early morning on cloudy Control Measures consist in 
spray if the Colorado potato days. picking off the winter nests. This 
beetle needs attention. Arsen- As soon as they beeome full is easily done on young trees but 
ical soap solutions are however grown, the caterpillars spin a thin is inadvisable when trees begin to 
liable to cause foliage injury and heen of silk over the openings bear or are heavily infested; the 
should be used with care. and then change to pupae which — best remedy then is to spray with 

A spray consisting of 8 pounds _ the best lead arsenate, one pound 
of soap dissolved in 50 gallons of i to fifty gallons of water. Apply 

water will be found effective eo | B | inthe spring after the first leaves 

against the louse. — ' , appear. Older orchards that are 

When necessary to use Bor- ‘ 7. regularly sprayed for the codling 
deaux mixture for the potato leaf- (! imoth are never troubled by. this 
hopper, flea beetle or certain po- , insect. ‘ 

tato diseases, nicotine sulfate may e C. L. Fluke. 
safely be added for the louse (4 ; i 
pint nicotine to 50 gals. Bor- Rats, the Most Destructive Ani- 
deaux), but the soap must be p \ mals Known 

omitted. Do not use soap with J According to the year book of 

Bordeaux. ( y A the United S.ates Department of 

It is often profitable once or i) Agriculture for 1917 there are 

twice in a Bean to combine Bor- ra) " two kinds of rats found in Amer- 
deaux, an arsenical and_ nicotine ; 4, iéu, all Of Which are causing tre 

when a combination of Inseets and Fa mendous losses both in the eities 

disease exIsiS. . . Si ‘ cones and in. the country. None of 

ne ith unseel hens ‘lis: - a pail these are native, but all have been 
eases the best eure is prevention. MT ie <a introduced from foreign coun- 

John E. Dudley Jr. le wr . m 
2 = tries. The brown rat, also known 

The Apple Leaf-erumpler, showing the peculiar as the barn rat, is the worst of 
The Apple Leaf Crumpler TOE en ue wines ee all, although the black rat is a 

The peculiar horn-like cases and close seeond. On the farm the 
leaf crumples often found on the — is the resting stage of the inseet. vat finds an abundanee of both 

new gvrowth of apple trees, (espe- Ina short time, the adults appear — shelter and food. Grains, fruits, 
cially on young trees) are caused — as light-brownish, prettily marked — yeeetables, eggs, young poultry, 

by reddish brown caterpillars moths about one half inch in wastage from feeding troughs, 
which live within the trumpet- length. They soon lay eggs from — ete. are to be had for the taking. 
shaped cocoons. During the win- which young larvae hatch. The Holes made in grain sacks, and 

ter months, these cases are easily small hatching cacerpillars begin feed bins, young poultry destroy- 
seen hanging by tough silken feeding at once and very soon ed, eggs taken and other depre- 
threads or fastened securely to form their peculiar trumpet-like — dations too numerous to mention, 
the twigs as is shown in the ac- cases. When about one-half makes the rat a criminal of the 
companying picture. The eater- grown they attach themselves worst degree. 

pillars at this time are only partly _ firmly to the bark, often fastening 

grown, but as soon as the first one or more leaves to their nests, — USE TRAPS, DOGS, CATS, AND POISON 
buds open up in the spring the and are then ready to pass the Never miss an opportunity to 

young larvae crawl from the winter. kill a rat and do not permit
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breeding places on your farm. My Neighbor’s Garden brought into the light. Here also 

Rat proof the buildings, keep all . : he had his pans of Dutch-Roman 

food products in rat tight bins I have: wondered these bitter hyacinths making  root-growth, 

and do not throw waste products winter days what my neighbor the but beginning to show flower 

out where rats have free access to gardener would find to-do with us spikes. The temperature was be- 
thera: leisure during the long evenings ‘ween 40 atid 50: 

on which T used to see a light in I found my neighbor busy with 
EVERY FARMER BOY A TRAPPER a ae er! oa . his jackknife whittling away at 

Encourage the boys on the farm ma aia, shat T would aa i Tons! SiSnles Riakes OF Which be 
to engage in a war against rats. of “‘pottering around.” That ex- seemed to have an enormous num- 

You will be doing yourself a serv- pression always seems expecially ber. These he explained to me 

ice and the boys may learn some- applicable to gardeners, I. sup- wane) anaedly for gladiolus, for he 
thing of animal life and have pose because their work always makes 2 practice of training his 

some sport besides. Give cach boy has more or less to do with pots. plants uk the way they should 

a half dozen traps and pay him a My curiosity took me over to grow while they are sll young 

meted for = rat he catches. my neighbors one evening, and in- a eek lis eh 
he more he destroys the more .:.. - ati . og Soares stakes are from two and a half to 

robes the invest Aye eR alin in trom is ork ge al and tn to 
cent investigation in some of our Jfere T found in a eool unheated inch in diameter. Shorter stakes 

Eastern cities show that rats de- jasement room lighted only by a are for asters, zinnias, marigolds, 

stroy $1,350,000 worth of prod- couple of windows, quite a few vals pyrethrum, snap 
ucts each year in Boston and over growing things and quite a few dragon, stronger ones for ( anter- 

$1,000,000 per year in Pittsburgh, things simply sleeping. Here bury bells, foxglove, columbine 

Pa. were tender hydrangeas not quite and cannas. These he splits by 
: . Fi ‘ hand out of heavy red cedar lath 

POISON RATS WITH BARIUM CAR- dried up but kept just moist a ne ean get them and when 
HONATE enough so that the buds should lig CannOE he buys & straisht- 

not shrivel, veranda pots of ger- _ . : ° 

Barium Carbonate for rats or aniums, wandering Jew and peri- grained seven foot cedar Post mail 
mice may be fed in a dough com- — \inkle, not erowing but with just out of it by axe, hatchet and Jack- 

posed of four parts of meal or enough light and water to keep mite he wal) Split & bundle of fue 
flour to one part of the mineral. jnost of. their leaves; pots of straight stakes, and when in the 

A more convenient bait is ordi- parsley looking fine and green, as midat of his work he looks not 
nary oatmeal (rolled oats) with yell as dishes of paper white nar- unlike the ancient arrow-maker 

about one-eighth of its bulk of  Gigsus making roots and waiting of the Hiawatha legend. 
barium earbonate mixed with joj, turn to be brought up stairs. For hollyhoeks, dahlia, cosmos 

water enough to make a stiff 1) dapk cool corners the cut stems and other tall heavy plants he 
dough. This may be exposed in of eannas and ‘red hot pokers”’ gets 34 x 34 sawed cypress stakes 

bulk in a pan, or put out, about a projected from heaps of sand. at the planing mill. They are 

teaspoonful at a place, in rat runs. Other boxes and barrels held made of edgings and are not ex- 

Eaten in sufficient quantities, this Gahlias and ealadiums, and in a Pensive. For tomatoes he gets 

mineral is dangerous to all ani- cool, dark closet adjoining he 2 X 2 cypress. All stakes are 

mals, and eaution is needed in its showed me paper bags of gladi- stored in the basement in the win- 

Use; HF. W. olus bulbs and on a high shelf a ter time and except for breakage 
row of hyacinth glasses in which will last eight or ten years if sap 

Cut flowers, except those with the long white roots had reached wood is excluded. 

milky juice, like poinsettias or the bottom of the glasses and the But not only does he make 

poppies, keep best if a small por- greenish yellow sheaths of the stakes but labels. He has a real 

tion of the lower end of the stem flower stalks were showing well gardener’s passion for having the 

is cut off each day and the stem above the bulbs. In a couple of names of his pets before him. 

set in clean water. weeks they will be ready to be With a dozen varieties of iris,
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twenty varieties of asters and beautiful grounds at Ethelwyn conditions peculiar to the resting 

peonies, fifty of tulips and many Park, across Lake Monona, he — period.” 

more of gladiolus it is quite im- had not failed for years to plant While gladiolus bulbs are of 

possible to keep them all in mind. annually many trees and shrubs. firm texture they will not with- 

Besides it is a great pleasure to A fine altruism manifested itself stand freezing or extremely dry 

any gardener-minded visitor to in his tree planting. Hle was air for a long period. 

know the name of any variety planting always that those who Dig and store in a dry place for 

which he may see in another’s came after him should find enjoy- a few days until the tops are 

garden, so my neighbor makes la- ment in the results of his work. thoroly dry. Remove the tops 

hels for nearly all his plants, es- He spoke often of what he called and store the bulbs in paper sacks 

pecially of those of which he has the kindness manifested by the or pasteboard cartons in a cool 

named varieties. These he can early owners of his home acres dry place, preferably at a tem- 

buy of the seedsmen and florists who planted so many beautiful perature of 45° to 50°. The bulb- 

and they look neat and pleasing, — trees.’”’ lets will not stand as much dry- 

but are gone at the end of the first There was found among his pa- ing as the bulbs and should be 

season. So he buys red cedar lath, pers the following verse by Whit- stored in damp, not wet, sand. 

if he can get them, cuts them into — tier: 

one foot lengths, planes one end THE TREE PLANTER 

Seen thel art sae abe Give, fools their gold and knaves Transplanting Wild Blackberries 
power; 

flat white paint, leaving the rest Let fortune's bubbles raise and fall; A member who lives where wild 

unpainted, sharpens the other Oroae © Hee oF ae Be power blackberries are plentiful and of 

end, and has a stake that is good good quality asks if it would be 

for four or five years of constant Mr. Ketchum wag also a firm — practical to transplant these wild 

exposure, and of twice that length —eliever in Wisconsin as a fruit plants for commercial purposes. 

of time, if taken in winters as the state. His faith in this respect It would not. In the first place it 

gladiolus labels are. These labels never wavered and within a few would be impractical if not impos- 

are marked with a black carpen- years planted a cherry orchard sible to secure sufficient plants 

ter’s pencil, or a marking crayon, of considerable size near Madi- uniform in size of the proper age 

or even a soft lead peneil. If red son, for transplanting and secondly 

cedar lath eannot be had he goes there is rarely any uniformity in 

to the planing mill and gets quar- size, productiveness or quality in 

ter inch strips sawed from inch or About Storing Gladiolus Bulbs the wild berries. If one were to 

inch and a quarter stuff which he , . mark a choice bush at fruiting 
cuts into ten or twelve inch A member asks the following time move it and propagate from 

lengths. questions: “What 18 the best this by means of sucker plants or 
method of storing gladiolus bulbs? root cuttings it would be possible 

Should they be covered or left ¢ puild up a stoek of plants of 
I. P. Ketchum open to the air? Should the tops — oy¢@ variety but it would not be 

: be cue off when stored? What orth the trouble. Better buy 
Isaac P. Ketchum, a life mem- should be done with the little plants. , 

ber of this Society, died Nov. 22, bulblets to preserve them for 

1919. He would have been 72 spring planting?” 

years of age on January Ist next. The article by Henry J. Moore Protect beans and peas from 

He frequently attended our meet- in the December number of this the weevil ravages by putting 
ings and was always keenly inter- paper discussed at length the in an airtight receptacle and put- 

ested in our work. Of his love storage of bulbs and gives not ting carbon bisulphide in a sau- 

of the beautiful his friend Col. only directions but reasons. He cer. This quickly evaporates and 
W. J. Anderson says: says: ‘Bulbs and tubers during the fumes setile among the peas 

“Mr. Ketchum’s love of trees their winter’s rest are alive, tho or beans, destroying any weevils 

and flowers was a passion. In his dormant, and they require living — present.
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Beekeepers’ Convention determined by information received of Managers reported the following 

from the beekeepers. nominees. 
(Continued from page 71) 2. On or about August 1 the beekeep- President—Gus Dittmer, E. A, Duax. 

ers’ estimates on the total honey crop Vice-President—J. E. Cooke, Harry 
present, Mr. Warren of the A. I. Root for the state, the yield per colony and Lathrop. 
Company, was called upon to speak in the probable price. Treasurer—A. C. Allen, Wm. Otto. 
her place. Mr. Warren’s address was 3. On or about September 1, Novem- Secretary—H. F. Wilson, John 
not only interesting but threw a great ber 1 and January 1 revised informa- Kneser. 
deal of light upon the shipping of tion on the total crop, the yield per The following officers were elected 
honey. From the statements he made, colony of comb and extracted honey, to serve for the coming year: 
it is very evident that our beekeepers and the price. President—Gus Dittmer. 
have not sufficiently studied the mat- Be it further resolved, that the mem- Vice-President—J. E. Cooke. 

ter of shipping packages for either ex- bers of the Beekeepers’ Association Treasurer—A. C. Allen. 
tracted or comb honey; and he pointed pledge themselves to give all possible Secretary—H. F. Wilson. 
out the need of standard tested ship- assistance to the crop reporting divi- A rising vote of thanks was ex- 
ping packages. He also impressed the sion in securing this information. tended to Dr. Fracker for the inspec- 
beekeeper with the necessity of recog- tion work accomplished during the 
nizing a retail, wholesale and jobbing Be it resolved, that the State Bee- past year. 
market, and stated that the beekeepers keepers’ Association accept the offer of A rising vote of thanks was extended 
must sooner or later make a study of space in the market news letter for {4 vrs. 0. W. Hildreth for her work 
such markets. price and marketing information as as assistant to the secretary. (Mrs. 

Mr. H. L. McMurry then addressed made by the Marketing Division, and, Hildreth has helped a great deal dur- 

the beekeepers on “Modern Beekeeping Be it resolved, that the association ing the past year in keeping up the 
Practices.” Mr. McMurry has a very request the Division of Markets to records. ) 
pleasing and interesting way of pre- send this news letter to all its mem- Moton was then made and passed to 

senting his subjects and brought out bers, and have the constitution printed with a 
the important points necessary for Be it further resolved, that the Mar-  Girectory as was done last year. 
good beekeeping practices in Wiscon- keting Division be requested to secure A motion was passed that the secre- 

sin. Meeting adjourned at 12:15 and from the Division of Entomology, in- tary pe authorized to contract with the 
picture taken on the steps of the State cluding the apiary inspection service, gqjtor of Wisconsin Horticulture for 

Capitol. the following information: four pages to be used for the State 
The afternoon meeting was called to 1. All crop and price estimates se- Beekeepers’ Association. 

order at 1:55. cured by the crop reporting service. Report of the Resolutions Committee 
Mr. Chas. L. Daux talked on “Out- 2. General market news condensed accepted and adopted as follows: 

Yard Advantages.” This subject is of from the published statements of the “Whereas, the Department of Agri- 
much interest to our beekeepers at the U. S. Bureau of Markets, from corres- guyjture through its division of Ento- 
present time and this paper will later pondents, from reports of local bee- mology is conducting area clean-up 
be printed in Wisconsin Horticulture. keepers’ associations, and from reports ork for the control of bee diseases 

Reports of committees were then of the associations of other states. and is using every possible resource 

presented and the changes in constitu- 3. Offerings of honey with descrip- of the department to reduce the rav- 
tion recommended by the Board of tion of the grade, amount, and price ages of American and European foul- 

Managers wee taken up separately at which it may be secured. brood, 
and passed upon as they will appear . ri i iS a 
in our new constitution and directory Be it resolved, by the State Bee- rere Re ee ee, eee ike 
to be printed sometime in January or keepers’ Association, that we cooperate tion express its approval of the work 
February. with the:,Denartment ‘of Agriculture being carried on ‘and promise the sup- 

The Marketing Committee then re- 8 represented in ‘the crop reporting ort or the organization avid the co 
ported and the following resolutions Service, the division of markets, and P ecation of all its members in the 
were unanimously adopted: ime eee outomalgelss § oliee, aud canipalen oe : 

The Marketing Committee of the Offer the service of our officers an RET rah can . 5 r 

State Beekeepers’ Association has those of every affiliated beekeepers’ ae ite oe ot ee 
taken up with the various divisions of association in making the reports and Entomology aaa ‘its Extension Service 

the Department of Agriculture the information accurate. is assisting in the ‘development of bee- 

hey seCined augcestinae rom the of Be it resolved, that the State Bee- keeping; first, in organizing local as- 

ficers of the department. The com- Keepers’ Association, ask, the Division sociations; second, in holding a bee- 

mittee for the convenience of the asso- Of Markets to establish legal standards — keepers’ chautauqua on cnlieronagene 4 
viati ay an se aan Ay for the grading of comb and extracted Campus during the summer; and 

ation, has placed their report in the = ‘ ; ; nti i: 5 form of a series of res ‘ og honey; that in the opinion of the mem- third, in supporting the apiary in 
a series of resolutions which . mi ei < : i ther ways. 

are recommended to the association Pers of this association such grades dustry’ i ‘othe: Eee for adoption should conform as nearly as possible Therefore be it resolved that the 

. . to those now used by the principal thanks of the association be tendered 

RESOLUTIONS honey buyers; that such grades should to the university and particularly to 

be as simple as possible and that the the members of the staff who are in 

Be it resolved by. the State Beekeep- requirements of marking such grades charge of this work, and that we ex- 
ers’ Association, that the crop report- on the container should apply to ex- press appreciation of the help of Dr. 
ing service of the State and U. S. De- tracted honey in any quantity, and to Phillips and Mr. Demuth of the U. S. 
partments of Agriculture, cooperating, comb honey in case lots.” Department of Agriculture in making 

be requested to furnish to the beekeep- S. B. Fracker, the beekeepers’ school a marked suc- 
ers through the newspapers, the State N. E. France, cess, 
Entomologist, and the Marketing Com- A. L. Kleeber, Whereas, the beekeepers of the state 
mission the following information: Committee. have been greatly benefited by the 

1. On or about July 1 of each year county agents in helping to form local 
the conditions of the honey-producing The Nominating Committee com- associations and assisting the apiary 

plants and the prospects for a crop as prised of fhe delegates of the Board inspectors in carrying out their work,
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Therefore, be it resolved that (he 
association go on record in support of 

the policy of maintaining a county RTT 3 a — . 2 = 
agent in every county of the state; Ruy) jeer ( Ms Git a_adB a 
and be it further resolved that we NY, tl wha ie | bd ~ 
recommend to the local societies affili- BY BA ees ig ees aa es 
ated with us that they cooperate with oe para ae ————SaaaSS—— z SN 

him in their localities in his other ay 
work in every possible way.” A li 

The meeting adjourned at 4:35 P. M. R a \ . T. Ik 
H. F. Wilson, Secretary. NF: e, Top Dressing a Ss, No. 3 

f itt | : is Ho Does Nitrogen Make Fruit Buds? 
HONEY RECIPE swcxor fy) 

Hq SULPLATE dp . . . 
By Mrs. R. FE. Vaughan. ‘ ee Ho...) Tt is very evident that the application 

NW i : 
I. Cake. \ Wavoionn fi of nitrogen has been a very decisive factor in both 

Place one and a half cups of honey . . wht  atting napte ¢ sift perce 
and one-half cup of butter in large : the formation of the fruiting parts and the develop- 

sauce pan over the fire and let slowly AX a ment of bloom buds. . . . . It is only where the 
come to the boiling point, beating all g : i att : +9 
the while with an egg beater. Remove li nitrogen is added that any effect is noted. . 0... 
from fire and cool ten minutes, then 

add yolks of five eggs, beating mix- The above are the conclusions of Prof. C. C. Wiggans, (Research Horti- 
ture vigorously after adding each yolk. culturist, Delaware Agr. Experiment Station) as a result of experimental 

Add a half teaspoonful of soda dis- work done at Missouri Agricultural Experiment Station. 
solved in a little cold water and slowly The following results were obtained by Prof. Wiggans. Trees were 
sift in three cups of flour. When well Rome Beauty budded on Paradise Stock. 
mixed, add three tablespoonsful of POLSON SLULSIN 
milk and one more cup of flour. Fill | ss 
about half full small buttered muffin PERTINIZER No. of Trees ) 1516 1917 | 1918 
tins and bake for about twenty-five ae | 
minutes. Check, No Fertilizer 8 | 0 | 0 8 

I. Cookies. P & K, No Nitrogen 6 ; 0 0 0 
To the above recipe add another cup P&K, With Nitrogen 8 / 39 125. 413 

of flour and a teaspoonful of cinna- . 
mon. Take a small piece of dough If you want fruit every year you must develop fruit buds by supplying 
and roll out on a floured board and cut an abundance of nitrogen. 
into fancy forms. The tops may be 
sprinkled with granulated sugar, 
chopped nuts, shredded cocoanut or 

citron, and various seeds for flavors. 
Bake in a moderate oven twenty min- 

~ Sulphate of A 
Soot as a Fertilizer P 

We have a. good many ques- Regardless of the kind of fruit you grow. Arcadian will develop the 
‘ 3 eer tarransnesy fruit buds and will feed a big crop to maturity. 

tions from market Barden vs who Top dress with from 100 to 200 pounds Arcadian per acre in the zone of 
ask about the value of soot as a the feeding roots just before blossoming and increase your profits. 

fertilizer. Some of our people Write for free bulletin “Fertilizing the Apple Orchard.” 
live near manufacturing towns, Sulphate of Ammonia is the well-known standard article that has done you 
and the factory chimneys, when good service in your mixed fertilizers for years past. 

, ss Siac Arcadian is the kiln-dried and screened grade, made fine and dry for top cleaned out, yield quantities of dressing purposes. Ammonia 25%% guaranteed. Made in U.S. A. 
this black material. The soot is 

A * ‘ FOR SALE BY 
deposited on the chimney from . . 

.. . INDIANA: New Albany; Hopkins Fertilizer Co. 
the smoke arising from the coal or KENTUCKY: Louisville; Louisville Fertilizer Co. 
wood. It contains small particles MICHIGAN: Detroit; Solvay Process Co. 

of unburned fuel, and in these are ‘ ; 
le . ‘or informati 

found small quantities of nitro- ° on The Compan New York,N.Y. 
gen, potash and phosphoric acid. as to applica- r Pp y 

is 2 iti tion, write Medina, Ohio 
There is no standard composition Agricultural Department , 
of soot, although some samples 

run high in nitrogen,  Emglish a
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gardeners make heavy use of this a 

material. It is good to use on WANTED Ss b Pl 
cold, heavy land, as it darkens the Haperiencea gardener tor a trawberry ants 

. . country ome near Milwau- 

color of the soil and thus in- kee. Vegetables, flowers and SENATOR DUNLAP for 
ereases its power to hold the heat. fruit trees. Comfortable cot- summer and PROGRESSIVE 

4 ‘ a tage, three rooms and bath, for fall bearing are the two 

In England soot is considered a electric light.. Married man best varieties for Wisconsin. 

stimulant, somewhat the same as without small children pre- Our stock of plants of these 

itrat e 1 ld nofeourse ferred. Permanent position. two varieties is fine. We 

nitrate of soda, alihough cours Address also have AROMA, GANDY 

with very much less nitrogen. OLIVER C. FULLER and SAMPLE. 

The English gardeners use it early Milwaukee, Wis. Write us about what you 

‘ seas og ne First Wisconsin Nat'l Bank want for your fruit garden 
in the season, scattered between end oFChard: Bls6 the Ortia- 

the hills or drills, andwlwoked ———— mentals for your lawn, ete. 

in with hoe or cultivator. Such a We are in a position to 
crops as onions, cabbage, and root branches this winter. I have the supply your needs. 

crops generally, respond quickly trunks of the trees protected with 
ops generally, respond que ey . THE COE, CONVERSE & 

to an application of soot, and it veneer wrappers. EDWARDS Co 

hag some value for keeping down Will such damaged trees make . 

certain inscets, such as cutworms, Satisfactory growth again, or Fort Atkinson, Wis. 
AveWrOus % abs is would it be better if they were re- wireworms and grubs. It is not ; ; : 3 c B. 8. Fruit drees and 

a good plan to use lime with the P aced by new trees next spring? plants of all kinds are go- 

soot, as the effect of this mixing 2. My apple trecs, 1 and 2 years jug to be very scarce before 
. es . SERA. . A planting time. Place your 

would be to drive off part of the old, are being damaged by an in- order early. 

ammonia. After the soot has sect which is depositing its eggs 

been worked into the ground, ™@ the trees in large numbers, 

however, the lime ean then be from the trunk upwards into the 

added with good results, and this Small twigs. There are small ‘Wonderful Bargains in 

combination is said to be useful holes in the bark, these holes later 
for fighting insects. Some gar- enlarge and cause the bark to look 

deners make great use of soot as a rough and cracked, as if the tree Sav@ money on Timothy, Clover, Mizod Aarko 

liquid manure. In preparing this W48 studded with small bird eyes. Has Mile an nar Ald and gary pega ok tf stalogs ‘One 

liquid, a peck of soot is put in a I have opened one of the punc- ot Hehe nl sie a eal area orcas 
weighted bag and suspended in a tures in’ the bark and found a a Get Free Samples 

barrel of water, where it ig per- duite deep seated tiny larva. eu Compare Our eeds 
Y . 2 +t “ bp es Adams Seeds are guaranteed and sold subject 

mitted to soak for a week. The What kind of insect 3s this, and = ‘yale seh fom in cande eone sappy ie 

black liquid produced in this way What can be done against itt ahoed Beets 

makes a good application for the 3. Should young trees be white- Foon HE ADAMS SEED COMPANY 
garden. In England soot is washed, and at what time of the aes oan 

bought and sold by measure, and year? . . 
not by weight. It is said that the 4. How is the Delicious apple So far as these particular trees 

heavier samples are the poorest, doing here in Wisconsin? are concerned they are no doubt 

as they are mixed with briek and 5. Several young trees set out injured, but not necessarily 

mortar.—Rural New Yorker. last spring have made very unsat- ruined. A little careful pruning 

isfactory growth. Should these for a year or two will put them in 

be replaced with new trees from shape again. There are plenty of 

Rabbits, Whitewash and Delicious the nursery next spring? buds on the two year old wood 

Apples (1) Sometime fruit growers in ‘‘submerged’’ or ‘‘adventitious’’ 

. . Wisconsin will demand, and ob- buds, provided by nature for ex- 

1. Rabbits have ruined a num- tain, an amendment to the game actly such an emergency as this, 

ber of my young Jow headed apple laws striking out the word ‘‘rab- that will push out next spring and 

trees, set out last spring, by bit- bit’’ or ‘‘rabbits’? wherever they form a new head. By all means 
: , ing off all the season’s growth of appear. leave these trees rather than go
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Snow Flake Dry Arsenate of Lead 

Flocculent, light, adherent. 

Use the product of quality this season and get the maximum results. 

Cream City Products mean quality, service, price 

Lime Sulphur Copper Sulphate 

Sodium Nitrate Fertilizers Lime (high grade) 

Cream Cit emical Works am City Ch | Work 
770-778 K. K. Avenue. y Milwaukee, Wisconsin 

to the expense of setting new ready. As to the value of such ask why they did not grow more 

ones. work that is another story. Some and then set out to correct the 

(2) The punctured twigs re- feel that a coat of whitewash im- conditions. If soil or site is un- 

ferred to were sent to the Dept. proves the appearance of the trees congenial it might be better to 

of Entomology. Dr. Fracker dis- and to any who feel that way remove these trees to a new place 

courses on the situation as fol- about it whitewashing is certainly rather than to replace with other 

lows: a good thing. It does no harm. trees. 

“The apple branch contains (4) The Delicious apple is be- 

scars from which eggs of the Buf- ing thoroly tested by this Society 

falo Tree Hopper (Ceresa bubalus and in due time a report will be A POPULAR COURSE IN 

or C. taurinus) have hatched. given. One hundred trees have HORTICULTURE 

The eggs are usually laid in the been planted, about twenty in It is surprising what avast 

tender twigs and pass the winter each of the trial orchards at Gays amount of misinformation one 

there. In the spring they hatch Mills, Pewaukee, Baraboo and the nay aequire by a careful reading 
out and the punctures in the wood Weston orchard twelve miles of the daily papers. The following 

continue to swell and by fall the from Menomonie. items picked at random have a de- 
bark is in the condition shown in The trees were planted in 1913, cided Burbankian flavor. 

your sample. As the tree grows 1914 and 1915 and so far have Poplar Bluff, Me.—According 
older these swellings increase con- borne no fruit worth mentioning, {to W. T. Romine, recorder of 

siderably in size and in bad cases only an apple here and there, the Dunklin county, Luther Burbank 
occasionally kill branches or even trees have made a_ wonderful has been outdone on the farm of 

trees. growth and losses of trees have F. M, MeNeil, where a wild grape 

There is no remedy for the con- not been greater than in other vine growing around a_ hickory 

dition after the eggs have been varieties planted alongside. It tree has produced hickory nuts in 
deposited but as these tree hop- will require at least five years place of grapes for two conseeu- 

pers lay eggs only in trees which more before a report can be made tive years. It is not alleged that 
are surrounded by grass or weeds, as to the value of the Delicious the vine grows the nuts in elus- 
the evident method of preventing for Wisconsin orchards. ters like grapes, but many persons 
the injury is to clean cultivate the (5) The data here is too incom- in the neighborhood testify to the 
trees or keep the grass cut short.’’ plete. The mere fact that the authenticity of the story. 

(3) Any time of the year is trees made only slight growth the . Tg 

suitable for whitewashing apple first year is not a good reason for Findlay, O.—This city boasts of 
trees, whenever the whitewash is replacing them. It is better to a local Burbank who hypnotized
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an apple tree into bearing 29 dif- 

feren varieties of apples and 7 Lat CLAN FL ATSINEN TACK C 
Se iat 4 pi ca ee ie ff ve] ‘ 

varieites of pears. And he Dd WY WAKRUGIN [WoL 
2 ee ee a ee Pane 

accomplished it all on one tree — = 

which a few years ago seemed 

ready to keel over from age, ne- GILSON WEEDER LIBERTY CULTIVATOR 
glect and disgust. ‘The handiest little tool ever invented for ‘The Liberty Adjustable Cultivator-Weeder 

F i . working in a flower garden, close to bushy — jyreak * 
The wizard is Henry Flatter. — plants ‘and around shrubs. ‘The side arms prow" aT top soll thoroughly, while the 

‘ ‘ tect the plints and the double-edged rocker  SPecially designed cutting teeth make quick 
Practically all the apple grafts —biude gives double efticieney. Every stroke — work of destroying weeds. The Liberty comes 

. 2 counts) backward) and forward. Comes in ith hand in . 
are bearing regularly, while the — four sizes, all with 6-foot handle. with hand ‘or Wheel OBtNt; two sizes of ene 
pear grafts were reported doing 

well, with two of them producing Samy a" blade for narrow rows $1.00 — 

fruit of exceptional quality. <FRS i blue for feiter asian ts Ane 
Flatter now proposes to make WD B* Vinde.Jor- wide rows: 12h ay " WY Rioolivhind ie aye $1295 | 

the tree produce an apple half (( Tooth trad ell a). So rss I 
w j 7-tooth wh'l cul. adj. 4-10” 3.65 J. 

sweet and half sour. He has -} otacth wil ea ai BA oe . I G , mul. adj. 5-1" 4.15 | 

grafted two slit buds of sour and NC Qa ASK Your dealer for Gilson d /, 1 
. ; «: bene. ¢ Ra iarden Tools. Do not ac: \ Fe 

sweet apples on the tree and he i cpt any substitutes, Tather ( 
i Sl ~ eat at . 4 4 send your order direct t 
is convineed the graft will pro- N ( Factory wih cheek ormoney | 

% . ifty-fifty : - ‘ srder accompanied. C. ‘ Hall: 
duee the the fifty-fifty apple. Len describing our full Tae oe * | 

Apples and pears ripen on the | ay = LABOR SAVERS on request. ~ i \ 

tree from early spring until late | mee ‘i . ¥ GILSON co. obs / \ ~ 
. : % Pa or yashington, Wis. aie : ¥ a! 
in the fall. All are reported Col, “sell 200 Valley St. AL fu 

healthy and edible. 
Horticultural students from  [ouisiana—Carnation. 23,177,000 barrels, compared with 

surrounding states come often to Maine—Pine cone and tassel. a production of 24,724,000 barrels 
sit at the roots of this tree of Michigan—Apple blossoms. in 1918, according to the October 

varied apples and pears. Flatter Minnesota—Moceasin flower. report of the Bureau of Crop Esti- 

holds there is no particular wiz- Mississippi—Magnolia. mates, United States Department 
. . “ 

ardy attached to his achievement. Nevada—Sagebrush. of Agriculture. Prices paid for 
’ J , ay] . : . “Get to know your trees, that’s New Mexico—Cactus. this fruit, from ciders to A grade 

rr osy *, a N r .— ar 7 . ° , all,”’ is his recipe. New York—Rose. are the highest sinee apple grow- 
Nebraska—Goldenrod. ing became a commercial indus : . : sia s- 
North Carolina—Daisies. try. 

STATE FLOWERS North Dakota—Wild prairie rose. 

Ohio--Searlet carnation 
The Wisconsin Farmer has com- : ' , i 

siled the Followi . list ‘ Oklahoma-—Mistletoe. Pulverized Poultry Manure 
a “f yr St: Lai Ps eve pile e following list: Oreeon_Orecon erape: Latest Development in Fertil- 

Arizona—Sahuaro or giant cactus. 5 Nature's Dian 
South Dakota—Pasque flower. ceiure’s best Plant Food. | Ex- 

Arkansas—Apple blossom. . cellent for lawns, shrubs, flow- 
Suiavad Col Rhode Island—Violet. ers, gardens, vines and trees. 

rnia—Golden poppy. Best Ad ¥ 
: . POPPY: Texas—Blue Bonnet. See eee eianien and 

Colorado—Blue columbine. . Poultry me (mers : : 5 Utah—Sego lily. Poultry manure as a fertilizer is 

Connecticut—Mountain laurel. Posto and by our acientific Vermont—Red clover. Process of preparation it is 
Délaware—Paach blossom: ‘ much improved. Ideal for gar- 

Florida—Orange Washington—Rhododendron. far irene ang superior for i . SeC arm noses. Richer i . 
. \ 8 West Virginia—Rhododendron. monia and bone phosphate. of 

Georgia—Cherokee rose. Wis : lime than other manures and 
: isconsin-—Violet. equal in potash. Analysis 5% 

Idaho—Syringa. 7 . . ammo., 6% B. P. L., 1.50% pot. 
Tllinois__Violet Wyoming—Indian paint brush. Responsible Dealers Wanted 

s—vViolet. Samples and Quotations on Re- 

Indiana—Carnation. Sinplyeds Vette , 
[éwe—Wila tose, 1919 U. s. Apple Crop Supply is limited; act quickly 

Kansas—Sunflower. The commercial apple crop for POULTRY FEED Co. 
. f e + 1209—343 So Dearborn St., 

Kentucky—Trumpet vine. the United States is estimated at Chicago, IN.
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The Administration of the Apple ing from neglect,’ aod: oo =SS—====—=—=—=—=>=>=—=——_— 

Grading Law the report. ‘‘The fact that the 
Thé inepedtionolthe apole:padk= earefully sprayed orchards pro- McK AY NURSERY 

ing in 188 orchards containing Paper saie aman aien COMP ANY 

50,400 trees, and the examination six to ei ht dollars per “herenel MADISON, WISCONSIN 

of a large number of barrels and while hee and one ae million —— 
<i j a ie . on the  ¢ an hi 

eee ein monte a ut bushels were either sold locally at Nursery Stock of 

ministration filed by Dr. S. B. Low Prices or rotted under the trees Quality 

Fracker, Acting State Entomolo- a “corehe Smet od cect vn for Particular Buyers 

gist, with Commissioner of Agricul- ethene oe ‘ ae : 
pK. dividual orchards in Sauk, Rieh- Have all the standard varieties 

ture, C. P. Norgord. land. (Crawford. and Door couiitics as well as the newer sorts. Can 

Three full time inspectors were 7) ne . : supply you with everything in 
: : _ paid handsome returns while many 

employ ed by the Department of of those in the east central portion Fruit Trees, Small Fruits, 
Agriculture in apple grading work of the state whi: were less well Vines and Ornamentals. 

throughout the packing season. eared for hardly paid the interest Let us suggest what to plant 
Practically the entire commerciai oit the value of'the land both in Orchard and in the 
ov 9 er een i e e SEARS decoration of your grounds. 
erop of a | ae vane ae “The state contains in the neigh- Prices and our new Catalog 
out properly labeled under the : a rg sent promptly upon receipt of Aes ind Tek, Whe aE borhood of ai Ae 200 your list of wants. 

. 2 Moreen Saas “trees or more which eould be made amen Tate o. . : af ! . 
me a bashils Cone et highly profitable investments by Nurseries at 

apples wi i i Bena psor a ocal'Y: the adoption of a simple spraying Waterloo, Wis. 

on out in uu k, or wasted. . program. The season’s work shows 

owe the a St ane wie are that summer strength line-sulphur ee _____Eess_— 
“Wisconsin Standard Faney, <5 ‘ 5k: BATLEER BERGE: Bat AGE 
“Standard A.” “Standard Bo mueh more satisfactory for 11S mmm 
nal sssified 2, a i “Call 3 purpose than the well known 2 = 

CLASSE, ant uns; »Y Bordeaux mixture. One of the 2 2 

far the a faa ns orchard distriets in particular suf- 2 The = 

though a very ou seontber ‘of feved severe iijiity from. apraying 7 Jewell Nursery 2 
. ~ : with Bordeaux while the trees in 3 z= 

“Standard A’? were packed in the 5 oes = Company 2 
heat orchard disteietw “Vevy “few the same neighborhoods to which = = 

a -" : ” al the lime-sulphur and arsenate of 3 Lake City, Minn. 2 
Fancy apples were shipped lead mix a lied wer = = 

from this state this season, owing mixture were app re were a J. M. UNDERWOOD, = 

to the unusual amount of injury protected as effcetively from in» ff Founder and Pres. 2 
from scab, cureulio, and worms. seotsiand.dikedne and were not i= Established 1868 A 

A number of violations of the  Jured by the spray. hits: Isai a 2 . = 
law were discovered and proseeu- cordance with the recommenda- = Fifty Years a 
tions have been begun, both for tons made by the department at = Continuous a 

unlabeled barrels and for those the beginning of the season. E Service a 
which did not come up to the grade 2 2 

marked. These are the first prose- E A Complete Stock 2 
cutions which have been started Rural Planning = of Fruit, Shelter = 

since the passing of the law and . 2 gad Ornamental : 

are somewhat in the nature of test One of the bright spots in the & oe fhe a 
cases, legislative session of 1918-1919 Northern Plant- 

“The season was a remarkable was the enactment of the Rural = ers. 

demonstration of the profits of Planning Law. = Agents Wanted = 

Wisconsin orchards when carefully Section (2) of the Act defines & Bemis “antes 2 

managed and of the losses result- Rural Planning as follows: E aii =
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© WISCONSIN FAVORED ‘ 

The Kickapoo Valley FRUIT DISTRICT The Hawks |i 

Our Specialty: Planting and Developing orchards for non-residents 

A few choice tracts for sale. If interested, write us. Nursery 

KICKAPOO DEVELOPMENT COMPANY Company 
GAYS MILLS, WISCONSIN , 

‘ a : are in a position to 2. “Rural planning’’ as used in rrr : 
this section means planning for ° pee ee 

the health, general welfare, and Quality Stock nds nad varieties } 

amenity of the settler; planning Strawberries ‘aitable to Wiscon 
for the establishment of the best Native Plum —_— Small Fruits st e to - 

possible transportation facilities ; Apple sin and other north- 
anning for oreati - WISCONSIN GROWN ern districts. planning for the creation and de Wi in Plant Read Will be glad to fi 

velopment of the most logical for Wisconsin ben ers. Rea e 0 - 
community centers where country our Price List before you with on a wants 
people can come together for so- buy, and save Money either in large or 
cial and business relations; plan- > ORF, . small quantities. 
ning for the setting aside of coun- Kellogg s Nurseries 
try parks, recreation fields, county Box 77, Janesville, Wis. ‘ — 
fair grounds, community wood-  Syraraannnnnnnnsnnnananee 
lands, places of local and historic Ww Wi 
interest, and for the reservation . 4 camun auwatosa, Wis. 
of land for public uses along river t0 learn how we may best hers 
fronts, lake shores, fine outlooks the people of the state in carrying ———— 
from hilltops, and for the preser- out the objects set-forth in the ™ TT 
vation of our native landscape. preamble. The Rural planning 

Surely this is a subject fit for law was printed in the September 

the most earnest consideration of | number of this paper. We dis- ‘ATENTED AUG.13, 1907 

every horticulturist in the: state. cussed only one phase of this sub- 

We will, therefore, spend an en- ject at the summer meeting, coun- lie 

tire session at the Convention dis- tty parks; we will go further into 
cussing this topie in an endeavor it at the January meeting. Hed, wee eed 

pee NAN SELINA LL NE LUDO NEL} BERRY BOXES 

; THE ANNUAL CONVENTION Crates, Bushel Boxes 
and Climax Baskets 

of the 

STATE HORTICULTURAL SOCIETY 8] | As You Like Them 
N pave, manufacture the Ewald Patent 

, ; , { wi 
The Biggest Gardening Event of the Year. Every Number on N that give satistaction. Berry box and 

the Program a Special Feature ie bar eeeaee. We shumlance oor 

ready for Use either for atravwborviee er ready j 
5 Amateur Gardeners Especially Invited | pasberriee-2 Ho onder tog small. or. 490 

ee eee A! If You Want to Learn How to Judge Fruit at Fairs Attend handling fruit, and we alm to do our 

Prof. Moore’s Classes By | Slat Ed ot A 
e) 
B Come Early and Stay Late Cumberland Fruit Package 

N >a 2 th - Company 
N P. S.—Bring Your Friends . 
i] Dept. D, Cumberland, Wis. 

MHC LENE NM HOE PLANE LACM PANAMA NEO
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‘‘ Strawberries Every Year’’ nearly 20% of all the berries plying all humus necessary for 

IE fai. Sart grown in the Sparta district, and — the proper nourishment of the 
J. E. Leverich, Sparta. . . 

‘ m a crop the past season, of nearly plants, and also preventing the 

I appear before you today at thirty-five hundred, 16 quart soil from getting too hard later 

the request of our Secretary, Mr. cases from nine aeres, with sales on, which is one of the greatest 

Cranefield, to explain how we of nearly seven thousand dollars causes of failure to get a perfect 

grow strawberries ‘‘Every Year.”’ for the same. And yet, we hear stand of plants. After a good 

I might say with much truth some people say that strawber- harrowing, to level and break all 

that, [ have partially, ai least, ries are run out at Sparta. There humps, a spring tooth harrow is 

grown up in the strawberry field. certainly is an opportunity for a used, being regulated to run 

I cannot remember when we have — difference of opinion on the ques- nearly as deep as the land was 

not had at least five acres to pick — tion, plowed in the fall. After this is 

each year, and for the coming sea- completed, the soil is usually in a 

son we have about fifteen acres. First—Location. very loose condition, and we im- 

We are ‘‘farmer — strawberry , . . mediately harrow to level, break 
ss, . We select a suitable location, ee ae . 

growers, but, understand we < . ‘ < lumps and conserve moisture. We 
5. which, in our particular ease is a : . . 

look out for, and plan to make a OF cath repeat this spring toothing onee 
: . sandy loam soil with a clay sub- : 

success of the — berries,—boch ae ; ; each week until we are ready to 
: . soil just rolling enough to afford . 

strawberries and bush berries; : , plant, so that no weeds are per- 
: . good natural drainage. We grow . . 
just the same as we do of our 7 : mitted to get a start. Kor, we 

i * ina three year rotation, oats, corn . s : . 
herd of Holstein cattle, and our Te : , firmly believe the time to kill 
Fj a j ee or potaioes, and strawberries. We § . 
fields of Golden Glow and Silver ji weeds is before the plants are set. 

A always grow a cultivated crop the ; : 
King seed corn. é . Before planting, we harrow three 

. . year preceding the planting of . : 
However, I am well aware, that . . or four times to thoroughly pul- 

_ strawberries, which helps to erad- . . 
we have broken many old rules” verize and level, and if the sea- 

. icate the weeds to a large extent, re . 
and methods brought along from . . son is inclined to be dry at this 

5 é _ the following year. : . : 
the past in relation to the grow- time, we roll, and harrow after 
i Poa strawber crop for ‘ » Foller wi a licht harrow ing of a strawberry  croy PREPARATION or SoIL. the roller with a light harrow. 

profit, and [ do not doubt but llowever, if we are having plenty 

that some of the methods we fol- We fall plow all land to be of rain, during planting time, we 
low, which, before T am through planted to strawberries, at least do not follow this course. When 

L will explain, may be a severe eight inches deep. We dise all \e have the field in shape to 

shock to the sensitive strawberry land before plowing, which cuts jJant, it resembles a garden plot. 
nerve of some strawberry grow- up the stubble and leaves the top 

. . ‘ ‘ 5 Time oF PLANTING 
ers in my audience. But as a of the ground in a loose condi- Time or PLANTING. 

tonie for that distressed person, | tion. As soon as the snow melts We aim to plant the week fol- 

have this suggestion—come to in the spring, and before the lowing May Isi, so that the young 

the ‘‘Leverich Fruit Farm’? dur- ground thaws, we top dress, plants will get the benefit of the 

ing the picking season next June using from ten to fifteen loads per — spring rains. However, we lave 

and eat of the fruit, and if this acre of barn yard manure, ap- had good results one or two years 

and the sight of one hundred — plied witha spreader. As soon as when we have planted a week or 
pickers, picking the luscious the ground is dry enough to work — two later. 

“King of all Berries,’’ does not in the spring, we harrow it to We use a two-horse strawberry 

restore to normal conditions, the break the top and thoroughly pul- planter to set all our plants, and 
nerves which I may have upset, I verize the manure. It is next plant about twenty-one inehes 

shall feel, that nothing but the double disced as deep as the dise apart in rows four feet wide. — I 

‘‘old plan’’ will do for that per- will run, so as to thoroughly cut have personally dropped every 
son. up the manure and loosen up the plant we have set for the past 

In giving you information on ground. By doing this the small eight or ten years, and have lost 

how we grow them, not one year particles of manure are evenly comparatively few plants during 

but every year, and produce spread through the soil, thus sup- that time.
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We use about 2 barrels of we. at this time. It is our aim te — they are trained by cultivating and 

ter for every thousand plants set, have the soil mellow but firm. hoeing to form a matted row, and 

and also soak all roots before ‘ as the number of runners and new 

planting, and as artesian wells COLTIVATION: plants inerease, the cultivator is 

and water are very plentiful up As soon as the weeds begin to narrowed a few inches each time. 

in the Sparta district, we do not start, or after the first rain, we Care and judgment must be ex- 

discriminate in the use of water; take a light wooden frame spike  ercised at this time, as the row 

be the season wet or dry, the wa- tooth harrow, and harrow the must be kept intact and not al- 

ter goes in with the plants just field lengthwise, if the top of the lowed to spread too rapidly. 

the same. We have found, that ground is very hard, we also har- At the second hoeing the run- 

plants set with the planter, and "W it crosswise. This, we find, ners are placed and trained to fill 

where plenty of water has been breaks up the crust that is bound all vacant spaces in the row, so 

used, ean stand a dry season as 0 form, and kills a large num- that by following this method of 

well, if not better, than those set her of the early weeds, and loos- gradually allowing the row to 

by hand, and asa consequence, my © the dirt around the plants; grow wider; by the Ist of Sep- 

my services at strawberry plant- thus saving much hoeing. It also tember, we are able to have a 

ing time are in demand, as the seratches the dirt from the top of good wide row, with a space of 
neighbors are beginning to be- the crowns of the plants, that from ten to sixteen inches  be- 

come convineed by seeing, that have been planted a little too tween each row. From this time 

the planter is the surest means of deep, or have been covered until it becomes too cold for 

getting a good stand of straw- slightly by rolling. When doing — plants to multiply, we cultivate to 

berry plants. this, great care must be exercised prevent them from growing to- 

We grow: our plants on mew to keep the harrow teeth fre> gether, using for this purpose a 

land and set the best possible to from straw, ete. However, one spike tooth cultivator, set as nar- 

obtain, We cannot afford to take must be on. the alert every minute row as possible. 

chances and tempt fate, and set during this harrowing and you (To be continued in March) 

any other kind. Good plants are will be surprised at the very sinall a 

the foundation and are cheap at nuntber of plants that are in- Home Fruit Growing 

any price. We sell many plants, jured. . Well-ripened sound fruit is 
but we advise growers to grow We cultivate our strawberries healthful. It is also a valuable 

their own, when possible to do so, every week after the first two food. It should form a part of 

as we think the plan has many weeks, until September Ist, or every meal, fresh when possible, 

advantages. All plants are set later if MECessary, and keep the or dried, canned, or otherwise pre- 

immediately after they are dug ground ina loose mellow condi- — served. 

and sorted. tion. As soon as the blossoms Home-grown fruit is desirable— 

If, at the time of planting, the are oub Oe the net plants, they Because it reaches the family 
ground is very dry (and that is are all picked off, and no berries fresh and in the best possible con- 

when a planter will work the are permitted to grow the first dition, 

best) and we do not get rain in season, and thus weaken the Beeause the family has fruit of 

a day or two, we again roll the mother plants. We cultivate as which it would often be deprived 

ground with a light roller after ietent | ee the Plants if it had to be purchased. 
the plants are set. ‘This process init . acm a on mred per- Because, if the proper varieties 

presses down the ridge in the We use a sulky. cultivator and ee conto supply er 

plant rows and presses the dirt Planet Junior for this purpose. secured ve reiics anaiikeh 

wore firmly around the plants. After the plants have a good prices, = ~ 

e ast, time about June Ist, using great without difficulty, or may be can- 
as one would naturally suppose it care not to disturb the roots and ned, evaporated, or otherwise con- 

would, but is a great help in to uncover all crowns. Ags soon served for use when fresh fruit is 

keeping the roots from drying out as the runners start to shoot out, not available.
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How to Grow Asters and fore the plants can be planted out. it is a good practice to stake the 

Gladiolus I usually plant in rows eighteen flower spikes, because if they are 

James Livingstone. inches apart and twelve inches be- allowed to become crooked they 

A great mistake is often made tween the plants in the row, this lose value, and a great deal of their 

in growing asters by sowing the gives plenty of room to cultivate beauty as a cut flower. 

seed too carly. There is nothing with a wheel cultivator, and gives The bulbs should be left as long 

gained by sowing the seed early the plants room to develop. as possible in the ground, but 

and allowing the plants to stand Asters should not be planted two should be harvested before there is 

around in flats till planting-out years in succession on the same danger of the ground freezing. 

time, in fact the plants are often ground. They make much better Some growers cut the tops off with- 

greatly injured that way. Some plants and keep freer from disease in a few inches of the bulb, but I 

of the early flowering sorts like if given a new location every year. prefer to leave almost all of the 

Queen of the Market can be sown Rotation of erops is always a good tops on, and tie them in bundles of 

the latter part of March or first of practiee and no greater proof of convenient size and hang them on 

April but for the main crop of cut this can be found than in the grow- nails along the rafters in a cool 

flowers, from April tenth to fif- ing of asters. basement. This saves room and 

teenth is early enough to sow the GuapIoLus. the air gets through amongst the 

seed. The plants can then be Gladiolus are amongst our easiest bulbs freely, and they do not start 

grown right along till planting out plants to grow, and rival in beauty — to grow so quickly as they do when 

time without check or allowing any of our garden flowers. Their they are piled together in boxes. 

them to become drawn and stunted. cultivation is so easy that it al- ——————_ 

Seed sown at the time stated and most seems like a waste of time and Hardy Plants for Home Grounds 

the plants grown right along under space to describe any method of “T guess I will buy some 

the proper conditions make splen- growing them. They canbe grown ‘prennyuls’ this year, I want 

did plants for planting out around from seed easily, and some seed- something that don’t take so 

Decoration day. lings that I raised flowered the much fussing and that will not 

The seed should be sown in pans — second season from seeding. There have to be planted every year. 

or flats of fairly rich light sand is a variety that is claimed to be They’re so nice don’t you think?’” 

loam, and covered with sandy soil an annual and flowers the first Of course I think so, it pays to 

and leaf mold that has been sifted season, but I have never tried it. agree with somebody who is go- 

through a sieve made of wire mos- My own method of growing glad- ing to part with some of that elu- 

quito netting. When the young jolus is to commence planting sive evil known as money, but I 

plants are large enough to handle about the latter part of April, and know I am not dealing with a 

they should be pricked off into plant every two weeks till about real flower lover. A real lover of 

flats. The flats I use are 12 x 22 the middle of June. This gives a flowers grows them not only for 

inches and three inches deep. good succession of cut flowers, the result of beautiful flowers, but 

These flats hold fifty plants. These which continues well along into to satisfy that instinct we have 

flats are-very handy, and it is al- September. We usually open a to create something beautiful 

ways easy to figure up how many drill five or six inches deep in good through our own efforts, through 

plants one has, by the number of rich soil, plant the bulbs three or study and care and watehfulness. 

flats, no odd numbers to count. four inches apart according to the Of course I try to sell this person 

When the weather is mild the size of the bulb, and the vigor of some kind of plant that will give 

plants should be given plenty of growth of the variety. This gives of its beauty with the least possi- 

air to harden them, and keep them the bulbs a good covering and _ ble expenditure of brain energy, 

from becoming weak and drawn, when the plants push their way but really, the dandelion and the 

and if they are in cold frames, through they havea good firm hold Canada thistle are about the only 

which is really the best place for of the soil, and are not easily ornamentals that fill these re- 

them, the sash should be removed blown over. When the bulbs are quirements, and I have not found 

altogether on mild days. planted deep there is not so much any buyers for them as yet. 

In this locality, Milwaukee, it is need of stalking; of course in some There is wondrous fascination 

usually around Decoration day be- of the stronger growing varieties in studying the likes and dislikes
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of all the different kinds of plants out so we will quit for this time ger seale. I would be very glad 

that we may term as hardy here and try and really say something if you had any leaflets you could 

in Wisconsin. The kind of soil next month. send me on the care of asters and 

they like, and fertility, and drain- Bill Toole, gladiolus that you think would 

age and moisture and when they Garry nee Dule. help.”’ 

bloom and how high they grow —— L. M. J. 
and how they fit in with other The First Hundred Any reliable seed firm, or florist 

flowers and how often they should A drive is on for one hundred in any of our large cities ean sup- 

be divided and how to grow members for the American Pomo- ply aster seed and gladiolus bulbs, 

young ones and how much cover- logical Socicty from Wisconsin in that will give just as good results 

ing to give in winter and the 1920. Nine of our members head as if they were purchased from a 
thousand and one little things the list. How many more will specialist in those lines. The varie- 
that make plants intimate per- there be for the March number? It ties of asters and gladioli suitable 

sonal friends rather than just has always been worth $2.00 to be for growing for cut flowers are so 

something that grows. a member of the A. P. S., it will numerous that it is a matter of ex- 

Of course it is a very nice thing be worth many times that in the perience to choose the best varieties 

to have your grounds all laid out new organization. Send $2.00 to to grow for the market. 

by a landscape gardener so you _ this office for a receipt, 1917 vol- As a rule, at the season of the 

are sure that everything harmon- ume of proceedings and all the year when asters and gladiolus are 

izes with everything else and that good things coming. ‘‘The Ameri- in bloom the market is so glutted 

it is all done properly even if you can Pomologist’’ is in the making with them that in the opinion of 
don't just quite like it, but some- and will appear as soon as funds — the writer it would be hard for an 

way I have a sympathy for the are in sight. We can see the amateur to find a market for them 

old fashioned garden even if shadow already. in Chieago and it would not pay 

things are a bit jumbled. There The early birds are: to ship them there unless they were 

is more of joy in carrying out R. J. Coe, exceptionally well grown. Well 

your own ideas and plans, even if Wm. Longland, grown stuff can always find an 

they do lack in perfection, than G. A. Buckstaff, opening and can command a fair 

in following out some other per- J. A. Hays, price, but it takes a good deal of 

son’s plans who may not be just Irving Smith, experience to grow flowers suitable 

in sympathy with your likes and Wm. Toole, Sr., for the Chicago market and make 

dislikes. A. Martini, it pay. 

And do not feel, either, that N. A. Rasmussen, Unless the grower intends to go 

your whole garden must be plant- If. (. Christensen. into it on a very large seale, it 

ed in one year. Let it grow nat- Only 91 more needed; fifty in would be better to find a local mar- 

urally, as friendships grow, add- February will help. ket, and work up a business grad- 

ing as desire and opportunity per- Se ually, rather than ship to Chicago. 

mit. Growing Asters and Gladiolus When the cost of packing and ship- 

About half the fun of garden- For Market ping to Chicago is taken into con- 

ing is in looking over the catalogs “Would you please give me the sideration, the prices obtained in 

during the winter and wondering name and address of some person the loeal markets would probably 

what this or that new kind is. or firm who make a specialty of compare very favorably with those 
| like, and dreaming about them, the cultivation of asters and glad- of Chicago. I would suggest that 

and it would spoil a whole lot of iolus, where I could get the best the grower obtain a copy of The 
fun if you planted the whole gar- seed and bulbs? I would also be American Florist or The Florist 
den in one year and had no incen- very grateful for the address of Review, Chicago, the addresses of 
iive to grow your dream gardens some reiiable firms in Chicago who a number of wholesale florists in 
during the winter time. would buy cut flowers.’’ Chicago will be found there; also 

Well, I started out to write “T have raised asters and glad- the addresses of seed firms that can 
about ‘‘Hardy Plants for Home iolus for two years onasmallscale supply aster seed and gladiolus 
Grounds’’ and haven’t said any- and am very fond of the work and _ bulbs. 
thing yet and my time has run would like to go into it on a big- Jas. Livingstone.
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The American Pomological Soci- Thru the bestowal of the Wilder the old amateur spirit still alive 

ety, Its Rejuvenation and medals all new meritorious fruits to warrant this attitude. 

What it Means are given a start in the world, a Wiser counsels however pre- 

‘ . standing in the community of vailed and at the St. Louis meet- 

ails ascent eee pomology such as could be had in ing Dee. 31st, 1919 a reorganiza- 

tinent having, dontinwous, exist? no other way. Nor are these the tion was perfected with the object 

ence. only ways in which the A. P. 8. of bringing together the commer- 

In the summer of 1848 A. J. has aided in the development of cial and amateur interests. 

Downing, Marshall P; Wildet, S. fruit growing. A glance thru the After three days hard work the 

B. PiiSbiis aad.a few athérs at early reports show that those delegates led by President L. H. 

in the city of New York to con- giants of early days were looking Bailey and assisted by nearly one 
ditkw Gig expudienen oentdlllieks forward to the time when fruit hundred horticultural scientists 

ing on dAmnerivan aodiogy tien growing would pass from the in session at that time, the con- 

@hith the ‘then. slidotie condition amateur stage then existing and stitution was revised and steps 

of pomology could be improved : hold its rightful place as one of taken to raise a permanent fund 

for the purpose of correcting con- the leading branches of agricul- of $25,000 and an annual budget 

faseil. momenclubce, ty preserse ture and by careful study and of $10,000, a part of which is to 

the fratte that were'valaable and more careful experiments with be derived from membership fees: 

discard those whith Weie. warth- varieties, soils, _ cultivation, ete. to publish a monthly magazine, 

1889, laid the foundation of our present The American Pomologist ; to col- 
‘As a result of this conference day pomology. _ Verily we owe lect and disseminate new fruits of 

ihe National Pomologteal Sueiety much to these pioneers. merit which are now too often 

waa foxiied whieh wan Tater ex: With the growth of commercial !ost thru inability of the origina- 
tended to include Canada and re- fruit growing during the past tor to place the trees Or plants on 
christened the American Pomo- quarter of a century, the conse- the market; to establish for ama- 

logical Soslely, ‘Then weurly quent falling off of the true ama- teurs and others an exchange for 

three-quarters of a century this fear Spirit and the love of fruit, C10ons buds and ‘plants; to shape 
aoelety hag Held aniiual’ or Bien: as fruit, rather than as something legislation, state and national j in- 

nial meetings attended by. the which might be converted into vestigate markets and marketing 

Foramout: pomolbyleln of His oye dollars the A. P. S. declined in mainly thru correlating existing 

countries. The society has never membership if not in influence. agencies; an beet to ‘sexve ase 
fad any other: soutes of inchs At the biennial meetings of plearpase house for American 

than the membership fees except 1915 and 1917 there was much Pes ogical interests. 5 

the income from a fund of five ‘discussion as to ways and means Zins fs gong fo he worth while 
thousand dollars contributed by of regaining lost ground and of to every drutt grower either ama: 

Marshall P, Wilder for medals, Placing the A. PS. again in its ‘Ur or professional and every 
During this period the A. P.S. Proper place. One faction, in- nd Canada nme Me CE OSS 

has rendered a service invaluable cluding the writer urged that the” Th “ - rt is that it wil 
to pomology. Long before the A. P. 8. with its splendid heri- dou, Li oe - ‘leek wil oa 
department of agriculture was tage and_ traditions be kept “Dp . »e ome be et nown as 

thought of the various committees wholly an amateur organization . at hi m aire no a oe 

of the A. P. S. were hard at work @"4 the commercial interests re- ‘n ihe seh er tone ae beat 
describing and classifying our S@"ded as secondary; that the cos : ame “thee wieo 
fruits and correcting the nomen- commercial interests organize a eninSthitig to ala “ te 

clature of pomology. Very early ational association for them- organization with a record of 72 in its history the society came to selves to be known as the National years of results. The reorgani- 
be recognized as Congress i i . Z i ope en ed phe enone Cottsen we fomnat Wattineenn zation does not in any way re- 

fruits were concerned and holds in November 1917 but died soon co or abridge the former valu- 

that place today. after) ; that there w al oe activities of the A. P. S,, only 
} was enough of enlarges its field of work. The
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A. P. 8. will still retain its fune- My Neighbor’s Garden rants and one gooseberry bush 

tion of classifying fruits and pass- . . »,, along one side or at the end. Six 

ing on names of new fruits; it Ei of my neighhons or eight currant bushes will be all 
will be in the future as in the past promise to give me some advice son: willl mew ation flveg seers ba 

the Supreme Court of Pomology. ohne ah aes, 7 ie ane to bearing, and if you have more 

It will be an honor and a priy- ee sean cise. than one gooseberry bush, you'll 

ilege to be a member of the 2 : a "have gooseberries to give away. 
. "i oo oni . that a true gardener, like almost , ; ld plant hill of pie. 

A. P. S. _The affairs of the NeW any sort of an enthusiask, isi gene You should plan one 1 of 

organization will be administered . oe : _ plant at the end of the row. Then 
5 ae pi erous of his time when it comes ; : 

thru a Council consisting of a vice to hig hobby: A: ardener ig ‘al- you Il want a strawberry patch. 

president from each state electet Sie wea - ‘ANG eats ha’ll If you put your currants across 

by the state horticultural society. ways ready 10 tals Be the end of the lot the strawberry 
St ° # maa, even stop gardening to talk gar- od ee . , xt Make it 

This Council wall elect an exeelt-  dening—which is saying a great pe can “ome nex 1 _ ue a 

tive committee of five members. dent, avait ain =“ - lis = 7 “ 

The weiter, your secretary, s My neighbor knows I have a about 20280 PB. as. i naa 
intensely interested in this move- lot 66 by 132 of which the house dig them out of my pe ; foo 

ment believing it to be the big- and front lawn oeeupy about a strong plants put in ear ve the 

gest even in the fruit world for B half, leaving about 4 rods square Spring will try a en ° Rive 
quarter of a century and that it tor a garden, and as he is a great you berries: £ ae a ae 

has come at an opportune time. lover Gf flowers T wondered ihe ayerbaaning FOU. a oe 
Two things are at present essen-  ouldn’t advise me to put half or este “ panies n t ea Sah 

tial to the success of fruit BTOW- nore into flowers. eep the nee hen ea ° a4 

ing, the revival of the amateur in- “Tf T were you,” he said, “I August ' / a. on = et s 

terest and the coordination of all would lay out my garden so that reat APL - a pe . ee 

the commercial fruit growing in- there should be a row of flowers, a mn hee the can P ae 

terests. The new A. P. S. will do perhaps eight or ten feet wide be- ve ene "The ae 4 rows . ld 
these things. Its officers invite tween the lawn and the regular first year. re secon yeaa : 

your cooperation thru member- garden, and then I would lay out tw 0 rows and - eel ‘ ne rows 
ship. Your secretary, acting a 4 jonder of. flowers along the Sede ; eee i eae 

Wisconsin delegate at the St. fence between you and Mr. Jones | ant ee a ‘ hae . °s her 
Louis meeting, rushing in where on the south and on the north Ou are one ° tenet ved 

angels feared to tread, agreed to \iope your lawn joins Mr, Smith wa Joos . otek ve " " " ton 
secure one hundred members from IT would just have my grass join ceria Ose M ‘i a “ ‘ i : rashes 
Wisconsin in 1920. Willyouhelp jient on to his and would pitt we d t on me = is 

make this offer good? It is a some shade loving plants along ta . “ft 5 Gai ane the aot 
matter of state pride for Wiscon- fireside of my house and between ue an awiuls rain on ieme ‘a 

sin to head the list. Other states it and the sidewalk leading to the i ; ae sf ne ae well snabons ii 

followed, after Wisconsin led,  jitghen,”? ane “ ra oe at ae, cha 

and they may make good but “How would you lay out the pe al wi ie sn 

Wisconsin must. Eight W. S. vegetable garden?”’ I asked. ose 8 * vse a heete al 
H. 8. members headed the list “Tn the first place I would plan heen k wet i “ eee oe , 
at the recent convention in Mad- ¢o, 4 good-sized asparagus bed, PRRE: “° iv i 1 _ n a 

ison. Ninety-two more are need- and this I would put either in the pas Ee een ee . mes " 
a . dishes, onions, parsnips, parsley 

ed. Send the two dollar mem- ja0i corner or in the front corner aisha svi. cav¥ots anate 
bership fee to this office and a along the lot line where it will — ‘Sul nals aoe t Bik 
receipt will be sent you. It’s joven need to be moved. This let me eoution you. y fe me: 
going to be worth two dollars. + . sav the third year e . 

Ty it and ifeaved for will be batter ti, Dow plant more than 
z third or a quarter of what you are 

Frederic Cranefield, each year thereafter all your life. tempted to. If you do it will go 
Seeretary. “JT would put in a few red ecur- (Continued on page 102) =
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Wisconsin Horticulture tive committee, is a young man 

and has charge of one of the larg- 
Published Monthly by the Important Notice arge 0 . . arg 

Wisconsin State Horticultural Society est orchard enterprises in the 
12 N. Carroll St. i state 

Official organ of the Soclety. On and after April 1st, State. , , . 
—_—_ 1920 the fees for member- Mr. E. J. Frautschi represent- 

FREDERIO ORANEFIELD, Editor. in i ‘ ‘ . ‘ ird district is 7 
Secretary W. S. H. S., Madison, Wis. ship in this Society will ing the third district is a Madi 

—_——____— : Li ~ son business man who is keenly 
Entered as second-class matter May 13, 1912, be as follows: Life mem * ba . e : 2 . 

at the postoffice at Madison, Wisconsin, under bership, Ten Dollars, An- interested in horticulture. 
the Act of March 8, 1879. i . , . ji ‘ 
‘Advertising rates made known on application. nual membership. One Mr. J. E. Leverich of Sparta 

ee Dollar, local and auxil- while not so well known to the 
Wisconsin State Horticultural Society * iet bershi ider snniberé. £ his: father will 
Anat membership, te, ity cents unill lary society membership, older members as his father wi 

pril Ist, 1920, which includes twenty-five cent i " s . ' 
subseription pried to. Wisconsin. Horticulture. Fifty Cents. soon be better known. 
Remit Atty cents to Frederic Cranefleld, Editor, Memberships will be ac- Mr. H. E. Christensen of Osh- 

Remit by Postal or Express Money Order. ; : . . r ie 
A dollar bill may be sent safely if wrapped oF cepted at the former kosh who succeeds J. W. Roe is 
attached to a card, and pays for two years. sf res 7 ny Bi tached “to 2 core pad pave for two years rates, one-half the above, too well known to need introduc 

Postage stamps not accepted. until April 1st, tion. The balance of the commit- 

aprionna : Applicants for life tee are ‘‘hold overs.’’ 

Be Mant ace aaa eee noon hake Geneva membership must be nom- 
. A. Hays, jce-President...........Gays Mills ¢ ae 

F. Cranefleld, Secretary-'Ireasurer......Madison inated by a member, an- 
——— nual ife, i a The fruit exbibit altho only one 

EXEOUTIVE COMMITTEE , or life, in good stand i . 
Al Martini oo... ccee cee eee ee Ex-Officio. ing. Members ‘‘in good half as large as that of one year 

BGraneneld 20000 ometo standing”’ are those whose ago was of high quality and com- 
toa Dist, Reg. Gow LO a Saingon fees are paid in advance. pactly staged in the long and nar- 

3rd Dist., FE. J. F tsehi..............Madit : . 7 , Sse g . . , , 
a Dist. a. Lelaiger De Milwaukee No application or nom- row Assembly parlor was very 

tl lat., Jas. vingstone .........Milwauk * : * : triki 
Oth Dit) Ho, Cnrfstensen cru oankosh ination is required for an- striking. 

t., Wm, ‘Toole, Sr...............Barab i ; 
8th Dist. J.B. Leveriek 0 srr PSparta nual membership merely The usual extensive ‘‘Kicka- 
oth Dist., L. E, Birmingham... -St B se hihi , ‘ 

10th Dist.) Paul, Grant. “1 SMenomonte the payment of the fee. poo’? exhibit was lacking but 
et., Irving Smith ................Ashland : : Baraboo sent more than usual. 

BOARD OF MANAGERS The membership fee in ‘ 
A. Martini F. Cranefleld each case covers subscrip- pores 

J. A. Hays : 2 “ 
ce tion to Wisconsin Horti- : 

_ — ~ culture. Interest in the program was 

Convention Notes Forward all fees to the never keener. One apple grower 

The executive committee voted Secretary. ee that he considered the 
unanimously, or rly so, for é . Thursda afternoon rogram 

¥, or nearly so, for a Frederic Cranefield, ay progre 
return to the dollar basis for an- Sec’y. W. 8. H. 8. worth more than one hundred 

nual membership and ten dollars "ie Adlenw "FE dollars direet gain and indirectly 
5 7 Madison, Wis. See beeh . 5 

for life membership. thru inspiration a gain beyond 

These fees, reasonable and dig- measure. Now that we have each 

nified, were the ones fixed by the year a symposium by the college 

Society upon its organization in After five years faithful and men and the practical experience 

1865 and maintained until 1907 loyal services as president, con- of growers combined during a 

when the first cut was made. Two tributing in the aggregate weeks three day meeting the commercial 

years later the original fees were if not months of valuable time to grower who does not attend is 

adopted only to be cut again in the affairs of the society, Mr. bound to fall just a little behind 

1912. N. A. Rasmussen declined re- in the game. 

This juggling with fees has not election and Mr. A. Martini of 

benefited the society nor aided in Lake Geneva was elected. Mr. 

inereasing the membership and J. A. Hays was reelected vice ~ California outdoor grown chry- 

there is now a well defined feel- president. santhemums and violets are com- 

ing that the restored rates will Mr. Paul E. Grant of Menomo- ing on to our markets in larger 

remain for a long time. nie, a new member of the execu- numbers every year.
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We Take Pleasure in Introducing nomical value of some of our Free Exchange Department 

President Martini lands. In having established this 
A. Martini born 1868 in Zurich, one industry we as members of For the months of March and 

Switzerland, served his apprentice The Wisconsin State Horticul- April we will publish exchange 

years in floriculture in the then tural Society have every reason notices free of charge. For in- 

Grand Duchy Gardens Belvedere to feel proud of the suecess stance if you have a surplus of 

near Weimar, Germany, from 1883 achieved thus far and it is our prants uP seeds ia von would 

to 1886. Spent 2 years in the duty to boost to our utmost this ‘ € ho exchange sen m your ‘a 

well known nurseries near Trier enterprise which with the assist- tom list in substance as fol- 

on the Moselle. Emigrated to ance of our most highly esteemed ese tas ; 
. he ‘ : ‘ j Gladiolus bulbs, named varie- 

America 1888, became naturalized co-workers of the university of (. , 

1896. Worked in commercial Madison is bound to bring this ties, for aster seeds or plants. 

greenhouses as grower of cut state into its proper place as a Mis. —— 
4 ‘i Dat ‘ * —— Wis. 

flowers and plants in different fruit producer of the nation. 
. “ 2 A : f , Write name and — address 

parts of the country serving 15 Our field of action is a large a Gigs — 62 

years with one of Chieago’s lead- one and as a horticultural society plainly. Notices limited to 2 

ing florist establishments. Since We are interested in anything wrens, one time: no for sale: no- 

1910 in charge of the extensive that tends to advance horticul- ee only aga hens oaap 

estate of F. D. Countiss, one of tural knowledge among our mem- ieee m sponse to this oun) o 

Lake Geneva, Wis., best known bers not the least of which—as in none anay. bea flood anyway we 
. . . .. ‘ ‘ » are willing to try it. 

private residence grounds where the apple—is the furthering of 
fruit growing under glass is one Other industrial enterprises. — I 

of the specialties and where vis- wish to ask all members to be as OO 

itors are always welcome. enthusiastic as possible and to Now Tecthe time 

a lend their loyal support for the 

. . welfare of our society by keeping Annual membership fees will be 

To the Members of Wisconsin alive the interest in the aittereit accepted for two vidas in advance 

Horticultural Society local societies and hy encouraging at the old rate until April first, 

Greetings— the forming of new ones. All and for two years only. So now 

In having been elected as your amateurs have here a chance to is the time for a rain of dollar 

president for the coming year I get the best possible information bills, Old members, renewals and 

appreciate most highly the honor and give their own experience new members, one and all dig up 

you have bestowed upon me and — pertaining to the raising of flow- a dollar and do it before April Ist. 
I thank you most cordially for ers, fruits and vegetables. You will never get another 

your confidence. During the years In closing I wish to say a word chanee! 

that I have had the pleasure of — of praise for the splendid monthly 
becoming acquainted with you I magazine Wisconsin Horticulture aa 
have been deeply interested in the whose pages are so full of inter- 

work that this society has under- est to the professional and ama- Do you read ‘‘neighbor’s”’ 

taken, what it has accomplished teur alike that we ought to make notes on ‘‘My Neighbor’s Gar- 

and in the manner that its policy oceasional application for special den??? Your editor prizes these 

is being carried out with the able copies for distribution among our practical talks very highly. 

guidance of its esteemed secre- neighbors and otherwise lend our ‘‘Neighbor,’? who asks that his 
tary Mr. Frederic Cranefield. support for an increasing mem- name be withheld, is a profes- 

Among the trial orchards estab- bership. sional man with a deep and abid- 

lished-in different parts of the A. Martini. ing love for plants and is an ex- 

state better results have been ——_—_—_—_—— ceedingly skillful amateur gar- 

shown in some localities than in Hope for the Hibernal dener. That’s why he is success- 

others—having thus proven by Apple wood is extensively used ful—he loves his plants. The 

persistent efforts and practical for tool handles and brings $40 a notes will continue thru the 

demonstration the hidden eeo- cord. year.
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ve _ peekeepers and the extension work of 

the Agricultural College. Then we 

were practically not noticed by either 

| AMONG WISCONSIN BEEKEEPERS the University or Department of Agri- 

| The Wisconsin BeeKeepers Page culture, and wit the Hegistature the 
| . needs of even e existence of a bee- 

| Prof. H. F. Wilson Editor keeping industry in Wisconsin was a 
f ere joke. 

SECOND ANNUAL BEEKEEPERS with all of them, and we have per- 
SCHOOL AND CHAUTAUQUA, ate so can ti ‘ manently taken our place in the 

ES MADISON, WISCONSIN, State Convention Dec. 4, 1919. ranks of the leading Agricultural So- 

‘AUGUST. 15-21, 1920. Brother and Sister Beekeepers, and Cieties of the state, in fact we are 

Members of the Wisconsin State Part and parcel of the State Depart- 
Beekeepers Association: ment of Agriculture as well as of the 

MAKE AN EXHIBIT OF HONEY As I was not in attendance at our Department of Agriculture at Wash- 

AND BEES AT THE STATE FAIR,  Jast annual convention, it is with ington. We have today under the 
AUG. 30 TO SEPT. 4. some surprise that I find myself @uspices of the College of Agriculture 

called upon at this time to face you @ State Arey, which after having 
; — as your presiding officer. However, it ¢XPerienced the ravages of American 

Better Keeps For Beekeepers. is with excusable pride that on this foul brood, and the consequent neg- 

Keep bees better, Keep better bees. Ur 41st annual convention, I am lect of wartime conditions in the per- 
Keep cooperating, Keep organizing. Privileged to greet you as your pres- Sonnel of the College, was for a time 
Keep educating, Keep improving. ident, and assure you that the honor Not as promising as could have been of serving you ‘as such this one year Wished. However, conditions at the 

oe counts with me for more than the College are again at normal and the 

consecutive service of 20 years as  APiary is again under good personal 
Every Beekeeper A Booster. your secretary, and I trust you will Supervision. In fact, we have a good 

9 pardon me the conceit, that your Mucleus, out of which to build a de- 

If you don't like this issue, write placing me in this position, was in partment of beeculture at the col- 
the editor, tell us what you do want. the nature of an appreciation of my lege. But what shall we do about it? 

We have 594 members in the State services as such to say nothing of Shall we let good enough alone and 
Association. Next month we are go- choosing me as a successor of the old Simply call it giving the University 
ing to print the numbers of state faithful standby, who has so effi-  @nother job, or shall we take an ac- 
members in every local. Do a little ciently served you as president for — tive interest in the matter? Most de- 

hustling before hand and double the So many years. As I face this meet-  Ccidedly the latter. Not, however, in 
number on your list. ing, it is but too evident, as it has the spirit of demoralizing criticism, 

Every beekeeper in the state should been for some years past, that a new but in the spirit of appreciation, that 
be a member of your local and the and younger generation of beekeepers Will result in betterment and im- 
State Association. has taken the place of the older. provement to the end, that this de- 

LET'S MAKE IT 1000 BY DECEM-_ This is but natural and could not be partment be as important and as well 
BER 1, 1920. otherwise. Our best authorities to- eduipped, as other departments in the 

day are younger men, take for in- Agricultural College. There is no 

aan stance Dr. Phillips and his helpers. doubt whatever but that war condi- 
In time they in their turn will go to tions have created for us a honey 

Sugar For Spring Feeding. the rear, and the rising generation of ™arket such as we never had before, 
. . beekeepers take their places at the especially the demand for extracted 

The Secretary has been trying to front. Quinby, Langstroth and Da-  honey,.but for all that we do not 
buy a carload of sugar for the bee-  qant are names we revere, aS pioneers have an absolute market. We have a 
keepers but we are assured that there in modern beeculture, but could they better demand and ready salé, and 
will be plenty of sugar on the market pe with us today, they would be as- Much better prices, and it is now up 
by April 1, So nothing more seems  tonished and hardly recognize their to us, not only to keep this market, 
necessary. books, revised as they have been to but to make it an absolute market. 

keep up with the times. How can we do this? By an abso- 

oO Of the old members I met at the eteekenn ae  oetie Gene tenes 
ow . . first convention, I attended 23 years Ock in every grocery store of honey 

A State W ide, Clean Up Campaign in ago, very few are a with me today. the same as sugar and syrup, as a 

1920. Most of those still living are too fee- staple article. This may be done lo- 

The eradication of American foul ble to be with us. In those days 20 ae By iret pence ane 
brood and the keeping of strong col- °F less met in some small room in tnetannat eas oth. Sule ns Ee 
onies to keep down European Foul the old Capitol, and sometimes the thins “ 8, a young man, came to me 

Brood will increase the honey crop of crowd would ‘be seated around a large hi n * peer Prevouely na ais 
Wisconsin 1000%. Why not arrange table, not very formal, but, very so= 40% 5 pok Oe 1 has 8 lots of 
with our Apiary Inspection Depart- cial. Today this would be a very fe : eae ee ttiae iat notes ment to set a definite date in every Small attendance, if not a failure. fr g and nothing but amber 

Y ‘Then we had less than 100 members, ®t the time. I offered him the whole 
county where American Foul Brood today 500 or more, and most of these, lot, if he would retail it all over his 
exists to have a clean up week? Have beekeepers who have developed from counter, and sell it at not less than 

your local association decide the best the younger men and women during 30¢ per Ib. for 23c. He took the 
time (at the beginning of the honey recent years. Today we have 17 or whole lot and now thinks he will not 

flow) get your supplies ready before more Local Associations, all affiliated have enough as it is selling every day. 
hand and treat every diseased colony with the State Association, and some Arrangements like this in every com- 
in every county. For every month or of them with more members than we munity would mean an absolute de- 

season that you delay, you are losing had 25 years ago. All of which has mand for it. This is the only condi- 
money. been brought about by the younger tion to make it a staple and no
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amount of soliciting and peddling will dantly and freely given to other agri- of you who have seen the people 

accomplish the same result. Fifty cultural Associations. In fact, the crowding through our small building: 

years ago, farmers in my county used State Fair Board has already anti- can have any conception of what it is 
to peddle and dicker to dispose of cipated us in a way to make it in- like. Think of a conservative esti- 

their butter and eggs, because there cumbent on us to put forth our very mate of twenty thousand persons 

‘was no regular market. Honey pro- best efforts in making good. They crowding through our small building 
ducers doing the same thing today have assured us of an extension to in fourteen consecutive hours each 
are no doubt retarding the establish- the Bee & Honey building, giving us day. This happened on Children's 

ment of an absolute market to say about three times the space at pres- and Milwaukee days. And during the 
nothing of demoralizing prices for the ent provided, and have more than week buying from the exhibitors over 
honey producer. doubled the amount of premium of- $2000 worth of honey in retail con- 

With the exception of honey, there fers. In doing this they not only tainers, to say nothing of orders for 

is today no product of any Agricul- show their good will toward us, but larger amounts placed for delivery 

tural pursuit, but what has a regular that they fully realize the importance Think it over and remember. Make 

demand and is handled wholly of our industry. The Department of your next county fair and the 1920 

through the market, and prices to the Agriculture is anxious that we make State air the best ever, so far as we 

producer are arranged likewise. a showing, proportionate to our im- as beekeepers are concerned, 

There is today despite ready sale and portance, that every dollar of pre- Gus Dittmer. 

good prices, no condition to govern mium offered be taken up, and all 

and regulate prices. Instead of a space in the enlarged building be oc- - = 

market price on honey, as on butter cupied. I am convinced from my 

and eggs, the producer sells for what limited acquaintance with the officials The A, B, © of Beekeeping. 
he can get. I have it on reliable in- that they would welcome a condition, 
formation that car loads of white making necessary the expenditure of The manipulation of bees is based 

honey can and have been bought in $10,000 to furnish adequate quarters Upon their response to (stimuli) oc- 
60 lb. cans at 20c per Ib. this same for the Bee and Honey exhibit. currences which tend to increase or 

honey is sold after repacking in Is it possible to create such a con- decrease their activities. In other 
smaller assorted packages for 35 to dition? words, when certain conditions exist 

40c per lb. This, however, is for white If ten local associations and 50 in- bees follow a certain instinct to do 
honey only, amber they will not buy dividual beekeepers would make en- things. 
at all and are not interested in. Why. tries, we would be swamped in our These reactions are known as bee 

I do not know, but I do know that new enlarged building. behavior. Study your bees, learn 
amber honey can be sold if put side If all local and county associations what they do when certain things are 

by side with the white, or better if and 150 individual beekeepers would one, apply only the good things and 
nothing else can be had, as was the make entries, we could fill the Horti- | You will succeed. 
case last year. cultural building, and have the most learn how to provide the (stimuli) 

After having succeeded in supply- attractive exhibit on the ground. conditions which bees require for 
ing your local merchant, it is up to This estimate is no fancy imagina- building up and gathering nectar and 

you to help him sell it, and this can tion, and I am sure that any exhibitor You will profit accordingly. 
be most effectually done, through the in this department in recent years Provide plenty of stores, plenty of 
medium of your County and State will agree with me. But Ido not an- protection in cold weather, good ven- 
Fair. ticipate such a rush for the 1920 fair, tilation in summer, provide abun- 

I am convinced, that for the pur- and would consider it a decided prog- dance of room while bees are build- 

pose of bringing before the general ress if all space in the new building ing up in the spring and during the 
public the importance of the beekeep- Will be occupied. honey flow, keep young queens and 
ing industry in Wisconsin, and _ to This we can and must do and the you can't fail. 
create a demand for honey, nothing best time to begin thinking and plan- Temperature is an important condi- 

equals a well planned exhibit at your ning for county and state fairs, is tion which causes certain definite re- 
county fair. This should be in charge right now, and let us do our planning  Sponses. 

of some beekeeper who is competent in the spirit of advertising honey and Bees cluster at 57° F. Below that 
and willing to give information. Tt making it a staple product. Finan- temperature, the cluster becomes 

should be the business of all inter- cially it is the very cheapest adver- ™more compact and as the tempera- 
ested beekeepers to prepare for the tising and in fact we are offered a ture goes down on the outside it goes 
next fair in your county by seeing to bonus for availing ourselves of the Up on the inside of the cluster. Bees 
it that your premium list is revised opportunities offered by both county produce warmth in the hive by fan- 

to date and preferably conform to the and state. At worst, you will be out Ning the wings and muscular action. 

State Fair list and by getting a suffi: nothing but a little time and trouble. The harder they have to work, the 
cient number of beekeepers interest- Don't be afraid of spending your time uicker their energy is used up and a 
ed and securing ample space. Then and money benefiting the other fel- greater amount of stores are required. 

put up somthing that will attract at- low, because he cannot do anything In the spring and fall when the tem- 

tention and watch results. If your along this line without benefit to you, perature falls below 50° F. bees 
merchant who sells your honey will and So you are even. In conclusion, should be in double walled hives or 

put up an exhibit, furnish him a good let me impress on you the importance else they should be protected by out- 

attractive honey exhibit, with your of creating a condition that will make side packing. In winter they should 
labels. your honey as staple as butter and be placed in a cellar or packed in 

The State Fair, however, should be eggs. Keep it before the public, by winter cases. 

Kept in mind above all else, for here having it on the counters of the gro- Above 57° I. bees break the cluster 

it is where we show up not only to cery stores, in an attractive way at and at 69° I. they fly freely from the 

the people at large, but directly to all times. By having large and at- hive. The queen begins laying eggs 

the State authorities who have their tractive displays at all of our county and brood rearing starts when a tem- 

eyes on us, to estimate our standing fairs and at our state fair. perature of 94° F. is developed inside 

and progress if any, and if proper You cannot realize the full benefit the hive. 

efforts on our part are in evidence, to our industry when the beekeepers Three pounds, or 15,000 bees is a 

will on their part encourage and rec- at large, help to make these exhibits good colony of bees in early spring; 
ognize us with the same aid so abun- the center of attraction. Only those fifteen to twenty pounds or 75,000 to
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100,000 bees is a good colony at the charges on anything that the bee- Report of the Treasurer of the Wis- 

beginning of the honey flow. About keepers will send in. Old extractors, consin State Beekeeping Associa- 

five pounds of honey are required to foundation rolls, hives, etc., are de- tion From Dec. 5, 1918 to 
produce one pound of bees, sired. Dec. 4, 1919. 

1918 Dr. Cr. 
— —_— 2 balance on 

Dec 5 Mand vers. $368.93 
An Invitation. Every Beekeeper His Own Inspector. Dec. 6 By Edw. Has- $64.37 

Learn what foulbrood looks like singer ....-- * 
To Edward Hassinger Jr., and his gnq treat your colonies before the in- Dec. 6 By John ¢ Put 

~ ~ Sec. * Ne 
young wife. spector comes around. W. B. D. Assn. 15.00 

Now, my dear Ed, just come along, Dec. & Piston te 5.00 
Present your mate, your bride, Dec. 16 By Edw. Has- 

And we will sing a jolly song inger weicpona 63 
i Dec. 16 ‘0 lw. as- In joyous mood and pride. Honey Recipes Dec Singer ....... 38.00 

in By H. F. Wil- a All kinds of fun we will select, (Mrs. R. BE. Vaughan) Dee. 80 Blin deserts 8.25 
Your jealousy, Ed, hide, ’ : Pop Corn Balls 919 For we don’t care if : oe > Wi 
Well even 2 ns Waa the walae Boll one pint of honey till it will Mar. 18 To HF. Wik os. 

We want to see—and briefly greet form a “hard crack” in cold water. Mar, 14 By H. FB Wil - 

The sweetest little wife Stir in freshly popped corn and when BOM i ee esinn $25.00 
And then you, Ed, can just retreat cool enough to handle, form into balls Mar, 14 By Menor 87.50 

And have her . . . all your life, 7 Cones or other fancy shapes. Apr. 22 Wisconsin 
= 6 fF State Jour- 

Hugo Sehubel Rice Pudding nals... 36.00 
——— Soak one-half cup of well washed June 17 By Prederiels 14306 

rice over night. In the morning mix ops cennefeld . 
Friend All r A Aug. 4 To H. F Wil- 

en en, our treasurer, was a the rice with one-third cup of honey, SON ....0ee 717.00 
recent visitor to Madison. Hecame a half teaspoonful of salt, two table- Aug. 5 By H. F. Wil- on 
to help audit.the accounts of his  spoonsful of butter, a pint of milk son ....... 25.00 
church society, so you see he knows and cook for at least an hour in a Oct 1 BY aot State 43.00 
how to take care of our money. double boiler. Carefully fold in a pec, 3 To H. F. Wil- ; 

well beaten egg and pour in a baking son... 112.00 

dish and dust top with cinnamon and Pec. 3 BY preuerick 20.25 
If you have any honey to sell, list bake in moderate oven for half an Dec. 3 By Bal. on . 

it with the state marketing commis- oar: Serve with fruit preserves or hand 33 cies _ alae 

sion. They can help you. raisin sauce. . 712.43 $712.43 Raisin Sauce.—Boil a half cup of A, ©. ALE Bee 
—___- chopped raisins and a half cup of Portage, Wisconsin. 

honey and 8 tablespoonsful of water 

If you have any bees to sell, let the together and cool to serve with the FINANCIAL REPORT OF SECRETARY 
secretary know aS he knows of sev- rice pudding. FOR 1919. 
eral people who want to buy bees. Received dues from 

Nougat (Candy) 420 members at 50c each..... $210.00 
a 1 cup honey 34 members at $1 each...... 34.00 

% cup sugar 1 member at $1.50......... 1:50 
Correction. % Ib. almonds (chopped) 12 Assns. affiliated at $5 each — 60.00 

, 3 egg whites $305.50 
In the secretary’s report (see Jan- 2 tablespoons butter Paid to A. C. Allen, Treasurer 

uary issue) Shawano County Bee- Boil honey and sugar together till March 12..............2-++.+ $116.50 

Keepers’ Association was omitted. jt forms a “hard crack’ when August Lesereseiere caress sonanenazeneiow - 88 

from among the list of locals having dropped into cold water. Add one OCr Bese e sere seca seen ees 12.00 
delegates at the annual meeting of spoonful at a time of syrup to the $305.50 
the Board of Directors. Mr. E. S. stiffly beaten egg whites. Mix thor- Total number of members...... 528 
Hildemann, a worthy gentleman and oughly each time before adding an- Motel number afiliated associa 2 
a friend of the secretary was their other spoonful. When the syrup has Total number of paid up mem- 
representative. So this did not hap- been added, pour mixture into sauce- R bers for 1018; Senectaaceye mcareuensnenee 179: 
en on 4 oS ” 1 eceive rom A. C. Allen for 

p on purpose Beg pardon pan and return to the stove. Cook miscellaneous expenses........ $50.00 
very slowly, beating continuously till mxpenditures .................. 44.25 

_ the mixture forms a hard ball in cold —- 

How To Secure Honey News’ Mar- Water. Add chopped nuts, pour into $5.75 

ket Reports. buttered tins and cool till it can be 126 members paid up to July 1, 1920 
cut into squares and wrapped in 125 members paid up to Jan. 1, 1921 

Every member of the association waxed paper. Keep in warm place : enters Pard up to duly 1, 1921 
: : d 'S pa up to Jan, 1, 22 can secure these monthly reports in an air-tight tin can. 2 honorary life members: ©. P. Dadant. 

from the Bureau of Markets by send- N, E. France 
ing in your name and address, clearly Honey Taffy 271 members not paid for 1920 
written to the U. S. Bureau of Mar- Boll together twovcups Of Honey; ® dip 

half cup of sugar, a fourth teaspoon- “xpenditures kets at Washington, D. C. 1000 receipts 5.00 ful of soda and two tablespoonsful B00 Garda eer es see a $3.00 
- of vinegar till it forms a “hard Postage 0) 80 

crack” in cold water. Remove from F. Huss (clerk)... 2.0.0.0... 8.75 
The University Beekeeping Depart- fire and cool till it can be handled. i; Hildreth (clerk).......... 10.00 

ment is trying to establish a museum Pull same as any other taffy. Cut RARER OTS TSE 10.50 

of beekeeping apparatus and hives and wrap in waxed paper. Keep in $44.25 

and we will pay freight or express tight tin box in a warm dry place. H. F. Wilson, Sec., Dec. 1, 1919. 

°
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Reports From Locals. and movement moderate, market with state inspectors when an area 
HEE. ES , steady. Sales to jobbers—per lb. Ex- clean-up survey is made, Applica- 

ane Clark County, Beekeepers’ As- tracted, various state, Alfalfa and tions Toit expexieheea iaekeebers in 
oo ae ec at Neillsville, December (lover White 19-21c, Light Amber counties without associations will 

nw i essor Wilson, Secretary of 17~-19c, New York Buckwheat 15-17c. gladly be considered. 
e State Association was with us and Beeswax: 1. c. 1. receipts moderate. It is expected that a second exam- 

gave some good pointers on the care Supplies moderate. Demand and ination will be given additional men 
of bees, winter problems and the need — movement moderate, market steady. ater in the spring. All interested 
of foulbrood eradication. Mr. R. V. various states unrefined 42—45c per Ib. associations and beekeepers are asked 

Brown, County Agricultural Agent, Minneapolis, Dec. 30: Supplies lib- to write S. B. Fracker, acting State 
also met with us and is showing eral, Demand and movement moder- — [gntomologist, at the STATE CALT- 
much interest in beekeeping. He has ate, market steady. Sales direct to TOL. 

met with us several times. We are retailers. Comb: Western, Fancy 
planning more meetings for the com- light, 24-section cases $7.50. Ex- — ws 

ing year. Three members of the as- tracted: in 60-Ib. can mostly 20—21¢ 
sociation were elected to take the ex- per Ib. Local Notes. 
amination for deputy county inspec- 
tors and we plan te get a goog start ae The Northeastern Wisconsin Lee- 

on cleaning up foulbrood this season, keepers’ Association held their annual 

J. S. Sloniker, Where To Buy Queens In Wholesale meeting December 16 at Reedsville 

News Reporter for Clark Co. Bee Lots, and elected the following officers: 

Association. President, F. F. Stelling, Reedsville. 

The Secretary has been correspond- Vice-President, Wm. Rusch, R. F- 

——ere i ing with Mr. John M. Davis, Spring- D. 2, Reedsville. 
hill, Tennessee, and has received the Secretary, Martin Krueger, Reeds- 

Market Reports. following quotation for members of ville. 

Market quotations from Minneapo- $99 aeons are Peete ea, less (han dic Krieger; Reeds: 

lis and Chicago, our nearest markets, fay 10th to June 1st—$115.00 per 100 State Association Director, FF. 
wie ee eaee if desired by the as- June 1st to July 1st—$110.00 per 100 Stelling, Reedsville. 

ae g : . July 1st to Nov. 1st—$105.00 per 100 This association now has 77 mem- 
Chicago, Dec. 31: 1 Calif. arrived. If any of the local associations are — hers, 

I. e. 1. receipts moderate. Demand — jlanning to restock, they should take 

a advantage of this opportunity and - —— 
either write to Mr. Davis direct or to 

COMING EVENTS the Secretary. A three day bee school was held at 

° Oshkosh, January 8, 9 and 10 with 

. BEE SHORT COURSE - ——— - the result that the Winnebago County 

Association voted to affiliate with the 

February 11 to March 18. Bees seem to be wintering fairly State Association. 
, . well from reports. My own bees are 

A five weeks’ short course in bee- jot wintering so well especially those 
keeping will be given at the Univer- that were fed very late and had no 
sity of Wisconsin from February 11 flight after being fed, some of them i 
to March 18 in connection with the were fed on damaged sugar and some 
regular Farmers’ Short Course. — o¢ this “sugar was salt'—one lot of 
pou ectae w coe aa feed had so much in it that the bees 
ural Engineering, Dairy Husbandry would not take it, but I have reason 

and Horticulture will be given with {9 believe there may have been just BEEKEEPERS 
the course during the morning pe~ 4 little salt in some of the other feed 
riods. Afternoon sessions will be and as a result those colonies are 
given over to beekeeping and Poultry — yestiess and showing signs of dysen- 
Husbandry combined or to beekeep-  jery, 

ing alone as may be desired. —_ Ele- There is plenty of snow to protect 
mentary and advanced principles of ine clovers. ‘There is just one bee- Should send for our book- 
beekeeping will be given according to Keeper in Outagamie County that has 
the requirements of the beekeepers. any honey left to sell. Honey has let on the new MODI- 

ee moved slowly during the holiday sea- FIED DADANT HIVE. 

son, but the demand is improving ni . . 

The following bee schools will be Now. : 5 The hive with a brood 

hel ing February. Edw. Hassinger, Jr., x. nampnaicce Fox win 
eld during Z p nary 4 Reeasbure, News Teporter for lox River Val- chamber sufficient fox pro 

City Library, Sauk County. ley Bee Association. lifie queens. OUR CATA- 

February 5—Juneau; February 6— 1710 PRE 

Mayville; February 7-—Beaver Dam, — = LOG IS FREE. 
Dodge County. County Apiary Tnspectors To Be Ex- 

amined, 

BEE SUPPLIES Examinations will be held for 

Hoffman frames with improved county apiary inspectors on lebruary 

method for fastening foundation 7. Many county associations have 

also other bee supplies. recommended two or three of their 

Goods of highest quality at reason- members for appointment and these 

able prices. men, will all be examined. The duties 

Write for particulars. will consist of keeping track of the 

DARWIN M. WHITE moving of bees in the county, making 

Calamine, Wisconsin inspections on request, and working
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OTT Sa “| To what extent did the maggot 

THE INSECT PAGE | attack different onion fields or 

ifferent parts of the same field? 
i Conducted by the Department of Economic Entomology College of | d one - = ° st | 

| Agriculture Under what condicons of sol 

| and nearness to woodland or 

== Sg —=' waste places do you consider the 

Cooperation Will Help To Control what was found there is clearly worst injury occurs? 

The Onion Maggot told in the accompanying pic- All letters will be gratefully re- 

The onion maggot; w close rela- tures. .When such extreme con- received and answered. 

tive to the meres aimeking cab- ditions exist there is hope of find- John E. Dudley, Jr. 
e maggots acking ca f 

bage, radish and bean, has caused TO 

such depredations in certain paits 

of the State that commercial The a Apple Cater- 

onion growing in these parts has pmer 

been given up. In the northern counties of 

After years of work on this in- Wisconsin the past summer this 

sect it was found out that a poi- interesting caterpillar was rather 
soned sweetened liquid sprayed ONION BIELD UTNE BY = —— conspicuous on apple trees, espe- 

on the onion leaves would often gan deen wre planted about the own baer cially in the younger orchards. 
attract and. kill the parent flies *4 both pletures were taken the same day. The larvae, when full grown, are 

before any eggs had been laid. .  . . an ine a little rei 5 
The wuceeea ids wieanis Of oii ing in just what locations the in- th hen — sl ae a tote 

SS s | 7 : ne head Is red anc the body 1S 
3 sect will appear and then plant- y 

trol depends almost entirely upon. . i > stri ri yellow 

lack of rain during the hoa pe: ing some other crop there or, to et Maal See he a toot 

riod in the spring iii whieh flies state ithe: matter: another way, to ti rs 1 h mis t roa i 

feed before laying eves “@nion ann Ee SN NR TS HG : dais! tn ail hh a 

growers need not He, told that Sechwlever’ appears and use those 5 te : i, i ‘ee he Ptiak ro. Ts " d fialdefo¥ BRIOCHE. ing from it large lunt black 

there is seldom a lack of rain dur- It will be a great help to the tubercles. Smaller similar tuber- 

ing this period. In some sections “2 : ‘les ¢ ar » parts of 
it eee every’ ay “wher dies men working upon this problem i. wea on other parts of the 

might be killed. Therefore this if all farmers of the state who creas oe | are not as Tanke as s . oy $ 3 » : se on the hump. 
° grow an acre of onions or more 

method of control is not depend- “. . Dg is ¢ > pes «dil Ge She sites I will send the following data to The adult's of as apple pest 

After 4, Horourh auily: of the the writer in care of the Dept. of vet at ‘s aout 2 inches alee 
sail in all its : . Keonomie Entomology at Madi- ween une wings ate spread. They 
Bek - in all its phases by men son: are greyish brown in color and 

rained in senine research, it make their appearance in June or 

now appears that this pest may (5 eae July. 
be controlled along biological e The eggs which are laid on the 

lines, that is, by learning and tak- underside of the leaves in masses 

- advantage of the insect’s pe- of 40 to 100 are white and nearly 

culiarities; its favorite places of round in shape. The young eat- 
. tae : 4 . Be 

ae and laying, its liking for erpillars at first feed on the un- 

certain types of soils, and so on derside of the leaves only | as S, § : s > leaves y but as 

Although this method is quite in- ONION FIELD PRACTIOATLY UNINJURED they develop they eat the edges 
irieate * work aoa nt never: Compare wit Aaa aBove. of the leaves.. As they always 

eless, the only method by whic’ feed together in colonies, it 

some insects—notably the Hes- What part of your crop of doesn’t take them long to strip a 
Slan fly—ean be controlled. onions was lost through attack of branch of its foliage. A charac- 

Two fields of onions near Green the onion maggot for each of the ter that quite easily identifies 

Bay were visited last summer and past three years? them is the habit of the larvae
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when at rest to hold the tip end == : “ : ! poo RET 

of their bodies in nearly a vertical TOP DRESSING TALKS NO 4 | 

position. 5 a I 

The caterpillars become full Why you should fertilize your orchard--- | 
grown in August or September : _ ccapieersysnsnenee eenspiee _H 

and then they seek suitable hid- 4 Sa 

ing quarters under trash on the Se, 

ground to make their cocoons and f Upper photograph: 
i i \\ Average yield from 

spend the winter. They do not f ol A \\ untertilized tree, 

; i ti w romnan }) Ben Davis variety. 
change to a pupa until spring. \ sa aa i 

Apple, cherry, plum, and pear \\ Lower photograph: 
7 ae ‘ J Average yield from 

trees are all susceptible to attack ; Vy ertilized ‘tree, 
a % Ben Davis variety. 

young trees are often defoliated 

so that the wood does not ripen . be: - 

properly. tae . ; Gees > 

If the caterpillars become ig aS 

troublesome the trees should he ‘ a ; \ 
sprayed with lead arsenate used age eu ATUL w wae ; o 

at the rate of 2 pounds to 50 gal- Fs & feat ae ee dog e i in ee ‘ < ; imme 
lons of water. ia Vy rat ae Pt Hf 

Uns ae Ae. ae 7 
Chas. L. Fluke, Jr. y e Rt! | fa ba ee, 

N : oe ed 

th 1 of More j ae i 
Help Spread Fr — of Orchard Fertilization Experiment —1918 

Tul H Everett Craig, Mt. Healthy, Ohio 
. . | Variety: Ben Davis Variety: Rome B A Yield 4 

We have on hand a quantity of )) ——— oa —e ey _Ancrnee Ted oe Tee \ 
‘ rades vy 

the December 1919 supplement : Figs refer to diameters of apples Figs refer to diameters of apples ‘3 
: . : . Fertil Bel {- | Abor F 7m i ‘Helpful Hints for the Beginner H Treamene | 239m | 234m | Sos | pickea Ficeumene | 52% | 134m | SBME | ckee 

in Fruit Growing.’’ Members Ne Feruzer|'4sbu| sobuloasbul o7sbu — NoFerulger.og7s bul vobul soba [o 37s bu i 
. . . . of m=} Am-| } 

ean help in the distribution of ] monia, 4 Ibs monia 4 Ibe i 
Ho pertree’....| z.0bu] 7 sbulzs buli70 bu per tree...o.25 bu tobu|iy.5bu.fra 75 bu 

these. Please send for as many i Gain .....f25bul s.sbulz2s5bulto2sbu — Gain........fo125bu none | 8.5 bu [8375 bu 
as you can use to advantage in L| SR a eS tbe 

your neighborhood. No charge These tables give a very clear idea as to the value of fertilization in 
mn }} orchards. Fruit growers should study the results carefully, and draw 

for supplement or postage. These ') their own conclusions as to why they should fertilize their orchards 

circulars cannot possibly help any- sree 

one as long as they are piled in T. . 
; : op-dress your orchard with 

a corner in the office; they may P y 

help someone if distributed. You 

ean help. 

We never lost a dollar bill yet ~ (P of: 
. . best and most ar il- so just tuek one in a letter for ‘ai. the bes ost economical carrier of nitrogen for orchard fertil 

two years membership and two Write for a sample and free bulletin ‘Fertilizing the Apple Orchard.” 
cs hisaatnt? «anes Sulphate of Ammonia is the well-known standard. article that has done you good service in 

years’ subscription to Wisconsin your mixed fertilizers for years past. 
Horticulture to say nothing of “Areadian” is the kiln-dried and sereened grade, made fine and dry for top-dressing purposes, 

5 Ammonia 254% guaranteed. Made in U.S.A. 

the Annual Report. For Information 

. If there is any one who thinks li Th Medina, 0. 
: y as to applica- e Company . 

this too much write the secretary tion, write Baltimore 
and the matter will be brought be- AGRICULTURAL DEPARTMENT, NEW YORK 

. i : - KENTUCKY: Louisville, Louisvill fi , NA: Ni srilizer:G fore the Board of Managers. KENTUCKY: Louisville, Foulsyille Fertilizer Co, INDIANA: New Albany, Hopkins Fertilizer Co.
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B Beek Use Lewis “B : etter Deekeepers Use Lewis eeware 

DO YOU KNOW THE REASON WHY 

FOR 46 YEARS IT HAS BEEN A.SIGN OF GOOD JUDGMENT IN 
THE BUYER AND THE MAKER 

Look || WHERE You Buy YOUR | Phig 

For BEEWARE ] mark 

ArclarW |S} 
MAKES THE FINEST. 

Do Not Miss the 1920 Issue 
Of The ‘‘Beeware’’ Catalogue. 
Many New Items Will Be Shown 

Watertown, Wisconsin 

A cSt Paul goery sor OeeEEEE——— - - 

selling big overgrown Colorado Wonderful Bargains in 

carrots at five cents a pound the Strawberry Plants | DS 
other day and Minnesota grown SENATOR DUNLAP for ce 

carrots at three cents a pound. summer and PROGRESSIVE SE Tete Benethy, Cloner, Mixed Aleyko 7 Milled nd ater eid and gute seas to 
The Minnesota carrots were small for fall bearing are ine ive am ted fs ate Fegan se 

sizes vhile < , ce 1: f th 1 and of all sizes, while the Colo pur stock ore suits OF Are w Get Free Sam: les 

rado ones were large, smooth also have AROMA, GANDY =e Compare Our 
and even. While we did not sam- and SAMPLE. a ‘AdamaSoods are eparante acetates 

ple either sort we will venture to Write us about what you ome eee 
say the Minnesota ones were the want for your fruit garden Write (Gulag andl valuable farm advice sont 

. and orchard; also the orna- ‘THE ADAMS SEED COMPANY 
best. The grocer did not dare mentals for your lawn, etc. Bex 6 Deseret, re 
send them out on a phone order We are in a position to 

because they were not clean and supply ‘your needs: Don’t expect a fern to grow in 
even.—LeRoy Cady, . on THE COE, CONVERSE & a hot dry room with a little water 
portreulturist University Farm, EDWARDS CO. applied to the surface once in a 

St. Paul, Minn. Pori:AWinson, Wis while. Water the plant thor- 

ee ee oughly clear to the root tips and 

P. S. Fruit trees and then devise some means of keep- 

Have you gone over the vegee- ae ory sentke watere ing the air of the room moist and 

tables in the cellear lately and re- planting time. Place your the temperature regular. Folks 

moved any that are beginning to order early. as well as plants will thrive bet- 

decay? (CT,
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| ‘““Snowflake”’ . | 
| Arsenate of Lead 

Powdered 

| « Flocculent—light—adherent 

Use the Product of Quality this season and obtain the maximum results | 

Cream City Products Mean Quality and Service 

Lime Sulphur 
Copper Sulphate 

Sodium Nitrate 
Lime 

Fertilizers 

Cream City Chemical Works 
772-778 Kinnickinnic Ave. 

Milwaukee, Wis. 

Write for information and circulars 

Po 
- 

pe 

NOMINATION BLANK Strawberries 

! AND CREAM 

| I HEREBY NOMINATE_--_--------------------------------7 | Raise your own Straw- 

| | berries. Get your plants 

| caren etn n nnn rrr rr rn mn me STS SST TTT TST TST TS (Everbearing or Stand- 

. . og . | ard) from Hollis Sullivan, 

FOR LIFE MEMBERSHIP in The Wisconsin State Horticultural | Taylor, Wis. Priee list 

Society. | free, order early. 
| i 

| | l 

Name___--------------.------------------------------ | 

> | 
Py Orage cnmemsnnensmesmnestasel | GARDENER AND FRUIT 

)__ : _ — —— | GROWER WANTED 

a Mr. Alfred Morawetz of Mil- 

si —— __ waukee says: “I am in need of a 

Northern Danish Grown Sced from gardener for my country place 

Improved Selected Strains | POSITION WANTED: Robust, near Milwaukee. His principal 

Imported Direct from the Growers middle aged man wants position duties will be caring for an apple 
| as manager of truck garden where orchard containing approximately 

Cabbage peeUE vegetables are grown for whole- five hundred trees. In addition 

Copenhagen Market .....++++ $5.00 sale market only. to bie he wall have to look after 

Enkhuizen Glory .......-.-+- 3.50 Expert in low land gardening, a vegetable and flower garden. 

Danish Ballhead Short Stem.. 3.00 onions, celery, cabbage, etc Write Mr. Morawetz in care of the 
Danish Ballheal Tall Stem... 3.00 , , , . Morawetz Co., Milwaukee. 

enien Mammoth Rock Bed. ot Wide experience and best of 
Wieconsin Hollander “Yellows references. Open to engagement 

Resistant,” Grown at Ras | Juntit Mareh 1st. 
——————————_—_—_—e Write Gardener, care of Wis- A : 

Cauliflower Por Oz consin Horticulture, Madison, n eight hour day would be 

Extra Early Dwarf Erfurt... $2.50 Wis. fine for the market gardener, but 

Giant Dry. Weatherswssc..00. 3:88 somebody would pay more for 
5 r 

Danigh Perfection aia ED i, . . garden produce. Vegetables can- 
STANDARD SEED COMPANY Now is a good time to cut cions not be manufactured rain or shine 

Raci is. 6 : . 

— ney || for top working trees next year. as easily as plows and wagons.
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MY NEIGHBOR’S GARDEN 

(Continued from page 91) a 
4 ; , 

to waste. Usually people plant <= 

ten times as much lettuce as they 
, 

use, wasting seed, effort and 

space. Plant successive but only GILSON WEEDER LIBERTY CULTIVATOR 

‘ j n The handiest little tool ever invented f Th Li ¥ 

a little each time. Half a dozen,” Ihe. nandicet Jittle tool ever severed ae eee Lbtity Adjustable Cultivator-Weeder 

parsley plants will give you 3 plants ‘and around shrubs. ‘The side arms pro- >reaks up the top soll thoroughly, while the 

: 5 2 tect: the. plants and the double-edged rocker specially designed cutting teeth make quick 

times as mueh as you will use, blade gives “double efticteney. Every stroke work of destroying weeds, The Liberty comes 

two good pepper plants will in- four sizes, all with 6-foot handle. with hand or wheel outfit, two sizes of each. 

variably be enough. Of tomatoes 

you will want two or three dozen — 3)” blade for narrow rows $1.00 —_ 
Jago 5” blade for general work 1.10 * 

plants. Half a dozen early ones ie 6 blade for lighter soils 1.15 = 
. = lade for wide rows 1.25 

and the other medium early vari- W . . , 7, 
, 7 Z if \ 5-tooth h’nd eul. adj. 4-7” $1.25 

eties. Of peas you will want one ff K Ttooth h’nd eul. adj. 4-10" 1.55 
: ’ . a 7-tooth wh’'l cul. adj, 4-107 3.65 . 

planting of the early dwarf, one X -) Sy 9-tooth wh'l cul. adj. 5-14" 4.15 “Ps 

. ° \4 K 

of medium and one or two of late ff ff 2d» Ask your dealer for Gilson 

P ope 5 | ff SON Garden Tools. Do not ac- G. 

and high varieties. Plant all at | ee/ cept any substitutes, rather Y 
‘ . tA \\ iS send your order direct to 

the same time. If you try for a \\ C fuetory with check or money 
- 3 | kw \ order accompanied. Catalog ! 

succession you may sueceed one bE. describing our full line of } 

. TF LABOR SAVERS on request. 

year in three, but the other years += | # : 

‘tia a last plant LT J. E. GILSON CO. pk Avs 
mi dew will get your last plant- a: ay Port Washington, Wis. a </ .- 7 

ings. Make all your rows north hte 200 Valley St. ER LA | 

and south and 16 inches apart. = vice I have remembered and writ- 
Plant peas in double rows 8 te 7; - 

. . 7 ten down, and he didn’t eet to 

inches apart, with two foot spaces The Hawks flowere.at.all = 

between, and put brush or chicken , Neighb 
F 

Nei ’ 

wire between the narrow rows. Nursery ener: 

“Get your seeds from a reliable C The new strains of the old f strains of the old fash- 

grower not from a grocery store. ompany i aii . eon ahh 
: , ioned zinnia are fine additions to 

For most things one ordinary the flower earden. M f I 
* 

d . any se 

packet will be much more than ‘ ays ‘3 ° y of these 

rill need. For peas vill are in a position to make as good cut flowers as other 
you will need. For peas you wi furnish high grade garden flowers. 

need more. A pound will be Nursery Stock of all 

enough for a 25 foot double row. kinds and varieties Pulveri 

fees. your garden speied, suitable to Wiscon- ulverized Poultry Manure 
a 

rth- Latest D. 

and see that it is spaded down as eee ne no ee Deve in Rete 

far as a spading fork will reach. | -Will be glad to fig: cellent for lew sheaoee dow: 
7 - ro » ow= 

If you can get coarse manure, | ure on your wants Bact’ Kaapiea foo 2 eee. 
‘ . ; : : lapted for Fruit a 

which you almost certainly can’t, | either in large or Vegetables 
Bg ‘ Poultry manure f 

spade it in. If you have to rely small quantities. well known, and by our selentifie 
‘ . ree 

process of a 

on commercial fertilizer powdered much improved." tical tor eaee 

sheep manure is as good , =< den and lawn and superior for 
sheep manure is as good as any- farm purposes. Richer in am- 

. : . 
on: 

thing you can get. Sprinkle it Lime then other Panures) and 

e : 
in potash. Anal. 

over the ground before spading. Wauwatosa, Wis. ammo. 69 B. B. Tey 1 eee pote 

. + . ie Dealers Wanted 

Twenty-five pounds to the square | Samples and Quotations on Re- 

rod won’t be too much, although & 4 peppy te utenteas t quiekl 
*: * 

» act quickly 

a ie ‘e ene nat fore. Fifty pounds to the square POULTRY FEED co 

will help a lot and should Ss r i > s 
= Pp ; be used rod will be enough.”’ R. 1209—343 So Dearborn St., 

if the soil has been cultivated be- So much of my neighbor’s ad- Chicago, Il.
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—_———— 
° WISCONSIN FAVORED 

The Kickapoo Valley “reir districr McK AY NURSERY 
Our Specialty: Planting and Developing orchards for non-residents 

A few choice tracts for sale. If interested, write us. COMP ANY 

MADISON, WISCONSIN 
KICKAPOO DEVELOPMENT COMPANY SEADIBON:, «= HIBOUWAIN 

GAYS MILLS, WISCONSIN 

Nursery Stock of 
————_—_———_—_—— Grafted Trees Long-Lived Quality 

With proper care and atten- for Particular Buyers 
PATENTED AUG.13,1907 . : 

tion, there is no reason why Have all the standard varieties 

budded and grafted trees will not as well as the newer sorts. Can 

be as long-lived as old time varie- supply you with everything in 

cot Hee Aa ties. T he earlies, definite history Fruit Trees, Small Fruits, 

of a grafted tree is a Summer Vines and Ornamentals. 

Y B XES Boneretien, from Europe, planted Let us suggest what to plant 

by Governor Stuyvesant at New both in Orchard and in the 
—) . sae Ma teary te decoration of your grounds. 

Crates, Bushel Boxes Amsterdant in 1647. Phe trunk Prices and our new Catalog 

and Climax Baskets of this tree remained standing in sent promptly upon receipt of 

New York City on the corner of y wants. 

As You Like Them Third Avenue and Thirteenth Nurseries at 

we maputacture thie [Ewald Patent Street until 1866 when i, was Waterloo, Wis. 
wood venee roke ‘ eae daar iF : Shae ve aeataction. Betty box and broken down by a dray running 

‘terial . D. In earloa Fei tre we had a opafte crate material 10 the Dante earty over it. Here we had a grafted 

Feady for unas ether for atrawbriy oF ie etemiia itt the ripe old age 

berries. No order t mall or too 2 rears is seems . 

igs tors tovnandie, ext Dotror See en te a ag . D. from rove ¢ 2 “itvoo? a tree folding 1 howes and scat - i ssential i prove that the longevity of a tree 2 ee eee 

ling fruit, and to do our ig NOt netessanily ‘deternine , oz = 

part well. "A large discount for early is not necessarily determined by — & . 
orders. A postal brings our price list. whether it is grafsed or seedling, 2 The = 

Cumberland Fruit Package FD. Garrison, 2 Jewell Nurser = 

Company ——_——— = yo 
firs By Gomeliads Wik The Flag Iris i Company | 

Don’t say Germe ‘is nor try & . . = t say er mney Iris nor try = Lake City, Minn. = 

to be botanical in your language 2 = 

and speak of Iris Germanica for & J. M. UNDERWOOD, = 
MEEKER it is no longer either good for = Founder and Pres. 2 

SMOOTHING HARROW Is Oo longer either goo Orit = = 

does the work of a dozen men. Onee nor correct. The name Flag Iris 3 Established 1868 = 
across and once lengthwise, and your — = 

seed bed looks as though it had been has been generally adopted both = = 
ver Wi A 3 r = 7 = 

sone ON RRER, ae Taeiee, harrow by dealers and amateurs, No E Fifty Years 2 
Ile bined; ticularls vag = . = 

saaptad for. fine’ seeds. Pays. for itself one has been able to satisfactor- 3 Continuous = 

in one season on market gardens of any 3 . . = . 2 
size from one acre up. Almost every ily explain the adoption of the 2 Service = 
market gardener has one or more. Every 4 ; . E = 

market gardener should have at least term German and Germanica as 2 : 

‘The C. O. Jelliff Mfg. Co. the species is not a native of Ger- EB A Complete Stock E 

SOUTHPORT, CONN. many nor have but few species 2 of Fruit, Shelter = 
Tustrated printed description on request originated there. z and Ornamental E 

ee i Stock in Hardy 

ili - _ ‘ . Varieties for 
Who Knows About Tallies?" Haye you been successful with Northern Plant- 

A yeader asks for information some vegetable, flower or shrub? ers. 

about lilies, garden culture, vari- Pass it along. Write one hun- Aaeite Wanted 
. # ¥ . : en! ‘4 

eties, soil, time to plant, ete. dred words telling how you did sents. Mane 

Who ean help? it.
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Su él '€ : E : Court 

\ ea a ‘ 

e 99 _ 

of Fruit Worle <<. Actual f ee 

Awards WilderMedal ~~ 
© e . a 

e , e . ” 

What the U. S. Supreme Court is to Ameri- f 4 

can law, the American Pomological Society is f. _ 

to American fruit. Hie: f a 

This society (composed of the foremost fruit Es % oe ae ee 3 

authorities of the entire United States), at {¢ pr 
its 1920 meeting gave to the Golden Delicious | : (es S 
apple the highest award ever given by it to ee oe 3 ‘ 

any fruit variety in 75 years’ history—the "— és UG eh cet | 
only Wilder Silver Medal (see cut below), 0. , : ae Gee ¢ | 
with one exception, ever given to an apple *) .. *)' * as a 

during the last 35 years. ee i 9 RSS a 
i ee pe a ae 

The Wilder Medal (provided for by the late Be i Fee a: see ae a 
Marshall P. Wilder, who for 38 years was Presi- ae Base NE ee ame. io (eee. - oa 
dent of the American Pomological Society) is Ba. Gee m Rane ly Seater i ae 
awarded only after exhaustive investigation and Be A ig Sages tat Se eT oe 
only after absolute proof of a fruit's supreme Be is et ee sek me ay 
merit has been produced. It is the “Nobel Prize" SUR SN WEE SR Renee RR gee ; aan 
of the fruit world—the 5. scadiy ea see ‘3 Beer te Peete aan, KS, pee 

VERE ar ee 
AMERICAN POMOLOGICAL SOCIETY'S = cn aia i hes aia) 

HIGHEST HONOR ee ag , . 

And when this authofitative body has thus placed its stamp of approval x 
on this apple, it means that this Golden Delicious apple is a truly great 

fruit achievement. ‘To. all who have been waiting to see the Golden 
Delicious “prove itself,"” here is indisputable proof. Here is the evidence 
of the esteem in which this Queen of all Golden Apples is held by the lead- 
ing ponological experts, horticulturists and orchardists in all sections of We're 
America, Tt is assurance to you that youcwill profit by planting this Planting It 
great, glowing golden fruit. Raa By 

‘Thousands 
C} _ Members of our firm paue carefully watehed 

the Stark’s Golden Delicious tree and_ its 
superb fruit in test orchards all across 
America. During this and last season we 
have made especially big plantings of this 
tree in our own personal orchards, In faet, 
it is the “backbone” of our own commer 

@ @ cial fruit raising farms. ‘That shows what 

estelje@OLciitejlebiy s 5 

S, . it 
“my The Famous’ $9,000 Golden Apple 
eS = = which we discovered years ago flourishing and bearing 

Soy a Ss ERS SS bumper crops of finest apples on a barren West Vir- 
ar ty, ee Se ee; ginia mountainside. We immediately bought this re- pe 
ui 4S ae Fa markable tree for $5,000—the highest pric ever paid aN 

Bry BS feabnspva gato for a single treesand have for years propagated a y \ 
“nun «| STS young Stark’s Golden Delicious trees from “the wood” , \ \ 
O80 ta, My, Sa ipo uaa 4 of this original tree. ar 
yy , %, \ Gare 2 The apples they bear are easily the finest yellow ke 

0, Oc tantn ts SERBS apple we have ever seen or eaten in all our 104 years * 
1. % OO oe % x I — of nursery and orcharding history. Superior to even y 
Tye 8 Pa, Si, 2 > Grimes Golden in appearance, size, flavor and quality. } 

“me Ny, Nay le Vv @ Vastly superior in keeping quality—keep four months Y, 
KR % “ longer. Fill the Grimes Golden demand long after YS f 
2 Oe 4% 4 > that apple has rotted and gone from the markets. . 

e Via Oe, "on “a, %, e Send Coupon---Get Free Copy of ‘Prize Fruits” oh z nk O Ue ® 
Oa a teg “tte %%, Send your name and address on the coupon—or a post ’ 

a ne? Ln, en Bn me S card—for a free copy of this great big 73-page catalog ‘World's 
Me, 6 Pa agtet, % | showing our prize fruits in Nature’s own colorings. ggg Highest 

Ss, % 2 Lote “%,, by Do this today. * wilder ‘Award 
%, 1, Ce gop ADDRESS BOX 22 Modal fn a Oe Xe, = 

4S Oe, ? 1% Bao, STARK BRO’S NURSERIES 
fe Oy ye . 

a ays Mey 104 Years of Nursery andl Grcharding Experience 

tne et The Only Stark Nursery in Existence—at LOUISIANA, MO., since 1816
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SUPPLEMENT TO REGULAR EDITION 

| i 

PROCEEDINGS 

| of the | 

| | 
| AMERICAN POMOLOGICAL SOCIETY | \| 

| 

| | } THIRTY-SIXTH REGULAR BIENNIAL MEETING 
| 

| St. Louis, Missouri 

| December 30, 31, 1919, to January |, 1920 

| 
| 

Pe | | q nn Jiri, aaa I



THIRTY-SIXTH BIENNIAL MEETING 

: of the 

AMERICAN POMOLOGICAL SOCIETY 

Sessions Held in Hotel Statler, St. Louis, Missouri 

December 30, 31, 1919, to January 1, 1920 

Though widely announced this meeting was scarcely more than a small size Conference; but in all respects 

apparently met the full needs of the occasion. Under the conditions it was impossible to hold to a regular 
schedule, though the call for the first session was promptly kept, but subsequent sessions were ‘‘zigzagged’’ to 
meet the expressed wishes of a majority of those interested. The presence of so many other conferences 
in the city was disconcerting on the whole. 

The first real working session was held under the designation of ‘‘a Smoker’’ on Dee. 30, jointly with the 
Society for Horticultural Science. Here the real work before the Society was effectively presented by 
President Bailey ; Adjournment was then taken until January 1, on which date two very active sessions were 
held, of which the following notes represent a fair account, though not a full one. 

A. P. S. ann 8S. HS. 

In Joint Meeting, Dee. 30, 1919. 

With the opening of the meeting Dr. Bailey was called upon to lead a round table discussion of A. P. S. 
problems and in his characteristic way submitted a program of activities which met with the cordial approval 
of those present. Then followed a report by the secretary covering the recent meeting at Columbus in connec- 
tion with the proposed Junior Branch of this society. In the ‘‘round table talk’’ following all phases of 
the possible death of A. P. S. were touched upon, but the final consensus of opinion was positively to the effect 
that ‘‘something must be done’’—After numerous suggestions had been made as to remedies for the case, the 
president appointed two committees, designated and composed as follows: Plans and Policy; Pickett, Crow, 
Cranefield, Lloyd Stark and Greene: Ways and Means; Gardner, Alderman, Macoun, Chandler and Taft. 

At the morning session on January 1, 1920, the above special committees, together with certain standing 

ones offered the following reports ; 
Committce on Nomenclature: 

The report of this committee covering the revision of the Code, together with a letter from Dr. Hedrick, 
Chairman, in which he said: . 

“*As the Code (revised form) now stands, I judge it will be signed by all the members of the committee 
excepting Gould, who strongly objects to one or two provisions. Others of the committee, myself included, 
agree with Gould in his contention but feel that to change the Code as he suggests would prevent its adoption, 
in the particulars he wants changed, by nurserymen and fruit growers.—I hope the (revised) Code will be 
discussed and either adopted or rejected. I shall be sorry if it is changed very materially.”’ . 
was read by the secretary. The report was quite fully discussed by the members who, without a dissenting 
voice, agreed that it was not acceptable; thereupon it was referred to a special committee with instructions to re 
vise. This special committee, named by acting-president Irish and composed of Close, Hansen, and Lake re- 
ported at the afternoon session, and this report, after a full discussion, was slightly amended by the members, 
and finally adopted by unanimous vote, as printed herewith. 

: Cope or PomoLoaicaL NOMENCLATURE. 

; The St. Louis Code. 

Its Purpose. 

This code aims to establish a simple and pure system of pomological nomenclature that shall be appro 

priate, dignified, and stable. In consonance with this idea it is urged that all persons conferring names upo1
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new varieties of fruits endeavor to select simple (and preferably) one-word names that are fittingly ex- 
pressive of some character, quality, place, person, or event associated with the souree, time or place of origin 
of the variety. 

. The paramount right of the originator, discoverer, or introducer of a new variety to name it, within the 
limitations of this code, is recognized and established. 

Priority 

A name once used in’ a group shall not be used again, provided that a name once established through long Be ag & lV pot : ae 
usage for two or more American varieties shall not be displaced for either or radieally modified except when 
a well-known synonym can be used in its place. When no such synonym is available the varieties bearing 
identical names shall be distinguished by the addition of the name of the author who first deseribed each, 
or some other suitable distinguishing term. 

This code applies to all cultivated fruits including nuts, which are grouped together in common usage with- 
out regard to their botanical relationship. 

The name first published for a variety shall be the accepted and recognized name except when contrary to 
the provisions of this code, and provided that names thoroughly established in American pomological litera- 
ture shall not be displaced. 
Names appearing in dated publications shall have precedence over those undated even though there be evi- 

dence that the two are of the same calendar year. 

Form of Names. 

Names of new varicties shall be of one word preferably but two words will be accepted. Names of exist- 

ing varieties shall not be changed in such way as to lead to confusion or loss of identity. 

Spelling. 

The spedling and pronunciation of a variety name shall be the same as that of the person, place, substance 

ov quality from which it is derived. 
A possessive noun shall not be used. . . 
A name shall not be formed by the compounding or hyphenating of two or more existing names, but this 

does not prohibit the formation of a one-word name by the use of parts of two or more existing names. 

Neither Bartlett-Seckel nor Bar Seck may be used but Barseck is admissible. 
The hyphen shall not be used between the words of a name. 
Initials shall not be used as a part of a variety name,—e. g. J. H. Hale. / : 

The use of such general terms as seedling, hybrid, beurre, damson, pippin, rare-ripe, ete., shall not be per- 

mitted. . . . .. 7 
An imported variety shall retail its foreign name provided it does not conflict with the provisions of this 

code or with an existing American name in the same group. . . : 

The name of a person shall not be applied to a variety during his life without his consent. 

The name of a deceased person shall not be so applied except through formal action by some competent 

pomological body, preferably that with which the deceased was most closely associated. 

Registration. 

Names of new varicties shall be registered with this society and such registration shall be considered prior- 

ity of publication. . Li. . ON en as 
Registration also includes, if known, (1) the name of the originator or discoverer; (2) the time and place 

of origin or discovery; (3) the parentage; (4) the derivation and significance of the name. 

Publication of Names. . 

Publication consists (1) in registration as above; (2) in the public distribution of a printed name and 

deseription or characterization of the fruit; (3) in the publication of a new name for a variety described 

elsewhere under a different name, number, or other untenable designation, the synonym being given; or a 

varietal name may be established by current usage 1n the locality of its origin, wher well known, and shall 

be considered as published and have precedence over a later printed name for the same variety. . 
Publication may be made in any book, bulletin, report, trade catalog or periodical bearing date of issue, 

and of publie distribution.
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Type of Variety. 

The type of a variety is the fruit of the original plant; and, type descriptions or illustrations shall be made 
from material produced by the original plant, or when this is not available, from a plant as near as possible 
to the original in asexual reproduction, and preferably grown in the same pomological region. 

Description. 

The complete description of a variety shall consist of a detailed account of the detailed characteristics 
of the plant, foliage, flowers, fruit, and habit of growth, so as to distinguish it from other varieties of 
similar appearance. 

Citation. 

The full citation of a variety name consists of the name of the author who first described the variety, 
and the name, page, and date of the publication in which the description first appeared. 

An author-citation following a name refers to the author of the original description of a variety: e. g. 
Turley, C.P.C. : 

Names of authors and published works may be abbreviated, in accordance with -the usages of this society. 
C. P. Close. 
N. E. Hansen. 
E. R. Lake. 

Committee on New Fruits: C. P. Close, Chairman, made a verbal report upon the work done, and_re- 
quested an extension of time in order to bring the report down to 1920,—request granted. It is expected 
to have the full report ready for the proceedings of the St. Louis meeting. 

Committee on Plans and Policy: This special committee reported as follows: The committee begs to 
submit the following tentative recommendations: 

1. That the American Pomological Society employ a paid executive secretary as soon as the necessary funds 
for his employment can be secured. The executive secretary shall give his full time to the work of the society 
and shall be officially independent of any state, provincial, or federal organization. The executive secretary 
shall be paid a salary on a par with that of business executives of similar responsibility. He shall be re- 
sponsible to the president and the executive body (committee) of the society, and shall be engaged on the 
recommendation of the president by the executive body (committee). The executive secretary shall be recog- 
nized by title and otherwise as on a par with heads of departments of horticulture in standard agricultural 
colleges. 

2. That the society adopt a definite program for the registration, introduction, and exchange of promising 
varieties and seedlings of fruits. 

3. That the society publish as soon as practicable a carefully edited monthly journal of good appearance 
devoted to the field of the organization, non-competitive in character. 

4. That the society meet annually instead of biennially and that dues cover the calendar year. 
5. That the society look with favor upon the affiliation with it of horticultural students in the American 

colleges teaching this subject, and that steps be taken at an early date to press the organization of students 
for this purpose. 

6. That a vigorous campaign for membership be pressed. 
7. That a definite effort be made at once to secure a fund of twenty-five thousand dollars ($25,000) to 

underwrite the business of the society and that an annual budget of ten thousand dollars ($10,000) be pro- 
vided for. 

8. That temporary headquarters be determined by the president and the executive body (committee) and 
that permanent headquarters be determined by the society in regular convention. 

The above report submitted to the American Pomological Society in a regular meeting held at the Statler 
Hotel, St. Louis, January 1, 1920. 

B. 8. Pickett, Illinois, Chairman 
J. W. Crow, Ontario 
Laurenz Greene, Indiana 
Frederic Cranefield, Wisconsin 

Lloyd Stark, Missouri
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Committee on Ways and Means: Alderman verbally reported that the committee had been unable to reach 
definite action and as some of the members had been obliged to leave for home the work would have to be 
done by correspondence and they would try to report in time for the Executive Committee to consider their 
findings at the proposed early spring meeting of officers 

Executive Committee: This committee anticipating favorable action by the members upon the Junior 
Branch idea, and having in mind the several other proposed new activities, prepared a set of paragraphs 
dealing with the subject of changes in the constitution and by-laws made necessary by the adoption of 
the Pickett report. These amended articles were offered as items in the report of the 

Committee on Resolutions: By McHatton, seconded by Hansen: Resolved, that the secretary be directed 
to solicit each agricultural college or experiment station management to set aside, cultivate and care for an 
acre, (or as much thereof as necessary) of land to be devoted to the propagation of meritorious new or 
little known varieties of fruit, the parents of which may be supplied them for such purposes by discoverers 
or breeders of new varieties, and the product of which, may be distributed to members of the A. P. S. through 
its official channels. 

In fuller explanation of the merits of this resolution Messrs. Hansen and Macoun stated that it was their 

belief that breeders in experiment stations in particular were anxious to attain a wider distribution of their 
more promising varieties than is practicable at present. That if the colleges and stations would  par- 
ticipate in this kind of a project it would do much to build up a wide interest in the testing out of new 
fruits: and by the method proposed would enable the originators to get their new varieties into the hands 
of the persons most interested in sueh work, thereby obtaining a much earlier and more reliable rating 
upon the merits of the tested material.—Secy. 

By Cranefield ; seconded by Lake: Resolved, that Article TIT of the constitution of this body be amended to 
read, as follows: 

The membership of this body shall consist of Junior, Annual, Society, Life, and Honorary members. 

1. The fees for membership shall be as follows for the calendar year: Junior, one dollar per annum; 
Annual, two dollars per annum; Society, ten and five dollars per annum respectively (see Paragraph 15 
of the by-laws) ; Life, $100 in one or two payments. 

2. Libraries and educational institutions may become members upon payment of fifty dollars; such mem- 
bership to be designated as institutional and to be limited to a period of thirty years. This membership 
carries with it the right to receive one copy of all publications issued by the Society. 

3. Honorary membership, in recognition of eminent services in pomology, may be conferred upon any per- 
son, who has been regularly nominated by the Executive Committee and whose nomination receives a two- 
thirds vote of approval by the members present at a regular meeting. 

4. Junior Patron. The title of Junior Patron may be conferred upon any person, who contributes at any 
one time, to any of the permanent funds of the society, the sum of $500. 

5. Senior Patron. The title of Senior Patron may likewise be conferred upon any person contributing in 
similar manner $1,000. 

The nomination and election of patron shall be made in the same manner as for honorary membership. 

Cranefield, seconded by Lake: Resolved, that Article IV of the constitution be amended to read as follows: 
The regular meetings of this society shall be held annually at such time and place as the Executive Com- 

mittee may decide. 
Special meetings may be convened upon the call of the council or by the president on the petition of a 

majority of the members. 
By Cranefield, seconded by Lake: Resolved, that Article V of the constitution be amended to read as follows: 
The officers of this body shall consist of a president, a vice-president, first and second state vice-presidents, 

seeretary, assistant-secretary, and treasurer, all of whom shall be elected by ballot, or otherwise, at the an- 
nual meeting, and who shall hold office for one year or until their successors are duly elected and qualified ; 
And, further; that the language of the other articles of the constitution, and the by-laws be so modified 

as to conform with the purposes of the above amendments. 
By Lake, seconded by Cranefield: Resolved, that Article VII of the constitution shall read as follows: 
(See Art. VII Constitution (revised) page 7 this supplement.) 
By Cranefield, seconded by Lake: Resolved, that the by-laws of this body be amended as follows: 
16. The voting privilege of this body shall be exercised by those life, society, and annual members who 

ave in good standing and whose dues are paid for the current year. 

By Dean, seconded by Dickens: Resolved: That the thanks of this society be extended to Mr. F. A. Wiggins 
of the Washington Nursery Company, Toppenish, Washington, for his very kind and generous contribution to the 
substantial pleasures of the meeting, in the form of a fine box of Ranier apples. ‘‘May his name long continue 

to be a joy on such oceasions; and may his kind multiply and prosper unto the ends of this glorious old earth’’ 

and, be it further
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Resolved, that we extend to the management of the Hotel Statler, St. Louis, our appreciative thanks for the 
courtesies extended in prompt service, delightful meeting rooms, and for a congenial and restful atmosphere 
all about our 36th biennial sessions. 

M. L. Dean, 
Frederic Cranefield, 

. . J. P. Stewart. 
The Wilder Medal Committce reported that a silver medal had been awarded Starks Nurseries, Louisiana, 

Mo. for a meritorious new yellow apple exhibited under the name of GOLDEN DELICIOUS. 

CONSTITUTION (ST. LOUIS REVISION). 

Italics indicate new matter 

Article [—Name. / 

The name of this Association shall be the American Pomological Society. ; 

Article I1.—Object. 

Its object shall be the advancement of the science of Pomology. 

Article I11.—Membership. 

The regular membership of this society shal! consist of Junior, Annual, Society, Life, and Institutional 
members. 

The special membership shall consist of Honorary members, subscribers, contributors, Junior and Senior 
Patrons. 

Article [V.—Meetings. 

The regular meetings of this society shall be held annually at such time and place as the Executive Com. 
mittee may decide. 

Special meetings may be convened upon the cali of the council or by the president on petition signed by 
a majority of the members. 

Article V.—Election of Members. 

Students shall be eligible for junior membership on recommendation of the professor of pomology in the 
faculty of the institution whence the applicant registers. 

Any person shall be eligible for annual membership on recommendation or approval of the vice-presidents 
of the state where he or she resides. . 

Any society of established standing shall be eligible for society membership and may become such member 
on its own election. 

Any person shall be eligible to life membership on recommendation of a special committee appointed by 
the president to determine the applicant’s qualifications; and may be elected to such membership on approval 
by two-thirds of the Executive Committee : 
Honorary membership, in recognition of eminent or distinguished services to pomology, may be conferred 

upon any person nominated by not less than a two-thirds vote of the Executive Committee, and who receives 
not less than a two-thirds vote of the membership present at a regular annual meeting. 

The designation of subscriber may be conferred by vote of the Executive Committee upon any person, firm 
or corporation that may have contributed valuable services toward the accomplishment of a definite periodi- 
cal purpose. . 

The designation of Contributor may be conferred, as above, upon any person, firm or corporation that 
may have contributed means, material or special services of notable permanent value for the advancement 
of the work being carried on by the society. . . .. 

The title of Junior Patron may be conferred in similar manner wpon any person—otherwise eligible to 
regular membership, who may contribute at any one time to any of the permanent funds of the society 
the sum of $500. - .. 

The title of Senior Patron may likewise be conferred upon any person similarly eligible, who has con- 
tributed, for a like purpose, the sum of $1,000.
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Article VI—Dues and Fees. 

The dues for Junior membership shall be one dollar for the calendar year; for Annual membership shall 
be two dollars for the calendar year; for Society membership shall be ten (or five) dollars, the calendar year, 
as determined by states. See Par. 15 by-laws; The fee for Institutional membership shall be fifty dollars; 

the fee for Life membership shall be one hundred dollars, payable in one or two installments. 

Article VII.— Officers and Council. 

The officers of this organization shall consist of a President; a Vice President; First and Second State 
Viee Presidents; a Secretary; an Assistant Secretary, and a Treasurer, all of whom shall be elected by ballot 
at the regular annual meeting, and who shall hold Office for one year, or until their successors are duly 

elected and qualified. 
The Council shall consist of the life members and the Vice Presidents of the Society; the latter shall be 

elected as follows: 
The first Vice-Presidents shall be clected by the affiliating State and Provincial Horticultural Societies in 

such manner as provided in by-law 15; the second Vice-Presidents shall be elected by the affiliating student 

pomological bodies, one for cach state and province, and in the manner and under the provisions prescribed 
for the election of first vice-presidents. 

The duties of the council shall be to serve as a nominating and administrative committee for the Society 
while in regular or special sessions and to serve as a board of directors and ad-interim and may at its dis- 
erection delegate such part of its ad-interim authority as is practicable to the erecutive committee subject to 
the confirmation of the general membership body at the next preceding or succeeding regular or special 
session. As a nominating committee the council shall prepare after careful deliberation a list of names of 
persons whom it deems especially fitted to perform the various duties of the organization and report such 
lists to the general body of the Society for its action if in session; or if in the case of vacancies ad-interim 
lo submit such lists to the President for his approval or rejection. 

As a board of directors the council shall have full charge of the ad-interim business of the organization ; 
and separately shall be empowered to appoint their own proxies to attend regular and specia! sessions, pro- 
viding their own delegating bodies do not otherwise direct. 

It shall make full and complete reports of its ad-interim action together with such suggestions and 
recommendations as it deems for the best interests of the Society, to the general membership in session. 

As an administrative committee it shall make recommendations to the membership in session, covering 
the general policy, finances, management and activities of the Society. Resolutions from the general mem- 
bership of a character in common with the above subjects shall be referred to this body for consideration: 
Then its findings to the general membership for action. . 

The Secretary of the Society shall be ex-officio Secretary of the Council and the Executive Committee. 
The Assistant-Sceretary who shall be ex-officio, seeretary of the Junior Branch, with the approval of the 

President, shall have charge of the work directly relating to the affiliated student activities and shall be rec- 
ompensed in such manner as the Council may direct. 

By-Laws (St. Louis Revision). 

1. The President shall have a general superintendence of the affairs of the Society during its vacation ; 
give due public notice of the time and place of meeting; preside at its deliberaitons; deliver an address on 
some subject relating to Pomology, at each annual meeting; and appoint all committees unless otherwise 
directed. 

2. In the case of death, sickness or inability of the President, his official duties shall devolve on the Vice- 
President, or such one of the State Vice-Presidents as the Society may elect by ballot or otherwise. 

3. The Treasurer shall receive all moneys belonging to the Society, and pay over the same on the written 
orders of the President. 

4. There shall be a Finanee Committee of three members appointed by the President at each annual meeting. 
5. The Secretary shall, with the assistance of a reporter appointed by him, keep a record of the transactions 

of the Society for Publication. 
6. There shall be an Executive Committee consisting of five members, together with the President and Vice- 

Prseident, ex-officio, five of whom shall constitute a quorum, who shall manage the affairs of the Society dur- 
ing its vacation. 

7. A Chairman of Fruit Committees, for cach State, Territory and Province and a General Chairman over 
all, shall be appointed annually. It shall be the duty of such Chairman to appoint four additional members 
of his committee, and with their aid and such information as he can procure, to forward to the General Chair- 
= one month before each annual meeting, State Pomological Reports, to be condensed by him for publica- 
ion.
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8. A Standing Committee on New Fruits of American Origin consisting of eleven members, shall be appointed 
by the President, immediately after his election. It shall be the duty of this Committee to report annually 
on new fruits of American origin, and also to examine, and before the close of the session report on, all new 
seedling varieties that may be exhibited and to niake an AD INTERIM report on those that were exhibited 
in an unripe condition at the meeting of the Society, but had subsequently attained a state of maturity; and 
on such other seedlings as may have been submitted to their inspection during the Society’s vacation. 

9. A Standing Committee on Foreign Fruits, consisting of eleven members, shall be appointed, whose 
duties shall be similar to those of the committee in By-Law Hight. 

10. A Standing Committee on Tropical and Sub-Tropical Fruits, consisting of eleven members, shall be 
appointed, whose duties shall be similar to those of the committee in By-Law Eight. 

11. A Standing Committee on Nomenclature, consisting of seven members, shall be appointed annually. 
12. Vacancies occurring in committees shall be filled by the chairman of each, and in ease of his death or 

inability to serve, his place shall be supplied by the President of the Society. 
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THE HORTICULTURAL BUILDING, OHIO STATE UNIVERSITY 

13. The order of business for each meeting shall be arranged by the Executive Committee. 
14. The Constitution or By-Laws may be altered or amended, at any regular annual meeting, by a vote 

of two-thirds of the members present. 
15. That there be hereby established a membership in this body to be known as Society Membership, which 

shall be open to state, provincial and district organizations. The fee for such membership shall be, for a State 
or Provinciat society, ten dollars, and for a district society five dollars, the year. This membership carries 
with it the right and duty to appoint delegates, one for each hundred members, or major fraction thereof, 
and one delegate-at-large, of the delegating body, to attend and participate in the meetings of this Society; 
and in addition to these delegates a State or Provincial society member shall nominate the State or Provincial 
vice-president, such nomination to be made and submitted in writing, properly attested by the president and 
secretary of the delegating body, to the Secretary of this organization ten days prior to the date of the annual 
meeting next preceding the period for which such nominee is designated to serve. A State or Provincial 
society member shall be entitled to receive six copies of the proceedings of this Society; a district society 
member shall be entitled to receive three copies of the same publication. 

Delegates from the above Society Members shall be entitled to all the privileges of other members of this 
Society; but in the case of the appointment of alternates, no alternate shall have a right to vote except in 
the absence of his principal, or in the event his principal elects to divide his privilege, thereby casting a one- 
half vote for principal and alternate. 

16. The voting privilege of this organization shall be exercised by those annual, society and life members 
in good standing, and whose dues are paid for the current year.
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Officers for 1920: President, L. H. Bailey, Ithaca, N. Y., Vice-President, W. T. Macoun, Ottawa, Canada; 
Secretary, E. R. Lake, Washington, D. C.; Treasurer, L. R. Taft, East Lansing, Michigan; Executive Com. 
mittee: Laurenz Greene, Lafayette, Ind.; W. A. McComb, Staunton, Va.; J. P. Stewart, Milton, Penn.; Fred- 
eric Cranefield, Madison, Wis.; V. R. Gardner, Missouri. 

Attention Members A. P. 8S. 

The long overdue report of the Boston meeting has been going into the mails since January the first. A few 
copies, by mistake were sent out without being inspected. If you receive one that is faulty please return it 
so that we may correct the error. 

Please accept this notice as a request that you send to the Treasurer, L. R. Taft, East Lansing, Michigan, 
at once, your dues for 1920 or your fees for life or other membership. 

K. R. Lake, Secretary. 
The Society voted to admit students as Junior Mem-bers and by appropriate changes in the By Laws pro- 

vided for Junior branches. 
Ohio University is the first to organize under the new rules as the following account shows. No doubt other 

Colleges will soon organize Junior branches. 

The Junior Branch of the A. P. S. and Some of Its Activities 

Columbus, Ohio the mother of this idea proudly proclaims the fact that she shelters in Horticultural Hall 
one of the most active bodies of coming American pomologists in the country. The following brief sketch of 
its history and achievements is a fitting (though it merits a fuller) introduction to the first official public 
announcement of the radical changes in policy and activities recently injected into the American Pomological 
Society. This long-respected and conservative tribunal of western continental pomology appears to be fully 
awakened to the significance of the present moment for world reconstruction, and accordingly enthusiastically 
enters upon a campaign of expansion to meet the requirements of this great industry —AMERICAN PomMoLoGy 

The Department 

Horticulture first taught in University of Ohio 1881, by W. R. Lazenby: Combined with Botany until 

1892; From this date, with Forestry until 1908: Th’s was a period of pioneering as with all other branches 
of Agriculture: 1908 became separate department, V. H. Davis in charge: 1909 Wendell Paddock took 

charge.. A general service with pleasant associations and at times exacting work but under adverse though 
improving conditions continued until 1915; Separate courses in vegetables and fruits then offered; Mont- 
gomery with vegetables; Paddock with fruits; output, two graduates 1911; 28 in 1916. Campaign for a new 
building formed in 1913; appropriations available May 1913 and February 1914; building begun August 1913; 
completed and oceupied Sept. 1914. Horticultural Hall is fireproof; an acre of floor space; contains all the 
modern requirements; ventilated with washed air; cold storage rooms; canning, spray and other laboratories; 

Museums; course in Landseape Architecture offered 1915; popular from the start; officers and men from all 
sections of department volunteered for the service; others left to enter Government service. Now after trials 
of war and changes of peace there are sections in; pomology, vegetable gardening, landscape, floriculture, 
forestry with this faculty, Wendell Paddock, L. M. Montgomery, P. H. Elwood, A. C. Hottes, N. W. Scherer. 
Our service flag contains 115 stars—our graduates number 100. 

The Student Society 

Parent of the idea of a Junior Branch of the American Pomological Society; started in the early 90’s; by 
1906 had nearly ceased except name; 1911 a live bunch took hold, completely reorganized; thence full steam 
ahead ; equal to any on the Campus now; officered by President (a senior) V. President (a junior); Secy.- 
Treasurer from any class; Ex-committee, above officers: Editorial board; Membership committee, three, ap- 
pointed; program committee, two students, one teacher; meeting every second Tuesday during School year; 
dues fifty cents payable at opening of semester; all matter published approved by head of department; pro- 
gram and activities cover all phases of the subjects within the jurisdiction of the department; formerly had 
many outside speakers, this year all students and faculty; maintains orchestra; present membership fifty-six. 

Crowning Event of tle Year is Apple Show 

All work done by students; directed by faculty: Not alone a fruit show; contains other features: Vegetable 
exhibits; floral decorations; landscape display; pathological and pest exhibits; apparatus and equipment 
exhibits; fruit judging contest; culinary phases; refreshments. Judging team member, intercollegiate Fruit 
judging League holds enviable record this event winning the championship cup twice out of a necessary thrice
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for permanent possession; team is made up each year from the winning scores of the home men, and this team 
sent by the local society to the interstate contest which has been held as follows: 

Jan. 8, 1915. Morgantown, Winner—Rutgers. 
Noy. 19, 1915. Baltimore, Winner—Columbus. 
Dee. 15, 1916. Columbus. Winner—Morgantown. 
Dee. 13, 1917. State College. Winner—Rutgers. 

1918. No contest. 
Jan. 9, 1920. New Brunswick. Winner—Columbus. 

This year December 12 the Horticultural Faculty gave a banquet in honor of the Alumni and ex-soldiers 
and sailors in the department, followed by a short program including the pageant illustrated with this article, 
Cemobilization of the service flag, unveiling of the memorial tablet and selections by the horticultural orchestra. 
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THE 1919 APPLE SHOW, OHIO STATE UNIVERSITY 

Dee. 13 occurred conference of delegates assembled for discussion of this new idea. Three states, Indiana, 
Ohio, Pennsylvania were represented by student delegates. The program outlined by the A. P. S. for affilia- 
tion is very largely along the lines proposed by the student conference. And now there is in progress arrange- 
ments for a Spring festival to include banquet, musical and literary program and other features. 

Tue Ipea. 

The idea of a Junior Branch was coneeived by H. F. Connell, a senior student in horticulture; together with 
Professor Paddock a prospectus of the movement was proposed and sent to Dr. Bailey who cordially approved 
of the plan and directed the Secretary to get out invita-tions requesting the State Colleges of Agriculture to ap- 
point delegates to a meeting at Columbus to consider the proposition and offer suggestions as to the best means 
for bringing about the ends in view. These delegates Messrs. Kempton of Indiana, Connell of Ohio, and 
Fagan of Pennsylvania, with Secretary Lake met at Columbus Dee. 13 in company with thirty-five young mer 
and women of the University Horticultural Society and after listening to the reading of a letter from Dr 
Bailey entered into a discussion of ways and means for launching and developing the new idea. The out 
come, in substance, was about as represented in the plan finally adopted by the American Pomologica! 
Society at the St. Louis meeting and which is to be found expressed in brief in the revised by-laws of the Societ: 
as printed elsewhere in this report. In addition the student conference projects the form of constitution for 
the Junior Branch as published herewith.
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ConstTITUTION. 

Art. 1—The name of this organization shall be theStupeNT Junior Brancu or THE AMERICAN PoMmo.o- 
GICAL SOCIETY. 

Art. 2—Object. The object of this organization shall be to stimulate undergraduate interest in Horticulture 
in all of its phases and in Pomology in particular and to encourage participation in the work of the Ameriean 
Pomological Society upon graduation. 

Art. 3—Membership See. 1. Membership shall consist of the several student Horticultural organizations of 
the State Agricultural Colleges of the United States and the Canadian Provinees which shall have become 
affiliated with the American Pomological Society. 

See. 2.—Loeal societies not charter members may become affiliated with this organization upon making an- 
plieation in writing for membership to the Secretary of the Junior Society three months previous to the econ- 
vening of the National Society in annual session. 

Art. 4.—Officers. .The officers of this organization shall consist of President, Vice President and Secretary. 
The Seeretary shall be ex-officio Assistant-Secretary of the American Pomological Society. 

Art. 5.—Committee. The permanent committees of the Society shall consist of an administrative committee, 
a membership committee, a publicity committee. The administrative committee shall be composed of one 
delegate representative from each affiliating Society, whose duties shall be outlined by the American Pomolog- 
ical Society. 

Art. 6. Each affiliating society shall elect a reporter, whose duties it shall be to provide the editor of the 
parent body (A. P. 8.) with educational, instructional and news matter pertaining to the activities of his 
local society in consonance with the requirements of the parent body. 

Art. 7—Amendments. This constitution may be amended upon the concurrence of two-thirds of the partici- 
pating State and Provincial Societies at any annual meeting by and with the consent of the American Pomolog- 
ieal Society, providing a published notice of such amendment shall have been made at least ninety days prior 
to the annual meeting. 

By-Laws. 

Art. 1—Section 1—Dues. Annual dues payable to the A. P. S. shall be fifty cents per member of the af- 
filiating Society and payable on or before Oct. first each year. 

Section 2—Such dues shall be transmitted to the secretary of the Junior body and by him to be payable 
by the affiliating Treasurer of the American Pomological Society. 

Art. 2—The official organ of this Society shall consist of the official publications of the American Pomolo- 
ieal Society. 

Art. 3—Section 1—Duties of officers. The officers of this Society shall perform such services as are or- 
dinarily required by their positions or shall be designated by action of the administrative committee of the 
American Pomological Society. 

Section 2—The secretary shall receive and forward all membership dues to the Treasurer of the American 
Pomological Society on or before November Ist of each year. 

Art. 4—Meetings. The time and place of holding the annual meetings of the Society shall conform to those 
of the American Pomological Society. 

Art. 5—Vacancies. All vacancies among officers of the Society shall be filled by the administrative com- 
nuttee.
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Membership in the 

American Pomological Society 
is now available to every fruit grower in the 

United States and Canada. 

For seventy-three years the A. P. S. has been recog- 
nized as the Supreme Court of Pomology and member- 
ship considered an honor and a privilege. 

As reorganized (see revised constitution and by-laws) 
the Society, while retaining its former standing, will, in 
addition be active in developing fruit growing both ama- 
teur and professional. 

Every fruit lover and fruit grower should be’a member. 
Every Agricultural College should have a Junior 

Branch. 
ee 

, Annual Membership $2.00. Life Membership $100.00. 

Send fee to L. R. TAFT, Treasurer, 

East Lansing, Michigan.
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Few, if uny, apples excel Wisconsin apples. ‘These “Ski-Hi” and “Kickapoo” brands were shown at the annual convention, Jan. 6-8, 1920.
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Collecting and Propagating Our should be cut away to live wood, as — machs are easily increased in that 

Native Shrubs the freshly cut surfaces will heal way. Of those having the ten- 
ys over while dead material will ex- deney to produce sprouts or suck- 

William Toole, Sr. ‘ + 
tend decay. ers are Sumach, Hazel the Viburn- 

In the discussions following the I like to sprinkle roots with wat- ums, Dogwoods or Cornels, Blad- 

reading of the paper on Native ter and then shake fresh earth over dernut, Priekly Ash, Wahoo or 

Shrubs before the Wisconsin State them at time of planting. This is Burning Bush, Wild Currants, 
Horticultural Society last winter a better than smearing them with Sweet Fern, Spireas, Shadbush, 

member asked for instruetions how thin mud as is the practice with Snow Berry, Coral Berry, the or- 

to propogate these native shrubs some. Of course there should be namental Raspberries and others. 

because as he said it is often the pruning of branches in proportion Most of these could be inercased 

ease that wild plants and shrubs to loss of roots at planting time by twig cuttings and layering as 

are not in suitable form for re- but the amount of pruning may be well as by suekers. Of course all 

moval and are very difficult to overdone. Dormant buds are some- may be increased by seeds. Nat- 

transplant. If we would increase — times very slow in developing. Too sure’s means of dissemination of 

our supply of native shrubs, we many leaves overtax the powers of — the various kinds is through seeds, 

must have stock from which to the newly forming roots to furnish and some kinds respond readily to 

propogate, and our source of sup- moisture yet some leaves are need- planting while others are very slow 

ply must be either from the wild, ed to assist the roots in their work. in germinating. I have found the 

a private collector or the nurseries. | prefer early spring for shrub Nine Bark as easily raised from 

Our material for inerease may planting but planting in the Fall seeds as any of the garden plants. 

be sprouts from the roots for con- may be safely done with careful Seeds saved dry through the win- 

venience called suekers—layers, work and a protecting mulch ap- ter and planted in the spring come 

grafting on other stock, or seeds. plied for winter protection. We up abundantly. Sumachs and the 

We naturally look first to the wild must not expect our shrubs to bear Elders come readily from seeds. 

for our supply, and by careful too sudden changes, so they should I onee sowed seeds from Cut Leav- 

searching we may secure plants of be given good soil about the roots ed Stag Horn Sumach, and raised 

most kinds which are young enough even though the rest of the soil is a nice lot of plants. There were 

to be handled successfully. not so good as desired. Most kinds no eut leaved specimens among 

Some kinds bear transplanting of plants have great powers of them, but they all showed more of 

more readily than others depend- adaptation; special kinds of soil the characteristies of the Smooth 

ing on the root system. If we ean are not always so necessary as is Sumach than they did of the Stag 

secure with our shrubs a supply of often supposed. For convenience Torn species. Sheep berry seeds 

fine fibrous roots and keep them in it may be sometimes necessary to planted in the Fall eame up readily 

a live condition to and through collect and heel in the shrubs in while High Bush Cranberry did 

the time of planting success is as- the fall to hold for spring planting. not respond. Thorn apple seeds 

sured if the work of planting is In such cases the roots should be are very slow to germinate, | don’t 

properly done. In taking up as carefully handled when heeling know how slow. Mine are still dor- 

plants or? shrubs soil about the in as if being planted. Positively mant. I would like to grow the 

roots is of value only so far as it avoid any dry freezing of the roots, Crataegus from seeds to see if one 

may preserve the fine roots in good and mulch for winter protection. might get several species—the pro- 

condition. With suitable packing There are times when it is desir- duet from one shrub. I shall some 

material one can keep the roots in able to move shrubs in the sum- time try the hot water treatment 

good order even without much soil mer time and this can be success- on Thornapple seeds, to see if 

adhering. If making a collecting fully done with proper care in sav- their germination can be hastened 

trip one should be supplied with ing the roots. the same was as with the Honey 

burlap and paper or other wrap- Many kinds of shrubs produce Locust. 

ping material also, sphagnum moss, sprouts from the roots and young IT once treated Honey Locust 

partly decayed leaves or other bushes can readily be produced seeds according to directions with 

packing material. from them. All having such ten- splendid success. The seeds wert 

If roots are found to be dry at deney can be inereased from root gathered in the Winter and in 

time of planting all dead material cuttings, and some kinds like Su- Spring at time of planting boiling
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water poured over them. They Physoearpus opulifolius. Nine suckers, layers, cuttings, grafting. 
were allowed to cool gradually and Bark. Seeds. Crataegus. Thorn Apple in sey- 

soak for several hours before plant- Purpleflowered Raspberry. Sal- eral species. Seeds, sown in Fall; 

ing. The seeds all grew. The  monberry. Suckers. twig cutting, grafting, root cut. 

seeds of fruit-bearing shrubs may Pyrus arbutifolia. Red Choke- Corlyus — Americanus, Hazel- 
be well planted in the Fall or berry. Seeds—suckers. nuts. Seeds, suckers, root cut. 
stratified and left to freeze out of Pyrus Melanacarpa. Black Choke- Betula. Glandulosa & Pumila. 

doors for spring planting, as is berry. Seeds—suckers. Dwarf Birches. Seeds. 

done with apple seeds. 1 find that Rhus—The Sumachs. Seeds Carpinus  Caroliniana. — Blue 

some kinds start so early in the  suckers—root cutting. Beech. Seeds. 

Spring it is difficult to handle them Ribes— The Currants and Goose- Ceanothus Americana, Jersey 
so prefer Fall planting with a berries. Twig cutting—layers Tea. Seeds, layers, twig cuttings. 

mulch to prevent washing and bak- suckers, Cephalanthus Oceidentalis. But- 

ing of the surfaee. The mulching Rubus  odoratus—R-pariflorum. ton Bush. Seeds, layers, twig cut- 
material should be such that ean suckers. tings. 

be readily removed in the spring Rosa.—The wild roses are read- Cornus or Dogwoods, several 
without disturbing the seeds. ily propagated from suckers, also species, 

I have had sueh good success in seeds. Diervilla lonicera. Bush Honey- 
raising Sweet Briar Rose from Spiraca — Salicifolia. Meadow — suckle. Cuttings, suckers. 
seed. I infer that our native roses Sweet. Seeds--cuttings—division. Direa Palustris. Leatherwood. 
might be increased in the same way Salix. The Willows are all easily Seeds, layers, twig cuttings. 
but they are easily increased by propagated from twig cuttings. Euonymus Atropurpureus. Wa- 

suckers, root cuttings and division. Sambucus Canadensis. Black — jioo, Burning Bush. Seeds, eut- 

Some like Leatherwood and Hame- Elder. Seeds—twig cuttings. tings, suckers. 

melis, might probably he more Sambucus racemosa Red Elder. Hamamelis virginiana. Witeh 

readily increased by layering than Root cuttings. *+ Hazel. Slow to germinate, slow to 
from twig cuttings, and in quan- Taxus canadensis. — American yoot, Seeds, layers. 
tity most readily from seeds. There Yew-Ground Hemlock. — Seeds— Ilex Verticillata—Winterberry, 

are some kinds which are diccious, probably layers. Northern Holly. Seeds, suckers. 
that is having the staminate and Viburnum opulus. High Bush Juniperus horizontalis, — Juni- 

pistilate flowers on separate plants Cranberry. Layers—twig euttings. perus communis—-depressa. Seeds, 

thus making it necessary to plant Virburnum lentago. Sheep Ber- cuttings in fall, probably layering. 

both kinds to secure fruit or seeds. ry. Seeds—twig cuttings, suckers. Lonicera. Honeysuckles. “Sends: 
This is the case with the Winter Viburnum Dentatum. Arrow layers, cuttings. 

Berry and Virgin’s Bower Clematis Wood. Seeds—twig cuttings, suck- Myrica —aploniafolia. Sweet 

also to some extent with the Celes- ers. Fern. Seeds, layers, twig cuttings, 

trus or Climbing Bittersweet. Viburnum Acerifolium. Maple guekers, 

There are books which explain in leaf Virburnum. Seeds—twig cut- 

detail various methods of propa- tings, suckers. a 

gation of trees and shrubs.  Prob- Xanthoxalum Americanum.— 
ably as good as any is the Nursery Prickly Ash. Seeds—suekers—root Now the chemists tell us that 
Book by Prof. L. H. Bailey. It cutting. lettuce, spinach, ete, furnish us 

could probably be secured through Amorpha Caneseens. Lead Plant. Certain elements which are impor- 
Seeretary F. Cranefield. I give as Sceds, twigs, cuttings, layers, suck- tant in the nutrition of human be- 

follows a list of some of the most — ers. ings, especially children. Some 
important kinds of native shrubs, Acer Spicatum. Mountain Maple. folks have thought that lettuce 
suggesting methods of propagation Seeds, layering. was a luxury and not of much 

suitable for each kind. Alnus incana, Speckled Alder. value at that. This is just an- 

Prunus Virginiana. Choke Cher- Seeds, suckers. other reason for growing and 

ry. Seeds—suckers. Amelanchier, Canadensis and using more vegetables.—LeRoy 

Prunus Pumila. Sand Cherry. oblongifolia. Shad Bush, June Cady, associate horticulturist, 

Seeds—suckers—grafting. Berry or Service Berry. Seeds, University Farm, St. Paul.
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Strawberries Every Year They are not able to get them Kern, cannot get the top price 

J. KE. Leverich, Sparta picked on time and asa conse- for our fruit unless we have done 
‘continu trom Pepnury) Dae nee inferior peade of our part and he has the class of 

, the berries being fruit thai the trade demands and 
WINTER COVERING. too ripe and sofi. will safely carry to distant 

As soon as the ground is frozen, We, however, have been in the — points. 

we cover with straw, using two game so long, and fully realize ‘ 

ton per acre. We also cover the the task we have before us. We Care oF Bep Aprer PicKing. 

old bed with straw or clover hull. are engaging pickers the year As soon as the crop is harvest- 

ings, and sometimes have used round, and when the season ed the field Js mowed and the 

coarse manure applied with the Starts, we are equal to the task of vines are left on the ground to 

spreader, which is a very good getting them picked, and to mar- ae as 8 unilelt NO BURNING 

covering. When covering we are ket in good condition. We pick HOR: Ue: he Jnachine is set to 
very careful to place the cover Ne half of the field each day. If cut 3 nches high. The field is 

just thick enough to hide the vines We find that we are liable to get also clipped again a month or su 
from view. Great care must be behind with the picking, we later, this time the machine is set 

exercised not to cover too thick, "ever wait until that is a stern to ant five inches high, 

as it will smother the planis in reality, but get busy and hunt up moon witer the first mowing, ave 
the spring if left on too long, and # few extra pickers that can usu- Use a springtooth sulky cultiva- 

also be too bulky a mass to tread ally be secured for a few days if tor, which is regulaced by taking 

between the rows when they are We hustle around and find them, the inside and outside teeth off 
uncovered. , We have a set of rules printed from each gang. — The gangs are 

The covering is left on in the the tickets for the pickers io made rigid by fastening a 2/4 be- 

spring as long as the growth of follow in regard to picking, ete., a them at the proper place. 

vines will permit without injury and we always employ a field su- , us anulkes the, Geuitep of the teeth 
to them; the weather decides the perintendent, who does nothing about four feet wide. i deaves 

time. A great many of the plants but see that these rules are en. the old row about three feet wide. 

will grow through the straw if it forced, and above all things, We have tried all kinds Of tools 
has been put on properly. How- knows that the berries are picked with which to do this work, and 

ever, we go over every row about reasonably clean from the vines. ia far have found nothing that 

the lasi of April and rake off all !f not they will be too ripe the  @ven commences to equal it. The 

surplus straw, and it is placed "ext time they are picked. We continual spring of une tect *p- 

and tramped in the path between pack in sixteen quart cases, imme. Pears «0 Ie he Sil INES: 

the rows. This acts as a muleh diately after they are brought to CnuneE, iy OSE atl SEC culftva- 
and is very beneficial in case of a the packing sheds, and do not ie we mle tried svil collects 
dry spell during the picking sea- discriminate between the top and Aner cultivation, we level with 

son. bottom of the eases. They are #” iron harrow, the way the rows 

The past year we had no rain Packed just as they come from see the harrow lez dow flat. 
during the picking season, but, the field and are equally as good This is all the labor we put on 
our berries showed very little ef- ” the bottom of the ease as on @! old bed. No hand work is 

fect of the dry spell as they were the top. We are in the business ones many manner. We Hage 
thoroughly mulehed. to stay, and therefore aim to sat- tried out many different plans in 

. isfy all customers. Berries that ¢#"ing for the old bed, but have 

Tut PICKING SEASON. are to be shipped should be about found, that from a financial 

It is at this time, that great three-quarters covered, depending standpoint, this plan gets us the 

care and judgment must be used. ©” the stage of the season. moneys and that is whai we are 

We have now sueceeded in grow- In short, we employ every pos- after, 
ing an excellent stand of vines, sible means to get the berries to VARIETIES. 

and have a fine show for a crop market in good condition, as we Now; before I close I will say 

of strawberries. Right at this know the efficient manager of our a few words in regard to varie- 

time many of the growers fail. Sparta Produce Exchange, Mr. ties. We have fruited about all
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varieties in trial beds. Our main Red Raspberries Highly Profit- weather and does not need deep 

erop is produced from Warfield, able covering necessary to late plant- 

Dunlap, and Pokomoke. The @. if. Townsend ing which are often damaged from 

Warfield has been our old ‘‘stand- a . beating rains packing the ground 

by,’’ and we stick to it. About The raspberry survey made by over the plant. After plants are 

one-half of our total planting is the Horticultural Department of started sprinkle nitrate of soda 

Warfield. Senator Dunlap is the University shows that the rasp- around the plant without toueh- 

good, but does not yield as well berry acreage has declined to pos- ing it and keep free of weeds and 

as the Warfield. The Pokomoke  sibly one-fifth what would have grass. Pinch off all fruit blossoms 

is fine to look at, but a little in-. been an ordinary acreage a few the first year. The second year if 

clined to be soft when it reaches years ago. The cause: Winter- on clay loam soil use two hundred 

the Dakotas. It is also a poor killing, anthracnose and other pounds to the aere. Tf on sandy 

plant producer, but it is a heavy — pests, cellar stored plants, scarcity soil use complete fertilizer. Give 

yielder. There is not much foli- of labor and the high price of other shallow cultivation as soon as 

age, and the berries are exposed products that could be quickly plants start. Cultivate until the 

to the sun, and in hot weather, grown. When Europe produces ground is in fine condition— 

may sun seald. the bulk of the food it requires the usually two or three plowings close 

We thoroughly try out all new ¢vop profits of red raspberries will together-—and then drag until a 

varieties in our plant bed, not one be higher as compared with vege- dust muleh is produced. Repeat 

year, but several years, before we table or other crops maturing the after each heavy rain or rainy per- 

feel safe to plant them in our Stme year they are planted. Con- iod and mulch the rows heavily 

regular field. At the present time sidering these facts a good many with straw the middle of June and 

we have some ten or more varie. People ought to plant red raspber- keep the plants down in the mid- 

ties in our plant bed, testing them rics and would do so if assured of dle of the row. — If planted six 

out. However, Lam not going to SUecess. If any particular variety feet apart keep the rows not to ex- 

recommend any particular varie- stands the winters and yields big ceed fifteen inches wide and cut 

ties, for, I believe every section TPS that is a good variety to out all small canes where there are 

and kind of soil has the berries Plant. In Minnesota the “King” large ones that will overshadow 

best adapted to that location. pidctieully. displaned all other var visite | Tit eatly: Spring: aut hacks 
What I have said ini regard. to icties until the coming of the Min- canes to the large buds—one-third 

oo 2 nesota No. 4—both iron clad hardy of the height—more or less. Cut 
varieties, applies to us at Sparta,  ;,, Minnesota. In Michigan the back weak canes standing alone 

and possibly may not be the vari-  oommereial growers are now culti- more than strong ones. This meth- 
eties for other sections of the vating the ‘King’? in preference od will insure four to five thousand 
state. to all other varieties. If the Marl- pints to the acre at a cost ineluding 

In conclusion, let me say, that boro and the Cuthbert do better in planting and cultivation to bearing 
the growing of strawberries for your community or on any particu- Of approximately one hundred dol- 
commercial purposes, on a large lar soil plant them but as the lars an acre, not including picking. 

seale, and for profit, requires lots‘ King’’ has proven such a reliable In starting a raspberry pateh 

of work and means long hours ¢'°P producer in cold climates the every fifth row should be planted 

and some worry, during the pick- trend of eommereial growers is to double. Where plants do not make 

ing season. If the prospective the “King. a vigorous start the extra plants 

grower is nob willing to: accept Here is red raspberry crop in- should be taken up carefully with 
mee i surance, a spade and sect where there is 

these conditions, I would advise x ee ; . : Plant the ‘‘Karly King’? rasp- likely to be poor growth or no 

him 0 stay out of the business. berry as soon after the plants can growth at all. A perfect stand 
But, if strawberries are looked be dug as possible. A plant does and high vigor the first year is the 

after in the right manner, there — yo¢ Jose its moisture rapidly in cool key of raspberry success. 
ig much pleasure to be derived, §———————————___ 

and profit to be gained. how we have managed to produce - 
I am not seeking converts for berries, and it is my hope that Pruning may be done now on 

our plan. I have related to you some person may profit thereby. warm days.
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A Few Words About Grafting graft on some twigs of Wealthy tools: a sharp knife and some 

and in a couple of years have a twine or candle wicking soaked in 
POR BEGINNERS. new top in the old Hibernal tree grafting wax. Cut the roots into 

(The following story about bearing Wealthy apples. pieces of about three inches in 

grafting first appeared in the Dee. If you have a pet seedling apple length and the twigs (cions) five 

1912 issue of Wisconsin Horticul- and want fifty or one hundred _ to six inches. Make a sloping cut 
ture and was reprinted in Febru- trees, get some straight one-year 

ary 1917. Here it is again. It is apple roots, these are grown espe- 

not by any means the best story cially for nurserymen from any 
that could be written and is not iq kind of apple seed, cut the h 

intended to be more than a brief yoots into three-inch sections, 
outline of the art of grafting ; Just splice to each a twig from your A A 
enough to cover questions asked seedling tree and you have root { A 

and to create a desire for further grafts that will produce orchard | 

knowledge.) oy . size trees in two years. There are | 

The art of grafting is a simple many other possibilities, but these 
one although often invested with do aye: the anost practical. 

mystery by the uninitiated. All orchard trees are grafted or 

budded and budding is one form 

of grafting, because there is no & 4 f 

other way to get fruit trees true ae 

to kind or name, The nurseryman i || N | 

P knows the whole story and so do ‘/|] i CO) | rh 

\ many of our readers, but for the vy yy \Y \ 

benefit of any others who would ‘| N . 

like to try grafting an attempt is hy ! y 

( here made to tell how in simple i \ 0 A 

words. : 

A part of it is written, a part 

\ told by pictures and the remain- 

[| der left to the intelligence of our Fig. 2. Showing method of making root 

readers. Bratt. 

‘a ‘ In the language of Goff “Graft: oy cleft on both root and cion as 

| a onlin a ee onl i shown in the picture (Fig. 2) and 

4 : - zs in such a way that the two can be 

ferent plants, containing living united smoothly in a dove-tailed 
cambium in such a way that their joint. The final operation eon- 

cambium parts are maintained in sists in tying the parts with the 

intimate contact. If the opera- waxed cord. 

ton is successful growth will One very important point not 
\ unite the two parts,’? * * # antioned «eo far i have the 

Root’ grafting: The ‘materials mentioned 80 far is to have t 

, iB c for¥oot grafting consists of twies eambium or inner bark of the cion 

: 5 ars = in contact with the inner bark of 

cu usca ay eee Treen ee new of new (1919) growth which may the root when the two are fitted 

CORE FeO e reor ae bela be be cut any time from December together. Make the joint so that 

removed: to April and kept from drying it ig smooth and even on one side, 
Simply stated, the possibilities until wanted and seedlings or fop only rarely will it be possible 

of grafting are about as follows: stocks which may no doubt be had to make root and cion fit on both 
You can go into your orchard in limited quantities from any sides. The very thin layer, called 

next spring, saw off a few limbs nurseryman. (These grew from  cambium, lying between the bark 

from the old Hibernal apple tree, seeds planted last spring). The and wood, is the only active
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growing portion of either cion or cover the cleft and tips of cions of the three broad oblique dark 
root and the only part where with grafting war. This is not brown bands which cross each 
growth can start, therefore these shown in the picture, but unless — fore wing of the adult moth. 
must be in contact in at least one it is done failure will result. The larvae of the fruit tree rol- 
point. Don't try to find this Now this is about all we need ler are about 34 of an inch long, 
cambium layer, because you can’t, to say, the principles are here, the light’ green in color, with the 
but just see to it that you have a details can be worked out. The head only, light brown. The 
good fit on one side of the joint grafting wax mentioned is made larvae of the oblique banded. rol- 
and let it go at that. by melting together four parts ler are a trifle larger, darker 

When the root grafts are fin- resin, two parts beeswax and one green, and have a distinct ly dark 

ished, pack in damp sawdust or part tallow. When melted, pour head. 
sand in the cellar until next into a pail of water, grease your When disturbed both have the 

spring and as soon as the ground hands and have an old fashioned habit of hanging suspended in 

can be worked plant in deep mel- — eandy-pull. mid-air by means of a fine silky 
low soil, down to the top bud of Grafting is lots of fun; try it. thread, 
the cion. Don’t stick the root only These rollers spend the winter 

in the soil, leaving most of the : _ as eges which are laid in the fall 

graft in the air, but bury until Destructive Leaf Rollers by the parent moths on the bark 
only an inch is visible. ‘ 4 ‘ of the twigs in small, flat, light 

Cleft. grafting: For materials Apple HEGES in eertain REHOME brown or grayish patehes; eaeh 
. . . of Wiseonsin are troubled with ae ae 

vou will need a saw, butcher patch containing about 150 eges 

knife, mallet and cions of the - and are covered with a water 
same kind described in root graft- & proof gummy substance to pro- 

ing, but no roots. For cleft graft- . ~ teet them from the weather. 

ing any limbs from one to six 4 The fruit tree leaf voller has 

inches in diameter may be used:  » Pe only one generation a year, while 

saw these off at least a foot from é a Pann the oblique-banded voller has two 

the trunk and split as shown in :  . a broods each season. 
Fig. 3; cut two cions each of > NE ele ( 

about three inches and cut the cs , e hag SPRAYING CHECKS THtesk PESTS 

lower ends wedge shaped, but e ie. f The most. efficient control of 

e a £ these worms consists in a spray of 

x” a miscible oil, one part in 19 parts 

- of water, applied to the trees 

This apple eaten by the oblique—banded while they are dormant. If a 
Ci leaf roller. Note the parent moth which pane apo . 
Qi} has just emerged from the pupal skin in miscible oil is not available a 

ali the cavity. spray of 10 per cent kerosene 

qd | two species of leaf rollers, pests emulsion, well made, will aid. 

E| ie which eat the opening buds in Both of these sprays kill the eggs. 
(y f spring and often eat large irregu- If the eggs are not treated, arsen- 

! | lar holes in recently set fruit. ate of lead, 3 lbs. to 50 gals. of 
Hh Nests of the unfolding buds are water, should be applied soon 

\ i made by the worms and some after the buds begin to open and 
{ig years if they are not checked, another when the blossom buds in 

a» : f they threaten prospects for good the cluster separate and show 
Wi, Si A) Showtiig. amethode oe viead. CLOTS pink. A thorough application is 

ig crete grutty. (2) A geod tyne of gratt One species is called the fruit necessary as the young larvae are 
tree leaf roller, the other which very difficult to kill. The best 

nuch thicker on one side. Insert is the most. common in Wisconsin, spray is the one which kills the 

these as shown herewith, keeping is called the oblique-banded leaf eggs. 

in mind the cambium story, and roller, named from the presence Charles L. Fluke, Jr.
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have him send in your fee. The grow rapidly. In this list are the resident of Wisconsin who sends in 

life membership is a select circle names of members who have ren- ten new two-year, members with 

and ‘we must maintain this rule. dered eminent service to the So- one dollar for each, if the letter of
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S555 ZZ] want the names of prospective Exhib- 

itors, so that we may have an estimate 

AMONG WISCONSIN BEEKEEPERS of the prospects, and he will write 

you later, and at the proper time. 

| The Wisconsin BeeKeepers Page This will enable the Superintendent to 
| Prof. H, F. Wilson Editor have everything planned in deta‘l, and 

| avoid rush and confusion at the last. 

a This may seem early to start this 
7 matter, but it is advisable to have a 

A BC OF BEEKEEPING Before making a start with bees se- good estimate several months ahead, 
cure some good bee book and read it as it will help in planning the new 

How to Secure Bees carefully, building, and arranging the interior. 
Fax rite d ‘e, to, Gus Dittmer, Sup't. For those who are planning to start Te ee eur. nie ‘i 

with bees a few suggestions will help AMONG WISCONSIN BEEKEEPERS BC & Honey Dep't. August Wis. 
to avoid trouble. Do not under any 
circumstances accept bees, even from Bicee -PnMipe: tnd Demuth «ae are THE USE OF LARGE HIVES 
your best friend, unless you know that Second Annuat Beekeepers’ | School they have been inspected, See that md Chautauqua, Madison, Wisconsin, The commercial beekeeper has one 
every colony of bees bought by you or *¥&Ust 16-21, 1920. principal object in view and that is to 
given you by a friend bears a certifi- make his bees show a profit. In or- 
cate of inspection. BETTER KEEPS FOR BEE- der to make a paying proposition out 

Why? Because bees in the brood KEEPERS of his apiaries, it is necessary for him 
stage are subject to disease known as to secure a maximum amount of 

fou brood and if you buy diseased Keep cooperating, join your local honey with a minimum of labor and 
bees, you will not only fail to get a association, Keep your dues paid up expense. The maximum production of 
crop of honey but you may lose your to the state association, honey depends on several things, some 

peer of them being beyond his control. For 
you can buy a healthy colony or Cee AR. CARTES COX . . instance, there may not be sufficient 

two of bees from your neighbor in the THE STATE FAIR POR 1920 flora or the weather may not be just 
spring at 10 or 15 dollars a colony, The Bee & Honey Department right in order to produce the most 
that is the best way to start. Another . honey, but with these in his favor, 
way is to buy the hives, put in full Last month, copies of the 1920 there are other things within his con- 
sheets of comb foundation and leave State Mair Premium List, for the Bee trol which the beekeeper must have 
these with the beekeeper to have him & Honey Department, with other in- in order to secure the most honey 
put swarms in them during the formation, was mailed to every mem- from his bees. Two important points 
swarming period. Swarms wil build ber of the Wisconsin State Beekeepers to my mind are, first; strong colonies: 
up nicely and give you a nice surplus Association. second; the prevention of swarming. 

of honey if started near the beginning The State Fair wants every member If the beekeeper does not have strong 
of the honey flow. of the State Association to be advised colonies, the honey crop will be of lit- 

lew beekeepers are willing to dis- of the fact, that there is such a thing, tle value to him. If he does have 

pose of their bees at this time because as the BEE & HONEY DEPART- strong colonies, he is prepared to har- 

of the present price of honey and so MENT at the State Fair. They also vest a good crop, provided he can pre- 
the beginner must resort to buying want you to know the inducements vent swarming. Swarming is, per- 
package bees. they offer, as compared with past haps, the stumbling block for many 

Package bees come in one, two or years, commercial honey producers and 

three pound packages. Queens are They want it known, that they are more time is spent in its prevention 
not sold with packages unless ordered, Willing to do anything in the way of | than for probably any other one thing. 
It does not pay to buy 1 pound pack- offering inducements, to build up the The writer well remembers a_ trip 

ages except to strengthen weak col- Bee & Honey Department, and place made through Northern Michigan 

onies. Two pound packages give good it on a basis of importance with the with Mr. A, G. Woodman, now maker 
returns but it is more profitable to buy other Departments of the Fair. This of Bingham smokers. We arrived one 
the three pound size. Package bees is all that they can do, and it rests morning in our automobile at the 

are shipped in wire screen cages and with the Beekeepers to wake up, and home of a beekeeper who usually pro- 
the queen is placed in a queen cage take advantage of the opportunity. duced a nice crop of honey. We 
and fastened in the center of the Naturally the State Association is found him in a rather despondent 

package. Enough stores are put in the logical factor for promoting the mood. On inquiry, we found that his 
each package to carry the bees to the interests of the Bee & Honey Industry honey crop had failed because of con- 
end of their journey with some to at the State Fair. As they have in- ditions that had caused practically ev- 

spare. If it is not possible to let the creased their membership since 1916, ery colony in his yard to swarm, not 
bees out at once, pour a little sugar from less than 200, to over 600, in- only once, but twice and three times. 

syrup into the cage. A little water cluding the organizing of over 30 Lo- To me, it was a revelation because I 

should be given if syrup is not fed to cal Associations, the result shou'd be had never seen and hardly heard of 

them. If the weather is cold the bees in evidence at the 1920 State Fair. anything of the kind before. Using 

may be kept in doors for several days You are now in possession of all the large hives as we do and have been 

without harm _ providing they have necessary information, and the Super- for many years, swarming in the Da- 

stores. It is best to cover them with intendent will gladly furnish you any dant apiaries, even during some of our 
a cloth or carpet but they should not further information needed. He will heaviest honey flows, has been kept 

be allowed to get too warm. 60° to be glad to hear from you, regarding well under 10 per cent and our col- 

70°F, State Fair Matters in his Department. onies which are run for extracted 
If drawn combs are not available, Look over the Premium List and honey do not cast swarms on the av- 

full sheets of foundation will do. In Circular careful'y, and better write at erage of more than four or five per 

either case, sugar syrup made of equal once, if you will consider making an cent. In years when the honey flow 

parts ‘of sugar and water, must be fed entry. is prolonged and not heavy at any onc 
to the bees until they can gather an This does not mean that you are to time, we have gone through an entire 

abundance of nectar in the field. make entries at this time, we simply season without a single swarm. This
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too with comparatively no manipula- Some experiments put the figures even pacity of a prolific queen is something 
tion during the honey crop. To the higher than this. The average, how- like 3,500 eggs per day. This is a to- 
beekeeper who is using or has used ever, is at the rate of something like tal of 73,500 eggs during the 21 days 
the 8 and 10 frame Langstroth hives, 150 eggs per hour or about two or which are required for the bees to 
this seems almost impossible, but to three eggs per minute. If the combs hatch. Ten Langstroth frames which 
the beekeeper who has used deep are large and if they are all in one have 75,600 worker cells are not 
brood chambers in connection with hive body, she has a large cire’e to | cnough for her if any allowance 1s 
extracted honey production, it is not cover and loses practically no time in made for honey or imperfect cells and 
so surprising. going from one frame to another. 11, — if she covered all of them. The extra 

Although numerous — experiments however, the frames are small, her — story, therefore, is absolutely neces- 

were made on a large scale by egg laying circle is small and consid- sary if the 8 frame or 10 frame size 

Charles Dadant and C, P. Dadant, my erable time is lost. Several years ago of Langstroth equipment is used. 
Grandfather and lather, during the we had in use some brood combs di- This much added room in our opinion 
time when my brothers and myself vided in the midd'e for use in mating — is entire'y too much, especially if the 
were in school and college, we could nuclei, These combs when placed in colony is not given sufficient protec- 
not take it for granted that the large the brood chamber had a three-quar- tion during winter. If sufficient pro- 

hives were very much better than the ter inch bar running through the cen- tection is given, then this adds con- 
ordinary 10 frame Langstroth. AS ter of them. Many times we noticed siderable to the expense and the 
soon as we had the opportunity, we that queens would fill one side with amount of labor required to winter 
installed in our home apiary between brood and leave the other side un- the bees. The use of a brood cham- 
50 and 60 colonies in 10 frame Lang- touched, The bar evidently d‘sturbed ber with large frames, in one single 

stroth hives. These hives were lo- the egg laying circle. story, therefore, is desirable for the 
cated on one side of the apiary while Large brood chambers can be se- accommodation of a prolifie queen in 
on the other side were an equal num- cured in several ways. The long idea order to get best results and secure 
ber of colonies in 10 frame Quinby or hive which allows the queen a'l the — the largest working force at the earl- 
Dadant hives. lor four or five years, room she needs is practiced by some, iest possible date. Some persons may 
these were all watched closely. There but the most common method is by take exception to the statement that 
was no comparison between the re- tiering bodies or supers, one over the the largest possible force shou!d be 

su'ts of the two groups. Each spring other, Many beekeepers have used secured at the earliest possible date. 

as we worked over the home yard, we and are still using divisible brood It is true that in some localities the 

could tell without even keeping track chambers. In Texas, Louis H. Scholl honey flow is deferred and a big work- 

that there was a big: difference in and many others use the ordinary 5% ing force is not desired. However, if 

favor of the bees in the large hives. shallow extracting supers and tier the average beekeeper will adopt 

They came through the winter in bet- them up, allowing the queen to use lLangstroth’s motto “keep your col- 

ter condition, had more bees, more as many as she can fill with brood. onies strong’, he will have little 

honey and were ready for business This answers the purpose, but as chance to regret it. In possibly 98 

much earlier than the smaller ones — stated before, each one of those sepa- cases out of 100, there is greater 
and when it came later in the season rations is time lost for the queen, It chance of the colony not being strong 

to the production of honey, the large the queen has to travel over a top-bar, enough for the honey flow than of its 

hives would have just as many and an empty space and the bottom bar being too strong before the honey 

more supers than the small ones and before she can reach the next story, — flow. 
the large supers of course, contained there is no doubt that she loses con- The hive with a large brood cham- 
proportionate’'y more honey. These siderable time and during the breed- ber lends itself very readily to the 

same experiments had been made by ing season, every minute of egg lay- prevention of swarming. Plenty of 

our people before of course, but it ing counts. Another great objection, breeding room satisfies the queen and 

seems that everyone must try it out however, to the divisible brood cham- does not render her restless.  Suffici- 

for himself in order to be convinced. ber hive, is the number of frames it ent ventilation, by means of the use 

To secure the maximum production contains. In many localities, there of frames spaced 1% inches apart, 

of honey, it is not only necessary to are no bee diseases but where bee dis- goes a long ways towards keeping the 

use large hives, but also to make sur eases are prevalent, it would be a colony comfortable during the heavy 

to have the colonies strong for the great hardship to have to go over, 20, honcy flows and hot weather. A suf- 

honey crop and not be compelled to 30 or even 40 frames in order to make ficient amount of honey may be stored 

build them up on the honey crop. Our sure that no American or European in it tor winter and still leave suffi- 

friend Mr. Demuth of the Department foulbrood existed in that particular cient breeding space. 

at Washington has given us this motto colony and when one considers having There is no doubt that the produe- 

and everyone of us should keep it in to go over several hundred colonies, tion of extracted honey, especially 

mind at all times. Strong colonies the amount of unnecessary work is when the beekeeper has plenty of 
can be reared only by the use of pro- tremendous. The use of two 10-frame drawn combs, is a large item in the 

lific queens. In order for the prolific or 8-frame Langstroth bodies tiered prevention of swarming. In our api- 

queen to do her best, there must be one above the other, to secure a large aries, shallow supers are used. These 

sufficient stores for her and she must brood chamber, has become quite supers contain frames 6% inches 

have sufficient room so her laying will common. This to our notion is simi- deep. The fact that the queen does 

not be restricted in the least. The lar to the divisible brood chamber not like to lay in a small circle ordi- 

prolific queen and the large brood hive as it too requires the manipula- narily keeps her from going up stairs, 

chamber are the two points which IT tion of a great many frames. It has, especially if there is no drone comb 

propose to emphasize as the subject however, one disadvantage thal the present in the super. Queen exclud- 

of “The Use of Large Hives” is prac- shallow bodies do not possess. The ers therefore, are unnecessary. It is 

tically covered by these two points. Langstroth being a semi-deep frame true that we keep something like one- 

For a prolific queen to extend her- has so nearly enough room for her half dozen excluders at each yard as 

self, she must have just as litt'e in- that once the queen is established in oceasionally a queen will go above 

terruption as possible as she lays her the second story, she is slow to leave and be unwilling to return. It is safé 

eggs quite rapidly. The best author- it and go back down stairs. The posi- to say that during a season we do not 

ities state that she can lay at the rate tion of the two hive bodies may be re- use queen excluders on more than one 

of from 2,000 to 5,000 eggs per day, versed but this requires additional or two per cent of our colonies. The 
and a good queen will average 3,500 manipulation. shal'ow super, then, really becomes a 

eggs per day in the active season. As stated before, the egg laying ca- safety valve for the queen. If the
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lower story has become clogged with our apiaries, also in our success in) mand, and comparatively low price 

honey or for some other reason she wintering. The 1% inch spacing gives paid for honey, shows the unpopular- 
needs added room, she does not en- % inch more space between the ity of honey, the most wholesome and 

counter the excluder and can go up. combs which would mean about 150 delicious sweet known. 
She deserts the upper story, however, cubic inches more breathing space in In years past, honey used to seii 

very quickly, as she does not like the an ordinary 10 frame Langstroth hive. generally for about double the price 
small circle in which she is compelled This extra space is also available for of sugar. Today sugar sells for more, 
to lay. Time and again we have no- winter clustering and as the top edges in many places than honey, with all 

ticed that when the queen went up of the combs are thicker, there is that kinds of honey on the market and in 
into the supers, she would lay there much more honey above the cluster many stores attractively displayed. 

just once, that is for only one cycle where it is needed. The ordinary 10 Whereas, sugar is rarely, if ever, dis- 

of brood. To our notion, this is not frame Langstroth hive can accommo- played at a grocery store. 
detrimental as the brood hatches be- date 9 frames if spaced 1% inches To the writer the above mentioned 

fore the honey is ready to be ex- apart and to our notion, it is prefer- conditions are not satisfactory, and 

tracted. This no doubt goes a long able to use 9 such frames. would be discouraging if there was no 

ways towards satisfying the queen and Another prime requisite in keeping hope for improvement. The question 
keeps down swarming. The use of colonies strong, is to make sure there “how can conditions be improved?" 

the excluder also prevents free circu- is a young queen present. It is true confronts every commercial beekeep- 

lation of air through the hive and this that many beekeepers have found that er, And, if the price of honey is to 
renders the bees uncomfortable. Even some queens three and four years o'd maintain a level equal to that of other 
though the excluder is made with a are as prolific as younger queens but, commodities, the honey producers wili 

great many openings, it obstructs in handling large numbers of colon- have to get busy. 

more or less and is necessarily a pro- ies, we have found that queens more Some people try to tell us, all we 
moter of swarming. than two years old are oftener in- have to do is to produce a big crop 

Large hives have disadvantages. ferior than otherwise. In our prac- of honey, and then let the jobber, 

They are not as handy as small ones tice, we have made it a rule not to al- — bottler and commission man do the 
to move from p'ace to place and are low a queen to become more than two rest. To the writer such advice 
heavier to lift. For nomadic or mi- years old unless we intended to use amounts to the same thing that it 
gratory beekeeping, they are rather her for breeding purposes. We have would if it were given to a shoe or 
inconvenient. Still, after having prac- never made any practical tests be- overall manufacturer (altho shoes and 

ticed moving of bees for several years tween queens one year old and two overalls are popular) who, following 

in succession, the writer has come to years old, but believe a two year old such advice would manufacture the 

the conclusion that he had rather go queen will do as well as a year old goods and turn over such portion to 

to the extra trouble of moving the aueen where the season has not been the jobber or commission man as they 

large hives than to use smaller ones. exceptionally long. A young queen in are able to find a market for; who 

Crop results justify using larger sized the hive too, is not so apt to be super- spend such amounts as they (the job- 
hives. During the past season, the seded as an older one and conse- ber and commission man) would deem 

clover crop in our locality was practi- quently the chances of swarming are necessary for selling such portions of 

cally a failure. We had counted on greatly reduced, the goods as appears convenient and 
the clover crop as a means of increas- Large hives, therefore, properly profitable to themselves; charge the 

ing our colon‘es and we did increase manipu'ated, reduce the chance of 
them approximately 30 per cent. Dry  SWarming and allow the extensive bee- — gumm0mnimnnmnnnnnnnnnvanunng 
weather, however, prevented the col- keeper with outapiaries to care for a ae Ga penton nae ea ae 

onies from building up and it looked greater number of colonies with 2: Griggs saves you Freight 3: 
as though we would lose every divi. greater profit. If our work has been i Toledo i 
sion we had made. Weare fortunate, kept up to date, the only manipula- i: We know you are not the 2: 
however, in being located near some tions required during the honey flow, z: fellow who waits until the 2 
Mississippi River bottom land which are to raise the entrances for ventila- :: last minute before ordering 2: 
produces a large amount of hearts- tion and add supers for storage. There 22? his supplies. ZF 
ease and Spanish needle each year. iS no hunting for queen cells, no chas- 2 We HAVE LARGE stock ?? 
The bees from the uplands were ing of swarms, no reversing of brood  :: of new goods to rush to you 22 
moved down into these bottoms with ‘chambers, in fact, none of the petty 2 the minute your order ar- 2: 
the result that the colonies built up .annoyances caused by colonies crowd- 2: rives. a: 
into fine shape for winter and har- ed into undersized hives. 2: Send us list of goods 2: 
vested something like 80 pounds per If the commercial beekeeper is i: Wanted at once and receive i: 
colony, spring count. This same re- equipped with large hives containing #:2 prices with early order dis- 2? 
sult might have been obtained with deep brood frames, makes sure of ?: counts. 3: 
smaller hives but our experience leads young prolific queens so as to keep h's 2? Those 60 Ib. Cans will 2? 
us serious'y to doubt it and we are so colonies strong, sees that there is :: soon be gone, better hurry 2: 
well convinced that we would prefer plenty of ventilation and super room 2? your order in at once. Two 2: 
to move the large hives at an added during the honey flow so as to prevent 22 men took a car load. = 
expense than to use smaller ones. A swarming, he may be practically cer- 3: White Clover Honey HA 
few extra pounds of honey will easily tain of producing the maximum 2: Can use limited amount of ?: 

take care of all the expense of moyv- amount of honey with the minimum i White Clover Honey if price a 

ing. of labor and expense. 22 is in line. 3: 
A great deal has been said in the I.. C. Dadant, i: FREE Catalog of Bee H 

pee. a qupin’ the yest yen or Hamilton, Ill. i! SUPPLIES for the asking. i: 
regard to spacing of frames. FE z: 

Tt was Allen Latham of Norwichtown, ————— i Pit Wax Wanted H 
Connecticut, who brought the atten- Hee es cae en ior sup- i 
tion of the senior Dadant to the fact IS USE OF HONEY POPULAR? u tet price, pay highest mar- i 

that 1% inch spacing was much bet- i: a 3: 

ter than 1%. All of our equipment is The high price of butter, the great 7: GRIGGS BROS. CO. 3: 
built with 1% inch spacing and th‘s scarcity of sugar, and the a’most pro- z:? Dept. No. 20 Toledo, Ohio ii 
no doubt has had a great deal to do hibitive prices pa‘d for what little i: “Griggs saves you Freight” 2: 
with the prevention of swarming in sugar can be procured, the poor de- nmin taunts
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Better Beek Use Lewis “B ” 

FOR 46 YEARS IT HAS BEEN A SIGN OF GOOD JUDGMENT IN 

THE BUYER AND THE MAKER 

Look || WHEREYou BUY YOUR |f Thig 
For || BEEWARE || marx 

= vu backromWN |S, 
SS eA 
MAKES THE FINEST. 

Do Not Miss the 1920 Issue 
Of The ‘‘Beeware’’ Catalogue. 
Many New Items Will Be Shown 

G. B. LEWIS'COMPANY 
Watertown, Wisconsin 

SSS SS 

selling expenses to the manufacturer, ners, Such honey contests can be steady, Sales direct to retailers. 
even tho such selling costs should far conducted in almost any village, city Comb; “Wealerin, taney. TEM. .25- 
exceed the cost of production, and or metropolis. These contests may be section cases: §7.25-7.50.  Iexe 
such goods as the jobber and commis- continued year after year, without tracted: 60-Ib. cans, few sales 25¢ 
sion man could not sell conveniently losing their interest to the public, be- per Ib. 
leave on the hands of the manufac- cause of the premiums they carry. 

turer, for which he himself might find A. C. F. Bartz. SS 
a market, if he can. (Good for Brother Bartz. He is the 

Tt makes very little difference whai first member of the association to use 
branch of production one is engaged the association space for expressing 

in. It is up to the producer to keep himself. Come again. Don't forget 
up a live demand for his product, that every member of the association 
with a price sufficient to cover cost of | is paying for space. Send in an ar- BEEKEEPERS 
production. Honey is no exception to ticte and we will print it.) 
the rule. But having been neglected as 
for So many years and receiving an in- MARKET QUOTATIONS 

sufficient amount of advertising, it Chicago: 1 Colo. and approximately 
has become a shelf warmer in mosi 100 packages by freight from II- 

grocery stores. linois arrived. Supplie libera!. Should send for our book- 
Following is an outline as how to Demand and movement slow, . ve 

improve and increase the demand for market dull, Sales to jobbers— let on the new MODI 
the product of the hive. Extracted: Idahos, Colorados and FIED DADANT HIVE. 

First: We must create strong local Californias, White Sage and Al- - 3 i 
organizations, that wi'l raise funds by falfa 19-20c. Amber Sage and The hive with a _ brood 
assessing themselves. Alfalfa 18-18%c per Ib. Comb: amber sufficient for pro: 

Second: We must institute local 24-section cases, No. 1, $7.00-7.25. cha ber suffic ner} Pp 

honey cooking, baking, preserving. Beeswax: Supplies moderate. De- lifie queens. OUR CATA- 
candy making, etc., contests, adver- mand and movement moderate, aT 
tise these contests in the local papers, market steady. Sales to jobbers LOG IS FREE. 
and pay liberal premiums to the win- —per Ib., Idahos, Colorados and 

a Californias, Light 40-48c¢, dark 
35-37 %be. 

BEE SUPPLIES Minneapolis: Supplies liberal, Demand 

Hoffman frames with improved good for extracted, demand slow DADANT & SONS 
method for fastening foundation also for comb, market steady. Sales 

other bee supplies. direct to retailers . Comb: Wes- 

Goods at highest quality at rea- tern, fancy Light, 24-section cases 
sonable prices. $7.50. Extracted: Westerns, 60- 

Write for particulars. Ib, cans 21e, few 22c¢ per Ib. 

DARMIN M. WHITE St. Paul: Supplies liberal. Demand 
Calamine, W’sconsin an vovvere Kec te oA kkel ESS
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NOTES FROM LOCAL ASSOCI- a slight'y increased effort on the part quired in the spring than during the 
ATIONS of individuals interested in local and summer. Soon after hatching, the 

; state affairs affecting the beekeeping small white worm-like larvae begin to 

All clover is well protected with jyaustry. More and. better coopera- feed. Old brood frames are preferred 
plenty of snow. | _ tion. improved beekeeping methods to clean extracting frames a though 

Very little honey in the hands of  anq’ standard grades of honey will both are readily atcacked. They seem 
the beskeeperss ‘ make Wisconsin par excellence in to be especially fond of pollen or bee 

Market is better since the holidays beekeeping. bread and cappings. As the larvae 

and Honey; iis MON TE, fast locally at The crop reporting service estimates or ‘worms’ feed, they move about a 30c per pound retail. , F that in 1919, 4,834,000 pounds of sur- great deal and always bu'ld ; 
All normal covanies: ‘ace wintering plus honey was produced of which lined tunnel as they go, probably for 

well, (oo carly to say much about it 4 99.900 pounds was extracted and protection. In a few days time, a 
now , 836,000 pounds of comb honey. This 00d frame of worker brood will be Fox River Valley, Bee, Ass'n. 8 us " a Oiteeamle Coun gives us an average for 90,000 colonies = 

award Hissiiger 1 of 61 pounds of extracted, and 34 - AE AMO ER, esol 
* ass 5 ots pounds of comb honey per colony. gett pag n 

- — The total value of the crop reported aides trem Ins euiaeninmetas ation io 6 
Local Secretaries Please Take Notice 18 estimated at $1,207,730. On Janu- | Loo ) 

Every affiliated loca’ associ: _ ary 1, the average price was 24.8¢ foi Noone. tins 4 Ss Svery affiliated loca’ association. is ay ‘ es Ga: 
extracted honey and 32.6 for comb A-\ 4 7 supposed to have a reporter who . 5 ae: : 4 oF SRG A 4 

should send in local news items on the ney. ~The valuation of the bees is | (UIA ¥ 10th of each month. Ifa reporter has Placed at an average of $8.50 per col. | ‘\ bY sl , vy . “ony or a total of $765,000 for 90,000 BS . not been appointed, your president éélontes, My . ‘ 

should appoint:one:at once: look over these figures, brother =. aa ~ : a * 
= = beekeeper. They should give you Me . 

The Shawano County Beekeepers’ cause for reflection. $765,000 worth i 

Association held their annual meeting of bees produces $1,207,730 worth of a ara # 

on January 28.) Mr. R. A. Schwarz- honey and we estimate the value of 5 a 

kopf of Bowler, was elected president the colony at $8.50. Don't you be- 

and Mr. Wm, Hanneman, Cecil, sec- lieve it would be justice to give the Female moth resting on comb 

retary and treasurer, bees a higher rating? Would not 

The association voted to prepare a $18.50 per colony be nearer right? 61 nothing but a mass of dirty worm- 
memorial for Mr. Carl Hanneman of pounds of extracted honey at 24.8c _ filled webs. They continue to feed in 
Cecil. He was the first member of — per pound is $15.13. 34 pounds of the larval stage from 30 to 140 days 
the Shawano County Beekeepers’ As- comb honey at 32.6¢ per pound is depending upon the temperature and 
sociation. He was born January 14, $11.18. How do you figure the value amount of food present. At the end 
1845 at Proving Ponnern, Germany, of your bees?) Have you a cow on the of this period, the larva scallops out 
He came to America in 1868 and set- place that will pay the same returns? @ Shallow hole or trench in the side 
tled at Bay Boon, Winnebago county, of the hive or frame, spins a white 
later moving to Cecil, Shawano coun- — silken cocoon in wich ; ne 
ty. He:kept bees for many years and vies cuter vawrae aay transforms to an adult moth. This re- 
sometimes had as many as eighty col- HOW TO GET RID OF WAX MOTHS — quires from two to five days depend- 
onies. Since the wax moth is entirely de- ing upon the season. The adult moths 

FE. S. Hildemann, pendent upon the product of the do not feed. The insect winters over 
Local News Reporter for Shawano honey bee to sustain its life, it wil either in the larval or pupal stage. 

County Beekeepers’ Assn. only be found about the apiary or in Methods for the control and eradi- 
the honey house where old combs ani cation of the wax moth have been 

~ refuse wax is stored. It proves de- worked out but there are still many 
structive when neglected but on the beekeepers who are having consider- 

HOW WE PROGRESS other hand is easily controlled when able trouble keeping them in check. 
Wisconsin beekeepers are living in given a little attention. It is well known that weak colonies 

the most progressive era that has ever The wax moth shuns the light and are more susceptible to attack than 

come to the beekeping industry in our prefers to breed and carry on its de- strong colonies and that black bees 

state. According to Mr. Joseph A. structive work in the dark. The adult are more susceptib'e than Italians. It 

Becker of the Wisconsin Crop Report- moths move very quickly when dis- is an easy matter, then to keep them 

ing Service, the first estimate of Wis-  turbed and will dart nervous'y a short out of the hives in the bee yard. All 
consin Honey Production has just distance in search of a dark place to colonies should be kept as strong as 

been completed by the Wisconsin hide. possible, weak colonies should be 

Crop Reporting Service. How often The females are less active than the united or added to medium sized col- 

do we hear the inquiry—"“What is the males and when laying eggs they  onies. A young queen will help as 
average colony production for Wis- seem to resent but little, disturbance much as anything else, since it is al- 

consin?” At last we have something or the presence of light. The fema’e together a case of good housekeeping. 

definite. Stil', I wonder if we have a lays her eggs along the edges of a Further help can be given by c'osing 

full report from all our beekeepers. brood comb preferring to lay them down the entrance somewhat so that 
Cooperation has reached a high stand- toward the top or sides of the frame. the bees can keep the moths from en- 

ard among the beekeepers and all The time required for the egg to hatch tering the hive; see that the cover fits 

state officials connected with the bee- varies greatly according to the tem- tightly and kill the adults and larvae 

keeping industry. A still higher perature. The period will range from whenever seen, 

standard can and will be reached by 5 to 27 days; a longer time being re- (Continued in April number)
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My Neighbor’s Garden wa 

. _ ¢ 3 ) 
I went over the other evening 0 C )) 

to remind my neighbor that the ( : re = : ene is SS —— ee last time we talked about my gar- T4318 SS ee 
den he used up all the evening FSS SsgS ==" I ae oN Ge 

Alli > g reeotables ee ee ee es telling me about vegetables and p: KD EELS 

in the matter of flowers didn’t get AY ey): Me ese eS ING SR 1 y 4 oy : Ne emia. X t ‘a 
beyond telling me how much _ — ey requeyy) ee. Las RG if c{ Me . 
space to devote to them. ‘If ={GE) = Ay en ge Oe STS i (7) sys 

r ts) 14 j sf poy : — Ss = CA . —— ESAS i df: -—— you start with a strip cight to ten AN na fri La - wu SS S| 
feet wide and sixty-six feet long . 

you will find that this is either too ARCADIAN | TO 

much or too little. If you are Sea P DRESSING TALKS No.4 

not a real lover of flowers it will (s>) 

be too much, but if you are you a 

will find yourself making room in Ammonia Which Source of Nitrogen is Best> 
your cabbage or turnip patch for 

flowers erowded out of your bor. The advantages of Arcadian Sulphate of Ammonia are: 

der.’ ; 
, . High Production: Pound for pound of nitrogen, Arcadian Sulphate of 

You will get the greatest sat- Ammonia will produce as much crop or more than any other nitrogenous 

isfaction,’’ so my neighbor says, top-dressing. It’s dependable. 

with the least effort, _ out of High Concentration: Arcadian Sulphate of Ammonia contains one- 

hardy perennials, that is from third more nitrogen than any other top dressing. This lowers cost of 

plants that live and blossom year handling, hauling and storing. 

after year. But even hardy  per- : 
. . I fool : ! | Quick Availability: | Arcadian Sulphate of Ammonia acts quickly. ‘The 

enntals ane not fool-proof, anc moisture in the soil immediately dissolves the crystals. In many cases a 
need intelligent care and atten- change in color of the foliage of plants has been noted within three slays 

tion. Don’t rush inte novelties, after application. 

but stick to the tried and tested Non-leaching: The ammonia is absorbed by the organic matter and 
sorts ye t riew fr xy » a : ; : ; °. 
sorts. Get advice from some onc by other soil constituents, and is not easily washed out, even from the 

in your neighborhood who knows lightest soils. It is made available by the same conditions of warmth 

what can stand the climate and and moisture that cause plant growth, and this acts as a reservoir of plani 

what cannot. Then as you get food in the soil, yielding a regular supply of nitrogen as it is needed. 

experience you can braneh out Fine Mechanical Condition: The crystals of Arcadian are fine and dry. 

cautiously and if suecessful you There is no appreciable absorption of moisture and it does not cake into 

ean glory in new things which no hard lumps. This makes application easy and SS URES even distribution 

by hand or machine. No labor is required for grinding or screening 
one else has. 

Grade your plants aceording to These with other important advantages, including low price, make 

height, putting the taller ones at Arcadian the oe an a ee fertilizer. As a feeder of plants, it is 

- quick, enduring and satisfying. 
the back and at the ends of your ] ’ Ban © 

. x Write for bulletins on the proper us of Arcadian Sulphate of Ammonia. 
planting strip. Hollyhocks may 

be used to almost any extent but FOR SALE BY 

their period of bloom is rather INDIANA: New Albany; Hopkins Fertilizer Co. 

short. You‘can get tall varieties KENTUCKY: Louisville; Louisville Fertilizer Co. 

to put at the ends and shorter MICHIGAN: Detroit; Solvay Process Co. 
ones towards the middle of the 

row. Other desirable tall grow- For information New York 

ing plants are Boceonia, with as to applica- The Company 

loose sprays of delicate flowers tion, write Medina. O 
and leaves like the bloodroot, AGRICULTURAL DEPARTMENT
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Boltonia with white daisy-like hardy pinks can be used between row, lilies according to their 

blossoms, snake-root, (eupatorium the clumps of iris. height from back to front, and 

ageratoides) with white tufted In front of the iris and along gladiolus along the middle line.’’ 

blossoms, and the tall daisy (Pyre- the border you will place the This isn’t all my neighbor said 

thrum uliginosum). These form lower growing plants, forget-me- of course, for he showed me cuts 

clumps which increase in size year not, blue, pink and white, rock- in his catalogues, and talked 

by year. For variety you ean cress, (arabis), pure white, moss- about the manifold beauties of his 

plant Astilbe Arendsii with feath- pink, (Phlox sublata), and yellow — pet plants until I was fairly be- 

ery pink sprays, and hardy bella-  alyssum (Saxatile compactum). wildered, and the end of the even- 

donna larkspur, bright turquoise These are by no means all of ing came before he had even com- 

blue, among the other clumps. the desirable perennials, but those menced on annuals. 

All of these will grow four feet or namd are of easy culture and are Ss =e 

more in height, and if the weeds not too particular as to soil. Northera Danish Guowm, Seed. from | 

are kept cout and the ground eu: Not only should these be plant: Imported Direct from the Growers |] 
tivated and enriched they will in- ed with reference to their own . | ‘ ’ Cabbage | 
erease in beauty year by year, growth, but they should be so Per Lb. J} 

v9 ’ ’ : Copenhagen Market ......... $5.00 
though the hollyhocks cannot be planted that space would be left Enkhuizen Glory ............ 3.50 

. . . , , Danish Ballhead Short Stem.. 3:00 
relied upon with any certainty for for summer flowering bulbs and Danish Ballheal Tall Stem... 3.00 

. . : . Danish Roundhead .......... acct 
more than one or two years. Al- tubers and for annuals and bien- Danish Mammoth Rock Red.. 4.00 

i 2, . 5 5s ‘| Wisconsin Hollander “Yellows j 
most as tall, is the burning bush nials, and in the front section as Resistant,” Grown at Ra- ‘ | 

or Dictamus with long sprays of a rule, they are very easily raised eime ° 

reddish pink flowers which if un- from the seed, and when one dies Caulinower Per 02 | 
. bas as * : . : xtra Barly arfurt... $2.50 

disturbed will live and inerease in it can be readily replaced. The etna Barly, Bwart Breet 80 | 

beauty for generations, the An- hardy phlox comes in all colors |[@lant, Pay weather... re 
chusa with very deep brilliant except bright blue. About the “STANDARD SEHD COMPANY. | 
blue flowers, which forms a large same height is the Chinese lark- Racine, Wis. | 

bush in two or three years, and spur, with delicately cut foliage ~ 

the meadow rice, Thalictrum, with and brilliant dark blue or white 
- : 3 Dg Q 

tufted lavender flowers. sprays of blossoms. <All these 4 o On aS 
. . . : us U 

In front of these will come plants grow in clumps, increasing hy Gat ppatchloes bargains and muro felde 

peonies, phlox and columbine. year by year, grallod and tested by special mechinéry 1a oor 
os : . Todel nood “plant —-aold subject to approval 
Peonies come in all shades except Interspersed along the edge of Grass god, Sood Grains Seed Gorn, Vegetable 

blues, and at all prices from twen- the medium sized plants you can mill produce Ries in Your letitudes Bamplos 
ty-five cents to twenty-five dollars plant the hybrid pyrethrum with fC ee eee ee ee LG y-five cents to twenty-five dollars plant the hybrid pyrethrum wi MONEY-SAVING CATALOG 
or more per root. In selecting finely cut foliage and daisy-like a a 4 

varieties remember that some are flowers ranging from white to y 2224 (ener 

as fragrant asa rose. White and deep purple, Platyeodons or Jap- fac. a West for ws ee ea od 
pink shadés will generally be  anese bell flowers, both white and pet Sick polo oe ae . capt aed ia Mes ‘The Adams Seed Co. Bor 6 Decorah, la, 
most satisfactory. The columbine — blue, day lilies, hemeroeallis, sul- 

comes in almost all colors, white, phur and orange yellow. 
‘ . . > » 2 “ ‘ aed 5 S000 000 

bright blue, bright yellow, and In front of these will come the 2 EARLY KING = 
: 5 a F é = 2 

the long-spurred hybrids with all iris or fleur-de-lis. Of this there 3 = 
cor’ one = z 

sorts of shades and combinations are many varieties, the most com- 2 RASPBERRY PLANTS 2 

of these colors. Their period of mon being the flag iris and “ = $3.00 per hundred 2 

ssoming is o se iris. ese come in all 2 = blossoming is a long one from Japanese iris. These eo ne & $25.00 per thousand z 

mid-June to August. While they colors except clear bright reds. E Mi ta No. 4 a 
%. i % 2 innesota No. 2 

are not long lived and although The flag iris is profusely hardy. = $1.00 per dozen = 

not as curious as the Japanese Ample room should be left for = Ship same day dug. F 

wer, ar h more satisfactory — spring-flowering bulbs. = = flo ver, are muc 0 e @ y = sf ring bu , 2 G. BH. TOWNSEND a 

in the long run in the average ahlias and the Italian cannas RICHLAND CENTER, WIS. | 

5 S illi i thee oar or i »>back & 2 
garden. Sweet William and the can be planted near or in the back Fammmmmujmmg uum
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SN 
2 = 
2 2 : Use Product of Quality and Get Maximum Results = 
= = 

i C Ci : : ream Uity , 
i Dry : 
: Arsenate of Lead : 
z - - It kills quick, sticks longer and has maximum suspension : 

2 Lime Sulphur Sulphur (Dusting) Sodium Nitrate = 
2 Paris Green Calcium Arsenate Complete Fertilizer = 

2 2 

i C City Chemical Work ' 2 = z ream ity emica orks = 
a 770-778 Kinnickinnic Ave. ORDER NOW Milwaukee, Wis. = 

000 

The Spray Gun tance before breaking up and must — fore clearly illustrate some import- 

be able to form almost any varia- ant principles. 
). Peacock, Indiana % ae : 

By N.D: Peacock, Indian tion between these extremes if the In the first place IT found that 

During the last few years the best results are to be obtained. none of the guns gave a_satisfac- 

development of spray equipment Very closely connected to this tory spray with 150 pounds pres- 
has been phenomenal. Through all and equally important in securing — sure, 200 pounds were necessary 

this development the general tend- good results is the means of con- for good results and 250 or even 

eney has been towards higher pres- trol. This must be rapid in order 300 pounds pressure was much bet- 

sure and a means by which the to prevent waste while changing ter. The capacity increased fairly 

spray could be better controlled. from one type of spray to another uniformily with the pressure in all 

The slow back-breaking work with and while passing from one tree cases. At 250 pounds pressure the 

the spray rod and nozzle together — to another. The shut-off must pre- capacity varied from 5 to 534 gal- 

with the urgent need for a more vent any leaking but it must be lons per minute with the coarse 

rapid means of applying the spray easy to operate and not excessively spray adustment and from 3. to 

led to the introduction of the tiresome. The entire gun must be 414 gallons per minute with the 

spray gun back in 1916. Since of substantial durable construction wide fine spray adjustment accord- 

that time many different kinds and able to withstand a large ing to the make of gun. 

have been designed, all with some amount of hard use. These are The guns that showed the great- 

modification of the same principle. the important points to be desired — est difference in capacity, between 

The purpose of the spray gun is to in a gun and although they may the coarse and fine spray adjust- 

apply a large amount of material, not all be found in a single make ment, also showed the greatest dif- 

under high pressure, in a compara- at present, gradual development is ference in the distance they would 

tively short time and still control bringing them nearer and nearer throw the spray horizontally at the 

the spray in such a way as to reach to the proper standard. two adjustments. 

the desired distance with a good During the past spring I tested + # * 

mist and as little waste as possible. six different makes of spray guns Fine Mist Necessary. 

In order to accomplish this pur- both as to capacity, sictenten Tp For satistactory resulta with a 

pose certain points in construction would throw i on we : gun you must be able to direct a 

are fundamental. and horizontally a i ti : a fine mist spray to all parts of the 
In the first place the nozzle must types of a eld et nee Per tree aw you can with a rod and 

produce a very fine, wide mist formance in the fe es Lee a nozzle. With some makes of guns 
spray or a coarse, dense compact varied a large amount in types andy sound that you could make a very 
spray which will carry a long dis- details of construction and there- (Coritinuea wow paws 1265
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Cyclamen and Primulas : 
. . . Hy j é rs: ae ra go aint fe 

Please tell me what kind of soil =) : LE | Ni a aA 

is suitable for ‘Cyclamen’? and eet mi remeber ot ora Sen : ee 

what for ‘‘Primula Obconiea.’’ [ 

have the greatest difficulty witn GILSON WEEDER LIBERTY CULTIVATOR 

cyclamen, One plant grew three 
11 bout Sci 1 TBS, analest jittle tool ever invented for ‘The Liberty —Adfustable _Cultivator-Weeder 

small leaves about 3¢-in. across a working in a flower garden, close to bushy : , é ni a a Be-in. d FOE De oer treo Mde acme pig, Dreaks up the top soll thoroughly, while the 

winter in a conservatory where — tect the plants and the double-edged rocker Specially designed cutting teeth make quick 
wen ytlii ‘Ise flourishes blade gives double efficiency. Every stroke work of destroying weeds, ‘The Liberty comes 

everything else flourishes. counts, backward and forward. Comes in with hand or wheel outfit, two sizes of each. 
L. If. A. — , 

In reading over the question in me Br ue tance eee 
regard to eyelamen, T have the SB & ie eae ie . 
impression that the writer has g WA s-tooth h’nd cul, adj. 4-7" $1.25 7 

‘ : sow 7] Ttooth h'nd cul, adj. 4-107 1.55 
been trying to grow an old bulb K row Ptooth wh'l cul, ad}, 410" 305 J 

of cyclamen. It is hardly worth K i he, Y-tooth wh'l cul. adj. 5-1" 4.15 ~~ 

while to try to grow an old bulb I] & /// Ask your, dealer for Gilion (j a 

‘ eA nary alli 3 Siee(// cept any substitutes, rather y 
in an ordinary dwelling house. At iS send your order direct tc | 

eaulig are ‘very: diss ‘its actory with cheek ° 
The results are very disappoint IN LC orter Tecate nied, ‘catalog | 
i : st cases a ¢ ote BEN describing our full line of I | 
oe and in most cases a een as LABOR SAVERS on request. i ila 

ilure. Sometimes it is done in TT 1k | 7 7 y a ies; 16 ry J. E. GILSON CO. PK oe 
a greenhouse with good results, we yt Port Washington, Wis. ~ ¥ 2a | 

but even florists seldom try it. ™ - 200 Valley St. — = 

Seed is usually sown the latter . “ 
= . ‘ made up as follows: Six shovels 

part of August or early in Sep- well rotted turfy | 4 ' 
AA ‘i rottec urfy loam; two shov- 

tember, and with good culture 1 il rott in ‘ : GARDENER AND FRUIT 
: ‘i els well rotted cow manure, three AN' 

make splendid blooming plants evel Il rotted ; f 5 i GROWER WANTED 
_ : shovels well rotted leaf mould, 

for Thanksgiving and Christmas . . Mr. Alfred Morawetz of Mil- 

the following year Uniess one 27° shovel sharp sand, one six- waukee says: “I am in need of a 
year. SS ne . e e ar 

iB yea . a inch potful of erushed charcoal & Gener for my country place 
has good facilities for raising . . . : near ilwaukee. His principal 

elamet froi.deed, and can give and one four-ineh potful of bone duties will be caring for an apple 
€ rom seed, é ce 3 5 ‘ i 3 
yon . “Pp meal. If the plants are being orshard containing approximately 

the little plants special care, it is ical a ; Aye. hudred trees. In addition 
. raisec rom seed, more sanc o this he will ha 

better to purchase a few plants . . a vegetable ? have to looms atter 
ai Bs 4 should be used while the plants and flower garden. 

from the florist in the fall. When ire i til t 1 write Mr. Morawetz in care of the 
: a are small, or until they are large orawetz 

placed in a sunny position they Mi P : ye arg Co., Milwaukee. 
: . enough to go into four inch pots. 

make splendid house plants, and be ay 
. . . 7 In localities where the soil is light 

with ordinary care in watering, . 
. . : and sandy less sand should be A well kept and well planted 

will bloom for a long time. used . lawn is essential f } for a Ic ; sed. @ s essential for ever , 
The best soil for either cyela- a Mos 5 ery home 

‘ A 5 James Livingstone. Most any one can erect a shelter 
men or primula obeonica, is a of boards t but 

: . —— ards or cement s > 

mixture of well rotted turf, well thought tt ti sn Ging 
. must be put into mé x 

rotted cow manure and_ leaf Plants or flowers are among the that shelter ; 6 aa 
i . © at she a home. Co 1 

mould, with a liberal amount of best of gifts at any time. There 4 : MmLOrG, 
‘ ve . . te * 2 . convenience, and beauty ought to 
sharp sand and some crushed are few people who do not like , 

-_ . be found there. They are all 
charcoal. In mixing a batch of flowers. needed if 1 ed if young people are goi 
soil very few gardeners go by any ——__—— a é 8 peop © Bons 

set rules. They know what is rovety Tong 1 te Bee Thane se ; ‘ ae Don’t leave rubbish heaps is something wrong with a family 

necessary for oF erent _vanieties about the garden or orchard. that is willing to live among 

of plants and mix the soil aceord- They only harbor all sorts of in- unkempt surroundings. — LeRoy 
ingly. A suitable compost for sects or disease and will in time Cady, associate _ horticulturist, 

eyelamen and Primulas could be cause you much labor if not loss. University Farm, St. Paul, Minn.
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Th Ki k V: ll WISCONSIN FAVORED 
e 1cKa poo alley — Fruit pistricr McK AY NURSERY 

Our Specialty: Planting and Developing orchards for non-residents COMP ANY 

A few choice tracts for sale. If interested, write us. 

MADISON, WISCONSIN 

KICKAPOO DEVELOPMENT COMPANY _ ee 
GAYS MILLS, WISCONSIN 

Nursery Stock of 
° 

Half A Million For Cherries are from the books of the Fruit Quality 

ix & 5 at Growers Union and represent only for Particular Buyers 
The following report-copied from . . _ 

a Sturgeon Bay paner shows some the business done by that organiz- Have ‘All the standard varieties 

a sturgeon bay paper snows Some- ation. There are many fruit grow- as well as the newer sorts. Can 
thing of the extent of fruit grow- ers who are not members of the supply you with everything in 

ing in Door county. The figures Union. Fruit Trees, Small Fruits, 

Vines and Ornamentals. 
CHERRIES. 

express Let us suggest what to plant 
Carloads Cases & Local both in Orchard and in the 
Shipped in Cars Sales Cs. decoration of your grounds. 

Richmond ..............2. 52 31652 989 Prices and our new Catalog 
Montmorency Le wee eeee TO 42334 4097 sent promptly upon receipt of 

Strawberries ...... .. 2 1026 1369 your list of wants. 

Gooseberries ....... 2m 1 491 202 . 
CURPANUS. ois as sas sss 5 : 2 10838 557 Nurseries at Raspberries .............5 30 . 

_ — Waterloo, Wis. 
127 76586 7244 

Cherries to Local Cannery ee 
Richmonds 2.0.00 0 00.0 eee eve eee eees 69513 Cs, a 
MOnts. 20. e eee ness 56868 Cs 

a Sc 

126381 ze = 

EXPENSE OF MARKETING— Stockholders 4e per crate. = Th = 

Cases Mktd, Net Average = 1 e 2 
by Growers Sales Per case = J Ww l N = 

Strawberries No. 1 ......... 2363. $ 7219.50 $3.05 2 ewe ursery = 
Strawberries No. 2......... 32. 83.75 2.61 = C a 
Gooseberries ..............5 693 1545.00 2.23 = ompany 2 
CURPATIS! os oc cs womens on me oe, BOM. 4122.66 2/61 = % . = 
Raspberries .............05 30 118.86 3.96 = Lake City, Minn. = 
Richmonds No, 1 ........... 99772.76 258615.18 2.59 = = 
Richmonds No. 2 ......... 2381.56 5630.96 2.36 = - “ = 
Monts. No. 1 ..............-101461.88 272627.61 2.68 = Established 1868 a 
Monts. No. 2 .............., 1886.80 4309.46 2.34 | 2 

_ = = 
rs = nm 
210211. $554272.98 a A = 

= Fifty Years 2 
COMPARATIVE STATEMENT = Continuous a 

1916 1917 1918 1919 = S 1 = 
Cherries .............,31871 104758 32792 205453 2 ervice = 
Strawberries .......... 4980 8514 3739 2395 = a 
Currants .............. 5460 2676 2130 1640 = a 
Gooseborries ovat 13 we ue L984 1186 sre a = A Complete Stock 2 

as SETICS) wacncan on oa we 8 0 88 a = . Raspberric 7 7 “ 2 of Fruit, Shelter 2 
43882 117174 39625 210211 | and Ornamental = 

= Stock in Hardy 2 
. GROSS SALES AND INCOME > 81 = Varieties for : 

Gross Fruit Sales .. 00.00.0000 cece cee ene eee eee es  $55T8B2. = N a orthern - 2 
Spray Material Sales ........ 00.0.0. e cece eee ee eee es 12889.86 2 Plant a 
Crate and Barrel Sales .........0 600-00 .e seer reese ess 19989.86 = ers. 
Commercial Fertilizer Sales 2.0.2.6... 0.0006 e eee eens 3329.53 2 / 

Other Sales, Seed, Pickers’ Equipment .........65++5555 2759.83 2 Agents Wanted a 

AM OtHEP ING6MS wc es sea as vaca ss ws oes ew or ce oe ee 0682.08 i j 

a4 INCA Total Annual Business 2.0.0.0... 000000 eee eee ees s  $607483.99 qc
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i Fruit Growers, Attention! i 
4 The Most Marvelous Insecticide ever produced; the product that is creat- 3 
1) ing so much of favorable comment; the product now being used exclu- | 
4 sively by the largest and most expert growers in all parts of the United | 
» States is i 

Hi “NuREXform” Dry Lead Arsenate H 

i) This is its second year on the market and about Two Million (2,000,- 2 
4 000) Pounds of it is already sold for use in 1920. H 
4 The distinctive points in its favor are: ii 
i It is almost completely free from electrolites. The old form lead arsenates are not. iE 
i It stays up in suspension all day. OLD form lead arsenates settle in a few minutes. a: 
i: Old form lead arsenates cover patches and spots leaving uncovered, unprotected patches on 22 
z: fruits and leaves. “GE 
i: ‘“‘NuREXform’’ spreads and leaves unbroken covering over all surface of fruits and leaves. f: 
H “NuREXform’’ withstands drenching rains 100% better than old form lead arsenates. iE 

i “NuREXform’’ withstands the ‘breaking down”? effects of lime-sulphur, so when used with or i: 
2: without lime-sulphur it gives the desired covering and protection. i: 

H * We have used NuRexform Lead in controlling in- a y Read What USERS Say: sect pests on nearly 2,000 acres of apple orchards ?: 
i: Cobden, Ill., Oct. 14, 1919. this year and believe we can safely say we have had EE 
i less than five per cent damage from insects of all i: 22 The Toledo Rex Spray Co., kinds which b a: 
7 Toledo, Ohio. apres may be controlled by a Lead Arsenate iE 

i Gentlemen: Having been one of the lucky ones Owing to the fineness of the NuRexform and to i 

22? to get in on using your NuRexform Arsenate of its spreading qualities we have secured an even dis- 2: 
i? Lead Dry this year, I want to express my opinion of tribution of poison over the entire fruit and leaf 2: 
i: the same in this letter. surfaces, even into the center of the tree. :E 
i In the past we have found it was extremely hard 2: i In all my experience, I never saw its equal. to cover the inside cheek of the apple, but with the i: 

Fe In several ways. It will stay in suspension longer NuRexform we have been able, through its spread- Ee 
i: than any lead I ever saw. In fact one wouldn't ing quality, to obtain a satisfactory coating over EE 
27: need an agitator to keep it stirred. The jolt from the entire fruit. 
2: the wagon would keep it up, and the adhesive qual- . i: 
2: ities was a wonder. We consider this spreading feature one of the 22 
i | | most valuable properties the lead has and attribute gs 
i: After heavy rains, a prominent grower was in our excellent control largely to the fact that the #2 
32 my orchard and made the remark: ‘‘How did you entire surface of the tree may be covered much 2: 
22 get the spraying done so soon after the rains.” The more easily than with the old forms of lead. iE 
#2 fact of the matter was, the spraying was done be- 2: 
#2 fore the rains, and he didn’t know the difference. The NuRexform Lead remains in suspension re- :2 
i) It looked like it had just been put on. It spread markably well, adheres well to the fruit and foli- 2: 

22 over the fruit and foliage like a coat of paint. I age, and is easily mixed and applied. 3: 
22 think you have made a wonderful discovery, and Believe you have made a distinct + EE EE z step forward in 2: ip my advice to you is, get busy and make lots of it, bringing this product onto the Taarket m iH 
z? as you will be swamped with orders. Yours very trul Ze 
2: Yours very truly, (Signed) H. H. Lamer. youl s EE ii ’ + the . Central States Orchards Co., HA 

i The following letter is from one of the most (Signed) D. B. Lewis. i: 
z: scientific fruit growers in the United States. 2: 

Hi Kansas City, Mo., Nov. 18, 1919. If interested cut and mail this promptly i 
if The Rex Spray Company, THE TOLEDO REX SPRAY CO., Toledo, Ohio ze Hu Toledo, Ohio. Gentlemen: Send me additional information, also EE 
He prices on___--__lbs. “NuRexform” Dry Lead 3: 
3: Your letter of October 7th, regarding NuRexform Arsenate. I own____acres of_________orchard A 
2? Dry Arsenate of Lead, at hand for the writer’s at- Name aoe near een ae ene n niente | 
72? tention, and we are very glad to give you a brief + O.----- ~~~ - 2: 
#2 account of the results we have obtained during the R. R. Station___----_____ 2: 
2? past season with this product. Fr lt li 

H i: 
aman
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THE SPRAY GUM along too fast without covering the § .—-—-———_ 

(Continued from page 121) tree entirely. 

fie ist close to you or a VeEy A green or carless hand would — | teste ave.19. 1907 

coarse stream which would carry do better and more thorough work e of 
arse stred arr) : . c= 

35 or 388 feet, but you could not with e rod tha 2 ul AN Gt ine “3 
make a good mist at a medium dis- material is applied from outside Axentiag 
tanee. This is a very important the tree and low down with the Fio.7 F10.2 Fie 3 

. SIS é ¢ iy ee ; 

disadvantage because in ordinary SU" while it is possible to work: the es * ee . 

spraying the greater part of the is - - pole entirely fo ithe BERRY BOXES ‘ rz ' center 0 e tree ¢ ce . 
tree will be only a medium dis- of the tree and Alireet the 

tance from you and that is where  SPPaY downward as desired. Mor Crates, Bushel Boxes 

voll Abul Saar fig Inia; Spray this reason quite probably the gun and Climax Baskets 

: . oy a. a, would be less effective than the ° 
Although the gun control is. im- apvay vod int applying the ‘aalvx As You Like Them 

portant in  seeuring the desired SI a hi wl ying ain w tact , a P 
‘ , spray Ss as : AO a holy 'e manufacture the Ewald atent 

fine mist the amount of pressure pray pul this has not been entirely Folding Berry Boxes of wood veneer 
wes . . m7 proved in orchard work. There that give satisfaction. Berry box and is even more important, The tno } 1 ; erate material in the K. D. in earload 

, may als si » danger y , lots our specialty. ’e constantly earry 
higher the pressure the more the ay a GC BOINON« ihe that the In atock 16 quart, erates all made up 

. . excessive pressure of the ay ready for use, either for strawberries or 
material will be broken up and the =~, Pe ia of the ah Ty blueberres. No order too small or too 

Scud injure the tender leaves "ers arge for us to handle. We can ship the 
more it will be spread. Both these \ J hi \ 4 vel SUN OWES folding boxes and erates in K. D. trom 

i 5 : wut this also lacks conclusive proof. Waukee. Promptness is essential in 
conditions are neeessary for rapid ta i Heksicond eine puts handling fruit, and we aim to do our 
an Not all growers can use the part well, A large discount for early 

efficient work. , ans ‘ce can use the gun orders. A postal brings our price list. 
Tho . setod wanted fr » to the same advantage. For the . The guns | tested varied from 18 — . 5 Cumberland Fruit Package 

to 30 inches in leneth. IL found tower who desires absolutely 100 Company s eth. 
the greater length to be a decided Per cent efficiency and who is able Bee oieut oe 

: : . pt. D, Cumberland, Wis. 
advantage. With the very short to cover his orchard successfully 

gun it was impossible to use them with the slower pole and nozzle, 

without having the spray blown — probably, they will be more satis- | Se__————— 

back into your face. Even on factory than the gun. On the 

very still days it was much more other hand the large commercial The Hawks 
pleasant to have that large amount — grower who cannot cover his or- 

of material a little farther from chard successfully with the pole Nursery 

you so that every flurry of alr and nozzle will probably find val- Com an 

vet nob cover vou with on uable use for the gun because of p y 
he Spray gun is rapidly gain- ; : 

. ne Spray Bu apialy gi the fact that it reduees the man 
ing in popularity among commer- labor about one half 

‘ : abor about one half. : iti 
cial growers and there is but little aa 3 Z are 1m & position to 
doubt bat thav it has come'to’stay Usually slightly more material furnish high grade 

at as > tostay. . . . 
It is th more rapid than the ola. Used with a gun than with a Nursery Stock of all 

urine agi a Riaeiai rod but this is largely a personal kinds and varieties vod and nozzle and it is a great 8 18 carenly Dereons suitable to Wiscon- 
labor saver, There is still consid. ™2tter and the difference is less sin and other north- 
erable difference of opinion as to than is usually considered. [tis ern districts. 

the efficieney of this means of ap- not of sufficient importance to be Will be one to fg. 

i iquid for insect ¢ i- a serious factor. ‘i ‘ plying liquid for insect and di a either in large or 

sease control. It is however safe At the present stage in its de- small quantities. 

to say that it requires as great skill velopment the spray gun is a val- 

and more care to do thorough work uable supplement to the spraying ——— 

with a gun than with a rod. With equipment but it should not  en- 

suc arge amount of material — tirely replace the old rod and noz- a 
auch: a 1aree: 8 aterte ¥ rer Wauwatosa, Wis. 
passing through the gun there is zle for the calyx spray at least. — 

apt to be quite a tendency to hurry American Fruit Grower,
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Fruit At Your Kitchen Door long hot summers and nid ie ——_——— 

. ters. One of the most important 
In many sections of Florida and 

Calif “i the I if \ ceds features of the plan for the home- Strawberry Plants 
alifornia e housewife needs 7. a. : 

5 fruit plantation is the selection of SENATOR DUNLAP for 
only to step outside of her kitchen : a oer 

y I 7 kinds of fruits and varieties of summer and PROGRESSIVE 
door to gather the grapefruit for 2 ae All Go. wall i for fall bearing are the two 
lieakfaet. or the oranges for diti those kinds which will do well in best varieties for Wisconsin. 

akfas anges - . . : ; 
Ny: = the given locality and which will Our stock of plants of these 

ner. This can not be done every- erve best the purpo: for which two varieties is fine. We 
: serve bes ie ¥ SC c ’ e. 

where, but there is no reason why iyo 1 sh : algo fave AROMA, GANDY 
oR py are desired. . 

any rural or suburban housewife, 2 . . . 4 
ee, TERNS lives elOs6 tO the Cane The location of the land on which Write us about what you 
even 1f she lives close p Vana- + frites ape planto. a thi want for your fruit garden 
dian border, should not have fruit the fruits are planted, other things and orchard; also the orna- 
of some kind erowine in the back being equal, should be convenient mentals for your lawn, ete. 

some k growing > back 
verd,, ‘iis ie thevopinion of epee to the house. It should be well We are in a position to 

ialists in the U.S. Department of drained, since fruit trees can not supply your needs. 
: . .. thrive in poorly drained soil. The 

Agriculture, who treat in detail iy drai ! “ e i THE COE, CONVERSE & 
: . . 4p air drainage also must be good. 

the subject of ‘‘Growing Fruit for ai ver i - ' EDWARDS CO. 
ys ati old air settles he lowest 

Home Use’? in a publication under ; us ct es £0. ug Fort Atkinson, Wis. 
char nani: Tt ia Farmers” Buile- levels, and if a site is so located 

tin 1001 and may be obtained on that cold air settles over it from P. S. Fruit trees and 
applicati he Divisi f Pul some surrounding higher elevation, plants of all kinds are go- 
app ication to the Division of ku the fruit blossoms are likely to be Ine 10, be very’ seares: before 
lications, U. S. Department of Ag- coe ae BAEC ae y . planting time. Place your 

rieulture, Washington, D.C killed by untimely spring frosts order early. 
’ as 3 , © s o : Pr 

The ideal fruit garden or home i the va may be ee by ae 

orchard should contain several dif- reezes. nm the autumn when sites 
ferent kinds of fruits, represented located on the sides of slopes or at 

. ai cases ly im wonsiderable points which are higher than the MEEKER 

Se ee ee a surrounding area eseape sueh in SMOOTHING: HARROW 
number of varieties ripening one * # ered escape s does the work of a dozen men. Once 

. 5 jury. across and once lengthwise, and your 
after another over a long period. ° = seed bed looks as though it had been 

. Lo st EPUItE Gs . pw ‘ gone over with a hand rake. 
Large yields, good shipping qual- Most fruits can be grown on a ‘The MEEKER is a leveler, harrow 

‘ : ‘eat variety of. soils shere and roller combined; particularly 
ity, and attractivencss in appear-  S"cat variety of soils, but where adapted for fine seeds. Pays for itself 

: . . ssible it is sto avoid. li in one season on market gardens of any 
anee, which are aims of the eom- possible it is better to avoid light size from one ere up. Almost every 

a se r soils Q aavy clays df market gardener has one or more, Every 

mereial grower, may be made see- sandy soils and heavy clays. A market gardener should have at least 
. . De 3 3 7 oO is frig a oF one. 

ondary to high dessert quality or deep subsoil, whi h is fi iable and The C, O. Jelliff Mfg, Co. 

special excellence for cooking pur-  POrOUS enough to permit a ready SOUTHPORT, CONN. 
onetrati the roots and a free Illustrated printed deseription on request poses. penetration of the roots and a free ¢ deserlption, on reques 

movement of soil moisture, is de- 
Plans for Home Orchard sirable. 

The home fruit plat should be Good nursery stock of suitable SEEDS 
: eoge . o 'e eal 

planned carefully and, in general, kinds and varieties is fundamental ate ngtpewe day Beane, Hel, Squach ree 
. . ‘ . e. . s11eeeSS ] Pray y aT hile wn Al a with a view to supplying fruit eon- to succes? in fruit growing. While Fitenerae Fir vera ei te for 

tinuously throughout the year Many of the long-established nur- area ery RTE 

cither in the fresh state or canned — series sell their stock largely thru ene er acer eters ee 
or otherwise conserved. In the agents whose integrity is unques- 1 Be ant f 
colder sections the winters are too tioned, many other nurseries have Plant life, either from low tempera- 
severe for peaches and also for 10 traveling agents, but sell direct tures, drying winds, or other 
some of the other fruits named to purchasers. It is better, as a causes, fruits are usually planted 

unless they are protected; while in rule, for a grower to deal directly in the spring as carly as the soil 

the warmer parts apples, currants, with a nurseryman rather than can be put in suitable condition. 

gooseberrics, and certain varicties through an agent. It is very important that they be 

of several of the other fruits fail In the North and wherever the set out while the plants are per- 

beeause they are not adapted to the winter conditions are severe on — feetly dormant and before the buds
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Send for 1920 price list’ of choice 

i Gladioli bulbs. Exchange Department Pulverized Poultry Manure 
Latest Development in Fertil- 

One notice free. izera 
Nature’s best Plant Food. Ex- 

-! cellent for lawns, shrubs, flow- 4 
ers, gardens, vines and trees. 

Named gladiolus, kunderd and Best Adapted for Fruits and 
primalinus for hybrid or named’ Vegetables 
Delphnium, Poultry manure as a fertilizer is 

Chavles Ni. Brown. well known, and by our scientific 
nee = a process of preparation it is 

Madison, Wisi much improved. Ideal for gar- 
— den and lawn and superior for 

Gladioli, America, Panama, Klon farm purposes. Richer in am- te » America, Panama, - monia and bone phosphate of dyke, Pride of Goshen, for | Myrtle, lime than other manures and FLOWER FARM 
i Perfection, War, Mrs. Wa equal in potash, Analysis 5% A 
vive IREUTON CHR tartan ooiee ret ammo., 6% B. P. L, 1.56% pot. Fort Atkinson, Wis. 
Evelyn Kirtland, Gretchen Zang, Ber- Responsible Dealers Wanted 
trex, or Goliath Samples and Quotations on Re- a Flowerfarm, Fort Atkinson, Wis. quest . 

Supply is limited; act quickly S b . 
have started. Many failures” re- traw berries ! ea POULTRY FEED CO. 
sult from delaying the planting R. 1200—243 So Dearborn St, AND CREAM 

; . © TL, 
until the buds have started into cake : ‘ 

Raise your own Straw- 
growth. : ‘ " . . berries. Get your plants If the prospective planter pre- in a vegetable garden are success- (Evert . Stand 

‘ Bhar < = wi e Hverbearing or Stand- pares the soil where his fruits are ful) with fruits. Where stable ft ‘ rid ‘ 
: : . : arc rom Hollis Sullive 

to stand as thoroughly as he should — manure is available, its liberal use 7 1 Wi ? sullivan, 
: . . . aylor, is. rice : prepare his garden before planting — generally gives excellent results. Fics 1 I rice list 

2 ‘ x 7 ree, order early, vegetable seeds, the subsequent The same kinds of inseet pests oe 

growth of his fruit trees will and = fungous diseases that are 

amply repay him. Where the site found in a commercial orchard in 

selected is in sod, it is advisable to any region may be expected to oc. regions, fruit varieties, age of bear- 

cultivate it during one season at cur in a fruit garden or home or- ing, and varieties suitable for dif- 

least after the sod is plowed under, chard located in the same region. ferent districts. 

in order that the grass roots may Therefore, in’ planning a home- 

decay before the fruits are planted. — fruit plantation the grower should 

Where the fruit plantation oeeu- inform himself as completely as is The high price paid: for apple 
pies a garden site, usually it should — possible in regard to the methods trees this year ought to result in 

receive about the same tillage that of controlling the common insects the buyer taking better care of 

is given a vegetable plat. In the and diseases to which the fruits he — the tree from the time it is set un- 

popular mind this represents a is growing are subject in his lo- til it fruit’. Perhaps it will also 

high standard of exeellenee. Fre- cality. This information may be Cause some tree owners to prune 
quent tillage to maintain the sur- found in bulletins issued by State and spray their trees this year. 
face soil in the condition of a fine experiment stations, agricultural Don't expect fruit if it is not 

dust mulch is preferable in most college extension divisions, the sprayed or large fruit if ne prun- 

cases to any other method of treat- United States Department of Agri- Ng Is done.—LeRoy Cady. 

ment. The tillage of fruit trees culture, and elsewhere. te 

should be continued until midsum- The bulletin, which discusses Cabt sae : 
mer in the North, but it may be — these points at length, also gives abbage has heen high in price 
kept up to good advantage some- attention to other problems that - Hcatce Bean this winter. 

what later in the South. Straw- will confront the amateur fruit erhaps the south is not sending 

berries, as a rule, should be culti- grower, such as seasons of plant- *° carat vegetables to the north 

vated until the approach of cold ing, handling the stoek from the  @S Usual. 
weather. nursery, planting, cultural meth- an a 

Under most conditions the same ods, maintaining soil fertility, Has the corn, onion, and other 

methods of maintaining the fer- runing and training, irrigation, vegetable seed been tested? Do it g 

tility of the soil which are followed — varicties of fruit for different now.
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of r'ruit Wor cm Actual A 5a on 

e ! a . "a 

to © f “ e ‘ ee 
What the U. S. Supreme Court is to Ameri- j 

can law, the American Pomological Society is aa 

to American fruit. : a 

This society (composed of the foremost fruit f é ‘ 7 

authorities of the entire United States), at “ % 

its 1920 meeting gave to the Golden Delicious |. ~, * . 
apple the highest award ever given by it to te - 4 
any fruit variety in 75 years’ history—the ve : s ; 
only Wilder Silver Medal (see cut below), You *) : 0 ee 
with one exception, ever given to an apple eet ft * . Shea cok % 

during the last 35 years. os eres a ieee ie th i ‘ al 

The Wilder Medal (provided for by the late mee cat ee 0 ER ee Sal. e Ro Sea 
Marshall P. Wilder, who for 38 years was Pres'- Ws th el ee en ci ts ee aoe 
dent of the American Pomological Society) is Ra vipa ers di. 2 aan ey Dee Tact ee Aoi 2.) eee 
awarded only after exhaustive investigation and ee ey et cas fee 2a 
only after absolute proof of a fruit's supreme Bae oe NO a BS agen yk tog ty 
merit has been produced. It is the “Nobel Prize” HRSG Spe Reg at y's er ag TS i 
of the fruit world—the Bie st go ee is DOR MORES, oe ee 

Be a, Ps ee Boek ties Bae a ey 
AMERICAN POMOLOGICAL SOCIETY'S Be cat oe abi ce be Pd ides hia 9 

HIGHEST HONOR i ao. taal 

And when this anthoritative body has thus placed its stamp of approval ‘ 
on this apple, it means that this Golden Delicious apple is a truly great 
fruit achievement. ‘To. all who have been waiting to see the Golden 
Delicious “prove itself," here is indisputable proof. Here is. the evidence 
of the esteem in which this Queen of all Golden Apples is held by the lead 
ing ponological experts, horticulturists and orchardists in all sections of We're 
America. It fs assurance to you that you will profit by planting this Planting Tt 
great, glowing golden fruit. it 

‘Thousands 
C ) Members of our firm have carefully watehed 

the Stark’s Golden Delicious tree and its 
superb fruit in test orchards all across 
America. During this and last season we 

. have made especially big plantings of th’s 
tree in our own personal orchards. In fact, 

) e it is the “backbone” of our own commer: 
cial fruit raising farms. ‘That shows what 

Olden VelCiOusS Bae s 
. : 

%, The f 9,0Uu wolden Apple Oy Ss e Famous $9,UUu volden Appi 
og .: SSS Which we discovered years ago flourishing and bearing 

Sy 6 RY Ss “Se bumper crops of finest apples on a barren West Vir: \ 
va We, Say BE see) ginia mountainside. We immediately bought this re- Pera \ 
oy Ge es ¥33 markable tree for $5,000—the highest price ever paid PLN 
aon BS ahem 4 for a single tree—and kave for years propagated NES , \ 
Oy? Oy, %, eriraamen titers ds i young Stark’s Golden Delicious trees from “the wood” sl GY) iy 
97% e Seq % BENS ni oe of this original tree. a aN i Yn? hp oy NRE | ‘The apples they bear are easily the finest yellow De Ce. 

0, Ce tala, 2 My 9 apple we have ever seen or eaten in all our 104 years ae | | on tite, "go \ SMa [oof nursery and orcharding history. Superior to even > P } 
Wn, GS .% 2 So ® I NH} = Grimes Golden in| pearance, size, flavor and quality. E y 

Mm Ny Nat fa to SZ H} Vastly superior in keeping quality—keep four months ¥ } 
ep “Oy he fj longer. Fill the Grimes Golden demand long after ee } 

og ae hy > @ SG |i that appie nas rotted and gone from the markets, a } 
"ee nto... “ay Sm Il Send Coapon---Get Free Copy of “Prize Fraits” / it 95%, 4. Ge \ 

We So ant, OG, SSP send your name and address on the coupon—or a post 
Se “into, ge, ey © card—for a free copy of this great big 72-page catalog 

My oF em % showing our prize fruits in Nature’s own colorings 
Y ‘ Oe etn” dy * Do thig tod tne S %, zi Arigts Gy. Ye lorthig today. " Wilder %, “m, ae pop ADDRESS BOX 22 er 

a a By Ne, ’ 
. ey eae, S Oe. te, en, STARK BRO’S NURSERIES 

: i Sg ony % 104 Years of Nursery and Orcharding Experience 
a. ie  & The Only Stark Nursery in Existence—at LOUISIANA, MO., since 1816
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“The foxgloves are old-fashioned and dignified, clean of growth and wholesome company in the choicest garden.” 
RSS]
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My Neighbor’s Garden but must have plenty of moisture. purple usually with — spotted 

My neighbor is a very mild Wood ashes and lime help them. throats. Three winters out of five 

. They are subject to but one seri- they come through, and the other 
mannered man, but the next even- cee / Ve ‘ i 

ing after the March number of °US disease, the cause of which is two you lose them unless you win- 
Wisconsin Horticulture came out unknown, Diseased plants devel- ter them in a cold frame and 

I found him wrathy. Ohe nietipally: and pant ad ieanaplant early. Seed SOTA 

“T don’t know just what I said plant has | a yellowish color. cold frame in May will produce 

but I didn’t talk the blankety When the first symptom appears, plants which will send up fine 

blank nonsense you put into my pull the plant up and burn it, It stalks the | following sunimer, 

mouth. Tf srt can’t do better is not Proved that the disease is They grow from three to five feet 

thaw that vou'd hetter quit! ete.! contagions; but it may be. in height and should be set well 

ete!” . If you have a trellis or fence baek in the border with the lark- 

I had to lay it all to the make- you should plant nasturtiums spurs. The plants need about fif- 

up man and had to show him along: it—the tall or climbing teen inches square. 

that if Hou cut out and transposed varieues of course. Nothing will _The canterbury hells are bien- 

you sould really get some sense give you $0 great a crop of nials but do jot winter any bet- 

out of it, Waters he would really beauty for 80 little pains. Get ter than the foxgloves and should 

talk to me, and I could see all the mixed seed from a good dealer. be grown in the same way. Ail 

evening that his feathers were It you are very fond of nastur- plants wintered in the cold frame 

not quite back in their usual tiums and can’t think of anything should have room enough so that 

places, although one ean’t be else to plant you ean put in some they will not be crowded and 

really angry and talk flowers at of the dwarfs, but they do not should be transplanted to their 

the game time. compare with the taller ones for permanent positions early. Pan- 

i told him that. 1 wanted to beauty or range or color. sies can be grown in the same 

know something about annuals Sweet alyssum and candytuft way. 

and biennials, and when I told ate low-growing white-flowered If you have a spot where the 

him that I would look over the plants which are good for the sun seems to fairly eook things 

proof myself he eonsented to talk. front of the border. | They do not you can make it a beauty spot by 

Of the annuals, my neighbor need to be started inside. sowing portulaceas, either the 

tells me, the aster holds first The English daisy is not an an- single or the double Kinds. Sow 

place. It grows from one foot to nual and is best treated asa bi- as soon as the ground is warm, 

three fect. in height and can be ennial, It is nat quite hardy covering the seed very lightly. 

had in all shades except the yel- here, though self sown plants ust- i alifornia poppies can also he 

lows and the reds which incline ally survive the winter. You will grown in exposed spots, and Shir- 

to orange. They should be start- get the best results by sowing the ley poppies anywhere. These will 

ed in the house ar ina cold framé seed in midsummer and winter- sow themselves year after year 

and transplanted to their per- ing in a cold frame, and trans- and for a month or more each 

manent’ places as soon as the planting in the spring. In this year will furnish a riot of delicate 

plants are 3 inches high if the way the plants will be well colors. Another plant which will 

Wéatlior isi WAT: budded when set and there will be sow itself year after year is the 

Get several varietics and types. a constant succession of blooms  calliopsis, generally called core- 

The tall, late branching varieties all summer long if you give them — opsis, with single bright golden 

will be most satisfactory, but you enough water. The plants are and brown blossoms, and delicate 

will want some earlier ones. Con- low and can be set in the front finely cut foliage. 

sult the flower catalogues for of the border close to the grass. Of marigolds there are a great 
descriptions. The larger varie- Another perennial best treated variety, if we include the calen- 

ties should have plenty of room as a biennial is the foxglove. This dula. They are all yellow, rang- 

say eighteen inches square, but has a tall growing spike along ing from pale lemon to deep 

the others may be much closer. which are ranged several rows of golden brown. Calendujas grow 

They do best in rather rich soil bell shaped flowers, white and about 2 fect in height and require
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about a foot square each. Afri- A flower not very well known, planted. Sow the seed in the 

can marigolds are rather too but one which desires to be, is the trenehes covering the seed not 

coarse for a small garden. They — salpiglossis or painted tongue. It more than their diameter. The 

are 3 to 4 fect tall and rather grows about two feet in height, trenches for most things need be 

sprawling. The French mari- has trumpet shaped blossoms not more than an inch apart. 

golds are only about a foot high, with rather irregularly rounded Make a record of what is in each 

but are constantly covered with lobes. The texture is velvet-like row. Cover the earth with a 

bright yellow and golden brown with various combinations of — piece of sheeting as big as the in- 

blossoms from August first to crimson, rose, purple and searlet side of the box. Set the box level 

frost. If they are started in the generously combined with gold. and then very gently pour water 

house you will eet blossomesome- The seed should be sown early in upon the cloth until the earth is 

what éitlier thar if sowit in the the house or cold) frame and thoroughly saturated. Cover the 

open. transplanted. ; ; box with a piece of glass, nut in a 

Annual pinks are very inter- Petunias come in all shades of sunny window, on top of a radia- 

astine’ and of easy wulture al purple and reddish pink, often tor if you can. Keep the cloth 

though rather diffieult io: REALE: wonderfully doubled and twisted. moist. As soon as the sprouts 

They grow only a foot or so in They are creeping rather than raise the cloth, tear out a strip so 

height and are of all sorts of com- erect and are fine for window and that the little plants will get the 

binationgs of pink and white with porch boxes. The seed is rather light. Don’t keep the cover glass 

deeply eut and fringed petals. difficult to start and should be on after the plants are well up. 

Start Gh. tha Wousérii cold fraite covered very lightly. Start early Transplant to other boxes, pots or 

or in the open. in the house and. transplant only the cold frame ag soon as there is 

The annual phlox comes in a when danger of frost is past. If a leaf or two. / 

great variety of shades of red, you want double plants save the What more my neighbor may 

pink, purple, lilae and yellow, all punlest seedlings. have told me I don’t recall but I 

combined with white. It grows Zinnias are now to be had in remember that he told me thn he 

about two feet in height and may all colors except blues, and of all hadn t mentioned one-half the 

be grown singly but is most ef sorts of shapes. They are of things that he could, and that he 

fective ii masses: easiest. culture and may be start- purposely left out some things of 

If you want a vivid mass of ed in the house or in a seed bed great beauty which the amateur 

searlet from the first of Septem- out of doors. They are stiff, but will surely try, and in whieh he 

ber till frost you can get it from the range of color, and lasting may sueeced nee! OF fwiee by 

salvia. or ‘searlet sage. Sow the quality of the flowers have made — sheer luck, but in which he is 

seeds) early in the cold fraie op them very popular. _They grow much more likely to fail. . 

in the House and transplant as up to two feet in height with a ie parting he said that if I 

early as danger from frost is past. spread of about the same. . icin ee the wproe! snd Keep him 
Give plenty of room, cultivate You can best ervow seeds in the from being thought a candidate 

freely and fertilize heavily. house by taking a shallow box for Mendota, he would advive me 

Snapdragons must not be two and a half to three inches to plant carducus onopordon, 

omitted. They come in all shades deep and not auch more than a Whatever that may be. 

from a red that is so deep that it foot wide. Fill this to the top oO 

looks black to the palest pinks with a finely sifted mixture of Planting Tht Nursery Stock 

and yellows nearly all with white Me part or less of garden soil, vat at Moore and B.A. Aust 

shadings. The tall varieties are one part of sand and one part or ___ tie University of Wisconsin 

the most pleasing. They grow up more of leaf mould. Press this b Nursery stock wiheh is worl 

to two feet in height and if the down with a board so that the aay eee eee Fe the seeiee 

first flower stalks are pinched top is about half an inch below man has guaranteed to replace 

back will form bushy plants a the edge of the box. Make shal- stock which does not grow the 

foot or more in diameter. Sow low trenches about twice as deep ai ne ieee eee eee 

early in house or cold frame. as the diameter of the seed to be foy abe lait, Even if ‘ie plants
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are replaced, the grower is out Heeling-in is temorary plant- shipment should be removed. A 
the time spent in planting and the ing. If possible select a place long root remaining on the tree 
greater loss—one year’s growth protected from sun and wind. may be cut back to correspond 
and development in the plant. Dig a trench about 12 to 18 more closely in length to the 

The first rule looking towards inches deep, depending on the other roots. Only in such cases 
success is, ‘Get the plants as soon — size of the root system, one side should there be any more redue- 
as possible after they arrive at slanting at an angle of from 30 to tion of the roots than that neces- 
your station.’’ This does not 45 degrees. Place the roots in sary to secure the above objects. 
mean waiting until it is conveni- this trench and cover with earth, Top pruning of fruit trees, should 
ent to get them. Thousands of packing the dirt so that all parts preferably be left until the trees 
plants are lost annually by allow- of the roots are in contact with have been planted, as more time 
ing them to remain longer than the soil, but not so tight as to can be taken to size them up and 
necessary in the express or freight break the roots. Where large determine whieh branches are the 
office. Even though the nursery- numbers of several varieties are most desirable to leave for foun- 
man has agreed to deliver the to be heeled-in, it is a good plan dation branches. It is easier to 
stock, it is usually advisable for to put each variety in a separate determine this after the tree has 
the purchaser to get his own or- trench. been set. 
der, as theer is often considerable Before heeling-in herbaceous 
injury to the plants due to delay perennials such as strawberries How To Prant 
or to the methods used in mak- the packages should be opened so The size of the hole should be 
ing the delivery, oe ibe, plan oe be og out large enough to admit the root 

a a PLANTS aa - and their roots brought in con- system without crowding. Where 
Care vor PLants Carerunty tact with the soil. The trench the soil is heavy and compact in- 

Another source of loss is in not May be shallower than for the creasing the size of the hole be- 
caring properly for the plants be- woody plants. yond that actually needed will 

tween the time they are received Preranina cue Pvaws ror give the root system a_ better 
and the time of planting. It is of Pr iN chance to develop. The general 
no advantage to get the plants HONING rule is to set trees 3 or 4 inches 
promptly from the station if they Different classes of plants de- deeper than they stood in the 
are brought home and dumped in mand somewhat different treat- "UtSery. Shrubs may be planted 
some out-of-the-way place until ment at planting. With herba- slightly deeper than in the 
planting time. The roots may  ceous plants, such as strawberries, "UT*Cry. Herbaceous perennials 

dry out or heat. Either is seri- phlox, and larkspur, the questions should be set deep enough to 
ously injurious and makes success are those of root and top prun- Cover all the roots but not so deep 

with the stock doubtful. It isde- ing. The amount of root pruning a8 fo cover the crowns. Some 
sirable to open the package at of such plants depends largely herbaceous perennials which pro- 

once and determine the condition upon the size of the root systems. duce growth from buds arising 
of the plants. With small plants, If the plant has a good root sys- below the surface of the soil, as 
which are tied in bunches, such tem from one-third to one-half of in the case of poeny, funkia, and 
as strawberries or other herba- it may be cut off without injury. bleeding-heart may he planted 
ceous perennials, the centers of Large amounts of foliage are of deeper. . an . 
the bunches should be examined. no advantage to the newly set The chief essential in planting 

What is done with the plants plant because they are really a any plant is to have every part 
will depend upon their condition drain upon it until the root sys- of the root system in contaet with 
and the length of time before tem has become somewhat estab- the soil. This requires fine soil 

planting: If heavily rooted plants lished and has begun to send out nd care in compacting it around 
whose roots are in good condition new roots. All badly injured and the roots. Haste in filling in the 
are to be set within a day or two, dried up leaves should be removed soil certainly makes waste in 
they may be left in the package, and if more leaves remain than Planting. 
care being taken that the packing the roots can properly sustain, Many newly planted herbaceous 
material be kept moist. If the further reduction should be made. plants die from being ‘‘hung.”’ 
planting is to be delayed several The reduction will need to be ‘‘Hanging”’ is the packing of the 
days, or if the number is so large heavier if the soil and atmosphere _ soil around the crown of the plant 
that planting will require consid- are relatively dry than if they are while the roots are suspended in 
erable time, then they should be moist. . the opening made for the plant. 
removed from the package and The objects in pruning the Jt oceurs when the soil has not 
heeled-in. . If the roots are roots of trees to be planted are to heen properly crowded in against 
very dry it is desirable to soak insure smooth wounds which heal the roots. Be sure to have good 

them in water for 15 or 20 min- more readily. Roots which have contact between the roots and the 
utes or more before heeling-in. been badly injured in digging or soil,
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Warer Usuatty Nor Necessary How to Top Prune Newby Ser age varies from 1,000 to 2,000 

Av PLANTING Fruit TREES acres in different years, with 

. yields around 500,000 bushels. 

The application of water in set- In pruning a one-year whip all Onion smut is causing serious 

ting plants is usually unnecessary that is necessary is to cut off the loss in some fields, taking over 50 

except when the soil is very dry. top sufficiently high to bring the per eent of the crop. Unless 

As commonly used it does more head at the proper height, after checked by preventive treatment 

injury than good. Watering her- allowing 12 to 15 inches for dis- it will drive many growers to 

baeeous plants set in very bright tribution of the branches. If the seek other less profitable crops. 

weather will lessen the necessity tree be branched, the number of ; Onion smut is caused by a 

for reducing the tops as much as branches left and their position fungus, a _microscople plant, 
: depend on the character of the which lives in the soil. During 

would otherwise be necessary. top desired. In Wisconsin the the winter the fungus rests in the 

‘Twa common errors In USN Wa-— modified-leader type is preferred. — shape of rough blaek spore balls. 

ter in planting ane applying it to This means that in pruning, the These are so small that a micro- 

the surface of the soil after the central leader or the branch mak- scope must be used to see them. 

planting has been finished and in ing the upright growth from the When spring opens the spores 

using it in too small amounts. If center should be cut back leaving werninate, just like seeds, and 

water is to be used it should be it long enough to give rise to send out fungus threads which 

applied in sufficient quantities to about two well-spaced branches bear a quantity of secondary 

thoroughly moisten the soil for the following season, spores. 

some distance around the roots. To many main branches are ~ 

It should either be poured into usually left. For the apple, four 4 / 

the hole before putting in the to five branches are sufficient. In “4 

plant or added when the hole is pruning the cherry and plum, 

partly filled so that the upper OMe erON GS. prefer ofle or two } 
layer of soil used in filling the more ene branche wire H 4 

hole will not become compact and when lesser ‘number. is lett, Tt I ' 

permit large moisture losses later. too many branches are left at the ; I 

Usually the soil moisture condi- start, the top becomes too thick, ] 

tion in Wisconsin in the spring is necessitating the removal of one 7 

such that the use of water in or more branches later on, which j 

planting will be unnecessary. is undesirable. i 

v. Avoid V-shaped ecrotehes, and 

Mutcu to Save Moisture have the bisaohes distributed 

During the hot, dry days of along the trunk rather than com- 

summer there is need of prevent-  !"S out very close together. Cut 

ing the soil surrounding the roots back somewhat the branches left t 

of newly set plants from drying in order that the new branches 
out, In. the wood lot, shelter ol be forced but Henrep Hha Beet 

belt, commercial orchard, and : , the ee = ee k ‘ 

small fruit plantation this is done jet res as es aaa] ee ei XK 
by cultivation. Where it is prac- eft from 10 to 18 inches long, the JA 

tical to do this probably no bet- a pes being the eae 

ler protection can be given. In, a ala Oe eae | Seen Smut on Onion Seedling 

ornamental plantings when it is and plums very similar. to apples, 1. ‘ ; : 
impossible to employ this method while others prefer to cut the The young onion plant when it 

he litter mulch is practicall branches practically to spurs, starts from the seed is very small 

ndispensible. Lawn polippings, about 6 to 8 inehes long, leaving and tender and cannot keep the 

irass, marsh hay, manure OE the upper branch about 12 to 19 fungus threads that come from 

ther. waterial which will make a inches long. the secondary spores from enter- 

oose cover may be used. Man- ae met ond Speen a he leaves. 

ire is not as desirable for trees Onion Smut ae es he aaa 

is other materials, but it can be . E. Vaughan and J. C. Walker. 0, va ial aa ata cil “the 

ised if they are not readily ob-  Pxtension Service oF tte ee WWisconsine re seculings J rhe fest syin tor of 
ainable. With the herbaceous The onion is an important the disease is the ¢ PE aan f 
‘erennials, frequent shallow hoe. truck erep ot i be bat he disease is the appearance 0 

‘ia will Se tall he fi 1 t 5 uc crop a isc onsin. is a dark spots in the leaves. Then 

SW: s y be found mos ready cash crop and is adapted tu the plants wilt, the dark spots 

‘fFeetive. intensive cultivation. The acre- (Continued on page 145) 

| 
ee
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What Horticulture Owes to Bees tribute pclien and thus effect ment Station. An attempt was 

Bees are a safeguard to horti- cross-pollination. Moreover they made to discover why prune trees 

culture. Of ail insects which pol- continue to visit flowers of the in certain localities bore heavily 

linate flowers the honey bee is the same kind until all the nectar has’ while trees in other localities bore 

most important because its busi- been gathered, passing by other no prunes or at best a very light 

ness is to visit flowers and it is species in their path. This is an crop. Two Freneh prune _ trees 

always ‘‘on the job.”’ advantage to the flowers and were enclosed in two large insect 

We know that bees visit flow- therefore to the farmer because it proof tents of mosquito netting 

ers for two main purposes, to means rapid cross-fertilization before the ‘blossoms opened. A 

gather nectar and to gather pol- with little waste of pollen; and an hive of bees was placed in one 

len yet, how many of us have ever equal advantage to the bee and _ tent during the blossoming pe- 

thought of the relationship be- the beekeeper for it makes pos- riod. All insects were excluded 

tween the flower which furnishes sible the rapid gathering of nee- from the other tent during the 

these substances and the bee tar all of one quality. same period. When the petals 

which so eagerly seeks and gath- In studying Nature we learn had fallen the tents were re- 

crs them. When Nature’s secrets that many species of plants, al- moved. Bees worked readily in 

are learned we find that this re- though having in each flower the tent in which they were con- 

lationship is most complex. The both male and female elements, fined. Counts were made of blos- 

character of every part of a i. e, stamens and pistils, are un-  soms in the two tents and in the 

flower is so designed that the vis- able to fertilize themselves and rest of the orehard. The fruit 

iting bee may surely and quickly must await the visit of some bee maturing from every thousand 

effect fertilization, to the end that or other insect. The reason for blossoms counted was as follows: 

the fruit or seed may develop. this apparent defect is to make Average orchard set, 35 prunes. 

Flowers have three characteristies ¢ross-fertilization more certain. Tree confined with bees, 180 

supposed to exist for the attrac- Flowers have many intricate ways Tree confined without bees, 10 

tion of bees; showiness, fragrance of preventing pollination with prunes. 
and the possession of nectar. their own pollen, In many plants, The results of this experiment 

Many flowers have all of these buckwheat, rye and some legumes aroused great interest among the 
characters and very rarely is for instance, each flower must be California fruit growers. 
one found having none of them. fertilized by pollen from another In Oregon bees have been found 

Some very showy flowers have flower and with nearly all plants to be a vital necessity in certain 

little fragrance and vice versa. pollen from one plant produces sections where cherry growing is 

Many flowers with little or no better fertilization on other blos- the principal horticultural indus- 

nectar are rich in pollen, while Soms of the same kind than it does try. A serious problem present- 

flowers which seerete nectar in in its own blossom. Certain types ed itself in securing a proper set 

abundance ag a rule have little of plants notably the legumes are of fruit. Although few growers 

pollen. Although pollen exists almost entirely dependent upon complained that the trees did not 

primarily for the fertilization ct bees aione for the pollenization bloom heavily enough, it fre- 

the flower, bees use it readily for of their flowers. We find certain quently happened that not enough 

food. It is certain that bees are others, among them the clovers, cherries matured to make a profit- 

able to detect the odor of flowers growing naturally only where able crop. 

from quite a distance and they bees are found. It has been After condueting experiments 

are attracted by showy colors. found that in growing clover for over a period of years it was 

Memory also is an important fac- seed, the production of seed per brought out that the importance 

tor in taking them direct from acre decreases as the distance of bees as agents in cross-pollina- 

hive to flower and back again. from an apiary increases. tion cannot be over-emphasized. 

The nectar gathered by bees is The value of the bee, or better Cross-pollination is essential in 

a small part of their worth to the the absolute necessity of the bee nearly all varieties of cherries 

farmer and freit grower of Wis- in pollinating fruit blossoms, was and it will not be effected, no mat- 

consin. Their great value lies in clearly brought out by an experi- ter how heavy the blooming, un- 

the fact that they continually dis- ment at the California Experi- less bees are present in numbers
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to carry pollen from tree to tree. with propriety in managing the ness of production and quantity 

There is little doubt but tha: soil of a bearing orchard: sod of fruit produced during the 

many cherry orchards at present mulch, definite mulch and tillage- early bearing period of the trees. 

bearing light crops could be made cover-crop. The sod-mulch sys- This comes about through the fact 

to bear much heavier ones regu- tem is having the orchard in sod, that it is the best conserver of 

larly if bees were kept in the or- cutting the grass occasionally soil moisture causing relatively 

chard. and leaving it in the orchard. late growth of the tree. This one 

Thus the absolute dependence The definite mulch differs only in fact makes the advisability of 

of many plants upon insects for that the eut grass is piled under using the definite mulch in Wis- 

pollination is shown. To what the trees as far out as the spread consin very doubtful. It has the 

extent failure of certain crops to of the branches and enough addi- same disadvantages as the sod 

mature in ‘‘off’? years may be tional material from other sources mulch in regards to insects and 

due to lack of sufficient bees or to added to effectively prevent plant diseases. 

unfavorable weather for nectar growth under the trees. In the The tillage-cover-crop is ordi- 

gathering during the short bloom- tillage-cover-crop system the or- narily considered the best system 

ing period, can only be surmised. chard is tilled during the early everything considered for the av- 

It is well known however that part of the season and between erage Wisconsin orchard. The 

some such failures have been June 15 and Aug. 1 a erop which only points in which it does not 

overcome when bees were intro- makes a rapid growth, called a equal or surpass the other systems 

duced, cover crop is sown to remain on is in earliness of production, high 

Aside from certain wild plants the orchard usually until tillage color of fruit and its relation to 

and trees not important from a begins the following spring. fire blight when compared to the 

standpoint of the fertilization of Experience shows that no sys- sod mulch. The greater produc- 

their blossoms by bees, some of tem is best under all conditions. tion, more ready control of pests, 

the principal trees and flowers The chief effects of the various and general effects upon the 

depending largely or entirely systems in comparison with eacx plants seem to warrant its use 

upon bees for pollinating their other may be summed up as fol- whenever the character of the site 

flowers are: apple, cherry, peach, lows. will permit. 

plum, pear, raspberry, currant, The sod muleh hastens fruit J. G. Moore, 

eooseberry, grape, elover (white, production, and inereases — the College of Agriculture. 

sweet, alsike, crimson), alfalfa, amount of fruit the first few years ee 

buckwheat, vetch, cow pea, rape, but if continued will reduce the Oh Those ‘‘Barnyard’’ Apples 

cucumber squash and = melon. Yields and retard the develop- “At the office of A. Grossen- 

Some of the above plants are vis- ment of the tree. It is the least bach & Co., commission mer- 

ited mainly for their pollen. favorable system as regards its chants, it was said that no Wis- 

G. D. HH. general effects upon the plants econsin apples were handled and 

and fruits. Although it does pro- nothing was known regarding the 

Is Orchard Cultivation Neces- ae higher belt ae this ad- crop in this state. ; “Tt does not 

sary? yantage is usually offset by loss pay to handle fruit from these 

in size and quantity. The sod ‘barnyard orchards’ as we call 

ip ohne necessary in a bear- muleh favors both inseets and them,’ was said. ‘The trees are 

If this question means is tillage diseases except fire blight and not cared for and the apples are 

necessary fos feult: production makes i production or good wormy and: poor an-quality. THis 
then the answer would certainly -_ vy anne a ang fit farmers swant us to go out after 
be no. If the question iavalvea a ee ean ee aaa to this fruit, pick it and do all the 

in ithe edlvteabiity of Gillawg Tin & very cdstr tes where Hllnee ie de Benen ; y stony sites where tillage is it. No commission house in Mil- 
hearing orchard then the answer pot feasible. waukee handles such apples. 

's Fiemme ccumn acl ate = ‘definite’? muleh favors They are peddled out by the 
; : 3 or less dis- maximum development of the farmers themselves or by huck- 

tinet systems which may be used plant and ranks second in earli-  sters.’’—The Sentinel.
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Wisconsin Horticulture benefits that may acerue to Wis- young trees (apples, plums, cher- 

consin on account of this act, us- ries and even a few pears—Flam- 
Published Monthly by the j 3 : 

Wisconsin State Horticultural Society ing the smallest and meanest ish Beauty). Some of the apple 
12 N. Carroll St. measure that can be employed, and cherry trees are 5 years old 

Official organ of the Society. . S 
eneaennanint the dollar and cents rule, we can and they look fine. Years ago 

FREDERIO ORANEFIELD, Editor. endiiv: sae eh . Tie ' iy es eee oe ee aiace Cie: readily see how it can be made to you W rote me that we could not 

—— pay; in attracting tourists; in raise cherries in Lincoln Co. But 
Entered as second-class matter May 13, 1912, - te . 

at the postofiice at Madison, Wisconsin, undet adding to the value of farms in you should see them and be as- 
the Act of March 8, 1879. wpe . 
Advertising rates made known on application. the older communities; in attract-  tonished. I have the early and 

a = ing settlers to the newer sections late Richmond, Montmorency and 

Wisconsin State Horticultural Society and in many other ways. How- Wragg, all are doing fine espe- 

Aunual membership fee, one dollar, which ever, we do not live by bread cially the Wragg. The trunk is 
includes fifty cents, subscription price ‘to. Wis- . . me tee ° 
consin Horticulture. Send one dollar to Fred- alone. There are better things in about 3 in, in diameter. 
erie Cranefleld, Editor, Madison, Wis. . . . 

Remit by Postal or Express Money Order. life than money and among these Of apples I raise the common 
A dollar bill may be sent safely if wrapped or - aga : ‘ : 
attached to a card. Personal checks accepted. 1S an appreciation of nature's sorts like Duchess, MeIntosh, 

Postage stamps not accepted. choice gifts and a capacity to en- Wealthy, Dudley and some better 

——- joy them. kinds like Stayman Winesap, De- 
ICE «ati © wa , . 

A. Martini, a Geneva By dedicating a waterfall, a licious, Yahnke, Scott Winter, ete. 
J. A. Hays, Vice-President...........Gays Mills “‘view fp i ‘i a. wood. pF op 3: Prof ansen’s 
F. Craneficld, Secretary-‘l'reasurer... ...Madison view from a tilltop, a wood Of Plums: . Prof. Hansen’s 

— . land where wild flowers may Hardy Plums, like Sapa, Waneta, 

A. Marti PD eCOnve coe ome STOW undisturbed, the borders of | Hanska and the common Ameri- 
Martini oo... ccecccecceeseeeeereees Ex-Officio 

go A Mays: occ Ex Omlelo a lake, rural parks and play- can sorts, also 1 Prune (4 yr. old). 
. Cranefleld ............c.e.0e0-eee2+ + EX-Officlo id 4 e 
Ist Dist., Wm. Longland..........Lake Geneva grounds, not alone to the present Lost during the last 5 years + ap- 
and Dist., R. J. Coe...........+..+.Ft, Atkinson : : : “5 
3rd Dist., FE. J. Frautschi..............Madison generation but to posterity, we ple trees, 2 plums (1 Prune and 
4th Dist., A. Leidiger ................Milwaukee . * ; 4 j 
Sth Dist., Jas. Livingstone .........Milwaukee will add more to the real wealth, 1 Am. Plum) and 2 cherries (1 
6th Dist, H. ©. Ohristensen!......))..Oshkosh ae . ’ i 
Tth Dist., Wm, Toole, Sr.........-....-Baraboo the satisfaction, the happiness of Richmond and 1 Montmorency). 
8th Dist., J. E. Leverich...-...........+-Sparta mys: La 
sth Dist., L. E. Birmingham.....Sturgeon Bay the people of our state than by This is not so bad, is it? 

10th Dist., Paul E, Grant............ Menomonie . 
lth Dist., Irving Smith ................Ashland any other means. My orchard is protected on the 

BOARD OF MANAGERS The Rural Planning Law aims west and north by heavy woods— 
A. Martini F. Cranefleld 5 : : 

J. A. Hays to accomplish this and should, south slope. This perhaps is the 

SSS» therefore, have the wholehearted reason of my success. 

: support of every citizen of our S. J. G. 
The Rural Planning Law : y 

state. pe 

Attention has been called to In the administration of the law The Apples of New York 

the Rural Planning Law in for- I am convinced that it should al- mi : 1 i > . seas 3 i . . This excellent work by Prof. 
mer issues of Wisconsin Horticul- ways be kept in mind that the 7 | ci . law . . Beach in two cloth bound vol- 
ture. This most excellent law, law is for all of the state and not ‘ . 

- P1018 F¢ , es umes is published by the New 
enacted by the legislature of 1918 for any particular part of it. , , = . - oe York State Department of Agri- 
-19 provides no appropriation for A Ch es . it offered f 1 

. we . 5 i. 8 culture and offered for sale, as 
its administration. While this is Cheerful Word From Lincoln 1 & ‘the i a . Ii ‘ 

. ‘ i. ong as the present edition lasts 
unfortunate in a way it is fortu- County i th t 1 . f 0.9 

z aie: ike a . , at the absur ow price of $2.25 nate in another way; many men Here is the Dollar for 2 more é ; a aval y low price of 9 
: . . : ne? . sap) j ig rorth : CS Ss e ¢ . and women in Wisconsin will years’ subscription. It is worth ‘0? oth volumes postage paid 

5 is 2 ag ve 
now give of their time and efforts $10.00 and I never could see how ia ae is\ the best guide ‘to ‘tte 

3 . Hi : identificati f varieties to further the plan of conserving you could furnish a monthly like tifica jon of varieties known 

our natural beauties and such our Wis. Horticulture for 50¢ a to the writer. The title is some- 
services are invaluable. The talk Year, including book. what misleading as these two vol- 

at our January convention by I have a farm of 80 acres in umes contain complete descrip- 

Prof. F. A. Aust outlines some of Lincoln county and have reserved tions of hundreds if not thou; 

the things that we all can do. 5 acres of this for orchard, small sands of varieties and include 

If we attempt to confute the fruit and garden. Have about 70 practically every apple grown in
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the United States. Every apple Wood ashes contain much pot- manure varies from 1 to 24% feet. 

grower whether amateur or pro- ash varying, according to the The spent manure from hot- 

fessional should have these books. wood, from 15 to 40 per cent. beds has lost none, or but little, 

Send $2.25 to the Commissioner Ashes will therefore prove a valu- of its value as a fertilizer if it 

of Agriculture, Albany, N. Y. able fertilizer either for young was properly handled but the 

: growing trees or older bearing gardening season will be so far 

Grafting Plum Trees orchards. A very light appliva: advanced by the time the hotbed 

I have a half aere of seedling tion will be sufficient. crops have matured that there 

plums and wish to graft in some ——— will be little opportunity to use it 
kind of a good market plum so Some Garden Questions except for late plowed land or for 

as to make it a profitable bearing Tam going to again send you mulehing. 

orchard but most of the plums @ series of questions and assure Many market gardeners use the 
recommended for northern Wis- you that I greatly prize my mem- spent hoibeds for growing mel- 

consin are not satisfactory market bership in’ the society for the ons, celery or head lattice Wis- 

plums. Can you recommend a good T am receiving in this way. aongin’s ‘growing season is not 

good market variety for me to In the matter of hot beds, how long enough to mature a crop of 
graft in to my seedlings. deep do you recommend the man- navy beans planted after sweet 

I. R., Chippewa Co. ure in Waukesha County? When corn. Plant snap beans, beets, 

Small seedling plum trees not the manure has spent itself and rutabaga or yellow globeturnips 
over an inch in diameter at the the period of usefulness of the |. celery. , 
base may be successfully grafted hotbed has passed, can this used Pumpkins may be grown sue- 

by using a saddle or whip graft. manure still be utilized as fertil- cessfully in rows of field corn but 
Cut off one or two inehes from izer for truck garden purposes? must be planted earlier than the 

the ground and use one cion Is it possible to follow an early gual date of last cultivation of 

wrapping firmly with strips of TP of sweet corn with a plant. the corn. If planted in the hills 

cloth which have been dipped in ing of dry bush beans and still oo, after the corn is up there 

melted grafting wax. As to vari- have them mature? In the case “will be but little interference in 

eties suitable, such kinds as De of limited eereee where _ | cultivation. Squash will not sue- 

Soto, Hawkeye, Forest Garden tensive panera - Dea ceed as well requiring more sun- 

and Surprise should prove both vould ie Oe Tat aan light. The quality of sweet corn 

hardy and profitable in Chippewa can be Somes successfully if sown will not be seriously affected, if 
county, 5 _ : at all, by planting alongside field 

? — between rows of field corn at the com, Neither will the vesuleant 

Influence of Stock on Graft time of last cultivation? Can seed be affected unless the blos- 

Will a tender variety stand our watermelons of a good quality be soming periods of the two coin- 
winters any better on account of | 8twn lm Waukesha County with Gide whieh rarely happens in the 

heing grafted on limbs of a native @"y_ measure of suceess e I have case of early maturing sweet corn 
seedling? ILR. read that it is not advisable to ang field corn. 

A much discussed question and plant sweet corn near pepeorn. 
most anybody is liable to invite Does this same advice hold true gimme 

trouble by giving a positive an- in connection with the planting of = FOR SALE 4 
swer. Practical horticulturists in field. corn nearssweetvor Popeor, a a 
Minnesota claim increased hardi- "4 if so why, if any other reason 2 = The Golden Rule Garden = 
ness for tender varieties when besides the improper Crossing re = This stace ia ideally lo- 2 
“ top-worked” on Hibernal. al in the seeds in each vari a gated and) hap: lpree Pose a 

Wood Ashes For Apple Trees "FH, Waukesha Co. Pace cr ik a mrowms ff 
A Waukesha county member In general terms the life of a = city. 

asks if wood ashes may be used hotbed is in proportion to the 2 IRVING ie Abe, 4 

to advantage as a fertilizer in or- depth of manure, the deéper the a Ashland, Wis. 

chards. longer it will last. The depth of Fsummnaitnssonsastnanal
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ee ters would indicate at this time, and 

the Superintendent has been obliged 

a to add number 43 to the premium list, 

AMONG WISCONSIN BEEKEEPERS providing for an INDIVIDUAL GEN- 
Devoted to the Interests of The Wisconsin State Beekeepers, Association ERAL EXHIBIT, with $25.00, $20.00 

and $15.00 as premiums, which 
H. F. Wilson Editor makes the total of awards now offer- 

ed by the State Fair, $1,144.00, for 
Pa this department. 

The superintendent wants it under- 

i stood, that these articles in HORTI- 

; - . 5 s@3] CULTURE are especially intended 
, Wa Jy S ae for the general beekeepers, and not 

~~, Wy “| for the large exhibitor, with whom he 
A et aie 4 <:]| keeps in touch by personal corre- 

X ee t sPniG dees not mean, that corre- 

pe ‘| spondence with you is not solicited, 
a PERRPENYT OF AGRE ETRE = ST Wiscousin =. -=mee COLL EGS SFAGHTIOLTU on the contrary, it is urgently request- 

ae pod E BEEKEEPERS SENS crane con ed, just give the superintendent a 
on —T} ATS PORTIA] SrSs USIVED SSS OAY CBYNTX : . 

i v RIIGY OF DisE pet Ee ERVICES SS reiizey : chance to get in personal touch with 

= 5 ie A ENS I enh oNS you. If you are interested in the 
eaee meee aH - pie bivi ; A : entries from 5 to 2) do not foil to 

CROP ESTIMATES: Boge psrasu ‘OF GRADES write at once, to GUS DITTMER, 

‘erarcanon 1S eee association? eer AUGUSTA, WIS. 

©] QP cuiepoma vauey ea ies 
2 Kine pega eS | = Out Apiaries 

fj aver ney of a Where beekeeping is of secondary 

cp ;anow county BA. u importance to the owner with a small 
‘Dawe county GAs r y| heme apiary, the bees should be well 
pect coon 4 cared for—out apiaries should be left 
Can comnts 0a . 3 to the commercial beekeeper, who 

LAC COURTYI®.A. can devote more time, money and a 

congo system suitable to his conditions. The 

. poaecut an latter can afford to branch out with 

WALWORTH COUNTY 6.A- several apiaries. He must know what 

‘ : | and where to find good pasture—shel- 

bl nna «| tered locations for each apiary, good 
roads easily reached by auto truck, 

HAVE YOU SIGNED UP FOR SPACE ON THE CAMP GROUND FOR THE = 2”4 where the land owner will grant 
SECOND ANNUAL BEEKEEPERS’ SCHOOL AND CHAUTAUQUA a rental permit for term of years. 

MADISON, WISCONSIN, AUGUST 15-21, 1920? The beekeeper with a system of man- 

agement to suit his conditions can 

‘The New Constitution and Directory thus make out apiaries profitable. 
After some years of comparing re- 

A copy of the revised constitution and directory has been mailed to every turns from comb and exteanted Saken 

member of the State Association. If you have not received your copy, write from my out apiaries, I found ex- 

to the Secretary. tracted honey far more satisfactory. 
All hives and supers are of one size 

CONCERNING THE STATE FAIR the old familiar exhibits, as some lIet- (10 Ts frame). T select a location 
Last month, copies of the 1920 county Association, d individual and 2 wae én tha) ravi oes rental on 

State Pair Premium List for the Bee Co™mMercial, and the corresponding Pct tor term of years and then erect 
& Honey Department, with circular individual ‘entries: ‘numbers, 5: to 29- a good buildin. as “be ‘ho “ Mat 
letters, were mailed to all the mem-  ;.,yv0,7e in receipt of a number of ideal bee cella 

bi “ oF BQ” cen ers from beekeepers, advising us  S . Load oo Se of their intention of making oriries In this bee house are all necessary 

In addition, personal letters were for numbers & to. 29. boards poney ae eer anes tee 
written to all of the officers, and di- As it is advisable to have the names and i nites “s. rar seeaneed sve, 
rectors of all of the County Local ofl beekeepers who intend to make fer io haul Wi Pall faetnere ribs 
Beekeepers Associations, and to all of these entries... they are urgently re- ana ter ina 7 ak kh a combs 

the individual exhibitors, who exnib- ested to write the Superintendent Pity “nis ayatem has som them 
ited last year and in the past. at ones; and.ithey*will then heartrom feat) " s; les e pits 1 ie tiivedte eo 

In addition to this, all of the letters him at the proper time, with entry the a ibn tis oe aie on 

received have been answered, and fol- blanks, and. everything; will be: ar- 16 age t In st oo seniee a 
: * He j ig ago I inspected a series of api- 

low-up letters written to those not '@nged in proper shape, to the satis- aries of five hundred’ colonies kept on 
having responded, in all over 125 per- action of both the beekeeper and the this plan. Last spring disease broke 
sonal letters have been written. superintendent. out in one apiary, and by fall was 

The result so far is most promising. We are confidently looking for not more or less distributed to all, be- 
We are reasonably assured at this less than 25 large exhibits. Some of cause all combs from the out apiaries 

time of about 19 large exhibits—10 them will be a radical change from were run through one extractor and
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hundreds of supers of combs were all honey extracted in one day is at not be treated in a building in which 
more or less interchanged. evening in 5 gallon cans ready for there is a fire of any sort. If there 

For extracted honey production, the consumer. A few moments ride are no fires or live stock in the build- 
often a few miles may separate a good in an auto truck brings me home for ing, the frames can be fumigated 

location from a failure, and it be- supper. Then the same work next without moving them. Carbon bisul- 

comes a part of the owners’ duty to day for another out apiary. phide gives off a most disagreeable 

select such places or possibly some N. I. France, odor and is not pleasant to breathe. 
years move entire apiary for some Platteville, Wisconsin. A person should work quickly and not 

special honey crop. esc breathe more of the gas than neces- 
Wintering: There are several ways » iy ce 1 . sary. It is easily procurable from any 

to winfer bees safely in Wisconsin. How To Get Rid of Wax Moths te ore and ecila at present for 
Outside—with abundance of good (Continued from March) about 60c¢ a pound. A pound will fu- 
stores, early outside protection, young migate from 50 to 64 ten frame hive 
queens and bees. In cellar—with Ridd’ng the yard of the moth is no — bodies full of combs. The carbon b‘- 

uniform temperature and other condi- indication that the honey house or sulphide gas will not destroy the eggs 

tions as above. storeroom is free from them. If the of the moth so it will be necessary to 

In putting the bees away for win- worms are found in the yard, they are — inspect the fumigated frames a week 
ter I select a time after Noy. 15th almost sure to be found among stored or two after the treatment. If larvae 

and before Dec. 5th when on a warm frames. Some beekeepers pile empty are then present, a second fumigation 
day the bees have had a good flight extracting frames over strong colonies should entirely eradicate the moth 
and place the bees in the cellar on and allow the bees to guard them Drained cappings and refuse wax 

the afternoon of the same day. The from the wax moths until cold weath- — should be placed in a barrel or some 
hives are piled in separate tiers fac- er comes. There is then no danger other sort of receptacle and thor- 
ing the dark part of cellar and the since cold weather wil kill the insect oughly tramped down. When pressed 

entrances left wide open. I always in its various stages. However, this together, the moths will not tunnel 

use a red light when in the cellar is a bad practice. When we follow into the wax. The top inch may be 

with the bees. With a frame bee this plan, we are giving these bees attackeed but since the worms do not 
house over this winter cellar, I place much extra labor as it requires much work in cakes of wax, little damage 
a layer of forest leaves 2 feet deep = more heat and activity on the part of — will be done. 
over the entire floor while the bees the bees to care for the extra combs James I, Hambleton. 
are in winter quarters. I also use and space and energy is being used ——_— 
the deep reversible bottom board in which should be conserved for the Two and one-half million boys 

winter and narrow side in summer. next spring. Colonies that are forced . ; 
The bees in the cellar remain most of — to be active during the fall and winter and girls were enrolled in the 

the time in a compact cluster under cannot be strong colonies in the — gehool garden army in 1919, It’s 
the frames and consume but little — spring. ee | ae vey Bit 
Stores After extracting, frames should be Slogan, ‘A garden for every child 

Spring: In the spring with still an carefully put away in empty hive bod- —Every child a garden’? is a 
abundance of good winter stores, and ‘es and placed in the honey house. It 1 : i ‘oul ie AI 

a young queen of last fall, there is js a'most impossible to construct a {00d one and would mean much 
abundance of hatching bees in every room or building tight enough to keep to the country if earried out. 
hive when taken from cellar and with — out the moth and even if we did, the . 
plenty of outside protection to each chances are that we would carry in a : 
hive, little more is needed until dan few unnoticed larvae with our empty Many deciduous trees and 
delion Bleom, when another 10 frame frames or hive bodies. A week or so shrubs have a beauty in’ winter 
super of all worker combs is given after storing, the combs should be ex- ac: @ Paar tes of ew 5 
for expansion of the brood. amined ter i presence of wax nearly as effective as in summer. 
When clover bloom begins to yield worms. All infested hive bodies Ft afl a maeioee ‘ 

reer Me many oF combs and should then be removed a consider. Their graceful outline, | bright very young broodl and the queen. are able distance from the honey house bark, or changing buds all help to 

placed in the lower hive. The two @Md carefully fered in’ columns ef ab) the winter landscape attrac- 
supers of brood and honey are placed eight. The bottom hive body should 5 
above a wood and’ wire excluder, In _ fit tightly to the ground or upon some _ tive. 
8 or 9 days all queen cells above the flat surface. An empty super is then a eee ee 

excluder are removed (either used or ec e a Wwe are now meudy. ‘to Early cabbage and cauliflower 
e Y a 2 n umigate, ror every rame hive x ‘ 

see Over) and an abundance of room odies a little less than a half a cup may be sown late in February in 
will be no swarming all summer up By saxhon jeuiphias is Poured in «the house for transplanting later. 
to the close of the honey flow. The ish and placed on top of the frames. —— 
several supers above the excluder are A tight cover is then clamped over . F 
full of sealed honey and nice lot of the empty super. A heavy gas is Hot beds and cold frames give 
hatching brood in lower super at the formed as the carbon pisulphide evap- a chance to start vegetables ear- 
end of the nectar flow. A few choice orates and the gas settles toward the : : : 
untested queens from reliable Breeds bottom of the pile suffocating all lar- lier and gain on the weather and 
ers are bought each year, some of vae and moths, If treated in the eve- insects. 
which may prove to be g00d stock as ning, they should remain undisturbed _ 

queen breeders, until morning. S ee 
Three pound packages of bees put CAUTION: Carton bisulphide is House plants need fresh air as 

on drawn combs at beginning of highly inflammable and when proper- much as people. It should not be 
honey flo ay well. In each apiary ty mixed with air is easily ignited. . ~ ? = To = 

T'use a ston heated ancapeing knive, Great care should be taken to keep ven them in draughts. Tender 
6 frame extractor, an automatic all fire away from it, such as cigar- plants show the effects of lack of 
honey strainer, and a few storage ettes, stoves, ete, For this reason, the care very quickly. 
flanks with faucets in each, so that hive bodies containing combs should
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Apiary Inspection Plans when one or two badly infested eth aero ein ereing art oF ie the 

3 . are endangering many others in the r charg! 8 Y 
BY Se) Bi Frpeker: Stag, vepartment eebnBSEReod. s The Tee county in- the county funds. In the meantime 

ey spectors will also be able to help un- we are Stretching the state appropria- 
One of the results of the rapid’ de- der such conditions. tions as far as they will go. 

velopment of the bee industry the last The bee disease control work con- — 

ee eee ae he ae ees sists of several branches. An outline County Bee mnepectos Appointed 

bee diseases. The situation is serious of ‘theseyactlvities may interest Fae g ny. inspect ir “tt o1 ’ : eo its! ; ers of WISCONSIN HORTICULTURE, apiary inspectors in about twenty 
in’ twenty or thirty counties and 4s few realize the amount of organi- counties are being made this month 
money prouucera are warmed m many ation the work necessitates. as a result of the examination in Feb- 

fon aioe cleanup campaigns vemand I. Field control of bee diseases. = Tuary. In many So eata ee 
flattering to the Thepection service but A. Area cleanup campaigns. unre o or took:the exavsination, 
the calls for help are more numer- These: are undertaken “a. ° the co ae inspectors are t make 
ous than we can answer. county: ata time; six;full i ‘ctions at the re« uest of the state 

Such campaigns have been nearly Ume ‘statemen are em inepect i t Madison and to report on 
completed’ in Manitowoc, " Shawano ployed and pny eee the wievenioiit of bees in heir loeali- 

and Langlade counties and are under ate with loca! inspectors: ti 8 They will act as local repre- 

way in Calumet, Winnebago, Milwau- Inspectors treat or dé» i vtatives eeithe State Department of 
kee, Jefferson Dane and ‘Richland Stroy’ If the owners ao A rieulture. i this ork but are not 
Small parts of Grant, Chippewa, Wau- not, / a, sexpected’ te carry an: area cleaniip 
paca, Dodge, and Waukesha have also B, Special inspections ” campaigns or to make inspections or 

been inspected’ in connection with ad- other localities: Requests treatments without the consent of the 
joining counties and the work must of individual beekeepers owner under ordinary conditions. 

be continued in these small areas also. for help are granted so A new examination will probably 
In speaking of a completed campaign, far _ possible, ~ as be held in May and any counties 

permanent eradication of American H. Preventing distribution of dis- which wish to recommend inspectors 

foul brood is not meant; but the dis- 28: , for appointment should send such 
ease appears to have been wiped out Bs Permit OF inspection nee recommendations to S. B. Fracker, 

for the present and local inspectors auired for all moving of 4 cting State Entomologist, State Cap- 
can take care of new developments. bees. Inspection made by ig) Madison, before the 15th of 

The outlook is favorable for reduc- county inspectors after i141 Suggestions and applications 
tion of American foul brood in Calu- toe mens sappication will gladly be received’ also from 
met, Jefferson, and part of D: a ee : ies i ic ore is a ia- 
ties to a negligible Nae iaueiic tre 1B) Permits Or inspection ‘re fon bar ee ro produetion is 
coming season. Milwaukee will give quired fou all pees. sufficiently important to warrant the 
more trouble on account of the con- shipped im from: quiside appointment of an inspector. Those 
tinual receipt of shipments of infect- the gtate: who take these positions are paid by 
ed honey and there may always re- C, Following up reports of the day for the time actually employ- 
main a certain amount of disease. violations sent in by vol- oq. In most cases it will be only a 
Winnebago and Richland counties, unteer correspondents. rey days a year. 
and other smaller areas will also take ren ere BOER to ne ammnimnmmmnnnonmmnnnnonerinnnonenannng 
a little more ti . . regulations for moving SM 

ers may anueipate a ania impr beesiand to icapeless: ex: ni “Griggs saves you Freight” i ment with comparative safety arter posure of infected mate. 2: Toledo ii 
about two more years. rial. We know you are not the 22 

In 1919 complete and effective III. Educational measures. 2: fellow who waits until the 22 
treatment was undertaken throughout A. Cooperation with the col- 2 last minute before ordering 22 
all the principal areas except in Win- lege of agriculture’ in 2: his supplies. zE 
nebago county which it was not pos- reaching every beekeep- zE “We HAVE LARGE stock :? 
sible to reach in time. Rechecking er thru literature and 2? of new goods to rush to you 2: 
must be done in every case this sea. bee schools with infor- 2: the minute your order ar- 2: 
son. Owner's treatment is usually mation about American 2: ives. 2: 
about 80 per cent successful and 20 and European foul brood — 2? Send us list of goods 2: 
per cent of the colonies may be ex- and their control. This 2: wanted at once and receive :: 
pected to show reinfection, necessi- is especially important 22 prices with early order dis- 2 
tating treatment again. In some for the European form. 2: counts. 3: 
cases where the owners were careless B. Demonstrations of foul EA Those 60 Ib. Cans will 22 
the disease -will probably reappear brood treatment. Usu- 22 soon be gone, better hurry 2: 
extensively so the work will have to ally given in area clean- 22 your order in at once. Two 2: 
be repeated throut the aplary. up counties but occa- 22 men took a car load. EB: 

The heaviest demand for new cam- sionally arranged in 32 White Clover Honey ii 
paigns comes from . Outagamie, other pluces on request. i Can use limited amount of 22 
Brown, Fond du Lac, Sheboygan, The apiary inspection service is 2: White Clover Honey if price i: 
Wood, Waukesha, Green, Barron, and Iso cooperating with the divisions 2 ig in line. is 
Vernon counties with less pressing re- Of Crop estimates and of markets in as FREE Catalog of Bee ?? 
quests from Pierce, Juneau, and developing marketing facilities for :: SUPPLIES for the asking. FH 
Dodge. Not more than one or two honey. But that is another story, 2: Bees Wax Wanted 3: 
of these counties can be undertaken Which has been told before and will — :: Cash or exchange for sup- 2: this season In addition to completing be before the beekeepers many times 3: plies. We pay highest mar- 2 
the work now unde ay. in the future. FE ear 22 

Tr way. . 2: ket price. 2 
When a situation becomes particu- The state department of agriculture Z2 GRIGGS BROS. CO a: 

larly dangerous outside of the clean- is ready to develop apiary inspection 2: . . EE 
up areas, special inspectors are often and the bee disease control work as 2: Dept. No. 20 Toledo, Ohio 3: 
sent. This is helpful when foul brood rapidly as funds are made available 2 Griggs saves you Freight’ ii 

is newly introduged into a locality or for that purpose. Possibly some ar- — Fuwnunn1;00nnnnmnnnnnnnnnnne
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A “B ” Line From Mill To Y eew are Ine From 1 oO ou 

UP IN THE NORTH WOODS SNOW AND ICE ARE MELTING. APRIL’S SUN IS TURNING 

RIVULETS INTO TORRENTS. HUGE PINE LOGS ARE FLOATING DOWN TO THE MILLS. 

THERE THEY ARE CUT INTO CLEAN, WHITE LUMBER. ONCE “MONARCHS OF THE 

FOREST’—NOW LEWIS “BEWARE.” 

Read your ‘‘Beeware’’ catalog cover. Your distributor’s name is there. 

Write him today. His stock is ready. 

SOUTHERN BEEKEEPERS—Don’t forget your ‘‘Beeware’’ branch, 10-12 Front Street, 

Memphis, Tennessee. 

Look WHERE YOU BUY YOUR This 

For || BEEWARE | marx 
= vu marearom 1S. 

to to eA 
MAKES THE FINEST. 

Have you read “How to Manage Bees In Spring?” It costs 5c. All 14 booklets mailed for 70c 

G. B. LEWIS COMPANY 
Branches and distributors everywhere 

Watertown, Wisconsin 

GRADING WISCONSIN HONEY ing committee was appointed by the all commercial producers will register 
2 < beekeepers and they drew up a set of with the division of markets and se- 

By 8. B. Fracker proposed grades which were sub- cure the right to grade their honey 
Chairman, State Beekeepers Associa- Mitted to the state marketing officials. within a couple of seasons. 

tion, Marketine Committee Hearings were then held on this sub- 
. ; _ ject at Appleton, Kau Claire, and 

_ Someone recently said to a state of- — fadison the last week of January and 
uelall anes a suggested project, “It many beekeepers either attended the 
Se cent au were are RO meetings or wrote out their opinions 
precedents for it", and the reply came ang mailed them to the director of back quick as a flash, “Wisconsin cots 
never has precedents to copy, she “ es riakem then % GORY) (BOS Grades have now been defined ana BEEKEEPERS 

The beekeepers are no exception to Will go into effect about the middle of 
the rule. At the last meeting of the August. After that date every sec- 
state association the members present tion of comb honey and every can or 
investigated the marketing prob em other container of extracted honey, 
and decided that gra ding honey, se- sold or d¢livered, must be stamped or Should send for our book- 
curing adequate crop estimates, and labeled with the grade, and color of 
nang freierviees ot the state division the honey and a number showing the let on the new MODI- 
of markets would benefit the industry. producer or packer, or else be marked ATI 
It was clear that the distribution of Rtnemadedo 2 rae FIED DADANT HIVE. 
the 4,800,000 pounds produced annu- ake / — | , The hive with a brood 
ally in the state could be improved. _ The grades established will resu't i Pa ft Consequently they asked the division i” improving the quality and fin‘sh of chamber sufficient for pro- 
‘0 establish grades and the crop re- Wisconsin honey and will put a prem- lifie queens. OUR CATA- 
porting service to make the estimates. ium on care in handling it. Too often . 

To follow up this request a market- “honey is honey’, espectally on the LOG IS FREE. 
a a retail market; the storekeepers buy 

wherever they can secure honey for 
BEE SUPPLIES the lowest price and sell for al they 

Hoffman frames with improved #n set. ; 
nethod for fastening foundation also Many beekeepers will sell their § 

other bee supplies. product “ungraded” and label it so for 4 
Goods at highest quality at rea- the next year or two. But it has been r we 

sonable prices. the universal experience that mark- Hamilton, Tlinois 
Write for particulars. ing a first class product “Fancy” or 

DARWIN M. WHITE “No, 1" so extends the market and in- 
Calamine, Wisconsin creases the demand that undoubtedly
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Notes From Local Associations hives the balance of the bees in plowing an 18 in, furrow with a 

. . nae _K. 12 in. plow leaving about 4 in. 
At the business meeting held at a colony were 0. ; sow é h t turned No 

he end of the three day bee Fox River Valley Bee. Ass’n., covered but not ty oo 
a ene ‘aah : M Pe x Edward Hassinger, Jr. amount of discing, harrowing, 
se ra whie saath ies , nor hand work ean get soil thus 

° a ihe eo — owes Preparation of Soil For Gardens plowed into proper condition. In 
Jounty, the following resolutions P most gardens if plowed in narrow 

were adopted by the Nowtheast N. A. Rasmussen. lands or beds with furrows left 

Wisconsin Beekeepers’ Associa- Initial preparation for gardens — open for paths and tor carrying 

Hon: should begin when the snow is off surplus water better results 

We the members of the Nowth- going off and with the coming of — will be obtained; this applies also 

east: Wisconsin Beekeepers’ Asso- the spring rains. to spaded gardens as surface wa- 

ciation agree See that all surface water is ter should never be allowed to 
1, That we will sell our honey Qyained off quickly and the gar- stand in the garden in pools at 

properly graded under the gen will be found in much better any time of the year. 

label of the above named condition than though the water Manure is perhaps the most es- 

association. had been left to soak in or find its sential factor of successful gar- 

2. That we will not sell whole- own course. Do not begin work-  dening if properly applied. Well- 

sale (except locally) to any ing too soon. When soil is in rotted manure or vegetable mat- 
other person, firm or cor- 00d condition for mudpies it is ter can be applied in large quan- 

poration, not fit for garden work, it should tities either in spring or fall and 

3. That we will accept the be in a loose crumbly condition. thoroly mixed with the soil. If 

market price received for If the garden is to be spaded _ the soil is clay or of very fine tex- 

our honey at the time we ordinarily the length of a spading ture, or of such nature which 

. “ fork tine will be the proper depth. bakes readily and stable manure 
order it sold, provided that : $8 3 . ‘ 

‘ 5 Ii new or virgin soil, turn only ean not be obtained to supply 
there is a market for it at ; i that ti the top layer and about an inch humus enough to overcome this 

ha ime. ; of the subsoil (this can usually be condition, sifted coal ashes (not 

The association also instructed — ascertained by the difference in wood ashes) will greatly improve 
the Board of Directors to appoint color and the sticky consistency the condition of sueh soil and can 

a competent person as grader for of the subsoil), spading an inch be applied in large quantities say 

the association. The place for or two deeper each year until perhaps from 1 to 2 inches deep 

grading will be decided upon by from 12 to 15 inches has been over the entire surface but must. 

the Board of Directors. turned and become a top soil in be well mixed with the soil. 

The members of the association itself whence best results can be Straw manure or coarse litter 

also ordered 200 pure bred Italian ¢*pected. When spading do not if applied in the Spring and 
queens. This is one of the most ‘tt more than 2 or 3 inches at the worked into the soil will be a det- 

important steps taken in recent most. Be sure it is fully turned riment to the garden but if used 

years by our local beekeepers and and all lumps broken by a strike as a mulch when dry weather 

oa 5 si of the spade while if left for the sets in, about the month of July, to my mind is the beginning of : ‘ : : f . . rake it often bakes thereby in- on such crops as berries, toma- 
what will soon be a state-wide - ‘ : oo, volving much extra labor. Im- toes, cabbage, cucumbers, beans, 
selling organization. . . 3 . “7 Snow nearly all gone. Outdoor mediately after spading it should sweet corn, ete., it will prove 

b had fi gone. Cutcdoor “he thoroly raked and packed firm beneficial both as a protection 

es hn a few days warm put not hard and the top should from a drought and as a fertil- 
r 2 aye ‘, : . ; : ‘ So) page 

enough to fly and contrary to ex- ye kept pulverized until the time izer. Commercial fertilizers and 
‘. si + 41 . . . A » 

pectations have wintered fine with of sowing. If ploughed see that lime both have their place in the 
Just a few exceptions. It seems it is properly done and not by the garden but the amateur would 
that many hives had a few bees cut and cover system as is some- better consult an experienced gar- 
filled with feces early in the win-  iimes used by one who plows gar- dener before attempting to use 
ter and when those had left the dens by the job. By this I mean — them.
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Nitrate of Soda For Orchards 

Will Nitrate of Soda take the 7 Sas es 5 ‘Pest by Me. Richard 

place of barnyard manure in a } im Ree ey ete Valley City, 
seals a 1 . , gine 4 PRAY SM) Average Yield per ‘Tree 

bearing orchard? (Can it do any é j | o ie Arete, Wiel pen are 

damage) part of orchard has been = a bed Se ie. i oe trees. TT Bi 
z . . - 3 i Fh Oe BY Unfertiliz we LD) 

partly under cultivation and man- eT one ry a ee Ce AeA SEY Variety 

ured heavy for last two to five Se leg ee Pe cas Sa iD. Lag 
are weet ae % sod Mz oy [a te oe cea rw oreo > 

years, rest is in sod. Manure 4S Feeney a cats : = 

could be used to better advantage noo RILIZED et ee eS. 
on rest of farm. What are the  — SUL BUATE Foe —— ea ee 

commercial orchardists doing? et eh = AMMONIA Ea toscaaee * ft ee ed 
: eae el eee ee ee Seed ‘ 

Barnyard manure and_ nitrate ee ae <) Seopeedlt Baeeatr home: 2 Kure Svar am 
; , Eee , at a ae 

of soda both supply the element La : rece] ies : ; 

of plant food called nitrogen, and - = 

the manure supplies in addition 

large quantities of organic matter I OP DRESSING I Al KS 

together with minor amounts of 

phosphorus and potassium, Or- Ammonia Makes Fruit Buds 

chard trees usually do not re- Orchards in a somewhat rundown or devitalized condition will be 
spond to applications of phos- greatly benefited by an application of Arcadian Sulphate of Ammonia. 
phorus and potassium but the Nitrogen (usually termed ammonia) is the most important fertilizer 

value of the organic matter in the element in fruit production. It Is ammonia that. promotes the vig- 
mens . orous wood growth so necessary for the formation of fruit spurs 

orchard soil is unquestionable. and fruit buds. 

Manure is, therefore, preferable ; ‘ . . 
a , 1 oI H . Arcadian Sulphate of Ammonia applied about a week before 

to nitrate, but where sufficient blossom time (100 to 150 pounds per acre) will invigorate the fruit 
quantities of manure are not buds and increase the amount of fruit set. 

available nitrate of soda, or other The failure of fruit to set and the early falling of fruit is often 
commercial forms of nitrogen due entirely to nitrogen starvation. In some seetions an early appli- 
such as dried blood and am- cation of quickly-available nitrogen has inereased the yield of fruit 

5 from four to ten times. 
monium sulphate may be used to 

good advantage. Commercial or- Arcadian Sulphate of Ammonia contains 2514 % of ammonia guar- 
aiavdists Over ths Biles. country anteed (one-third more nitrogen than is contained in any other top- 

BECISES: QVEI 8 ’ dressing fertilizer). The ammonia is all soluble, quickly available 

have recently begun to use large and in a non-leaching form. The erystals are fine and dry and 
quantities of commercial forms of easily applied by hand or machine. 

nitrogen in their bearing or- 

chards. Orchards.in sod usually 

respond especially well, 

Is Nitrate of Soda good in place Si J. A, t A 
of manure in a new orchard? [P ate Oo MMmOnIa 

Experiments with young culti- 

vated orchards have usually fail- Order now from your nearest dealer and write for our free bulletin, 
ed to show any appreeiable bene- “Fertilizing the Apple Orchard’? No. 85. 

fit from applications of nitrate of 

soda or other commercial fertil- ARCADIAN IS FOR SALE BY 

izers This s ; , of ATLANTA ers This does not apply of NEW YORK 

course to exceptionally poor soils The Company 
es py . real BALTIMORE MEDINA, O. 

or soils from which the organic 
AGRICULTURAL DEPARTMENT. 

matter has been burned out. 

George F. Potter, SSS 6656560. 8686.656585858, 050 4S 

College of Agriculture.
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Planting and Care of Lilies that the bulbs will not freeze, or Home plants must have a good 
ae g st os a ri oO inage i ts ¢ as ¢ ‘ Lilies must have @ vather ‘loose: 2! least so that they will not eae in the pois and as a mule 

soil. It should be well enriched eee very hard. After they are wi ‘ quire more ra er now than 

preferably with well rotted cow established they will stand a at other times of the year yecause 

manure. If you cannot get. it much harder freeze. They should the air of the house is dryer. 
. ¢ ~ ’ aah assem 

and you probably cannot get it ees be covered enough “ eee A few flowers given plenty of 
: them from thawing out and then ° 4 

unless you are a farmer, then you is room in a vase are much more ef- 
being frozen again oe - ean use shredded sheep manure 8g " . feetive than many crowded into 

or some commercial fertilizer. If When the buds have formed L all ‘ ptacle One nice ro: s a Zor. : a small receptacle. e nice rose 
sg & see that they are liberally sup- . ; : 

you use sheep manure it is best to . : ’ ; : is often more attractive than half 

compost it, i. e., mix it with earth plied with water. If the season lozer le to rether : , st it, 1. e. , : . . a dozen crowded together. 
or sods and let it ferment and rot, 18 @ Wet one, spraying with Bor- . © sods a ; : Se 

aa . . . deaux will be an excellent pre- |[Northern Danish Grown Sced from before applying it to bulbs. mane = at i Gaieoved ‘Seleated Strain 
Whatever fertilizer is used it. Yention of blight, though it will 

: slp ‘ira blight after it -develoves Imported Direct from the Growers 
should not touch, or indeed be not cure blight after it developes. 

placed within an ineh of the bulb. Most lilies do not like lime, so Convene Per Lb. 
Before planting the bulb loosen when you are liming your garden, — |[popgnhagen. Market... +--+ 5380 

i 2 - skip them Danish Ballhead Short Stem.. 3.00 
the soil to the depth of 18 inches ° Pp : . Danish Ballheal Tall Stem... 3.00 

to 2 feet for a distance of a foot Like all other garden plants Iil- Danish Teaet te RGGI Red too ‘ a . . a Ma cl te 

or more in all directions, working 1S must have food and care and Wireeietana” Grown Pras s g tesistant,” G a a- | 
fertilizer into the soil aid adding the more the better. They do ad || y 4 soil, a : 
sand if the soil is heavy. Plant best where the ground is shaded, Cauliflower Per Oz | 
the bulb so that its base will be but they must have the sun upon Extra Barly Dwarf Erfurt... $2.50 | 

s S Das . ew Barliest Snowball....... 2. 
from 8 to 10 inches below the sur. their blossoms. They can there- Giant Dry Weather....1..... 2.50 | 

. La . anis Perfection .....-.... : 
face, except in the ease of the fore be planted among lower YOU CAN DEPEND ON THIS SEED 

t ee . . STANDARD SEED COMPANY 
smaller growing lilies whieh 8'OWing plants which shade the Racine, Wis. 

should be about 4 inches deep ground. They must have food, ‘=== : = 

Put an inch or more of clean sand and a mulch serves the double c 5 On DOG 
) se f DeEDpi y 7 U 

or sphagnum moss under the bulb PUTPOSe of keeping the ground > j 

and bring it up on the sides so as cool and furnishing food. Coarse by glonting Apaute Quality Seppe, cleaned 
5 eORIEES NO ngs . waits Ich if graded and tested by special machinéry in our to keep the earth away from it en- manure is a good muleh if not too Model ‘hood ‘plant ~-aold subjoot ¢o,approval 

3 : ‘ mii. ce cust an ‘sohioge — World's Standa 
tirely. As many lilies make roots fresh. Tf put on in the fall it will Sood: Hower Hood, ote, =the varioties that 
ae . ’ oo ” de Ho harm will produce RiGHT in your latitude. Samples 
from the stalk above the bulb as ae . Sod epee’ adrine om oop growing FREE 
well as from the base of the bulb Start ; with the hardier and MONEY-SAVING CATALOG 

the soil should be well fertilized ™0"e Vigorous varieties, Candi- 5 (se=e==== FREE 
slecans. yi Legale fj ‘we've aver issued--1 

above as well as below the bulb,  @™, elegans, Henryi, _ regale, [=== — etc 
Bulbs should be planted in the longiflorum and tigrinum, and add | Tee y and germination toot ra 

fall whenever possible Sone others as you acquire experience. SHS, The Adams Seed Co. Bor 6 Decorah, Ia, 

bulbs ripen and are ready for If you ean succeed with auratum 
: r a , , ar f reg a carly planting, but most of them YU Will know that you are a real TE 

are not ready until cold weather. gardener. B. E 2 
z a - cs a = 

Prepare your soil early in the fall, A . a RASPBERRY PLANTS = 
Have your dealer ce . small amount of liquid man- 3 = your dealer send the bulbs ‘e applied a 5 2 $3.00 per hundred = 
to you as soon as he receives them, Ue applied to house ferns once in 2 g 

If they do not come till late, pro- ® while during the winter will & #20,00" per: thousand = 3 Le, S . a . a 7 
tect the ground by a thick coat- keep them growing: nicely. E ee” * a 
ing aves or straw s at i ‘ a 2 8 of leaves or straw so that it Keep palms and ferns clean by = Ship same day dug. = 
will not freeze, and put the bulbs wiping the leaves with a weak so- 3 G. H. TOWNSEND z 
in when they come. The first lution of whale. oil soap. This 2 RICHLAND CENTER, WIS = 
year keep the ground covered so will keep down the seale = : ‘ S I . . a 0000
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ROT 

= = 
a Use Product of Quality and Get Maximum Results = 

| Cream City a 
a 2 
a Dry = 

E A t i c rsenate of Lead : 
2 It kills quick, sticks longer and has maximum suspension = 

= Lime Sulphur Sulphur (Dusting) Sodium Nitrate s 
= Paris Green Calcium Arsenate Complete Fertilizer = 

| C it : : ream City Chemical Works : 
2 770-778 Kinnickinnic Ave. ORDER NOW Milwaukee, Wis. = 

E00 

Onion Smut hyde solution. The initial cost box or packing wheel. Adjust 

(Continued from page 133) for the attachment should not be the drip pipe to prevent the solu- 
break open, and the black mass of | ever $10 and the cost for treat- tion from coming in contact with 
smut spores ig spilled about on ment about $5 for an acre. any of the seeder parts. If the 
the ground. On sick fields, the increase due soil tends to elog between the 

Some plants remain alive and to treatment (1913 to 1918) aver- plow and the packing wheel re- 
give small bulbs. ‘These usually aged 328 bushels an acre. The move one or both of the seed cov- 

have smut boils in the scales. In  @verage amount of smut on the : ? 

badly diseased fields, plants that untreated fields was 47 per cent, LY ow f 

grow without smut are not held in and on the treated fields 5 per ‘a Boe { 
shape by neighboring plants and cent, eae | 

so grow big bull necks. These How vo Conrron ONION Smut a i 
cure out slowly and are more sub- . ae 
jeet to decay. 1. Provide seeder with 2-gallon Li 

A drip of formaldehyde solu- solution can having in the bottom bo 
tion with the seed at planting %-inch lever handle faucet with ; 
kills the smut spores near the )/16-inch opening through body fi 

seed and allows the plants to start and key, extended handle to be im 
unmolested by the smut fungus. operated as the seed control, 3,- rad 

Onion plants which have start- inch drip pipe that will deliver ay 
ed four or five leaves are much ‘Solution on the seed before it is 

more resistant against the fungus covered; tight fitting, or prefer- a 
than the plants just starting. ably screw top, cover to prevent ; 
Formaldehyde evaporates soon ‘Slopping of solution. 
after it is applied so that to get 2. Dilute the strong 40 per cent 
best effects it must be put in with formaldehyde 1 ounce to 1 gallon 
the seed. If the seed is poor and of water (1 pint to 16 gallons 4 
the field has to be replanted, a gives the same dilution). Have 1 

second application of formalde- this dilute solution in a barrel so co 
hyde must be made, it will be handy to fill the ean. a 

Formaldehyde treatment for 3. Set lever and run seeder so Black Smut Boils on Seales of Partly 
onion smut is not expensive. A that 1 gallon of solution will be Developed Onions 

drip attachment may be made delivered for every 185 feet of  erers, Thorough preparation of 
from a kerosene can or construct- row. This is about 200 gallons the seed bed will make the treat- 
ed by a good tin-smith, A lever for an aere, ; ; ment easier to apply. 
handle faucet is more satisfac- 4. Take special care in filling 5. Larger tanks and drip at- 
tory than a screw faucet for con- the formaldehyde can to avoid tachments may be provided for 
trolling the stream of formalde- splashing the solution on the seed the horse-drawn 6-row seeders.
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An Organized Industry 

The cherry growers of Door 

county are thoroly organized. The 

Fruit Growers Union takes care of 

marketing the fruit and the buying GILSON WEEDER LIBERTY CULTIVATOR 
spates 5, “ aterial 

of crates, bate Spray ja Whe handiest little tool ever invented for The Liberty Adjustable Cultivator-Weeder 
ete. The Fruit Growers Canning working in a flower garden, close to bushy breaks up the top soil thoroughly, while the 

‘ pleats Gnu Oren ote Te eee ea once jally designed cutting teeth make quick any, organiz r the pur- the double-edged rocker specially desig ig 
Company, organized fo 7 Hee eee pants a efiticney “every. stroke work of destroying weeds. ‘The Liberty comes 
ose of taking up the slack when — ¢ounts backward and forward. Comes in with hand or wheel outfit, two sizes of each. 

P i Lhe four sizes, all with 6-foot handle. 
the outside market lagged, has 

grown to be one of the biggest —_— ay" blade for nurrow rows 81.00 a 

factors for suecess in the cherry << > 6" blade for lighter soils 1.15 e 
3 8” blade for wide rows — 1.25 

business. Just recently the grow- ) »” g195 / 
. ‘ Y 5-tooth h’nd cul, adj. 4-7” $1.25 

ers have organized the Cherry Har- 7, Ttooth hind cul, adj. 410% 1.55 / 
> as i =S 7-tooth wh'l cul. adj. 4-10” 3.65 re 

vesting Association, a twenty thou- ) 4 9-tooth wh'l eul. adj. 5-14" 4.15 I 

sand dollar corporation, to insure \ \ aN Ask your dealer for Gilson (j (\\ 
: Sal/// Garden Tools. Do not  ac- J 

prompt harvesting of the crop. Nd Sie cept any substitutes, rather J 
* . . _ send your order direct to 

The following from the Sturgeon N i ® factory with cheek or money 
* \N ‘ order accompanied. Catalog 

Bay Advocate explains: LN. J describing our full line of 
a . aN LABOR SAVERS on request. 
“The Cherry Harvesting Asso- | ee: s =F U 

Bog . \ z, . Ba J. E. GILSON CO. VA Ve ciation is to be incorporated for [-y \) aby ' Bout Washington Nis: a ¥ 7 

$20,000, about half of the stock —-} ss 200 Valley St. FO cid | 

having already been subseribed. - a _ 

The one of the ee s tion will no longer be identified treatment. This is a good treat- 
; , pickers to its members on a - =e “4s eye sup Fa Kens to its 1 ‘dh in with the picking proposition. The ment where one is living in a flat 
asis six or seven pickers to oo. . . 
DASTE Siticw A g ' ‘ The as new organization will also rent sev- and has no cool place to set the 
every $ worth of stock. as- . FS sams? , cay . : . 

‘ation ‘will aeeure the natocley eral of its equipments and quar- vase except in a window. Flow- 
sociation will s re the majority | | mainte:  larwor . 
Pits pickers fr teidé. and ters now maintained by the larger org do not keep well in a draught 

of its pickers from outside, anc’ rowers. It will sceure its outside or when chilled—LeRoy Cady 
will maintain a camp with all mod- pickers through some organization, : ‘i wg ee a 1. conveniences in which t ap 5 5 . associate horticulturist, Univer- ern conveniences in which to quar ohanly the Y. M. C. A., which , 
ter and board them during the has furnished pickers for the Union sity Farm, St. Paul, Minnesota. 

picking season. It will regulate in the past, and of which J. W 

the picking price, and establish Brandenberg had charge. It takes 

such other rules necessary for the from 3,500 to 4,000 pickers to har- CHINESE BELLFLOWER 
pickers in the orehards. vest the cherry erop.”? (Platycodon ) 

“‘Wherever there are sufficient . . 
i | loeatedia distay __ ‘This hardy perennial flower deserves to 

members who are located a distance : £. tan To. be better known. When once planted Fenty Wo are located a distance Endive, often called winter let- | Stjesi" ktm", (hen au plata! 
rom the central camp, to demand tygg ig 9 salad plant of no mean White, | Blooms all summer. Fine for 

100 pickers or more, camps will be — . ~ ” . : 
listed 1 , ; importance. Seed planted as late 

sstablishe sar them to take care 5 . 
cata ‘ ee Tear when: WW Ke care “as the first week of August will ma- ORIENAL POPPY 
of a sufficient number of pickers Hei : anchi 

. : aye ture sufficiently for blanching, ‘The most. wonderful of ali perennial 
for their needs. In all probability ‘ , flowers, Perfectly hardy. Can only be 

7 2 either in the field or cellar. snecessfully transplanted end of July a camp would be established in or beginning of August. Orders taken 
Sawver ind Pp sibly an ther in k for hee from now to August Ist. 
sawyer, anc OSSIDLY other 1 is an A 9 ake Either of the above, two year strong Q It is often a good plan to take ‘oots, three for $1.00, postage prepaid, 
the northern part of the county. flowers from the vase at night and 

“When the association is per- Jay them in a box between moist PIONEER NURSERY C0 
fected it will take over the camp papers. This keeps the air off of « 

‘ : : L inn, equipment now owned by the Fruit them and they will often come out New Ulm, Minn ° y 
Growers Union, and that organiza. fresher in the morning for the
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a 

s WISCONSIN FAVORED 

The Kickapoo Valley FRUIT DISTRICT Meck AY NURSERY 

Our Specialty: Planting and Developing orchards for non-residents 

A few choice tracts for sale. If interested, write us. COMP ANY 

MADISON, WISCONSIN 

KICKAPOO. .DEVELOPMENT COMPANY a 

GAYS MILLS, WISCONSIN 

Nursery Stock of 

oS Quality 

2 = for Particular Buyers 

2 GROW STRAWBERRIES FOR PROFIT = Have all the standard varieties 
. Good Plants Are The Foundation = as well as the newer sorts. Can 
2 . . . = supply you with everything in 

2 Buy from some one who makes a suceess of the business ina 2 

2 commercial way. = Fruit Trees, Small Fruits, 

2 We offer you the benefit of twenty-five years of experience 2 Vines and Ornamentals. 

2 in the growing of strawberries, and we sell direet from our ficlds 3 Let us suggest what to plant 
2 to you = both in Orchard and in the 
= . . = decoration of your grounds. 

= Our crop the past season was nearly 3500 sixteen quart cases 3 Prices and our new Catalog 

= from 9 acres. They sold for nearly $7,000.00. = SouE promptly upon receipt; Of 

2 We have the best plants money can buy, all leading varieties, 2 N . 

2 grown on new land, true to name, free from disease, state in- 2 urserles at 

2 speeted. j a Waterloo, Wis. 
= Write for price list and Booklet— 2 

“ ; 2 
= Strawberries Every Year” = 
= . . v . => SMU 

2 We also sell Pedigreed Golden Glow (Wis. No, 12) Seed Corn, 2 2B = 

= fire dried and tested. Improve and inerease your yield. = 8 2 

i J. W. LEVERICH & SON Oo The i 
2 “Farmer Strawberry Growers" = & Jewell Nursery s 

: Sparta, Wisconsin - 7 Company : 

nn . Lake City, Minn. a 

Winter Apples For Wisconsin Lubsk Que en isa summer ap . Established 1868 2 

Is there any good winter apple ple ripening in advance of Duch- zl = 

for Wisconsin commercial or- ess and exceedingly short-lived. 2 . 5 

chards beside N. W. (Greening? Utter ripens in September and is = Fifty Years 2 
ow oan Meven pet hot a long keeper. Exact infor- 2 Continuous a 

Bubs Que € a i r, a he 4, mation is lacking regarding self- 3 Service 2 

Scotts Winter? Why were these sterility of the different varieties 2 2 
varieties dropped from commer- . 7 . 5 = 2 

. ort . —. of apples but is quite generally 2 = 
cial apple list as this only leaves . * & a 
N. W. Greening for winter apple conceded that most if not all va- 2 A Complete Stoek = 

in commercial apple list? Should Victies bear better in mixed or. B of Fruit, Shelter = 
N. W. Greening be planted with chards than when planted alone. S an a oneal zg 

other varieties for pollination? — = stock in Hardy 2 
Newell. Windsor, Malinda and oe = Varieties for s 

7 SEN, WAROSOE: ane ae game Clean well graded fruit will al- Northern Plant = 

Scott Winter are good winter ways bring a good price. In a = ers. Ss 

varieties and all are included in — year of plenty, it will sell at a bet- 2 = 

5 ‘ s . ‘ : ‘6 a Agents Wanted a 

our list of standard varietes and ter price and quicker than will & Zz 

also in state fair premium list. mixed lots. en
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—————————————E—EEE Ea hours at a time. The flea, like 

any of us, enjoys an_ occasional 

THE INSECT PAGE change of menu and Fido cer- 

Conducted by the Department of Economic Entomology College of tainly looks more attractive than 

| Agriculture the half starved cur. 
SSS The adult flea lays its eggs in 

5 5 great numbers between hairs of 
How to Control the Striped Cu- the apparatus ina cloud made up the ow orieat. ‘These eges. are 

cumber Beetle of very fine particles, in order to ally loosely fastened and’sg read. 

The striped cucumber beetle is thoroughly cover all the foliage. ily fall off. Thus, many eggs will 
. JOUN E. DUDLEY, Jr. . . , feces 

the most important of all our cu- a be found in the dog’s sleeping 

cumber inseet pests and attacks / Bureau of Entomology, quarters and eggs are constantly 

all forms of cucurbits. Both the U.S. Departinent of Agriculture. dropped as the dog walks about 
adults, or beetles, and the larvae, a the house. In a few days the eggs 

or ‘‘worms’’ do serious damage. Fleas hatch and become small active 

There is as yet no specific rem Do you permit the dog or eat worms which feed, not on the dog 

edy for this insect but several to live in the house with the rest or eat but upon dirt and rubbish 

measures help to prevent or lessen of the family? Perhaps neither found on the floor. In two weeks 

the damage. are allowed to exactly live in the or less they adopt a resting stage, 

Young cucumber plants grown house but invariably these pets during which time they change 

in hills may be covered with wire have the freedom of the whole from the worm stage to full 

sereen. Complete protection is af- household. Are you aware that grown fleas. In this condition 

forded at a critical time if the under proper conditions‘your pets they are brought into the world 

screen is made beetle tight. have caused many homes to ex- With a ravenous appetite which 

Planting an excess of seed or perience a general flea infestation they satisfy preferably by feed- 
planting at week intervals for 3 and moreover that human blood ing upon a dog or cat and it 

or 4 weeks may be the means of ig not at all to be spurned by neither of these are present, they 

securing a good stand in certain these minute jumping creatures? will adopt a human being as their 

years. Fleas are harbored by prac- host. 
A spray of lead arsenate com- tically every dog and cat some Houses and even buildings may 

bined with Bordeaux mixture time during their life if not dur- become badly infested if care is 

(2% Ibs. of lead arsenate to 50 ing the whole of it. No matter difficult to eradicate, mattings 

gals. of Bordeaux) is probably how well ‘‘educated’’ the dog and carpets must be removed 
the best remedy known. The may be nor the class of society it and either washed or sprayed 

Bordeaux appears to repel the enjoys, dogs at their best, and with benzine. Floors should be 
beetles, while the arsenate kills cats too, are never very careful in scrubbed with hot soap suds or 
all that remain to eat the sprayed choosing their companions. Fido sprayed with benzine, care being 

leaves. It is necessary to apply may have to sleep in the barn and taken to reach all cracks and 

this spray ‘several times in a sea- on the other hand the velvet lap crevices where the larvae live. 

son to protect the new growth. — of his mistress may be his favorite Infestation is likely to oeeur dur- 

Dusting is somewhat easier resting place, nevertheless ‘‘dogs ing a moist summer when the 

than spraying but is not as relia- is dogs’’ and ‘‘eats is cats’? and family has closed the house for 

ble. Tobacco dust combined with sooner or later Fido skips away the season. The larvae develop 

lime is an old remedy of doubtful to greet one of his own blood. In most readily when left undis- 

value. Arsenite of zine 1 Ib. to this friendly exchange of greet- turbed and will be ready to greet 

lime 10 Ibs. has given good re- ings Fido unknowingly brings the occupants when they return 

sults. home some new ‘‘thoughts.’’ in the fall. 

Whether spraying or dusting it These ‘thoughts’? will cause him As in most cases prevention is 

is essential for good results that no little worry and Fido will easier than eradication. Dogs 

the material be discharged from scratch his head over them for and cats should not be permitted
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to sleep in the house. The straw, Orchardists—Attention SZ 

rags or whatever composes their it ix time to be thinkdne: of thie 4 

beds should be frequently... aa arenes ava.is.1907 ff 
\ 1 ithe J ‘1 spring spray program. The buds 

PnAReeGs Le arvae are eos! Y will soon be swelling and oppor: Ly fearon. 

killed when disturbed so daily tunities appl ie Lv E a] 
. Bee unities to apply the dormant (eT la” 

sweeping the house will insure spray will soon pass Are: your Rey ESS 
« : . . spray : ass. Are ) ASS 

against their being establishea trees troubled with the Oyster vied f08 fo 3 
there. Bathing with soap and Shell Sealee Most. breli rele ai 

; . . Seale? Mos shards 

water or dusting with Pyrethrum — Wiseonsin are. Lets rid our trees BERRY BOXES 
powder will rid the dog or cat of or this pest! Lime sulphur ap- 

most of its fleas, The latter treat- plied at the strength of one gallon Crates, Bushel Boxes 
en * a § Pp Be - 

ment only stupifies the fleas which 4, 49 op 12 eallons ae water be and Climax Baskets 
o € ‘ ater oo 

should afterward be swept up and ¢., ° . . ° 

panied Peeup’? fore the leaves appear will do it. As You Like Them 

anes ; ‘ oe wi facture the Ewald Patent 
James I, Hambleton. Platycodon or Chinese Bellflower Folding’ Berry ‘ioxes ‘of, oor “veneer 
ee that give satistaction. Berry box an 

This is one of my best perennial crate material in the K. D. in earload 
War, Yes War on Insects . ’ lots our specialty. We constantly carry 

flowers a8 bl « const , In stock 16 quart crates all made up 
\ es Loe owers as it blooms constantly ready for use, either for strawberries or 
Everything scems to indicate 4, , : . ate in Go blueberries. No order too small or too 

hat insects of . rom end of June to late in Sep large for us to handle. We ean ship the 
that inseets of all kinds have joiner This is also known as folding boxes and erates in K. D. from 

yassed the winter in good shape . B.S INU ot 1 ge Milwaukee. Promptness is essential in 

Besse es et good shape Balloon flower as the flower be- banding. fruit, and we: alm todo: or 
low is the ti a ' 4 ; rt well. rge discount for early 
Now is the time to fight them toa 5)... completely opening up  re- Orders. A postal brings our bree It 
finish. No war was ever won by . ii 
the sid ‘ using ont-of-date * -sembles a balloon. The blue or Cumberland Fruit Package 

» side us -of-date weap- . 
: 8 : . al white large star, bell shaped flow- Company 

ons. Get the best of sprayers, the ers, anpean i sous Ib0sé 
, _. Ss appear in numerous — loose Dept. D, Oumberland, Wis. 

‘best. of insecticides; and go after sacemes. One or two year roots 

> ar les P insects 7] ater- . ~ . . TT a—a—a—nv—— 

the armies of insects with deter-  \iJ] bloom the first season set out, 

mination and persistence. and after that appear annually. ess Sai‘ 

In fall when the stalks become | 

OTE dry they should be cut off four or The Hawks 

You will often run six inches above the ground. Do 

across insects that you not pull the stalks, as the buds Nursery 

know nothing about! If for next year’s blooms are at the 

you are interested and bottom of the stalks near the root. Company 

wish to learn something Will make a dense branching bush 

regarding our common in- about two feet high the second are in a position to 

, sect friends or foes write year which should be tied to a furnish high grade 

the editor of the Insect stake. Nursery Stock of all 

{ Page. He will be glad to Wm. Pfaender, Jr. kinds and varieties 
) g 8 f a 

{ answer your questions. If suitable to Wiscon- 
) : ———— + sin and other north- 
) possible always send sam- ern districts 

) ples of insects with a lit- Water gladioli well when they Will be glad to fig- 

) tle of their food plants. begin to flower. It is also some- ure on your wants 

; This will help us to iden- times a good plan to give them a either in large or 

{tify them, Wrap eare- little fertilizer. small quantities. 

) fully. : ee 

; Address: Editor, Insect SS 

Page, Dept. Economie En- Do not let the strawberry bed 
) g I x 

; tomology, Univ. of Wis., become too thick with berries. A Wauwatosa Wis 

. . ae ’ oD 
) Madison, Wis. frequent trimming of the runners 

bn RRR will prevent this. SSS
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Making Peonies Bloom in Your injury, and it is oly in a few ———————————————————"j 

Garden sections where serious harm has 
ws — " : Strawberry Plants 

Bertrand H. Farr, Wyomissing, been done and where I believe the y 

Pa., in Canadian Horticulturist same soil condition and overfced- SENATOR DUNLAP for 
: . wise summer and PROGRESSIVE 

_The peony has been considered ing, which I have previously ex- for fall bearing are the two 

singularly free from disease or in- plained, has something to do best varieties for Wisconsin. 
+ ‘ : . : + Our stock of plants of these 
sect pests, and to all intents and with it. / ; two varieties ia fine, We 
purposes so far as the amateur Is Spraying with Bordeaux mix- also have AROMA, GANDY 

concerned this is still true. There ture as a preventative has been and SAMPLE. 

are two troubles, however, which recommended. Where roots are Write us about what you 
eae ne a % @ . . want for your fruit garden 

within the last few years have hadly affected it is best to replant and orchard; also the orna- 
given rise to a great deal of dis- them in perfectly fresh, sweet mentals for your lawn, etc. 

cussion, most of which I believe soil, free from manure, cutting We are in a position to 

has been misleading, and since away all affected parts. supply your needs. 

scientists at a number of experi- The trouble is variously known THE COE, CONVERSE & 

ment stations, where investiga- as ‘‘Nemacodes or Eel Worms, EDWARDS CO. 

tions have been undertaken, do ‘‘Club Roots,’? ‘‘Lemoine  Dis- 
. Fort Atkinson, Wis. 

not fully agree upon the nature ease,’’ ete. There has been much 

of the cause of the trouble, and discussion and difference of opin- P. S. Fruit trees and 

do not suggest a remedy, I will ion regarding these so-called dis- plants of all kinds are go- 
2 " : . ing to be very scarce before 

simply state my own experience eased roots. I believe it to be planting time. Place your 

and conclusions, which I feel sure more a condition than a disease ; order early. 
will tend to allay any needless a condiiion brought on usually as 

apprehension on the part of the previously stated, by the excessive 

amateur gardener. use of manure when the roots 27 yommmmummamunnmmnnmnnguminun 
In certain seasons under favor- newly planted and before they 2 2 

able conditions peonies are subject can properly assimilate the over- 2 = 

to fungous attacks manifested dose. It is manifested by distort- 3 Strawberry Plants = 

first by black spots on the leaves; ed, undeveloped roots, covered = 2 

second by a blighting of the buds With lumpy knots and nodules. 2 For Sale a 
when half opened, or the decay- An unusual number of eyes are 3 = 

ing of the half opened buds at the formed, sending up many stems of = iss ee aa fi ca 2 
wee of tha petala. dato weak growth which do not ma- 3 2'0P [unmap am erent & 

base of the petals, deforming the : 8 . vt .. exclusively and through many = 
flower; third, the extension of the ture flower buds. This condition = years of ¢areful selection we 2 

fungous growth down the stem, ¢an also be produced by too deep = have a superior strain. 2 

someiimes its entire length, caus- Planting, the use of large divi- 2 W og 
ing what is commonly called sions of old worn-out roots, or by 2 e have but one quality, & 

5 no lanti . * = the best, and can supply any 2 
“stem rot,’? which in severe cases Planting in a sour, pasty soil, or 2 quantity. . = 

extends ‘down into the roots. @ything which seems to check a 2 , = 

Sometimes the stem is first af- healthy action of the roots. 2 Catalogue on request: = 

fected causing it to ‘‘damp off’’ ~~ an = = 
‘ si Paris gre ir-sle ime 2 ; = 

and wilt. The conditions favor- aris green and. air-slaked lime 2 asmussen $ = 
dusted over cabbage plants when 2 = 

able to the spread of fungus seem . . ‘ = = 
. : . moist will usually rid the plants 2 . = 

to be moist, humid weather, with = ruit arm 2 
of cabbage worms. = = 

frequent showers, followed by hot 2 = 
sunshine. It may be quile severe ‘ : : 4 = Oshkosh, Wis. = 

y q . White cauliflower is obtained = i 
one season and disappear entirely by tying the leaves over the head 2 = 

‘ . ying e S eC aq, = iz ; AAG : . Sa the following sean spl protecting it from the sun. If i 

the roots themselves are affected, this protection is not given, the Melons ripen more evenly if 
there seems to be no permanent jead burns and soon decays. placed on boards or tile.
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——SESEE=EEE———EEEEEeee=SEnrwrn Send for 1920 price list of choice 

Exchange Department Pulverized Poultry Manure Gladioli bulbs 
Latest Development in Fertil- 

a p izers One notice free. 
ne Nature's best Plant Food. Ex- 
Yd cellent for lawns, shrubs, flow- 

ers, gardens, vines and trees. 
Have all kinds of Dahlia bulbs to Best Adapted for Fruits and 

exchange for Gladioli bulbs. . Vegetables 

L. A. Burmeister, Jr. Poultry manure as a fertilizer is 
1151—18th St. well known, and by our scientific 

Wi process of preparation it is 
Milwaukee, Wis. much improved. Ideal for gar- 

ven and lawn and superior for 
farm purposes. Richer in am- 

Control of Green Apple Aphis in monia and bone phosphate of 
caring Orchards ime than other manures anc 

Bearing Orchards. equal in. potash. Analysis 5% FLOWER FARM 
; : , . ‘ ; ammo. 6% B. P. L., 1.56% pot. . . 

Review of Bulletin 461, New York Responsible Dealers Wanted Ft. Atkinson, Wis. 
Agr. Inxp, Station. Samples and Quotations on Re- 

quest 
The eggs of the aphis are deposited . fs Vea eS a — 

in the autumn, and hatch the follow- Supply is limited; act quickly 

ing spring. The majority hatch out i 

as color is showing in the leaf tips of POULTRY FEED CO. Strawberries 
the opening blossom buds. Develop- R. sa eneee ma St, AND CREAM 
ment is rapid, and winged forms of 
the second generation appear in late <. . = ‘ 

May or early June, when there is a ERS Ti eres Ret ; Raise your own Straw- 
migration to other trees. The species Use of the Time mixture shou a prop- berries. Get your plants 
breeds continuously thruout the sum-  ¢tly be limited to young, non-bearing : : : 
mer, producing many broods. trees or those of moderate size. The (Everbearing or Stand- 

Th 1 i rapi illing with nicotine sulfate in They prefer succulent tissues such "Pid Killing ar Pi ie Sallie 
Is exist on terminal growths, water, Combination with soap and its greater ard) from Ifollis Sullivan, 
sprouts and suckers, and are gener- sprees aaa permet its al Taylor, Wis. Price list 
Spree aoe Ueno BD vg for  Petiority for large trees. is prob- : ally present in injurious numbers for eens ne eee a idarations, that free, order early. 
more or less extended periods during 3P10 TOF tesco eter ton nat 2 
the summer months in nursery plant-  @PPI€ Browers having Crees of grea 
ings and young apple orchards. In height with widespread branches will SS" 

eecasional years desteuctive cutbrenke continue to place their dependence on 
of the insect occur in bearing or. t8@ nicotine sulfate-soap spray for Oniove 1 
ovata ‘ REIN the control of the green aphis. nions and potatoes must be 

TiGls (WELRRIS RUBS CARITAS SE HBS The complete bulletin may be se- handled carefully if you want 
Je mentee Sires ae oe cured by addressing the Station at £ 

ple leaves which may result in de- Geneva, N. ¥. them to keep well. 
foliation of affected branches. Suc- oon 
culent growth often exhibits a dying ie omnes ——-: — 
yack of terminal areas. Invasion of 
ruit clusters may be attended with Fresh rhubarb from the cellar One hundred bushels of toma- 
iwarfed, misshapen apples which dis- 5 ’ : : 
play pimpling aha féa SHippling’ of the ‘COMES In handy now. It doesn’t — toes will produce about 25 pounds 

surfaces. The appearance of the take many plants to furnish a of seeds. It takes 8,000 bushels 
fruits is often marred by the sooty . . 3 : 
fungus which thrives upon the excre- good supply. to get one ton of seed. 
tions of the lice. 

The delayed dormant, or bud spray, - 
treatment of lime sulfur and nicotine ~_ A Go 

sulfate protected bearing orchards 5 At GZ? 
until about the middle of June, when 4 Z- f 
there was a_ reinfestation from | i J 
winged migrants. — urther spraying ; His = 
with nicotine sulfate and soap, during fA 
midsummer resulted in efficient con- ——— i o-9 
trol. Following the treatment, there [ L yy ) 
was noticeable improvement in the = | ae | Cu Ir 
condition of apples in most orchards  ~ | (iF ee 
with respect to shape, size and free- / \ A | 
lom from reddish discolorations, ZF Crt 
Comparative tests of nicotine sul- ge 4 _ | 

fate with soap or large amounts of DA (/ Ff ea EN n 
lime indicated few differences in in- P At LIN , hough 
secticidal qualities of these prepara- eae 1, bole throup Py 
tions. The advantages of the lime Tee ENA Vex Jf body and hey I 
wash were its deterrent action on the oe BEL SPLEEN SNES 4 
aphids and its cleansing properties to < ERS = FE EE EE AEE AE 0 
the fruits. On account of its lack of 
surface tension and the difficulty and Seeder equipped with formaldehyde drip attachment for control of onion smut. 
cost of application to large trees, the
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Why One Apple Leads the World! 
———— . g 

Growers of Ameriea’s proudest fruit production—the great Red Stark that these trees were planted in was so poor that it wouldn't raise 
Delicious Apple—are banking truly amazing crop profits these days. twenty bushels of corn to the acre! Growers in every state send in 
Thirteen acres of Stark Trees yielded Harry Carroll, Clarksville, Mo., similar enthusiastie reports, 
over $3,000 for one crop. 

Garland .J. Hopkins, owner of the Garland Orchards in Virginia, reports | Stark Delicious Apples are the first choice of apple lovers, the apples 
$40,000 for one crop from thirty acres of Stark ‘Irees—and the ground for which highest prices are readily paid on every market. 

RK TREES 
; Si iaN3 2. ) ) K 

set ar €11C10us TELS : 7 So Be 8: Reg. U.8. Pat. office 

aes i . 

pet ark bros es ee oe 
Cl Pi ee 

Me eee 
Co oe EO a ne 

Lo en: Geom : Lis OE de iS rea es Cerne ES ae 
Ce ko a LEM ah on TR ae 

PE Cee 
LUD RP a ras te ES ne ot 
Ge 3 oe wk el 

fee TP eKgene eae NR Ae eee aaa It's a great, big, flashing, waxen-red beauty, 
pi ie aes Eres ee with crisp, tender flesh of exquisite juciness pe hea Ee ee pe aay and flavor, Possesses a sparkling zest all its 
rt cae oe pt hn ar eae es own, Its aromatie flavor is so refreshing—its 
pe a oe OE i aaa Se “ a % flesh so meltingly tender and so packed with 
i 4 2 eek - alll mouth-watering juice that all you can think of hae ed when you have finished eating one is, “Give me ee another.” 
ay ‘This apple's strong skin, sound flesh, immun- ae 2 4 ity from bruise and rot, and ability to hold [igs a pone ee per ‘ its alluring flavor and aroma during months b me il ee ee ee “a of storage have earned for it the top reputa- a r : Be tion as a long keeper and a top-market price b . : “a apple, These trees have proved remarkably an = hardy and disease resistant throughout the - “abe sp Sis world. Ae, i Trt ie 7 Learn about Stark's Golden Delicious Apple, : << ee a too. The wonder of all golden apples. Larger Ag oN a and finer in flavor than Grimes.  Possesses all fia: ee, . % of Grimes Golden good points and none of its 

Me oe eet Pe weaknesses. 
Bg a a. - a. ACT QUICK—Send COUPON for copy of PRT ore kx. ae beautiful big 1920 Year Book—“Prize Preits™ ae Os ae pe eh eae or send your name and address on a post card, 

se ee Pee iy ae ADDRESS BOX 122 
ee Re Oe ie |. a 

ae er ee STARK BRO’S NURSERIES 
eo oa a ae ett: ee The Only Stark Nursery in Existence at 

ee oulsiania Sees tae ee 
Mo. Oe, ll cr er ee) 0. LO 

eee ee Sin e 1816 ee 
in See Se Seah ee eo Pa eee ee 2S ile ae 

Pa utr da: oo aia / ne ae 
ag Be oak ce 

} ey 9 
, ee ote x a ene ... nar 

: Mar ” me 7 & J SS : ; . ET OS ae 
r eee Pee ey ws sat el ee , oT Pe . ee ey Ss Se TT oh 

al en ee +P o cen 
For Beautifying Your Home Grounds \ ee s* Sor xe 

ee ah, XA . 
Make your home grounds beautiful by planting Stark Bro’s shrubs, trees, Ws hee Y ws ees go 
flowers and hedges. Let Stark Bro’s Landseape Arehitects show you how ne Br oe OS x 
to do it inexpensively—how to select the varieties that will be best suited ey Ors SOME 
to your purposes, your own home grounds and climate. Find out about a A 
our Free Landscape Plan Service. Send for copy of Free “Home Beautify- yy ee FSP OP 
ing” book. Ask for it on the coupon—or send name and address on post Y § He MS midge 
card. SHA» Sw hwy er 

s SPP GS PD Maki ns 
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Volume X Madison, Wisconsin, Apnil, 1920 Number 8 

CONTROL OF INSECTS AND DISEASES 

S. B. Fracker, State Department of Agriculture, and R. E. Vaughan, College of Agriculture 

Spraying of fruit trees has become standardized and simplified within the last four or five years. It 

is now an easy matter for an amateur to get profitable results without elaborate preparation, if a good 

spray pump is available. 
This has been accomplished by the development of a regular spray schedule to be applied every year, 

using materials which require no heating or other unwieldy process. The schedule for apples, plums, 

and cherries is outlined on page 7. Additional applications may be needed under unusual conditions. 

The following paragraphs deseribe the more common spray materials and their purpose, 

For Chewing Insects A Garden Memorandum 

(Caterpillars, Slugs, and ‘‘Worms’’) “What shall I do to kill cab- 

bage and currant worms?’’ and 
These i 2eTS eF me res » frui a are @ iu a, s ae ‘ i : These insects eat leaves or fruit and are controlled by stomach ‘How ear 1 get: rid of the, ereen 

poisons, lige oi peas 3 atone??? am 
. peas and potatoes?’’ are 

Arsenate of Lead . . 
a sag : . common questions which we never 
This spray material is more widely used than all others for the . $ 

2 i : : scem to be able to answer often 
control of chewing insects altho the one described below (arsenate enough 

ealel is aj ade i otter ality a afore a is te : ota) is now being made in nekter anon? than before and is Insecticides are as important 

coming Pi spre x orchards s usually a 2 . ning popular. In spraying orchards it is usually applied in 4, tho amateur gardener as fertil- 

combination with lime sulphur. 7 i izer, aid a small sprayer as essen- 

Orchard Formula tial as a hoe. Nothing is more 

Arsenate of lead (powdered) ~------------------- 1% lb. discouraging than the onslaught 
Water —__------__-_------ ee 50 gal. of the ‘‘bugs’’ after a row of 

Garden Formula vegetable gets nicely started. In- 

Arsenate of lead (powdered) ~------------------- 1 oz. sects and diseases often cause a 

Water (preferably soapy) ~~ -------------------- 2 gal. loss of nearly everything in the 
or city garden except the early lec- 

Arsenate of lead (powdered) __--___----__ 1 tablespoonful tuce, radishes, and onions, espe- 

Soapy water ___________-_--___--______-_ 1 quart cially when the garden also suf- 

. . . fers from a shortage of fertilizer, 
Arsenate of lead is sometimes purchased in a paste form which cultivation, or water. 

contains 50 per cent water. If this form is used, the amounts given , 

in the above formulae must be doubled. Equipment 

Powdered arsenate of lead may be applied dry with a dust gun The atomizer is the most eom- 
or mixed with air slaked lime or flour and dusted over the infected mon and most discouraging form
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plants. The dust sticks better if applied while the dew is on the of inexpensive spray pump. The 

leaves. amount of energy used in pump- 

Avsenate of Calcium ing one of these little sixty cent 

machines js exceeded only by 

Arsenite of Zine. their surprising conservation of 

These are cheaper than arsenate of lead but there is some danger material. Fortunately there is 

of burning the foliage. If used, substitute the commercial form for also on the market a type of small 

arsenate of lead in the formulae given above, or not quite so strong, sprayer which looks like the ordi- 

and add an equal amount of unslaked lime. Most of the caleium nary tin atomizer but whieh 

sprays continuously and is equip- 

A z aie 7 —= ‘ __ ee a a aeaty serving 

Ce Cie r o direct the spray up or down as 

: 1 / required. This latter form is 

AV a 4 more desirable, for with the same 

i f van f amount of work one ean cover the 

i fia ground more effectively and rap- 

f iS Fi idly. 

| a eee re 4 OE For chewing insects dusting 

i NVA A pee alia! 5 by He may be used suecessfully, prefer- 

BS @ f ~tG Ng S Dj ably while the dew is on the 
CNY = @ “/" 9 plants. This requires practically 

/\ 4 \ no equipment altho a small blower 

4 \ may be used. Unfortunately no 

satisfactory inexpensive dry in- 

secticides effective against plant 
A complete, up-to-date spray outfit. Rigs of this type are used in all large lice and no efficient dry fungicides 

. . i. . have yet been worked out. Dust- 
arsenate on the market is a mixed produet containing many inert. ine with powdered lead arsenate, 

ingredients. Both these arsenicals are valuable for spraying po- caldium. arsenate: ov aysonite of 

latoes. zine for cabbage and currant 

Paris Green worms and potato beetles is satis- 

Paris green is now used on potatoes only, where its strength makes factory especially when the gar- 

some growers prefer it to arsenate of lead for the Colorado potato den is so small that the waste of 

beetle. A common formula is material is not a factor, 
Compressed air sprayers in 

Paris Green ~___----~-------------------------- 1 Ib. sizes from one gallon up are sat- 
Unslaked lime —-_~-----------------------------. 1 Ib. isfactory if the spray material is 

Water ----------------------------------------- 50 gal. carefully strained. A large. size 

Even this strength is often not sufficient if the spray is applied oF this type (8 Bal.) 19 probably 
‘ or : Soe the best style on the market for 

with a sprinkling can, a whisk broom, or a leaky, unsatisfactory the sine truck-zarden. — The 
spray pump. Use a good spray outfit even if small. If yours ig not smallest really effective sprayer 
in good shape double or treble the amount of Paris Green and lime. , 2 . for home use is the bueket pump 

Sucking Insects and it is the one to get if a few 

apple and cherry trees are also to 
Sucking insects such as apple aphis, plum aphis, oyster shell seale be treated. Its disadvantage is 

and San José scale do not consume either bark or foliage but suck the fact that two operators aré 
the sap of the plant. These insects can not, therefore, be destroyed necessary. For bearing trees an 
by spraying poison on the bark or foliage. We must attack the in- extension rod and plenty of hose 
sect itself. Spray the insects, not the leaves or bark. are essential.
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Sucking insects should not all be grouped together for the con- The barrel pump operates on 

trol measures used for plant lice and for scale insects are different. the same principle as the bucket 

size and is needed for more than 

Scale Insects a few trees. Double-acting and 

: 2 : power pumps are used in a few 
(Oystershell, San José, ete.) Y alaede of che state. 

Lime-sulfur, a brown liquid, is used on the infested trees while In a word it is easier to get sat- 

dormant. Sometimes it is effective against aphid eggs and it also isfactory large size equipment but 

is beneficial against certain fungus diseases when used at this time. every home gardener ean find 

Use one gallon of the commercial concentrated lime-sulfur (test- some form of spray pump. to fit 

ing 32° or 33° Baumé) to 8 gallons of water. his purse and need. 

Dry soluble sulfur compounds have not given good results against Materials 

San José scale in Wisconsin. For the back lot and farm gar- 

Sealecide and other miscible oils are also effective against oyster- den two kinds of spray material 

shell and San José seale. They are not fungicidal, however, and are always needed, with a third 

do not have the “‘holdover”’ effect of lime-sulfur, if there are fruit trees. These 

Use sealecide at the rate of 1 gallon to 12 or 15 gallons of water. should be kept on hand in a safe 

Uf must be applied only to the dormant trees. ‘ 

Aphids 

Nicotine sulfate 

Always use 40 per cent nicotine sulfate against aphids or plant 

lice if it can be obtained. 

Orchard formula 

40% nicotine sulfate __-..---------_---__-_ % pint 
Soap eT Many a successful orchard is) sprayed 

with a barrel outfit. 
Water —~------ ~~~ 50 eal. 

place where children cannot reach 

: Garden formula them, as occasion to use them will 

40% nicotine sulfate __--_-__---__---___-_- 1 teaspoonful arise every year. They are 

Water (preferably soapy) ~...----------___ 1 gal. (a) Powdered arsenate of lead ; 

(or arsenate of lime or arsenite of 

Kerosene Emulsion zine; the kind of poison is not as 

Kerosene emulsion is not recommended owing to the danger of Important as the thoroness with 

burning the foliage. If the nicotine preparation cannot be secured it arse Aes applied). 9 
may be used against plant lice. ) Black beat4o” (opobnee 
Make the stock solution as follows: Dissolve '% pound hard soap Tueobis Sulfate) ; 

in 1 gallon boiling water. While still boiling hot add 2 gallons and if a hava apple frees 
kerosene. With a small sprayer, pump the mixture back into itself {e) Lime:sulfur ‘solution. 
until a creamy mass results. Set aside until cold, Arsenate of Lead 

If pure kerosene has not separated from the mixture after stand- A general rule is to use the first 
ing, dilute for spraying by adding 10 gallons water to each gallon named, arsenate of lead, either as 
of stoek solution, a dust with air-slaked lime, or 

Repellants sprayed at the rate of a table- 

spoonful to a quart of soapy wa- 

It is difficult to control some insects, notably both flea beetles and ter every spring as follows: 

leaf hoppers on potatoes, by insecticides. They may be effectually Asparagus, for the voracious 

repelled, however, by bordeaux mixture (see later). little asparagus beetles; immedi-
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. DISEASES ately after you have finished cut- 
a 5 . . 
PLANT DISEASES ting, repeating as necessary. 

The losses from plant diseases may be largely prevented by taking Cabbage and cauliflower, for 

advantage of one or more of the following lines of attack: three or four kinds of cabbage 

1. Exclusion. A harmful disease may be kept away by federal, worms; shortly after planting; if 

state, or local quarantine. Example: Potato wart. watched every day, one may wait 

2. Destruction. The disease ‘‘germs’’ or carriers of them may be until the first holes are seen. Re- 

destroyed. Example: Burning the red cedars to contro] apple rust. peat the dose every week or two, 

3. Sanitation. Making conditions so favorable for the plant and until after heading. 

unfavorable for the disease germs that the latter can not grow, Ex- Currant bushes, for currant 

ample: Burning old plant rubbish, reducing surface water, and in- worms; as soon as the leaves are 

creasing aeration to check damping-off. half grown and again two weeks 

4, Protection. Covering the exposed parts with a film that will later. 

kill fungus invaders before they can gain a foothold. Example: For other vegetables and small 
Spraying to control apple scab. fruit it is safe to wait until you 

aft 4 
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First spray when blossom buds show — Second spray after petals have fallen. | Two other applications are made later pink but after cluster separates. in the season, 

5. Disease Resistance. Securing straing or varicties of plants that see signs of some insect work on 
will not sueeumb to the disease. Example: The Wisconsin Hollan- the leaves, except in the case of 
der cabbage selected for resistance to yellows. The use of disease potatoes and cucumbers and mel- 
resistant plants is most ideal where it can be employed. ons. These require special treat- 

ment every year. 
FORMULAS F “D , minty 7 : FORMULAS FOR SPRAY MIXTURES Special treatments 

Bordeaux Mixture Potatoes; to prevent leafhop- 
: . * aps * q a g ] 23 This mixture was introduced about 1884 at Bordeaux, France, for Pes," potato beetles, and blights; 

the control of grape mildew. It is valuable for controlling many leaf Pathe 9 1 t bora 1 
is + . s ge . . . he value o ordeaux as a leat- diseases as apple seab and potato late blight. The active agent in hopper control was worked out by J. 

Bordeaux is an insoluble salt of copper and lime which makes a film B. Dudley, Jr, at the Agricultural . . . + ; Experiment Station but the résults re- over the leaves. It is a preventive, not a cure. main unpublished to date.
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To make a barrel of this mixture dissolve 4 pounds of copper sul- spray when they are six or eight 

fate in a pail of hot water and dilute to 25 gallons; also slake 4 inches high and repeat every one 

pounds of fresh stone lime and dilute to 25 gallons. Strain the lime or two weeks as needed. Use 

and pour the two dilute solutions together into the sprayer, or pour prepared dry Bordeaux mixture, 

one into the other while they are being stirred. In any ease, do not 7 to 9 pounds, and powdered ar- 

try to combine concentrated solutions because a very inferior product senate of lead two or three 

will result. Apply with a spray pump that will maintain a high pounds in 50 gallons of water, or, 

pressure and throw a fine spray. in garden proportions ; 

When preparing for large spraying operations time can be saved Arsenate of lead (powdered )—- 

by previously making stock solutions of copper sulfate and of lime 1% oz. (12 level tablespoonfuls), 

of such strength that one gallon will represent one pound. Then and prepared Bordeaux mixture 

a . Ne | aR; Seine 

| r q a : 521 mal (/ > 

| FE a ; at Dh @ = z N \ % i d 

\ Ges ; rm) S % | 

Ve wel | & 
E Ve al ed| ‘ j 
e i i “ a 

a sy i L | f 

a I t } P \U 

‘ fees ergs f i — Hy 

A bucket pump is satisfactory for a few 
Compressed air sprayer; the best type for a Barrel pump trees if sufficient hose and an ex- 

medium-sized garden. tension rod are used. 

to make up a barrel of spray take four gallons of stock solution of (powdered) —6 oz. (24 level table- 

copper sulfate and dilute it to 25 gallons, 4 gallons of stock solution spoonfuls), to each gallon. 

of lime and dilute to 25 gallons. Then combine as before. If there are more than a few 

Stock solutions will keep indefinitely and be of known strength if short rows of potatoes it is best to 

the height on the stock barrels is marked when through spraying prepare the bordeaux at home as 

and the water lost by evaporation is made up before commencing deseribed on another page. 

to make spray the next time. The preparation of Bordeaux will be To protect cucumbers either 

more convenient if the stock solutions and dilution barrels are ar- cover the plants while young or 

ranged on a platform with water connections so that the sprayer spray with Bordeaux mixture and 

may be filled by gravity. arsenate of lead as for potatoes. 

Cautions. Copper sulfate corrodes iron or steel and should be An old effective measure is to 

handled in wood or cement containers. Tinned or galvanized pails dust the plants thoroly and often 

are safe if the coating is intact. Stir the mixture while it is being with wood ashes while the dew is 

made and in the sprayer. on the plants in the morning. 

Note. In statements of the various formulas the pounds of copper Kor cutworms use poisoned 

sulfate are given first, the pounds of lime second, and the gallons bran mash or protect plants by a 

of water third. Example: 4-4-50 or 3-3-50. eard board collar around each,
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Prepared dry bordeaux mixtures are used at the rate of 7 to 9 lbs. nose can be largely prevented by 

in 50 gal. water; if the paste form is used double the amount. These obtaining disease-free seed. If 

commercial mixtures are fairly satisfactory. the seed is saved from pods 

known to be free from spots there 

Lime-sulfur is little danger. 

The germs of some diseases are 
Lime-sulfur has come to supersede Bordeaux in certain of the warvied on the surface of the 

spray applications on fruit trees because of its recognized fungi- seeds and may be removed by 

cidal properties, the fact that it does not cause so much russeting seed disinfection. Cucumber an- 

of the fruit, and is more easily made up. It is not applicable to thracnose is an example of this 

the spraying of the vegetables. The summer strength of spray is kind, Corrosive sublimate is the 

secured by using 14% gallons of commercial 32° Beaume lime sulfur best disinfectant and may be 

to 50 gallons. Determine the density by using a hydrometer. It made up with one tablet to a pint 

refers to the proportion of sulfides in solution. If the reading of water. Cucumber seed should 

varies from 32° or 33° an adjustment in the amount of water should he soaked in the disinfectant 5 

be made in the same proportion. Dilution tables are furnished by minutes; then washed in running 

the spray companies. water 15 minutes and dried at 

onee. 
Potassium Sulfide Diseases carried on old refuse 

Potassium sulfide, liver of sulfur, is sometimes used to check on be largely controlled by pull- 

surface mildews as those on gooseberry and roses where Bordeaux te UB and burning oe burying 

would cause undesirable staining. Make up the solution in the pro- diseased plants immediately antes 

portion of 4 ounees to 10 gallons of water. It loses its strength hanvest. In addition to this 

if allowed to stand and should be used promptly. crop should be grown in a new 
position in the garden each year. 

Sulfur A disease handled in this way is 

smut on sweet corn. 

Fine powdered sulphur known as ‘‘flowers of sulphur’? is some- Leaf spot diseases are produced 
times used to dust on plants or to make a paste and apply to steam by many different species of 

pipes in greenhouses as a remedy for mildews. It is also effective fungi. In cases of severe attacks 
mm controlling red spiders if dusted on the underside of the leaves. these diseases can usually be con- 

trolled by keeping the foliage 

COMBINING INSECTICIDES AND FUNGICIDES proteeted by Bordeaux mixture 
as suggested under potatoes. Bor- 

Arsenate of lead and nicotine compounds may be safely combined — deaux may be purchased in pow- 
with Bordeaux mixture or lime-sulfur solution, making it possible der or paste form in which case 
to control insect pests and fungous diseases with the same opera- it should be made up into solution 
tion. This is especially important in relation to apple scab, codling according to directions furnish- 
moth, and apple worm injury. When using arsenate with Bordeaux ed by the manufacturers. The 

it, should be added to the lime water instead of pouring it into the strength should be equivalent 
combined mixture. When combined with lime-sulfur there is a to 4 pounds copper sulfate, 4 
sludge formed in the tank which must be removed from time to pounds stone lime to 50 gallons 

time. of water. Garden crops most 

—— as — — — - often sprayed with Bordeaux are 

. potatoes for blights, flea beetles, 
Plant Diseases with the seeds, carried on old ref- and hopper; cucumbers and mel- 

In considering plant disease use from last year, or brought in ons for anthracnose; and toma- 

control in the home garden it is by insects. toes for leaf blight. The spray 

well to remember that most plant Diseases which live over winter ‘should be applied every one or 

diseases are either introduced in the seed like the bean anthrac- two weeks as required.
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Time of Application 
Plant Disease Insect Spray a a Remarks 

ist 2nd ard 4th 

Lime-sulphur Blossom buds | 
APPLE Codling lig gal.;* and showing Between 
Regular moth, ursenate of pink,* but | Petals 10 days | August Plow under dead leaves 
Annual Seab cureulio lead powder atter mostly Jater 5 and 14 
Program and others 1% Ibs.; in 50 cluster fallen | usually 

gal. water Separates 

be | Do not use this spray un- 
z Seale Insects Lime-sulphur, Before | | less needed. It is some- 
i (It Oystershell 1 gal. to each growth times effective against 

or San Jose = s gal. water starts aphid eggs also. 
= are present) | | 

a Add % pint | 
a APPLE (% pint for 

(Special cherries) 40% 
ou sprays) nicotine sul- | 
2 Aphids fate to each As 
n (plant lice) 50 gal. in reg- ‘Necessary 

ular spray 
ti) program 
a when | 
5 necessary 

e CHERRY Slugs, Lime-sulphur 
val and cureulio, 1g gal., and After Plow under dead leaves. 
5 PLUM Shot-hole ete, arsenate of Just after 10 days cherry When possible apply Ist 

Regular or leaf spot (For lead powder the petals later _, Picking cherry spray and Ist 
Lo Annual aphids, TIb., to 50 fall ifnecessary | apple spray at same 
EB Program see apple] gal. water time. 

w | 
O° Arsenate of 
r lead powder " 

STRAW- Leafrollers 1% Ibs., in When After Cut and burn 1 year old 
BERRY Teaf spot and Bordeaux leaves petals fall | bed. Plow under after 

Zz slugs mixture appear if necessary | second year. 
mn 3-38-50. | 

Zz eee ees EY Ree esis ee re ree or ee ey ee a eS 
O° Currant Arsenate of When leaves | As | 

oO CURRANT worms lead powder are well necessary | 
a and 1% to 50 open 
a GOOSE- | 
Ss BERRY > 

Aphids 40% nicotine As 
(plant lice) — sulfate, 1-800 necessary | | 

a eee 
RASPBERRY As buds are | 
and Anthracnose Lime-sulphur swelling but | 
BLACK- 1s before 
BERRY | leaves appear 

*In spraying apples (badly scabbing varieties) greater protection against scab may be secured by including an additional early lime-sulphur . 
-pray (1% to 50) when the first three or four leaves have separated from the fruit buds. and at about the time the leading bud shows the first 
trace of pink. This is known as the “pre-pink" spray. Additional information can be furnished if desired. 

S Note.—Bordeaux mixture may, if desired, be substituted for lime-sulphur in any apple scab spray. 
an 

“Se 

<
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The Wisconsin 
e e 

State Horticultural Society 

The officers of the Society extend to every reader of this Supplement 

an invitation to become a member. The fee for a year is ONE DOLLAR. 

THREE REASONS 

1. Subscription to WISCONSIN HORTICULTURE for one year. 

2. A copy of the ANNUAL REPORT which contains lists of rec- 

ommended fruits, shrubs and flowers; directions for spraying and nearly 

two hundred pages of papers and discussions by well informed growers, 

amateur and professional, on practical subjects. 

3. The Privilege of Membership. The State Horticultural Society of 

Wisconsin enjoys a reputation which is not excelled by any similar organ- 

ization in the world. It is recognized as the chief exponent of practical 

horticulture in Wisconsin. 

The principal expense of the Society work is borne by the State thru 

an annual appropriation but the prestige, the standing of the Society and 

scope of its influence depends on a large membership evenly distributed 

over the whole state. Without members we would become merely a 

bureau, an insignificant cog in a wheeel of the State government. With 

a big interested and satisfied membership we constitute a whole wheel. 

You are invited to join. 

Send One Dollar to Secretary State Horticultural Society, 702 Gay |! 

Building, Madison, Wisconsin. | 

LR  ————
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Cultivating Our Native Cyprepe- will crowd them out. To encour- — senritive fern and the Ostrich fern 
diums age those who care to grow the —the Osmundas or flowering 

> . z Cyprepedium I here tell of the ferns, the Maiden Hair and Lady 
Probably none of our native . ao : 

. suecers of Mr. A. R. Reinking, a ferns, the Beech ferns—the slen- 
wild flowers are more popular . . . ‘ . . 

merchant in the eity of Baraboo. der Cystoperis and the graceful 
than are those showy members of ’ . : \ . . . 

a: a ‘ Last June I received from his  Cystoperis. During a recent in- 
the Orchid family—the Cyprepe- sae Bee cit P ‘ er 

% : father, Mr. A. Reinking, an invi- — terview with Mr. A. R. Reinking, 
diums or Moceasin flowers—also ; mena 2 ‘ 

4 : tation to call and see the ‘‘Wild he told me that his first planting 
popularly known as Wild Lady’s soa ty . , 7 

sa oa ae Lady’s Slipper”? in bloom. I went was one of the Yellow Lady Slip- 
Slipper. The yellow Lady’s Slip- : : : ae 

: : x , and was indeed pleasantly sur- pers during the World’s Fair year 
per of the two species Cyprepe- ‘ af ae = a 

i ; ‘ prised to see the show of flowers 1893. The original plant set out 
dium parviflorum or Smaller 

Lady’s Slipper and Cyprepedium gies eee = 

pubescens or Large Yellow Lady ‘s = a 

Slipper have been and still are the M 

most common with us but they * 

are now becoming searee even > 

where pasturing does not prevail. 

The stemless Lady’s Slipper—Cy- 

prepedium acaule which some con- 4 

sider the real Moceasin flower, 

used to be plentiful in tne north 

part of the county but is now bv- > 

coming scarce. The small white q 
’ IH 1 . i 

Lady’s Slipper, Cyprepedium can- 

didum, never has been plentiful 

here in Sauk county and it has 

always seemed a treat to flower 

lovers to find the little flowers 

nestled in the grass of some 

swampy meadow. } 

Most attractive of all is the Bed of Lady’s Slipper, grounds of A. R. Reinking, partial view. 
showy Lady’s Slipper which we 

have known so many years as of the speetabile species then in nearly twenty-seven years ago is 

Cyprepedium spectabile but now their prime, and a few lingering — still thrifty and has increased in 

the botanists say we must call the flowers of the yellow species size from one stem to a large 

species C. hirsutum. Thirty or which had about done blooming. clump. A couple of years later 

forty years ago there were anum- They grew on the north side of he planted the showy lady’s slip- 

ber of places where I was certain the house receiving only the per and other plants of the yel- 

of finding these showy flowers morning sun. Some of the plants low kinds. All of these plants, 

with their delicate shading of had probably a dozen stems many — including the showy kind planted 

crimson, pink and white. Now I having two flowers to the stem. over twenty-five years ago are all 

ean only make a guess at where Among the plants and mingling doing well and of eourve have in- 

they may probably be growing with them were native ferns and creased in size. During these 

and I won’t tell where for I hope various species of early spring four years he had passed through 

to get a few specimens for plant- flowers such as Blood Root, He- high school and then there was 

ing. They do not grow in the patiea, Spring Beauty, Violets, an interruption in his plant- 

swamps with us as Iam told they the showy Orehis and others. The ing while attending University in 

do in some parts of the state. larger ferns extended along the Michigan. After the college days 

They are probably yet plentiful in side of the house beyond the there were occasional additions 

the more newly settled parts of Lady’s Slipper. I remember made but none later than about 

the state, but in time pasturing there were the two Onocleas—the ten years ago. After the first
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cea Se a <4] mula obconica. He has not been 

Bee — mn | in the habit of cutting or taking 
eae mz) flowers from these plants but 

—— ; j ji f ba thinks the practice would cause 
ie et) Ea Be no harm to the plant if carefully 

pore ‘ iy done. There is such a growth of 
ef a on plants in variety growing to- 

ym Bm) 6ogether there can be no stirring of 

J ne 5 ; ; soil between. An occasional thin- 

ee f ning out of some kinds of plants 

‘id is necessary especially with the 

violets, As he has city water con- 
“4 venient it is not probable that 
v Mr. Reinking allows the plants to 

\"" suffer in a dry time. 

MJ The location is not exposed to 
, . sweeping winds. Any one having 

a) y ge} a location whieh could be given 
ihe é : Was) partial shade and protection from 

One clump of Showy Lady’s Slipper from one stalk. Over 20 years old. sweeping winds could have the 

: same success with these popular 
planting Mr. Reinking took up most of them for the plants to flowers as has Mr. Reinking. 

the soil near the house for a foot come up through. He has never William Toole. 

or more deep filling in with a divided the plants but thinks it se 

good clay soil and surfacing with could be successfully done. Plant a good supply of annuals 
good garden soil. Te did this be- He finds that some people are for cut flowers in the home this 
cause he noticed that he found unpleasantly affected with han- year, Sweet peas, nasturtiums, 
all of his wild plants where there dling the leaves, much like the  phlox, zinnias, eandytuft, and mig- 
was a natural clayey soil with @  issitation from poison ivy or pri- nonette are all good. 
surface of woods earth. All of 

his plants were collected while in i re ia 

bud or in bloom because then was 

the time when he could find them. p 

He always took up a fair amount iid 

of soil with the roots and has al- j 

ways had suecess in planting the o% at i 

two kinds—the yellow and the . 7 yr “on™ 

showy. Some years ago he col- ke mn x \ 

lected and planted the stemless SF i VP 

Lady’s Slipper. They grew and . q 

bloomed for a few years but = r “ae £ 

finally dwindled away. He has oc- iad aa 

casionally given the bed an addi- arse eS <a 

tion of woods earth to the surface ee pe on 

and a couple of times gave a light oA Cae 

dressing of thoroughly rotted see ey tye 

manure from the henyard, Every 

fall at the approach of winter he 

gives the bed a mulching of 

leaves, and in the spring leaves YELLOW Lapy’s SLIPPER
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My Neighbor’s Garden The finer it is the better. It mer so that water will drain to- 
When J Wet over to ses my must not be dry and it does not’ wards it unless your soil is natur- 

neigiibor the other eveniiie J need to be soggy or wet. What. ally damp. 

found him with a copy of Wis- you should try to do is to get the No matter how careful you are 

eonsin Horticulture reading my plant into fresh soil with its roots you are sure to injure the delicate 

latest, niotes;, and perfectly good as nearly as possible as they were feeding rootlets of the plant, and 

— : where it grew originally. If it if you don’t do something to 

matured. So much. fora little ex- was in a pot and the roots have counteract this your plant will 

™ attention. hat there S°OW2 to conform to the shape of suffer. The leaves of the plant 

was a teh aid Geanactinitie ios be the pot, leave them as they are give off water constantly and if 

dona in the garden, ie had 1d rather than try to straighten this is not supplied by the roots 

eat-fOF wie, aiid E wantea lint to them out, for if you try to the plant dies. The more leaves 

tell me haw to do it. straighten them out you will the faster the evaporation. The 

“If you realize what you are surely tear: the delicate feeding moisture of the soil is taken up 

doing, you’ll have no trouble in evotlets: If the TOS are all ina by the feeding rootlets; not:hy the 
tratisplanting things,” he told me. buneh, growing in a cirele from big roots. In digging the plant 

“Most transplanting troubles dis- the crown or main stem, you can the rootlets are either broken, or 

Appear-wheti you ase qouribFains! spread them most easily by mak- the intimate contact between the 

Ie you. dan’ “use your brains the 2% # conical mound in the bottom soil and the rootlets has been dis- 
resulé iy just: the “same asi if you of your hole and spreading the turbed so that it cannot supply 

hadn’t any, and in that case you roots evenly on all sides of it. the: water required fo prevent 
needii’t Gey te a eerdaien, To The hole should be larger than withering. _ What e the remedy? 
icangplanty things SieeeRatilly, Vou the nos so that there will be Isn’t it obvious? Cut. off leaves 

must get the plant into the plenty of fine soil all about them enough to somewhat sustain the 

ground with the least possible in- for them to penetrate while they balance between absorption and 

ferruption ta ite. process of are regaining the vigor lost in evaporation. If you think half 

growth, IE you Gait take up soil transplanting operations. the rootlety have been injured cut 

enough, aiid “act it into the place The depth at which the plant oft half of the leaves or more. 

you want it without tearing the shall be set is important. Gen- You are less likely to cut off too 

rovts or loosening fhe: ssail, you erally speaking it should be set many, than to leave too many on. 

should succeed if the ‘plan is a Just a little deeper than it was For the same reason newly trans- 

suitable one. In most cases you in the seed bed or if at a8 8 mer planted plants should be, shaded 

cannot do this, so you do the best vue plant Just about as it was “ve He sun, Wie anything tia 

you can to approach this ideal. hetore: With an allowance for the wil keep the sun off them, but 

If you buy plants they gener- natural settling of the soil. If will not Smother them for they 

ally come to you without any soil it is a young plant set so that need some air. The ideal thing IS 
to Speak of When they come the lower leaves are just clear @ common flower pot inverted 

put them at once in Warin, water oF the earths if at 1S! a Plant of over Bnet This keeps off the 
—not hot, but so it is just warm which the foliage dies down in sun, lets in the air, and being 

to the hand, and ect them into the: “winter, like the peony, set porous Aves nat.get.as excessively 
he: earth aa soon as possible; so that the eye will be well be- hot in the summer sun as a tin can 

Exagnine the roots carefully. tow: “the Suteue: Tf it les @ wauld. A shingle put in at an 
unless they are small and thread fleshy, root or a bundle of roots angle, a pie-plant leaf kept in 

like, and if in digging the roots from which a crown of leaves place by lumps of dirt, an old hat 

have been bruised or torn, cut off starts, like a primrose or a_ or even a discarded easter bonnet, 

the bruised part with a sharp strawberry set it so that the can be used if pots ave not avail- 

knife making a clean cut. Spread TOWN is just about even with able. 

out the roots working the soil well the surface. If you are trans- Should you use water in trans- 

between them so that each root, Planting in the fall compact the planting? That depends. If you 
so far as possible, is surrounded earth so that water will drain use brains, you can use water, 

by soil, and by fine, moist soil. from the plant, in spring and sum- or not as it is most convenient.
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Ordinarily it is not necessary, but — it’s not so easy, but it can be done A. P. S. News 

if you can’t get plenty of good even then, ay . . . 

moist soil without too much diffi- How big should the plant be? The executive committee of the 

culty, then use water. If you use It doesn’t make so much differ- American Pomological Society 

water you must have plenty of ence provided it’s young. In Met in Columbus, Ohio, March 
fine earth. Pour the water into fact a young seedling will survive 24th. . 

the hole, plenty of it. Put the under very adverse conditions and The sub-committee on Ways 
voots of your plant into the water will stand treatment which would 2! Means failed to report and 
and move it about to spread out ruin an older one. the full committee took over their 
the roots. Then sift in continu- Don’t think you ean transplant task of providing funds for car 

ously the fine earth, working the anything and everything. You  'Yl!s on the work of the Society. 
plant up and down so as to bring can't. Most plants cannot be The plan of issuing debenture 

all the roots in contaet with the transplanted when in blossom or bonds was approved and_ these 

mud, Put in only enough earth — in vigorous growth unless you can will be offered to members in the 

to come within an inch or more of — get a ball of earth whieh will take ear future, 

the original surface. When all in all the roots, and some have A vigorous campaign for in- 

the water has been absorbed cover such an extended and such a deli-  ¢reasing the membership will be 

the hole with fine earth slightly cate root growth that this is prac-  Prosecuted. 

rounded to allow for settling, tically out of the question. The A publication to be known as 

Don’t press it down at all or you best time is while the plant is dor- the ‘Bulletin’? of the A. P. S. was 

are likely to have the roots of mant, that is, is not making authorized and Frederic Crane- 

your plant eneased in a hard ball growth, and it may be either in field was elected as editor. The 

of mud. The danger in using the spring before growth has gone Bulletin is to be merely a news 
water, if your soil is clayey, is that very far or in the fall after letter for members rather than a 

just this will happen, but if you growth has stopped, if it stops Magazine or journal, 

are careful and keep the top soil early enough to let the earth get The date of the next annual 

about the plant stirred, and the well compacted before frost. convention and fruit exhibit was 

cracks filled, that the roots will This, of course, does not apply to fixed for Dee. 1-3, 1920 at Colum- 
probably get out of the ball and — seedlings, whieh, however, should bus, Ohio. 

into the adjacent earth. be transplanted very early, at President Bailey will arrange 

If you don’t use water then you least before the flower stalks for the publication of a year book, 

must be careful to see that the form. as separate from the regtilar an- 

earth is quite firmly compacted If the plant is a perennial and nual report, which will record the 

about the roots of the plants, and is to remain permanently where progress of pomology in all lines 

the top soit quite firmly compact- you set it, you should see that it during the year 1920. Under 

ec over them, or they will dry out has a good supply of food within President Bailey’s direction this 

before the rootlets can establish easy reach of its roots. If the cannot fail to be a valuable book. 

«mection with the soil. This soil is shallow dig out a good deep It will be sent free to members. 

d-esn’t mean that the top layer hole and fill with good earth with Wisconsin still lacks over fifty 
© soil must be compact, for after well rotted manure worked in, or members to complete its quota of 

} have pressed the soil down — if you can’t get it, then powdered one hundred promised by your 

a out the roots as hard as youean sheep manure can be used but seeretary. If you are an ama- 

i is best to spread an inch of should not be in contact with the  teur you will enjoy membership in 

hse soil over the top of the hole roots. Bone meal is better, if it this big national organization; if 

t act as a muleh: can be procured, as there is less you are a grower. of fruits for 

Che time of transplanting danger that it may injure the market you cannot afford to be on 

d ssn’t so much matter if the soil roots. the outside. 

is in good condition. It’s best — Two dollars will make you a 

to try it too late in the fall, Cucumbers and melons may be member. Send the fee to Prof. L. 

tl. it could be done, or in the fed by pouring liquid manure into R. Taft, East Lansing, Michigan, 
m Ist of a summer drought, for. holes near the plants. or to this office.
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A Life Well Begun years longer as J. M. Smith’s Sons. or secretary asked if it seemed rea- 

z , 5 In the winter of 1906-7 I nego- sonably possible. I was one who 

Editor Wis. Horticulture: Re- tiated a sale proposition with a insisted for years that we must hire 

plying to the nohice in the Mareh Chicago real estate man, and in a secretary to give his whole time 

number regarding Honorary Life May 1907 we put ona sale on the to the work if we were to accom- 

members, I wish 10 express to the long time small payment plan and __ plish much. 

members of the society my thanks sold 204 lots in 6 days. ‘Two While I have never given very 

for the honor bestowed. There months later, July, | moved to Ash- much time to writing for publica- 

seemed to be no opportunity to “8Y Jand with wife and two children, tion I have written quite a good 

anything at the annual meeting, So 414 and 6 years old, to take up many items for various papers and 

I have waited for the notice of the work as Supt. of the Industrial have at least two articles in L. H. 

aetion then taken. dept. of Northland college. In Bailey’s Cyelopedia of Hortieul- 

T have always tried to be a good 1910 I resigned my position with — ture. 

snember and one to help where op- the college to start ‘The Golden Again thanking my fellow mem- 

portunity offered. Perhaps my fel- Rule Garden.’’? It had been my bers for the honor you have be- 

low members would like to know belief for many years that the gold- stowed T am, 

who Irving Smith is that he should en rule is the only proper basis on Yours truly, 

be among the honored news . which to do business and so I tried Irving C. Smith. 

i was born in Green Bay, Wis. it out where I had no one to say 
Dee. Ist, 1860. My father, J. M. no, and it works admirably. In A SHLENDENOTES 

Smith, wnt into the civil war a starting my present business it was Snow is gone in the fields. Ice 
strong rugged man and returned a with the openly avowed purpose of is getting honeyeombed in the bay. 

physical wreck so far as any kind showing the people of Ashland that There is very little frost in the 
of hard work was concerned. He vegetables in good variety could be ground, and none in the lower parts 

had been doing a little gardening, successfully grown here. between lands. Underdrains are 
so in 1865 he started gardening as The piece of land I bought is working in fine shape. 

a business. . very similar to most of the clay Clover and alfalfa look green as 

When T was 14 years old father land here. The man who did my _ last fall. 
said to me ‘Irving ean’t you take plowing for the first two or three Orchard seems in good condition. 

care of the hotbeds?”” and I did. years insisted that it was the worst Grass is starting in favored 
We had then probably 75 to 100 blankety blank forty of land in spots. Looks like an early spring. 
sash and a number of cloth covered Ashland county, After ten years Irving C. Smith, 

beds and made more later. At 18 of hard work in developing. the Mch. 29. 

i was the Pest hotbed ol roe place to its present condition, I am SSS 

rere an US a8: I as any not ashamed to say that I have . ; 

in the state. From that time I made good on my oar to show SRWig SuaNe 
turned over most of the actual the people good vegetables. Sev- H. ©. Christenson, Oshkosh, Co, 

work to others and I went into the eval of our members have been on Wis., in Market Growers Journa! 

garden as foreman, We were then thecplaseand gone over it, ‘Wil Wegtow our vipe Onions frov 

cultivating about 30 acres. . it is far from perfect, I think they seed sown directly in the field. 

Soon father began traveling a will bear me out in the above state- They are usually grown on th? 

good deal, leaving the garden to ong, same soil for a succession of year. 
me. I took eare of it well enough As to the State Society, I think They require an especially fertil: 
so that the garden was frequently jt was the summer of 1894 that I soil, rich in humus, and the heav 
spoken of as the finest garden in  gagt in my lot with you. Sincethat application of manure seems t) 

the northwest. Of course father time to the present I have never improve the soil from year t) 

always went over the place fre- sought any office but have had year. 

quently and made suggestions. some official place a large part of Preparation for sowing is mad: 

Father died Feb. 20, 1894 and the time. It has been my fixed the fall previous when a heav’ 

the garden was continued for 13 policy to do whatever the president coat of manure is plowed unde
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Our soil is a black loam, under- crates in the barn or an open shed — About Heading in Apple Trees 

laid with red clay, and, as it is not until hard freezing weather. Is it a good plan in a_bear- 

underdrained, we plow in rather Our Onions are all sold locally, ing orchard, fifteen years old, 

narrow beds. During the winter grocers handling the bulk. Noth- to eut off ends of limbs and tops 

a top dressing of spent hotbed ing but a yellow Onion is used in of trees to make a more sturdy tree 

manure is applied. this vicinity, there being no sale and confine the tree to growing 
In the spring, just as soon as whatever for red or white ones. fruit instead of getting sueh long 

the land is dry enough to work, it Yellow Globe Danvers is the fa- branches. I have been told to eut 

is thoroughly worked with the  vorite variety, off most of the last year growth. 

spring tooth harrow and then a We use sets for early bunching Will this promote growth of wa- 

smoothing harrow is used and, Onions but have never had any tersprouts? 

last, the soil is leveled with a  suceess in growing ripe Onions “In general it is a good plan to 

planker or float. that way, as every set larger than do some heading back on trees of 

The seed is sown about one- a pea will run to seed. I have 15 years of age. This may cause 

fourth inches deep in rows fifteen been told that they do not do this the tree to be more fruitful but the 

inches apart. We sow the seed farther south. I have a brother principle object in this type of 
thickly so that there will be from who lived in Kansas a number of pruning is to improve the light con- 
twelve to fifteen Onions to the years, and he said it was a gen- dition in the lower part of the tree 

foot as they stand considerable eral practice among farmers there and to reduce the height so it is 

crowding if the soil is fertile and to raise their Onions from sets easier to harvest and spray. Water 

they are given good cultivation. and that sets up to the size of sprouts and suckers will come up 
We never thin them. hickory nuts would produce good  ¢lose to the cut if care is not taken 

As soon as the Onions show in Onions. Last year a woman who tg make the cut at the proper 

the rows we go through them had come from Tennessee wanted place. If a limb is cut baek to 

with a planet Jr. wheel hoe and to know why her Onion sets all small spurs or branches, suckers 
keep this up every week until the went to seed here. and shoots will quite certainly be 
tops get too large. We alternate We also raise a few Onions for produced. If the branches are 
with the knives and teeth, thus exhibition purposes by sowing the headed back to a fair sized lat- 
keeping the soil more mellow. seed in flats in the greenhouse in eral it is unusual for many suek- 

We use boys and girls for weed- February, transplanting to the ors to be produced.’ 
ing. We live in the suburbs of a field as soon as hard freezing 

manufacturing city where the weather is over. — 

children almost invariably say The grocers claim that — the The Globe type of onion is the 
“our ma” and ‘‘our pa,” when Spanish Onions grown here are best for all purposes since there is 

speaking of their parents, so we Ot of as high quality as those less waste in preparing it for eook- 
always have plenty of this kind of grown in the South, and that they — Ing. 

help, and it is efficient, if right. 2"¢ stronger and not as sweet, As — 

fully handled. We only work my taste does not lie in that direc- Cheap labor in the garden is 

thivee.o four Wows at atime and tion, | am tails to prove or dis- often the most expensive in the 

go through the Onions early and approve this statement. cow E long run. Better hire good help 

often, before the weeds crowd, as ae 7 mh oe we Sow “nat a fair price than cheap help at 
. Loe dive, Chinese Radish, Lettuee and any price. 

children dislike very much to Turnips between every other row J 

work on a weedy row. of Onions and as soon as the 
When most of the Onion tops Qnions are harvested these late Popcorn is easily grown either as 

are down the. Onions are pulled  yeeetables are cultivated with the a part of the farm garden or on a 
and just as soon as the tops are horse and in this way the ground city lot. A space forty by fifty 

dry we have the children top the is kept free from weeds and these will give at least two baskets of fine 
Onions into bushel erates and they late vegetables often prove quite quality corn. White rice is the 

are then stored in these slatted profitable. best variety to use.
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Wisconsin Horticulture The Society now embraces 700 There are only a few copies left 

bee-keepers in its membership list of the 1918 Annual Report and 

ewisesiin ates Peeeiar elie Reclety hence the bee pages. Mighty in- these are reserved for new mem- 

12 N. Carroll St. teresting reading even if you are bers. When your neighbor drops 

Omelal Grgan‘of the Society: not a bee-keeper, don’t you think in show him your copy and your 

FREDERIO CRANEFIELD, Editor. so? Wiseonsin Horticulture and ask 

Secretary W./8. Hy 8... Madizon, Wis: es him how about it. 

Ree eee teat on isconsine under If you have been suceessful in _ 

tne ctthaine sates taade known on application, growing fine flowers or vegetables 
tell how you did it. One hundred Friends of Our Native Landscape 

Wisconsin State Horticultural Society words will often be enough to tell 5. A. Hazelwood 

Annual membership fee, one dollar, whien the story. You owe this much to 
inhades alt cent mupectgton rie WON your fellow members. Everybody truly loves the out- 
Remit by Postel oF Boreas Money Order. —— of-doors. Thoreau tells us of the 

4, dolar bit may be tnt safely It wrinned °F A few copies remain of the Feb, importance of a keen appreciation 
Postage stamps not accepted. 1919 garden supplement. This is of nature’s beauties. He says 

poe a complete manual on gardening. that the in-door life breeds insan- 

OFFICERS Send for one if you need it. ity, and that the house is in a lim- 

t area. Vine President... 2... days Mille —— ited sense a hospital. The world 

B Granchelds SSTEERAY SACARMERT ZC seeM MMe West Allis has a new local—the outside is a panorama, the great- 
EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE W. A. Horticultural Society, or- est of all movies, and man should 

P ttaye. omele ganized March 27th with 27 mem- learn to know and love the hills, 
Mee Dit Writ Longland..00. Lake Geneva’ Bets and more to follow. J. M. valleys, fields and the wild flora 
Bed Dist) FJ, Prnuisehies- Mealon Barr was elected president and and fauna, if life is to be rich, 
Sth Dist.) Jas Livingstone 20200UMuwaukes Miss Gertrude Bailey, secretary. full and complete. Too few of us 
Sth Dist, WimePoole Sr cBarabeo ‘The organization of this local does know the common stars and con- 
See ee? LR Bivenewhain.Sturgeos Bae Not in any way affect the activi stellations above us that talk to 

worn Bibs Fadl Gretta oxen sue MOOR ONIS ties of the W. A. Garden Club, a nature lovers in the evening; too 

BOARD OF MANAGERS smaller organization limited to 16 few of us know the names and 
A. Martin! FA tiers F.Cranefleld members, which has a special field characters of the common wild 

peo ee gf WORE trees, shrubs and flowers; too few 

Inside Information Other locals affiliated with the of us know how to enjoy the 
State society and number of mem- beauties of landscapes we have on 

The fee for annual membership bers in each are as follows: Osh- all ‘hands in’ the state. Any 

is now One Dollar. Some mem-  kosh 50 thembers; Manitowoe 30; agency that will bring about more 

bers are forgetting about the Bayfield 11; Lake Geneva 26; of an appreciation of the aesthetic 

change and send fifty cents. Madison 19 and the Milwaukee should be encouraged. 

Sometimes I think it isn’t always Florist’s Club 52 members; The Wisconsin needs at this time 
a lapse of memory. Sauk County Horticultural Soci- such a society to help awaken an 

ee ety 49 members, interest in beautifying the high- 
Both the Mareh and April is- The Wisconsin State Cranberry Ways; to improve and enlarge the 

sues were 24 page papers and in Growers’ Association 61 members state park system; to preserve 

April an eight page supplement. and the State Beekeepers’ Associ- streams with their adjoining 
This may not hold out all year. If ation 702 members are auxiliary bluffs; woods of the white and 
the membership list grows the ad- societies. Norway pine; woods of birch and 

vertising will grow and as the —— woods of maple; the ravines and 

fees received for both grow the An advertisement in Wisconsin canyons with their rare trees and 

paper will grow; kind of a sprout- Horticulture at 70 cents a column ferns; ponds and swamps where 

ing game all around. Send in a_ inch is a good investment, because the water birds make their 

new member now and then and we reach the right kind of people. haunts, and many plants find 

watch Horticulture grow. Try it. their homes, mounds with their
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mute testimony of the race long val of Wild Crab Blossoms’? and upon him in the nighttime, killing 

since gone; native monuments of — the festival known as that of the the tender buds and young fruit, 

historieal interest that will tie the ‘‘Falling Leaf.’’ A pilgrimage and leaving the grower discour- 

present and future generations to into the wintry landscape with a aged, but impotent to repair the 

the past and serve as playgrounds — feast of starlight and a council ravages wrought upon his crop. 

for the people and the homes of — fire afterwards completes the Millions of dollars have been lost 

wild plants and animal life of our state gatherings of the year. The annually due to frost damage; a 

native state. A lot of people Chicago Society once made a pil- large part of which could not 

banded together for the purposes grimage to Holy Hill in Wiscon- have been saved perhaps, but 

above set forth can aecomp.sh in sin, and those who made that trip another part of which undoubt- 

estimable good for Wisconsin. have ever since that time been edly could have been preserved. 

speaking of the beauty and won- Frost damage can be controlled 

Purpose der of Holy Till One year the to a greater or less extent, but I y y , 
‘ . # ae same society made a pilgrimage in order that it) may be con- 

Friends of our Native Land- : y : pene - 
3 ‘ ae down the Roek River in Illinois trolled to any extent, some knowl- 

seape will desire those to join, . : 
. . . from Rockford to Rock Island. edge must be had of when to ex- 

them in their work who feel that we . 
: ‘i Many other pilgrimages were — pect the frost. 

the beauty of the out-of-doors has : . . : 
Pe : : P taken by groups of the society to If it were possible to have a 
its importance in character build. . e ; 5. oe « 
ine and 48-08 walue inthe fue interesting scenic and historical trained weather forecaster on every 

os is value in the "@ : Lp 
a ; CIS OL Ve a an Une : Us places, farm, then the matter of frost pre- 

an me ‘ls TRESS an N . diction might be left to him, but 
who belleve e yilgrimage 2 Nz He vers’ Fie . » be | ve that piecing to t 1 ature Lovers’ Field the farm would have to be a large 

native landscape has a restoring i q infl ea ape a. a Stein Those who love the world of one to permit of such an arrange- 
influence upon soul and body; : : A ; The Goveninié redie howe ah ' lieve that th bit out-of-doors, the hills and rivers, ment. The Government predic- 

Se yho belleve al ese DITS } . ay nh 4 10 yroe is. 
f nati bee ; valleys and woods, the broad tions may be applied to large dis- 

of native expression are a rea . oe ‘tots i ~ wide varis 
yart of on : spiritual life: those plains and lakes, should unite in lets, but owing to the wide varia- 

wl i i cee Nese this new movement. It will mean tion of local conditions the grower who believe that there is : S- ? 
vino fons mat there 1s in mis: a refreshment of the spirit and must be able to make the simpler 

sion in thus disseminating knowt- 4 ; . te »s for himself. Elevati slope, nde aul avemrdation Ae nt will broaden the horizon of all ©N¢S for himself. Elevation, slope, 

a ane a a 9 COU those Who participate Wiscon- 2nd proximity to large bodies of 
of-doors, so that the coming gen- oo. . . ° tn Gane eink  § avkad % 
seats x on . f Wh sin with her rolling farm lands, Walter exert suc hoa marked in- 
oun on an grow up ma full un- her hills, her river regions, her fluence on the climate of a place 
derstanding of nature’s beauty; 3 Bs at: ie such a staie as Wisconsi 
Wt " 1 . i dells, her thousands of lakes, with that, in such a state as Wisconsin, 

A ese are urged to join the forests and tall pine and sturdy any generalization of elimatie con- 
if ‘ 2 A oe i ae «. Nae. BLS é : ’ mae ‘ sera 
ranks of the Friends of our Na oak, her many places of historic ditions is of little value to the prac- 
tive Landseape. 4 ey ee so tical farmer. 

and scenic interest, furnishes a Soe wg : oom . . 
Chi Soviet splendid field for the work of a Frost is commonly defined as 

leago society i i oO is ro f s alr @ nse e y society having the purposes of the the moisture of the air condensed 

It is not expected that the so- Friends of Our Native Landseape. at freezing temperatures on plants 
ciety will meet many times dur- or other objects near the surfaee of 

ing the year. The organization - a the earth. Tt is evident, there- 

will meet only when and where The Prediction of Frosts Lane; that the temperature of the 
the opportunity or convenience ot ‘iain BX. Becton surface upon which frosts forms 

“ . alph M. Beekwith ; Dg . elow 32 C0 
the greater number permits and aT must be at ol below 32 degrees 

a : . : - oo. . Mahre: Sinee it is » forma- 
desires. There will be pilgrim- From the very beginning of the Fahrenheit. Since a * the forma 

ages made to various places of — fruit-growing industry the horti- ton oo in the intercellular 
natural beauty and historical in- culturist has had to combat frost —_ that causes the damage in 

: ype . olants erature ant terest about Madison and the as one of his most formidable a the temperature of the plant 

state. The Chicago Society of enemies. Not only in temperate vine determining factor, ae not 
4 . . . . . . le appearance pe x- Friends of our Native Landscape climates, but even in semi-tropical ; © apy rfawe,. ri ree ad the ox 

have what is termed ‘‘The Festi- regions, does this malefactor ereep ETIQE SUELBCE: he condensation 
Continued on page 166
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= foul methods. Most beekeepers dis- 

like very much to report a neighbor 

3 beekeeper even if his apiary suffers 

AMONG WISCONSIN BEEKEEPERS from disease transmitted to his col- 

Devoted to the Interests of The Wisconsin State Beekeepers, Association eotia a M dui deey aston 

H. F. Wilson Editor cleaned up and if this is not done in 

- secs! a reasonable time by the owner steps 

aaeaeaeae=qaqa_NReaeaaeee—e—e—aaeeeeaeeeeeee HOU “DE taken to have it done by 

Better Keeps For Beekeepers at these meetings. The primary someone else. 
branch of this work is the one in I fully realize that it is impossible 

Keep good Italian strains, RE- which I am mostly interested at the for our inspectors to do all this de- 

QUEEN every year. present time. If we are to get the tail work, and think they should be 

Keep strong colonies and Kuropean greatest benefit from any such exten- given full authority to appoint deputy 

Foulbrood you .will never need to sion work we must begin at the bot- inspectors in every county and 

fear, . tom and work up. I claim that it is through them should see to it that 

Keep plenty of stores for the Bees the careless and poor beekeepers who this work is done in a proper manner. 

Keep them protected so they won't need the most assistance. The mod- Enforcing the law as above stated 

freeze. ern method men will work things out = should of course be done only as a 
Then give the bees plenty of room and for themselves and modernize their last resort, and before this is done 

they will store the honey, work to the best advantage. every means should be employed to 

Lots of bees, lots of room, good pro- Our present Chautauqua is in re- reach the personal pride of the bee 
tection , lots of honey—lots of ality a post graduate course for our owner and to educate him to volun- 

money. experienced beekeepers, and it will do tarily adopt more modern methods or 

Money makes the mare go, also the them a vast amount of good. There — get out of the business, The best way 

auto are, however, a great many small] or to reach these men is through the 

It also permits the beekkeeeper to go. side line beekeepers who cannot or medium of their pocket books. They 

Then let the bees pay your way, will not attend these meetings owing should be shown how they can make 

Come to the BEEKEEPERS’ CHAU-_ to lack of time for one thing and to || more money by modern methods, and 

TAUQUA, MADISON, August 16-21, lack of comprehension for another. they should be shown how to do some 
1920, A great many will feel that the talk of this by actual demonstration and 

Meet with us at the State Beekeepers’ and work in this course will be be- assistance. 

Convention, Dec, 1, 2, and 3, 1920. yond their understanding, It is a sad It is all very nice to try to make 

fact that a great many so called bee- ourselves believe that we are in the 
a keepers are in reality oniy bee own- business strictly for the love of it, 

AEE ans Roe . ers and care for their bees by the and’ for the pleasure and benefit de- 
Practical Beekeeping Extension Work ancient methods of their grandfathers. rived from the fresh air and stings, 

By A. Swahn, Ellsworth, Wis, Many of them have neither books but there is a doubt in my mind 
or magazines on the subject and whether many of us would be quite 

Some time ago, I received an in- know absolutely nothing about the so enthusiastic if we did not expect 

vitation from Mr. H, F. Wilson to inside workings of a bee hive. I re- to make a little money out of the 

give a talk on some branch of bee- call that a short time ago an old bee business. 

keeping at the Beekeeping School and owner of 40 years’ experience came to In business I have found that the 

Chautauqua at Madison in August. I me and asked what a queen cell best sales talk is price and quality. 

appreciate this invitation very much looked like. This makes us think In beekeeping nothing will appeal or 
and at that time fully expected to be that a great many such men simply arouse one’s enthusiasm like the an- 

there, but find it next to impossible to put the bees out in the spring and ticipation of profit together with the 

get help to take my place here at this back in the cellar in the fall, take pleasure and health derived from the 
time, so the very best I can do is to what little honey they get and let it business if conducted by modern 

make an effort to give my ideas in go at that, and if the amount is not methods. 

writing. I have asked’ Mr. Wilson to what they think it should be they Now in order to make my ideas 

kindly read my paper in my stead. complain about it being a poor year. plain I am going to find fault with 

The subject assigned to meis “Prac- All years are poor years to such men- our extension work in the past. I 
tical Beekeeping Extension Work” My idea is to do either one of hope our inspectors and extension 

and I will try to make my subject as two things—discourage these ancient agents will pardon this, as I have no 

brief as possible. method bee owners and get them out intention to find fault with them per- 

In the past I have not been fully of the way or educate them to more — gonally as they cannot do differently 
satisfied with the extension work done modern methods. Their ancient in the time given them by their su- 

in this state, and Mr, Wilson and I methods are a menace to those who periors. It is these superiors and 

have had' correspondence on the sub- try to be more modern in their work. bosses that I am after and what I 

ject before. Lately, however, I am It is very discouraging indeed to be think is their faulty methods. 

pleased to say that huge strides have continually surrounded with  foul- In the first place it seems that the 
been made for the betterment of this brood and foul methods of all kinds. instructions given every inspector and 

branch of the work. The conditions under which honey is extension agent is to “speak thelr 
Our present Beekeepers School and handled in some apiaries are not only little piece’ and get out as soon as 

Chautauqua is a move in the right di- _insanitary but disgusting. These con- possible, and to see how many places 
rection and will be of untold benefit ditions and insanitary methods in no can possibly be visited in a given 
to the advanced beekeepers of the way advances the industry of beekeep- time. I realize that this is an age 
state who will attend, I am heartily ing and honey consumption in the when speed counts, but there are a 

in favor of it and think it should be minds of the public. few exceptions even to this rule, ana 

developed to the limit. There are, I fully sympathize with our inspec- this is one of them where haste 

however, two branches to this exten- tors and extension agents and realize should be made slowly. This Chau- 
sion work. One is the advanced that theirs is not an enviable vocation. tauqua work is one of the best moves 

branch like our present Chautauqua Inspectors come and go and still noth- ever made, and it is just like a col- 
and the other is the primary branch ing is done (here at least) to remove lege for professional men—it is a 

which cannot very well be taken up the menace of foulbrood and other good place for experienced beekeep-
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ers to take a Post Graduate Course. at every meeting, and all questions jn such poor places that it is a won- 
The novice or farmer beekeepers Should be taken up and made plain  qer that they get any surplus honey 

will not as a rule attend this Chau- both by explanation and demonstra- at all. These bees could be moved a 
tauqua because the work taken up tion. Do not confine these meetings few miles and be in a fine location 
will be too far advanced for them to to some comfortable room or hall. Let — surrounded by pasture land and fields 
comprehend. It will be very much US Pull our coats, put on our veils and of Alsike clover. Another factor 
the same as a primary school boy at- light our smoker and get right among Gomes in manipulation when raising 
tending a _ teachers _ institute—he ue bees ana anow ene nowces the in- Queens that are to be mated before 
would not get much out of it. The S!¢e@ W' gS Of a. Dee live, putting them in colonies. Have a 
bee owners who are the real menace By a little advanced preparation the - divided into 6 fations with 
to modern methods cannot be reached P!ary at which the meeting is to be SuPer Giviced into 6 Separd 4 ve. i 
by the present methods of instruction. held can be made ready so that queen holes bored through so as to have six 
In the practice of medicine a physi. Cells will be available and instructions entrances, three on each side, Have 
cian will quarantine a contagious dis. CM be given with them in many ways Corks for these holes so they can be 
ease and keep it within certain Which might be of assistance to the closed easily. On the bottom have a 

bounds, but in beekeeping this cannot €*Pert as well as the novice. Pages Screen nailed tight. Place some 
be done. More radical methods mus. ight be written of the details of the partly filled sections in these compart- 
be employed if necessary, and all this useful work which could be done at ments and when young queens are 

must be shown to the ancients in the these meetings but that is unnecessary hatched, shake some bees in cach of 
pusiness: ~ ~ now. If these suggestions have any these compartments and put a young 

. . i i a any agssist- queen in each one. Then take this 
It would be quite tiresome for the merits and if £ cam e.0r uny, assis 

experienced should the speaker ape ance in any way in the development of hive to an out yard and set the super 
much time explaining what a queen better beekeeping methods I will put on top of another colony. The heat 

cell looks like or how to ana the ™y shoulder to the wheel and do the from the colony will keep these small 

queen or how to graft a cell and man best I can. I thank you and hope to nuclei warm and the bees will stay 

other such Gelmars matters. Never meet you all in person at some future because they cannot return to their 

theless, that is exabtly what Should be date. old place and each young queen will 
se “aan —_—_———_ have time to mate. 

done in Pr ; < 
of the orcsene make one ou " . . A convenient way of transferring 

should first be sive: the A. B.C. of Out-Yard Advantages bees from one yard to another is to 

bee culture together with a sprinkling It appears to me that every bee- ane Meee theta own Stan ning me 
of the financial possibilities of the keeper who wants to make a success t 4 mae “yemov an bo easily 
business in order to get them inter- of beekeeping on a large scale must PB CK CAD NET oo# AcDOX Casily: 

a attached. The box I have is on inside 
ested. Too much of the X. Y. Z. or have more than one yard of bees. If 4 ss . 

. a measurements 37 inches wide, 70 
advanced work should not be taken a beekeeper in my locality was con- inehas ie: 10 inches high. And sid 
up as it will confuse them and make fined to one yard he would not be teens ae) none ani ee 

‘ ; rack 10 inches so that I can haul 12 
them think it is too deep for them to able to keep more than about 200 col- selonies At one time, 6 te & tier 

comprehend and master. Lead them onies, and not that many if his neigh- T ‘ tant spill “wa 
3 The combined weight will not ex- 

up to it gradually much the same as bor chose to keep some. 
. 4 ceed 900 pounds at the most. My car 

a school boy is led up the educational I know of a man who has 400 col- is good for 1,000 pounds and when not 
ladder—step by step. In order to onies in one yard and does not get 8 5 : nel 

: i 7 ' loaded is very light and one can 
carry out my ideas it would be neces- any more honey than others do from ’ 

. : 3 7 ma quickly go from one yard to another. sary for the extension agent toremain a yard of 200. I mention a yard of 46 course, if one is working out yards 
at some central point for at least a 200 but I prefer a yard of about 100. exctie: sively, ae w nd nd . ve a 
week, and to classify the work and to A few years ago when there were ahens Va Bc lBTSCr MMOLEAERDEM: 

‘ . ‘ ‘ ; sive truck is better. 
take up certain subjects each day so about 75 colonies of bees in my neigh- Charles Dua: 

that all classes of beemen can select borhood, I usually averaged over 100 Chi wa. Halle Wie 
the days best suited to their under- pounds per colony. Later when the z7UDPeWa ms = 

standing of the business, if they number of colonies was increased to _ 

should not care to take in the entire over 200, my average yield fell off 

course. The work so arranged would about 10%—300 pounds surplus light . a i 
benefit not only the novice but the honey and about 400 pounds dark Grading Wisconsin Honey 

expert as well. More good will be de- honey. The yield of the light honey Continued from April 
rived from one week of such work in was small on account of the weak 
any locality than from years of work condition of the colonies in the spring. The standards as published provide 

by the present system. Therefore, I cannot make a true com- for three grades of comb honey and 

By the proper effort and encourage- parison on the light honey. one of extracted. In either case the 

ment on the part of the extension With the dark honey I can compare color is to be marked separately from 

agent and his ‘‘Bosses” some beekeep- two yards, and they stand like this. the grade. Either comb or extracted 

ers in every county can be induced to Ten colonies in one small out yard honey may be marked with the single 

put his apiary in model condition and yielded 40 pounds per colony and in word “Ungraded” and sold at any 

by holding the meetings at these the home yard where the bees were time withoat stating the color or at- 
apiaries results will be obtained crowded the yield was 13% pounds taching any other label. 

through the medium of _ personal per colony. This extra honey came Comb honey designated ‘‘Wisconsin 

pride. After seeing how a model in handy indeed when I could not get Fancy" must be the highest class 

apiary looks and what can be elim- sugar for fall feeding, and would clean table honey in the best grade 

mated by modern methods it will be have had to feed light honey. If I clean sections and with all the cells 
a very poor stick of a man who will had had as many colonies in the out capped over except the outside row 

not try to improve his methods, yard as in the other, I would have re- next to the wood. This grade will 

The novice should be shown how. ceived about 2,400 pounds of dark probably be produced only by comb 
‘o proceed in order to get the proper honey and at 18c per pound would honey specialists and only a small per- 

knowledge of the business. He shoula have been $432. So the safest way is centage of the total crop will be in- 

be advised to buy the proper beoks to have two or three yards to be in cluded. Sections of ‘Wisconsin Fan- 

and magazines, and told how to study the best locality possible. ‘i cy’ must weigh at least 12% ounces 

them. A question box should be used I know of some bees that are kept net.
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Wisconsin No, 1 will be the ordi- Queen Rearing co frames of bees from other 

nary high quality honey in which all ; . ives. 
the cells are sealed except not more Ey eae a) What We Have Done 

than six on each side beside the out- i » Lew m Then we have a strong queenless 
side row next the wood. Sections will In this paper we will stress the es- colony of bees with an excess or 

be well cleaned and we | filled. Slight sent.ais o: pracuce commonly used — stores and a maximum of nurse bees. 

travelstain permitted, ten cells on py peter breeuers of queen bees. Only one thing is needed and that is a 
each side may be off color, and sec- kkeally good queens cannot be reaned queen, By doing this toward evening, 

tions must weigh 11 ounces or more py uess intensive metnous, and wnen the next morning will find our queen- 
net. 5 you nave listened to tuis ouuine, you less colony ready to accept our atten- 

WiSconsin No. 2 includes all other syhuuiu be abie to raise good queens tions. 

honey which should be placed on the jor your own use. 1: you do not in- A queen bee may be reared from 

market, Sixty cells may be unsealed tend to tollow at lease these simpie any brood intended to produce either 
beside the outside row and there are methods in detail, do not try queen a queen or worker bee, provided 

no requirements in regard to even rearing; much better queen pees can worker larvae chosen are less than 

capping or the attachment of comb. be purchased rrom reabue breeders three days old. One may give this 
Sections must weigh at least 10 ounces — who can uicord to insure ail these con- brood to the colony by the plan fol- 
net. ditions: lowed by Dr. C. C. Miller and which 

In each grade every section and wees rear queens under three con- has been printed in the American Bee 
case is to be marked with the grade, ditions: 1—‘lo repiace a lost queen; Journal and Gleanings, or by the Doo- 
the color, and the packer’s number y4—'ro prepare 1or swarming; 8—To little artificial cell method. 

which will be explained later. replace a iailing queen. BceKxeepers In choosing queen cell larvae, un- 
Only one grade 1s provided in ex- have observed iur years that the best less one is in a great hurry, only the 

tracted honey, to be known as “Wis- queens are reared under supercedure — smallest larvae should be taken, pref- 

consin No, 1 Extracted Honey.” This conditions. Let us see why this is. erably those less than 24 hours old. 

consists of well ripened, well strained ees are animals, but tney ditrer One may learn the size of larvae of 
honey in new containers, and weigh- from humans, horses and most otner this age by examining those larvae in 

ing 12 pounds to the gallon. Each annals with which we are tamiliar. a brood frame which lie next to eggs. 

container must be marked with the ‘rhis is because a bee emerges trom It is also necessary to know the ap- 

grade, the color, the net weight, and the ceil with a life store or energy proximate age of the larvae used, to 

the packer's number. and supply of muscle, Bees consume guage the time when the queen cells 

Complete information in regard to food, but very iittle of it goes to re- should be distributed. 

these grades may be obtained from place worn muscle and wnen a bee This queenless colony may be given 

the Division of Markets, State Capitol, 1s once worn out, she cannot sleep the larvae either in the Miller queen 

Madison, Wis. and eat, like a human, and regain frame or in Doolittle cells. This col- 

Every beekeeper who wishes to sell that strength. Bees, emerging with ony is known among queen breeders 

or deliver any honey under these their life store or strength are as aS the “cell starting’’ colony and the 

grades is required to secure stamps strong at that time as they ever wili larvae should not remain in this col- 

from the division of markets. These pe, It is impossible tor them to bet- Ony more than a day or two at the 
will be purchased wholesale and sup- ter their conditions materially. Thus most. When the queen cells have 

plied at cost. Numbers will be as- jt is of the utmost importance that been begun by the bees and great 

signed by the division in the order of queens emerge with a real maximum quantities of larval food placed in the 
receipt of the applications. Each bee- of strength, since the queen is the cells, the beekeeper should give these 
keeper will then be responsible for the — most important bee in the hive. Su- cells to the ‘cell building’? colony. 

correctness of the grade of every con-  percedure tends to produce queens The bees in both the cell building and 
tainer on which his number is used. of this sort because of the excess of Cell starting colony should be fied 

A feature of the hearings and cor- food and attention they receive as Slowly, a thin sugar syrup every hour 
respondence which was a surprise was Jarvae at that time; we know that ay and night that the célls are in the 
the fact that no opposition to the es- good queens are reared that way. hive. After cells have been taken 
tablishment of grades was expressed away from the starters, another batch 
by anyone. Several were anxious to The Condition of Supercedure of cells may be given and the opera- 

be permitted to sell all or some honey Let us examine the condition of the tion repeated daily as often as they 
ungraded but no opposition to mark- hive at the time of normal superce- will continue to start a_ sufficient 
ing it so was encountered. The only dure, to see how we can approximate number. 

requirement affecting the small bee- these conditions in rearing our own Building the Cells 
keeper who does not wish to grade queens. We must study these phases Above a queen excluder over a full 
his honey is that every section or can of bee behavior if we would succeed. queenright colony, place another hive 
shall be marked Ungraded” with a  Supercedure usually comes shortly body well supplied with honey, many 

stamp or in any other convenient way. after the main honey flow is past. At uncapped larvae and an excess of 

This relieves thé regulations of any this time there are thousands of nuise purse bees. Both cell starting and 
burden they might bring. . bees in the hive and an abundance of cell building colonies should be so 

In providing for state grading the stores at all times. The colony is strong that they need occasional at- 

beekeepers have shown that they are usually at the peak of its strength as tention to keep them from swarming 
ready to advance a step whenever to bees, honey and larval food. No out. In place of the centre frame of 
conditions warrant and are anxious to jarvae at this time ever suffers for the cell building colony, place the 
do their share to making Wisconsin jack of food, lack of warmth or lack frame holding your started queen 

honey take the place it deserves on of moisture. cells. Put on the feeder and let the 
the national market. To approximate this condition, let pees do the rest. 

us proceed as follows: 1—Pick out The next problem will be the dis- 

—_—— a strong colony and reduce it to a sin- tribution of these queen cells before 
. . gle story; 2—Make this colony queen- they hatch, to colonies from which 

Keep plenty of dishes filled with —icss and remove from it all brood less the queens are to mate. Sixteen days 

water about the yard if you want ‘nen three days of age; 3—If neces- are required from the egg laid to the 
* sary, insure a surplus of nurse ‘bees emerging queen bee. Since the eggs 

bird neighbors. by shaking before this hive, half a require three days to hatch and were
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“ ” Line From Mill T A “Beeware” Line From Mill To You 
UP IN THE NORTH WOODS SNOW AND ICE ARE MELTING. APRIL'S SUN IS TURNING 

RIVULETS INTO TORRENTS. HUGE PINE LOGS ARE FLOATING DOWN TO THE MILLS. 

THERE THEY ARE CUT INTO CLEAN, WHITE LUMBER. ONCE “MONARCHS OF THE 

FOREST’—NOW LEWIS “BEWARE.” 

Read your ‘‘Beeware’”’ catalog cover. Your distributor’s name is there. 

Write him today. His stock is ready. 

SOUTHERN BEEKEEPERS—Don't forget your ‘Beeware’’ branch, 10-12 Front Street, 

Memphis, Tennessee. 

BEWARE | 
Look WHERE YOU BUY YOUR Thi 

00: 18 took 1 BBEEWARE | grey 
waren |S. 3 
MAKES THE FINEST. 
Sarnia. i we SLs oy 

Have you read “How to Manage Bees In Spring?’ It costs Se. All 14 booklets mailed for 70c 

Branches and distributors everywhere 

Watertown, Wisconsin 

iio 
_————————SaaapaaBaBaa@a@BPPaEoESB9annanan>n

aonnqED eS 

about one day old when used to start queenless hive or mating nucleus, flight day afterward until March 9— 

queen cells, they were then at that where the queen should emerge the 10. Because the bees that were not 

time about four days old. The next day. disturbed late by liquid feeding win- 

queens would then emerge on_ the We never recommend that cells tered in practically perfect condition, 

twelfth day after they were given to should be allowed to hatch in cages, 

the cell starters and for safety, must but always directly into a hive or 

be distributed the evening of the mating nucleus. Queens hatched in 

eleventh day. If not distributed be- captivity seidom make as good queens 

fore one or more of the queens as those allowed the hberty of their 

emerge, all the cells will be lost, as hive at once, upon hatching. We also 

the first queen out, with the aid or are unreservedly against the ‘baby’ 

abetment of the bees, will proceed to nucleus in any style. Most of the bet- BEEKEEPERS 

destroy all her royal sisters and the ter queen bee breeders now are using 

work of the beekeeper will be lost. mating nuclei of full Hoffman frame 

| | . depth and holding from two to five 

Distributing the Cells such frames. Only in a nucleus of 

The greatest care must be used in this size will an emerging queen re- ‘ . 

distributing the cells. Queens are in ceive the warmth, food and attention Should send for our book- 

the most delicate stage of their exis- she deserves, if she is to serve you + ow WM )I- 

tence at this time and are easily in- well as the head of a honey produc- let_on the new MODI 
jured or made worthless, The cells ing colony, FIED DADANT HIVE. 

must never be squeezed, must not be ny . : 4 rood 

lropped and always held, in handling, = The hive with a broo 

with the tips of the cells hanging chamber sufficient for pro- 

lown. We necommend the Ben Davis Local Association Notes . a agin 

‘ell block for carrying them about the lifie queens. OUR CATA- 

\piary. One cell is given, preferably Winter loss, one yard none, one saat 

nh a West cell protector, to each yard 25 per cent, one) yard 30 per cent LOG IS FREE. 
a and one yard 40 per cent. The yard 

with no loss and most of the balance 

BEE SUPPLIES of the colonies in the other yards that 

- are in fine condition were such that 

Hoffman frames with improved were not fed any liquid feed, but had DADANT & SONS 
1ethod for fastening foundation also enough honey in the brood chamber 

ther bee supplies. | or were given sealed combs of honey. 
Goods at highest quality at ret- ‘Phe yard of 40 per cent loss was fed Hamilton, linois 

onable prices. mostly damaged sugar some of which 

Write for particulars. contained salt. Nearly all the col- 

DARWIN M. WHITE onies were fed in late October and in 

Calamine, Wisconsin November and did not have a good <= SS YSSTSSWSVKVKXsTSTSTTSSSSS
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it is evident that the late liquid feed- for it as a bona fide business. Up to Furthermore beekeeping is an ex- 

ing used up so much Bee Energy and 1918 it was almost impossible to get pert business and the expert is en- 
filled them with feces so early that any recognition from our legislature. titled to his pay in this as well as in 

they could not live thru the past se- But in 1919 through our state asso- other lines. The efficiency engineer, 
vere winter, ciation and the local organizations an the mining expert, the surgeon and 

Two years ago with about the same organized effort was made which re- the lawyer all receive expert wages 

kind of a winter my loss was 2 per sulted in a new law and a somewhat why not the beekeeper. The surgeon 

cent, all the colonies needing more adequate appropriation. And would is an expert manipulator of surgical 

stores were given sealed combs of you believe it before the bill was in- implements with skill, so is the bee- 

honey. troduced several Senators and Repre- keeper. It is true that there is a dif- 

MORAL: If liquid feed must be sentatives were around looking for ference but is the skill required for 

given it must be given early, say the the bill and wanting to introduce it. both not the same. The great differ- 

Jast week in September, but better At critical stages several of them ence lies in that the lawyers, doctors, 

than that is to give only sealed combs went out of their way to do special etc., are organized while the beekeep- 

of honey that is ripe, thus saving all work on the bill. Every committee ers are not. Is a haircut worth more 

the bee energy for that long cold win- to which the bill was referred passed than it was ten years ago? Then we 
ter that may come anytime. On it in a hurry and at one time a special paid ten cents for a shave and twenty- 

March 31st the bees were gathering  rollcall was called to hurry the bill _ five for a haircut. Now we ‘pay twen- 
TAG ALDER pollen, but have not had through, In fact but a single vote  ty-five and fifty. How did it happen? 
a fair day since. (April 11th). was cast against it in either the Sen- Last week you paid forty cents for 

Honey sales (local) are very slow ate or Assembly. Petitions, personal a haircut. Saturday you noticed the 

compared to February and March, at visits, and letters were presented following item in the paper: “At the 

30c. Clover seems to be in fair con- Which left no doubt in the minds of national meeting of barbers held last 
dition at this time, the legislature as to the size of the week in Chicago the executive com- 

Edw. Hassinger, Jr., industry and the necessity of the bill. mittee decided that because of the 
Fox River Valley Beekeepers’ Assn, A Similar united effort on the part of high cost of barber supplies all bar- 

beekeepers in other states and a na- bers should raise their prices and 
——— tion wide campaign will make bee- they suggested that after’ Sept. 1, 

keeping a real industry. shaves should be twenty-five cents and 

Beekeeping An Organized Industry Advertise honey in the proper man- _ haircuts fifty. The result: today every 
ner and make it known for its real barber in our town is charging those 

| Has the beekeeper a right to organ- food value and few homes will be prices. Supposing for a change that 
ize? He has: the same right as the without it in every month of the year, beekeepers instead of asking the 
banker, the manufacturer, the labor- Most people have heard of honey buyer what he will give tell him what 
er. No more, no less, Organization but how few have ever tasted it. Bees you will take and stick to it. We 
is the big secret to success in every are dangerous and are to be avoided, Should not be unreasonable—find out 
undertaking. Beekeeping has never The sting and its effect are far more What honey is worth and ask for a been organized—the result has been talked about among the initiated than Profitable return, H. F. W. 
that the industry instead of being a is honey. Personally I never saw a 
bee puaineas, has been a side colony of bees until I was 19 years of rs 

ue wi a e@ vagaries of a wan- age and ‘previous to that time had icti 
dering caravan. A few men early never tasted honey but once. People The Prediction of Frosts 
Saw the possibilities and have made crave sweets and yearly eat millions Continued from page 161 beekeeping a paying business, How- of pounds of filler to get a little of * ever these men have been  handi- one and another. How well do I re- of the moisture of the atmosphere 
cupped. py. mes inaitrerenics of the member the good old days of Black may take place below freezing, and 

pers. Lack of Jack chewing gum and candy beans. _ : kttowledge on the part of most of our No thought was had of what it con. While the appearance of ice on the 
beekeepers have played an important tained only that it had a flavor which exterior of a plant is good evidence 
part in holding the industry back. It remained for several hours. The filler has taken a world wide war to bring might just as well have been india Mat the temperature of the exter- 
event 2 Bee, ceauaation’ oF ne: Ble- rabben Surues: jams, jellies, etc. on ior is at or below freezing, its non- 

Lack of organization, lack of business or no. thouent Gt teda eatde ANG tne appearance is nol good proof that 
mort ead wmae ie i ee ne filler was eaten to get the sweet. Im- ice has not been formed in the in- 

vi 1 more or lesa obscure ong TE OF Mme every child Prournt up with © tereellular spaces of the plant. 
ait par ene MH, Nes dees ing that every drop eaten hag full “The term ‘‘frost’’ should be taken, 

nforce- 00 ‘a Me ici i- 7: 7 z Sant ‘ 
ment were brought before our lene: ties. "phere iB ne Onise on aeda therefore, as signifying angurious 
ereauee eney were made the butt of and impure flavors here and never temperatures without regard to 

iy: es because the memb: 8, 
the legislature knew little or nothing large Pill not, permit. "Personally 1 Whether or not ice has appeared on 
of beekeeping. In some cases our do not believe that honey should have the exterior surfaces of plants or 
college men have been forced to rec- ever been sold by the beekeeper for her obj 
ognize the industry as a necessar 1 other: objects: | 'y ess than fifteen cnts per pound and a ‘ . 
mar of thet agricultural work. when he accepted less he sold it at All bodies give off heat in cool- 

rganization has done a wonderful less th ii i i ° ” 
thing for beekeeping in Wisconsin. anything. cost If his labor was worth  ing,—at, different rates, to be sure, 
Better ‘production, better methods, This being the case shall we let 8, €. g., water gives off its heat 
and ‘better and more stable prices are honey go back to the old prices or ¢ 
being established. Furthermore the _ shall Bie organize and keep ita profit- amulet mors slowly than does land, 
people of the state and the executive able business, receiving a fair return but heat passes off into the atmos- 

ee aa Be coer tee leeie: for our work and product. The 100 phere none the less. Now, the con- 
per cent incease in bee supplies is not ae + 

brought to have a wholesome respect likely to go down soon. ditions favorable to frost formation
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are (1) a clear sky, because there do follow such periods, and hence pressure is likely to be followed 

are no clouds to hold the heat warning must be taken. by the opposite extreme. The 

radiated from cooling bodies close Secondly, the condition of the change in pressure is the impart- 

to the surface of the earth; (2) dry sky. Clouds act as a blanket over ant faetor. A rapid rise in the 

air, because with dry air cooling the earth, and prevent the escape barometer is good indication that a 

by radiation will continue to a of heat. Even a hazy condition or cold period is rapidly approaching. 

lower temperature before checked the thinnest clouds have an appre- The change in pressure usually 

by the heat given off in condensa-  ciable effect in checking the radia- shortly precedes a change in the 

tion, than with moist air; and (3) tion of heat at the surface. Hence, direction of the wind, as wind is 

a still night, because the air in this frost is not likely to oceur if the dependent on pressure. We have 

event, arranges itself in layers ac- sky is overcast. When unhindered already taken up a discussion of 
cording to its weight, and the by clouds the heat given off by the — the influence of the dircetion of the 

cooler air collects near the surface. earth is so disseminated through wind and will not go into it further 

Now, in this section of the coun- the atmosphere, and even beyond at this point. 

try, frosts may be expected any- the atmosphere, that unless the There has arisen within recent 

where from September to May, and earth has a great store of heat, a years considerable discussion as to 

there is danger of freezing at any decided fall in temperature is likely the value of the evening dew-point 
time when the temperature arrives to occur, causing frost. as indicating the probable fall in 

at from 8-10 degrees above the Thirdly, the force and direction temperature during the ensuing 

actual frost point. Assuming that of the wind. The foree and direc- night. By the term ‘‘dew-point’’ 

it is the season of the year when tion of the wind is a reliable is meant that temperature at which 

frosts are likely to occur, the points weather indicator. If the wind the changge from vapor to water 

to be considered, aside from local suddenly changes from the south begins, and is, therefore, the tem- 

topography, are as follows: to the southwest or west, it is a perature at which the release of 

1. The nature of the preceding good indication that the weather heat begins also. The theory is 
weather. will turn cooler. <A frost ocea- that if the dew-point is above freez- 

2. The condition of the sky—_ sionally follows when the wind ing in the evening, it will not 
whether cloudy or clear. changes from the east or north- change to any material extent dur- 

3. The direction and force of the cast to the north or northwest. ing the night, and there will be 

wind. The conditions to be looked for as — sufficient latent heat liberated when 

4. The trend of the temperature. the wind changes are a falling tem- the temperature reaches the freez- 
5. Atmospheric pressure. perature, decreasing wind, and a ing point to prevent it from going 

Taking up these points more in clear sky. any lower, and consequently there 
detail, we have first,—the nature Fourthly, the trend of the tem- will be no frost the next morning. 
of the preeeding weather. Wecan perature. If there is a continuous If, however, the temperature of 

see from any weather map that dif- fall in the temperature in the late — saturation is below freezing, there 

ferent conditions move across the afternoon and carly evening of 1 is nothing to prevent it from going 

country in irregularly shaped but degree per hour till the tempera- below that point and a frost is to 

well defined lines. Henee, there is ture reaches 40 degrees by 6 p.m., be expected. If this theory was 
always danger of one extreme fol- and there is a light wind and a substantiated, it would be easy to 

lowing up another, anda frost may clear sky, frost must be looked for predict frosts, but unfortunately it 

come right after an abnormally in the early morning. If the fall is not. In some sections of the 

warm period. If, duringthe warm is more than 1 degree per hour, country good results have been ob- 

period the buds have developed to frost may be expected even though tained by this method, but in the 

any extent, a mild frost will do the temperature is considerably most places no dependence can be 

more damage than a more severe above 40 degrees in the late after- placed upon it. Professor Cox, in 
frost following up a period of noon. his investigation of frosts in the 

cooler weather where the buds are Lastly, atmospherie pressure. cranberry districts of Wisconsin, 
still undeveloped. An unusually Actual barometric pressure is of found that ‘‘the early evening dew- 

warm period does not always mean little value in predicting frost, ex- point afforded no indication what- 
that a frost will follow, but frosts cept that a warm period of low (Continued on page 170)
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= — {$690.0 090. al Best MetHops To CONTROL THE 

| HE INSECT PAGE “a 
| T Spraying is not successful. The 

I Conducted by the Departmen’ of Hoonamie Entomology College of reasons for this are many, the 

| 8 most important is because of the 

ee rmethods of pea culture and the 
Cause of Wormy Peas each end of the developing em-  jature of the growth of the vines. 

. bryo. The eggs are laid usually Cultural practices such as fall 
Peas grown in northeastern . , % 1eAveS: OF is a ; Satna 

Wisconsin ‘axe’ troubled. by ‘the singly upon the pods, eaves, plowing, diseing, and cleaning up 
. ar stems of the pea vines; and some- of all vines left in the field after 

Presence af & “worm, which feeds times on the stems and leaves of — harvestine will help some. 
within the pods on the growing arasses of weeds growing in the The heat récbininiendations. axe: 

peas. The best method known at pea fields. The incubation period 1. Select the best early matur- 
present to check the damage and ranges from 7 to 10 days. ing varieties. 3 

spread of this pest is the selection Larvae: As soon as hatched the $. Plant as wacky in tiie epeion 

of quickly maturing varieties and ny + worins isedle suitable: a. #4 $a a 
boas. . . . y young worms se as it is possible. 

PERDUE GBS: early in. the/spring’ ah places to eat their way through Chas. L. Fluke, Jr. 

possible. the growing pea pod. After they 

— reach the interior it is almost im- Ry 
(A | possible to tell whether the pods —, 

‘ Cie | are infested or not. Infestation ae | 

tation | seems to hasten maturity of the ; | 

2 Pe pods and sometimes causes them Z mm | 

: Ewe | to blanch prematurely. The “Be f #. D | 

i is i) young feed upon the peas within [eae Ed N | 

- Sa | and grow. rapidly, completing ace AW a 

es their development within 16 to 26 — |. f 3 : a ae | 
| days. % € - |) oe a ; | 

} One to all the peas in each pod = ‘Fy eee 

| attacked are injured by the om A ai “th | 

San larvae. The worms make irregu- ‘ Poe es: wees, 

Egg Cocoon lar holes in the peas and cover ‘i oa F 

Sraces or THE PEA Mori them with frass webbed together : = lay, 

wherever they feed. . J me U4 
This insect attacks practically Pupae: The worms, upon com- | 

all varieties of both garden and. pleting their growth leave the i | 

field peas. No other host other pods through small round holes _ J 

than peas is known. Late varie- and seek suitable wintering quar- Such peas are unfit for table use, 

ties are more susceptible to attack ters, usually a few inches under ruined for seed and reduced in value 

than the earlier maturing forms. the surface of the soil. Here they °° stock feed. 

This is due entirely to the time of construct their cocoons and are 

appearance of the moth itself and then ready to pass the winter. 

aot to any varietal resistance of Moths: The moths which are Prevent Losses From Cabbage 
the peas. small, dull colored, and about Worm 

Eggs: They are small, not quite 5/16 of an inch in length, appear , 

as large as the head of an ordi- shortly after the peas begin to Every Season the cabbage worm 
nary pin; flat and slightly oval in bloom. ‘The adults, in their char- C@USes Serious losses to cabbage 
shape; whitish in color; and acteristic zizzag flight, are usually and cauliflower in Wisconsin. 

nearly transparent when first laid. seen about the pea vines late in These losses can be prevented by 

Within two days two reddish the afternoon. Very few of them the use of proper spray materials. 

transverse streaks appear, one at fly at night. Important Points to Remember
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1. Spray when worms first ap- . 

pear. Don’t wait until the cab- : NW fyATIVEN Tf VE 

bage is seriously injured. et LAN te eS het he AN a ' i lia 

2. Repeat the spray when nec- 

essary to cover new leaf growth 

and to poison worms of later gen- GILSON WEEDER LIBERTY CULTIVATOR 

erations. Eggs for the second The handiest little tool ever invented for ‘The Liberty Adjustable Cultivator- Weeder 
= . working in a flower garden, close to bushy — jyreaks up the top soil thoroughly, while the 

generation are usually laid early — plants and around shrubs. The side arms pro- velal ae A , ‘ale guile 
: . 7 . tect the plants and the double-edged rocker Specially designed cutting teeth make quick 
in July and for the third early in blade gives double efficiency. Every stroke work of destroying weeds, ‘The Liberty comes 

* , oe counts backward and forward. Comes in with hand or wheel outfit, two sizes of each. 
August. Eggs hatch in from four sizes, all with 6-foot handle. 

four days to a week. 
ve . — 3M” blade for narrow rows $1.00 

samt 5” blade for general work 1.10 2 
a SSS FS 6” blade for lighter soils 1.15 o 

. NG) 8” blade for wide rows 1.25 

Vi z Vy S-tooth h'nd eul, adj. 4-7” $1.25 Y 
a , ¥ K i 7-tooth h'nd cul, adj. 4-10” 1.55 

Le 7-tooth wh'l cul. adj. 4-10 3.65 y q 
(a fs ° \ () 4 g-tooth wh'l cul. adj. 5-14" 4.15 fas! 

ey #9 at, \ | Pe (\\ h hg a a> Ask your dealer for Gilson 
ial ag] OX Sa//// Garden Tools. Do not ac: Uk 

= Ee rid r \J Sa espt any substitutes, rather, I 
rae 4% 4 Ve Ss send your order direct to fl 

p Oa ce NY L | fuetory with cheek or money = ver y IX \X order accompanied. Catalog 
e ae Hit describing our full line of 

er eR LABOR SAVERS on request. 
a = ry . PA. 4 . oe ee : Tarr 7. 30N 7 7 /] ORS BY f M4 ° yy rN J. EK. GILSON CO. Vey Ve 

ee ry ; ab ay Port) Washington, wis. Vind ¥ {| 
, a ; = CSS 200 Valley St. 2 oe fA) A. 

ea 2 a 

. ff . = ¢ ap ¢ oy . an a cheaper than paris green and — out and the outer leaves are all re- 
_ p _ stick better. They also show moved before cooking. Heavily 

Youne-cdbhage: piant. badiy: injured white on the plants. sprayed outer leaves may have 

by cabbage worms. How to Apply and How Much to ¢heugh poison on them to be in- 

Use jurious to stock, 

3. Use some kind of ‘‘sticker’’ . . Lad 
in the liquid spray Common The poisons may be applied 4 Ge GEntnen 

yellow laundry soap is satisfae- either in the liquid or powder Selentific Assistant, 
tory. Cabbave leavessare. smooth form, but under Wisconsin eondi- U.S. Bureau of Entomology. 

and waxy and unless a ‘‘sticker”’ tions the former seems to give 
: x) nee . . vwhe sttar pac . ES 
is added, much spray will roll off. S0™ what be tter results. 5 

‘ As a liquid spray lead and eal- Pulverized Poultr M n 4. Apply the spray in the form . ; 
. 2 arsenates are used ¢ 4 Latest Development in Fertil- 

of a fine mist so that the leaves ae hope eal used u ue teers momen 
ai " . s aentx rate o pounc 0 le powder (Cor Nature’s best Plant Food. Ex- will be thoroughly coated. > Je of th © 1 cellent for lawns, shrubs, flow- 

5. Keep the spray material well 7 Pounds of the paste) to 50 gal- ers, gardens, vines and trees. 
: peed lons of water i ioh 9 Best Adapted for Fruits and 

s'irred so that it will not settle to a water an ‘AW Ni h 2 to 4 Vegetables 
: Pane te pounds of common yellow laundry Poultry manure as a fertilizer is t e bottom of the tank. “hk b lissol ‘ Loh well known, and by our scientific 
7 : <. SOd p ave een dissolved, n process ©: preparation it is 

G. Rivalit aipeay Miaschiale: He: smaller quantities one may use 4 Ten and Tao and Sepeeni aoe : . . avoid clog. smaller que es »may use 4 den and lawn and superior for fre placing in tank to avoid clog . : farm purposes. Richer in am- 
pine oF nozsles ounce of the powder to a gallon of monia and bone phosphate of g ng Zz1eS, ‘ater, plus an inch eube of soz lime than other manures and ; - . water, plus an inch cube of soap. equal in potash. Analyels 5% 

inds of DIS: Tse J . . at Paseani ammo., 6% B. P. L., 1.50% pot. 
Kinds of Poison to Use No Danger of Poisoning Responsible Dealers Wanted 

Arsenieal sprays such as lead There is no danger of poisoning Samples and Quotations on Re- 

a senate, calcium arsenate and to the consumer from eating cab- Supply is limited; act quickly 

pris green all give good results bage so treated, if ordinary care POULTRY FEED co 
: 5 ; : as . 
i controlling the cabbage worm. is used in preparing it. The cab- R. 1200843 So Dearborn St., 

Lad and calcium arsenates are bage plant grows from the inside GBleago; Ti. 
=
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Between the Rows very wet, however, the air be |(—EREES====# 

N “pant to weil comes saturated with moisture, 

Next month we oT El ‘kh, " e and holds back the heat given off The Hawks 

about Rasp erry and. Blac erry in evaporation, thus helping to 
insects. Look for the articles. Ward off'frosts Nursery 

They may contain something of In conclusion—There is little Cc 

interest ‘to you. 7 doubt in the minds of modern hor- ompany 

s li cries I tl ticulturists as to the effectiveness 
Several inquiries have recently o¢  gigg a . 

. . st prevention methods at = sys 
come to the editor of the insect tine } I ; tive fruit @ are in a position to 

page regarding reddish brown BALES WHED: (BD, SOURS: ae SPOR furnish high grade 
: 6 ‘eph Ee sal oo i ; apple and may be saved by saved by raising Nursery Stock of all 

LeMIsDNeMCa Seales ON SPE = the temperature a very few de- kinds and varieties 
elm; known as lecaniums. These grees. Expenditures for frost pre- suitable to Wiscon- 

are described by one as ‘‘lady- vention should be looked upon as sin and other north- 
bug shaped.’? The important |) surance. and should not be ex- ern districts. 

point to remember about them is, | Jed 1 . ‘tl . 1 t Will be glad to fig- 

they are not controlled by the use dae a ae Ane ure on your wants 
ae slp Th host . ce protection against cyclones and either in large or 

of Mme sulphur, ie Dest spray fire. The United States Weather small quantities. 
is kerosene emulsion—using one Bureau has inaugurated a system 

part omen to 4 or 5 parts of for the distribution of frost warn- =— 

= id § 18 strong solution ings which is limited only by the 

and should be used in the spring telegraph, telephone, mail, and sig- WwW Wi 

before any foliage appears. nal services, and growers whose lo- auwatosa, 18. 

SS cation renders possible the receipt a 
‘i : SSS 

The Prediction of Frosts of these warnings, by any of the 

. . methods referred to, should adopt 

Sontinued irroni pge: 267 means for securing them. That 
ever of the ensuing minimum tem- these warnings, supplemented by — |"? *%%:'2:!997 

perature.” the growers own observations, have 

As so much of the data on this a high value is shown by the testi- 
method is contradictory, no prac- mony of those who have received 

tical value can be attached to it. substantial benefits therefrom. Fie. F102 Fia 3 

I might say that the dew-point is 

found by taking a wet-and-dry- BERRY BOXES 

bulb thermometer, whirling the two Lime-sulphur without arsenate 

for about two minutes, and noting of lead is not nearly so strong a Crates, Bushel Boxes 

the difference in reading. From fungicide as with the arsenate. In and Climax Baskets 

the tables accompanying the instru- gj] applicati pplications use arsenate of : 
ment the dew-point can easily be  jead at the rate of 1 pound of the As You Like Them | 

compte powder to 50 gallons of spray— | wMfog™sutertrtm, Pray Rate | 
About the only important fac- prof G@. W. Kei that give satisfaction. Berry box and | 

. : a . rof, G. W. Keitt. crate material in the K. D. in earload | 
tor which still remains to influence lots our specialty. We constantly earry | 

* . gs in stock 16 quart crates all made up, 
the coming of frost is the condition ready for use, either for strawberries or 

. i blueberries. No order too small or too 
of the soil. Frost may be expected large for us to handle, Wo ean ship the 

+ 7 Ia =: 1B . ,. ‘01 
on a damp soil. sooner than on a A good lawn is best made of 80 Miiwative,”"promptnese * eevential in 

dry soil, providing, of course, that per cent Kentucky blue grass and pare well. "A'targe. discount for early 
the soil is not too wet. Rapid 20 per cent of white clover and red orders., -A postel brings our'price Net. 

evaporation promotes a rapid loss top. The red top and white clover Cumberland Fruit Package 

of heat in the water exaporated, are temporary grasses and soon Company 

which passes on into the atmos- give way to the blue grass. They Dept. D, Cumberland, Wis. 

here and is lost. If the soil is do give a good quick lawn. Pp g q ne
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Th Ki k V ll WISCONSIN FAVOKED 
e 1cKapoo alley = rrurr pistrricr McK AY NURSERY 

Our Specialty: Planting and Developing orchards for non-residents 

A few choice tracts for sale. If interested, write us. COMP ANY 

MADISON, WISCONSIN 

KICKAPOO DEVELOPMENT COMPANY ee 
GAYS MILLS, WISCONSIN 

Nursery Stock of 
2A Quality 

2 = for Particular Buyers 

= GROW STRAWBERRIES FOR PROFIT = 
= i = Have all the standard varieties . Good Plants Are The Foundation [fas wettas the newer sorts. ‘Can 
2 Buy from some one who makes a sueeess of the business in a 2 supply you with everything in 
2¢ sreial way. 2 ‘ P a commererat way: : = Fruit Trees, Small Fruits, 
3 We offer you the benefit of twenty-five years of experience 2 Vines and Ornamentals. 

gin the growing of strawberries, and we sell direct from our ficlds a Let us suggest what to plant 

= to you. = both in Orchard and in the 

2 Our erop the past season was nearly 3500 sixteen quart cases 2 decoration of your grounds. 
2 . - = Prices and our new Catalog 
= from 9 acres. They sold for nearly $7,000.00. = sent promptly upon receipt of 

2 We have the best plants money can buy, all leading varieties, 2 your list of wants. 
= grown on new land, true to name, free from disease, state in- = Nurseries at 
2 spected. = . 

= Write for price list and Booklet— = Waterloo, Wis. 
2 “ 2 = OOOO z Strawberries Every Year’ ——_—___ 
2 We also sell Pedigreed Golden Glow (Wis. No. 12) Seed Corn, 2 Sitttimmnmmmmnnanmnnnaeannamnunnnnyg 
= fire dried and tested. Improve and increase your yield. 2 8 = 

i J. W. LEVERICH & SON a The - 
= “Farmer Strawberry Growers” s = Jewell Nursery = 

2 Sparta, Wisconsin = 2 = 

7 to Company 
M00 = * . 2 

s Lake City, Minn. = 
sem a of i \INoriherm Danian Grown Seed from zc = 2 

| Improved Selected Strains | 2 EARLY KING = 2 Established 1868 = 
{ | = B 2 a 
Imported Direct from the Growers | & RASPBERRY PLANTS a : a 

Cabbage = = 2 ° = 
| Per Lb. a 2 = 

[Copenhagen Market .......+5 ‘$5.00 = $3.00 per hundred = = yiny Years 2 
Enkhuizen Glory ..........0. Be 5 = 2 2 

[parish autend Short Stem.. 3:00 | = $25.00 per thousand B 2 ontinuous = 
Danish Ballheal Tall Stem... 3. 2 2 2 = {Batieh Koundbeaa™ S"""-; 4831 2 atimnesota Now t= gO VECe | E 
|i Danis @ oc ad. . = = 2 = 
HI Wisconsin Hollander “Yellows = $1.00 per dozen = —- 2 
i Resistant,” Grown at Ras | & Ship same day dug 2 =e. = 

| a ae all B A Complete Stock = 
j Cauliflower peroz|| 2 G. H. TOWNSEND 2 2 of Fruit, Shelter E 
“Extra Early Dwarf Erfurt... $2.50]| 3 RICHLAND CENTER, WIS. 2 = and Ornamental = 
;New Earliest Snowball....... 2.50 = = 2 Stock in Hard S 
Giant Dry Weather.......... 2.50 a0 = = . : oe y = 
Danish Perfection .......... 3.00]) = Varieties for a 
.YOU CAN DEPEND ON THIS SEED], . 2 North P 2 
STANDARD SEED COMPANY || home. Are you planning yours? & orthern Plan t- I 

Racine, Wis. | , 5 = ers, =] 
| Why not have something besides = a 

A good vegetable garden should potatoes and squash in it this = Agents Wanted 2 

‘ean important part of every year? 000
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SNM 

E Use Product of Quality and Get Maximum Results = 

Cream Cit F 
= Dry = 

A te of Lead z 
E It kills quick, sticks longer and has maximum suspension = 

E Lime Sulphur Sulphur (Dusting) Sodium Nitrate 2 
e Paris Green Calcium Arsenate Complete Fertilizer = 

| Cream City Chemical Work 
E 770-778 Kinnickinnic Ave. ORDER NOW Milwaukee, Wis. = 

1. 

ie | Dog 
a 

CHINESE BELLFLOWER is berry Plants £ Strawberry Plants 
EB 

(Platyeodon ) a traw erry ants = SENATOR DUNLAP for 
‘This hardy perennial flower deserves to e F S | 7 gummer pad Peace es vin 

oe care Tor, wear eee eee Biue or 2 or a e a best varieties for Wisconsin. 
White. Blooms all summer. Fine for 2 e e Our stock of plants of these 
cut flowers. Plant in spring. 5 We are growers of Sen- 2 two varieties is fine. We 

2 ator Dunlap and Warfield 2 also have AROMA, GANDY 
ORIEN AL POPPY | exclusively and through many | and SAMPLE. 

‘The most wonderful of al} perennial = years of careful selection we & Write us about what you 
flowers, Perfectly hardy. Can only be = have a superior strain. 2 want for your fruit garden 

rena an i _ | ana orenara,; also the orna- f . OF 1 2 ¢ 
tor these from, now to Auatuat Ist, 2 We have but one quality, 2 mentals for your lawn, ete. 
Dots, diet for $1.00, reeaee prepelt = the best, and ean supply any 2 We are in a position to 

= quantity. = _Supply your needs, 

a a 
PIONEER NURSERY CO. = Catalogue on request- = THE COE, CONVERSE & 

New Ulm, Minn. = , = EWARDS CO. 
= 2 
= 2 ‘ Ae a Rasmussen S a Fort Atkinson, Wis. 

= 5 7 : 
Ns e 2 P. 8. Fruit trees and i 2 ruit arm = plants of all kinds are go- 

FOR SALE i Se ing to be very scarce before 

2 . = planting time. Place your Eg Oshkosh, Wis. E 
The Golden Rule Garden a = x = order-early. . : 

_and Greenhouse 2 = . S 

This place is ideally: lo- 0000000 
cated and has large possi- : ‘ 
bilities both in a business d all f h ld Spraying is good crop insur- 
way and as 8 future sa towns and all farm pomes coulc’anee. Better get the equipment 

E city. prow um growin well raise their year’s supply at and materials now for use later. 
IRVING C. SMITH, much less than one dollar a peck. 

1210 Ellis Ave., TT 
Ss Ashland, Wis. SS z 
i Make frequent sowings of: peas. 

PO UU LL MLL LLU Head lettuce thrives best in cool carrots, beets and spinach this 
Potatoes were selling at a dol- moist weather. It cannot be grown year. The root erops are always 

lar a peck the other day. Many to advantage in hot weather. more tender if grown rapidly.
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Luck With Dahlias So often one hears anotner say, ter unless it is done thoroughly, 

Mis. A, Re Reéluking, Baraboo, “O.¥e5.1 lke Dabliay but 1 don't superficial watermg tends. to 
Wis have any luck with them, Ll can’t bring the rootlets to the surface 

. make them blossom.’’ Now luck where they are readily dried out. 

The Dahlia is a native of Mex- with Dahlias is the same as with During the growing season the 

ico and South America where it anything else, they must be un- ground should be cultivated about 

ean be found today. In its wild dey stood and hahdled just about once a week and as soon after a 

state it is a single flower of red, yight. Dahlia raising is a fas- pain ag it can be worked. Culti- 

yellow, or purple, small but bril- ¢inating hobby, they do well in vate shallow after the buds begin 

liant tho rather insignificant. most any soil. Soil that will {9 appear so that the rootlets may 

From this humble little flower the grow potatoes will grow dahlias not be injured. . 

most gorgeous and remarkable — equall well, provided they have a Another reason for  ‘‘poor 

group of flowers has been devel- great amount of sunshine. luck’? is that Dahlias are often 

oped. Every color and shade Perhaps the first reason for planted just as they were dug in 

and every imaginable combina- poor luck is that many people the fall. One would not think of 

tion of colors except blue is to be plant them too early-—they try to planting a dozen potatoes in one 

seen in this lovely flower—there is get blossoms before their neigh- ill and for the same reason a 

even a green dahlia, a decided - jors and unless it is an unusually hole clump of Dahlias should not 

novelty but not a beauty. moist season they generally fail jo planted in one hill. Be sure to 

The Dahlia varies in size from tg get any. The reason being that — divide the clumps go that there is 

an inch to a foot in diameter and fowers are borne on soft, rapidly at least one good, strong eye to 

takes on more forms than any — growing stems and during the hot, cach division and do not allow 

other flower resembling the ¢os- dry spell in July and August ore than two stalks to develop 

mos, daisy, poinsettia, clematis, when the buds are formed and the — fpom each hill—better still, only 

anemone, zinnia, aster, water-lily, plant is about ready to blossom one, 

cactus, peony, and chrysantheum. the growth is checked, the stems To get the best flowers it is well 

The first introduction of the peeome woody and the buds ty disbud. As a rule three flower 

Dahlia into Europe was in 1789 plighted. From the last of May judg appear in a cluster, the cen- 

when the director of the Mexican to the middle of June is the best ter one being the larger but not 

Botanical Gardens sent some time in this climate, indeed we — always the best, save the best one 

seeds to the director of the Royal have planted as late as July Ist and pick off the others. The 

Gardens at Madrid. This diree- and produced an abundance of plants will produce more and 

tor was so pleased with the bril- fine blooms. larger fowers if the blossoms are 

liant flowers the seeds produced Prepare the Dahlia bed by kept picked and not allowed to 

he named them Dahlia in honor  spading deeply. Avoid an exces- wither and go to seed. 

of a noted Swedish botanist, An- sive use of fertilizer as it tends to After a killing frost cut off the 

dreas Dahl. produce much foliage and few tops and it is well to allow the 

Most of the new forms of the flowers. If the ground is too pulbs to cure for a few days. 

dahlia are productions of Eng- heavy a little sand or sifted coal Then on a bright day lift them 

land, France, Germany, and Hol- ashes will lighten and improve it. out carefully, leave a little dirt on 

land. America contributed the A good time to fertilize is after the crown to prevent the bulbs 

Giant Singles or Century Dahlias the first buds appear. In plant- breaking off and dry in the sun 

and American gardens have added ing dig a hole six inches deep, lay for an hour or two. A good way 

many noteworthy Dahlias of all the root on its side and cover to store them is by packing in 

types. with about two inches of earth. boxes or barrels that have been 

Probably there is no other Fill in the remainder of the hole, lined with paper, place the clumps 

flower that is grown so exten- in cultivating as the plants grow. with the stems down to allow any 

sively for commercial purposes as In doing this the roots have been moisture to drain out. Place 

the Dahlia for there are many planted deep enough to give the boxes in a frost proof cellar but 

farms of 40 to 75 acres and sev- plant support in time of storm away from furnace heat and the 

eral of hundreds of acres that and deep enough to guard against roots will undoubtedly be in first 

grow them exclusively. , an ordinary drouth, Avoid wa- class condition in the spring.
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PROGRESS IN RURAL PLAN- No county in the state has more month for the capitol of the state. 
NING spots in it of historic interest This fact in addition to the In 

J. A. Hazelwood than Brown County. The first dian Mounds makes the place of 
settlers of the state located in great historie impotrance. It is 

Those who favored and secured Brown County. It was the most proposed to obtain about twenty- 
the enactment of the Rural Plan- important trading post in the five acres of land, preserve the 
ning Act by the last legislature state for twenty-five years. The Mounds, plant trees and shrub- 

are more than pleased with re- County lends itself strongly to the bery and otherwise beautify the 
sults thus far obtained. Organi- work proposed to be done by the already aesthetic Crawfish River 
zation has been brought about, Committee. bank. The place is of such im- 
programs outlined, and some Jefferson County has decided to portance it should be made at an 

progress made by way of execu- emphasize another important line early date one of Wisconsin’s 
tion in more than half of the of work. If plans are worked state parks. 

counties of the state. Several out, roadside beautification will The Rural Planning Committee 

County Boards have made appro- receive large attention. It is pro- hopes to improve many of the 

priations to the Rural Planning posed to take the road from Jef- roadsides in Jefferson County 
Committee to help in carrying ferson to Ft. Atkinson and make during this year. | Emphasis, 
alnog their work. Men and _ it a still more scenie drive than it however, will be placed upon the 
women of vision have been select- is at present. The beauty of the drive above mentioned, 

ed in every county in the state to road today is remarkable. The \ . 
. . ; . . , . Other Counties v work with the ex-officio members drive winds along Rock River for 

provided for by Chapter 693. four or five miles with a splendid Many of the other counties of 

. growth of trees, wild shrubbery the state are working out plans 
A Few Counties’ Programs and wild flowers on the river side. to carry out the provisions of the 
La Crosse County’s Committee It is proposed to thin out the rural planning act. Attention is 

has worked out a program where- shrubbery and trim up the trees to be given particularly to the 
by they are to emphasize the se- on the river bank and side of the creation and development of com- 

curing and improving of scenic road and plant trees, shrubbery munity centers. County — fair 

spots. That County has decided and flowers on the other side of parks are being generally set 

to secure, as far as possible, river the highway. The wild trees on aside for camping sites in the 
banks and scenic hill tops for the the river bank are splendid speci- state. Almost every city in the 

public. One camping site has mens of oak, elm and ash, vary- state, under the inspiration of the 

been given to the Rural Planning ing from a few feet to many feet rural planning act, is at present 

Committee by one of the interest- in height. It is proposed by the considering the providing of 
ed representative citizens of the Rural Planning Committee to em- camp sites. Almost every county 
County. Prospects for other ploy a landscape engineer to is studying places of local and 
woodlots to be donated to the Ru- work out plans. historie interest, places of scenic 

ral Planning Committee in that Jefferson County’s Rural Plan- importance, with a view to secur- 

County are excellent. The Rural ning Committee has already ob- ing and preserving same for fu- 

Planning Committee has arranged tained an appropriation of $500 ture generations. Many counties 

for many meetings in various sec- from the County Board for the are looking forward to obtaining 
tions of the County to arouse pub- purpose of securing option on the — titles to lands along rivers and 
lic sentiment in support of their ancient Aztalan Mounds. This lakes, and places of fine outlook 
program. means that the famous Aztalan from hill tops. These things are 

Brown County has taken up the Mounds are to be preserved. thought of with a view to preserv- 

landsmark phase of the rural There are no Indian mounds in ing our native landscape. Some 

planning work. They are plan- the United States that can be attention will be given to the 
ning to secure and mark all the compared with the Aztalan planting of trees, shrubs and flow- 

historie places in and about Green Mounds in size and importance. ers along the highways in many 

Bay. The Committee has had Aztalan Village received votes by counties of the state. Of course, 

several meetings to discuss plans. the territorial legislature at Bel- the movement is new in Wiscon-
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sin, and those who are interesting builders to destroy all trees and My Neighbor’s Garden 

themselves in the work are not shrubbery within the four rod ‘A few mornings ago my neiel 

looking for mushroom develop- strip, as well as companies run- hor Beit me 4 enetnas anne : 

ment. ning wires. This should be bright eris saichee sind . fim 

Following is an extract from a stopped. bunch of brink lettuce “They 
letter received by the Highwway Watch Relocation of Roads were so good ok so fresh thai t 

Commission : A man writes there is a road yaw at once he had raised theu 
“You commended the state running south from Hayward hiitisél? and s@ 1 went ov a tle 

highway marking system and de- where the County Highway Com- Byenit y for Ean ‘hi a it ; ik 

clared it to be the best in the mission left a group of white him ani it. It se ma te as 

world. If to this utilitarian’ birches that encroached somewhat like a marvel for eme Aistes 

statement another could be added on the highway but that these and lettuce were “oils: gus re “7 

that the state trunk highways are birches were a joy by day and a ea. but he made alent a 2 

also to be the most beautiful in delight by night, when the auto “Pshaw anybody Gai do it i 1 : 

the world, your commission would lights showed them up. only has u fet an °. e 

place future generations under Another reckless way in which Now b the us 7 o . vive 

lasting obligations. road builders are denying the will iene ab ene, that won Ch. 

“An example of the ‘extreme public beautiful scenic drives, is bor 38 alse ie En Nandan, - 

local control’ of a state trunk that of re-location. There is a at léaat Of New En land a o . 

highway is a stretch of road in case cited up in Sawyer County Gumption eae acit. “ed 

Jefferson County between Water- where the road ran along the things and asim mek hb y ° r 

town and Ebenezer. For years shore of White Fish Lake and onl ‘that on mee ei % —— 

this road was noticeably beautiful was a thing of beauty. It was a a ele a ait t 4 - a” mere 

on account of the fine shade trees joy to travelers. There was a obder'to ee such marvels Pwee 

and abundant shrubbery that chance to get water, to camp on naturally interested = as 

make it a joy to the traveler. Pub- the lake and get a glimpse of the ote id ou d eg? L asked 

lie utilities and the farmer de- beautiful scene. This had been “Cold femine i ‘vn his ane 

cided that this form of beauty enjoyed for thirty years. A few “Tf T could oaly have atten the 

must go, so in place of ancient years ago a new road was built tug for a hot bed I sald have 
oaks, elms and maples, stretches away from the lake, and fenced had them a month earlier.”’ 

a line of poles so ugly in perspec- this in, part of it for a pleasure So I asked him to tell me all 
tive that a traveler, viewing it for resort, so there is only one place about cold frames and hot beds 

the first time, remarked, ‘If Ali where the lake can be seen and “T ean’t tell : ca ail about 

Babi had done this deed in times that is where tourists cross a aither " oii but ‘ ean tell you 

long past, he and his forty thieves bridge at an outlet to the lake. eiiouth <0 cee AWE ae the 

would have been hanged to the Cases above cited are only a slightest : trouble and eines 

ergee anim and the boiling@il ect few of mapy that might’ be mat: you “— do just as well as I have 
served,’ tioned where there has been gone. 

“Cannot some way be found to thoughtlessness and_ recklessness I will wiite down ag nearly-as I 

save the remaining beauty of the _ in the matter of destroying beauty can remember, the cubstance ‘of 
highways of this wonderful state along the highways. wit ang lation at st D 

and at the same time give the peo- The rural planning committees A cold frame is @ bottomless 

ple the benefit of modern conven- oF the state propose to call a halt pox put down aver garden soil, 

tence? to this work and institute in and covered with something 

France has a system of tree place of it a program of roadside which will let the most of the 

conservation — that might, with beautification. The work is light in and keep some of the cold 
profit, be imitated and our pres- } f the I Hest KOO peRE- at 1 d not be at all elabor- 

ent wasteful methods abolished.”’ worthy ox: whe) hearhes oo Pe out, Tt nee eae ee an elene 
The writer of the letter truly tion of all. No county in the ate. The principal item and the 

senses the need of an active rural state can afford to be without a most expensive one is a glazed 

planning committee. There has good, live rural planning commit- sash. Cold frame sashes can be 

been a habit among our road _ tee. bought, but an ordinary storm
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sash is just as good, and it can be’ and ice. As soon as there is some on the sash. In most, cases you 

taken off the house in the early appearance or prospect of spring, should shade the ground either by 

spring and made to cover a _ puton the sash, and as soon asthe cotton sheeting laid over the 

double purpose. If you haven’t soil is thawed out on top so that ground, or stretched on a frame 

a storm sash then you may be the soil is not sticky, put in your or held in place by weights on the 

able to get a discarded window seed and put on your sash and outside of the sash. A very good 

from a carpenter. If you buy wait results. If the weather is shade is made by coarse sacking 

one, don’t get a double glazed sunny you seed will be up in a or burlap ona movable frame just 
one unless you can get a3x3as week. Don’t sow your seed to» a little larger than the sash. 

6x3 is too heavy. Having gotten thickly. You need only barely i» After the annual flowers have 
your sash, make a bottomless box, ¢over the seed and all that come been started and transplanted, 

the outside of which is two inches up less than half an inch apart in the biennial and perennial seeds 
smaller than your sash. If you the row are wasted. As soon as can be put in next year. They 

are making it, have the sides ver- the seed is well up you must give can be handled in the same way 

tical, but make one side lower a little ventilation in the middle and either transplanted in the 
than the other, making the slope of clear warm days. All you fall, or better yet, wintered over 
about one inch to the foot. If need to do is to raise the upper in the frame, to be transplanted 

you are making it from old lum- edge of the sash a quarter of an in the spring. If you can’t get 
ber, or using what you have, it inch or more,-depending on the any sort of a sash, use sheeting 

will make no difference if the heat of the same. If the ground as the farmers do over their to- 

slope is 1% inches to the foot. If is distinetly warm to the hand, bacco beds, If you wish, you 

it is three feet wide, the front you must ventilate or your plants may sow your seeds in the fall, 

should be about 4 to 8 inches in may damp off, i. e. they will taking care to sow them so lete 
height and the back 7 to 14 wither and dic. As soon as the that they will not germinate, 
inches. It is better to bevel the ground gets dry on top, water the — leaving the sash off till spring. 

edges of the front and back so plants in the morning so the A hotbed is an artificially 

that the sash will fit closely. If plants will dry off rapidly as wa- heated cold frame. The cheapest 

you don’t want to split your ter on the plants tends to promote heat for the farmer is that fur- 

board, or haven’t a rip saw sink damping off. It’s really very lit- nished by fermenting litter from 
the front board into the ground — tle trouble to make or operate a the horsebarn. The method of 

until you get a proper slope, and cold frame, less even than it seems obtaining the heat is very simple. 

if you haven’t nails you can from the telling. The uses of a About the first of March take 

fasten your boards in place with cold-frame to the gardner are from the manure pile as much of 

3 or 4 stakes at each corner. As many. Egg plant, tomatoes, pars- the strawy litter as will make a 

you will want to use your frame ley, cabbage, cauliflower and pile two feet thick and two feet 

carly in the spring while the other plants which should be larger each way than youp frame. 

ground is still frozen, you should — started early can be raised in it, Some of this will be old agg have 

vet your frame and your soil or if started in the house can be been heated more or lesq , Mix 
ready in the fall. Place the nar- transferred to it, and can be the pile selected thorougkly sa 
row edge of the frame to the grown until cold weather is past. that it will be quite homogeneous. 

south. Your soil should be as It is an advantage to do this on In a few days it will begin to 

rich as: possible, but friable so as account of the better root growth heat. As soon as it gets hot, mix 

to be easily worked, and as fine which comes from the extra trans- it again thoroughly and put it in 

as possible. The ideal soil is one- planting. For the flower gar- place, tramping it down thor- 

third well sifted garden soil, one- dener it is invaluable. He can oughly; put on your frame, put 

third clean, coarse sand and one- use it in starting fine and delicate in your prepared soil, which you 

third leafmould. This should be seed, which can hardly be success- shauld have handy in boxes or 

mixed in the fall and placed in fully planted in the open ground barrels, put on your sash and wait 

the frame. You will gain a little on account of exposure to sun, — gop jt to get hot. Ina day or two 

time in the spring if you keep it rain and winds. If the weather the soil will be hot,—not warm— 
covered so as to keep out snow is cold or if rain threatens, keep Continued on page 185 

I
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Eradication of Ivy Advocated; will not result. While exposed ‘Sugar of lead, formerly much used, 

Treatment Recommended in parts should be cleansed in this often proves disappointing if ap- 

Poisoning Cases manner as soon after exposure as plied after inflammation has de- 

ys possible, it is worth while to make veloped, and the user runs the risk 
The best ‘ways bd avoid uw an the attempt even 12 or 20 hours af- of lead poisoning if this substance 

samee Posone? MOS: Dr cue terwards in the hope that at least jg applied extensively. 
means of eradicating these noxious ‘ 3 

a portion of the poison may be re- 
Lena and the most aus moved. A heavy lather should be How ro RecocNize Poison Sumac 

met oe Of “treating cases: 0 sue produced and the washing con- Poison sumac grows in moist 
poisoning have been the subjects s . 1 5 

: an tinued several minutes. Severe ground, usually in swamps or along 
of an investigation conducted * * - q 

jointly by the United States D scrubbing with a brush is not ad» Jow, miry banks of streams and 
Joy, Oy ae ee ates “'e visable, but several swabs or small ponds. It oceurs from New Eng- 
partment of Agriculture and the . 

* . . compresses of gauze may be used, and to Florida, and westward to 
Public Health Service of the United : a * z , 5 

discarding each in turn, so that the Minnesota, Arkansas, and Louis- 
Statea Treasury Department. De- poison may not be distributed by j; ase , 
spite general belief there is good the cloth y Tana, The Polson sumac leaves the 

reason for believing that absolute Bathing with alcohol diluted readily distinguished from the 
F a : = of immunity from ivy and sumac |. ‘ harmless sumac and species of ash, 

a tesla, | ti with an equal amount of water is elder, and other shrubs and trees, 
poisoning does not exist, investi- . : 

also an effective preventive. Where wags milan foli gators state They also found that : P having a somewhat similar foliage, 
exposure has been more general, a d the el ter earance, and 

many common methods of. treat- . end. (he Character, appear > 
bath for the entire body, followed 1 € the fruits furnish ott 

ment are not to be commended. If by a change of clothing, is a good Cone Oz He: ETO: FUERISA’ Quer 
one must handle these poisonous |. . , .. simple means of identification. preventive measure. The hair Furth ve, th : 
plants, gloves, preferably of rub- ould vutche nevlectedl. Bathing urthermore, the poison sumac oc- 

ber, should be worn. After the : 2 , <a, ¢urs on moist or swampy land, and 
if not accompanied by sufficient . - " ‘ 

gloves have been removed they . : . elit in drier locations is found only 
. changing of water or rinsing, may 

should be thoroughly washed with | sends . along the borders of swamps or 
1 i 1 result in spreading the rash to skin bogs. The number of leaflets into 

one 1 ene i mee verhinn that thad. mot: been: infected), -1n whieh the leaves of harmless sumaes which nasmuc as the clot ing cases that are at all serious a phy- masliviaed cancedion: 8 ee SL and 

which comes in contact with the sisian:should be:consulted. e 1 ra ge ° 

leaves may be a souree of infection 31, while the poison sumac leaves 

for a considerable period, care 8 L R N divide into 7 to 13 leaflets. 
should be taken in changing the UGAR OF UEAD SECOMMENDED While many persons are of the 

garments, and also the shoes. Many The investigators call attention opinion that contact with these 

cases of poisoning have resulted to the fact that scores of remedies plants is not necessary to produce 

merely from contact with exposed and prescriptions are more or less poisoning, it is probable that many 

clothing. in popular favor, but in spite of cases supposed to have originated 

. | ; the claim they assert that no speci- in this way have actually been due 

THoroven WasHine HEurs fic treatment, for poisoning from _ to direct or indirect contact. There 

One ofthe surest and best meth- ivy and sumac is yet available. are cases on record showing that 

ods of minimizing or preventing in- Ointments should not be used in the smoke from burning plants will 

fection after the hands, face, or the acute stage of the disease. In _ give rise to irritation, and in some 

other parts of the body have been the later stages, however, soothing cases severe poisoning has resulted 

exposed, is to wash and rinse them and astringent ointments may be of from this form of exposure. Re- 

repeatedly with an abundance of value in allaying irritation and garding the popular belief that 

good kitchen soap and hot water. hastening cure. The extent to some persons are wholly immune. 

The poison, after being deposited which it is desirable to use solu the investigators state that there is 

on the skin, requires some time to tions of permanganate of potash, good reason to believe absolute im- 

penetrate, and if this penetration hyposulphite of soda, sulphate of munity does not exist, although it 

can be prevented by thorough magnesium (Epsom salts), and _ is recognized that some persons are 

washing, eruption and irritation other remedies, is also discussed. much less susceptible than others.
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How To ErapicatTe Poisonous The plants that suffer most in into the house in the fall, and 

PLANTS the average home are those that placed in a sunny window, will 

an have b by a florist. Th i 3 Evddication of these plants ave been grown by a floris r ey bloom most of the winter. The 

: have, as a rule, been grown in a_ most beautiful of all the Begonia 
should be widely undertaken and : : ' ‘ 3 

. warm, moist greenhouse, and, in family are: Glorie De Lorraine 
followed up systematically. Every « ae 5 

some cases forced along under high and Glory of Cincinnatti. These 
landowner should feel a measure of : . 

syeqe, es . temperature to get them into bloom require a great deal of care and a 
responsibility in this matter. The . . . . 

. . : . for certain holidays or occasions. close, warm, moist atmosphere to 
simplest method is by grubbing, in ee z ‘5 

2 Unless they have been ‘‘hardened grow them satisfactorily; when 
which care should be taken to cover 55 288 3 : 

off,’’ to use a florist’s expression, they are brought into a hot dry 
the hands properly, and also to z a 

. : that is, to take them from the hot living room they do not last long. 
prevent infection by means of the 6 they Have: b : ‘ . 
lothing, temperature where they have een Foliage plants, while not so fasein- 

° : , foreed, into a home with more air ating as blooming plants, are us 
The plants in fields may be de- é : ’ 

é and a cooler temperature and in wally much longer lived than house 
stroyed by plowing them up and . 5,8 

se this way hardened to the conditions plants. Palms, Boston Ferns, Pep- 
putting in cultivated crops. Often : se Ys eas 

beef . found in the average home, they eromia, Sansveria, and Aspidistra 
repeated mowing is also effective. ; 

‘ are apt to suffer severely and some- usually do quite well and last a 
The use of kerosene is recommend- ,. : 

_. times last only a few days, to the long time. 
ed where injury to other plants : ; . . 

. disappointment of the owner. The Knowing how to water plants 
or trees is not to be feared. It ~ . . . 

D lied with Gnkler 2 38 hot and dry in most homes, seems to be a stumbling block to a 

mee oe eee ar totally unlike the temperature great many people. A mistake is 
or aspraying pump, and in many a ‘ . : 
cases one application is sufficient these plants have been grown in. often made by placing the flower 

: ’ Added to this drawback is the lack pot into a fancy jardinere and if 
Arsenate of soda has been used oe 

A sont of knowledge in the care of the enough water is given the plants, 
very successfully to kill poison ivy : ° ‘ 

= ao ae plants by the average householder. it soaks down through the soil, 
on trees 6 to 10 inches in diameter og . 

: a Some varieties of plants are more through the hole in the bottom of 
without injury to the trees, as well : A en 

«yas suitable as house plants than others the pot and collects in the jardi- 
as on stone walls, buildings, and . * . : 
along’ fences, but this is seldom taken into con- nere. It is sometimes left to ac- 

: sideration by the purchaser. The cumulate there till the water be 
Se plant is bought because it suits the comes sour and stagnant. The re- 

Care of House Plants taste of the buyer either as a gift sult is that the soil in the flower 

. toa friend or for home adornment. pot becomes water-logged and sour 

James Livingstone. Plants in bloom, purchased from and the roots of the plant rotted 

‘The question, how often should a florist, can’t, even under the best off. When a plant is placed in a 

I water my plants, has been asked conditions, be expected to last over jardinere particular care should 

so many times that perbaps a lit- two or three weeks at the most; be taken that the water is emptied 

tle information on that subject may some kinds don’t last even that at least once a day, preferably just 

not be out of place at this time. length of time. Cyclamenare very after the plant has been watered 
The lot of the average house-plant satisfactory plants and when given thoroughly. When a flower pot is 

isa hard one as a rule, and in any sort of fair treatment, last a placed in a saucer, the same care 
their case, prohibition is often ap- long time, sending up a succession should be taken to have the water 

plied too vigorously. I do not of blossoms for two or three months. poured out of the saucer. I do not 

wish to give the impression that all Some varieties of Begonias do very ike the practice of allowing plants 

house-plants are neglected or well, such as the different varicties to gtand in a saucer of water. This 

abused, because I have often seen of Rex Begonias, Begonia Alba may be all right with semi-aequatie 

splendid specimens of various var- Picta, Picta Rosea, Rubra, and the plants, but the general run of 

ieties of plants grown in an or- old favorite, Beefsteak Begonia. }jyc0 plants are better off without 

ouary dwelling hotise, a These a a nuunter ee Yat it. Be sure that the plant has good 
anc I Sometimes marvelled at the  ieties an if grown outdoors in a drainage, that is, don’t allow the 

skill displayed in their growth. shady place in the summer, brought Coniaued. on: paws’ 187,
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Wisconsin Horticulture accept a more remunerative posi- the home of Dr. and Mrs, F. RB. 

tion in another state. Winslow Thursday evening April 
Published Monthly by the : “ A 2 

Wisconsin State Horticultural Society _ To the members of our society I 29th. Papers on Selection of 
12 N. Carroll 8t. send a cordial farewell. From Vegetable Seed; Planting Flower 

OMelal Orman of the Bostoty:: the close association with the so- Seeds; Dahlia Culture and Spray- 
FREDERIO ORANEFIELD, Editor. ciety’s affairs that you have given ing were presented and discussed. 

Secretary W. 8. H. S., Madison, Wis. . z . 
ee me the power to obtain I can as- The next meeting is set for May 

ae the postgttee at Madison, Wieconsa,”undeé sure all that its policy is being 28th. 
the Act o: ‘arch 8, 1879. i i 
Advertising rates made known on application. carried out with great honesty of 

Ss purpose. I sincerely deplore that The West Allis Horticultural 

Wisconsin State Horticultural Society My change of residence to another Society met at the publie library 
Aunual membership fee, one dollar, which state makes my resignation neces- Thursday May 6th to discuss 

includes fifty cents, subscription price ‘to Wis- 
consin Horticulture. Send one dollar to Fred- sary. JI shall always thankfully plans for future work. 
eric Oranefield, Editor, Madison, Wis. 

(a Remit by Postal or Express ‘Money Order. remember the benefits I have ee 
co! 1 be sent safely if d : . 

attached to a card. Personal sbecks gesepted. gained as well as the friends I The Bayfield Society met for 
Postage stamps not accepted. have made among you and with discussion of seasonable topics 

. oriomns best wishes for the continued sue- April 24th and found the meeting 
A. Martini, President...............Lake Geneva C@SS of the society and its affairs so interesting and profitable that 
J. A. Hays, sie sesens ere : i 
F. Gravedeld, “Secretary iscasarer waco: I say au revoir but not good bye, another meeting was called for 

— A. Martini. early in May. 
EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE 

A. Martin ...n.ccereneersewessaveaseese ROOM seere " pe sita- ns 
nA. Hays. comelo _ The Secretary feels no Henita The Oshkosh Soci i FC ee a Loneland rao tion in tendering to Mr. Martini he Oshkosh Society held its 

ny . Li jand..........L 
i i ind Dist, RJ. Coe vest Abkison the appreciation of his fellow regular monthly meeting Friday 

rd Dist., E, J. Frautschi.............. i ath Dist., 4 Lelaiger seoggeeessewaubee members and their best wishes ¢Yeming May 14th. Plans were 
st., Jas. vingst sereeeees. eo o 8 

sth Dist., Ho, Ghrtatenen Ogos for success in his new undertak- formulated for a peony and iris 
et., . Lor » Seat eer eeeeeees. . j 8th Dist., J. E. Laverich nce eee ing. show in June. 

wt Dist., 1. 2H. Birminghain.....Sturgeon Bay M woe i 
oy ‘aul FE, oeeseceecees. ¥ ar 3 e: bly = et 

Uith Dist., Irving Smith ss... yc Ashland =; Martini iszan extremely Hc The Lake Geneva Societ sets A. Martin: BORED OF MANAGERS able man cultured and of digni- te Lake Geneva Society meets 
. Martin me, ‘ ; uAHays  O*ell  fiog demeanor and has a host of Monthly. 
a SS = friends who will regret the neces- aS 

s a : sit he shin another P s President Martini Resigns sity that takes him to anothe Corrections and Apologies 
state. Altho serving but a few 

Our members will, we are cer- months the earnestness of his ef- In the May number Oshkosh lo- 

tain, learn with sincere regret forts and the effects of his clear- cal was credited with 50 members 
that President Martini tendered sighted wisdom will be felt in the when in fact there are 63. The 

his resignation as president of society for a long time. Sauk County Society has 54 mem- 

this society at the meeting of the Under Article 6 of our Consti- bers instead of 49 as stated and 
Board of Managers May 27. Mr. tution Vice President J. A. Hays Lake Geneva 32 not 26. 

Martini’s letter follows: becomes acting president for the The editor offers four apologies, 
. - balance ‘m, the societies mentioned please 

Lake Geneva, Wis., May 27, 1920. elancd of the’ tee : ea 
i i. GH take one each and leave one in 
Frederic Cranefield, Secy., —— oo ass aNOTE istake ¢ 

“ase an her muisté e turns up. 
My dear Mr. Cranefield: oo ee ' ame ! 

Having aceepted the superin- Summer meeting, Racine, Aug cep yey 

tendency of a large private estate 1 1 1920. , 
ee y oree F 8th and 19th, 19: State Florists Meet 

in Cedar Rapids, Iowa, on June LO 
Ist it becomes my duty to submit —-— The summer meeting of the 

to you my resignation from the sas 5 a State Florists Association will be 
y Ye Local Societies and Their Activi- ~. . : 

office of president of the W. S. ties held in Sheboygan in July. The 

H. S. date will be announced later. 

I can assure you that only force The Sauk County Society held President J. E. Mathewson is eon- 

of circumstances prompted me to the first meeting of the season at  vluding a campaign for members.
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A Cash Offer The Eau Claire Civie and Com- Control Measures Recommended 
. . merce Association wil y Spraying with strong Bordeaux 

In the March issue we offered a e f elms b . l om an mixture and lead arsenate paste (4-5- 
" 5 .  avenu elms bordering y re ° 

hound eopy of Wisconsin Horti- erot eus ng the new 50 plus 2) is recommended where the 
conerete highway between that  ‘isease is likely to be severe. Treat- 

culture free for ten new members. 7 . , . ments should begin as soon as the 

faavete 5 = city and Chippewa Falls. It is cucumber plants develop their first There were no takers. 4 A 
. . estimated that two thousand trees true leaves and should continue at 

There are five copies only, will be required intervals of about a week until the 

available, bound in ‘“‘boards’’ and e req sugsmiber beetle practically dleap 
pear rom ne eld, n ocalities 

near-leather back and corners where downy mildew is also preva- 
p fy Sent ; . a lent the treatments should be con- 

coniplets from Sep’. 1916 to Sept. Mr, Irving C. Smith has pre- tinued later as a partial insurance 
1919. As the premium stunt fail- sented the city with three hun- against this disease. The beatles pre- 

5 ror ag, ay Poy fer unsprayed plants as food, and un- ed to work these are offered for dred trees, one hundred elms and aaubteaty Te t ficisney BE GMI GOR 

sale at $2.00 per volume which in- two hundred maples, which will trol would be enhanced if a slightly 
eludes postage. The cost of bind- . , . », earlier trap crop, such as squash, 
. a : = be planted on the bay front, were planted along the edges of the 
ing was $1.79 per volume. around school buildings and other cucumber field. The beetles could be 

: ae -asi isoned there with a strong _ public buildings. coe there with a strong 

This is the first time that Ash- Pulling of wilted vines during the 
: an first part the season, or as | as 

NECROLOGY land has received such a gift, es- jt ’vah he done without mechanically 
Ps . pecially a gift which will help to injuring the healthy plants, will 

J. Mills Smith make the cit “a attracti v | Breatly assist in controlling bacterial 
Friends of Irvine Smith, and vee een (by More ablrachive anc’ wilt if consistently done in all neigh- 

; oN ’ 7 the citizens of Ashland are espe- boring fields. The diseased vines 
who that knows him is not his eially. erateful should be buried or otherwise re- 
friend, will learn with sorrow of re la d . moved from access by the beetles. 

5 deg . his st sl shland needs publie-spirite Mai de as ot gitteat son, J. a i I ; pirited Screening in Garden Plats 
ills, on April 18th, within five men w ho are willing to give some- Where a few plantavonly“are grown 

days of 19 years old. thing towards the future good of in garden plats, screening the hills 
Of splendid physique, appar- the town with fine mosquito netting will pre- 

ently in excellent health he had Withi , f 6 Hi I ‘sy the Seer a of a om 
. yy a Ww ars ase i a m ree ‘S e 

enjoyed life to the utmost, and re- uD a Hew Year's ime HNeSe catiad, in ‘the Avet. plase, should. be 
tiring, fell into the sleep of death, tees will have reached a size and ept out. Do not grow cucurbits nor 
a victim of unsuspected heart dis- beauty that will bring credit to pile cucurbit refuse in the immediate 
ease. Mills was graduated from aie i seat 7 - vicinity of green houses, as this at- 
on Aehinen se ad tate tr : their donor and enjoyment to a tracts the beetles and many will later 

re aesnland §=figh school anc host of people—Ashland Press. find their way into the houses. If 
Northland College. He was a life the beetles once gain entrance to a 
member of our Society. i house filled with growing plants hand 

picking is the only remedy to be rec- 
Control Measures Given for Bacterial OMmmended until some fumigant is 

Wilt found that will kill the beetles with- 
H. B. Tuttle out injuring the cucumber plants. 

Infection with the bacterial wilt of Besides destroying the cucumber 

Herbert Bushrod Tuttle was cucurbits does nol occur through soil beetles, great care must be exercised 

bor: . Barat Sank C ‘ or seed. The striped cucumber beetle in disinfecting all instruments used 

m in BFBDOO, san oun y) and the 12-spotted cucumber beetle in pruning wilted vines before using 

Wisconsin, Sept. 28, 1850 and dieca are both summer carriers, and prob- them again on healthy plants. This 
April 29, 1920 after an illness last- ably the only means of summer trans- may easily be done with a bottle of 1 
ing ten months mission of the disease in the localities to 1,000 mercuric chlorid and a 

” . that have been studied. Introduction sponge. ; ; 1 
He was the son of A. G. Tuttle of virulent bacteria into the interior oo 

of Baraboo who was one of the plant tissues is necessary for infec- . . 
pioneer fruit-men of Wisconsin. — tion. Plant liberally of a goodly 
All of his early life was devoted __ These points are given in a recent number of vegetables. Seed and 
to nurser york and the sat United States Department of Agricul- . ‘3 . . 

ne ee wor ne moles ture publication detailing the results Cultivation are going to ‘be 
hir g i si 2, ; ine i : ae 

y years to cranberry culture. of studies on the disease, which oc-  ¢heaper than to buy the finished 
He was one who always strove curs in 31 States, including the terri- Z ’ 

to help those with whom he dealt tory from Vermont and Canada to product this year. 
A kind friend. lovine husband | Florida and west to Minnesota, Ne- 
- in riend, Loving ‘usband and braska, Colorado, and Texas. The Se 
father, a patient sufferer. He disease alsy probably occurs in parts 
leaves to mourn beside his wife, of California. Of the common do- . 
four children, eight grand chil- Sen eee eee eugen camnmer ena Summer meeting, Racine, Aug. 

‘i . cu ers, cantd 28, r 
dren, two brothers and a host of winter squashes, and pumpkins, but 18th and 19th, 1920. 

friends. not watermelons. _—————————
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—<—— a port trip and picnic similar to the 

one held last year. 

AMONG WISCONSIN BEEKEEPERS A preliminary program te tsued at 
this time. Other details will be given 

Devoted to the Interests of The Wisconsin State Beekeepers, Association in our next issue. 
Monday, August 16 

H. F. Wilson Editor 9 A. M.—Behavior of Bees in the 
_ ___'| Fall—k. F. Phillips. 

SS Ea Tg RT EEE 10:30 A. M.—Fall Management—G. 

ery m] ber 32. Monroe Co. ....... 6 members 8S. Demuth. 
Evi Member Get a Mem 33. Ozaukee Co. ....... 6 members 1 P. M.—The Purchase of Bees 

. . 34. Rock Co. ......... 6 members from the South—Kennith Hawkins. 

The Wisconsin State Beekeep- 55° sneboygan Co. ..... 6 members 2-5 P. M.—Local men on any sub- 
ers’ Association now has 732 36. Lafayette Co. ...... 4 membera ject excepting wintering and diseases. 

a 37. Waushara Co. ..... 4 members Tuesday, August 17 
members. Below we are giving 35° Crawford Co. ...... 3 members 9 A. M.—Behavior of Bees in Win- 
the number of members for each 39. Dunn Co, ......... 3 members ter—E. F. Phillips. 

40. La Crosse Co. ..... 3 members 10:30 A. M.—Outdoor Wintering— 
county and we hope that every 4)" Marinette Co. ...... 3 members GS. Demuth. 
beekeeper will make it a point to 42. Lincoln Co. ....... 3 members PR. Me —Benaylae of Bees in Win- 

43. Barron Co, ........ 2 members ter (continued)—E. F. Phillips, 
secure one new member for the 44° Bayhela Co. ....... 2 members _ 2:30 P. M—Cellar Wintering—G. S. 
State Association. We must have 45. Iowa Co. .......... 2 members Demuth. r ker ( ' 

. 46. Juneau Co. ........ 2 members . M.—Local] Speaker (on winter- 
1,000 members by the time of the 47° Racine Co. ........ 2 members ing if desired). 
next state convention in Decem- 48. Ashland Co. ....... 1 member Wednesday, August 18 

. 49. Douglas Co. ...... 1 member 9 A. M.—Behavior of Bees in Spring 

ber. Hereafter, we are going to 59° Oconto Co. ........ 1 member —E. F. Phillips, 
list all associations that have 20 51. Oneida Co. ........ 1 member 7 10:30 A. M sting Management— 

’ 52. Pepin Co. ......... 1 member » S, Demuth. 
or more state members. Let’s 53° st Croix Co. ...... 1 member 1 P. M—Symptoms of the Brood 
see which county can have the 54. Washburn Co. ..... 1 member Diseases (2 hrs.)—E. F. Phillips. 

* . 3 P. M.—The Future Education of 
largest membership by the time ee the Beekeepers—H. F. Wilson. 
of the next convention. 4 P. M—What the State Fair Means 

Remember your exhibit for the +t Wisconsin Beekeepers—G. Dittmer. 
* 7:30 P. M.—Development of Bee- 

State Association Membership by State Fair. keeping Practices—G, S. Demuth. 

Counties A Beekeepers’ Meeting to talk Thursday, August 19 
i i il list . a . 9 A. M.—Behavior of Bees during 

oP ET? toe Mavesting, dl Paton. will ape Sheer eye non ~ 10:30 A. M. 1 1 «Se 
bers in the State Association. A few be held Thursday of STATE peti M Slory, Morale 

ig ig in aeveral counties will FAIR WEEK on the Fair Ground. 1 P. M.—Queen Rearing—G. S. De- 
: WI th. 

1. Dane Co. ..........56 members SCONSIN STATE BEE ea P. M.—Factors Influencing 
2. Fond du Lac Co. ...44 members KHEPERS’ CONVENTION De- Nectar Secretion—E. IF. Phillips. 
3. Milwaukee Co. ....43 members i ; i cember 1, 2, and 3, 1920. 4 P. M.—Variations in Wisconsin 
4. Waukesha Co. .....40 members me , . Hone ources—EL. M 
5. Winnebago Co. ....33 members y Soure +L. MeMurry. 
6. Chippewa Co. ......31 members es PICNIC 
7. Richland Co. ......28 members Friday, August 20 

8. Grant Co. .........27 members Second Wisconsin Beekeepers’ Field 9 A. M.—Behavior of Bees in 
9. Langlade Co. ......24 members Swarming—E. F. Phillips. 

10. Brown Co. ........23 members Meet and Chautauqua August 16-21 10:30 A. M.—Swarm Control—G. S. 
11. Manitowoc Co. .....23 members Dr. Phillips and Mr. Demuth have Demuth. 
12. Shawano Co. ......23 members consented to come and hold another 1 P. M.—Treatment of American 
13. Jefferson Co. ......20 members field’ meet August 16 to 21 and we Foulbrood—G. S. Demuth. 
14 Sauk Co. ..........20 members hope that the attendance will warrant 2 P. M.—Control of European Foul- 

15. Dodge Co. ........19 members their giving us this special effort. brood (2 hours)—E. F. Phillips. 

16. Marathon Co. .....19 members 161 people were registered at the last 4 P. M.—Distribution of Brood Dis- 
17. Price Co. .........19 members school and I hope we may make the eases in Wisconsin—S. B. Fracker. 
18. Wood Co. .........19 members number 250 this year. Special effort 7:30 P. M.—Development of Bee 
19. Green Co. .........17 members is being made to provide lodging Disease Control—B. F. Phillips. 
20. Outagamie Co. ....16 members quarters and meals at the very min- 

21, Vernon Co, ........16 members imum. We are already making ar- —_ 
22. Clark Co. .........15 members rangements for a larger tent than was 

23. Pierce Co. ........15 members available last year and a _ regular Need, of Better’ Marketing 
24, Walworth Co. .....15 members camp ground will be laid out beside By Iona Fowls 
25. Calumet Co. .......13 members the Lake. This field meet will afford 
26. Rusk Co. ..........10 members a splendid opportunity for an outing Last season’s crop practically sold 

27. Washington Co. ....10 members and it is fully agreed that all meet- itself. It needed only to be displayed, 

*28. Kenosha Co. ....... 9 members ings will end in time for the usual and straightway it attracted the atten- 

29. Waupaca Co. ...... 8 members afternoon swim. Professor Barr of tion of the sweet-craving public, and, 
30. Columbia Co. ...... 6 members Milwaukee has been asked to take because many of the people had fallen 
81. Eau Claire Co. .... 6 members’ charge of the entertainment and the’ into the habit of spending freely, the
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honey sold readily and with no spe- entire crop, present and future; for future. Some of us are far from sat- 

cial effort on the part of the bec- there is no better ad than a fine grade isfied with present conditions. In 

keeper. Just how long such condi- of honey put out under the producer’s some localities the beekeeper with a 

tions will continue we do not know; name. Selling in this way leads one good article is unable to sell until the 

but from present prospects it is evi- to raise the very best grade possible, market has been cleared of all the 

dent that there is a shortage of col- and many beekeepers find a distinct poor, half-price honey rushed in by 

onies, due to insufficient and poor pleasure in retailing honey which the small beekeepers in the vicinity. 

stores during last winter. Also, re- they themselves have produced. We have also heard of honey sold in 

ports indicate that the honey plants Their pride and pleasure in the selling the same package in which it was 

are in unusually good condition. Fur- give them a cheerful optimism that purchased, yet sold at an increase of 

ther, it is claimed that the per capita is in itself an inducement to buy. If 100 per cent. The final selling price 

consumption of sugar thas been in- the trade is followed up closely and was only fair; so it is evident the 

creasing so rapidly since the country the customers kept always supplied, producer received altogether too small 

has gone dry in spite of the certain in a very short time one may double an amount to pay him for the time 

increase in cane and beet sugar pro- the amount of honey consumed in a and labor expended. There are also 

duction, it will for several years be given locality. In many places where reports of buyers paying different 

impossible for ‘production to increase one ton of honey was consumed an- prices fur the same grade of honey, 

as rapidly as consumption. All of nually a few years ago, aS much as in the same vicinity and on the same 

these conditions, pointing toward a ten tons is now required to supply the day. Such conditions call for—not 

good market in the immediate future, trade. satisfaction but decided objection, fol- 

help us to forget the marketing prob- Systematic advertising in the local lowed by united action of the bee- 

lems of the past and overlook the newspapers, exhibits at county fairs, keepers. 

certainty that they will again recur an occasional address or demonstra- Some have felt no special attention 

in the future. tion in the schools, and fine window _ necessary in the disposal of the honey 
The present bright outlook is bound displays, all help to increase the de- crop, since they believe the law of 

to attract others to beekeeping. And mand. Perhaps the last is as satis- supply and demand will automatically 
many of those now in the business factory a way of advertising as any. take care of the matter of marketing. 

will materially increase their output. A very attractive display may be A few years ago a large firm began 

In fact, they are already doing so, made by placing mirrors at the back spending hundreds of thousands of 
many having doubled’ or tripled their of the window, thus causing a mul- dollars in advertising honey. De- 

production within the last year or tiple reflections, and in front of the mand responded by shooting ahead of 
two. Now we do not really fear an mirrors tiering the jars of honey in anything dreamed of. This firm did 
overproduction of the amount of the form of pyramids, with sheets of not sit idly awaiting demand but went 
honey that could be consumed if the clear glass just the right size between out and made it. Today all beekeep- 
public fully realized its value. But the tiers. The sheets of glass make ers are profiting by it. And yet, what 
suppose that demand does not keep it possible to leave equal spaces be- they have done is very small in com- 
up with supply; suppose that prod'uc- tween jars so that by a judicious use parison with what can be done. 

tion continues to increase rapidly; of lights a beautiful effect may be We beekeepers working individually 
then a bumper honey crop is raised obtained. It also adds to the interest can increase demand and improve 

thruout the country and at the same to place in the window an observatory marketing conditions but think what 
time, perhaps consumers are found hive of bees so that the passers-by a tremendous force we would be 

with less ready cash than at present— may watch the bees, as they suppose, Working along this line collectively. 
a condition that is bound to arise ‘making honey.” The novelty of see- Some day we are going to do it. I 
soon, Just about that time we would ing live bees always attracts the pub- do not know how soon this will be, 
suddenly waken up to the fact that lic. but some day in the not too distant 
our present tactics in marketing will For the beekeeper who has the future, the beekeepers of this country 
not do, and that even in time of pros- time and inclination, there is no are going to work together for the 
perity we should all have been doing doubt that it will pay him well in dol- individual and common good, just as 
our best to increase demand and to lars as well as in satisfaction to re- the orange growers, raisin producers 
use more business-like methods in the tail at least a part of his crop in his and others have done. Are we going 

disposal of our crop. own locality; and, if he raises a good to do this now under present prosper- 
Beekeepers in rather inaccessible article, he will be helping not only ous conditions or are we going to wait 

parts of the country often find it nec- himself but also all other beekeepers. till more adverse conditions force the 
essary to sell at wholesale. Others, There are a number of factors that matter on to our attention? If we 
even in more thickly settled districts, are at present preventing the best are foresighted enough to look past 
sell in the same way, feeling that they marketing conditions. Most of them the present and see the time when 
cannot afford to compete with big may be grouped under the heading, honey will sell less readily than dur- 
bottling concerns in the disposal of “Poor Business Methods.” In some ing the past winter, we shall not only 

their crop. They point out that this cases the beekeepers accept prices far see the necessity of working up a 
is an age of specialization. They say below what they consider the true larger, more dependable trade indi- 
they are experts In raising honey, not value of the honey. Others sell to  vidually but also shall realize the im- 
in marketing. If such a beekeeper the grocers and then canvass from perative need of immediate and con- 

takes the trouble to become as well house to house, selling at a_ price certed action of beekeepers as a 

posted as possible before making the lower than the grocer can afford to whole. 
sale, he may get a fair price and be meet. A few beekeepers have been 
relieved from further worry during foolish enough, after disposing of OT 

the rest of the year. At the present their own honey, to buy an inferior ia 

time this works out nicely; but the grade hoping to keep their trade. Shipping Packages For Honey 

year will come when the market will There could of course be no better The large number of claims that 

be weak, and he will then be left high way devised for losing it. have been entered against the rail- 
and dry with his honey or else be Some have shown that distressing road and express companies for dam- 

compelled to sell below its real value. state of mind of being “perfectly sat- age on shipments of both comb and 

Those who retail at least a part of  isfied” with present conditions. It is extracted honey are clear evidence 
their crop in their own and neighhor- a fortunate thing that this feeling is that something is radically wrong 

ing towns have the advantage that not general, otherwise there would be with our shipping ‘packages. Many 

every pound thus sold advertises the little chance for improvement in the beekeepers have purchased the cheap-
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est packages available, expressing the meets the requirements of ‘both L. tionally and I believe that the time is 
view that they receive just as much UC. L. and carivad shipmenw. now opportune for a national organ- 
for their honey in the cheaper pack- ‘yue Sulpper of Loaay must recog- ization of actual producers. The tact 

age as when a more expensive pack- mize that uiumately ne 18 the oOhe that the meeting at Kansas City was 

age is used. This in the past has been wno must pay tue luss resuiting Irom attended by delegates from twenty- 
true-te.acertain extent but is re-act- inadequate aud improper puca-ng. five or more state and regional asso- 

ing against the industry in advanced vos will come mM e@taer wwuuced ciations representing more than half 

rates and unless something is done to prices tur n.s product or Ibvreased of the commercial beemen of the 

decrease the risk of loss by the public sate of Ireignt on the particuuar Cui: United Statcs, and that the action of 
carriers in transportation, either ship-~ modity, in tne past tne su.pyer nas this meeting was unanimously en- 

ments will he refused or the rates will been very ready to absOive wsluseil dorsed by the Buffalo meeting, are 

be advanced to a prohibitive point. trom au viame by simple Swiciuent proofs that there is a demand for an 
COMB HONEY—Much ~ of the tnat the gooas were in good conditson effective organization. 

trouble is caused by comb honey be- when delivered to the Rk. K. Co, and It must be understood that it is NOT 

ing shipped either by freight or ex- ir not in good condition when received a purpose of the League to form a 

press in the twenty-four section ship- by the buyer tne transportation com- nation-wide selling agency, as claimed 
ping case without further protection. pany was 1espons.ble and should pay by its detractors in spite of repeated 

This case was never intended for ship- the claim. secause of tis indiffer- denials, but its purpose is to assist all 

ment in less than car lots without ence, the past lew years have seen a member associations in whatever ac- 

protection, and it is the exception great number of ciaims-= entered tivities will benefit the industry in 

rather than the rule that the honey against the R. R. companies which general. The objects as set forth: 

is received in good condition when has caused them to consider the ques- Better Distribution, Uniform Equip- 

shipped in this manner. tion of making the rates high enougn ment, Beneficial Legislation, a secre- 

For L. C. L. shipments, comb honey to cover the loss which they have to tary not three days but every day in 

should be packed in crates or carriers pay and leave a reasonable prvfit for the year, Crop Reports, Advertising. 

built to hold eight cases, providing carrying the goods. It is not the ob Can we afford to turn these down? 
room for at least four inches of pack- ject of the writer to absoive the If the constitution is defective, it can 

ing, (straw or similar material) in the transportation companies from blame, be amended. If the officers do not 

bottom of the carrier. The straw in only that we should look the matter represent us as they should, we can 

the bottom of the carrier is absolutely square in the face and shoulder the elect others, The League will be what 
necessary and unless this is used and responsibility that is clearly ours. the beekeepers make it. Of course, 

shipment is made during cold Then when claims are entered for it must have the moral and financial 
weather, many of the sections will be losses that are clearly the result of support of the beekeepers, for with- 
broken loose and the combs cracked carelessness or accident, they will be out this it will be powerless to carry 
by the jar in handling the crates, It paid without question. Satisfied cus- on its work. 
is not advisable to use larger crates tomers are the greatest asset of any = £ -® 
because of the weight, making the producer and iin the near future wnen On an average colonies are not as 

package so heavy that it cannot be the real test of honey distribution is strong on this date as after a more 

carefully handled while in transit. coming with an enormous increase im normal winter and’ spring. However, 
There is no doubt, that there are production with a conservative esti- if the season continues late all col- 

some beekeepers who believe them- mate that the beekeepers market  oOnies will have time to build up be- 
selves unjustly treated by the: party must ‘be doubled, no one can afford to fore the clover flow. Honey move- 

purchasing their honey because of de- overlook any factor that may insure ment is very slow, but better than last 
ductions having been made for loss in his product reaching the consumer in month. Clover appears to be in gvod 

shipping due to improper ‘packing. ne best condition possible. condition. 
They have been inclined to question Very truly yours, Edward Hassinger, Jr., 
the statements of their principals, as- J. A. Warren, Fox River Valley Bee Ass'n, Green- 

suming that it was merely a desine Representing A. I, Root Co., ville, Wis. 
on their part to take advantage of the Medina, Ohio. ‘i a 
shipper. There is no question that 5 
some such cases may have occurred, a Uses of Honey 
Buk in ay instances if the shipper Local Association Notes Honey is used both in its natural 

uld see his product when it was re- state and as an ingredient of cooked 
ceived by the customer, he would then I am desirous of calling your atten- food. In this country it is more com- 
understand the need for greater care tion to the new national association, monly used uncooked than cooked, 
n preparing his crop for shipment. the American Honey Producers’ and practically all comb honey is con- 
EXTRACTED HONEY—The | five League. sumed in this way. Honey is much 

gallon tin can, packed two in a case The League is, without doubt, an © more commonly used in cookery in 
is the best and most satisfactory organization of beekeepers, for bee Europe than in America, though com- 
package for bulk extracted honey. In keepers and by the beekeepers, which mercial bakers and confectioners in 

these days of high prices there has should fairly represent the best inter- the United States use much larger 
been a tendency to make the cans of ests of beemen of all sections of the quantities than many persons realize. 
too light grade of tin and also use a United States. I believe what is good The simplest way of using honey is 

poor grade and thinner lumber in the for the West is also gvod for the to serve it like jam or sirup with 

cases making the entire package too East and what is good for the East is bread, breakfast cereals, boiled rice, 
light. The reason for this has been also good for the West. pancakes, and. other mild-flavored 
insistent demand on the part of the Evidently because it is of the bee- foods. As ordinarily used on bread, 

beekeeper for the cheapest package keepers, for the beekeepers and by an ounce of honey “spreads” as many 

that could be obtained. There is al- the beekeepers, it is being oppused slices as an ounce of jam. When it is 
ready a strong sentiment not only by certain outside interests, I under, to be used in the place of sirup some 

among the buyers of honey but also stand that propaganda is being sent people dilute it by mixing it with hot 
shippers in favor of heavier cases. out with the purpose of discrediting water, which has the effect of making 

The California Honey Producers’ As- the movement and causing dissension it not only less sweet’ but also easier 

Sociation have taken steps in advance among beekeepers. to pour. 
along this line and have officially It seems that beekeeping is about Honey or a mixture of honey and 

adopted a case which more nearly the only industry not organized na- sugar sirup can be satisfactorily used 

.
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June 28, 1881, was a ‘‘red letter’? day in American beekeeping. Lewis one-piece 

seetion experiments ended on that date. Letters of patent were granted to the sue- 

cessful inventor. These experiments were carried out in the Lewis laboratories. Next 

to Langstroth’s this invention ranks among the first. Quality of Lewis sections has 

been maintained to this day. Every box, »very carload, every trainload is A-1 quality. 

Avoid glutted extracted honey markets—rvise comb honey. To get the highest market 

price, use Lewis 1-pieee sections. 

BEWARE 
Look WHERE YOU BUY YOUR Thi 

1s took | BEEWARE | 325, 
wazentnNN |S, 
MAKES THE FINEST. Comment ioe BY &-BLEWNE COvaMANY 

Service Department—Let us help you with your problems, free. May we send you a 

“Beeware” catalog? A distributer is near you. Read ‘How To Manage Bees In Spring,” a 

Lewis booklet, price 5c. 

Makers of Beeware 

WATERTOWN WISCONSIN 

hc 
ns ee SSS oo 

for sweetening lemonade and other cream cheese. Crisp crackers, spread part of a day at a time at first, 

fruit drinks. Sirup of any kind — witn cream cheese and honey, form a . athens the time ot 

is more convenient for this purpose good combinauon from the point 6° vradually lengthening the time ¢ 

than undissolved sugar, and when view or nutriuve value and taste. exposure. 
charged water is to be added it has Honey muy be substituted for sugar in 
a further advantage since it has less baking apples. 

tendency to expel the gas. _ SSS 

Honey can be used in place of su- 

gar ror some kinas or preserving, and MY NEIGHBOR'S GARDEN 

there is reason to believe that fruits Continued tr age 177 

cooked in it keep very well indeed. ORCMUEM: FROME PAG 
Bar-le-Duc currants, which form a t h hei I fg derce ot. 1eil re first erce 
very delicate and expensive article of bu hot wi en the fi fie BEEKEEPERS 

commerce, are often made by cook- heat is gone, in two or three days, 

ing currants in honey. They are fre- when it is down to about blood 
quentiy served with cream cheese and . - i 

crackers or other form of bread. A heat, put in your seeds. You will 

satisfactory substitute may be secured ee vateh the ventilation very 

by serving honey and ta-t fruit, have to v abent veniam’ y Should send for our book- 

either couked or uncooked, with pate bag - damping on is much let on the new MODI- 

age cheese and bread and butter. jnore likely to occur than in an - 
Three ounces of cottage cheese curd, haurad : i an) ; FIED DADANT HIVE. 
two ounces of bread, two-thirds ounce unheated Trame. you wish to ‘i , 

of butter (either added to the curd take the trouble you ean save The hive with a brood 
or spread on the bread), two ounces poe foi . chamber sufficient for pro- 

of honey, and six ounces of strawber- manure by having a pit for your - OUR: CAT 

ries or other watery tru would mae manure which should be just a ifie queens. U. ~ 

a reasonably well balanced meal. ‘ a ‘ 

Sometimes honey alone is served with little larger than your frame. LOG IS FREE. 

_ oo ee ee You can start your hot bed two y 

BEE SUPPLIES weeks or a month earlier than 

Hoffman frames with improved You can your cold frame and pro- DADANT & SON 

method for fastening foundationalso duce your early vegetables in half 

other bee supplies. % . oo » fore tryi rans- r es 
Goods at highest quality at rea- the time. Before ui ying to trans Hamilton, Ilinois 

sonable prices. plant from a cold frame or a hot- 

Write for particulars. bed, you must harden off your 
DARWIN M. WHITE » leavi ff saal Ye 
Calamine, Wisconsin plants by leaving off your sash,— |_ LEEqEEEES===_
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Ss? 0@"*000”*=”—“NOOQQ™N”*O”S || teeted by the openings the larvae 

THE INSECT PAGE make to the outside. 

Conducted by the Department of Economic Entomology College of The Red-necked Cane Borer 
Agriculture This borer ranks next to the 

| raspberry cane borer, if it does 

Raspberry and Blackberry Insects these rows of punctures, but are done i. Dlazhbavey,andcreap: 

The Tree Crickets i lower row, she inserts berry Gaies, The adult te a beetle 

: . which causes irregular swellings 
The females of tree crickets in- The young which hatches from or galls from one to three inches 

jure plants of blackberries and the egg bores down the came and i, janoth ‘The galls are gradual 
raspberries by depositing their continues its work until the sec- atilargenients of the danes and are 

eggs in punctures which run ond year; by this time the cane easily noticed by longitudinal 

lengthwise in the canes. Some usually dies. The burrow winds splitting of the bark. The infest- 

are often two inches in length and thru the pith and at frequent in- ed canes are So injured as to stunt 
contain on the average about 30 tervals an opening is made in the the growth and proper develop- 

eggs each. ; - ment of the fruit. 

The rows of punctures either |, fi te [: ae bY The larva forms a gall above 

kill the upper part of the cane or |’ pao | 1 ia , | ground and then makes its way 
so weaken it as to prevent the full |i) lates | Lgl through the pith of the cane and 

development of the fruit. This | Base’? li 4 | forms another similar gall at the 
loss is considerable in Wisconsin be 3 q -| base of the stalk. It then goes up 

especially where the vines grow  |:.] : s /| the cane until full grown at which 
near neglected fields. ie :! || time it changes to a pupa and 

The young which hateh from te 5 then to an adult. 

these eggs are not harmful since |} | | ( . Control Measures consist in 

they _ are predaceous, feeding | ; e pruning out and burning all in- 

principally on aphids and other _ |] . pe: fested stalks. 
soft-bodied insects. fh Be. | 

Tree crickets can be held in [B j EY] The Raspberry Byturus 

check by systematically pruning y ; The Byturus is another pest 

out the infested canes and burn- pe F which ig destructive to the open- 

ing them. ee ee | ing buds of the red raspberry. 

= This insect is treated in detail in 

Raspberry Cane Borer gare teieraa ty demuetgner ae Mee’ the: Sion lieuai leet Ape. TE 
. . the left shows cane split and the full easily checked by spraying with 

This undoubtedly is one of the grote ‘Hent “inows the Kind of ene lead arsenate two pounds to 50 
worst pests of raspberries, both largement made at the base of the 

oe cane, gallons of water. 
black and red varieties, that oc- 

curs in Wisconsin. The adult is bark through which the larva Raspberry and Blackberry Crown- 

a slender-bodied beetle about one- casts forth its excrement. The Borer or the Raspberry Root 
half inch in length and dark in second spring the larva pupates Borer 

eolor except the prothorax, which and then changes to an adult and Look up your last November 

is yellow. The beetles appear in the life cycle begins over again. number and turn to page 42. 

June and the female deposits her Treatment: The wilted tips as There you will find a summary re- 

eggs singly in the pith of the ten- mentioned above are easily no- garding its life history and con- 
der shoots about six inches from  ticed and they should be cut off trol. Additional evidence as to 
the tips of the canes. First, she below the girdles and destroyed. the occurrence of this insect in 
makes two rows of punctures At pruning time any of the in- Wisconsin has come from a couple 

about half an inch apart; these fested canes should be cut off of places near Madison. Farmers 

punctures encircle the cane and close to the ground and burned. should keep a careful lookout for 

cause the tip to wilt. Between The infested canes are easily de- the large whitish larvae and im-
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mediately destroy infested canes Grasshoppers Numerous This dry the Paris green and bran. Di- 

down to the roots as the borer if Year lute the molasses with the water 

permitted a chance to become weil and add the lemons, finely 
5 The young grasshoppers are al- oo ‘ 

established would probably prove x. 3 chopped up, to this mixture. Stir 
ready appearing in large numbers 

the most severe pest of raspberry = g the molasses, water and lemon 
and everything points to an epi- . . i 

canes. demic of these pests this. year mixture into the bran and Paris 

Three other insects that often : ~ , green. Add just enough water to 
ot Farmers and county agents should é 

injure the raspberry and _ black- . make the bait crumbly but not. 
be on the lookout for them and 7 . 

berry plants are the cane maggot, sloppy. Scatter broadcast, not in 

not known to occur in Wisconsin ; i ee. 4 A piles, over the fields where the 
the leaf miner, which seldom 4 ™ id grasshoppers are found, using 5 

proves troublesome; and the rasp- 4 i Be to 7 pounds to the acre. This is 

berry sawfly, the larva of which Es 4 ] best done toward evening or 

is about 34 inches in length, light i +a early in the morning. 
: 2 i ; . a 4 

green in color, and covered with i 4 This bait is also good to use 

blackish tubercles which give the i nu against cutworms. 

worm a spotted appearance. They id A 3 Chas. L. Fluke, Jr. 

feed upon the leaves, eating out y hi i pt 

irregular holes and leave only the F ol se) it CARE! OF HOUSE PRANTS 

larger veins. They are easily con- Bs a He Boni ; 

trolled with a spray of lead arsen- | 2 a Hh : continued from page 179 

ate, 4% pound to 25 gallons of wa- ie ie 4j f hole, in the bottom of the pot, to 
ter, ls . 4 y 1; ¥ become clogged. If the hole is al- 

Chas. L. Fluke, Jr. a a PY | a lowed to become clogged, the soil 

i we ft i is will become water-logged and sour 

a . a . me and the plant will soon die. 

ee ait When the plant is watered, 

| i ae a | enough should be given so that it 

| Hh i a Ci runs through the hole in the bot- 
Aad a ‘ 1 . . 

sae aha | tom. Sometimes a plant is allowed 

: - | to become so dry that the soil 
| me) | fe shrinks away from the edges of the 

BP | = — pot and when the water is given, it 

| i Larva of the Raspberry cane borer runs through between the soil and 
{ in its burrow, nearly ready to change . . 

| Es to an adult. the pot without wetting the center 

| | . . . of the ball of earth. In this case 
| } ! use poisoned bait before they the best thing to do is to place the 

\3 Bi have a chance to = a ee pot in a pail of water up to the 

Be | Make poisoned yait as follows: height of the soil in the pot. The 

| a Materials Needed water will gradually work its way 

Bran, alfalfa meal, or up through the entire ball of earth. 

| midlings __---------25 pounds When the surface of the soil has 

|g Paris Green or White beeome wet the plant should be 

k Arsenie ~---------- 1 pound taken out and allowed to drain 

Pe Low Grade Molasses--_ 2 quarts thoroughly. 

E Lemons or Oranges____ 6 How to tell when a plant needs 

f | Water ---_----------- 3 gallons water is a puzzle to a great many 
I j . 

| Mix the above materials as fol- people and many a fine plant has 

lows: been killed from this cause. The 
Holes made tnithe outside of the cane Mix together thoroughly while old-fashioned way of rapping on
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i i ye- close, but the greatest diversity exists open all day and the Morning Glories 

th @ Kim: Of (the: Dot 38 the most . : as regards the length of time the in- become all-day glories. 
liable way, and when once the trick dividual flowers remain open. Certain The effects of light upon the open- 
is learned, no further trouble will orchids, if unpollinated, may remain ing of some flowers are very marked. 

is a, % open for six weeks or more and in  Waterlilies, picked in the early morn- 

be experienced. To explain this general the absence of pollination ing before they have opened and kept 
: tends to lengthen the life of the flower. inthe dark will open whenever brought 

method I would say, take an empty Tulips, Easter Lilies and the like may to the light. Thus one may decorate 
flower pot, a plant you know is be made to remain open for some tine the house with full-blown Waterlilies 

longer than they naturally woul f at evening. The dandelion, also, is very dry, and a plant that has been pollination is prevented. Contrasted very sensitive to the light and refuses 
thoroughly watered. Place the with these examples is a little weed, to open unless the day is sunny. Often 

3 ‘. common in cultivated grounds which a few hours of cloudy weather in the 

three side by side. Bend the fing is known as “flower-of-an-hour” be- middle of the day will cause the 
ers of the hand slightly and with cause its blossoms do not remain ex- flowers to close. Sir John Lubbock, 

joi pandéd much longer than the period experimenting with these plants, 
the knuckles of the second Jointa indicated in the common name. The found that if a blooming dandelion 

rap on the rim of the empty pot. piossom of the wild grape is still in a pot was exposed to bright lamp- 
* ‘ . More remarkable, for just as the bud light it would remain open all night. 

{t will give a clear, empty sound expands and the flower seems about to Darkness also apparently has an 
Now rap on the rim of the one you open the whole corolla falls off and effect upon the opening of flowers, as in 

* i i i thus the flower, though exposing sta- the Night Blooming Cereus and var- 

know is awfully dry, itwilligive @ mens and ‘pistils, can in a certain ious other cacti which commonly do 
sound similar to the empty pot. cense be said not to open at all. The not unfold their petals until well a- 
Rap the rim of the plant that has 8arden plant called okra, though it long toward midnight. There are a 

= ordinarily opens its flowers, may, on host of other blossoms whose main 
been thoroughly watered, and it occasion, follow the example of the period of bloom is during the hours 

will give a dull sound, almost as if grape, and it is but a step from these of darkness. Many of these have 
‘ . to cleistogamous flowers like the sum- common names that indicate the fact, 

you were rapping on a solid brick mer flowers of some violets which en- as Four O’clock, Evening Primrose, 

wall. If this practice is continued, tirely lack petals, and though perfect- Night Flowering Catchfly, Pretty-by- 
ing much seed, always remain budlike. night, and the like. Flowers of this 

one soon becomes an expert and In ordinary flowers some days usu- kind commonly remain open until the 

the amount of moisture in the soil ally elapse between the time the petals sun is well up and seldom open the 
first unfold and the date at which second time. 

of any pot plant can be deter- they wither and fall from the plant. That darkness like temperature, 

mined b ythe sound. The greater The corolla, in the least interesting may have opposite effects upon diff- 
forms, remains continuously open un- erent flowers is seen in the fact that 

the need of the plant for water +41 anthesis is past, but in others the it is usual for many blossoms to close 
the clearer the sound will be. flowers may close temporarily several as night approaches. This is so com- 

times in response to moisture, lowered mon a phenomenon that its very com- 

ee temperature, darkness or possibly monness gains it little attention. It 
other things. will probably be difficult for one to 

* The opening of our early spring name off-hand a flower that does close 
The Opening of Flowers flowers, such as Crocus and Dog-tooth- at night. Of this class, however, is the 

Willard N. Clute in Gardeners’ violet, is frequently determined solely May Lily, and so is the Daisy, whose 

Chronicle. by temperature. If the temperature name, literally the day’s eye, is truly 
of the air and soil rise above a certain significant. 

There is probably no more interest- point they seem obliged to open. In The amount of moisture in the air 
ing chapter in botany than that which fact, the same phenomena seem to ‘s also at times sufficient to influence 
concerns the opening of flowers. The govern the very production of such the opening of flowers. The scarlet 
casual observer noting the general re- flowers and it has been found possible pimpernel, a common weed with tiny 
sumption of activity by the world at in many cases to ascertain the exact red blossoms, is known in some sec- 
large as the day breaks is likely to number of heat units necessary to tions as “poor man’s weather glass.” 
jump to the conclusion that flowers produce a given blossom. It is a_ Its flowers are so sensitive to moisture 
follow the general custom of opening matter of common knowledge that the that they invariably close with the 
with the advent of day and closing as first flowers of any kind do not appear rise in humidity that betokens a storm 
night approaches. It is true that many just anywhere. We must seek the and some hours in advance of it. The 

plants have this habit, but it is far earliest in the sunny and sheltered chickweed, common in_ cultivated 
from the rule among plants. In fact, nooks where the required number of grounds everywhere, is said to have 
the phenomena of the opening and heat units are first received. the same habit. Many other flowers 
closing of flowers, or anthesis, as it Temperature, however, may cause close in time to escape an actual wet- 
is called, are extremely complicated the closing flowers, as we see in the ting by the rain, while still others, 
and call for the best efforts of the case of the Waterlily, which, though though they do not close, are able to 
botanist to explain. Just as the form, it opens its flowers as soon as the day assume positions that keep the rain- 

color and odor of flowers have been breaks, closes by mid-day. The same drop out of the flowers. The wild 
modified or even developed with re- is true of Morning Glories, and possi- geranium turns its blossoms upside 
ference to pollinating insects, so the bly of other flowers that open late in down. 
time at which flowers open and the the day and last until the next morn- It is doubtless a fact that many of 
length of time they remain in this ing. That it is really temperature the phenomena of anthesis attributed 
condition is' determined by many ex- that causes the flowers of Morning to temperature, light and the like may, 
traneous agencies, many of which may Glory, Four O’clock and the like to in the last analysis, turn out to be in 

possibly not be known at present. close seems proven by the fact that response to the visits of insects. For 
Not only is there much variation in late in the year, when the temperature instance, many of the flowers that open 

the time at which flowers open and has lessened, these flowers remain at dusk do so because they are polli-
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nated by crepuscular insects. Further 
support is given this theory by the 
fact that many of these give out a 
fragrance at dusk and at dawn only, 
when such insects are abroad. It is 
hard, however, to reconcile the be- 
havior of the oyster plant and goat’s- 
beard with any theory of adjustment to insects, for they close at exactly GILSON WEEDER LIBERTY CULTIVATOR 

the time when insect visitors are most ‘rhe handiest little tool ever invented for The Liberty Adjustable Cuitivator-Weeder 
abundant. The goat’s-beard, in fact, Working in a flower garden, close to bushy breaks up the top soll thoroughly, while the 
has received the comomn name of frertne plants and the doublesiged rocker  sPeclally designed cutting teeth make quick 
John-go-to-bed-at-noon because the blade gives double efficiency. Every stroke work of destroying weeds. The Liberty comes 

flowers close so promtly at mid-day foants backward and forward, Comes in with hand or wheel outfit, two sizes of each. 
that one could almost set his watch ° , . 

them. 
me — 3\” blade for narrow rows $1.15 It is a noticeable fact that flowers 5* blade for general work 1.24 
most affected by the agencies men- , > 6” blade for lighter soils 1.35 . 
tioned are all of the kind known as 8” blade for wide rowa = 1.45 7 
entomophilous, that is, insect polli- , VY 5-tooth h'nd cul. adj. 4-7) $1.25 
nated flowers, since they open for the K( p tooth Bb cul. ad). 4-10" 3.85 4 

express purpose of receiving insect 4 =A Thooth Bind cul. adi. 4307 10 av vision. It is likely that all the re- K {—} < & tooth wh'l cul. adj. 5-14” 4.50 

sponses they make to temperature, Ban \ Ask (yoUr desler tor ateen (f 

light and the like are really made with = Bm: earoen: -* O08: not ac- Y . s } cept any substitutes, 
pollination as the ultimate end in NN Si eed aie ee irene f 
view. ‘Finding, however, that these IN y tuctory with check or money 

phenomena are so intimately related hes Fee ee aah eek I 
to the flight of insects that they can A LABOR SAVERS on request. | 
be used as guides they have appar- = pe a j ' 

ently been adopted. If an insect, for Ty \} ; P i Hi: GTUSON co. 

instance, does not emerge from its ae or’ ooo V ee Wis. hey =S 4 | 
cocoon until a certain degree of heat alley St. ie 
is received and does not roam abroad 
unless the day is fair, the flower that = — — — — 
is adjusted to the same amounts of . . 
heat and light is certain to be in con- that those who can smell at all would and without knowing very much 
dition to be pollinated when the in- M0t disagree in the case of such about seab sect is flying. It may be possible 8trongly scented flowers as pink aza- cab. 

to trace similar adjustments through jee wild or wild seeps ane er buts, The best help we have had 
all the variations in anthesis through- bur: an Lowers repure 0 be only e ' y sf 
out the world of plants. faintly fragrant, the question now lately is from Prof. G. Ww. Keitt, 

eee eee ae ulin tan Bee who has been studying scab in 

anist. . Door county for two years. Like 

all investigators who mean to get 
Fragrance in Wild Flowers uaa z x 

to the bottom of things he is re- 
A new angle in the fragrant wild sbi ane , 

flower situation has been developed The Control of Apple Scab luctant to make positive state- 
by a note from Dr. A. F, Blakeslee in + . . 
Science. He found two forms of gar- Seab is by all odds the most seri- . 

den Mees one of when ren fra-~ gus disease with which Wisconsin Palverized Poultry Manure 
grant to m an one of whic was 
not. Happening to call the attention growers have to contend. The Hatest Development, tn; Fertil- 

of an assistant to the flowers, the lat- situation is particularly aggra- Nature's best Plant Food. Ex- 
ter reported the odorless one fragrant . . Ih cellent for lawns, shrubs, flow- 
and the fragrant one without odor, so vating because of the fact that the ers, gardens, vines and trees. 

‘ar as he was concerned, This led to disease seems to vary in different Meat Adapied for Some ane 
‘urther experiment with the result ti 1 seasons A rower Poultry manure as a fertilizer is that out of a considerable number of S€ctions and seasons. . growe well known, and by our acientific 
veople tested, some found one form may spray “by the book, > or bul- process of preparation it is 

‘ragrant and some the other. The léti lis Year and Bet a 90 much improved. Ideal for gare 
subjects were tested blindfolded so letin this year and get a crop $ Gen and lawn and superior tor 
hat no color suggestion vitiated the yer cent scab free and next year monia and bone phosphate of 

I A li thi h d esults. If this condition is found to . sos me an other manures an 
xist with regard to other flowers, we with the same treatment have 90 equal. in Pe pAneyele bm 
nay have to have new tests to slecide per cent seab. On account of this Responsible Dealers Wanted 
vhich flowers are’fragrant and which aware We . Samples and Quotations on Re- re not, We have repeatedly sug- ™any growers have about con: quest 

ested that all flowers may be fra- cluded that the bulletin writers Supply is limited; act quickly 
rant to the insects that visit them cape . . . a 
nd here, at least, we have evidence Were either doing some wild POULTRY FEED 60. 

hat even fragrant flowers may be guessing or else they were repeat- R. 1200—248 So Dearhora St, 
dorless to noses that can distinguish. shat « sce * leago, Til, 

cragrance in other forms. Tt is likely i W hat someone else had said ce
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ments until the work is completed. 3. Apply a ‘‘pre-pink’’ spray on 

pleted. badly scabbing varieties, as Snow, . _ 

Here are a few of the ‘‘high McIntosh, and Lubsk’s Queen. The Hawks 

lights’’ from a special bulletin by 4. Apply the ‘‘pre-pink’’ spray 

Prof. Keitt : as the young fruit buds are ex- Nursery 

“The fungus passes the winter posed to infection from air-borne 

in the dead — on the ground spores. This will ordinarily be Company 

where in the spring it produces when the first three or four leaves 

spores which are discharged into have separated from them, and at are in a position to 

the air. When these spores lodge about the time the leading bud furnish high grade 

on the young leaves or fruits of begins to show the first trace of Nursery Stock of all 

the apple they germinate and pro- _ pink. kinds and varieties 

duce the disease.’’ Apply the ‘‘pink’’ spray as suitable to Wiscon- 

“The studies of the fungus soon as the buds are well sep- sin and other north- 
. . ern districts. 

showed that the winter spores be- arated in the clusters, and the Will be glad to fig- 

gan to be discharged in abun- blossom buds show pink just be- ure on your wants 

dance from the old leaves on the fore blooming. either in large or 

ground on May 15th ten to twelve Apply the ‘‘calyx’’ spray as small quantities. 

days before the time for the ‘pink soon as the petals are off. If 

spray.’’’ (This at Sturgeon Bay, blooming is irregular begin when = 

Editor.) they are three-fourths off. 

“The spores are discharged in Apply the following spray 10 5 

abundance only when it rains.’’ days after the ‘‘calyx’’ applica- Wauwatosa, Wis. 

In the course of the experiments — tion. : 

Bordeaux mixture, lime sulphur, Apply the last spray at the time ~ ——— 

dry lime sulphur and a mixed _ best suited for controlling the sec- 

schedule were used. On certain ond brood of codling moth, pro- 

badly seabbing varieties such as vided this is not so near harvest |, eves ava.ss.1907 

Snow, Lubsk Queen and McIntosh that the appearance of the fruit 

an extra or ‘‘pre-pink’’? spray will be marred by spray. This 

was applied, ‘‘as soon as the will probably be about the middle | 

young fruit buds were exposed in of August in Door county. For mer Pp 

the clusters, well before their sep- further information on this point : 02 ue) 

aration.’’ While a cautious tone address the Department of Eco- . 

marks all of Keitt’s bulletin the nomic Entomology, College of BERRY BOXES 

following recommendations (for Agriculture, Madison. — Crates, Bushel Boxes 

(Door county) are offered ‘‘tem- If the final application must be and Cliiax ‘Badketa 

porarily until further results are made in excessively hot weather, 

available.’’ use Bordeaux mixture instead of As You Like Them 

1. Where clean culture is prac- lime-sulphur. watuianntastare ie, Rwata crated 

ticed and the land permits, plow 5. Do not let the growth of the Folding Barry Boxes of, wood veneer 

or disk thoroughly before the trees become unduly thick, so as erate macerial i the, KD. ty earload 

young fruit buds are exposed to to hinder spraying and to prevent in stok 16 ouart ‘crates ‘all, made: up 

infection, and thereby lessen the free circulation of air. Biueberries. No order too. small or too | 
. . large for us to handle. We can ship the 

number of winter spores to be dis- . folling boxes and erates in K. D. from : 

charged. Cautions handling fruit, and we aim to do our 
part well. A large discount for early 

2. Use lime-sulphur, 1-40, or dry Thoroughness and timeliness of orders. A postal brings our price lst. 

lime-sulphur, (3 to 4 Ibs. in 50 application are necessary if scab Cumberland Fruit Package ; 

gallons) on varieties that russet is to be controlled satisfactorily Company i | 

or take a poor finish from Bor-  onsuch varieties ag Snow, Lubsk’s Dept. D, Cumberland, Wis. | 
deaux. Queen, and McIntosh.
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° WISCONSIN FAVORED = 
The Kickapoo Valle FRUIT DISTRICT a z P y | McKAY NURSERY | 
Our Specialty: Planting and Developing orchards for non-residents = = 

A few choice tracts for sale. If interested, write us. 2 COMP ANY 2 

= MADISON, WISCONSIN 2 
KICKAPOO DEVELOPMENT COMPANY = = 

GAYS MILLS, WISCONSIN = = 
= Nursery Stock of = 

Lime-sulphur without arsenate pound of Jead arsenate to 50 gal- s Quality = 

of lead is not nearly so strong a lons of the spray. This is the & for Particular Buyers 2 
fungicide as with the arsenate. In calyx spray and should be applied 2 Have all the standard varieties 2 

all applications use arsenate of just after the petals fall and be- 2 8 wellas the newer sorts. Can 2 

lead at the rate of 1 pound of the fore the calyx cup closes. For 2 supply you with-everything in = 

powder to 50 gallons of spray. diseases, codling moth and plun 2 Fruit Trees, Small Fruits, 2 
eureulio. = Vines and Ornamentals. = 

- Spray No. IV. Same as No. 3 2 Let us suggest what to plant 2 
* . . a ee = both in Orchard and in the = Apple Spraying applied two weeks later. 2 decoration of your grounds. 2 

A good spray schedule, one Spray No. V. Same as No.3 or 2 Prices and ‘our new Catalog 2 
Spray schedule, By a _ ad @& -~ sent promptly upon receipt of = which has been tested. 4 and should be applied Gb to 75 B your list of wants. = 

Spray No. I. Lime sulfur one days after spray No. 4. This ap- 2 . = 
vy a. . - plication is primarily for the eod- 2 Nurseries at 2 

gallon to 12 gallons water. For lin tl 1 if : t on befor = Ww. 1 Wi = 
s g a : re = = 

seale insects and to be applied be- B mom ane Me BY : s “2 aterloo, 18. = 
fore the buds . the 12th of August it doesn’t do 2 = 
‘ove: the ‘buds open. the greatest amount of good. Pllllmtnitattitiiiniiusiiiiniiitig 
Spray No. II. Lime sulfur five —,, . . 

= Tests carried on at Madison show —— SBnninnnmannannumaaananin i iaann nn eS 
quarts to 50 gallons water. Add : = s 

. that the eggs do not begin to 2 2 
2 lbs. of lead arsenate for leaf hatch until after Aueust 12 to15 2 Th z 

feeding insects. This is the pink “* : SEVEN SSUBUSS eet 0) oS z e s 
spray and should be applied when , OO _ = Jewell Nursery A 

the buds open up in the clusters. Wood ashes are a good fertil- 2 C = 

Spray No. III. Lime sulfurthe izer to apply to fruit plants in 2 ompany = 
: 3 ots = a 

same as in spray 2. Use also 1 small quantities. = Lake City, Minn. z 

)) PB) E Established 1868 = 

atic AA chee MA = a 

= 2 = 
/ Wpareh, 27 /I20 i Fifty Years 2 

‘ z Continuous z 
a Service . 

- Be 
a a 2 

Meader ¢ | A Complete Stock 2 omplete Stoe. = 
Z 4 a UAE ational oapetagpante: = of Fruit, Shelter 2 

C +2 and Ornamental = 
: . . Stock in Hardy = 

/ Varieties for = 
What Will We Do About This? Northern Plant- = 

ers. - & 

Someone sent the above letter or part of a letter and fifty cents, 5 
' ’ . . + . Agents Wanted . = 

presumably for membership. Who is he? Where in — Milwaukee is . : 

he? Can any reader help us find him? NK
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ceemmmee Uae Product of Ocalin, ond Get Macias Renta E 

Use Product of Quality and Get Maximum Results : 

Cc Ci ream City 
Dry 

Arsenate of Lead : 
It kills quick, sticks longer and has maximum suspension = 

Lime Sulphur Sulphur (Dusting) Sodium Nitrate = 
Paris Green Calcium Arsenate Complete Fertilizer E 

City Chemical W Cream City Chemical Works : 
710-778 Kinniekinnic Ave. ORDER NOW Milwaukee, Wis. = 

ce OM I S 

SPBAY QUERIES 

Will you let me know if the dry | Strawberry Plants CHINESE BELLFLOWER 
form of lime sulphur has been tried 4 “ 

P ‘| > sENATOR DUNLAP. for (Platycodon) 
out thoroly enough to. know mer and PROGRESSIVE . 

“ ° t summer an ‘This hardy perennial flower deserves to 
whether it will take the place of : for fall bearing are the two || be better known. When once planted 
oe ae best ieties for Wi in. for - 

liquid lime sulphur; the dry form |, Our stock or planta St ihe . Wate." Bloomy alt sumaner: nn or 
to be used as a liquid spray. ‘ two varieties is fine. We " a EERIE 

+ : also have AROMA, GANDY 
Ans: No. Quite Se coe and SAMPLE. ORIENIAL POPPY 

results in controlling apple seal Write us about what you ‘The most wonderful of alb perennial 
have been secured on experimental want for your fruit garden flowers, eertcetly hardy. Can only be 

i and orchard, also the orna- lanted end of July plats and by commercial growers fiontals for your lawn. ote Or Deginning of August. Orders taken 

during the past two years. Further Either of the above, two year strong 
. We are in a position to ‘oots, three for $1.00, postage prepaid. 

trials should be made before rec- supply your needs, 

ommending the dry lime as a sub- . 

stitute for the liquid, especially, THE COE, CONVERSE & PIONEER NURSERY (0. 
as reports from other states show EWARDS CO. New Ulm, Minn. 

less satisfactory results than those Fort Atkinson, Wis. : 

secured in Wisconsin. . P. §. Fruit trees and. f 

Can the spray barrel be filled plants of all kinds are go- . 
. : ing to b bef 

with water and then the dry arsen- planting fee a elace your FOR SALE =e 

ate of lead and lime sulphur be put order early ~ The Golden Rule Garden = 
. : and Greenhouse = in the barrel and ae mixed This place is ideally lo- i 

wi e spray pump es, < cated and has large possi- 
. Lettuce and Swiss chard are bilities both in a business = 

ea . two good kitchen vegetables and way and as a future resi- 
A Minneapolis nurseryman has fe also good for chickens’ green eae plot in a growing 

sold more than $700 worth of food. IRVING ©. SMITH, 
i i 1210 Ellis Ave., pussy willow sprays this year. Ashland, Wis. = 

Not bad for a sideline. He did . 

this by advertising in a florist pa- Sunflowers are ornamental and . Ts 
per and furnishing fine quality the seeds make good hen food Summer meeting, Racine, Aug. 

material. Plant a few. 18th and 19th, 1920.
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CHARLES G. PATTEN 

“Charles G. Patten has long been reccgnized as a 
pioneer and leading plant breeder.” * 

Mr. Patten now in his 89th year is as mentally 
alert as ever and takes a very keen intere.t in all 
that goes on in fruit breeding —Lanz,
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Charles G. Patten poor sehool in northern New for the papers in the early 70’s 

‘ 5 York, and three winters in Wis- and from 1875 contributed many 

ee eee me and. consin, only one of which he con- of the leading papers on fruit 

sidered a good ‘‘common”’ school. breeding to be found in the re- 

By H. L. Lantz **Nevertheless,’’ says Mr. Patten, ports of the Iowa Horticultural 

Charles @. Patten has long “at the close of the winter fol- Society. These articles show the 

iwen widely recognized ag a pi0: lowing my nineteenth birthday I vision and prophetic eye of the 

heer and leading plant breeder. could have obtained a certificate true plant breeder. 

For fifty years he has labored to teach.’’ None of the standard Eastern 

with dine! public spinit inan.un- He then spent about two years varieties such as Baldwin, North- 

titing etfort:to develop new fruity in the construction of railroads, ern Spy and Rhode Island Green- 

Fon the Upper Mississippi Valley being a contractor bart of the ing were hardy enough for this 

‘lich Would: be: hardly enough; to time. His ‘‘school”’ education region. Even many of the Wis- 

withstand the rigors of the exact- was completed by studying two  consin varieties failed in northern 

ing climatic conditions of that re. terms at the Delton Academy, Towa. In the early days winter 

gion. Mr: Patten’s piovieer effort Sauk County, Wisconsin. a killing repeatedly eliminated 

in fruit ‘breeding hes given to the He followed general farming in nearly every variety except Briar 

saple of the Up ce Misaientp . Wisconsin from 1856 to 1864, and Sweet, Crab. Consequently most 
a ving , See ibor of ne then moved to Charles City, of the farmers relied mainly upon 
hardy apples, pears and plus. lowa, engaging for two years in this variety to supply their needs 

More than that he has developed mixed farming and lumbering. for fruit. Even Oldenburg, 
: og flection st foundatio Mr, Patten is by nature a lover Wealthy, Fameuse, which are 
‘iuus un, aia “tel ‘ ‘al he of plants. He saw at once the classed among the more hardy 

aaa he lathe silvannrnont a great need of fruits and ornamen- sorts, were _Sometimes severely 

the development of hardy fruits tall for northern Towa, so he im- injured or killed outright by the 
of good quality, mediately set himself to the task fierce winters. Clearly it was 

[ shall, never forwet aay: Avst of supplying that need. In 1866, necess ary to breed a new race of 

visit at Mr. Patten’s breeding and EHO eR having Seena graft, fruits. In looking over the stand: 
testing grounds located aL the made he began in the nursery ard varieties grown in the United 
‘dee of Charles City, lowa ” business, States, Mr. Patten observed that 
a in September, 1917. The “Tn 1866,"" says Mr, Patten, sy nearly all were of American or- 

fruition of a life time of effort mags “aunts a, large planting of a ee ie not believe thal 
Was @ tangible Teality expressed apple seeds with a view of im- the hardy Russian sorts were 

by hundreds of perfectly hardy heivitig the well known: varieties, adapted fe northern Towa. 
trees whieh were ripening loads I had made some effort in this Neither did he believe advance- 
of beautiful fruit. New “apples work in ‘Wisconsin; From that ment would be made by hybridiz- 
pears: and spline aware Fenians time on his fruit breeding work ing with native erab, the Soulard 
undew Hie trvine elimatio abiidlic Was studiously carried on, twenty or the Siberian crabs. These 

tions Of a fotmerl fruitless prai- acres being entirely given over to. were too small in size. Indis- 
y TELESS. PPB) the work. This was done in the eriminate planting of — seeds, rie. . . . : ‘ « . Mr. Patten was born in north. midst of a business carried on for trusting that something of value 

oN a oy : a livelihood and in spite of a con- might come out of it did not ap- 
em New York in 1832. He was stant struggle for health. peal, altho Peter Gideon did pro- 
a farm boy and was brought up Mr, Patten’s methods were not duce the Wealthy in this way. 
amidst the general farm hus- haphazard, but born of foresight This method he considered too bandry of northern New York,  \el] planned and always look- unscientific. 
receiving what advantages the ing toward hardiness and _fruit- He began then, after consider- 
common schools of New York fulness of tree as well as to qual- ing all these theories, to plant 
gave up until the time he was ity of fruit. He had no training seeds only of the best and most 
about 14 years of age. Follow- in plant breeding, but neverthe- hardy varieties of apples. These 
ing this he had one winter in a less began contributing articles were his foundation. Seedlings
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of superior merit were preserved both tree and fruit. It is of growth, leaf area, ete. Out of 

and these crossed with other va- good quality, but not reliably — this collection with such remark- 

rieties of merit. The results hardy in northern Iowa unless able blood lines, if one may judge 

were concrete almost from the top worked, from results heretofore obtained 

start. These are a few of the most by Mr. Patten’s work, will no 

In 1869 Mr, Patten planted a notable varieties which Mr. Pat- doubt come a distinct advance in 

number of seeds of Oldenburg ten has originated and intro- the breeding of blight resistant 

from Wisconsin from which he duced. Other new promising hardy pears of superior hardiness. 

secured his Patten (Greening) a sorts are being tested, some of Several hardy pears have been 

variety well known, reliably which no doubt will prove to be troduced by Mr. Patten. Secke) 

hardy and productive in the Da- of value, No. 1 is a seedling of Seckel, — It 

kotas, northern Iowa, Minnesota, is perfectly hardy at Charles City 

Wisconsin, and even in Canada it Developments in Pear Breeding and is a vigorous grower and 

has proved its worth. Mr. Pat- In the early 80°s Mr. Patten se- regular bearer, ‘The fruit re- 

ten’s suceess in producing this cured several trees of a hardy, sembles Seekel in form and color, 

seedling further convineed him blight resistant Chinese pear but is easily a third larger in size 

that the best winter apples for which was first thought to be and quite similar in quality and 

the Upper Mississippi Valley re-  Pyrus sinensis, but which was la- season. 

gion would have to be produced — ter identified as Pyrus ussuriensis The most notable seedling in 

in that region. He did not be- by Professor F.C. Reimmer. Py- point of size and quality is a 

lieve that a good winter apple rus ussuriensis is perhaps at pres- cross of Orel 15 and Anjou. It 

would come out of the Russian ent the most talked of blight re- favors Anjou in form and size, is 

importations, and constantly set sistant pear of all the Chinese an attractive green pear with a 

before the people the necessity of — species which have been intro- red cheek, juicy, sprightly, fine 

planting and testing thousands of — duced in the United States be- in grain and ranks very good in 

seedlings. cause of the possibilities which it quality. Season September, 

Out of the thousands of seed- offers as a blight resistant stock Other promising new pear seed- 

lings grown by Mr. Patten a for the best varieties of pears lines have fruited whieh bear out 

number of varieties have been now grown in America. Mr. Pat- Mr. Patten’s early — prediction 

named and distributed. Other — ten came to recognize its value as that hardy and blight resistant 

promising new varieties are be- a new foundation upon which to varieties could be and would be 

ing tested. breed for hardiness of tree and originated by scientifie breeding. 

Patten (Greening), a seedling blight resistance. Today there He is living to see his prediction 

of Oldenburg, originated in 1869. are growing on the grounds a realized in a measure in already 

It is probably the most widely number of seedlings of Pyrus us- developed pears suited to north- 

known of Mr. Patten’s origina-  suriensis which are without ern Lowa, Minnesota, Wisconsin 

tions. doubt crosses with Seckel. These and the Dakotas. 

Eastman is a fine large and seedlings are ‘thardy as an oak,”’ : 

striped apple, a seedling of Fa- one of which has been a regular Plum Breeding 

meuse originating in 1880. and consistent bearer for more A prominent nurseryman not 

Brilliant is another seedling of than 10 years. Several thousand long ago stated that if all the 

Fameuse originated in 1881 which cross bred seedlings of these par- known varieties of American 

bids fair in Mr. Patten’s estima- ticular hybrids, crossed with such plums now grown in the Upper 

tion to become an important va- varieties as Bartlett, Flemish Mississippi Valley were wiped 

riety in Michigan and Wisconsin. Beauty, Howell, Anjou and Win- out, and the plums of Mr. Pat- 

Silas Wilson, a bright red, at- ter Nelis are now coming into ten’s origination were to be 

tractive, sprightly, subacid apple, fruiting. These seedlings are placed on the market in_ their 

is a seedling of Ben Davis and very vigorous, and to date have stead, plum growing would be 

evidently a cross with Jonathan, shown no injury from blight, advanced 20 years. 

showing as it does many of the altho they show much variation Mr. Patten has bred, grown 

characteristics of Jonathan in as to hardiness, vigor, type of and selected from thousands of
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seedlings, always preserving the — the prosecution of his fruit breed- My Neighbor’s Garden 

best. Out of this effort has come ing work from time to time both Leckie, ite any NeBNROES 

many plums of fine size and des- in money and expert assistance. back yard the other day L saw 
sert quality. Several are free- In 190. an arrangement was made him bent over indust viously giale- 

stone, whereby the lowa Agriculturai ‘ne uc bie Hat bow aid ei igoke- 

These are a few of the things Experiment Station, the Lowa ‘ie elesar t day aie US Mie 

Mr, Patten has accomplished in a State tiorticultural Society and somethine, My euriosity was 
life time of unselfish effort. Ile the United States Department of aroused and I found that he was 

has given the people of the Upper Agriculiure were to co-operate sifting dirt into one of his cold 
Mississippi Valley, where climatie with Mr, Patten, he being ap- feames, He had filled one of his 

conditions were not conducive to pointed as manager. cold frames to within about an 
fruit growing, new varieties of In May 1917, Mr. Patten’s trial inch and a halt of the lower edee 

apples, pears, and plums of su- grounds became the property of with earth and had. leveled “it 

perior hardiness and of better the State of Lowa, together with dows eastully: aia Wag Stine 

quality. His contribution to hor- many thousands of seedlings to a liglit, Lawes of very fine soil uni. 

ticulture will not only benefit the be used, and further developed finn . over the to ‘ : 

immediate region of Iowa and its by the Pomology Section of the I acted idan ts er ‘ite TENEE Lhe 

contiguous territory but the Lowa Agricultural Experiment WAS done what he had done and 

whole of American horticulture. Station. Not only does the Staff wl = ‘ ‘ 

Mr. Patten’s work has been of the Pomology Seetion regard lle told me he was. eettine 
widely — reeognized, He was this as a fortunate acquisition be- veady to Sov the aiid af hig bi. 

awarded honorary certificates, by cause of the wonderful founda- aiiials his tender serennials and 

both Iowa State College and by tion already established for hard- some perennials whieh he did not 
the University of Minnesota some iness of tree, but horticulturists have a is flower earden. THAse 

years ago, in recognition of his all through the Middle West and need wot be started antl artee 

work in fruit breeding. He isan West have recognized its value. the spring rush, and while it is 

honorary member of both the There are hundreds of seed- best to siavt the latter part of 

Wisconsin and Iowa State Iorti- lings just coming into bearing May, it ean be done any time up 

cultural Societies having served whieh have been bred with a to the first or middle of August. 
as president and director of the knowledge of the peculiarly try- Ag soon as a cold frame is emp 

latter Society for a number of ine — climatie requirements of — tied of the plants that have come 
years. In 1905 he exhibited at northern Iowa, out of which fur- through the winter in it, or the 
isi Petal aoe ald ther advances in fruit breeding plants which have been started 

- “ - . work are to be made. Extensive in the house and transplanted to 
Kansas City, a large collection of breeding work is beine done, it temporarily, have been set in 
evoss bred fruits reeeiving the 5 : = : * = “ai 
coveted Wilder Silver Medal thousands of new seedlings of yheir permanent places, my neigh- 

which is the highest award given known parentage having been fie ek | ie soil to replace 

by this Society. At the James- bred these past three years. “a ee cen loa m trans: ee " : . 5 7 planting, levels it off carefully, 
town Exposition he again exhib- When the State acquired this col- soaks it with water, and then 
ited at the Pomological Meeting lection and grounds Mr. Patten aifts over it;-to the nniform depti 

sixty varieties which he origin- Was appointed Associate in Fruit of an inch or more, a fine mix- 
ated, again winning the Wilder Breeding and made a member of ture of garden soil, sand and leaf. 

Medal. At St. Louis in 1904, he the Staff so that this valuable ex- yyold, about one-third of each, 

was awarded a bronze medal for perience might be retained and the more leaf-mold_ the _ better. 

his exhibit -of new fruits shown — used. In this he makes very shallow 

at the Louisiana Purchase Expo- Mr. Patten is now in his 89th seratehes in which he :6ws his 

sition, year, is as mentally alert as ever seeds. He says his one rule is to 

Mr. Patten, through the efforts and takes a very keen interest in use plenty of soil, to cover his 

of friends, secured assistance for all that goes on in fruit breeding. seed at varying depths so the
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some of it will be right, and that another coldframe available it. is Appletrce Barnes Moves 

his experience is that he more advisable to transplant the plants, ‘ Appletree’” Barnes, wi 

often sows too deep than too shal- as the root growth will be better. A.D. a} aaa varies, WhO 

low. The seeds of perennials are The seed which my neighbor has sucessfully conduetey ihe 

generally small and need only the — was sowing was foxglove, Canter- Waupaca AEST vues 

slightest covering, sometimes bury bell, English daisy. He uirty-three SaaS, TBS recently 

they are so small that they are says that foxglove and Enelish sold his farm there and pure 

best mixed with sand before sow- daisy are really perennials, but chased property in } riendship. 

ing and then they need only to that in this climate they are so =, Waupaca ue onsite’ of 

be pressed into the soil with a sure to be killed by the second  @ out one hundred eres whlell be 

flat board or block. They must winter that they are best treated purchased at lee to a per ers. 

be kept damp until after they as biennials, and a new lot of He, at that time, had optimistic 

have rooted. This can only be — plants raised each year for blos- views for the Fueare of” Watipaca 

done by shading and covering. soming the next. About three county, aiid Has: just Proved that 
My neighbor covers his rows with winters out of five they will be Misi Wietts are corteet us he re 
strips of wornout sheeting press- — killed the first winter if left in the cently sold his farm there at $210 

ed down so that it is close to the open, so it is safest to leave them — Pe were. : 
soil, and then covers the whole in the coldframes until spring Me. Harhes thas beet w fin be 
frame with burlap. The object and then to transfer them to liever in the Tutte prospertiy ot 

of this is to keep the seeds and their permanent places. In this the light soil belt of Central W s 

seedlings moist and to shield way my neighbor makes sure of arc and has demonstrated his 

them from the hot mid-summer having these plants every year. faith by purchasing, latte es 
sun. In other words to approx- My neighbor raises a lot of col- last twenty years something owe 

imate natural conditions. In ease umbine plants each year. Al- 5,000 acres of land, mostly in 

of a very heavy summer rain it is though columbines are peren- Adams county. He has recently 

well to put the sash over the nials, the hybrids are generally Direhased the Adams WUT 

frame so that the seeds and seed- not long lived, so he raises a lot Real Estate and Abstract Tse 
lings may not be washea away. each year to replace those which DOSS: tozether with residence 
After the seeds are sown and coy- have died out, or which have been properties at county Beaty Priend- 
ered with the sheeting, the bed rooted out for having inferior alaD eu teneiher ‘et ils ee 
should be carefully sprinkled blossoms. — He is always experi- i ¥. —_ bie will nol only 
With the watering pot, and the menting with the novelties offer- ool after ‘the selling and venting 
cloth should be kept moist until ed in the seed catalogs keeping of Evens; Die eh Ge Gene - 
the seedlings have pushed it up. the plants if they please him and tenaively iiife ‘the: abstract Bus) 
It should then be removed so that rooting them out if they do not, M&S as well.as conductia ae 
the plant shall not grow spina — If he finds that a perennial which which they are now planting at 
ling. The burlap shade shoul he likes is not hardy in the open Friendship. Grand Rapids Trib- 

be continued until the first real he treats it as a biennial, winters "He. 

leaves of the plant show. It is it over in the coldframe and 
better to leave it on in the mid- starts a new supply from. seed. 
dle of the day for a week or so, By raising his own plants he can There are commereial prepara- 
leaving it off until eleven, and get a lot of plants for the money tions oi the market whidlt con: 

taking it off again at four. The which he would have paid for bine an arsenical and bordeaux. 
surface of the soil should be kept — one, and have a lot to give away. These ave often adaptable ta a 
moist, and when rather dry it 
should be stirred occasionally to : small garden. 
break up the capillary channels, Vegetable and flowering plants 

and to prevent the surface from are often mulched with well rotted 

baking. The seedlings should of manure during the dry season. Shasta daisies make fine speci- 
vourse be thinned so as not to This supplies food and also keeps men plants in a shrubbery and 

‘rowd and if there ig time and the roots cool and moist. furnish excellent cut flowers.
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Wisconsin Horticulture corner of the state, Racine and isfy those who crave a regular set 

Kenosha counties, comprises one program the following is assured. 
Published Monthly by the ‘ ® ° : : ° 

Wisconsin State Horticultural Society of the biggest truck farming dis Thursday forenoon ; ten to 

12 N. Carroll 8t. triets in the middle west. Thou- twelve o'clock: Discussions on 

OMelal Org Anion tneiwociesys sands of .aeres of vegetables, strawberries, raspberries, roses, 

FREDERIO ORANEFIELD, Editor. largely onion and cabbage are  peonies and any other flower or 
Secretary W. 8S. H. S., Madison, Wis. a . “os mouse 

—_ grown in these counties and it is fruit called for. 
Ent : j 5 tie ; acaated teen gass.merig, May 9. this sort of thing that we are go- ‘Thursday afternoon — two to 

the Act of March 8, 1879. : se SOARS AB ‘eo four-thirtv: Pl asts ai’s 
en toe enat shade known on application, ing to see. Other years we have  four-thirty: Plant pests. That's 

visited cherry and apple or- enough for two days but we must 

Wisconsin State Horticultural Society chards, market gardens and last condense it to 2'2 hours. At least 

Annual membership fee, one dollar, whieh year a nursery. Now let's see two and probably four experts 
includes fifty cents, subscription price to Wis- * : : : 
consin Horticulture. Send one dollar to Fred- how the humble onion grows. will be present to answer your 
erie Cranefleld, Editor, Madison, Wis. s . . 
Remit by Postal or Express Money Order. There should also be a demon- questions. 

A collar bill may be sent safely if wrapped or : . i x + ase 
attached to a card, Personal checks accepted. stration of garden traectors,—no Four-thirty to midnight: A 

Postage stamps not accepted. doubt will be. tramp to a certain spot on the 

— While the citizens of Racine lake shore where there is a bit of 
OFFICERS ave ; is writi ren con. Woods; picenie supper ¢ the 

A. Martini, President...............Lake Geneva have not at this writing been con 5 ee ees abi the 
J. A. Hays, Vice-President........-..Gays Mills sulted they will no doubt extend proper time followed by an en- 
F. Cranefield, Secretury-Treasurer......Madison ~ i ‘ * 

the glad hand, tertainment by the Wisconsin 

While not horticulture many of chapter of Friends of Our Native 
EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE ile not ‘hort ' @ many of ! j ) ‘ : 

A. Martini «ss ......-ExOmeo our Members may be seized with Landscape. There will be a 
FOAL Hay8..... eo cccceeeeecseseeesseesEX-Offleles 5 a wan : 
F. Graneheid UI Somere a desire to learn how an automo- camp fire and speech making. 

Ist. Dist., Win. Longland.......-..Lake Genev a. a ~ han if we wi - 
thd Dist, Roy. Go eA Gancon bile is made. There are many of Then if we withdraw to the shad- 
3rd Dist., FE. J. Frautsehi......0.0.....Madis . “sothere nis iP ath Dist., AL Letdiger seh fsaveeueenans MA tEOe them made at Racine and Ken- oWs there may come the spirit of 
5th Dist., Jas. Livingstone .........Milwauk spieans Ww ‘i ‘ i 
8th Dist, He'c Christensen... osnkosh Sha, Last but surely not least, Americans who inhabited — this 
Tth Dist., Wm, ‘Toole, Sr...............Bi os : 7 F haa 6 ea hator 
8th Dist., J. i, Leveriehs.... sozeroe BERD Racine is the home of the Wis- land for centuries before Kellogg 
sth Dist., L. E. Birmingham....-Stur ; : 3 ; ‘ +a Bact 
lth Dist., Paul E, Pepe nnn BbUt Reon Bay consin Agriculturist and we may Planted his first apple tree here, 
Uth Dist., Irvi Wht cesccacssosesves . ‘ “a , 

at, Teving ‘Siulth Ashland Tearn how that is made altho the to plead with us for the preserva- 
BOARD 0 NAGERS : ahs wus A : Big 

A. Martini Me AGERS cranetend editor of this publication doubts tion of Our Native Landseape. 
J. A. Hays that any one will learn. How These friends have high ideals 

————— == such things are done is beyond and many of us may leave in a 
Summer Meeting any human understanding. Al- subdued and chastened _ spirit. 

‘ together we should have a very Quite likely there are better 
Racine, Wednesday and Thurs- ‘°* . oan "thi thie Ti 

day, é 18th-and 19th pleasant time. things in this life than we have 
Uy a ‘ y, gus’ n heretofore known of. 

Many are wondering why Ra- - On Thursday we will journey 

cine was selected for the summer P s Meeti by automobile thru endless fields 
A . rograi ummer Meetin, ae 

meeting; Brother Moyle takes it gram, r e of onions, sugar beets and cab- 

as a joke. The joke may be on To date none has been arrang-  bage. We may land at Kenosha 

him before we are thru. While ed. There may be none. Ar- for lunch, who knows? Or eares? 

it is true that the city of Racine rangements have been made with 

is not a noted center of horticul- specialists in florieulture, berry - 

tural interest and while we have growing, landscape art and other . é 
; . Lo 8 8, I Milwaukee Members, Attention 

no local society there it is not lines of interest to our members : 

horticulturally dead by any but none of them has been asked Racine is only 23.1 miles from 

means. to prepare a paper or set address. Milwaukee by rail, 27 miles by 

It was not, however, the city of If our members will come with automobile and 30 afoot. There 

Racine which attracted us in the determination to ask and to are nearly 200  Milwaukeeans 

making the selection but the sur- answer questions a very pleasant bearing the W. S. H. S. brand. 

roundings. This southwestern time will be had by all. To sat- How many will attend?
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PREMIUM LIST Cherries Nation Wide 

The following premiums are offered for exhibits of flowers and An organization to be known 

vegetables, at the Summer Meeting, Racine, August 18 and 19, 1920. as the National Cherry Growers 

association was formed at a meet- 

Class I ing of cherry growers held at 

Ist prize 9 2d 3d Frankfort, Mich., May 19, under 

10 vases of Asters, 1 doz. each__-----------— $3.00 $2.00 $1.00 — the auspices of the Michigan 
5 vases of Asters, 1 doz. each_--------------. 2.00 1.00.50 State Farm bureau. 

Vase Asters, one color, 1 doz., for each color__-~ 1.00 50 25 An executive committee eom- 
Display Dahlias, not less than 5 varieties--..-. 5.00 3.00 2.00 posed of representatives from the 
Display Pansies ______-__--__________________ 3.00 2.00 1.00 cherry seetions of Michigan, New 

Display Perennial Phlox, not less than 5 varieties 3.00 2.00 1.00 York and Wisconsin, elected the 

Display of Gladioli, not less than 25 blooms... 8.00 2.00 1.00 following temporary organization 

Display of Annual Garden Flowers, not. less to call the first national meeting 

than 12 varieties nor less than 3 blooms of next winter. M. B. Goff, tempor- 
each __-------- 5003.00 2.00 ary president, of Sturgeon Bay, 

Display Herbaceous perennials correctly named Wis.; George A. Morse, viee-pres- 

not less than 10 varieties —--.------------ 5.00 3.00 2.90 ident, of Williamson, N. Yo: A. J. 
For best specimens Fuchsia, Rex Begonia, Be- Rogers, secretary-treasurer, of 

gonia of any other variety, Sword Fern, As- Beulah, Mich., and Amos Tucker, 
paragus Sprengerii, for each ~.----------_ 2.00 1,00 50 of Kibbe, Mich., Thomas G. Mac- 

Best collection native flowers in arrangement and Dill of Sodus, New York, and I. 
variety; varieties to be shown separately, W. Ullsperger of Sturgeon Bay, 
each with card attached giving both common Wis. a8 members of the exeeutive 
and botanical name, not less than 10 varie- committee: . . 
ties 22 5.00 3.00 2.00 _ The purpose of this organiza- 

tion is to assist the various cherry 

growing regions in’ the inter- 

Class II change of information on mar- 

pilap! Beuis, 1) 1b; 2csssseessess-sesese-sscs=s 62100 1.00 0 ket, and on eultural practices, 

Lima Beans, 1 Ib, --------------------------- 2.00 1.00 50 and to stimulate in all possible 
Cranberry Beans _~_~------------------------- 2.00 1.00 50 ways the best interests of cherry 

Two Heads Cabbage s-22--22--22--sesees-. 2:00 1.00 50 growing in the United States. 
SIX On008: s.0-0-__-eeea- ese --=c-.----- %:00' 1,00 0 Door county has the outlook for 
Six Kars Sweet Corn ~----------------------- 2.00 1.00 00 most favorable crop this year. 
Three Cucumbers ~-----------------_-------- 2.00 1.00 90, Growers predict that there will 
Three; Muskmelong wecccsceseceswsecerewe» 2,00 1,00 50 be a good erop providing the pre- 
Six Tomatoes ~------------_-_----_-_-_-------- 2.00 1.00 50 mature dropping of fruit is not 

Six Beets ~--_------_-------- eee. 2.00 1.00 50 abnormal. 

Sixt Camm ts! mewecemee: BOO 100 50 At the cannery new machinery 

Two Beg Plih couweuccncuesmnssseyesaes BOO 1:00 50 anda rebuild of the plant has 

doubled the capacity without any 

additional crew being required. 
Class TI The Cherry Harvesting associa- 

Best display vegetables grown by boy or girl under 16, in home tion has completed arrangements 
or school garden. Ten dollars divided pro rata. for an exceptionally large num- 

Best display vegetables from ‘‘home’’ garden by person over 16. ber of pickers and altogether it 

Ten dollars divided pro rata. appears that no matter how great 

Exhibitors in Class III may also show in Class IT. the crop the fruit will all be ta- 

In classes I and II the exact number or quantity must be shown, ken care of nicely.—Advocale 

neither more nor less, in order to compete. Sturgeon Bay.
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\) = ——SSSS—E——S = he had been instructed regarding 

| | American I*oul Brood, he would have 
AMONG WISCONSIN BEEKEEPERS | known that all his bees were doomed 

| without inspection and_ treatment, 

| Devoted to the Interests of The Wisconsin State Beekeepers, Association but with them the healthy would not 
| be likely to become diseased and the 

H. If, Wilson Editor bees of the diseased colonies could be 
oe a _ ee saved. To inform beekeepers, the 
a Dept. of Agriculture sends out pam- 

THE HONOR ROLL Make Wisconsin Sate for the Bees Phlets to them, the Dept, of Ento- 
. mology sends its ablest men to lec- 

Counties Having 20 or More Members In May and June numbers of ture to those who can go to Madi- 

in the State Beekeepers’ Association — Gleanings in Bee Culture appeared — gon to hear them, and the Dept. of 
A few new members from several two articles of special interest > Agric. of the U. of Wis. sends speak- 

other counties will place them in the Wisconsin beekeepers. Prot. H. I. erg into the different counties of the 
honor. division. Wilson's article on “Organization — state to give 3 day bee schools under 

1. Dane Co. .........56 members Work” told how the state organiza- the auspices of the county associa- 

2. Fond du Lae Co, ..44 members "on had grown to over 500 members tions, But without organizations the 
3. Milwaukee Co. ....43 members #4 how county organizations are be- — Beekeeper's Chautauqua and the bee 
4. Waukesha Co. ....40 members 18 formed and are afiiliating with — sehools would amount to very little. 

5. Winnebago Co. ....33 members the state association, also how edu- ‘The individual beekeeper must be 
6. Chippewa Co. .....31 members C#Hional work in beekeeping is being — equeated if foul brood is to be eradi- 
7. Marathon Co. .....30 members Offered the beekeepers of the state. cated, because his intelligent cooper- 
8. Richland Co. ......28 members MP. 8. B. Fracker’s article on “loul ation is necessary. Here enters the 
9 Grant Co. ..:+.....27 members Brood Control” showed that Wiscon- work of the state and county organ- 

10. Langlade Co. ......27 members ‘i! bees are badly infected with izations, because through them the 
11. Brown Co. ........23 members American Ioul Brood, that the for- beekeeper can most easily be reach- 
12. Manitowoc Co. ....23 members mer methods of inspection had failed, ed. Then when the state gets ready 

13. Shawano Co. ......23 members 224 that a new drastic foul brood — for inspection and treatment, it will 
14. Sheboygan Co. ....23 members law was in force. The — present find the counties ready and wanting 15. Jefferson Co. ......20 members Method is the area clean-up followed — cleanups, even vieing with each other 
16. Sauk Co. .........20 members by rechecking: for a number of years; in precedence and local assistance. 
17. Wood Co. .........20 members Method which has given good re- One statement of Prof, Wilson's 

ou : tet : ia must be borne in mind, “No associa- 
THURS u - hese two: articles, ‘when’ ‘consider- tion of beekeepers can continue in- 
THURSDAY, STATE FAIR WEEK, ed together present a most hopeful definitely unless there is a tangible 

a Beekeepers’ Field Meet will be held situation. It appears to be the work — asset. to membership.” The local 
on the State Ilaur Grounds at Milwau- of Wisconsin to demonstrate how to must meet the needs of its members. 
kee to discuss marketing problems set rid of American oul Brood by Beekeepers must be fed something 
and prices for this year’s crop. the double method of organization besides foul brood. There are areas 

oe and inspection. In the past, diffused where theer is no foul brood, but. it 
WISCONSIN STATE BEEKEEP- SHEpEE EON with capa eneslknnis Hit is doubtful if there are areas where 

ERS’ CONVENTION, December 1. 9 “&% 2lmost the sole means of fight- better beekeeping methods are not 
and 3, 1920 : 2 # ing foul brood, and it failed because needed. Show the beekeepers at the 

" . of the ignorance and lack of cooper- — association meetings how they can in- 
ation of the individual beekeeper. crease their honey yields and winter 

Have you received a copy of the Knowledge must precede intelligent their bees successfully. The writer 
grading rules and have you made _— action. Many a beckeeper opposed — pelieves every member should be 
application for honey stamps to the inspection and concealed the fact made to feel that he is getting many 
State Marketing Commission, State that he had foul brood because he times “value received.” Tf he can 
Capitol, Madison? was afraid of losing his bees; but, prove that he has not, he should get 

ee a this money back. 

It may seem like a round-about 
SECOND WISCONSIN BEEKEEPERS’ FIELD MEET AND CHAUTAUQUA way of fighting foul brood by build- 

August 16 to 21, 1920 ing up the associations, but it will 
produce results just as surely as did 

Can You Afford to Miss the Beekeepers’ Field Meet and Chautauqua? the teaching of the evil effects of al- 

Beekeepers who attended the Chautauqua in 1919 will tell you that they cohol in the schools, and it will pro- 

learned more about keeping bees in one week than they had_ previously duce results in the shortest time pos- 

learned in many years. No better opportunity to get the facts in beekeep- sible. The “how” of building up a 

ing will ever present itself and this may be the last opportunity we will county association is the writer's 

have of holding such a meeting as it is likely that Dr. Phillips and Mr. task in hand. As beekeepers of Wis- 

Demuth will not be able to give us their help in the future. consin let us all strive together to 
All you who expect to attend should cut out and sign the printed slip form strong state and county associa- 

below. Please let us know whether you would like to have a tent or a tions and take as our slogan, ‘Make 

room and we shall be glad to make the necessary reservations. Wisconsin Safe for the Bees, until 
American Foul Brood is gone from 

—_—_—_ OO ee ee eee ithe tate. 

Please reserve a campsite or room for me at the Beekeepers’ Ivan Whiting, 
Chautauqua, August 16 to 21, 1920. Plymouth, Wis 

(Fill in your name and address and mail to H. F. Wilson, Madi- = ae 
son, Wisconsin.) 

Monthly News Report blanks were 

NGING! ose one ccnssitue exerenmneiens oie ecetmumeneeaaUNe ecaews Sea E ee Oe BURTON ous ele we sent out from the secretary’s office 
for the first time this month to the 

Address 8 SA REE RU MORON ADE ANE STE FL REAR OF RAUNT 86 KOLMETE OTN twenty-four local associations affili- 

ated with the state association. Sev-
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enteen of these locals have to date The ones who got their bees onto the June 13—Condition of bees below 

returned their reports which are as summer stands earliest suffered se- average. Only about one-half of col- 
follows: vere losses by severe frosts. Others onies strong enough to begin work 

June 11—Bees two weeks behind who left the bees in a week longer in supers. Heavy winter losses. No 

in average of strength. Heavy win- report nice results. Nectar plants honey on hand. A meeting will be 

ter losses and heavy spring losses. Were nearly one month late in open- held June 16. Condition of nectar 
Condition of nectar secreting plants ing up to the bees. Practically no secreting plants good. Reporter, 

good. No extracted or comb honey honey on hand. Beekeepers very en- Wm. Hannemann, Kewaunee — Co. 
on hand. Reporter, Emma Bartz,  thusiastic and many who. suffered Beekeepers’ Assn. 
Chippewa Valley Beekeepers’ Associ- losses are starting with renewed en- June 12—Condition of bees, gener- 
ation. ergy, Also many new beekeepers get- ally the bees are in poor condition, 

June 12—Bees not as far advanced ling into the game. Langlade county but during the last two weeks have 

as usual but are just starting to iS destined to become a good honey made wonderful improvements; as 
swarm. Nectar secreting plants are producing county, Beekeepers com- near as T can ascertain about 75 per 

dandelion, soft maple, hard maple, ing in from other counties. A Mr. cent of the colonies died last winter 

raspberry, wild white clover, alsike, David) Blanchard and family have and spring, most of them since the 

and buckwheat. No honey on hand. Just moved to Langlade County Ist of April, Condition of nectar se- 

Expect the whole beekeepers’ meet- [tom Michigan bringing with them — creting plants; dandelion gave us a 
ing in July. Reporter, J. $. Sloniker, 150 colonies of fine bees, Reporter, very good yield. It saved many col- 
Clark County Beekeepers’ Associa. C: 8. Leykom, Langlade Co, Beekeep- onies from starving. Fruit blossoms 
Association. ers’ Association, did not give us as good a flow as 

Tans f6--Conattion Brees TUE De. oun 1a: moniter of bees in_gen-ustitl. White clover and alsike are 
died of the Backwata apring but oe eli cect aid expe RES just coming: ane we loot for a big 

tonditions, Condition; of nectar ge- Aion. or HenhN cee lene Nal ERIS GH Beeston ee 
creting plants: alsike and white clo- og) an exceptional AG me ? a very interestea, ' _ ae a 
ver yielding freely at present. Local ign paspberry and, alatine of dandes hil Shebov, teporter, 1. 7. 
showers the past three days assuring 900) 09 ani) aleike., Clover sishop, Sheboygan (Co. ecekeepers 
stenay’ ek nhs " and white clover just beginning full Association, 
steady nectar flow for the near [-  ow. Will he on in a week or te June 3—In general bees are in fair 
ture at least. Basswood rapidly ad- Gove Much pain this ed < x aiase Seae enc ve eee Bes oy iat 

than usual. Small amount of ex- a great deal or THETeSe and. lowing 2 ve hd mes wigs tunieaeeen 
tracted honey on hand. Two field o..0 at land. entliu- (On Hand. oA: lenge many beekeepers 

i siasm. Two field meets will be held are increasing their number of col- 
meets have been held, one on 20th atthe yards of Lewis Francisco . _ ‘ . ae a 

i ‘ yards o ewis Francisco and onies. Reporter, L. Kh. Cass, Vernon 
of May at apiary of H. Lappley, Ma- tes. paesman. Reporter, I. @. Pain- Co. Honey Producers’ Assn 
zomanie, and the other on the 4th ter” Marathon County Beekeepers" June 14—Beekeepers lost trom 10 
of July at Madison. ‘The Madison lo- — agén, ; DELS! eee 90 Wap Gant. URNS GIES: 
cal Bee club held its monthly meet- | 5 ee eee ee oT een ne winter. Many 4 - June 6—Bees wintered fairly well. weak colonies, A great deal of white 
ing at the home of C. L. Kocher, flute: spring, however, caused 1a. @ clover but: weather extremely . 
Madinoh. Jun6 265 Dane culinty bees au ST ;. I wever, caused a good ds € ou weather extremely dry. 

keepers ‘are showing more enthustasri many to dwindle badly, Dandelion No honey on hand. Reporter, W. T. 
eae . . “es and fruit bloom was good, while clo- Sherman, Walworth Co. Beekeepers’ 

and interest than ever before. Re- < 68 7 $ . ver prospects good. No honey on Assn. 
porter, Robert L. Siebecker, Dane jand, Foulbrood campaign seems to June 13—Heavy winter losses and County Beekeepers’ Association. ‘ . ‘ ises , vas tl . have been quite successful. Another disease. Bees not as strong as they 

June 7—Bees below normal for — inspection will be given in July, ke- Should be at this time of the year. 
this season of the year, Nectar se- porter, C.D, Adams, Milwaukee Co, Not much swarming to date. Con- 
creting plants only fair. No honey — Beekeepers’ Association. siderable clover in) bloom but not 
on hand. The winter loss according June 9—Winter and spring toss Yielding yet as it is too dry. Rees 
to the older beekeepers was the  apout 50 per cent. Most colonies did well on fruit bloom. No. honey 
heaviest in twenty years. Reporter, weak but building up fairly well. on hand. Reporter, H. FE. Green- 

Edward Hassinger, Jr, ox River fyandelion and maple yield good in Wweod, Winnebago (Co. Beekeepers’ 
Valley Bee Assn. this locality, Strong colonies stored — Assn. 

June 5—Several beekeepers have as high as 40 Ibs. Clover flow will June 7—-In general the bees are in 

reported slight winter losses. Gen- he on in about 10 days. No honey on poor shape with large spring losses. 
eral condition of bees fair. Not hand. Reporter, Martin Krueger, Plants were a long time coming out. 
much nectar at present. Good pros- Northeast Wis. Beekeepers’ Assn. Now unless we get a rain soon I be- 
pects for white clover. A few small June 5—Bees in very good condi- lieve the bees will have a hard time 
lots of comb honey on hand. Ama- tion, All wintered colonies in two to keep alive. No honey on hand. 
teur Bee Club formed. All beekeep- hive bodies with brood. Gathered Several inspections were made and in 

ers very interested. Many receiving considerable dandelion honey.  Clo- — one case found a very bad case of 
‘package bees. A summer picnic will ver not showing up yet. Association Huropean foul brood. Samples 

be held Aug. 1 to make arrangements — meetings will be held in July. No were sent to Madison and Washing- 
for state fair exhibit. Reporter, Geo. honey on hand. Reporter, H. J. ton, No meetings were held since 
W. Davies, Grant County Beekeepers’ Rahmlow, Price County Beekeepers’ the bee schools. Reporter, W. A. 

Assn. Assn. Sprise, Wood Co. Beekeepers’ Assn. 

June 12—About 50 per cent died June 4—-Wintered loss about 75 per 
in winter, otherwise bees in good con- cent, present condition as remainder 
dition. No honey on hand. Re- perhaps 33 per cent normal strength ss tas so 3 . 

porter, W. R. Abbott, Jefferson Coun- at this time. Honey plants in splen- Stansiaing nad Orsantang ae 
ty Beekeepers’ Assn. did condition. Bees too weak to loney Industry: in Wisconsin 

June 17—Condition of bees not any make heavy surplus anywhere in this By A. Swahn, Ellsworth. 

too good. The past winter was not county. About 1200 pounds extract- . 

a& very severe one but a very long ed honey on hand. Reporter, E. R. As this paper is in reality a sequel 

one. The beekeepers who kept their Wilson, Rusk Co, Beekeepers’ Asso- to the one I wrote on “Practical Bee- 
bees in confinement faired the best. ciation. Keeping Extension Work" for the
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Chautauqua held at Madison in Au- that time he has been unable to eat must not expect 100 per cent effi- 
gust, I will begin about where I left it. While this was an extreme case ciency from the start. Such is far 
off at that time. it goes to show that one knocker like from my expectations. Al) I hope to 

For the benefit of those who were him can do more harm than ten accomplish by this paper is to suggest 

saved the torture of hearing that pa- boosters can repair. With all my ex- a plan which may at least form a 

per read, will state briefly that the planation of the difference between starting point for a complete and suc- 

substance of it was along educational the old process of straining and the cessful organization such as I hope 
lines for the novices in the business, modern process of extracting I was to see in the near future. 

together with a few suggestions which unable to sell him honey. The plan I have in mind and’ the 
might be worked out to advantage Cleanliness should be the first one I will recommend is along the 
for the experienced. In that paper round in our ladder of standardiza- same lines as the plan of the Amal- 
my hope was to make some sugges- tion, and every apiary where honey is gamated Apple Growers Association 

tions which would make bee keepers offered for sale (if there is only one of Oregon. In this Association each 

out of our present bee owners, and’ to hive) should be inspected and certain member pays into the treasury a cer- 

eliminate the menace of foul brood standards insisted upon. I will put tain amount per acre of growing or- 
and other foul methods so often quality as the second round in our chard, and all the selling is done 
found among the novices. Besides ladder, because the bees will give us through the Association by one man 
this I had hopes that my suggestions the best quality in every case if we who has full charge and who looks up 
might lead up to plans by which Max- will give them the chance. All we the markets and obtains the best price 
imum production would be obtained have to do is to grade it according to possible for the members. A similar 
with Minimum labor and expense. color, kind, etc. When our work of | plan should be adopted by the honey 

Now if you please, we will for the standardizing is completed we are producers of Wisconsin, The sale of 
moment, imagine that my dreams in ready to step up to the next and last honey should be much more simple 
that direction have materialized, and round in our ladder—the standard of than the sale of fruit. 
that the Wisconsin bee-keepers have price. I suggest that the organization be 
so modernized their Apiaries and While it will always be unwise to started by a few active beekeepers 
methods as to be producing maximum _ establish any fixed price for any cer- | Who should get together and arrange honey crops. The next step is to tain grade of honey, it is possible to get in touch with all the leading 
market that crop to the best advan- and wise to establish a rule not to sell honey producers in the state and so- 
tage of both producer and consumer. until we know that we are getting the — licit them to join a “Beekeepers Co- 

In order to market in a satisfac- top market price direct from the con- Operative Association.” After a suf- 
tory manner we must first standard- sumer. This takes us through the _ ficient number have signified their 
ize our product and methods and or- field of standardizing and brings us Willingness to join this association, 
sanize our industry in about the same up to the next step in my paper—Or- Officers should be appointed and the 
manner that other industries stand-  ganizing. treasurer bonded for the full amount 
ardize and organize. This envolves a This is a subject which brings us he would be expected to handle at 
great deal of thought and will take face to face with our Bank account any time. After this is done the 

time and experiment to perfect, but and our bread and butter. While money should be collected in, up to 
it can be done. My efforts will only cleanliness and quality should of an amount sufficient to guarantee the 
be to suggest a possible nucleus course be our first aim we must not Inancial security of the association. 
around which we may in time build ignore the fact that proper organiza- We should now look up a manager 
a permanent standard for the better- tion and co-operation will do a great who would be competent to handle 
ment of our industry. deal to make our industry more re- the large business which we can de- 

Our pure food laws require certain munerative. velop. I would advise paying this 
standards of cleanliness and purity to The subject of Organization en- manager a Salary sufficiently large so 
be maintained in the manufacture of volves many perplexing conditions as to enable him to put in his whole 
other food products, yet—honey the which have been hard to overcome in time at it, and then see to it that he 
choicest of all known sweets, is sold the past. They can, howeve:, be gets. results. Good results in any 
from hives reeking with foul brood overcome and nearly 100 per cent ef- business costs money and they are 
and other foul conditions, and is ficiency reached, if we put our shoul- worth it. 
sometimes extracted under conditions ders to the wheel and organize and This association should not be lim- 
which are not the most sanitary. co-operate on business principles, and ited to selling honey alone it should 

This of course does not apply to not be afraid to put a few dollars be- be used in buying supplies as well. 
the majority, but it does apply to hind the effort. What will it mean to the members 
some. We have laws regulating such In the past many attempts have if they can make 10 per cent or more 
matters it is true, but unless these been made to organize and with va- in the sale of their honey through 
laws are enforced they are useless. A ried results. No organization will the association, and then save as 

standard of cleanliness and purity in amount to much on the mere verbal much mor in buying their supplies? 

the Apiary, as well as in the extract- promise to maintain any certain price It will mean that the middle man will 
ing house shovld he insisted upon, so and still be compelled to sell on an be cut out at both ends. A _ good 

we can go to the market and offer for open and uncertain market. On the manager under the directions of a 

sale Pure Honey. other hand T do not believe in com- good’ advisory board will do wonders 

The matter of cleanliness was pelling any one to hold for any stated fort he bee-keepers of Wisconsin. 

brought to my attention very forcibly price. Supply, demand and_ other If the plan I will now continue to 

about a year ago by one of our lead- causes for fluctuation in the market outline has any merits we should get 

ing physicians. TI had on display in will make this impracticable. Ne!ther it in motion at once as it will take 

my store window a lot of extracted do I believe in local organizations. time to develop it, and we should be 
honey in glass jars. He noticed it, The successful organization must be all ready for next year’s crop. We 

and came in to talk about it, and state wide and take in most of our must not start however, until we have 
made the statement that he could best honey ‘producers; and then in or- the co-operation of about one-half of 

never again eat “strained honey” as der to get results we must put a little our leading bee-keepers assured. It is 

he called it. I of course made it a money behind it, and also some sound too large a proposition to go into ona 

point to learn why not. He told me business principles, and confidence in small scale. As to its ultimate suc- 

that on one of his visits to a farmer its ultimate outcome, and remember cess wil!-say that if the apple grow- 

beeowner and patient of his, he saw that there will be may obstacles to ers in the west find this method of 

some honey strained and ever since overcome from time to time, and we marketing and buying profitable why
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Invest your money in Lewis ‘‘Beeware’’ at 9 per cent. Play safe on transporta- 

tion delays: slow deliveries of raw materia s and the loss of your honey crop. 
+ 46 vee 

Buy Lewis ““Beeware”’ in August. 
< Cc; 

Get An Early Order Discount of 9%. 
+ 6 res 

Buy Lewis “Beeware”’ in September. 
. C/ 

Get An Early Order Discount of 8. 

Cash Must Accompany Such Orders. 
This offer gives you an opportunity tosave more money than the interest on 

a loan for the amount at your bank. It also enables us to avoid a “peak"’ of 

production load, with delays, in the next honey season. 

BEWARE 
WHERE YOU BUY YOUR . 

Look | BB EEWARE J tran 
For 7 = fj Mark 

waren NN |S} 
MAKES THE FINEST. corrmerr, re BY @RLEWE Corina 

“c ” 

G. B. LEWIS COMPANY, Makers of “Beeware 

Branches and Distributers Every where Factory and Home Office, Watertown, Wisconsin | 

OOOO ——— 

cannot the honey producers also profit words “United we stand—Separated ———————— 

by it. wo fall.” ———SaSSSSSSaas>>— 

If all our bee-keepers were good For cases like the above where 

business men it would perhaps, be there is urgent need of money, ar- 

comparatively easy for them to find rangements should be made to either 

good retail markets, but there are a advance on the crop, buy it outright 

great many who, while expert in the — or find some member who would buy 

production of maximum crops of first it. Always see to it that it is handled BEEKEEPERS 

quality they are not always able to either directly or indirectly by the as- 

find satisfactory markets for their sociation, and not let it be sold to any 

product. ‘This sometimes causes them — one at a price below the regular mar- 

to become afraid that they will not be — ket. 
able to dispose of their crop, and as a I favor a strictly ef-operative plan. 4 2 2 m 

result will sell at a price below what We should first decide on the num- Should send for our book- 

it should bring. This will have a ber of members necessary to organize, let on the new MODI- 

tendency to demoralize the market in then ascertain the approximate run- , eas ¥ 

that vicinity at least, and will make ning expenses and sinking fund neces- FIED DADANT HIVE. 

a much better field for the unscrupu- sary for its success, then divide this The hive with a brood 

lous buyers who are always looking by the number of members, or by the - F 

for just such conditions. number of colonies represented to get chamber sufficient for pro- 

Another factor also comes to notice, the amount each one should pay. 5 YAMA. 

and that is, that at times some of our ‘This should represent the par value lifie queens. OUR CATA 

producers are pressed for ready cash — of one share of stock, and [ would not LOG IS FREE. 

to meet some obligation and will sell advise allowing any member to own 

to the first bidder, and learn after it more than one share of this stock. 

is too late that if they had’ but waited So much for the general plan of the 

a little while longer they could have proposed association. T will now try 

realized a great deal more. In other to show approximately what it will 

ea _ cost each member to maintain such 

BEE SUPPLIES an organization. 

I will estimate running expenses . — 

sufficiently high So as to be sure of Hamilton, Illinois 

Hoffman frames with improved = cupcient funds. 

method for fastening foundation also \yanager’s salary per year... $3,000.00 

other bee supplies. Secretary and Treasurer.... 1,000.00 

Goods at highest quality at rea- praveling expenses, manager 1,500.00 —_SEF>Eh i >y__>==== 

sone prices. ‘oui Stationery and incidentals... 400.00 
rite for particulars. Office rent .....-eeeeeee ees 800.00 Our state records show that we 

DARWIN M. WHITE ———— have approximately 100,000 colonies 

Calamine, Wisconsin Total ......++++++++-$6,200.00 and 10,000 bee-keepers in the state.
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We will estimate that we can secure necessary, it will be a very easy mat- SN 
one-half that number as members of ter to pro-rate it back to the mem- = = 

our organization. With a yearly run- bers. There should be no trouble in = = 
ning expense for tne association of raising this money as there is no pos- 3B MeK AY NURSERY a 
$6,200 we find that it will cost the sible chance to lose it. In the first 2 2 
bee-keepers 12 2/5 cents per colony. place it is in reality only a loan ana 3 COMP ANY 2 
This will not bankrupt any of us. will always draw interest. When not = = 

We will now see if this expense in in use the Bank will pay interest on 3 MADISON, WISCONSIN 2 
reality comes out of the bee-keepers it, and when in use as before stated 2 es 
pockets or out of the ‘pockets of the the % cent deduction on all prema- 3 = 
former middlemen. Our state records — ture purchases will amount to the 3B = 
do not give us the average produc- same as interest. Then too our Treas- = Nursery Stock of 2 
tion per colony so we will have to es- — urer will be fully bonded so there is ZB Q + = 
timate that, and we will make it low no chance to lose it there. As our 3 uality = 
for the class of bee-keepers we expect money will either be safely deposited 3 for Particular Buyers = 
to get as our charter members. in a bank or invested’ in honey IT am = = 
ote some ne extracted be ue to see any possible chance for = Have all the standard varieties z 

# will estimate an average of a loss. I do not claim that this plan Bee ee sorta, Can 
50 pounds per colony. We will have is above criticism and correction in 2. 1 yu with everything in an 
represented in our association 50,000 detail, but I do claim that it is right 3 SUPPIY Ye Weer 2 
colonies and that will give us a total in substance, and do claim that it can = : i 2 production of 2,500,000 Ibs, available he worked out to the great advantage Fruit Trees, Small Bruits, 2 for our manager to dispose of. 4c — of our Wisconsin bee-keepers. = Vines and Ornamentals. = 
per pound on this production will give In conclusion will say that if it = . e a = us $6,250.00 or more than enough to meets with the approval of those pres- Z ist Me ee a hat, to wont = pay all expenses of the association. ent why not put the wheels in mo- 3 both’ in ee a jl = 
In other words, if our manager only tion right now and see what can be = dueoratlon of your sonny o k = 

succeeds jn getting 4% cent per pound done to perfect the details and get 3 Prices fad our nem at @ oF = 
more for our honey than we could ready for our 1920 crop. Tam ready 3 S¢nt promptly upon receipt of 2 have sold it for individually, he has — and willing to give my assistance and  B Your list of wants. = been a good investment for us, as ne hacking in any way possible for the 3 : 2 has saved us the trouble of looking promotion of this or any similar plan 3 Nurseries at = 
up our own markets. He will be a for the betterment of our bee-keep- 2 Wi z poor manager indeed if he cannot get ers. | thank you. = Waterloo, 1s. = us several times that much more, Tf A. Swahn. 2 2 there is anyone here : = 2 
be WIE ts pa ee yee ae 1 . ay 1 ce _ ‘ 
for the maintenance of such an or- Spray for Potato Leafhopper and 
ganization let him speak up and show Prevent “Hopperburn”’ SQN 
00d reasons why not. 2 = 

So much for running expenses—-we 1 . caf sy joa cay 2 
will now provide for working capital, The potato leafhopper is a very 2 The 2 
As before stated there will always be — small, destructive, light green in- 2 = a good many producers who, for vari- wg . wandily E J ll N = 
ous reasons will want to dispose of sect. It flies and hops readily = ewe ursery = 
their crop before the association man- and may occur in vast numbers 3 C 2 ager is ready to call it in for ship- _ ise wears iv suoues, ompany = 
ment. This situation must be taken for two or three years in sucees-— B = 
ear of. Cash must be provided fer sion. Its greatest injury is done 3 Lake City, Minn. = 

hat purpose, and it might also be ad- aikcae: ++ foods = a visable at times to buy outside the t® Potatoes, although it feeds 2 = association members, as by so doing upon many other plants. Injury 2 Established 1868 = 
we may possibly get new members. . -o kinds: loss of plant 2 a from time to time. When our mana- iS Of two kinds: loss of plant 2 = 
ser is asked to buy before he is ready, juices through feeding, for this is 3 . = 
ov before he has located an outlet for 1 vusect: and the ap- Fifty Years = his honey,,a discount should be de- 2% Sucking Inseet; and the ap- B Cc ‘ = 
manded of % cent per pound on such pearance of a so-called disease 2 ontinuous 2 
purchases to cover interest on the i Souen’? whieh je Zz i = 
money advanced, no matter if it is terme d hopperburn which Js = S ervice 2 
only held a few days. It will be dif- transmitted to the plant while 2 a 
ficult to determine just how much of the insect feeds = 2 
a fund will be necessary for this pur- he mmsect Teeds, = A Complete Stock a 
pose, but we will provide what we This leafhopper was very & A Gomplete Sloe’ = 
think will be sufficient. T suggest 1 luring 1918 and 1919. 2 of Fruit, Shelter 2 
that we provide a fund on the suppo- abundant during an ae and Ornamental a 
sition that 25 per cent of our honey Severe losses oceurred in some & Stock in Mardy = 
will be offered for sale before the as- i" ‘ : . = = siatiog a 
sociation manager is ready to accept Sections of Wisconsin as well as 2 Var icties for 2 

it for shipment. This will mean that jy many other states. Probably 2 Northern Plant- a 
we must provide a fund amounting to b vgeet tow or OE ers. a 
$125,000.00, This will mean a loan the pest will appear this summer E 2 
to the association of $25.00 each for jn harmful numbers. In order to 2 Agents Wanted = 
one-half of our Wisconsin bee-keep- . ae a gs 
ers. Tf after a season's experience prevent injury and raise a full a e 
this fund is found to be more than Continued on page 207 Ea
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Can We Help the Blind? in Wisconsin to give us as much Michigan and is now known to 
5 publicity as possible. be present in more than twenty 

Quite recently there has been Yours very truly ‘al Lin © I ie 
. ' 4 #1 states and in Canada. is re- 

organized The Badger State Ad- Jos. A. Bell, . lead fd - 
x ee . > we varded as one o Ve Most iMpor- 

vancement Association of — the Bae Chairman, a ' t tol | | sh \ 
; s : Milwaukee. Wis ant pests to be reckoned with by 

Blind, chartered by the State of Nihwaukee, Wis. | tl 
. * °. . eH : x curysan Nheum growers. 

Wisconsin. The following letter Blindness is the imost terrible a oo 
as | pai . tor afilicti lie cea hetall . While principally a greenhouse 

has been received by the editor affliction that can befall any liv- i a lant 
. re : a: . . " * 3 yest, Te oecurs On OUTdMOOr plants 

of Wisconsin Horticulture : ing being. The blind appreciate ! . ! . 
even as far north as Ottawa, Can- 

our sympathy but do not want Fic, Seok oe 
ae our pity, The one thine they ada. The injury to badly infest- 

‘e June 10th, 1920. ave abow . > “ed plants is such as to destroy Dear Nir: crave above all else is a chance thei Ie f ial 
" ‘ . * elr Valtle Tor COmmercela ur 
Phe Badger State Advancement — to do something, an opportunity \ ‘ ‘ ‘ VP 

Association ot the Blind, an AS- 49 wore ¥o. that the« may feel poses. In the tone er Poryens ol 

sociation composed entirely of . the plant are laid the eges from 
blind or partially blind. resident that they are a part of the com ican | | | yy partially blind residents a / Which tiny maggots hatch. The 
of this State Was just been rant: munity rather than a burden and ' y maggots late ' a " 

HER OCALG, DOS JUSE Moen ral ‘thew . maggots then bore their way into 
eda charter by the State of Wis. @ tag upon if. the plant ti there F 

; , : o . , , i SUES AVAL PARTE. 
consin. What, if anything, is there in 1 pa \ saventi tens sy MSI 

n sie : Balls. 4 are Ee S re 
Phat there always has been a our work that the blind ean de? ae PHNEEMENYs lis tithe 

great need for an organization of was brought to America without 
this kind is emphasized by the its quota of parasites and it) is 

so el mae i not te Ten Perennials and Then Ten not yet certain that native para- 
school or institution in the State . i : ; 

aE : nD ; More sites of gall midge fauna are 
of Wisconsin where the aduli aeanl ‘ ao. 
blind can learn a trade or obtain At the Jive wectine of the PTOeMs wpa effectively, 
special training of any deserip- Sauk Co . tie sal Sovi- , 
tion that will enable them to be- ui a tort una Control Measures Worked Out 

‘ # . : ety y. A. Toole was called on 
come useful and self supporting —. * ‘ ‘ , 5 F “ aon if oye for a list of 10 hardy perennials Many experiments have been 
citizens. It shall be our purpose : ’ and ‘be Ol ialists of 
to raise the stigma of pity and that everybody can grow. Here coneueled” by The SPeansts 

helplessness and place our mem is the list: Iris, phlox, peony, the department in’ working out 

bers on a self-reliant, independ- poppy — (oriental), — pyrethrum, control measures, The results are 
ent basis. . achillea, larkspur, aster, gaillar. Summarized as follows in Depart- 

Believing that you are anxiou dia, colliopsis. A list’ of ten ment Bulletin No. 833, just is- 
to lend us your co-operation in ened: 
this movement, we respectfully Seems very small to one who > : a 

ask that you insert a news item grows hundreds of kinds so Mr. From the life history, as well 

in your publication regarding Toole asked) permission to add @S from the experimental data 
this organization. We are de- another list as follows: Lily of thus far submitted, it is clear 

sirous of obtaining a complete the valley, fuschia, mertensia, that certain points must be kep* 

list of all blind people in this voldenmarguerite, columbine, in mind to secure the best practi- 

eae and ae ul ae num gypsophila, dianthus, astilbe cal resuits. First, there are al- 
yer among its population any . : " AMON I 1 oe campanula, veroniea, ways several generations present 
blind or partially blind, we would , . . : 

>We in greenhouses during the spring be pleased to have you forware : 
us their names and fall occurrences; seeond, the 

We are contemplating the pur- May ales? eile adults emerge and mate during 
chase of a Home and Factory, ge the very early morning hours, 

which will be conducted along The chrysanthemum midge en- and egg laying quickly follows; 

the lines of the famous Light- tered the United State: from Eu- third, preliminary control experi- 

house in Chicago, where all blind rope a few years ago and is now” ments show that the egg stage 
i » ‘a e a AL fg ne e . 

. 

be he fee to learn a trad an established greenhouse pest, may be controlled by means. of 
and make a living wage. 1 . ae 

, Oe @ BNE says the United States Depart- spraying or dipping the euttings 
Publicity is essential to the sue- “ . Aeseutin It was firet lant fourth. it 1 1 

: «ys 5 . eric re. as firs 7 ants; . as bee 
cess of this association, therefore, ent of 4 eee oe OF -DiOMISs: HOUFED: Jt Ras peel 
we are asking every newspaper reported in this country from demonstrated that the adult ean
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be killed easily at the time of are writing us this spring regard- and sweet pea vines. Use 144 

emergence by consistent spray- ing oyster shell scales. If you teaspoons of the sulphate to a gal- 

ing; fifth, fumigation experi- will look up your last October lon of water; add about 2 one- 

ments in a commercial house umber of Wisconsin Horticul- inch cubes of dissolved laundry 

proved that the adult is easily ture, yoa will find a short but soap to make the spray spread. 
killed by fumigating either with concise description, with pictures, Be sure to add the soap as the 

nicotine papers or hydroeyanic- of our common scale insects. Con- solution is not nearly as effective 

acid gas; sixth, experiments ap- trol measures are also discussed. without it. This spray will also gas; si ? a . ays . . : * * d shee ay . . ty plicable to general propagation * , aid in checking the whitish leaf 

practices show conclusively that Better spray machinery, hoppers which make the leaves 

such measures offer a reasonable Better spray materials. appear spotted and also the rose 
safeguard an protection against Better applications, slug, an inseet which skelotinizes safeg a gains 

ar ai > leaves. ‘ a doubtfui stock and infested mate- Give the leaves, CoOL. F. 
rial without injury to the plants. Better fruit. 

lnseee Readily Contvouea More money. Wateh for currant worms on 

. Better satisfaction. currants and gooseberries. When 

“By adherence to a definite TRY IT! they appear mix cnough paris 
control program, involving any green with fine air slaked lime to g § A 

of the above cited measures, give it a greenish caste and then . qi : oo “GOD OF THE OPEN AIR” » a . 2 : either singly or in combination, when the foliage is moist, dust it 
the insect can be readily con- By Dr Henry Van Dyke over the plants. Arsenate of lead 
trolled.’ These are the things I ask sprayed on the same as for potato - Kee, 9 Of Thee, spirit serene: buss: 4 -ale re 

lhe bulletin is a complete tech- strength for the daily task, mugs is also effective. 
nieal discussion of the chrysau- Courage to face the road, 

. oe Good cheer to help to bear the 
themum midge. Copies may be travelers’ load Don’t market apples in a flour had on applicati > depart- And, for the hours of rest that come i : 1 on application to the depart between, sack or dirty box and expect to 
— by persons interested in An inward joy in all things heard get a good price. Clean, well 
shrysa > 2 ne and seen. . “9 os chrysanthemum culture. graded, unbruised fruit in a clean 

These are the things I fain package always sells at a good 
; Would have Thee take away; brie 

Formula for Making Kerosene Malice, and cold disdain, price. 
Emulsion Hot anger, and sullen hate, - 

Scorn of the lowly, envy of the tani ; . Hard soap —----------- Ys pound great If onions do not ripen evenly, it 
Water (soft) -----_-_--1 gallon 4 gihoonient that casts its shadow ig well to bend the tops to the 

Kerosene ______________2 gallons On all the burdens of the common ground. 
clay. 

Dissolve the soap in boiling wa- These are the things 1 prize oe . A ose are the z ze i? | 
ter, remove from fire and add the And hold of dearest: worth: I KINNER [| 
kerosene slowly while agitating ee ghe genpiire pistes, H YSTEM OF IRRIGATION | 

the mixture. This is best done by Music of birds, murmur of little ‘ sistas EI 
a hand pump, forcing the mixture rills, . Ss ea aE | 

. Shadows of cloud that swiftly pass, | ee Oi z through the hose and back into And, after showers, En ponen PRAY re mi Ee : . i ™ e =|! oT P ” | the container. Continue until the The ‘smell of fowers, A RAIN—buy Ir Ee . . : : And of the good brown earth,— EWM Make sure of runt FE mixture is creamy white and no And best of all, along the way, AiMcrops, independent of ae oil separates out on standing. friendship and mirth.” Elm weather. Lessen dan- ane a . IAM ger from insects and vi | 
This is your stock solution, EMM diseases, H 

Use diie ‘ 1si to 5 10 E Crop increase pays for system first. 9 part emulsion to 5 to Plant Li Rose Bushes | season. Can be uscd anywhere, E| 
, ; « 6 ice on Sse = 53 E| 

of water according to nature of AA OANA | 3 Nicoti 5 g . is pest. _ Nicotine sulphate (40% solu Sénd for bok’ giviig’ éxpettence of ‘many 

te tion) is effective against the lit. growers and ft etal, PN ON . ‘ Skinne igi ‘0., 287 er St, 
It is just as we thought. Many _ tle green plant lice on rose bushes Troy, Ohio,
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° WISCONSIN FAVORED 

The Kickapoo Valley FRUIT DISTRICT The H ks 

Our Specialty: Planting and Developing orchards for non-residents e aw 

A few choice tracts for sale. If interested, write us. Nursery 

KICKAPOO DEVELOPMENT COMPANY Company 
GAYS MILLS, WISCONSIN 

—E————— | 

SPRAY FOR POTATO LEAF HOP- The watehf sOWer May USU- are in a position to 
BE EVENT SHOL 1 he watt grower may usu furnish high grade 

>ERBURN” ally time his spray s Q ; / PE BU RN ; " me his Spraying so that Nursery Stock of all 

Continued from page 204 with an arsenical added to the kinds and varieties 

crop of potatoes, every grower Bordeaux, several potato insects suitable to Wiscon- 

should know what to do and and certain potato diseases may sin and other north- 

then do it. be aimed at with each applica- ern. districts. 

The insect lives over winter in tion Will be glad to fig- 
reise’ ‘ F Experi ure on your wants 

the adult stage hidden away in uxperiments have clearly either in large or 
weeds and grass. In the viein- shown that the yields from rows small quantities. 

ity of Madison, Wis., it becomes of potatoes sprayed several times 

active again about the first of © With Bordeaux mixture are from ee 

June. After feeding upon vari- two to three times greater than 

ous plants for a couple of weeks, yields from vows sprayed only . 

it seeks potato fields and soon be- With an arsenical. Wauwatosa, Wis. 

gins to lay eggs. John E. Dudley, Jr, _— 
. * reg Po nr + 4 ——SSSSE_ 

Bordeaux mixture made to the Luceau_ of Entonology, U0 S00 WWaaaan=S=>>= 

44-50 formula will repel this Dept. of Agriculture. a 

leafhopper and thereby largely 

revent the appearance or spread . breve 1b the appears : prea The Plum and Pear Slug PATENTED AUG.13, 1907 
of the ‘‘disease. The material ea 

must be applied to the underside Plums, pears, ana cherries are = 

of the leaves but may also be all attacked by this insect and in ees 

applied to the upper side. When — severe infestations orchards have riod Fo2 Bar 

combined with lead arsenate and the appearance of having been 

applied to the under siae, it is swept by fire. The damage is BERRY BOXES 

equally effective against the leat- done by the larvae whieh feed 

hopper and Colorado potato bee- upon the upper surface of the Crates, Bushel Boxes 

tle and is less subjeet to the ef- leaves, eating only the epidermis and) Climax Baskets 

feet of rain. and leaving the veins and under ¥ 

The first spray should be ap- surface to wither up and turn As You Like Them 

plied shortly after the leafhopper brown. Some of the leaves will We manufacture the Ewald Patent 
p yp . Folding Berry Boxes of wood veneer 

has appeared—about the 21st of | fall and in some cases the trees that give satisfaction. Berry box and 
. Pore mht crate material in the K. D. in enrload 

June near Madison. A second become almost defoliated, This lots our specialty. We constantly carry 
. 3 . 1 interfer in stock 16 quart crates all made wp 

spray will be needed in ten days stunts the tree and interferes ready for use, elther for strawherries or 
. . 5 . j 5 blueberries. No order too small or too 

or two weeks depending upon the with bud formation. — Sometimes large for us to handle. We can ship the 
6 3 folding boxes and crates in K. D from 

imount of new growth, the the trees will put out new leaves Milwaukee. Promptness {s essential in 
5 : . handling fruit, and im to d 

ibundance of the leafhopper and — but these in turn may be attacked part Wall A dares -oledeont f08 earty 

the amount of rain. <A third by the second brood of slugs un- ordeta:; & postal:bringp‘our: price: ist: 

‘pray must be applied in about less remedial meavures have been Cumberland Fruit Package 

wo weeks from the second. Now applied. Company 

ind then a fourth spray may be The slugs spend .the winter Dept. D, Oumberland, Wis. 

vell worth while. within their cocoons which are
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5 E 
| Use Product of Quality and Get Maximum Results = 

C Ci : . ream City 5 
e 

2 
z Dry : 
: = : Arsenate of Lead : 
E z 
= It kills quiek, sticks longer and has maximum suspension = 

: 
. 

= Lime Sulphur Sulphur (Dusting) Sodium Nitrate = 

= Paris Green . Calcium Arsenate Complete Fertilizer = 

F C City Chemical Work : 
2 70-778 Kinnickinnic Ave. ORDER NOW Milwaukee, Wis. 2 

————__— wii ACCC 

formed in the soil. In the spring best. Use it at the rate of 2 More evergreens could well be 

they change to pupae and in a pounds to 50 gallons of water. raised on every farm, 

Short: tanve: ¢ s -hich are Insect powder, 1 part to 5 parts, short time to adults, which are in powder, © part fo 2 Pah'S xmunmamaamec A; 
four winged, glossy black flies air-slaked lime, may be used hy 2 7 

about 1/5 ineh in length. They merely dusting it over the leaves. = FOR SALE 2 

appear jn May or June and the Any of the contact sprays such as . The Golden Rule Garden z 

females, which are provided with — nicotine sulphate, 1 part to 800 2 and Greenhouse = 

: wen e »  napte of water are alco effective 2 This place is idea . - 
sharp saw-like ovipositors, Jay parts of w ane are also effective. a eatea ana waa tates poael = 

their eggs on the under surface Charles L. Fluke, Jr. = bilities both in a business 3 

7 ith = way and as a future resi- 2 
» leaves y -o weeks 2 2 

of the leaves. Within two weeks |) dence plot in a growing | 

the eggs hatch and the young 2 city. 2 

arvae escape > surface = IRVING C. SMITH = 
larvae escape to the surfa we Strawberry Plants = iGO: SMa a a 

through a semi-circular cut in . Ashland, Wis. 2 

the epidermis. They soon become SENATOR DUNLAP for — 2 
z 7 7 ~ l = 

covered with a blackish stieky summer and PROGRESSIVE SRN 

sli head 1 enlarges and for fall bearing are the two 
slime; the head end enlarges anc beat varieties for Wisconsin, : 

vives the larvae the appearance Our stock of plants of these 

a : appe: two varieties is fine. We CHINESE BELLFLOWER 
SIUgS. also have AROMA, GANDY (Platycodon ) 

At different times the worms and SAMPLE. y' 

shed their skins and at the last Write us about what you ‘This hardy perennial flower deserves to 

. ry se ip sli > eover- want for your fruit garden be better known. When once planted 

molt they Tose their slimy cover: J dnd orehard ; also the orna- appears for gen, therenttr. Bie + 
ings and become light orange yel- mentals for your lawn, ete. ue Lowsre Plank in saring. 

low in color. They then fall to We are in a position to 

the ground, enter the soil, pupate, supply your needs. ORIENIAL POPPY 

and emerge for a second brood Th t wonderful of alt perennial 
: & a THE COE, CONVERSE & flowers Perfectly hardy. Can’ only be 

which appears in August and : snecessfully transplanted end of July 
9, EWARDS CO. or beginning of August. Orders taken 
September, for these from now to August Ist. 

Fort Atkinson, Wis. Either of the above, two year strong 

Slugs Easily Checked ‘oots, three for $1.00, postage prepaid. 

h . 1 . 1 P. S. Fruit trees and 
The plum slug is very easily plants of all kinds are go- 

checked if the proper materials ing to be very scarce before PIONEER NURSERY C0. 

¥ 2 planting time. Place your N. Ulm, Mi 

are used at the right time. Ar- order early . lew Ulm, Minn. 

senate of lead is the safest and
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Country Parks For Country work Saturday afternoons in Twenty on each knee. 

People summer. This idea will be [| have done better than that; I 

At our 1919 summer meeting laughed 7 “oe oy e farm have 8,713 by the ast count, 

t Fort Atkinson much of the os and pul en as t ‘ ree ato, thas a atte: tently ae an 
a . of a city ‘‘agriculturist. Very old maid to adopt, so you will not 
program was devoted to a discus- well, laugh if you will. The edi- ind while I am talking that I 

sion of comntry parks. “The: Rus ior was born and reared on a will keep my eye on the children, 

ral Planning Law, then pean farm and knows that most farm- so to speak. 
enacted, contains provisions in- ers keep their noses so close to I am heartily in sympathy with 

tended to aid in establishing such the ground, grubbing for dollars, all that has been said in regard 

aun parley and, a lal the that they never see the sunlight to the community parks; I am 

W. 8. H. S. was the first aSSO0- above and around them nor hear yery much interested, in fact, I 
tion in the state to do something ihe irusie Of the weodlands: they ; th maine’ T 886 

toward making the law more a a , am sure they are coming: . 
then) rere legal palaver; rarely see their neighbors nor any- them from the angle of the town- 

Your secretary has “viewed thing else in life worth whilee If ship as the unit of measure, how- 

with regret’’ the tendency of they would let up on the everiast- ever, and I think that in time to 
. ing grind for a few hours occa-  eome very soon, we will have in 

sountey’ people to seek ner sionally, and it’s a mighty poor every township a community 

pleasures ” _ an the city. The manager that can’t arrange to do park. It will perhaps be located 

Se ee i" it even on a farm, and drive over in the most beautiful spot in the 

combination that is utterly de- o the uieiglthiotliogd park for 2 township, as near as can be to the 

stroying the last remaining shred visit with the neighbors they center of population; it will con 
anges : would begin to realize soon that sist of 10 or 12 acres, part of it 

of rural social life. The city and % i ” es 
village merchants as well as the there is, or may be, a healthy so- woodland, native woodland if 

movie men encourage this sort of cial life in the country. If not possible ; it will be well cared for; 

thing atid from a selfish stand- on Saturday then Sunday after- there will be an open field in it, 

point they ave justiiad in doing noon is none to good for a pienic. if possible a little brook, a lake 

50. The place for the picnie is the or one of those wonderful bits of 

rural park. Please consider Miss natural scenery that Wisconsin is 
But do we country people want MecDonald’s plea, Mrs. Rasmus- noted for. We will try to have 

the city people to feel that We  cen’s concise statement of facts in the park all that we can of 

have no capacity for amusement 4. well as Oldham’s plea for the Nature in order to enjoy it; we 
or diversion among. ourselves, country merchant, will. have, if necessary, a shoot- 

that we are satisfied with the The editor offers no apology  the-chutes and a merry-go-round, 
shallow pleasures offered by the  f5, devoting so much space to and the things the children will 
city. If so then we deserve the  tyj, subject, it’s a big one. enjoy playing with; we will have 
name of ‘‘Rube’’ or ‘‘Jake’” or a ball ground for the young men; 
other contemptuous term that TT and we will have the picnic 

= may apply to us. Country Parks grounds for the people who ean 
he community center work is , . bring their dinner, and we will 

well done by other departments (Brom. Reporter's: Transcript) Wve hitching rl hor the peo- 

and is not horticulture but this Miss Ellen D. MeDonald: When ple who still drive the old black 
particular field of parks and play- | was a little girl—and that is a horse. We will have some other 

grounds is one to which we as hor- long time ago—we had little au- things in the park, however. We 

ticulturists should give most seri- tograph albums in which we will have a place where we can 

ous thought. wrote verses, and I remember test out some things. Where the 
Farmers, gardeners and fruit one of these verses that ran like county agent can show in some of 

growers would live longer and this: these northern counties how al- 
happier as well as make more Happy may you be, falfa grows, what it looks like, 

money if they would knock off Blessed with forty children, where he can have a few test
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plots and interest the people in public eating place, I am going to But ee ae a a oles ai pint 

that part or the state. have the middle story, and in , 
We will have a place in the that story there are to be rooms, Plenty of rooms for shops and stores, 

. * (mammon must have the best:) 
park where farmers can gather 4 series of rooms each with a Plenty of room for the running sores 

for their big picnic and have  plackboard and some desks, and that rot in the city’s breast! 

their Old Settlers’ picnic and {| am going to have school rooms aa oon ite eS eek 

New Settlers’ picnic. Let us jn there, between the top and the astray, a 

have a building in the park, let bottom floor, a community build- Bat arent nO conn ep See Sie 

us have a big one, with a big jing, in fact; I am talking about ; 
‘ i . © 4 Give them a chance for innocent 

basement, one with a kitchen the consolidated or centralized sport, give them a chance for 
where the good cooks of the com- school that is on its way very fun— / 

munity can prepare their chicken fast, and I am going to have this Bebien’a Bn eee Oa is 

dinners or oyster stew or some- country school right there, off in cs one » ehanee=té you atin? 

thing of that kind, let us have a one corner of the park. I am go- ve inn HUW ‘tomorrow you'll have 

table where 200 or 300 people ing to have another building, it to pay Oc ae 
can comfortably sit—no one has js going to be the home of the * REET ee eas ils Re BING 

said anything about eating yet— teacher, it is going to be a home Denis A. McCarthy. 

let us have a big community hall Jarge enough so that he and his Mrs. Rasmussen: Evidently 

with a nice floor, where, if the wife and little children can live there are differences of opinion in 
young people want to dance, they there, he is going to be hired by this matter. Some people think 

can do it under the best condi- the year and he is going to live the idea of the country park is 

tions, do it in a community spirit, there all the year around; he will — the coming thing, and— others 

instead of in the dancing hall take an interest in the boy and think perhaps it is not necessary. 

over the saloon, a spirit that we girl club, take an interest in the — {ft seems to me that each commun- 
have had in years gone by, but poultry and calf club, take an in- ity would have to work this out 

perhaps never to return. terest in all their projects, take to fit its own particular needs. 

Let us have in that hall up- an interest in baseball, perhaps. [ ean see why the gentleman liv- 

stairs a stage at one end; young Ife may not do all these things, jing in the vicinity of Oregon, a 
people all have a liking for dress- but he will be there, and T hon- small town, should not favor the 

ing up and acting on the stage; estly believe that one of the finest country parks, particularly —be- 

it is fun not only for those who parks is the 10 or 12 or 15 acre cause that village could be the 

are looking on, but for those who park containing the schoolhouse community center, but any one 

are acting. Let us have our own and the home for the teacher and — who lives near a large town, even 
movie and let us get on the cir- the principal of the school, and the size of our town, Oshkosh, 1 

cuit of the slides that the univer- a place where the young people think will find that some sort of 

sity will send out to you every from the time they are of kinder- community center igs necessary. 

week, and let us have a gather- garten age up to the oldest gray- While we have no country park, 

ing in this hall every week. Let haired member of the community nor as yet a real community een- 
us have all the outdoor meetings may gather together with the ter, a great many of us in our lit- 

we can, but let us have a lot of community interest. I do not tle neighborhood feel the need of 

indoor meetings; let us have this want it in the town, I want it in a community center, and I am go- 
itdoor hall and attract the whole the open, in God’s country. It ing to tell you about something 
community. will cost a whole lot, but you re- that we have done in our neigh- 

Now, since I warned you at member this little poem that I borhood, and that we are hoping 

the beginning that I was going want to read: to continue in the good work. 

to keep an eye on the children Give THEM A PLACE TO PLAy Years ago there was a_ little 
while I talked, I want to tell you Plenty of room for dives and dens, church in our neighborhood dedi- 
that between the top floor that I Biente ae and eines a eon pens: cated as a Methodist church. 

have just spoken of, and the (gather the criminals in!) Since that time the older mem- 

basement to be fitted up for the PION the easueh Aer easy courts: bers have passed away, and there
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was no one to keep up the little picnic ground. It is private people in the country. I do not 

church, we could not afford to property, and no doubt it could believe that we would get very 

engage a minister, and we were be purchased for not so great an far in our county if we carried 

so near Oshkosh and Omro, that amount but that the different that idea very far. Now then, 

most of us went to either one or townships, by getting together, the history of parks in the coun- 

the other and heard a much bet- could acquire this tract of land. try is as old as the cities them- 

ter speaker than at the country It would seem to me that most of | selves. We go back and we think 

church. So the neighborhood us in our neighborhood would fa- of the first thought in the minds 

bought the chureh to use as a vor acquiring that land as public of those men that set aside parks, 

community center, and we find property of either the townships and we naturally think of the 
that this church is very inade- or the county. Of course the seaside walk as the first park, 

quate to use as a community cen- country boys and girls all like to and I believe the Battery of New 

ter, because it has not the up- go to the city for band concerts York, Boston Commons and_ the 
stairs that Miss MeDonald spoke and movies and all that, but at Bay Park in Charleston, South 
about, nor the kitchen and dining the same time, in our particular Carolina were the first park ideas 
room, but having lived in this neighborhood we find that they that were put forth by any peo- 
neighborhood all my life, I have are very much contented to stay _ ple. 
built air castles, but. I hope to see at home to attend the local af- Later on the City Hall Park in 
this church put on a foundation fairs. Neighbors in our locality New York, which was set aside 
containing kitchen and dining open up their homes to the young exclusively for the use of the 
room, so we can have our little people and also barns for dane- boys and the men employed in 
country gatherings in our own ing and games and we never yet the city hall and the office ad- 
immediate neighborhood, had a country pienie and dances ministration of the city of New 

Now, so far as the city parks but what they have been very York. Later on we come to see 
are concerned, we country people well patronized. the first park established in the 
all enjoy going to the city parks, Mr. L. L. Oldham: I have in Country as Central Park in New 

and if the city people will come mind the good wishes of the good York City, and that was estab- 
out to the country they will prob- merchants and the leading pro- lished by legislative action, estab- 
ably enjoy it. We have had sev- gressive farmers in Walworth lished with the idea that it was 
eral cattle breeders’ associations county, and I do not know just recreation grounds for all peo- 
who have had pienies and invited how this idea of getting people ple. That idea is what led to 
the merchants to come out and in away from the city and out into the establishment of Prospect 
almost every instance the mer- the country to country parks Park in Brooklyn and Independ- 
chants have enjoyed it. But we Would appeal to our merehants. ®¢e, Washington, Logan and all 

‘have no public pienie grounds; We have in our county some 31 the other beautiful parks in the 
we must ask of some particular organizations, community organi- East. The experience in the 
person the privilege of going to ations we call them, in which ast led to the establishment, no 
his grove and have the pienie at there are farmers as well as city doubt, of the parking systems in 
that place, and it seems to me if folks listed as members. We are Chicago, St. Louis, Minneapolis, 
we had some publie ground as a_ trying all we possibly can, and all St. Paul and all our big cities. 
park, as we might call it, we the time we can, to get our peo- Mr. Ames made mention of the 
would always know where we Ple to think of the terms town thing that I said, I do not think 
could go without trespassing, or and country and rural and city our merchants would like the 

without asking favors of any ons. People as we would ordinarily idea of getting people from the 
In our particular neighborhood think of the Siamese twins, we Country to stay in the country. 
we have a place—perhaps most of like to regard one as the other Then we have the idea of Miss 
you have heard of it—ealled and the other as one. McDonald, who wants hers out in 

Leonard's point, the only place I am wondering if we should the country, if you please. I am 
that I can think of in our neigh- think of the idea of a country Wondering whether it is not in 
borhood that we could use as a park which will keep the rural line with the duties of a county
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agent to see whether a compro- from that county, put it over as Kast Troy. I do not know whether 

mise is in order. That is what a park idea, a park for the we want the country park idea 

we generally do, a lot of us any- county people, and then we will to go out; I think the merchant 

way, we have to compromise on a not be confronted with the does not want the country pev- 

lot of different questions. thing that I was confronted ple kept in the country, and the 

I firmly believe we may be with, and the thing that every country boy wants the city 

able, some of us—I have some one in our county is more or less amusement, and so it is a com- 

good friends here who eamp confronted with, when we want- promise, you see, and which 

around Lake Geneva,—and [ be- ed to have a little picnic supper idea will suit you is a question, 

lieve we may, in the future, be on one of our beautiful lakes, and which idea will suit us is a 

able to get together and suggest we found invariably we tres- question. The idea of having a 

for Walworth county a kind of — passed on somebody’s property, recreation ground is a mighty 

park. That idea has come to me all the land was taken up by good idea. [ for one am mighty 

sinee this morning’s discussion, personal property and the peo- glad that Wiseonsin State Ilor- 

and although I eame here with ple do not like to have us pienic.  ticultural Society hag decided 

another set of ideas, at the same Now, friends, a good reason for to set aside a half day’s time for 

time I think that it is a natural that is that the careless person this discussion, and I hope the 

thing to think about right now, is that does not think, does a lot day will come when we ean 

to think about the compromise of damage on private property, have a country park. I do not 

idea, and that is that it would be leaves a lot of paper, starts a want it for the eountry people, 
in the form of a county park; at fire, cuts his initials in the trees I want the country park for all 

least it would seem to me to be a and the property owner does not the peeple. T want the man in 

mighty good place, to start on a like that, at the same time it is the city to come outside and en- 

county basis, and then if it works a pretty hard thing to warn off joy the country parks, but I also 
out, on the town committee basis, some of us who are residents of want the country people to come 
we may bring that out. In our a county, but somebody has the in and enjoy the things the eity 
community we have what we call claim of the land, we are not al- people have to offer them in the 
a kind of picnic, it is a kind of lowed to trespass; so it may be city parks. — Certainly we want 
fair, we held it last’ Thursday. a good idea, and I think this to preserve all the good we have 
Some five or six thousand people thing has got to be worked out. got and we want to march in the 

gathered together, brought their I am inclined to believe that in line of progress, 

baskets, and very incidentally all the northern part of the state a 

members of the commercial, anl this question may develop into Leaves of endive should be tied 
of the community or farmers’ county parks for the rural peo- up about the plant if white, tender 
club, listened to talks, watched ple. In our county in the south- growth is wanted. 
the boys and girls’ outdoor sports, ern part of the state, in Wai- se 

watched an airplane do stunts in worth, [ do not know whether Iris may be set out in Septem- 
the air. If we are going to make that will hold good. When the ber and October. There are many 
that permanent, and do those good old Yankee settiers came fine varieties to choose from now- 

stunts, we have got to change our and settled in our county they a-days. 

ideas and get abreast of the had the idea of parks and the — 

times. Anyway, we had a good beauty of trees, and in every Few plants either for cut flow- 

ball game and it all turned out one of our cities we have a_ ers or border plantings are pret- 

very nicely, but it all works in pretty good sized park. For in- tier than wild tiger lilies. 

With this idea of setting some stance, in Delavan tonight there ee ny 

place aside for the use of the peo- will be a band concert, tomor- Keep the lawn green and strong 

ple, maybe in a park, call it a row night in Elkhorn there will by putting on some sort of ferti- 

park if you will. But I am_ bea band concert, Thursday night  lizer occasionally. a 

wondering if we cannot go at Lake Geneva there will be a - 
home, some of us that are here band concert, Saturday night in /
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Horticulture in France into Canada, the city of Paris France produces the so-called na- 

. coming directly on the Canadian tive wines from grapes grown in 

By W. T. Tapley, Instructor n border line. ” This means that that vicinity. In weds ie vine- 

Veg. Gardening Minn. College France has long days and short yards one cannot help notice the 

of Agriculture, nights during the growing season, — skill shown in growing and’ train- 

His friends and colleagues up at this feature combined with a ing the vines. In the small home 

the Minnesota College of Agriculture higher mean temperature, yet a gardens the grapes are usually 

ean FAGtL tn mang resmece. Fae temperature which rarely goes trained against a wall but in the 

quiet and unassuming demeanor over 90, provides ideal growing large vineyards the vines are 

which, conceals & Aree attest b conditions. trained to wire trellises of the 

things. Tapley stood it as long as A study of the statistics of same form as can be found in this 

Root otiie warhead. tir the acaltee agriculture in France shows that country. 

Reserve, a French Automobile of each 1000 acres 379 are oc- In France instead of finding the 

Tetanont mmmenieen army ak gon. cupied by woods, buildings, graz- tree fruits grown under the ex- 

sons, France, Oct. 1, 1917. Attend- ing grounds, mountains, ete. and tensive system there are areas 

B8 een ey Renae ae 621 acres are eultivated. Of the where a special fruit industry has 

Jan. 1918; Feb. 1918; returning to latter 130 are under meadows, been developed under forcing and 

active duty in Mareh. — Commis- 957 under cereal crops, 33 in vine- intensive methods, Within 30 miles 
sioned 2nd Lt., later promoted to . = 

ist Lt. and returned to the U. S. in yards and 83 acres in orchards or — of Paris there are nearly 2000 acres 

comers of Truck Co. 360, June wegetables. In all France some — raising peaches alone. One section 

, 1,075,000 acres are given over to contains about 750 aeres where 

In taking up the subject) market gardening and intensive peaches and pears are grown by 

“TTorticulture in France’’ it may fruit culture. training against stone walls, the 

be of value to mention brieflly It was my privilege to travel estimated total length of these 
some of the features of the considerably over France and ob- _ stone walls is over 400 miles. Other 

geography and climate of the serve in a general way her agri- sections specialize in apricots and 

country. France is slightly smaller cultural practices. A summary cherries while between the rows 

than the combined areas of Min- of observations would include; early vegetables are grown. The 

nesota and the Dakotas or about the intensive use of the land de- valley of the Rhone for a 100 mile 

one-third the area of Texas; has voted to agriculture; the great stretch is a rich garden where 

an average mean temperature variety of erops grown com- these crops are grown along the 

ranging from 51 at Paris to 58 in mercially and the high develop- river land and on the hills sloping 

the Southern part compared to ment of the specialized agricul- down into the valley. The bulk 
about 41 at Minneapolis; an aver- tural industries; the smallness of of the fruit crop is produced in 

age annual rainfall of about 24 the individual farms and fields; these special sections where every 

in. compared to 27 in. in Minn.; the neatness of the gardens and artifice is used to foree the crop 

in addition she has, with the ex- vineyards; and the great care to early maturity. 

ception of our prairie regions, and skill shown in growing the In the small towns and cities 

areas which compare topographie- various crops. one must notice the home gardens 

ally with any in our country and Of all the Horticultural crops and how well they are arranged, 

can grow commercially with the the grape is most commonly grown the various fruits are trained 

exception, of cotton and corn all and is cultivated in nearly every against the walls, the bush fruits 

our agricultural crops. In regard — section of France from the level coming next and the vegetable 

to position North and South; if river bottoms to the terraced garden in the center. It is a 

the map of France could be placed vineyards in the hilly regions. rare thing to see a single weed 

over that of. Minn. it would be There are several centers for the growing in the majority of these 

found that the Southern border of industry, the Bordeaux, Normandy, gardens. From a general survey 

France would overlap some 30 or Burgundy sections, and the up- it is easy to see that the owner is 

miles into Iowa while her North- per valley of the Marne taking very much interested in his pos- 

ern border would fall 400 miles first rank. However every part of session, he is always ready to
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show the visitor and usually has ment to the northern markets and secured by systems of intererop- 

some section or specimens of also for the local perfume factor- ping and suecession — plantings. 

which he is especially proud. ies. Some 50,000 acres are culti- The French gardener combines a 

The larger cities as in this yated annually from which about carefully worked out system of 

country take considerable pride in $5,000,000 worth of flowers are intereropping and suceession 
their parks. The visitor to Paris — paised, planting, a warm rich soil sup- 

everywhere has his attention The vegetable gardening indus- plied with abundant moisture and 
ealled to the beautiful public try in Franee is most highly de- equipment to give as much shelter 

gardens and to one acquainted veloped in the region of greatest and protection to his plants as 

with such work the question —ppoduetion, near Paris, where possible. The vegetable farms 

comes up as to where all the — some 50,000 acres are used for the are commonly surrounded — by 

plants come from that are put out — field culture and about 25,000 for — stone walls from 5 to 10 feet high, 

each year. The Paris gardens the forced culture of vegetables. they keep out the cold winds and 

are of two classes, State and City  Tfowever as in our country every — reflect light and heat. They are 

gardens. In the ease of the city city has its section devoted to also used to produce a crop of 

gardens all the plants are grown ynarket gardening. The truck — fruit, as grapevines, peach trees, 

in central nurseries. These are growing side has not been devel- ete. are trained in various ways 

separated into the nursery for oped to the extent found in this against their surface. The nat- 

tender plants, which are raised country altho a large acreage in ural soil of the region would not 

under glass, one of about 50 acres Britany near the coast raises veg- be considered especially adapted 

for trees, shrubs and hardy flow- etables for shipment to London to market gardening but that is 

ers, 20 acres devoted to herbaceous and other English ports. Some no handicap as the French gar- 

plants and 20 acres for conifers 5,000 tons also reach the Paris dener realizes that the most fer- 

and rhododendrons. The entire market annually. In the truck — tile soils are not necessarily those 

establishment is really an enor- growing areas the farms are typi of great natural fertility but 

mous garden and contains a re- eal of French gardens in that rather those that have been built 

markable collection of Torticul- small stone walls are ereeted up by the hand of man. The soil 

tural plané specimens. About everywhere to protect against the — then is really an artificial soil that 

3,000,000 of the tender plants are cold winds. The crops grown are is to say it has bee: so changed 

grown each year for-planting in early potatoes, cauliflower, brus- by continuous applications — of 

the parks. The equipment for sels sprouts, cabbage, melons, manure that it has been eutirely 

handling the plants is up to date — peas, onions, beans and strawber- built over, is a black rich porows 

and the sections arranged so as to ries. This area also contains the — soil, what we might calla fine leaf 

utilize both labor and space to the — factories for preserving, and peas mold. — Large quantities of man- 

best advantage. A large number grown on a large scale for can- ure are used yearly not so much 

of the laborers are students ning. Much of this coastal area to further enrich the soil as to in- 

studying horticulture and learn- has been reclaimed from the sea erease the soil temperature. 
ing plant materials and the meth- by building dykes and walls. Where manure is scarce some of 

ods of propagacing and handling. In the Paris section at first in- the gardeners use pipes under the 

Another industry which is both  speetion one notices the extreme eds to furnish additional heat. 

unique and interesting is the per- small size of the gardens, usually The garden area is divided up into 

fume industry. This is centered from one to three acres; the large sections, for hot beds, cold frames 

in the southern part of Franee amount of equipment used; the Heda FoR Ball GAR. 4 ‘1 aol , 
. . : : 5 ‘ jars, and sections for 

near the city of Grasse which is thoroughness and care given to the -dinary field lantines 

about 12 miles from the Mediter- the cultural operations and the “"®  0reinary Hela p antings. 

ranean and which has an aliitude amount produced on a given area. From year to year the hot beds, 

about 1000 feet above sea level. In order to gain a reasonable ote, are changed io different sec- 

The character of the ground is profit from such a small garden tions so that there is a regular ro- 

very hilly and most of the flowers either special crops must be tation practiced, a new section be- 

are raised on terraced land. grown out of season when prices ing enriched each year by turn- 

Flowers are raised both for ship- are high or a large yield must be (Continued on page 222)
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Wi i i It re Northwest Peony and Iris Society. dry these days we need to know 

SCONS ul Hort Curt One of their officers will come to more about irrigation, the sprinkle 

Published. Monthly by the Racine to tell us about their flow- kind. There will be some talk on 
Wisconsin State Horticultural Society } biect, 

12 N. Carroll St. ers. that subject. 

OMicial organ ofthe Roelsty. There is a nursery firm in, not That’s sufficient. 

FREDERIO ORANEFIELD, Editor. near, but in Chicago which grows 

Resreeanys Wi; See rs Benen We acres of peonies. The man who THe EVENING 

Entered as second-class matter May 13, 1912, r a 2 siness at the postoffice at Madison, Wisconsin, under knows the most about the business Masque: Ageless Beauty of The 

the Act of March 8, 1879. All te 
Advertising rates made known on application. will talk to us. . . + Wild. 

eee An anonymous writer in Wis- 
a, “) tie 2 nn » Qa ss " 

Wisconsin State Horticultural Society Cousin Horticulture has held the Ti SEcoND Day 
Aunual membership fee, one dollar, which interest of hundreds of our readers . . . 

includes fifty cents, subscription price 'to Wis- . sexintions of It is said that economical house- 
consin Horticulture. Send one dollar to Fred. sinee January with descriptions o . . . ‘ 
erie Cranefleld, Editor, Madison, Wis. : ‘ . . Wither h wives in Racine plan their menus 

Remit. by Postal or Express Money Order. his Neighbor’s Garden. Hither he . une 
A dollar bill may be sent safely if wrapped ot 3 . AI be at the meet according to the direction of the 
attached to a card. Personal checks accepted. OV his neighbor will be at the meet- find, if th Aesive: Gishes with: an 

Postage stamps not accepted. ing. You will be pleased to meet W!NG TM Mey cesire cashes ‘ 
: . : ava onion flavor these are prepared 

pec him,—-or his neighbor, they are ' i ind j tl ' 
cae . when the wind is south or west. OFFICERS much alike. Il Hat be tl 

Deo HAYS. ooo cece ccc cceeeee ee eeeeess Preside i : owever that may be there are 
# Ganiinlll, Seerelary isehailhic Mintlson here are hundreds of women in ; yt ‘ 

. . | some onions near Racine, one hun- 
— Racine who are flower lovers anc _ " ae 

. ss: two of dred and fifteen acres in one field! 
EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE successful flower gardeners: two 0 Ty 1 field hat ‘ i ‘ ‘ve are other fields somewhat, 

FA HAYS. eee eee eeeeeeeeeeeree EXOMelo them will tell us about their gar- NETS: are OlNer Mend ome 
F. Cranefleld ..... veccitrere ss -EX-Offlelo smaller Ist Dist., Win. Longland..-... Tike Geneva dens ‘ . nd Dist., R. J. Coe................Ft. Atkinson _ F Onions are grown for sets as we 
ara Dit, K. 1. Brautsehi...... — Madison That’s enough for the forenoon. MOSES growhzton sets:as well 

oe (POPE? sc ccsmse Ee as for ¢ y ~ ere are ‘e 
Bth Dist. Jas. Livingstone conc) Meets as for table use. There are build 
th Dist., H.C. Christensen. ........,. Oshkosh ines for drying ¢ sorti - 1th Dist, Wun. Tooke, Sr Baraboo Mae AFTERNOON ings for drying and sorting, sto1 

a Ist., J. BE. Leverieh.................Sparta Q A j ] s fi j 7 Poy 
wh Dist. be E, Birminginain...--Stuigeon Bay . . sf age buildings for onions and for 

h Dist. Paul KE, Grant............Me i Nhe after seSs 7 ® gets. There are also cabbage fields lth Dist., Irving Smith. 22277 Menomonie rhe afternoon — Ww ; A sets. There are also cabbage fields. 

vote fruits. general dis- A garden tractor Jévation 48 BOARD ‘OF STANKGERS devoted to fruits. A genera. A gard n tractor demonstration is 
JoAL Hays, President....0.0..0.0....Gays Mis cussion about varieties, culture and assured with three and possibly six 

= — crops of strawberries, raspberries, different kinds of tractors. 

currants ete. will be led by a eom- A few years ago the cabbage 

SUMMER MEETING petent person. This hour is for yaising industry was practically 

the amateur rather than the mar- wiped out by the Yellows, a bae- 

Racine, Wednesday and Thurs- ket growers. Come with questions. terial disease. A disease resistant 

day Aug. 18th and 19th. Totel Onee upon a time Sparta was — strain, the Wisconsin Hollander, 

Headquarters, Hotel George. the leading small fruit center in has been developed by Prof. L. R. 
Make reservations early. the state. Then again it wasn”. Jones and his assistants on 

Convention Hall and exhibit Now the loeal papers speak of grounds near Racine. We will be 

rooms, the Commercial Club. strawberries by the car-load. Is told about it. There will be other 

Sparta Coming Back? A gentle- things to see and we will see them. 

Program man who knows will tell. Attendance at the summer meet- 

Tun M There are beasts that crawl and ing has grown steadily during the 
HE MORNING : ve : 

others that fly; there are various past ten years until it equals if not. 
Many people claim that they ‘‘humours and maladies’”’ that af- exceeds that of the winter meeting. 

cannot grow outdoor roses. It’s a feet our plants. There are those Let’s make it bigger than ever this 

mistake, they merely think they who live somewhat apart from year. There will be much of in- 

can’t. A suecessful amateur grow- common men and devote their days terest to the amateur as well as 
er will tell just how it is done. to a study of their enemies. They the professional gardener. Plan 

Up in Minnesota peony and iris will also come. to come for one day, the first and 

enthusiasts have a_ society, the It’s getting to be so very, very we are sure you will stay all thru.
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My Neighbor’s Garden his cornfield will look as badly as inches even if you smooth the sur- 

. his plowed field looks now. The face. Nature is lavish and waste- 

My neighbor used to be a school rows will be crooked, hills will be ful. To perpetuate itself a plant 

teacher, and although, as he says, missing, weeds will be more in evi- would need to have but one seed, 

he reformed many’ Years Ago, Some dence than the crop.’’ if there were no waste and no ac- 
of the habits of the pedagogue To keep him going I asked him cidents. Nature makes each plant 

cling to him still, Dike most school what the advantage was of straight produce hundreds or thousands 

teachers he likes to hear himself rows, suggesting that the crook- and she can take a chance. The 

a and ne eee toe under- eder they were, the longer they farmer or gardener must know the 

rate his subjects to what sometimes were, and the more hills. My conditions under which the seed of 

seems, ‘To oth os UI CEERS AY companion evidently thought me each particular plant will germin- 

lengths. We were out riding last flippant. ate, and must furnish them, or he 

Spring and Were passmg ® field "in “The length of the row hasn't looses his seed and his time. It 
which a farmer was plowing. anything to do with it. It’s the takes little or ne more time to do 

“There !"” exclaimed my neigh- yental condition of which the a thing well than to half do it. 

bor, “That illustrates what Twas osooked row. is only a symptom So whatever you do at all you 

saying. There's no use of talking that ig at the bottom of the diffi. should do well. Prepare your soil 

a man can’t suecced in anything oyjty, The man has no capacity in the best possible manner. Sow 

unless he takes pains. If he is 49), taking pains, and lacking that your seeds carefully. If the plant 
careless and slip-shod he can’t ste- he will never sueceed. If that's is a tender one or the native of a 

eced.”” his place ahead of us I ean tell you hot climate, don’t sow the seed till 
I didnt see anything which just what you’ll find. You'll find the weather is warm. If the 

should have caused such an out- the house unpainted. Some of his young plant in natural conditions 
burst and I said so as mildly as 1 pay doors will be off the track or of germination necds shade, shade 

knew how. lack a hinge. His machinery will it. When your seed is up, care 

“You didn’t see anything out of je out of doors exposed to the for the plant. In this way its plant 

the way? Look at those furrows! weather, possibly just where he and insect enemies do not get the 

Why a snake would get dizzy try- sod it last, last summer. His wa. better of it. If you let it die you 

ing to follow them!” ter tank will be leaky, and things have lost seed and time and per- 

My attention being drawn to the generally will be at sixes and sev- haps the use of the soil for a sea- 

furrows I was bound to admit that ons, Probably he is on a rented son. Fungi and most insects can 

they did seem a little bit crooked. farm, if not it is surely mort- be destroyed by spraying. Weeds 
I noticed too that the furrow was gaged.” are injurious because they use up 

not of uniform depth, here it was He was now fairly started and moisture and food. You stir the 

shallow, there it was deep; here the | didn’t need to prod him to keep soil to conserve the moisture. Uf 

cut was so narrow that the sod was jim going. you have one weed you have 

not turned, and there it was so “There isn't anything so neces- diminished the moisture that is 

wide there was an unturned strip. sary to success as taking pains. available for your erop. You have 
Inexperienced as Tam in farming and this is particularly true when probably stirred the soil about the 

T could see that the work was be- you are growing anything in the weed so that it grows more vigor- 
ing carelessly done. earth, If you work with nature ously than it would otherwise have 

My companion was fairly you have a wonderful ally, but done, and so takes more food and 

started and I looked for a dis- she’s a jeaous mistress and you’ve more moisture from the — soil. 
course from him upon the general got to take as mueh pains to please Never knowingly leave a weed. 

subject of taking pains. I wasn’t her as an impressario has to keep You have spent time and money 
disappointed. on the right side of a prima donna. on your erop, don’t fail to get the 

“T ean tell you as well now as I You can’t do anything in a slip- benefit of what you have hercto- 

can six months from now that that shod way. If you are preparing fore done by neglecting it. Tak- 

farmer won’t have more than fifty the soil you must go down deep, ing pains is what makes a farmer 

per cent of a erop. Come back you can’t fool nature by sticking or gardener successful, and the 

here in July and you will see that your spading fork in two or three (Continued on page 221)
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at 45 to 50 degrees for the entire pe- 

riod of confinement. Where the 
AMONG WISCONSIN BEEKEEPERS temperature is less than 45 degrees 

the cellar is too cold and the bees are 

| Devoted to The Interests of The Wisconsin State Beekeepers’ Association bound to suffer. A cellar in which 
. vegetables will keep well is very likely 

| H. F. Wilson, Editor to be too cold for bees and a cellar 
|| that is right for bees cannot be used 

NSN ee eee «6 Buccessfully, as a vegetable: :cellar: 

COUNTY ASSOCIATIONS HAVING — Winter Losses and Disease: The The cellar must also be thoroughly 
20 OR MORE MEMBERS important part of practically every @@"Kened. Tt does not make a great 

ay deal of difference if a cellar is damp 
4 — report from local associations con- if the teniperatura jain the ish. 

A few new members: in several cerng winter losses of bees and losses borhooa pere a ce si nels . 

counties will place them in the honor py disease. Spring dwindling is also PO"! ino8 of 50 degrees. A cool cel ar 

division noticeably Hroueht ‘ont. THis meang 12. 21728¥8 @ Comp one. If frost or 2% omnanvheiis ice develops, in the cellar, then the 
1. Dane Co. .........56 members that our beekeepers have not been pallan fe eiitlrely + sald athe Bees 

2. Fond du Lac Co. ..47 members — giving as careful consideration to wine CC 2P 18 entirely Fetes ctl amen 
is faa ~ 5 se % must use up their energy in keeping 
3. Milwaukee Co. ....44 members ter care of their bees as they should, up the) te raiture Of the! Cluster. 

4. Waukesha Co. .....40 members — although we know that it is necessary B fhe) temperature Of the’ cluster. 
5. Sheboygan Co. .....37 members to have good stores, plenty of young Putting the Bees in the Cellar: 
6. Winnebago Co. ....338 members — pees and a young queen for successful It is much better to put bees into the 
7. Chippewa Co. ene Bd members — wintering. able, the excess of drone comb and 
8. Marathon Co, .....35 members . s . a week late. It 1s better that they 
9. Langlade Co, ......28 members Requeen Every Year: Requeen pe put in before the 15th of Novem- 

10. Riehland Co, ......28 members every year. This may be done any ber unless the weather is unusually 

11. Grant Co. .........27 members time after the honey flow begins but warm so that the bees can fly. Tt 
12. Brown Co. ........25 members it is best done between July 15 and does not pay to wait for a flight if 
13. Shawano Co. ......25 members August 15. Young queens will pro- gold weather develops after the mid- 

14. Manitowoe Co. .....23 members duce enough bees during August and dle of November. 

15. Jefferson Co, ......20 members September to provide the colony with 

16. Price Co. .........20 members — sufficient force to carry it over until Taking the Bees Out in the Spring: 

17. Sauk Co ..........20 members next spring if the winter stores are Unless the bees become restless and 

18. Wood Co. .........20 members good. Queenless colonies are prob- need a flight, they should not be set 

ably brought about thru the death of out during the warm spell which or- 
aN old queens during the winter months. dinarily occurs in March. They 

Queens more than one year old as a should not be taken out before April 

BERKEEPERS’ FIELD MET rule do not keep up the colony 15 in the average season. 
strength as well as the young queens. 

Arrangements are being made to Spring Protection: From the time 

have a field) meet of the beekeepers Winter Stores: During the average bees are set out in the spring until 

visiting the state fair on Thursday, winter in Wisconsin bees are com- May first, they should be protected 

September 2, in the vicinity of the bee pelled to go for a very long period with outside covers and should have 

and honey — building. Beekeepers, without a cleansing flight. It is there- an abundance of room and stores for 

who are planning to spend but a fore necessary to provide the best pos- the building up of the colony. 

single day at the State lair should sible kind of stores in order to avoid H. I. Wilson. 

try and make arrangements to be dysentery. The digestive system of 

present at that time. This is going the bee is such that it can only di- ———_ —_—— 

to be a very important meeting be- gest pure surars and any foreign sub- 

cause of the marketing and price stance such as gums or dextrins can- MONTHLY NEWS REPORTS FROM 

questions. not be digested and cannot be thrown LOCAL ASSOCIATIONS 

off while the bees are in confinement. 

a These substances collect in the intes- July 7.—Condition of bees about 
tines and when too much has accum- 90 per cent normal. Condition of 

WISCONSIN STATE BEEKEEP- mulated, the bees become restless and Nectar secreting plants about 80 per 
ERS’ CONVENTION, DECEMBER t, fly out of the hives. It is therefore Cent normal. A very successful field 
2 AND 3, £920, necessary that the bees have pure Meet was held at the home of Con- 

honey of which clover is the best, or, "#d Kruse, Loganvilie. Twenty bee- 
ee pure sugar syrup made up with one ‘keepers attended. 

part of warm water to three parts of Reporter, J. IE. Cooke, Baraboo Val- 

BEEKEEPERS’ SGHOOL AND sugar. Sugar’ syrup must be fed ley Bee. Assn. 
CHAUTAUQUA WILL BE HELD early in the fall. Do not wait until July 3.—Bees doing fairly well with 

AUGUST 16-21 after the 15th of October because the  Prespects of average crop. Have 
bees may not have an opportunity to been having too much rain up in this 

Complete arrangements have been yipen it up thoroughly and if they do Section for bees to gather honey. 
made for the beekeepers’ chautauqua not, it will probably sour and is al- Reporter, I. A. Barlament, Brown 

to be held at Madison on the above most sure to cause dysentery. Co. Bee. Assn. 

dates. If you have not already done July 7.—Condition of bees good. 

so, you should immediately make ap- Bees Must Be Protected: In order Condition of nectar secreting plants 
plication for camping space or for to winter bees well, they must have good. Spirit of beekeepers very much 
room and board. Information con- proper winter protection. Just what depressed. This section of the coun- 

cerning the chautauqua will be fur- this protection should be when the’ try is receiving too much rain for 

nished on application to the secre- bees are wintered out-of-doors, we bees to store much honey. This as- 
lary. Do not forget that we will have will not attempt to say at this time. sociation held a meeting June 22 for 

swinmuning, boat trips, fishing and However, where bees are kept in the the purpose of discussing a honey ad- 

other things which make for a_ profi- cellar, a cellar should be provided in vertising campaign, and decided to in- 

table vacation. which the temperature can be kept stitute a Honey cooking, baking,
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candy making, etc., contest to be held July 2.—Condition of bees since July 13.—Condition of bees fair. 
at Chippewa Falls a little later in the settled weather very good. Most of jjcekeepers are mostly building up 
season, the bees wintered very well but owing {heir x a se ; i B aw 

Reporter, Emma L. Bartz, Chip- to a few days of mild sunshine, mi : onles! (16, ‘Feplice “the, her 
i: p _ sunshine, many joss of the winter. Clover in full 

pewa Valley Lee. Assn. beekeepers got their bees out of their 7 ij 
ry ois bloom and basswood just commencing 

July 5.—There are not many col- winter quarters and thereby suffered to blossom. Honey secretion is not 

onies of bees in this section due to some bad losses on account of a spell jy lant ‘Aecowit mush 

heavy winter and spring-losses. Con- of bad weather. Condition of nectar De See ean Beene of foo mia 
dition of nectar secreting plants not secreting plants very good. Some- ae a weather. ‘ eeKee ners or build: 

in good condition because there has what later than usual. A mecting ae ae ESIGN SA a8 fastins! Hossible: ton 

been too much rain. was held at the home of Hiram the sat ooey noNe Pomber, Rusk 

Reporter, J. 8. Sloniker, Clark Co. Wirth, town of Norwood, July 29. an a Sie an Ey RCRD ety Ents 
Ree, Assn. Reporter, C. L. Leykom, Langlade . bE ri a 

July 14.—Colonies in strove condi- Co. Bee. Assn. July: Ss Gondition of lees ain. A 
tion where swarm control has been July 12.—Condition of bees excep- [! crop of honey is not expected in 
son casful, Nuclet building up inex. onally good. Condition of nectar se- this locality. Condition of nectar se- 

cellent condition, Diseased conditions creting plants never better. Much  ¢reting: plants good. A. meeting wis 
greatly improved as compared with Clover and basswood just beginning held June 16, very few attended. 

wy 1919. Extensive increase being and very promising if weather re- Beekecpers are working to get strong 
seve locally. White clover still, mains suitable, Annual meeting of colonies for wintering as a great many 

yielding plentifully and Basswood 0Ur association with a basket picnic Wl" in very poor condition this 

yield rather light. Sweet clover com- for beckecpers and families was held Prine. Now they are in fair condi- 

ing on fine, also the second bloom of at a@piary of Lewis Mrancisco, Mosi- tion and are working quite heavily 

‘Alsike looks very favorable at the nee. H. L. McMurry and I. G. Swo- 2" the clover. Quite a few members 
Aut time: “The July Sth meeting boda were with us, plan on making an exhibit at the 

ac We pe wilmuaisoits was & wenaite Lteporter, I, C. Painter, Marathon “State Init. Menihers decided to re- 

“Bee Meeting.” State and county ex- Co. Bee. Assn. til wstractod honey al Se. ope 
hibits were planned and committees July 14.—-Condition of bees unusu- mound. Very ne ore honey is 

appointed to carry out the work. The ally good, what remains from spring a sente Witt vanneman Sha- 
next field mect will be held at G. M. dwindling. More swarming than yang Co, Bee. Assn. uO 
Ranum's Apiary near Mt. Horeb. usual. Moul brood still found in . sia, - 
Everyone welcome. The stamps for many yards. White and alsike bloom June 29.—-Condition of bees about 
Honey gfides are ready for delivery good. Sweet ‘clover the best for Torme! se far us I can find by talk- 

at Wisconsin Division of Markets, B. years, though it is not abundant in ing with other beekeepers. Some say 

Jones in charge of Standardization. some parts of the county. LBeekeep- they areva little weaker, others say a 

If you have not placed your order do ers very enthusiastic about crop and__ little stronger. White clover is in full 

so at once. Prospects for a normal future, Strong determination to ov- bloom and plenty of it with: falr 
honey crop seem good but do not for- ercome foul brood. Some Beekeepers Weather will mean a large honey sup- 

Bet to: leave a. stent plenty’ Of Stores) wie foreea: toLextrantialrenay to siuke UI, The beekeeper who dors not get 
for the bees. SUGAR is SCARCE. room for sweet clover crop. a good honey crop can blame himself. 

Reporter, Robert L.  Siebecker, Reporter, C. D. Adams, Milwaukee Reporter, 1. BH. Cass, Vernon ‘Co. 
Dane Co. Bee. Assn. Co, Bee. Assn. Bee. Assn, 

July 5.—Bees in excellent condi- July 8 — Most wolenies are by fair July 5.—Condition of bees about 

tion und. Gordition of nectar secreting: auape atahis date, Alike anil white, (20. De? colt moma), Condiiion, af 
plants very good. No honey yet re- clover ave yielding fair, but weather Nectar secreting plants very go0d, 
moved but indications are that there conditions for the last week have Reporter, W. T. Sherman, Wal- 
will be a very good crop. been such that bees could not work Worth Co. Bee Assn. 

Reporter, J. H. Ridgeway, fond du much, Pield meet and pienic held July 5,—Condition of bees good at 

Lac Co. Bee. Assn. July 22. Outlook for honey crop is present, haying built up in good 

July 5.—80 per cent of the colonies good. Prices asked for honey 30c. shape. This applies to the bees in 

up to normal strength for this season for extracted and 40c. for comb. This — this county as a whole. My own bees 

of the year. Condition of nectar se- iS to hold good till July 22. These wintered 100 per cent thanks to the 

creting plants 30 per cent better than — prices were set by the Board of Di- Ur og) Weather Burean, having put 
the average season. rectors and shall be subject to change them in the cellar before the cold 

Reporter, Edward Hassinger, Jr, at Wield Meet. 5 r 
Pon Wives Wallen hed, AGE, Reporter, Martin Krueger, North Weather filled them up on feces. 

‘Maly LT most cases there has Hast Wis. Bee. Assn, Condition of nectar secreting plants 

been a large increase in the condi- June 28.—Bees getting very strong. moody Put ore he not sleldinig is well 
lion of the bees Several members Seem to be doing very good. Condi- 28 last year, Very little bloom on the 

report lots of swarming. Weaker col- tion of nectar secreting plants good basswood this year if compared to 

onies have strengthened wonderfully 80 far. Price County claims the high- last year. A meeting and basket pic- 

with prospects for two or four weeks st percentage of Up to Date bee- nic was held at the apiary of W. M. 

of heavy flow. White clover never keepers in the state, using standard Mayhew at Merton on July 30. H. I. 

more abundant than at present. hives and modern equipment. About Wilson of the University attended 

Basswood showing a heavy bloom. 90 per cent. Reporter, C. W. Aeppler, Waukesha 

Spirit of beekeepers aroused and re- Reporter, H. J. Rahmow, Price Co. Go, Bee, Assn. 
quests were made for a field meet for Bee. Assn. July 14.—Conditi f be “ood 
ihe latter part of the month. No‘@r- July 6—Condifionot bees just faire ee eer an ee ao oe 
rangements as yet. Have had some Doing better. Bad spring lessenea S50™MC Huropean foul brood in nearly 
visits from N. I. France of Platte- their number. Condition of nectar @VeTy aplary. but serious in very few 
ville, Wis. doing inspection work. secreting plants good. Beekeepers cases. White clover still yielding. I 

Amount of honey can not be esti- are short of help and are doing two believe extracted honey will retail 

mated at this time in this locality. men's work. readily at 30c. 

Reporter, E. A. Huffman, Green Co. Reporter, Jas. Gwin, Richland Co, Reporter, H. E. Greenwood, Winne- 

Bee. Assn. Bee. Assn. : bago Co. Bee. Assn.
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Ey x see RODUOtION Ob GULENe IN- eee he he tate ay contain is lost. There is no nursing of weak 

hive, spacing and wedetne, i ‘they muelels and, in ia, few ideye the newly 

By Arthur ©. Allen, Portage, Wis. cannot swing while hauling, and plac- eee are nearly, eauel.toueny. 

Shall we keep more bees? ‘This muita, Seah the mottorn ae oe nt 

es aha io. ttn pee eet by both close to the combs fastened securely Introducing Queens 

in. ‘god Twovanle frame: Hives, ee withinalls. Cover with a cloth tacked Requeening should be done when- 

care: for, ‘them: according to ‘the latest a he a magion board 50 it may be ever a queen is found not doing satis- 

approved methods, it is well that we jaune pacle from the vacant part of factory work whether it be in April or 

increase .our heldines la wapleultire: be bee. a wich you will shake September, notwithstanding some of 

but if of the. other ‘Kana, we hive ne bees. Tack screen over all en- the instruction given by the present 

thai. ii MAY’ ofa WOK tat % ane trances and all is now ready. Some ‘bee masters’ that it should not be 

piel ug at erarmntrie time wha vith. time between nine and twelve o'clock done while the colony is producing 

out frames or even in the best of tn es he a £6 tovstrong colonics bees for the: harvéstiand for the Win: 

movable frame hives, allowing the ae eee Na upper stores whith jane ter cluster. As we can now safely in- 

combs to be built crosswise of the ‘ cope ot hese, 6 shake Ewa o8 three treduce laying ‘queens and. heave them 

frames, as I often find them among ou es 7 et On EOE’ if you ‘wish ® doing: ‘z900 business uhe next day I 

the careless beekeepers, the less bees Lie . nines onvaiinto each prepared cares noxconsistency In euch av’ Ge 
we Keep thé better: We: ; nese bees may be taken from Below are given two ways of intro- 

In view of the fact that diseased one té vey ete to make one new ducing queens which are as near 10¢ 
Heeaveannol be-treated forza eure: and one for they are in such a demoralized — per cent sure as any thing known if 

d racure and condition that there will be no fight- directions are carefully followed and 
in the case of buying and selling bees, ing. Turn the cloth back over the it pays well to go to the extia. work in 

no correct price for them can be as- yacant space and fasten the cover ‘der to i cc auesess 
certained unless the frames are mov- down securely, and after all your new order to Inaure suceers. 

able, the excess of drone come and colonies are made, set them down éel- No. 1. The Honey Bath Method. 

other reasons places strong emphasis jar until sundown when ‘any Kind. of This may be done at any time of day 

on the need of a law which prohibits a queen may be run in, and 99 out of aif She home yand but it is better to 

the keeping of bees in such contrap- 100 will be accepted. ” Next morning do it at evening at the outyard if you 

Hons, take alf to your outyard and remove Tetur" home that night for the reason 
Present conditions such as scarcity the entrance ecréens.” They will work that if done at evening the entrance 

and high price of sugar, as well as the just like new swarms and having no will not have to be contracted to ex- 

high price of and. unprecentedented brood to care for-will devote all thelr ClUde Fobbers, 98 yan would not want 
consumption of honey should stimu- energy to honey gathering and it is! leave so small an entrance until 

late the professional apiarist as well surprising how quickly they will be- YOU" next visit. 
as all who will adopt the approved come the equal of your strongest col- With a spoon dig out about one half 

systems of production to put forth — onies. . cup of honey from the hive you wish 

their best efforts now, but we strongly If increase is wanted at home yara to Introduce your new queen to, catch 

condemn a shiftless let-alone plan. ARS BE Gutyard and move then ond cage the eld queen and lay the 

There are scores of methods of in- home. If you have only one yard, Case on top of the frames. Do this 

crease, many of which are good, and — move them one or two miles away and — With each colony you are solng te Fe- 

it is well that we become acquainted leave a week or ten days and then re- queen using a separate cup for each 

with several of them for there arc (urn them, In this case shake in hive, then the bath will give each 
very few, who because of the varied some of your best drones if you use “teen the colony odor of that hive. 

conditions under which we live and virgin queens. , See that the honey is as warm as the 

labor, as well as crop and weather No. 2. Fill as many hives as de. hive cluster, and if weather is cool, 

conditions will wish to confine them- sired. for. increase with combs of  @ little warm water should be added 

selves to one and only one way of in- sealed brood having placed these over — to the bath so it will not be too sticky. 

crease, excluders a week previous so all Now completely immerse the new 

“The following described methods of brood will be sealed, Shake most of queen in this honey Path, and: ‘after 
increase which have been followed in the becs from these combs when mak- removing the caged queen from the 

my apiaries for several years, T con- ing up your new colonies, and be sure hive gently pour the honey and queen 

sider among the best. to have some honey ina part of them, over the top of the frames being care- 

Any plan which deprives the newly Place over strong colonies with ex- ful to distribute the honey well over 

made colony of enough nurse bees to cluder between, and leave two or all the frames. Close the hive and 

care for unsealed brood, if there be three hours, when enough young bees should you examine it the next day 

any, and maintain sufficient heat is to will go above to care for the brood you would likely find the queen lay- 

he (liscouraged. when the new colony may be re- ing. 

We can learn much from nature, moved and placed on a new stand and No. 2. Between 9 to 12 A. M. re- 

and in Tania SWATHTENE: if allowed a queen given. move the old queen and shake the 

o follow their own course fully, it is No. 8. When a colony is getting pees from all the combs of the colony 

the older bees, those strong enough to to he so strong that it is likely to you wish to requeen into the hive, 

care for themselves that make the swarm, remove all the brood except placing the brood on the adjoining 

new funy Se ESW Cea woteties ons camp from the lower story, and hive to be cared for one week, Tack 

may be made at once and where one tly ie bees and queen in front; gsereen over entrance and top: of hive 

wishes to make up for winter losses Seaver OE ot excluder on and then containing the queenless and brood- 

only, usually the required number this pis of empty combs, and above less bees and set them down cellar 

may be made in one day. 7 piace the brood in a third story until sundown and then run in the 

No. 1. This is my favorite, and is whi nth it here: for tan: Gaya Guring inew queer ee ver on tl next 

accomplished us follows. When in- pei ied ies Tee ee ne rene ne eee ana Of @ wes nage 

crease is wanted at the ‘outyard the = a ee : 5 oe a o be re- stand and at the end Of a week {fthe 

required) number of hives ‘are "pre- ivan. OBE NEW! TOSRLIAN AAASRSTNGER! “Queen, is tone ee the brood, may 
pared at the home yard by placing 8 na , ; be returned. ‘This last is the safest 

8 ya y acing n all of the above plans no brood way of introducing that I know of.
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Invest your money in Lewis ‘“‘Beeware’’ at 9 per cent. Play safe on transporta- 

tion delays» slow deliveries of raw materia s and the loss of your honey crop. 

Buy Lewis “‘B "in A uy Lewis Beeware in August. 
& Oo, Get An Early Order Discount of 97%. 

+“ ye 
Buy Lewis ‘“‘Beeware’’ in September. 

s of, Get An Early Order Discount of 8%. 
Cash Must Accompany Such Orders. 

This offer gives you an opportunity to save more money than the interest on 

a loan for the amount at your bank. It also enables us to avoid a ‘“peak"’ of 

production load, with delays, in the next honey season. 

BEWARE 
Look | MHEREYoU BUY YOUR | 4, 

00) took | BEEWARE | trax 
: (WATERTOWN | S. A 

MAKES THE FINEST. 
eee akeen Soca 

“ ” 
G. B. LEWIS COMPANY, Makers of “Beeware 

Branches and Distributers Everywhere Factory and Home Office, Watertown, Wisconsin | 

Yn e————— 

BEKKEEPER’S FIELD MEET AT for a second field meet to discuss the Head Jettuce must be given 
POND DU LAC fall management of bees. plenty of room to develop in. It 

ond du Lac County beekeepers are Siva best ino 6 seria . 
The fond du Lae LB. K. A. held one oie “to give the other aU ntin ti thrives best in cool moist weather. 

of the most enthusiastic and best at- Closes run for first honors. They are 
tended meetings of any organization — Qetermined to place beekeeping on a ——SS 
this year at the home of Mr. William jinn) pasis, Everyone has the inter- | 

SHS: ests of the association at heart and 
The host and his family and the \ith such spirit. they are bound to 

committee in charge had every thine Qyeesed : 
in readiness and there was not a hitch __ BEEKEEPERS 
nor an idle moment from the time of ae 
the first arrival until chore time when MY NEIGHBOR'S GARDEN 

many were compelled to leave. (Continued from page 217) 
In the forenoon some interesting F . . . 

discussions were had on foul brood. habit of taking pains reveals  it- 
A frame containing diseased larvae (ayy > a a the aut . 
was passed around and after all had self uy the: crop and i the: sue Should send for our book- 
examined it each gave his opinion as roundings generally. let on the new. MODI: 
o what it was. The answers included And so my neighbor went. on 

all of the diseases known and even ‘ ea 4 . FIED DADANT HIVE. 

chilled brood and wax moth were ine He practices what he preaches. an . . 

cluded so some were hound to be cor-— Tfe never plants anything without The hive with a brood 

rect. The committee brought alons ee et Pos chamber sufficient for pro- 
wiring devices and electrical embed. using a line. He spaces his rows om rs , p 

ders ole a Were aeMOnEEreN evenly. His bean poles are set lifie queens. OUR CATA- 
A splendid meal was served by the . : . 17a Were 

“queens”, and the “drones” lived up plumb and are in line. His corn LOG IS FREE. 
to their reputation. Those who came — jg so evenly spaced that he can run 
without their breakfasts and hard a nea 
feelings in théir systems soon had al! the cultivator through it diagon- 
wrinkles of discontent smoothly ally. He keeps his tools under ee He eons is tools under MH DAD ANT & SONS 

The association at this meeting cover. IHis spade, hoe and trowel 

made tentative arrangements about are eleaned before he puts them P a 

holding a display at the county and and shine like silver. TI Hamilton, Illinois 
state fair. Tt was also decided to ap- Way and shine Hke Sliver. e 
ply for an area clean up, and a re- keeps them sharp. Ie takes pains 
quest was made for another 3 day bee | ] his garden shows it a 
school to be held this fall and p!annea Nd his garden shows It. Sas
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HORTICULTURE IN FRANCE high and the same diameter across growing compact headed variety 
(Continued from page 215) the bottom. This type of small of cauliflower is planted, this is 

. forcing house is always ready for usually late in September. When 

ing under of the old hot bed soil. 1. ang when handled with care the young plants are large enough 

Hagh secitin will Bold ne same breakage seldom occurs; they can they are pricked out and set 3 in. 

number of frames or bell Jars. be stored easily by stacking four apart in the frames. After the 
The French gardener considers or five high putting asmall piece plants become established water 

water one of his chief aids in ma of wood between the jars to pre- is withheld, the only care during’ 
turing a crop. There usually is vent the glass touching. A spe- the winter months is in furnish- 

sufficient moisture in his soil for cial rack holding twelve jars is ing the necessary ventilation and 

the early spring crops but those made to earry them about the covering. In the spring the 

grown during dry weather are field. When used over the plants plants that have wintered over 
given daily soaking showers. The they must be handled the same as are set in the frames or set under 
pipes are laid under ground and hot bed sash and ventilation al- bell jars after the early crop of 
hydrants lorated so that every lowed by lifting one side slightly. lettuce has been harvested. The 

part of the garden can be easily About 25 ean be used ina 3 light Jarger, longer growing varieties 

watered. frame, when used in the field the are also often wintered over for 

The equipment used on a mar- anon ig planted so as to allow 3 planting in the field in the spring. 
ket garden inereases in propor: yows of jars, the plants in the During a mild winter it is some- 

tion to the degree of intererop-  iddle row coming opposite the times necessary to transplant sev- 

ping and forcing practiced. On  gyaces in the outside rows. A eral times in order to check the 
the best equipped French vege-  nappow path is left between every plants. If the young plants are 
table farms for each acre, about — thypoe rows. lost during a severe cold spell the 

100, 3 light frames, 300 lights, The same kind of straw mat is crop is replanted in January. 

1500 cloches or bell jars, and the seq in the French gardens as ean Ilardy cos and cabbage lettuee 

usual stock of cultural tools are 4,4 found in our market garden are also wintered over, the seed 
required. The sash or lights used sections. The mats are used to being planted under the bell jars. 
are smaller than our lights, the keep out the cold and also for When the plants are ready for 

size most commonly found being 3 shade in the very hot weather. transplanting they are pricked 
ft. 11 in. by 4 ft. 3 in., very nearly When there is frost danger and out 30 under each jar. These 

square. One man ean handle chem during cool weather both frames plants remain under the bells un- 

easily as they are provided with anq jars are covered with mats, til they are needed to fill the hot 

handles on two sides. The hot during very severe weather straw beds for the early erop. 

bed and cold frames instead of jx geattered between the frames The systems used for intererop- 
being any length required are of 9) hell jars and mats used to ping and succession planting are 
a definite size, being built to hold cover the whole area, interesting and varied. Planting 
three lights. The frames are per- Because of his more or less for the general spring crop is be- 

manent structures and when not wild winters the French gardener gun late in January or early in 
in use are stored hy piling in an gan hold over hardy cauliflower, February. Frames are set over 

out of the way corner. Since the lettuce, and cabbage plants, his an especially prepared bed really 

frames are for three lights the year then may be said to begin in’ making a 3 light hot bed. One 
size is about 11 ft. 9 in. long and — the fall with the starting of these method is to plant radish, carrots, 
4 ft. 3 in. wide, the height varies plants. The soil both on the beds and set in lettuce plants at the 
but is generally about 9 in. high anq in the field is first put in the same time. First radish and then 
on the back and 7 in. on the front pest possible condition by work- carrot seed is sown thinly and 
side. ing it over thoroughly and adding evenly over the entire bed. Fore- 

In the glass bell jar the French manure. Soil for surfacing seed ing head lettuce, the plants of 

gardener has a form of forcing beds is made by screening the old which have been wintered over 
equipment which is almost un- hot bed manure after it has been under the jars, are then set on the 
known or unused in this country. well broken up. After the seed same bed about 12 in. apart each 
The common size is about 15 in. bed is prepared seed of a quick way. After the radish and let-
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tuce crop has been harvested the square mile whereas England pro- ficial, and as wide a change as 
carrots are thinned and early duces food for only 135 out of her possible should be afforded say. 
cauliflower plants set in, about 2 466 inhabitants per square mile. thus: soot water, liquid natural 
ft. apart. Four crops are there- Jfortieuliure in France is a highly manure, then some good artificial 

fore grown on the same bed. specialized industry, instead of with, of course, plain water be. 

About the same system is followed making a profit from a large acre- tween each. It is a mistake to 
using bell jars instead of frames. age the French Ilorticulturist Suppose that all classes of plants 
A seed bed is prepared as if for produces large crops on a small absorb nutriment equally readily. 
use with frames, jars are set on acreage and aims to foree his A few are better without it alto- 
the bed and when the tempera- product so that it reaches market gether, cacti and cyclamens being 
ture is right radish or carrot seed ahead of or later than the bulk notable examples in this resnieét. 
is planted under the jars, a cos grop, His garden receives great Begonias, on the other hand, are 
lettuce plant set in the center and care, his system essencially is to gtoss feeders and will take a large 
3 head lettuce plants set equidis- create a nutritive and porous soil, amount. ~~ 

tantly around the head of cos containing the necessary decaying With more delicate rooted sub- 

lettuce. In addition cos lettuee  greanie and inorganic compounds, Jeets and annuals like schin- 
plants are set in the open in the and then to keep that soil and at-  Zanthus, a weaker application 
spaces between the jars. When — nosphere at a higher temperature should be employed, as the roots 
the cos plant under the jar is har- and moisture content, superior to easily burn, particularly with 
vested the jar is moved over to those of che open fields. chemicals. Ags to how often liq- 
cover the plant set in the spaces uid manures should be applied, 
and cauliflower or cabbage plants OO we must be guided by the plant’s 
set where the original cos planis . . capacity for absorbing: it is 

were grown. In addition to the Feeding Plants in Pots less to pees it soitmmaig ne 

crops mentioned, beans, turnips, The judicious feeding with liq. ™ains in the soil and causes it to 
peas, parsley, spinach, chicory, uid manures and chemical fertil- become sticky and sour, the plants 
celery, and tomatoes are also izers is of the highest importance  Speedily lose foliage and fade. 
foreed along under various meth- during the whole of the growing Those subjects which flower all 
ods. Melons and cucumbers are period with all plants in pots. at once, so to speak, must not be 
forced on special beds, late eauli- But ic must be done in an intelli- fed after the color shows, but 
flower may sometimes be set gent way or considerably more those which continue to throw up 
among the vines before they are harm than good will result. blooms in succession must be kept 
pulled up. Most of the crops Never feed a newly potted plant, doing. Ferns and most foliage 
grown early are planted again in or those that have not filled with plants are best confined to soot 
Summer and forced along to ma- roots, and, again, take care never Water and nitrate of soda, quarter 
turity in late fall or early winter. to exeeed the strength advised by Of an ounce to a gallon of water, 

Some of these gardeners grow the makers of artificial fertilizers; but care must be taken not to use 
flowers along with the vegetables. weak and often should be the this oftener than onee a week, 

The greenhouse industry has not — rule, and that none is spilled over the 
been developed as it has in this Avoid using liquid manure — leaves. 

country. These foreing gardens when the soil is dry; water with Se 

however are models in respect to plain water first until the whole Good deep rich soil and pure 

the arrangement of crops, care, of the soil is damp through, then Kentucky blue grass seed make 

and cultural methods used. give a little of the liquid manure. good lawns. Weedy lawns are a 

The secret of successful agri- To use it for watering in the ordi- result of poor soil or sometimes 
culture in France lies in using the nary way is both injurious and too much shade. Spade up weedy 
land as extensively ag possible wasteful—injurious because it patches, put in well rotted man- 
and applying the highest skill burns the roots, and wasteful be- ure and if need new soil and re- 

possible in cultural operations. cause so much runs away through sow -with Kentucky blue grass; 
France produces food for about the drainage holes. add a little clover and red top for 
170 out of her 190 inhabitants per Variation of food is mos: bene- quick growth.
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Ol whe followed directions carefully 
| THE INSECT PACE | secured the best results. 

Entire cooperation is the key- 
Conducted by the Department of Economic Entomology College of note to success in ridding a section 

Agriculture zs * | of grasshoppers. See that your 
= =! neighbor helps also. 

The Cherry Louse The Cherry Slug Too much water in the mash 

makes it sloppy—it should be just 
This is a blackish louse which The cherry slug, so called be- damp so that it seatters easily. 

gets on the undersides of the cause the young look somewhat Sawdust as a substitute for bran 

leaves and stems of the new like garden slugs have been un- jy poisoned bait has proven quite 

growth until these places are usually abundant this year on the good, especially where the bran 

thickly covered with them. They foliage of cherries and are re- and sawdust have been mixed to- 

spend the winter as shining black ported as doing a great deal of gether, half and half. 

eggs which are attached to the damage. The adult or mother in- Rainy weather only stops the 

bark of the smaller branches, sect is a black fly which lays the hoppers from feeding while the 

mostly around the buds. eggs between the two surfaces of stom is on: as BOOaL as the sun 

About the time the buds open the leaf with a sharp-saw-like lay-  eomes out they are ready to feed 

the eggs hatch into wingless fe- ing egg apparatus called the “‘ovl- with their appetites even greater 

males which are called ‘‘stem-  positor.’’ The young slugs hatch {han before. 

mothers.’? These give birth to in about a week’s time and crawl Some of the dry sandy sections 

living young, and they in turn re- to the upper surface of the leaves of Wisconsin are very severely in- 

produce so rapidly that within a where they begin chewing on the — fested with the hoppers this year. 

few weeks the tips of the new leaf tisue and will in time com- The grasshoppers at this writing, 

growth and the andersides of the pletely skeletonize a leaf. July 12, are already winged and 
young leaves are covered with the Control measures are very sim- ype flying from the pasture lands 

lice. This causes the leaves to curl ple. Arsenate of lead used at the jnto the oats, barley, and other 

and the tips cease growing, and in rate of 1 pound to 100 gallons of — Jike crops. Field peas seem to be 

severe cases to cause the fruit to water will give efficient control. the only crop not attacked. 
drop. The lice are especially an- H. F. Wilson. Chas. L. Fluke, Jr. 

noying to pickers at time of har- 

vest. Nursery stock is especially 

liable to be injured. Grasshoppers Do Not Like Too Pull Wild Cucumber To Save 
Later in the summer winged Much Poison Pickle Crop 

forms appear which fly to other 
plants or cherries and new colonies There is no one like the farmer The pickle growers of Wisconsin 

are formed. In the fall the true Who, when he knows a good thing, have lost thousands of dollars be- 

sexes appear and the eggs are laid tries to make it a little better. For cause of the white pickle or mosaic 

in September or October, instance, two pounds of paris disease. 

. green or white arsenie with a lit- “Researches conducted by plant 

Controu Mrasures tle lemon extract and salt added pathologists for the government 

. . are recommended in fifty pounds and state have shown that the wild 

(This pest can easily be checked Gf jran to kill grasshoppers. A cucumber harbors the disease from 

with a spray of nicotine sulphate, foy thought, and perfectly natur- season to season,’’ says R. E. 
using about one part of the sul- ally, too, that if two pounds would Vaughan, of the Wisconsin Col- 
phate to a thousand parts of wa- jj) the hoppers, four pounds lege of Agriculture. 

ter, adding enough soap’ to make would do the work just twice as “Pull these wild cucumbers 
the spray spread easily. If this Quickly. But alas, this was not now,’? urges Mr. Vaughan, ‘‘be- 
material is added to a Bordeaux 44; grasshoppers are rather par- fore the disease has a chance to 
spray, no soap should be used. ticular and dont like the bait too spread to the cultivated cucum- 

Chas. L. Fluke, Jr. strong with poison, so that those bers. The wild cucumbers may be
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found on damp ground along the Sweet William and fox Glove (\(Ww=qESISI SS 

streams, fence rows, and in many may flower for two or three sea- 

town gardens.’’ sons. Perennials can be grown The Hawks 
Pulling the wild cucumber will — by division, from cuttings or seed, 

remove the greatest source of in- and will flower for several sea- Nursery 

fection for pickle and muskmelon — sons. C n 

vines and will reduce the heavy In annuals we have some of our ompa y 

losses from warty and worthless choicest flowering plants. Many 
rui of em are ite hardy % he ‘ ays fruit. f them are quite ha dy and the are in a position to 

seed can be sown in the spring furnish high grade 

where the plants are to remain, Nursery Stock of all 

Summer Sprays For Codling in this way being of great value kinds and varieties 

Moth to the amateur who has no facili- suitable to Wiscon- 

_ ties for growing plants in green- sin and other north- 
Do not put your summer spray house ow hot bed. Bue in order ern districts. 

on the apples too early. Tests at to vet the full alti at mnuals Will be glad to fig- 
. oO ge e alue a als 

Madison have shown that the eggs Paani ’ ure on your wants 

f the second generation of the as well as other varieties of either in large or 
the secon¢ ore : ve 

oF tae = . plants, | would strongly urge small quantities. 
eodling moth do not begin to hatch 

; - » everyone who has a garden to 
until after the 12th of August. If : 

f 2 have a hotbed or cold frame. —— 
you are north of Madison you ,, . : 

There is sometimes a great deal 
should delay more or less accord- of objection to: thé beds or cold 
. : : jee f eds or © ° 
ing to the distanee you live from Wauwatosa, Wis. 

7 . frames because they need so much 
Madison. It will vary from two ” a , 

attention. The amount of care _———_| 
or three days to three weeks. 7 oR ——————S 

si ‘ they need is usually magnified a 
Chas. L. Fluke, Jr. .  o 

great deal, and this is perhaps 

~ the reason why we find so few in 

our home gardens. They cer- petites aie 
Flowers for the Home Garden . 8 oe sialdie al aad 

tainly need a good deal of care 

The title chosen for this paper to bring the young plants along, 

opens up such a wide field for dis- and have them strong and healthy 

cussion that it is obviously impos- at planting out time, but is there har Hae Hed 

sible to do justice to the many anything in this life that is worth 

varieties of flowers and flowering while that does not require a good BERRY BOXES 
plants that can be grown in our deal of thoughtful care and per- 

home gardens in this part of the severance? Crates, Bushel Boxes 

county. Perhaps the best way to As already stated, a great many and Climax Baskets 

treat this subject would be to di- of the hardy annuals can be sown 

vide the different flowers to be outdoors early in spring where As You Like Them 

considered into four: classes, an- the plants are to bloom. The We manufacture the Ewald Patent 

nual, biennial, perennial and bulb- ground should be well fertilized that give satetastion. ofperry box and 
ous. and dug in the fall so that it may tote Due tpaolnity, ‘We cSustancie cae 

Annuals, as is well known, are be in first class shape for the sow- ade car eee cas all, made up 
those plants which grow from ing of seed. For flowers for cut- Rare ee ia ere ie 
seed, flower, produce seed and die ting it is much better to sow the Selreeeee a nnd “erates ia ED. front 
in one season. Biennials should seed in rows rather than broad- pare wale A teres discount for early 
be sown in the spring or early cast in beds. When sown in rows Orders. A postal brings our prige'Tat: 
summer and will flower the fol- there is a saving of seed, and the Cumberland Fruit Package 

lowing season. They are sup- weeds are more easily kept down Compan g y Pp y Kep 

posed to be of little use after flow- and the ground kept cultivated. Dept. D, Oumberland, wis. 

ering, but some varieties like I have usually sown the seeds of 
:
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such annuals as poppies, calen- protected by banking up the out- cc ace RS 
dulas, marigold, scabiosa, Jark- side with leaves or stable manure, E 

spur, and many other varieties mand a few old rugs or anything McKAY NURSERY a 
rows from sixteen (16) to eight- that is handy thrown over the & COMP ANY = 

een (18) inches apart. If che glass at night. a MADISON a 

ground is fairly rich and kept Asters can be grown in the & FEON; WISCONSIN EB 
: ‘CUD 

well cultivated the plants will same way, but need not be sown 3 : 
usually grow vigorously enough until about the beginning wo E Nursery Stock of = 

fort he rows to meet, thus giving April. In growing asters I think a Quality E 

the effect of a solid bed. | usv- it is a mistake to sow the seed too 3 - e 
= Ee 

ally try to get my seeds of hardy carly and then try to hold the a or Particular, Buyers = 

annuals in the ground early in plants in crowded flats until the 2 Have all the standard varieties 2 
May ; srminate well at -eather is mi 2 ¢ = as wellas the newer sorts. Can = May. They germinate well at we ther is mild enough to allow E supply you with everything in” B 

that season when the ground is them to be planted out. It is z = 

moist, and though we usually ge: much better to delay sowing the 2B ra Pere Fruits, 2 

frost the latter part of May or seeds, and then keep the plants a mes and Ornamentals. E 

even early June | have rarely growing along vigorously without a Beth a eens, Ari ta “plane I 

found it do any liarm to the a check till the time to plant them 2 decoration of your grounds. z 

young plants. If the sowing of out. Even if your plants are p Prices ond our new Catalog = 
. . . ® sen ge 

the seed is left until the ground small at planting out time, they : your list ee eee receipt: of E 

is hot and dry a poor stand cf will start to grow right away, and 3 . =] 

plants will be the result, and they be healthy and vigorous from the 3 Nurseries at = 
will not make such vigorous — start, whereas if the seed has been = Waterloo, Wis. n 

growth as those that get an early sown too early the plants have to 2 a 
start, and get well rooted while stand in the flats. They get li 

the ground is cool and moist. drawn up, spindly and weak 
«Ze ° “ , TU 

The varieties I have mentioned, making them more apt to be at- a “ec 

and many others that are worthy tacked later on by the deadly as- & T E 

of mention that can be grown this ter disease, a disease which is al- 2 he EB 

way, ate all splendid for any pur- most impossible to cheek or over- & Jewell Nursery = 

pose in the making of a garden or come. The only way to fight this 3 C 2 
for cut flowers, yet there are disease is to pull up all affected = ompany E 

other varieties, to get the hest re plants and burn them. a Lake City, Minn. E 
sults from them, that require to Sweet Peas, for fragranee and = 2 

be sown early, and it ls in the loveliness of coloring, are incom- & Established 1868 E 

growing of such varieties as Sal- parable and should be grown in z = 

via, verbenas, asters, ete., that the every garden. To be successful 3 . 2 

hotbed or cold frame prove their in growing them the ground = Fifty Years 2 

worth. In fact all varieties of an- should be well manured and dug a Continuous = 

nuals that transplant well are im- deeply in the fall. The old way E Ser vice a 

proved by starting them in the of growing them was to sow the E 

hotbed or frame. seed early in spring in a trench & BE 

Salvias can be sown in a sunny that had been specially prepared & A Complete Stock es 

window in the house about the with plenty of manure dug in, but & of Fruit, Shelter 2 
15th of March, and when the a much better way of growing & hae ae 5 
plants are large enough to trans- them has been discovered, and is 2 Varieties fou = 

plant the weather will be mild becoming more popular every = Northern Plant- = 

enough to allow them to be put year. There is no question that & ers. = 

in the frame. A hotbed will not the results achieved are far ahead & Agents Wanted 5 

be necessary at that time of the of the old method. Perhaps the & = 

year as a cold frame can be easily best way to illustrate this new Fw ———
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method is to tell you just how I 

manage my own. The Kicka 00 Va ] WISCONSIN FAVORED 

On the 15th of March the seed p I ey — rruir pistricr 

was sown in flats of light sandy Our Specialty: Planting and Developing orchards for non-residents 

soil with plenty of leaf mould. A few choice tracts for sale. If interested, write us. 

When the plants were about one KICKAPOO, DEVELOPMENT COMPANY 

inch high they were potted into GAYS MILLS, WISCONSIN 

21% inch pots, and grown in a cool 

greenhouse until they were large . a 
enough to pot into 4 inch pots. cultivated, and the plants kept 

They were then put out in the close up to the wire till they come Strawberry Plants 

cold frame till the weather was  !to bloom. Abundance of water 

mild enough to plant them out. Should then be given, and the SENATOR DUNLAP for 
When the plants get about three ground along the rows mulched summer and PROGRESSIVE 
ij i we ith coarse stable ? one t for fall bearing are the two 

inshes high the tip is pinched out, With coarse stable manure, no best varieties for Wisconsin. 

this makes them branch out at the 00 fresh or the ammonia will in- Our stock of plants of these 

. - ‘ . ‘ure tt lants. Keep close watel two varieties is fine. We 

base, and at the time of potting Jure the plants. Keep close wateb also have AROMA, GANDY 
into four inch pots a few small for green fly, aud spray once or and SAMPLE. 

dry twigs from spruce trees are twiee a week with nicotine, two Write us about what you 
. . . , aS sfuls ¢ want for yo fruit gard 

stuck in around the edge of the or three boaspoonstals toa gallon a orchasd, also tie See 

pots to keep the plants from of water. Perhaps you are think- mentals for your lawn, ete. 

sprawling all over. When danger ing just now that ail that means We are in a position to 

of heavy frost is over the plants work, well it does, but if you love supply your needs, 

re planted out in well prepared sweet peas (and who does not love 

ae ee psy th vou will be amply. xeward- THE COE, CONVERSE & 
trenches. In making the trenches, them) you will be amply rewarc EWARDS 

. mm. . co. 
we dig them a foot deep and ed for all your pains. Think of 

about eighteen inches wide. Sev- Picking an abundance of these Fort Atkinson, Wis. 

eral inches of well rotted manure lovely, fragrant blossoms, stems P. S. Fruit trees and 
: : . 9 saahes a plants of all kinds are go- 
is put in the trench and spaded from 12 to 18 inches long with ing to be very scarce otis 

in. The soil that was dug out is four or five large gorgeous col- planting time. Place your 

then put back until the trench is ored flowers. Just try it for your- onderieatly: : 

nearly filled, leaving a depression self next year, start your seeds in 

of tree or four inches. Stout the house early in Mareh and 2AM 

stakes 514 feet long are driven when your plants are big enough EI KINNER A 

into the ground 18 inches, leav- transplant them and put them out EI. PSL OF IRRIGATION H 

ing four feet about the ground, at 1" your cold frame. Sweet peas B - a H 

intervals of 10 feet, the end posts are quite hardy and grow splen- E ‘ Sl H 

beine well braced. Four foot idly in a cold frame in the early & is Bi 
8 é « : . Ell * Cor E| 

wire netting is then stretched Spring, care In watering and giv- I PRAIN- BUY IT ||| 

tightly and fastened to the posts IS them plenty of air being their H Mate: are of, ful Se H 

with small staples. When the greatest requirements till they [Afweather. Lessen dan- — ae 
. ay, lanted out. flim ger from insects and ih FE] 

ground has been lightly forked up are planted out. EAM diseases, E 
. z i. Bow . ‘ « fa Crop increase pays for system first, Mie 

along the trench everything is Some varieties of the biennial fay Season. Can bo used anywhere, E| 

ready for the plants. They class an re made to ee b ALANA Ta 

should be planted alternately on first season, put the seed must be gaia tor pook giving experience of many 

each side of the wire so that they sown in the early months of the — growers and full details. 
. . : Tho Skinner Irrigation Co., 237 Water St., 

will not be closer than one foot year in the greenhouse. The best Troy, Ohio. 

apart, that is there should be two way to treat this class is to sow §©=<—£H—__—_- 

rows, one on each side of the wire the seed in May and grow the varieties of biennials are quite 

with the plants two feet apart. young plants in boxes till they are hardy and stand the winters out- 

The ground should be kept well large enough to plant out. Some doors with a light protection of
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ARTA 

Use Product of Quality and Get Maximum Results 

C City 
Dry 

Arsenate of Lead 
. It kills quick, sticks longer and has maximum suspension : 

Lime Sulphur Sulphur (Dusting) Sodium Nitrate = 
Paris Green Calcium Arsenate Complete Fertilizer 

C City Chemical Work 
— 770-778 Kinnickinnic Ave. ORDER NOW Milwaukee, Wis. 2 
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coarse stable manure, but varie- winter comes the better chance it in dust through the winter hours; 

ties like Fox Glove, Canterbury has to come through and flower They break forth in glory sweet 

Bells and Hollyhocks are better well. Many of the perennials flowers:’ After them come the 

to have the protection of a cold sent out by commercial firms are different varieties of tulips and 

frame. These varieties rot off so far too small to flower the first nareissus, and from then on we 

easily at the crown that they season, and consequently are a have a-eontinwed: array of old, 

should not be covered over with great disappointment to the wellknown and well loved varie- 

manure that packs closely over buyer. ties that come and go in a lovely 

them. If a cold frame cannot be Some varieties are very hard to procession throughout the whole 

obtained a few boards can be raise from seed unless the seed is season. Even after the frost has 

nailed together to form a frame, fresh, and even then in some cases nipped the tender varieties, and 

and when severe weather comes such as the Phlox it is hard to get turned the leaves of the trees into 

this can be covered over with the seed to germinate. Where it glowing masses of color, we have 

boards and then a covering of is possible for anyone to save the hardy chrysanthemums. that 

stable manure, leaves or other seeds of perennials they should do _ still brave the chilly winds of au- 

material put over these, and so, as they will get better results tumn and brighten up the shel- 

around the outside. from fresh seed. Of course where tered nooks of the garden. 
Pansies can be grown also in quick results are wanted it is bet- In bulbous plants we have quite 

this way, but the seed should not ter to buy plants, as it takes, in a a variety that are hardy and add 

be sown till July or the plants get great many varieties, at least two greatly to the beauty of the per- 

too large. It is better to have years before a good sized plant  ennial border. Planted in clumps 

small compact plants of pansies can be had from seed. in rich deep soil they make a gor- 

when winter comes, as these win- The varieties of perennials that geous display, and will give good 

ter much better than plants that are hardy in this part of the coun- results for several years. Lilium 

are over grown, try are almost endless, and where Candidum should be planted in 

In growing perennials from one has room for a perennial bor- August, as they make their foli- 

seed the advice is often.given to der there is nothing that adds tu age in the fall, which stays green 

sow the seed in August. This 1s the beauty of the garden so much all winter. 

far too late as it is impossible to as a well kept perennial border. ' / 

get a plant large enough to come Even before the snow has entirely. ©—_ 

through the winter and flower the left : the ground the snowdrops, ‘ORN HARVESTER One man, one horse, 

next season. Perennials should _ scillias and crocus begin to show Cl jbo: Baus oe Tow. Self Gather- 

‘be sown any time from. April to — their welcome flower buds: In Only. $28 wiGolg airget to armers for 22, yrs. 

July. The larger the plant when the words of the poet, ‘‘They lay showing Pere Ot eee ter cia, Kaien
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